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Abstract
Slovak food industry has an important place in providing nutrition of the population, and the activities
of agro-food complex in Slovakia. Essential element in providing most of the raw materials is Slovak
agriculture. The main outlets for the flow of the vast majority of primary agricultural products are
Slovak food industry. The success or failures of the food industry in the market are reflected on the
marketing of foodstuffs in the domestic and foreign market. The food industry will be successful in
domestic and foreign markets as the control and use marketing communication to meet the needs
and demands of their existing and potential customers better than its competitors. The results of the
food markets directly or indirectly affect retailers and economic success of all manufacturers, involved
in food production, including primary agricultural producers.
Keywords: marketing, marketing mix, communications mix
Introduction
The restructuring of the food industry in the Slovak Republic accepts the objectives of industrial
policy. This is particularly the reduction of excess capacity and increase competitiveness. The food
industry is scattered on the amount of production branches and each of them are different
conditions, needs a starting point. To determine those aspects is needed in terms of long term
maintenance of the market, marketing departments use to select the correct tools of marketing
communication. The most specifically are: the personal selling, sales promotion, public relations,
advertising and direct marketing. The current Slovak food industry does not belong to the sectors
which we call the "strength" of the economy. It creates a relatively small share of GDP (gross
domestic product). Food is closely linked to agriculture. The agro performs important functions. It
provides download, storage and processing of agricultural products, manufactured food products
and take part in the food supply of the population. It produces around 7-8000 kinds of products for
the market needs. Including weight and quality range is about 10,000 kinds of products.
Departments of the food industry in Slovakia
In the first half of the 21st century, Slovakia became a major producer of passenger cars. Car
manufacturing sector is the most significant share of the foreign trade of the Republic. At the same
time we are observing increasing food imports. The performance of the Slovak agro sector declined
and the country has become an importer of food and other agricultural products. In Table 1 we
mentioned fields of food industry.
In this paper, we discussed one of the 15 branches food and beverage industries. Examining the
situation, addressing current issues and proposals we have made in terms of an important malting
company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce.
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Table 1 Departments of the food industry in Slovakia
Departments of the food industry in Slovakia
Meat Industry
Industry milk and cheese
production
Milling and bakery industry
Sugar industry
distilled spirits industry

Brewing industry
canning industry

Starch factory
Pomology

Viniculture
Poultry industry
Confectionery

Freezers and fish processing
Industry fats and edible oils
Manufacture of soft drinks and
mineral water bottling
Source: Potravinársky priemysel. *online+. *citované 23. 3. 2013+. Dostupné z:
<http://sk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potravinársky_priemysel> *in Slovak+.
Brewing Industry
Brewing industry1 is providing in particular the production of beer and soft drinks. It processes and
malting barley malt. Slovakia exports malt to 25 countries around the world. Slovak breweries and
malt houses were in the second half of the 20th century built the world's production and
technological level. Depending on the technology of production we recognize breweries classic barn,
fully automatic with Saladin wardrobes and sliding piles. In several breweries were replaced outdated
technology for fully mechanized, automated gradually. Important was the upgrading of sanitation
facilities.
SWOT analysis of the company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce
The production program2 is not stable. It varies depending on the market situation. Aggregation and
disaggregation production are specific enough production plan, production schedule in shorter time
periods. The main product of the company is manufacturing malt Czech (Pilsner) type, which is used
to make light beer. Malt corresponds to STN 56 6610th It is made from purified and put out for
malting barley soaking in of safe water, dipped barley germination and kilning3 at eradicating
rootlets4. Strengths and weaknesses of SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce we stated in Table 2.

1

FELŠOCIOVÁ, E. 2011. Marketing malého podniku. Bakalárska práca. Košice: Podnikovhospodárska fakulta
EU v Bratislave so sídlom v Košiciach. 2011. 60 s. E. č.: 24830000906. s. 38.
2
FELŠOCIOVÁ, E. 2011. Marketing malého podniku. Bakalárska práca. Košice: Podnikovohospodárska fakulta
EU v Bratislave so sídlom v Košiciach. 2011. 60 s. E. č.: 24830000906. s. 30.
3
SLADOVŇA MICHALOVCE. Charakteristika sladu. *online+. *citované 23. 3. 2013+. Dostupné z:
<http://www.sladovna.sk/charakteristika-sladu.html> [in Slovak].
4
FELŠOCIOVÁ, E. 2011. Marketing malého podniku. Bakalárska práca. Košice: Podnikovhospodárska fakulta
EU v Bratislave so sídlom v Košiciach. 2011. 60 s. E. č.: 24830000906. s. 45, 46. *in Slovak+.
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Table 2. Variables SWOT analyses and company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce
INTERNAL STRATEGIC FACTORS
WEIGHT [%]
STRENGTH
STRENGTHS
50-year tradition of manufacturing of malt
20
10
skilled workforce
20
10

VALUE
200
200

modernized technology

20

8

160

built sub-contracting
production flexibility

10
10

8
8

80
80

quality certificate ISO 9001:2000, HACCP Certificate

20

10

200

TOTAL
WEAKNESSES
territorial distribution of sales energy

100 %

-

+ 960

20

9

180

production 20

9

180

20

8

80

insufficient use of marketing communication tools

10

7

70

own brewery

15

10

150

high dependence on weather conditions

15

10

150

TOTAL
EXTERNAL STRATEGIC FACTORS
OPPORTUNITIES

100 %
WEIGHT [%]

STRENGTH

advantageous geographic position

30

10

300

growth in beer consumption in Eastern Europe

20

10

300

expansion of business activities

20

9

180

opening up new markets

10

9

90

use of EU funds

20

10

200

TOTAL

100 %

intensity
of
own brewery
small base of domestic customers

-

- 830
VALUE

+1070

THREATS
exchange rate movements
decline in beer consumption
increasing the price of beer
weather

5
20
20
20

5
8
9
10

25
240
180
200

competition policy
increase in transport costs
TOTAL

15
20
100 %

6
10

90
200
- 935

-

-

Source: own processing
Calculation: Strengths + Weaknesses = 960-830 = 130 points
Opportunities + Threats = 1070-935 = 135 points
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On Figure 1 we have illustrated the strategy for the company on the basis of SWOT analysis.
Opportunities
1070

135
Strengths

Weaknesses
960

130

- 830

- 935
Threats
Figure 1. Graphical processing SWOT analysis of the company Sladovpa, a.s. Michalovce
Source: own processing
The results of SWOT analysis allow companies to adopt an aggressive strategy. Strengths outweigh
weaknesses and opportunities prevail over the threats. Joint Stock Company SLADOVŇA a.s.,
Michalovce should maintain this position as long as possible, this means strengthening good relations
with suppliers and customers, to innovate and expand its portfolio in such extent required by
customers.
Findings-marketing mix
The company promotes the current dynamically changing domestic and international markets. In
terms of examining the individual elements of the marketing mix, we found the following.
The product and the raw material
Brewing malt is one of the most important export commodities, the agro-food Slovakia and the
quality is Archon to world leaders. The company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce produces world class
malt, competitive product. The basic raw material for the manufacture of malt are bred varieties of
two-row spring barley Malz, Ebson, Sebastian and Prestige, which are listed in the European
catalogue of varieties and seeds. The full use of processing capacity of company means 40 to 45,000
tons of excellent5 malting barley.6
Geographically, Slovakia is above-average assumptions for the production of agricultural
commodities. In financial terms, this is also interesting for commodity producers. Thanks to many
years of methodological and organizational approach of SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce towards farmers
and financial support incumbent supplier is to cover the need of whole barley purchased from
primary producers in the vicinity of the company. Reliable partners include the Hungarian barley

5

Charakteristika sladovníckeho jačmepa. *online+. *citované 23. 3. 2013+. Dostupné na :

<http://www.sladovna.sk/charakteristika-sladovnickeho-jacmena.html> [in Slovak].
6

FELŠOCIOVÁ, E. 2011. Marketing malého podniku. Bakalárska práca. Košice: Podnikovhospodárska fakulta
EU v Bratislave so sídlom v Košiciach. 2011. 60 s. E.č.: 24830000906. s. 45, 46. [in Slovak].
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growers. Bid, the quality of the products delivered and reputation among farmers decisive criterion
for the selection of potential new supplier.
Transportation ordered barley is implemented contractual carriers - freight forwarding companies
from Slovakia. Quality of delivery is reviewed at each sampling in the corporate lab. In the case of
deficiencies found are given raw complaint. The timing of orders and receive the amount is variable,
varies depending on the volume of production. The issue of buying raw material for the production
of malt - barley and the associated logistics is the responsibility of the sales department of the
company. The basic contract price is also added by bonuses. There are 2 of them. First one is in the
form of so-called loyalty and second quantitative bonus. Precondition for their return was the
conclusion of contracts for the supply even in the period before harvest and the fulfillment of the
contractual quantity. In this way, the company strives to maintain its suppliers to encourage them to
barley in the region and to increase its growing areas.
By-product
Byproduct of SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce is organic matter, which is actually a waste arising during
malting. This waste is granulated and sold to farms, hunting associations, fish farmers around
Michalovce City as animal feed, animals and fish.
Price
Company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce does not have a fixed price list. The price of malt is subject of
negotiating with buyers negotiating Director Business Unit. Price by-products, animal feed, animals
and fish are consistent and regularly updated by supply and demand in the market. In recent years,
the company is primarily to support the cultivation of barley in our region, a new system of
remuneration of its suppliers.

Figure 2. Foreign buyers malt from Michalovce
Source: SLADOVNA MICHALOVCE. Odberatelia. [online]. <http://www.sladovna.sk/odberatelia.html>
Sales strategy of the company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce is formulated for critical customers in
different territories. Malt sales in 2012 were made in Poland, Hungary, Russia, and Romania. Smaller
volumes are exported to Abkhazia, Moldova and Turkmenistan. Geographical distribution of sales of
malt from Michalovce City abroad are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Table 3. Rozdelenie exportu sladu spoločnosti SLADOVŇA podľa krajín
Country
Percentage of Sales
Country
Rumunsko
39
Turkménsko
Poľsko
37
Moldavsko
Rusko
9
Abcházsko
Maďarsko
8
Source: SLADOVŇA a.s. Michalovce – Annual Report Year 2011.

Percentage of Sales
6
<1
<1

Manufacturing plant SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce pays its attention to the quality of the product in all
parameters, it is important in determining the price of malt, but also to sustain the market. Modern
technology, in which the company has in recent years invested considerable funds guarantee their
top quality malt. The basic price of the product is determined on the basis of quality. In chart 3 we
illustrate the evolution of the prices of barley and malt in the € 1 per ton in 2005 - 2011.

Figure 3. Development of average prices of barley and malt in the € 1 per ton in the years 2005-2012
Source: SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce
Place (location - location)
For the sake of identification of the production site with the consumer society malt is transported in
closed vehicles. Malt is known for its strong hygroscopic properties. Transportation malt is
competence in the sales department, specifically for logistics manager, which deals with the
transportation of malt to the final customer. On delivery of your product and company SLADOVŇA
a.s., Michalovce uses the services Forwarding companies. Quality Transportation is a significant part
of the cost, because 99% malt production is exported abroad. This is reflected in the price of the
product. The primary purpose is the guarantee of export sales of malt to final consumers, and within
a specified time, quality and quantity.
Marketing communications in terms of company
Marketing communication in society is regarded as something "extra". The preparation of the
communication mix is carried out according to the principles of residual budget. The quality and
quantity of marketing communication tools used depend on the amount of available funds, the
amount of which depends on the efficiency of the company. Even the company is making profits,
capital requirements for the operation of a continuously growing. Marketing is the responsibility of
the sales department of the Company.
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Integrated marketing communication in business
At this point we may speak about an interconnection of contacts between sellers and buyers.
Between the seller and potential customers being sophisticated means of communication, which
aims to attract and retain customers. SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce has a priority to retain existing
customers, expand relationships with existing customers and constantly look for new ones. Be
creative and flexible and to respond flexibly to customer requirements. Follow the sales process
begins continuous customer care. They are based on new communication goals, where the decisive
moment the customer. It is a continuous effort to retain current customers and, if applicable, needs
to get a new one.
Advertising
The Company is governed by the quality standards HACCP and ISO 9001:2008. Compliance with these
standards is a condition for cooperation of foreign buyers. Regular audits and inspections by
customers and not allow a compromise on their standard. The company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce
in the ads works with advertising agency BUM studio. The agency produces for business promotional
items, such as: pens, bags, shirts, desk calendars, caps, dozes (so called) sladovička etc. Means of
advertising used by advertising agencies textiles, paper, metal and other non-metallic materials,
colours and a clip.
The company uses the internet for advertising in the interests of visibility towards the target group. It
addresses a wide range of people text, graphics, audio and video information in 3 languages targeted
mainly business partners at home and abroad. Essential for visualization are both the blue and yellow
paint (the colours of the company). The quality certificates obtained by the company declare the
precise quality parameters of malt, barley current European price, terms of purchase knowledgeable
suppliers and customers in their decision making. Multifunctional website allows also offer up to
date information on agro-business environment and of course links to partners and contact services
and Management Company at: www.sladovna.sk.
The company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce uses for creating advertising service advertising agency
BUM studio. The agency was selected because it was able to incorporate the basic idea that the
company is the largest advertising its product quality. On Figure 1 we illustrated the different
marketing communication tools and the extent of their use in society.

Legenda:
Personal selling
Direct marketing
Sales Support
Public Relations
Advertisement

Figure 4. The rate of use of marketing communication tools
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Sales Promotion
The SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce produces a specific product, which is malt and by-products
generated during its production. The SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce exports 99% of production,
therefore, the customer generally abroad. It participates in exhibitions focused on the supply of
goods. The aim of participation in exhibitions is to establish new business contacts. Company
management and The SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce traditionally held a competition for the best MET
worker and best worker during the calendar year. Companies express that only motivation is the way
to achieve the best results. Evaluation of this competition is announced at the end of the year during
the fest luncheon. Winners from the CEO traditionally take an interesting financial reward. The
competition is a type of employee identification with the fundamental objectives of the company
and its philosophy, which is manufactured in premium quality product. The company uses leaflets,
which are located in the foyer of the company. On notice boards in the entrance vestibule,
information for business partners of the results of buying and selling barley malt, technical
requirements for malting barley grain, company history, its philosophy. Then there is the gallery of
the best staff and news about the economy of production.
Public relations (public relations)
The most important marketing activity of the company is the regular annual meeting of the
company's management with barley growers, which attracts a specialized companies engaged in the
agricultural sector. Growers are aware of fertilization, crop rotation, soil preparation for sowing,
application of chemical treatment and the like. The meeting is in addition to marketing and the
nature of the methodological framework, which indirectly provides the necessary quality barley. The
company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce uses several techniques of Public relations. There are symbols
for presentation of the corporate name of the company and its logo. Excludes the aesthetic building
materials are the corporate and business forms. Company built the open space in front of green
spaces, trees, modern, driveway for truck rental business partners and the like.
Personal selling
Personal selling the company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce falls under Commerce Department. It is the
most important tool used in marketing communications. Personal selling is practiced three sales
managers led by commercial director in the sales department. Crucial personal selling in the
company is orchestrated by Director General. Personal direct selling technique is carried out with all
current malt customers’ who produce light beer abroad. The biggest customers are manufacturers of
light beer in Poland, Russia and Romania. Representatives of SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce come for
business negotiation with a specific offering quality parameters specified product - malt,
presentation materials and other relevant documents which are necessary to conclude the contract.
Important to customer are requirements (i.e. quality, logistics, etc.). After the arrangement
requirements of both partners the price is agreed. Contracts are signed at the beginning of the year.
These dealings are solely personal thanks to them and to secure the supplier - customer
relationships. The management objective is to keep all the customers in this way.
Conclusion
Currently, the market is saturated with malt. For the company, it is difficult to place the product on
international markets. The priority is to keep current customers and acquire new ones. We keep a
customer so that he not only offer goods for which it is valid, but also an added bonus, a kind of
added value that the goods are not looking at the competition, but still remained loyal customers of
our malt. Concrete example - caramelized malt, which produced SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce, while,
but occasional demand for malt satisfy this provision of outsourcing from other malt. Thus will not
direct the customer to a competitor, but it will satisfy even beyond the standard trade. This is exactly
the way such a company wants to keep partners, because it is fully aware that currently there is no
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problem to produce a product, but place it a crowded market products. Key issues include the
acquisition of personal sales orders. Search of potential customers; establish personal contact,
obtaining the cooperation and strengthening relations form the basis for a future order. In achieving
business success company SLADOVŇA a.s., Michalovce uses all five tools of marketing
communication. The purpose of a comprehensive communication strategy is purposeful and
systematic work in the field of marketing communications constitute company SLADOVŇA a.s.,
Michalovce as one of the leading Slovak exporters of malt.
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Abstract
The rise of people on the top of the age pyramid provides a new potential from marketing aspects – a
target group which is still not so “popular” today. In our study we will review the consumer behaviour
of silver generation above the age 60. The health is a very important value for seniors thus we
examined their attitudes and preferences from the way of healthy nutrition and organic foods. Our
research was made in two steps – first a qualitative research by in-depth interviews (n=10) than a
quantitative one by questionnaires (n=293). The respondents could be classified into 3 clusters
according to their attitudes regarding to their lifestyle. The most “healthy” signal on food is
“traditional” for them. There is a significant relation between changes in health status and healthy
eating. The net salary has an impact but the fall in prices is not a relevant factor on buying organic
food.
Introduction
In our accelerated world the alcohol consumption habits of people are changing. New trends are
emerging from time to time and people start to follow them. In Hungary such trend is the healthy
way of life which has come into fashion. But is it a real trend? Or is it just a smart communicational
trick of certain companies which want to increase the turnover of their products?! In my study I used
the methodology of observation, one of the most typical methods of primary research and I wanted
to answer the following question: Does the healthy lifestyle have a knock effect in the pubs of Győr?
The decline of the Hungarian state of health has started in the middle of the 1960’s and this has
resulted that Hungary has dropped more and more behind the countries – first of all Western
European countries – with developed healthy culture. The health status of the population is worse
than it would be expected from the economic state of development of the country.
The extreme alcohol consumption, including the uncontrolled drinking of youths is an important
social problem in Hungary. It is important to show that every maladjustment and every deviant
behaviour is unclear for the environment. This problem always raises the questions – “Why is the
person acting like this?” and “What does he/she feel while he/she acting like this?” These questions
are often heard and if the fact turns out that even the person cannot explain his/her motivations, it
can increases the lack of comprehension. Later the lack of comprehension can lead to the lack of
understanding or negative prejudice.
Many factors have contributed to the extensive spreading of alcohol consumption. Some of these are
the historical tradition, the consumption related to the nutrition and the application of it as
“medicine”. For long centuries the alcohol was the part of home pharmacies because as a vasodilator
it is beneficial and alleviates the symptoms and as sedative it was used to relieve anxiety. Nowadays
the view have spread again that the regular but small-scale wine consumption – especially of red
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wine – can decrease the possibility of infarcts and the developing of malignant tumors. The
marketing strategy of the alcohol industry is also based on this view, it points out the news and
stories of the beneficial effects of alcohol.
It is also important to mention and clarify that today the approach which says that companies should
meet the short-term requirements of consumers in the most effective way is exceeded in the
modern marketing. The short-term needs (demands) of consumers often come up against the longterm interest of the costumers and of the society (state of health, improving quality of life, avoiding
environmental pollution). All of these are particularly true in the case of youths. Today they think
that it is natural that they can “make decision of their own life” and they almost feel offended if e.g.
they are not served with alcohol or tobacco. With other words, if they are restricted in their free selfdeterminations.
Nowadays the alcohol certainly has become the essential accessory of celebrations and being
together in families and it has become a symbol of welfare and modern lifestyle in households. The
factors that make alcohol really dangerous are: the wide range accessibility of it, the social
acceptance of its consumption and the double standard of the society. While the relatively high
purchase costs and the criminal judgment of drugs are blocking its spreading these factors have no
effect on the spread of alcoholism.
Material and methods
The task of this research is to set an accurate data sequence up in connection with the health
consciousness, alcohol consumption, smoking and healthy lifestyle of people who are living in my
closer neighbourhood. The examination was arranged in several steps and it is going to have
continuation in the next few years.
The marketing research has 2 types – primary and secondary research. The observation is one of the
most typical techniques of primary research which can be defined as following: “The observation is a
type of primary data collection methods when the researcher objectively observes and notices
phenomena and facts in the interest of previously defined goals, with the help of methodically
formed methods” (Sándorné, 1978). During an observation we can collect objective information
about the characteristics of consumer behaviour, about the connections between seller and buyer,
i.e. about the personal features which can be perceptible, visible and audible. This is why I chose the
observation method for my study (contrary to use a survey) because I wanted to observe the
consumers in their natural settings so I could get more opened and more real answer about their
consumption habits. In this study I will demonstrate the results of quiet 100 visits.
The processing of data was made with the help of SPSS for Windows 14.0, a mathematical-statistical
software program. In this program I studied the relations between variables and backgroundvariables with frequencies and crosstabs. Beside calculations of means I made significance test using
the Chi-square (Malhotra, 2001).
Results and discussion
According to the objectives of the research and to the above featured logic method I will present
first the outcomes of the secondary and then of the primary research. At first we should make a
summary about the health and heath behaviour and their factors. The good health status is not only
the interest of an individual but it is the interest of the society, too because the individual as
manpower is a very important part of the production system. That means that the preservation of an
individual’s health is the essential task of the society.
Health behaviour/consciousness and its elements
There are many definitions of what the health exactly is and it is similar with defining the factors
which take affect our health. According to BAUM, KRANTZ and GATCHEL (1997) health behaviour,
health consciousness is every manner which can affect our health until we are healthy.
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According to HARRIS and GUTEN (1979) the health behaviour is every act which is carried out with
the aim to protect and maintain our health without reference to our current health status and to the
effectiveness of the certain act. The main elements of the health behaviour are demonstrated in the
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The elements of health behaviour
Source: Harris & Guten, 1979
Figure 1 shows that the health behaviour is such a complex system which parts are physical activity,
psychic health, conscious nutrition, hygiene and avoidance of harmful goods (i.e. avoidance of abuse
with e.g. smoking, drinking and drugs). Here can be mentioned the regular physical self-checking and
the recourse of screening tests, too.
Alcohol consumption in Hungary and in the world
The alcohol consumption habits have changed a lot through the history. In the middle ages the
consumption of beer and wine was wide-spread all over in Europe, even for breakfast. Tea, coffee
and cocoa became part of the “menu of drinks” after the great geographical discovery, in Hungary
rather in the 20th century. The technology of producing liquor has evolved through the findings of
alchemists. The drinks and soft drinks made from fruits are the products of the second half of the
20th century (URL1). In Hungary, the regular statistical data communication of alcohol consumption
exists from 1950’s but we have sparse and estimated data already from the 18 th century. Probably
the alcohol consumption had then already significant degree. On the score of these sources it is
inferential that the alcohol consumption per capital and especially the consumption of raw spirit
were similar like nowadays.
The drinking habits show a very varied picture in different countries of the world. Generally can be
told that the cumulative welfare has changed the drinking habits in the developed Western European
countries from the 1950’s which resulted that the number of alcoholics has risen, the alcohol
consumption of teenage youths increased i.e. the alcoholism has become a serious social problem in
a lot of European countries.
The Central Statistical Office studies the consumption of food, drinks, tobacco and nutriments per
capital since 1990 in every year. Figure 2 shows the data of CSO.
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Figure 2. Alcohol consumption in Hungary (l)
Source: based on KSH data (1970-2009), 2008 created by the authors
The figure represents well that while the consumption of liquor and wine is stagnating, the
consumption of beer shows some decreasing tendency. But on the whole the consumption of beer is
changing only to a little extent and if we take into consideration that meanwhile the alcohol content
of beer has increased, we can regard this decline as symbolic.
According to data from 2008 Hungary stands on the 24th place from the 35 studied countries in
consumption of beer with consumption of 72.3 litre/capital/year (Figure 3). On the first place is the
Czech Republic (149.9 litre/capital/year) which is followed with Ireland (124.8 litre/capital/year) and
Germany (110.6 litre/capital/year). Among the last ones can be find Norway (55.6 litre/capital/year),
Angola (55.3 litre/capital/year) and Brazil (54 litre/capital/year). The mean of consumption in the 35
examined countries was 86.8 litre/capital/year – the Hungarian consumption is under this mean.

Figure 3. Beer consumption of the world
Source: (www.geog.ucsb.eu)
The Research Centre made a survey in Hungary among the regular beer consumers in 2010. Almost
the third of the attendants consume beer several times a week, 17% once a week, 21% some time a
month. 8% once a month, 10% once in a quarter and 18% of the attendants variable periods drinks
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beer. Women prefer to consume it with their partner, but among men the common beer
consumption is typical with colleges and friends.
The Hungarian wine consumers buy mostly the measured wines. In Hungary around 3 million
hectolitre wine is consumed per year, from this quantity 600 thousand hectolitre is consumed by the
manufacturer and its family which means that they do not put it in commercial circulation. The origin
of 1.6 million litre wine in kettle is not always verifiable moreover false wine was and is in circulation
many times. The manufacturers urge the rise of quality wine consumption, so far with little success.
The most Hungarian buyers can pay only for the cheaper wine (KOPCSAY, 2001).
This contradict somewhat to the outcomes of the survey made by the Tourism public-company in
2005 which says that 49.1% of people consume bottled quality wine and only 10.8% declared that it
happens to consume plastic bottled wine, 8.2% consume wine in kettle. According to the survey
81.6% of the adult population consume alcoholic drink with some regularity. From the alcoholic
drinks most of the people consume champagne – 56.1% of the respondents said this type of drinks,
47.4% of people drink bottled beer (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The rate of consumption of alcoholic drinks
Source: By the Magyar Turizmus ZRt. / MÁST 2006 N=816 is created by the authors
Figure 5 shows the data of CSO (2009) about the repartition of wine, beer and alcoholic drinks per
capital. In the structure of the alcoholic drink consumption of the population – measured in absolute
litre – the share of beer has risen from 2005 and some from 2000, the significance of liquors has
gradually increased while the share of wine has decreased with 5% point from 2000 and has become
the third of the list.
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Beside all of these we can notice that people’s alcohol consumption habits changed a lot, too. In the
circle of drinking youths we can often see that contrary to the hard drinks the softer drinks with low
energy content are more and more beloved, first of all because of the changing of lifestyle and the
rising consumption of women. In the developed countries of the world people consume drinks
increasingly in community by the rising of leisure time. So we can say that the so called social drinks
are more beloved. Contrary to the cheapness and to the high alcohol and energy content the taste,
pleasure value and quality of the drinks are more preferable for the consumers. Mainly the younger
generations turn to use easily and rapidly likeable, so simpler products with worthless taste (URL2).
Since in my survey I observed the drink consumption habits of people in different drink seller places,
now I would like to show some statistical data of how split the certain drink categories – measured in
quantity – in the different catering establishments (Figure 6).

Figure 6. The split the certain drink categories – measured in quantity – in the different catering
establishments between December of 2006 and November of 2007
Source: http://www.marketinginfo.hu/tanulmanyok/essay.php?id=1401 created by the authors
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On the score of these data can be said that more than 40% of the turnover of drink categories come
to the places with low quality called volume places where we can find pubs, buffets, bars and buffets
in workplaces. It is important to notice that the liquor are up represented in pleasure-grounds, i.e. in
discos, in billiard rooms, in casinos. The biggest quantity of beer comes to the drinking places where
pubs, good quality butteries are rated. The alcohol free drinks are consumed mostly in eating places
(in restaurants, inns, café and confectionaries). According to the study I can say that more than 45%
of catering shops are volume places, the drinking places make 15% of the shop networks.
Analysing of consumption habits and attitudes (primary research)
The outcomes of the secondary research made it clear that the alcohol consumption means a serious
danger among the population and that there are meaningful differences between the countries of
the world in point of frequencies and quantities of the consumption. Hereinafter I will give summary
of this research and of the outcomes.
During the observation which biggest advantage is that we can observe the consumers in their
natural settings I visited 47 pubs (but in this article I will demonstrate the outcomes of 33
observations). I turned in to the pleasure-grounds at random and I observed the people there 2
times. I spent around 25 minutes every time in these places where I took my observation as an
external observer not without any problem because 2 times I was asked about what I am writing in
my notices. During the research I analysed on the grounds of a forward planned aspect system and I
recorded the observed results on the spot (that led to the mentioned inconveniences). 759 people
stayed in the pubs during the 66 observations (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Proportion of people by gender in the pubs
Source: Created by the authors
As we can see there were mainly with 86.6% men and the proportion of women was 13.4%. The
proportion of the people under the age 20 was quite high with the number of 120, one reason of it
can be that a place which is popular among the students too was an observed location but other
reason can be that the youths like and often visit these – otherwise cheap – places. The number of
girls under the age 20 was 17. The proportion of people above the age 60 is around the number of
the previous group, it was 116 people. It can be stated that the visitors of pubs come particularly
from the active (between the ages 20-60) population group.
Who has already visited pubs can agree with me and my statement that the visitors are not
welcomed “with the best air” in many cases. The main reason of it is the smoke so the writer of this
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article (and not I am the only one on the grounds of some conversations in these places) will support
those efforts which are for the exemption of smoke in a pleasure-ground. According to the statement
of the study the presence of smokers in pubs is not “over represented” because there smoked 241
person which is 31.8%. If we accept the data that states that 34-36% of adult men and 18-28% of
adult women smoke I think – considering the proportion of genders in the pleasure-grounds - , the
share of smokers is in accordance with the estimated statistical mean. It is evident that the mostly
small and closed place consents to the fact that for the visitors of pubs seems the smoke there in
many cases unbearable. It would deserve a study – and this is one of the goals of the writer of this
publication – that do we smoke more during drinking as otherwise.
If people go to a pub it is evident that they want to drink and talk and pay the bills, too. In some
cases they also give tip and some “lucky ones” get something the bill. In the following lines I will give
a review about the outcomes of the research (in basic). In Figure 8 the average consumption of group
of ages can be seen. This can be regarded as one of the delimitation of the research because from
the data we cannot clarify the consumption of an individual. The observations of it can be an aim of
another research. In point of the group of ages 14.8% of pub visitors in Győr are under the age of 20
which in my opinion is not a low value. Most of the guests are from the group of 21 between 60 ages.
29.7% of them are 21-40 ages, 34.5% of them are 41-60 ages. The rate of the older people is 21%.
Naturally, the observation can contain imprecision in point of the ages and of the types of alcohol
(e.g. in the case of ‘nagyfröccs’” Spritzer big” and ‘hosszúlépés’ “Long Spritzer”) after all I think that
the survey gives a correct summary.

Figure 8. Mostly consumed drinks
Source: Created by the authors
The data of the figure show to us that in the observed places dominates the wine consumption. On
the average one “fröccs” – ” Spritzer big” – (2 dl wine and 1 dl soda water) and nearly one “kisfröccs”
– Spritzer small – (1 dl wine and 1 dl soda water) are consumed by the guests of these places. The
mean of the beer consumption is only 0.4 bottle which indicates that the consumption of this
product is relatively low. But the proportion of the consumers of hard drinks can be considered high
because from 10 groups of ages there are on the average 4 in which somebody consumes medium
quality hard drinks. The red wine consumption which is regarded as healthier shows a low rate such
as the soft drinks and the coffee.
If we analyse the consumption in divisions of age it will modulate a bit the structure of the
consumption. The strongest difference is in the case of the age group under 20. People from this
group drink in average with 20% more beer than people between the age of 20 and 40, and this rate
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grows to 40% if we compare them with people above the age of 60. We can see similar rates if we
consider glasses of beer. But it is depressing that the rate of medium and quality hard drink
consumers is 5:1 (in this age group) which is more favourable and only 2:1 among people above 60
and between 21 and 40. Among people between 41 and 59 are in majority the quality hard drink
consumers (rate 4:3). All of these data show that the mobility barriers have an important role on the
market of consumer’s goods (as special food). Such mobility barriers are the brand choice and the
brand names among other.
If we add to the above written facts (we are talking about the people under the age of 20) that from
them are drunk 3 times more than the people from the other age groups. The smoke activity of them
is also with 30% higher than the average of the other groups so we can say that this picture is really
depressing. In point of smoking the youths are with 60% more active than people from the oldest age
group. The visitors of pubs live a relatively steady life as it can be seen in the Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Drunkenness (%)
Source: Created by the authors
Analysing the data of the figure we can read the previous facts – in point of the drunkenness of
youths. If we consider the “mean” than we can notice that “only” 3,5% of the guests are intoxicated
in the pubs which I do not regard as a too high rate. My visitations also convinced me of the fact that
the presence of drunks is not an often phenomenon (naturally take into consideration my subjective
judgment). The distribution of the age groups shows (as I signed it before) that “the youths drink too
much”, in their circle the proportion of drunks is nearly 8%. We can see a “good mean” if we consider
the groggy people between the age 41 and 59 in the pubs. It is well seen in the figure that the oldest
people take care of not to go home drunk.
To the tune of a little idea it is worthy to look the proportion of the non-consumers of a certain
product. It can be squarely assessed that the consumption of “nagyfröccs” (it contains 2 dl wine and
1 dl soda water) is relatively fair because the proportion of non-consumer of the product is the
lowest only 45%. The means of the groups show that 25.6% of them drink “fröccs” and the rate of
those who drink from it with 2 glasses is 18.3%. The ratio of the non-consumer of “kisfröccs” (it
contains 1 dl wine and 1 dl soda water) is 67%. 86% of the observed people do not consume red
wine. This type of drink is typically consumed by the people above the age 41. 74.1% of the observed
people do not drink bottled beer and these people are from all age groups. The youths drink usually
2 bottled beer but middle-aged people drink only 1 from this product. The rate of non-consumers of
quality liquor is 73.2% and the rate of them in the case of hard drinks is 83.1%.
One of the central problems of the Hungarian economy is the “existence” of bill giving to the
consumers which is in the focus of my study, too and I will give a summary of the outcomes of my
observations in the Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Bill giving (%)
Source: Created by the authors
If I will characterize the data of the figure I will say that the fact of bill giving is not really working in
the pleasure-grounds. There is no difference between the genders and the age groups. But the
acquaintance is important. “We cannot know” – I heard this sentence when a waiter wrote the bill
for a stranger and this fact is also supportable with my own experiences. Only in 33% of the observed
pleasure-grounds were given bill regularly. In the most places (34%) were given no bills or just
sometimes which I cannot understand – it is likely that the waiter did not know the buyer these
times. When I turned into the same place in a short time or when I asked for another drink second
time then I did not get the bill most of the time and I experienced the same when somebody else
drunk his/her second drink and paid for the drinks. These facts are realized in the rate 9.3% of only
for strangers and in the rate 33% of occasionally.
In connection with the bill giving it is practical to mention the issue of tip which distribution is
showed in the Figure 11.
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Source: Created by the authors
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It can be determined that nearly 13% of the visitors of pubs give 5 or 10 Forint tip and they mostly
drink one glass alcohol. It is also shown in the figure that main proportions 54% of the paying guests
give little tip (and I personally state that this is between 10 and 40 Forint). 21% of the guests do not
give to the waiter more money than the amount of their consumption. From 11 women 6 (more than
50%) and from 113 men 20 men did not give tip (during my observations I could observe the amount
of tips exactly 124 times). The difference is significant. Nearly 12% of the observed people gave more
than 40 Forint tip and from them 1.6% rate was who gave tip more than 60 Forint tip.
In 38% of the restaurants there was no television or it was not on. There where it worked there
played mostly some kind of sport events – 22% of the times it was handball and 15% of the times it
was football. In 14.5% of the pubs the guests saw some types of romance series, but many times the
waitress was the most active watcher of these series. The rate of music was 8% and the rate of action
film was 2% watched on the television.
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Abstract
The aim of this article is to present a two-step analysis of a market orientation database about the
Hungarian food processing small and middle sized enterprises (SMEs). There are two different scales
describing the market orientation, the MARKOR and the MKTOR; we ascertain about their features if
they are sufficient for the hypotheses of discriminative capacity and one-dimensionality. As a method
for data analysis we used the structural equation modeling. After the calculations we state that onedimensionality successfully fits from six features in case of five. We found that these features which
are fitting to one-dimensionality have significant discriminative capacity.
Keywords: Market orientation, food industry, SMEs, SEM
Introduction
The results shown in our presentation are parts of a research program that includes several steps,
and the purpose of which is to form a market orientation model applicable for branch, small- and
medium sized enterprises which handle the unique features of the marketing activity rooting from
SME’s properties properly, but at the same time takes into account the branch specialities of food
industry.
The research program consists of four steps. The first one was a nationwide survey carried out in
2009 with 100 dairy and meat industrial small and medium sized enterprises. Its aim was to map the
general entrepreneurial practice and opinion about marketing. In the second step, in 2010 we
investigated 250 agricultural and food industrial SMEs with internationally used standard questions
about their experience about areas that have an influence on marketing activity. The third step is still
being carried out at present and it deals with the spread of the research onto several countries. The
questionnaires are being filled by Croatian food-industrial enterprises. The last step of the research is
to create a market orientation model already mentioned in the introduction, which takes into
account the characteristic of SMEs, and which is based on international results.
This current article investigates the applicability of MARKOR and MKTOR scales used in the second
step of the research among the SMEs in Hungary.
The aim of the article was to examine the factors of the MARKOR and MKTOR scales, as well as the
49 variables constituting the factors in the database that consists of 168 items in the Hungarian food
processing SMEs. The key questions were the following:
 Can the three-three factors in the two scales be considered one dimension?
 Does each factor have enough discriminating ability, that is do we have the right to separate
the variables constituting the factors into three-three factors?
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Theory
The idea of examining market orientation has a 50 years old history, but the importance of it was
discovered in the last two decades first by Desphande and Webster (e.g. WEBSTER, 1981, 1992, 1994,
DESPHANDE, FARLEY,1998, DESPHANDE, FARLEY, WEBSTER, 1993)
There are two different ways to define market orientation. SHAPIRO (1998) developed the decision
making approach, which is about the dissemination of information that are important by company
considerations. This theory says information should go through all functional fields in order to
establish organizational commitment to decisions. To achieve it these decisions should be taken
through functions.
DESPHANDE, FARLEY and WEBSTER (1993) are defining customer orientation as the opposite of
competitor orientation. This approach is the customer oriented approach, which says the most
important issue in a company’s life is the needs of customers.
The strategic approach by RUEKERT (1992) has the companies’ generation of intelligence ability in
focus; it says that the aim of customers’ intelligence is for achieve company aims and for the most
effective allocation of resources. The theory of market intelligence by KOHLI and JAWORSKY (1990)
says the companies are collect and spread the critical information within the organization in order to
maintain cooperation among functional fields. According to this the key elements of market
orientation are the organization-wide generation of market intelligence, dissemination of the
intelligence across departments and organization-wide responsiveness to it.
NARVER and SLATER (1990) considered market orientation as a culturally based behavioral
perspective. The authors defined it as a cultural feature that affects to the employers’ behavior. They
believe it is a corporate culture which evokes most effectively the proper behavior in order to create
higher customer value and by so doing it, to create higher business performance.
Table 1. Market orientation models and their focus
Cultural focused
Leadership focused
Desphande
Narver, Slater
Kohli, Jaworsky
Shapiro
Customer
Customer
Intelligence
Permeate
orientation
orientation
generation
corporate
functions
with
information
Competitor
Intelligence
Make
strategy
orientation
dissemination
and
tactical
decisions
Interfunctional
Responsiveness
Execute decisions
coordination
Source: MOLL et. al. 2007

Ruekert
Generate
customer
information
Develop strategy
for customers
Implement
strategy

Models that explain market orientation could be divided into two groups. The first group contains
those which have cultural focus like MKTOR scale. The other one focuses on Leadeship approach like
Jaworsky and Kohli scale and the MARKOR scale. There are several other scales but the MARKOR and
MKTOR are the most widely used.
The questionnaire focusing on market orientation has 49 statements – 32 of them are about the
MARKOR scale and 17 of them are about MKTOR scale. The responding companies had to answer by
the use of a 5-point Likert-scale to decide how strongly they agree with each statement (1: Not at all
like me, 5: very much like me).
The MARKOR scale was developed by Kohli and Jaworsky in 1990; in 1993 they revised it with the
assistance of Kumar and they created the MARKOR scale with 32-statement (KOHLI, JAWORSKY and
KUMAR; 1993). They thought the market orientation is defined by three main features: generation of
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market intelligence, dissemination of the intelligence across departments and organization-wide
responsiveness to it. From the 32 questions there are 10 questions about generation of market
intelligence, 8 about dissemination of the intelligence and 14 about responsiveness. In the case of
MARKOR scale it transpires that the responsiveness, namely the reaction to market changes defines
the scale.
The generation of market intelligence is not just about the gathering and analysis of customers’
opinion and experiences. A company must generate information continuously from both micro- and
macro environment, because for example competitors or governmental decisions also have their
effects on it.
The point of dissemination is to help departments to work together and make them to provide
assistance to each other and to the leadership.
The responsiveness means the adaptation rate of a company to the market changes.
The MKTOR scale was also developed in 1990, by Narver and Slater (NARVER, SLATER, 1990). It has
just 17 statements also divided into 3 groups. There are 8 questions about customer orientation, 5
about competitor orientation and 4 about interfunctional coordination. By customer orientation a
company tries to understand fulfill customers’ demand. It researches not just the present but the
future demands too.
The competitor orientation focuses on present and future competitors and tries to assess their
weaknesses and strength. After that the company should define its own strengths and weaknesses
and then its own position.
The interfunctional coordination coordinates the company resources among different departures.
The possibility of application of MARKOR and MKTOR scales was examined by Farrel and Oczkowski
(1997) among Australian companies. Their result states that these two scales with the 20 and the 14
features did not provide a statistically proofed three factor model. In order to apply the three factor
model they had to reduce the number of those features (to ten and to eight).
Methodology
The methodology is shown divided into two areas, the methodology of data collection and data
analysis.
The data were collected in the summer of 2010 with the help of the interviewer’s network of a
Hungarian market research company. The places of the data collection were the seats of the
enterprises involved into the research. Face-to-face interviews were made with the marketing
leaders of the enterprises, or if they were not available, then the first leader of the company. During
the research 250 assessable questionnaires were collected, 191 came from food industrial
companies, and 59 from agricultural companies. In our present article we show the results of the
food industrial enterprises, as the two sectors showed a significant difference. The composition of
the sample accordingly to size categories is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The composition of the research sample according to size categories in the food industry
Number of employees
Composition
Head
%
0-9 people
136
71,2
10-49 people
42
21,9
50-300 people
13
6,9
Total
191
100
The questionnaire applied in the research contains 5 major groups of questions. In the first one the
judgement of the external environment surrounding the company was investigated, in the second
one the internal processes were surveyed (management, company strategy, marketing organisation,
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innovativeness, company culture, HR policy, marketing tools and abilities, organizational learning). In
the third part market orientation was analyzed with MARKOR and MKTOR scales. In the fourth part
we put questions about the financial and non-financial productivity of the company, while in the last
part the background variables got a place (seat, number of employees, legal form of the company,
average market share, net annual income, annual balance-sheet and ownership structure).
The data were analyzed with the structural equation modelling (SEM) method. The SEM is suitable to
make revealing analysis as well as to verify previous predictions. In the article the SEM method was
used to fortify the applicability of previously constructed models, or to justify their refusal. From
among the SEM program packages the AMOS 7.0 program was used because it conforms the SPSS
statistical program and it applies SPSS database without data-transformations. The AMOS is suitable
to create models in a simple and fast way as well as to visualize them graphically. The excel program
was applied to define the probability of the Chi2 distribution.
In order to be able to use the applied mathematical-statistical method, we deleted those items from
the database that contained missing values in any of the variables involved into the database.
Results and discussion
Hypothesis: The factors of MARKOR and MKTOR scales can be regarded as one-dimensional
The process of the one-dimensionality examination of the three-three factors of the two scales is
shown trough the example of MARKOR scale’s “Intelligence dissemination” factor. In the database
eight variables belong to the “Intelligence dissemination” factor, on Figure 1 the measured variables
are the v14_11,…, v14_18 rectangles. If the factor can really be regarded one-dimensional, then a
common factor determines them trough a regressional connection. The common factor is not
expected to determine the total variance of the measured variable; this is why an error factor is
linked to each variable. It belongs to the total identification of the model that the variance of the
common factor and the regression weights belonging to the error factor must be given; in our case 1
is the suitable value.

Figure 1. The AMOS model for testing one-dimensionality. Factor: Intelligence dissemination
The obtained probability referred to that that hypothesis which the “Intelligence dissemination”
factor’s eight variables rely on a one-dimensional model must be refused. The correction of the
model was solved by deleting the variables one after the other in it. The variable to be deleted was
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chosen based on a matrix coming from the standardized differences of the covariance matrixes
supposing (Table 4.) and not supposing (Table 3) a one-dimensional model.
Table 3. Covariance matrix without assuming one dimension model. Factor: Intelligence
dissemination

Table 4. Covariance matrix with assuming one dimension model. Factor: Dissemination of
information

From among the covariance-differences after standardization was chosen the value referring to the
greatest difference. Based on this from the original – AMOS model which is suitable for testing onedimensionality and which refers to the flow of information – model that variable was deleted where
the Chi2 statistics showed the bigger fall.
After deleting one variable a significance examination was also carried out on the decreased size
model, after that other variables were deleted. Based on this theory in case of booth scales and in
case of all their factor-groups the deletion process resulting in one-dimensional models was carried
out. The results of the deletion process are shown in Table 6.
The AMOS defines a covariance matrix within a selected feature with two different methods. In the
first case without assuming the one dimension model (Fig. 2); than assuming that the hypothesis,
which says the factor variables fit to one factor model, is true (Fig. 3). We compare the results with
Chi2 statistics (Fig. 1); the degree of freedom is coming from the number of the moments of model
variables exceed the number of estimated moments. In this case the moments used by the AMOS are
the different variances of variables and the covariance among them. The hypothesis for the
validation of one dimension model is rejected if the calculated probability (P) is less than 0, 05.
The probability value on Figure 1. suggests that the hypothesis saying that the eight variables of
“Information dissemination” fit to the one dimension model, should be rejected.
The correction of the model is carried out by the deletion of the variables one after another. We can
assume that the widely criticized scales developed in a totally different environment from the
Hungarian are not entirely correct in the case of Hungarian companies. The scales behavior could be
explained with cultural, economic or language differences.
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We choose the variable for deletion by a matrix based on the standardized differences of the already
described two covariance matrix. The covariance values on Table 3 and 4 belong to similar variable
pairs. Their difference comes from the assumption of one dimension model or its hiatus. The
differences of the two matrixes can be found on Table 5.
Table 5 Covariance difference matrix. Factor: Intelligence dissemination

After standardization (Table 6) I select those values which show the biggest divergence. On Table 6 it
means the values between v14_13 and v14_14. In the model on Figure 1 we deleted one variable
after another and we precluded that variable where the Chi2 test showed the bigger decrease.
Table 6. Covariance difference matrix. Factor: Intelligence dissemination

After deletion of a variable we ran the significance test again on the reduced model and we
continued deleting variables. Finally, the remained variables formed a statistically acceptable model
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The statistically acceptable one dimension model. Factor: Intelligence dissemination
We present the factor deleting process on Table 7, which leads to one dimension models fitting to
the 3-3 features of MARKOR and MKTOR scales. In cases of ‘Competitor orientation’ and
‘Interfunctional coordination‘, we did not find any variable which preclusion could lead to an
acceptable model.
Table 7. Factor deleting process leading to acceptable one-dimensional models
Nomination
factors

Number
of Statistics for the original model
of variables in the
Degree of
original model
Chi2
p
freedom

Factor for deletion

MARKOR
Intelligence
generation
Intelligence
dissemination
Responsiveness

10

228,961

35

0

2, 8, 9, 1

8

130,926

20

0

13, 16, 18, 17

14

277,511

77

0

31, 28, 30, 21, 24

8

223,925

20

0

38, 40, 37, 35

5

62,933

5

0

-

4

30,565

2

0

-

MKTOR
Customer orientation
Competitor
orientation
Interfunctional
coordination

After precluding the factors which influence unfavorably the fitting, the one factor models describing
the six features can be shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Acceptable one-dimensional models
Number
of Number of
Nomination of factor
variables in the kept
Chi2
original model
variables

Degree of
p
freedom

MARKOR
Intelligence generation
Intelligence dissemination
Responsiveness

10
8
14

6
4
9

10,430
4,79
37,049

7
2
26

0,166
0,930
0,074

8
5
4

4
5
4

3,542
0,248

2
0
1

0,170
0,618

MKTOR
Customer orientation
Competitor orientation
Interfunctional coordination

It can be seen that in case of ‘Competitor orientation’ the establishment of a one factor model was
unsuccessful. Since the degree of freedom is 0, the hypothesis analysis cannot be carried out. In case
of ‘Interfunctional coordination’ an acceptable one dimension model is presented contrary to Table
7. For the creation of the acceptable model it was necessary to modify the one factor model
presented in Figure 1.
Assumption of a co-variance connection between the error factors
Besides creating one-dimensional models our other aim was to keep as many variables as possible.
We want to increase the number of the remaining variables, so we accepted a covariance connection
between the error factors linked to each variable. The degree of freedom of the model enlarged with
covariance connections changes compared with the original mode, and if it is bigger than zero, then
the significance level of the Chi2 statistics can be calculated, the hypothesis examination can be
carried out.
In order to create an acceptable one factor model we deleted the most impeding factors one after
another. My purpose besides the creation of one dimensionality was to keep factors as many as
possible.

Figure 3. The non-acceptable one dimension model. Factor: Interfunctional coordination
To increase the number of remaining factors we allowed the covariance connection among error
factors assigned to the individual factors (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The acceptable one dimension model. Factor: Interfunctional coordination. The covariance
connection is allowed among the error factors
The degree of freedom of the model extended with covariance connections is changing; if this
change is more than 0, the Chi2 test can be carried out and the hypothesis analysis can be evaluated.
On Figure 3 and 4 we present the model creating process in case of MKTOR scales ‘Interfunctional
coordination’. The degree of freedom is 2 in the basic model, but the values of P and Chi2 are
inadequate. But if we take out just one variable the degree of freedom reduces to 0, and in that case
the Chi2 test cannot be carried out.
In case of the acceptable one dimension models in Table 8 we applied the covariance connection
among error factors in order to increase the number of remaining factors and to create a one factor
model.
The investigation of the discriminating ability between the factors of the scale
The variables of a scale can be listed into separable factors if this separation can be justified
statistically too. Two factors of a scale have enough discriminating ability if the two-factor model is
statistically more suitable for the together handled variables of the two factors than the one-factor
model.
We made one- and two-factor models and evaluated with the help of AMOS, then we compared the
two models.
The significance of the difference between the two models can be established from the difference
between the two Chi2 values. The difference can also be regarded Chi2 distributional (AMOS user’s
guide), the degree of freedom is the difference between the two levels of independence. The
difference is significant (p<0,05), so the zero-hypothesis that there is no difference between the two
models can be refused. Thus the two factors of the scale have a significant discriminating ability.
It is expedient to sort the variables of a scale into separate factors if this separation can be proofed
statistically. Two factors of a scale can be described with sufficient discriminative ability if the two
factor model fits better to their commonly treated factors than the one factor model.
We created and evaluated one and two factor models with AMOS and we also compared them.
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Figure 5. The one factor model. Factors: Information dissemination and Information generation
We present our applied method with the analysis of the two factors of MARKOR scale, the
‘Information dissemination’ and ‘Information generation’. To create the one and the two factor
models we used just those from their factors which remained in the examination of the acceptable
one dimension models.
In case of one factor model (Fig. 5) our hypothesis means that one common factor is suitable to
define two factors together. The meaning of the two factor model (Fig. 6) is that to describe two
factors only two factor is suitable. On Figure 6 we also presented the covariance connections
supporting the one dimension model which describes the ‘Intelligence generation’ factor.

Figure 6. The two factor model. Factors: Intelligence generation and Intelligence dissemination
The values of Chi2 can be found in Table 9. Although both of the models should be rejected because
of their significance level, yet the two factor model fits better, since its Chi2 value is lower. My
purpose now is to check if the two factor model has better significance than the one factor model.
We made our calculations with MS Excel. The significance of the two models difference can be found
out by the difference of their Chi2 value. The difference can be described as a Chi2 distribution (AMOS
user’s guide), the degree of freedom is the difference of the two degrees of freedom. The difference
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is significant (p<0,05), so we can reject the hypothesis which says there is no difference between the
two models. It means the two factor of the scale have significant discriminative ability.
Table 9. Analysis of discrimination capability between factors of Information generation and
Information dissemination
Degree
of
Chi2
p
freedom
One factor model
162,721
35
2,2E-18
Two factor model
127,072
32
2,8E-13
Difference
35,649
3
8,8E-08
We present the results of the analysis of discrimination effect between MARKOR and MKTOR scales
in Table 10. In case of MKTOR scale only one factor pair can be created, because in case of one factor
it was impossible to create an acceptable one dimension model, as we showed it before.
Table 10. Summary of the discriminating ability investigation between the factor pairs
Factor pairs
Chi2
Degree of freedom p
MARKOR
Intelligence generation
35,649
3
8,88E-08
Intelligence dissemination
Intelligence generation
141,02
1
1,59E-32
Responsiveness
Intelligence dissemination
66,98
1
2,74E-16
Responsiveness
MKTOR
Customer orientation
84,592
1
3,67E-20
Interfunctional coordination
Implications
During the analysis of the variables that are part of the database of the MARKOR and MKTOR scales
we stated that it is possible to decrease the one-dimensional variables in a way that the refusal of the
one-factor model cannot be justified in case of 5 of the examined six factors. We also stated that the
one-dimensional factors have a statistically justifiable discrimination effect compared to each other.
Based on the investigations the adopted MARKOR and MKTOR scale (on condition of the results) is
suitable for carrying out further investigations into the database of the small and medium sized
enterprises operating in the food industry, and for a joint analysis with further database variables in
the original research plan.
Besides all these the analysis of each variable group gives the opportunity to identify some observed
characteristics in the variable groups.
MARKOR scale, Intelligence generation factor
The kept variables of the group refer to that the food industrial SMEs collect secondary information
through basically informal channels, and those who go beyond it carry out market research within
their enterprise by themselves. Besides this it is a well-known factor that these enterprises in
Hungary employ only a few employees with marketing qualification. This is the reason for that the
investigated enterprises consider these little information satisfactory.
MARKOR scale, Intelligence dissemination factor
Compared to the original model this is the factor where the fewest variables are kept (50%). It refers
to that in case of the Hungarian food industrial SMEs one of the weakest elements of market
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orientation is the effective information flow. It is especially true for the division of information
referring to the consumers within the company. From this we can conclude that the marketing
function within the company operates separately from the other management fields, so it is unable
to influence the whole company.
MARKOR scale, Responsiveness factor
The enterprises say their strong side is the ability to answer. They are highly convinced that they
react to real consumer demands, however, they work out these answers based on very little
consumer information. The question arises: how much do the reactions worked out in this way react
the real consumer demands? Besides this a development conception based on the technological
background also comes to the surface. It pushes the buyers’ information resulting from the market
research into the background.
MKTOR scale, Customer orientation factor
The dropped variables support the preliminary assumption according to which the enterprises
already feel commitment to customer orientation, however, it does not appeal in real activities.
Investigating the statements of the two scales together, we can say that the information collection –
in case of food industrial SMEs – means the acquisition of secondary information, and it focuses
mainly on the competitors’ activity and less on the consumers’ expectations.
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Abstract
‘Hungary is a beautiful country with kind and hospitable people’ as many foreigners say. However,
the touristic data does not show as positive picture, as some would guess. We call ourselves
equestrian nation; we live in the country of scamps, wranglers, wilderness, tasty wine and rich cuisine.
Yet, who knows it? Even though Hungary is a turistically rich and interesting country, this small
country in the heart of Europe is far not as popular as it could be. Why is it so? Why are some other
countries – by far not richer or safer than ours – pretty much more popular among travelers? The key
is that people do not actually know what lies in the Carpathian Basin, surrounded by almost a full
circle of enormous and beautiful mountains. In the first part of my research I posed a set of questions
to people of different age and nationality in order to find out what exactly their knowledge about
Hungary covers. Even though I did not have the opportunity to carry out the research on a
representative sample, the results were even more interesting than I expected. The second part of my
work consists of a set of case studies, carried out on some randomly chosen countries of the world.
Why are they so popular? I assumed that analyzing closely the marketing activities of some other
countries with qualities and competitive advantage of different manner (ranging from the north to
the south, and not only within Europe) will give me the answer to the question, why Hungary cannot
be as successful as several other nations are. I analyzed what kind of tools different nations apply, in
order to keep themselves in the focus point of world tourism, with extensive attention to the media
usage, frequency, the coverage of countries, target groups and media.Finally I aimed to set up a wide
range of suggestions, how Hungary could improve its popularity, which would be an important way of
gaining profit for local and national companies, and would have a positive effect on the country’s
economy as a whole.
Introduction
Nowadays managing the tourist attractions of a country is getting more and more important, since
tourism has got a common and extremely popular way of switching off, and it can also provide a
country great amount of profit; even when other industries are in depression. Tourism is also a way
of showing our culture to others; exhibiting the values and treasures of a country both in material
and immaterial manners. These assets are most often unknown, and remain so for foreigners, unless
an efficient campaign – consisting of a great range of communication tools – presents them to the
potential tourists.
If the campaign is somehow not successful; a country can have wonderful treasures, they will remain
unseen for the great majority. In the following lines I aimed to get an insight into this phenomenon
with respect to Hungary, where there are bigger opportunities in tourism than those used nowadays.
During my research the problem turned out quite easily: the reputation of the Hungary is pretty poor
compared to other European countries – and even those, who know some things about the country;
those are often not the right ones.
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Some countries – sometimes with not that diverse and rich treasures as Hungary – are more widely
known in the world; and also more popular among tourists. Do they communicate so greatly? Or do
they have any other competences that Hungary does not? With the help of people from several
countries, the Internet and material data sources I tried to find out the answer for these questions.
My findings are not forming an ethernal truth; they are rather conclusions from the perceptions and
researches I have made – and a basis for further, more detailed and representative research of this
matter.
Material and methods
During my work I mostly relied on secondary data sources, and personal analysis. In order to get an
insight into the marketing activities of a country it is the best to do it as an ‘outsider’. In my case
studies I analyzed the marketing programs of the countries examined – I collected traditional and
digital media material as well to get a clear picture of different national activities. In nowadays’
digital world the online sources highly help these kind of researches – it is easy to reach data about
any country in a few seconds, so collecting different kind of marketing material is also a quick and
easily solvable task (Kotler; 2010)..
When I tried to find out more about the general knowledge of people about Hungary, I relied on
personal experiences and unstructured interviews with randomly selected individuals from different
nations. My work was also helped by the database of AFS Hungary International Student Exchange
Program; an organization, where thousands of people from different nations and age groups are
connected. After getting the unstructured data I had to summarize it to be able to conclude the
basic lines of opinions (Kotler; 2010).
How do countries manage their core competences?
Each country of our colourful world is rich in treasures, natural and cultural heritage and places and
customs that amuse the rest of the world. However, not all countries manage these assets the same
way, and there is a huge difference in what people know about and what remains hidden or known
only by a few. Tangible and intangible elements of a country’s heritage can be promoted to the world
so, that everybody will know about it – but how?
In the following section I will explain two perception-based case studies two countries apply in their
marketing communication toolbar in order to promote themselves for the world.
1.
The Finnish Santa Claus-phenomenon
Several European legends state it clearly that Santa Claus comes from the north – exactly from
Finland – each year to bring presents to the children. The city of Rovaniemi lies almost exactly on the
Arctic Circle; and given the weather conditions of the northern climate, and the flora and fauna of
the area it is clear that the place has always had good potentials to be marked as the official home of
Santa Claus. The great amount of snow, the naturally grown pine trees and the continuous presence
of Santa’s most important helpers, the reindeers the area just had to be promoted and developed
efficiently enough to become a strong tourist attraction (Hall; 2008).
The power of this wild and seemingly unimportant location lies in the centuries-old and many times
transformed legend of Santa Claus, the friend of all children; which was used well for boosting the
attractiveness of this pheripherical area. Finland definitely had the first-mover advantage of creating
the ‘official home’ of Santa Claus, which provided them with the mark of originality ever since. After
the creation of the Santa Claus Village in Rovaniemi numerous other northern countries realized the
opportunities lying in Christmas tourism for those, who bear with the suitable environment – such as
Iceland, Norway, Canada, and even the northern region of the United States. However, neither of
these countries has ever become as famous for their Santa Claus Village as Finland, the first one, the
original one (Hall; 2008).
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In Finland the ‘Santa Claus industry’ is also strongly supported and managed by the government - and
it has been so ever since the building of the small Arctic Circle Cottage, the first house on the Arctic
Circle. The Santa Claus Village even has its own postmark since 1950, the Polar Circle postmark,
which is officially accepted by the international post, what more – the Santa Claus Main Post Office
is run by Posti, the official national post of Finland. This Post Office on the Arctic Circle receives
thousands of letters from children from all over the world every year. The Santa Claus Village itself is
one of the most popular touristic places in Finland – in line with the capital, Helsinki – the Santa
Claus’ Main Office, the Post Office and the surrounding buildings alone host more than 500.000
tourists each year, with a peak in December (Tilastokeskus, Finland; 2010)
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Diagram 1 – The distribution of overnight tourist-visits in the city of Rovaniemi, the home of Santa
Claus in 2010; based on the data provided by Tilastokeskus
Finnair, the national airlines strongly promotes the area, and carries a huge number of Christmastourists each year to Rovaniemi and the nearby airports in Lapland. Visit Finland, the official travel
and tourism portal of Finland has a distinct section for Christmas and Santa Claus, listing all the
opportunities associated with Christmas tourism, with special respect to the Arctic Circle, Santa Claus
Village and enhancing the fact that Finland is truly the real home of Santa.
This national attitude towards Santa Claus is a crucial element of the Finnish Santa-phenomenon:
according to my experiences after four months in Finland, people are all enthusiastic advocates of
the jolly old man, and are proud of their national ‘treasure’. Lip ads, the force of words play an
important role in promotion – Finns are everywhere proud of where they come from, and of their
‘own Santa’.
Not only the first mover advantage, but also the synergic effect of the different ways of promotion
highly contribute to the success of the Finnish Santa Claus. The fact that the location is ‘the official
home’ of one of the best known characters in the world, combined with the several ways in which
Finns attempt to direct people towards the place is what has brought the real success for the Santa
village and Finland.
2.
Turkey, where continents and cultures meet
Turkey, on contrary is a completely different story – however only a few people know that Saint
Nicholas, the most important ancestor of Santa Claus is actually Turkish. But this is not what Turkey is
famous for.
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For a long time the Turkish have positioned their country as a land full of historical and cultural
heritage. It is a fact that Turkey is rich in ancient historical sites, several remains of the ancient Greek
and Roman empire can be found. On the other side Turkey is still a muslim country, strongly holding
their religious traditions; but the marks of different political eras, and - probably most important –
the footprint of Kemal Atatürk can be seen in every piece of the country. These factors result in an
interesting mixture of wonderful architectural treasures of the different ages and eras and styles and
a rich buzz of culture – and this is exactly what the Turkish country-marketing relies on.
Definitely, since the country lies in the mediterran region, this aspect is emphasized ad well, but
taking a look at the main commercial activities the focus is on natural beauty, and primarily on rich
and diverse culture. Taking a look at GoTurkey, the official touristic website of the country it is easily
visible that they aim to communicate the historical heritage of Turkey at first place. Trips, tours and
excursions near the seashore are certainly combined with swimming in the sea and going on the
beach as well, but in the majority of cases this is not the core profile. One of the first things one can
recognize on the starting page is the presence of UNESCO World Heritage sites; and the picture
selection of the page also emphasizes the importance of culture and ancient treasures
(GoTurkey.com).
Videos on the internet, leaflets and magazines of numerous touristic offices advertise the
opportunity to get acquainted with the evolution and mixture of cultures in Turkey, where friendly
people and wonderful places await tourists (GoTurkey.com).
Turkey is in a lucky situation to have more than one core competences in tourism, which makes it an
extremely popular destination in Europe and worldwide as well. And Turkey bears with another
important feature as well: people are enthusiastic about their country and they love tourists. As a
personal experience it was clear that everybody, especially around touristic sites is really friendly
with foreigners and try to help them out in finding new and interesting places anyhow they can. Lipads are really important within and outside the country as well: Anywhere they go, they are proud
that they are Turkish and they are proud of their country and treasures.
3.
Hungary: Popular destination or a forgotten land?
The tourism of Hungary is an interesting question. There are three kind of people: those who have
never heard of it; those who have heard of it, but do not know too much and those, who have been
there and are really amazed.
One of the reasons for this paper being born is an interesting anomalia: according to the data of
UNWTO, the Word Tourism Organization Hungary has a far larger market share in tourism than
Finland; but certainly lower than that of Turkey (UNWTO; 2013). However, on the other side,
according to my research far more people in the world know about Turkey or even Finland than
about Hungary. This is definitely an interesting fact and even though no one can exactly say the
reason, there are some ideas.
After interviewing people from different countries this result was more than surprising. Carrying out
a research on a non-representative sample no generalizing can be made – however the people asked
(both from within and outside Europe) the majority did not know more about Hungary than it is in
Europe, Budapest is the capital and a few facts like we have pálinka and goulash. Only less than ten
people out of more than eighty could name a few things or sites what Hungary is famous for –
whereas for Finland and for Turkey everybody could name at least Santa Claus and ancient ruins as
an important element.
After these findings I analyzed the marketing communicational tools of Hungary so, as I did for
Turkey and Finland and I did not realize too much significant difference. All the three countries have
an interactice, visually rich and informative website promoting their most important treasures. They
communicate trips via tourism agencies in magazines and in short films as well – however the
coverage is probably not so wide for Finland and Hungary as for Turkey. One remarkable thing about
Hungarian advertising is that it is pretty centralized: Budapest is absolutely in the focus everywhere,
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when Hungary is promoted. A little more rarely Lake Balaton is promoted, as the ‘Hungarian Sea’, but
the rest of the country is not that much emphasized. Spas and the wild sheers with wranglers could
be enhanced much more – also as the core competences of the country and core elements of our
culture. They are not promoted as much as the core elements were in the case of Finland and
Turkey; therefore they are not so widely known either. Things could be improved to a higher level,
but this would require greater investments, and yet now, the campaign is pretty effective (Visit
Hungary).
However, this was not the main problem I realized, while analyzing the findings of my research.
While in the case of Finland and Turkey people are enthusiastic advocates of their country, in the
case of Hungary lip ads did not seem to work so well. When I asked foreign students, who came to
Hungary to their exchange year about this matter, most of them said that generally Hungarians did
not know why they came here. Many of them indicated that some Hungarians even said things like
‘there is nothing good here’ or that ‘they could choose a better place’. Foreign students told me that
they seldom heard any positive things about Hungary, the attitude of the youth around them is that
they would rather live abroad than here.
It is also a personal experience that people do not really think positively about Hungary, and they
absolutely do not promote travelling to Hungary abroad. Of course this is not generally true for every
single Hungarian, but since so many people have noticed this phenomenon, it cannot be overlooked.
Conclusions
Based on my analysis the marketing communication program of Hungary is basically a right one. It
applies a great variety of media forms ranging from traditional to online media as well. Even though
the coverage might not be so big, the campaign itself is not at all worse than that of the other
countries examined; and the number of incoming tourists is even more promising than expected.
The point where there is a need for improvement is the attitude of the locals, Hungarians. If they
were advocates of their own land, as it is perceivable in the case of other nations, the general picture
could turn more positive either. However, this is a complex and difficult task. Since political and
economic factors affect people’s attitude towards a country as well, it is a real challenge for the
tourism industry to win Hungarian citizens for their case. Campaigns could be directed towards this
aspect as well, with the same tools as in the case of foreigners – but instead of promoting tourism,
we need to promote the country itself.
However, this deep-rooted problem might take years or even generations to be solved – a change of
attitude is definitely a long-lasting process. Meanwhile the reputation of Hungary depends on how
many true advocates the country has – and how much of the foreigners they can reach.
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Abstract
In the 21thcentury marketing communication is facing a challenge never before seen: it is the rapidly
expanding growth of social media. Regular actions and methods will not work anymore. However the
biggest question is not entirely solved yet: can we measure the ROI (Return on Investment) in social
media, and if the answer is yes, how can we do that? To answer that question, we have to draw an
entirely new basic for the whole marketing communication. Instead of the regular classification of
media (e. g. ATL and BTL), there are a mix of media types that online marketers employ to facilitate
the connection between brand information and consumers. Those media types are often
characterized as Paid, Earned, Owned and Shared media. This kind of classification is a significant
part of content marketing, which is strongly related to the uprising awareness of consumers.
Using the opportunities of social media has great advantages for small and middle sized companies in
Hungary. To even consider evaluating the success of social media marketing SMART Methodology
(Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic, and Timed) should be applied at first. To measure the ROI
and social media marketing strategy we have to consider eight different steps:
1. Establishing strategy and defining aims
2. Defining target audience
3. Carry out the message of the campaign (and tracking the content of conversation)
4. Carry out the campaign tactics of social marketing
5. Defining, tracking and evaluating internal indicators and success measurers
6. Managing and tracking social marketing campaigns
7. Calculating and tracking the costs, calculating ROI
8. Revising success or failure
My study examines the possibilities of using the ROI calculating method for small- and middle sized
companies, as a proposal for a further research. With these kinds of calculating methods we can raise
the return of investment, which finally leads us to a more reasonable and sustainable marketing
budget allocation.
Introduction
Social media
In the area of marketing a very current topic when considering the marketing activity and community
marketing of SMEs (small- and middle sized enterprise’s) is to examine the calculation methods,
applying possibilities and limitations of Return of Investment (ROI). .
Social media can be considered consumer-generated media (MANGOLD and FAULDS, 2009). This new
approach among the different media types has been described as “a variety of new sources of online
information that are created , initiated, circulated and used by consumers intent on educating each
other about products, brands, services, personalities and issues” (BLACKSHAW and NAZARRO, 2004).
Because of technical development, social media uses a variety of word-of-mouth opportunities
primarily on the Internet, such as Facebook, blogs, chat rooms, e-mails, product and/or brand rating
websites: a summarizing picture of the most frequent things can be seen in Picture 1.
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Picture 1. Social Media Landscape 2012
Source: Own design based on fredcavazza.net
As we can see social media has a lot of aspects and provides many opportunities. Technological
advancement now allows us to move freely, since we do not have to sit in front of the computer
screens to be online. Interactions in the online environment lead to conversations and facilitated
dialog. The key aspects of social media such as publishing, sharing, playing, networking, buying and
localization have generated specialised online services and platforms. Average consumers spend a lot
of time in online environments even if they just focus on one of its key aspects.
This phenomenon attracted most of the companies in Hungary - and of course, worldwide. In 2012
M&M Global reported that the total advertising budget of the world was 99 billion USD, which
means a 16, 2 per cent increase compared to the previous year’s data. Online advertising spending
was 19, 5 per cent of this. In Figure 1 we can see the amount of money spent on online advertising in
Hungary in the last decade.
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The online platform is the only one which could raise its income during the world economic crisis.
The rapid growth of online spending shows us that the online environment, including mobile
applications, has become one of the most promising platforms for SMEs and community marketing
activities.
Return on Investment (ROI)
As POWELL et al. (2012) wrote, the business oriented application of social media is accelerating and
expanding continuously. When social media is used for marketing purposes, companies demand
results which can be presented in net value. Thus, the ROI should be examined in a proper frame
because of its importance. After the verification of ROI of marketing activity in social media
environment, the marketing experts are going to be able to make better estimates for social media;
this estimate could be defended in management meetings and after a while, the budget could be
increased. With the aid of ROI marketing could become the key element of a company’s success and,
thus, social media could change the process of shaping the relations between companies and
consumers.
Beyond the SME practices POWELL et al. (2012) also noted that social media is highly applicable to
promote socially beneficial behaviours such healthy lifestyle or proper nourishment. Regarding
approaches like these, campaigns in social media could yield three different kinds of results:
1. those which are born in the physical world regarding to buying and consuming;
2. those which are created in virtual reality and offer positive, convincing conversations about
the brands among and between individuals;
3. those which are connected to opinion leaders, and therefore can transmit positive messages
about brands.
In order to reach these results the following marketing investments could be applied:
 one-time campaigns with precise results;
 continuous campaigns with unpredictable ends;
 additional campaigns to support traditional media campaigns.
ROI as a financial concept could help managers to decide more easily about research allocation and
the level of investments into different activities, considering the changing scale of risk and refunds. It
provides opportunity for managers to decide if they should invest or not, and it could estimate the
expected refund. The investment has two different aims in the perspective of marketing:
 to strengthen the brand and increase the income and market share through better strategic
and tactical decisions;
 to communicate the effectiveness of a certain marketing order in a language which is
understandable for both managers and other employees.
The equation of ROI can be seen in Figure 2.
Marketing ROI=
Figure 2.
The ROI formula
Source: POWELL et al. (2012)
To examine social media we have to redefine the limitations of basic marketing communication
definitions. The traditional classification of above the line (ATL) and below the line (BTL) is well
known. But with the rapid growth of online possibilities, this sort of classification is not enough
anymore. ODDEN (2011) wrote about a new approach in media definitions, which could be referred
to as POES (Paid, Owned, Earned and Shared) media. His definitions are the followings:
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Paid Media - Often thought of as “traditional” online advertising through display ads, pay per click
search ads and sponsorships. It has the ability to be implemented pretty much on-demand,to have
some degree of control and also that it scales. The growing popularity of social advertising adds
another option for marketers to gain presence in channels where consumers and buyers are
spending their time. The appearance of brand messages and content within paid media can work
together with social sharing and organic search.
Owned Media – Media, content and assets that the brand controls, like websites, blogs, newsletters
and brand social media accounts. Brands are increasingly behaving like publishers with editorial staff
managing content creation steams. Brand content to serve both broad and niche audiences is not
immediately scalable, but can provide long term growth benefits without corresponding growth in
costs.
Earned Media – The result of public & media relations efforts to gain coverage in publications on and
offline. Or essentially, brand presence within media without having to advertise. This definition also
extends to brands that behave online in such a way that “customers empowered to publish” create
content on the brand’s behalf inspiring buzz and word of mouth.
Shared Media – Brand social web participation and interaction with consumers on content on sites
like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube that results in content is “shared media” since it’s a result of a
shared interaction. Because of the nature of social sharing and engagement on social media sites,
Shared Media can propagate across an individual’s network to others, and so on and so on.
According to ZECKMAN (2012) at toprankblog.com, social media users can be classified into five
different types, such as the ‘Lurker’, the ‘Newbie’, the ‘Predictable User’ and the ‘Chronic Over
Sharer’. Approaches like this show that new classes of consumers were born, and all companies
should pay attention to their habits and demands.
Materials and Methods
To examine the community marketing and the marketing activity of SMEs, deep interviews are going
to provide the basics. During the research the eight steps of measuring ROI and marketing strategies
are going to be examined:
1. strategy planning and defining aims
2. defining target groups
3. carry out the central message of the campaign and monitoring the content of conversations
4. execution of marketing campaign tactics
5. defining, monitoring and evaluating key performance indicators; selection of analytical
methods
6. observing and managing executions of marketing strategies
7. monitoring the actual costs, calculating ROI
8. revision of success or failure, iteration
In this article I presented an exploratory research. To carry out the full research, both qualitative and
quantitative methods are going to take place:
1. deep interviews with SME managers;
2. Two different surveys: the first one is for managers of SMEs and the second one is for the
consumers about their social media habits.
Discussion
The research is now at the first stage, which is an exploratory research: the primary objective of this
exploratory research is to provide insights into the understanding of connections between social
media and ROI. The next stage is to visit a group of SME managers to carry out deep interviews in
order to discover their thoughts and practices in connection with online advertisement investments
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and social media usage. Based on the results, two surveys are going to be carried out, focusing on
both producer (SME managers) and consumer sides.
The expected results are the followings:
 a better understanding of the mechanisms of social media;
 an applicable practice regarding how to plan social media investments;
 provide know-how regarding how to calculate ROI;
 with the aid of ROI calculation marketing managers are going to be able to shape better
estimates;
 these well-considered estimates could redefine the connections between SMEs and their
consumers;
 community marketing activities could be more effective through using social media properly.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to find new qualitative methods for marketing research purposes. Our
interest turned towards studies that adapted psychotherapeutic techniques to the field of marketing
research. The reason of finding them applicable is that the schema behind them is similar, both
marketing and psychotherapy aim to indicate behavioural changes for certain purposes. In order to
indicate changes the differences between the present behaviour and the desired behaviour need to be
clarified. There are certain factors that hinder and others that encourage the changes. Six step
reframing is a very effective NLP technique to discover these factors and put them into a dynamic
interaction where the participant works out possible solutions for the occurring oppositions without
any direct suggestions from the moderator. Originally it is applied in individual therapy, the
importance of setting it up in a group is to multiply the sources and variety of information gathered
per unit of time. During the drama the participants and the observers are also tuned to the subject
and tell their opinion in the sharing process. In this study we applied this method to study the health
behaviour of university students. As a result of the play and the group discussion the main factors
that shape health behaviour could be examined. The participants stated that lack of time, lack of
money, laziness, lack of persistence, bad mood, duties in school and at work and irregular schedule
are the main hindering objectives. As for the solutions they found support of family and friends useful,
organizational skills and better time utilization is also very important, more willpower and persistence
is also needed, motivation and good state of mind would be helpful, relaxing acitivities like yoga
would help or release stress, keeping the goals in mind and taking things easy by overcoming
ourselves would be also equally helpful. The method also resulted in some statements on the
participants’ thinking processes and suggestions for effective communication. It can be admitted that
this NLP based psychodrama method is an adaptive tool for marketing purpores, especially for health
behaviour and lifestyle researches. Some modifications can be made considering the group
composition and the subject of research.
Introduction
After reviewing the relevant literature we had to admit that in the field of qualitative marketing
research techniques very few researches applied psychodrama and/or NLP methods so firstly we
tried to identify the place of psychodrama and NLP amongst qualitative methods. The aim of
qualitative research is to have deeper understanding of a problem or situation in order to discover
the hidden causes and motivations of certain behaviour using small number of cases (Malhotra,
2009). Qualitative research procedures can be divided into direct and indirect techniques, the direct
techniques can be further divided into group interviews and depth interviews. Psychodrama is
probably the closest to group interviews but it also contains role play as it is one of the key elements
of psychodrama. Role play according to Haimerl and Roleff (2000) can be interpreted as an
integration of interview, observation and experiment. The observed behaviour can be clarified by
interviewing the subject and changes can also be made to the situation so that the reactions can be
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observed as in an experiment. Such complexity of data-gathering techniques allows greater
understanding of consumer behaviour. Let us examine the main differences between psychodrama
and focus group discussion (Table 1)
Table 1. Comparison of traditional focus groups and psychodrama groups
focus group
psychodrama group
main activity
conversation
play
communication
predominantly verbal
verbal and non-verbal
motivation of participants
low-moderate
moderate-high
activity of participants
moderate
increased
emotions, motivations
difficultly available
easily manifested
number of issues
8-10
1-4
elaboration of issues
superficial
deep
space-time-social context
non-displayable
displayable
expected results
comprehensive picture of
deeper understanding of
consumer behaviour
consumer behaviour, changing
cognitive frame, new ideas
Source: Törőcsik, Buda; 2004
The main advantages of psychodrama groups is that during the role-play the atmosphere of trust and
resolution can be created more quickly and as the participants immerse in their roles on the “stage”
their deeper motivations and emotions can emerge. Acting can loosen up the role behaviour of
everyday life and facilitate creativity and spontaneity.
The other method we integrated is Neuro Linguistic Programing (NLP) that is a very pragmatic
method of psychotherapy. As one of its founders Ritchard Bandler (2013) expresses “The study of the
Structure of Subjective Experience and what can be calculated from it.” We decided to apply it
because it has very clear and well defined methods to indicate behavioural changes. Therefore the
process is reproducible and the actual changing process can be observed and monitored more than
with most of the other research techniques. Certainly it also means that we not only observe but
might also indicate changes in the participants’ behaviour which arises ethical questions as well. So
the objective of the research should be consistent with the participants own goals, any negative
effects should be avoided. In our study we chose to examine health behaviour because healthier
lifestyle is an undisputedly a positive goal to achieve.
Material and methods
The research was carried out in the Research Laboratory of the Department of Marketing and Trade
at Kaposvar University as part of a Marketing research course with the participation of 13 students of
bachelor education(?). The seats were arranged in a circle at the beginning and the end of the play
and we arranged them to create a “stage” for the duration of the play. The play was recorded with a
video camera and we also had an observer who observed the method through a one-way mirror
from the adjacent room.
Within the process we incorporated a modified version of six step reframing method of NLP (Bandler,
Grinder; 1982) into a psychodramatic frame (Karp, Holmes, Tauvon; 1998). Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of the process to clarify the application of the different methods. The process started with
an introduction of the researcher (director), she introduced herself and the aim of the study and
asked the participants to introduce themselves as well. As a warm up we played an association game
and gave small presents (sweets) to the participants to create good atmosphere. After that the
director asked for a volunteer who planes to change his/her health related habits and is ready to
share it with the group in a play. The director found a member very quickly who was active and open
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enough to volunteer (to be the protagonist in psychodramatic terms). They stood up and the director
interviewed the protagonist about his habits and identified the troubling behaviour so she set up the
problem frame.
In the original model the second step is to establish communication with the part creating the
unwanted behaviour but we embedded this phase into the third step because we considered it
important to clarify the goals of the protagonist by tuning in the solution frame and only when the
goals had been clearly defined started the communication with the part creating the unwanted
behaviour. This step helped the director to clarify how specifically this behaviour hindered the
protagonist in achieving his goals. We also added a test or a measure of efficiency to the process as
the director asked the participant to imagine a line across the room and place himself somewhere on
it and a participant who represents his goals in an appropriate distance.
In the third step the director asked the protagonist to name the parts or objects that hinder him
most and put them on the stage by choosing a participant for each role. There is another change
comparing to the original six step reframing, because it operates with one hindering and one
encouraging part, but as we were working in a group and the parts were symbolised by group
members we considered it more adaptive to invite more parts to the play. This method is familiar
with NLP methods because in it’s original application in Virginia Satir’s (Lum, 2002) work reframing
technique was carried out in a psychodramatic play and Satir often operated with 8-10 parts within a
play, she called it the “part’s party”.
After setting up the hindering parts the protagonist reversed role with each and formulated a
message of each object. The protagonist stepped out of these roles and listened to the messages
from his own perspective. In the next round of reversal he formulated the positive intention of the
parts or objects and linked with the previous message. The schema of this was: “Although I hinder
you this way I help you to achieve that”. Actually that was a context reframing (Vaknin, 2008) so the
protagonist had to find other situations in which the problematic behaviour is helpful.
In the fourth step the director asked the protagonist to think of parts of him or objects in his life that
could help him towards his goals, identify them and again choose actors for them. (The director was
aware, that the number of encouraging parts was greater than the number of hindering parts.) The
protagonist did the role reversal with these parts as well and listened to all the messages from his
own perspective.
From that point the efficiency measuring got started. Within the ecology check the director asked the
participant if any of the present parts has arguments or he feels that there are other objectives to
consider. In our case there were no other objectives but if there had been the director should have
made the protagonist to reverse encouraging and hindering roles until an agreement could have
been set up. In the sixth step the director tested the solution in future pace by asking the participant
“If you apply this solution in the future, would it satisfy you fully?” the solution and the
circumstances can be detailed if needed. Finishing the play the director set up the line across the
room for second time and asked the participant again to place himself and his goal somewhere on
the line in an appropriate distance. So there are all together three ways to check the efficiency and
the validity of the results.
After the play the protagonist took the participants out of the roles and the group started to share
and discuss the individual experiences. In an ordinary psychodrama play the participants give
feedbacks from the roles but in a marketing research group the personal experiences and emotions
are not affected as deeply as in a therapeutic group so we left this part out. We gave a table that
followed the structure of the play at the beginning to all participants and asked them to fill it with
their own experiences during the play if anything comes into their mind but they might forget it by
the end of the play. After the discussion the director thanked the participation of the group and gave
some extra time to finish filling the tables.
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Test
Figure 1. The model of the integrated method
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Results and discussion
Results of the psychodrama play
1.
Problem frame
The protagonist told that he loves variety in eating, prefers local, home grown materials and homecooked meal, without any artificial additives. His family runs horticulture so the ingredients are given,
and his mother prepares food and packs vegetables for him at the weekends for the school week. He
goes home every weekend to help with the family business. He considers company and
entertainment important for health. He likes to do sports but doesn’t have enough time these days
and he would like to have a stress-free life but he feels that he is not able to do it.
2.
Solution frame
The protagonist managed to find two mail goals to achieve the first was regularity, because it would
help him to live a less stressful life and the second is to do more sports combining ball games and
training in the gym.
Test
The protagonist placed himself and his goals to the opposite ends of the line.
3.
Reframing
The protagonist found three main hindering objectives and called them school, work and company.
Table 2 shows the messages of these parts and also their positive intentions. This step is very
important because people and our protagonist presented this way of thinking as well often want to
change their habits by simply getting rid of them, but all our habits were useful at the time we
admitted them so they all have a positive intention but with the change of the circumstances the way
of expressing it became inadequate.
Table 2. Results of reframing
hindering part
way of hindering
school
I divide your time up,
work
company

I take a lot of free time away from
you,
I sip off the rest of your free time,

positive intention
but I will give an opportunity to move
forward in life
but I give you a living.
but I give lots of friends and dissolution.

4.
Resource activisation
The protagonist managed to find four encouraging objectives, they and their key message is listed in
Table 3.
Table 3. Results of resource activisation
encouraging parts
way of encouraging
taking on less
I help you to take on less at work.
organizational skills
I help you to organize your life precisely so that you will have more free
time to do what you want.
family
We encourage you to finish school and spend less time on social life.
motivation for a well- I encourage you to become better professional.
paid job
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5.
Ecology check
The director let the protagonist hear all the arguments of the hindering parts and the encouraging
parts and tried to discover if there stayed any resistance on the side of hindering parts but after
several questions she did not find any.
6.
Future pace
The protagonist plans to start doing sports 3 times a week 2 trainings in the gym and one football
training probably on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. He is going to finish his studies in a few
month time and that will also help him to map out his time. Probably this additional information
would have been useful to know at an earlier stage.
Test
The protagonist placed himself closer to his goals on the previously imagined line.
He said: “It moved closer to me anyway”; “I get two steps closer to the goal”
It can be stated that according to the ecology check, future pacing and test of distance the process
was carried out successfully. The protagonist named two goals to work at: regularity and doing more
sports on a regular basis. It can be assessed that all the hindering objectives are external
circumstances and except of the family all the encouraging parts are internal factors. As for
marketing purposes to encourage the target group for a healthier behaviour it seems to be adaptive
to use this pattern in the communication. The importance of defining positive intention can be
outstandingly observed in this case. Mooving forward in life, earning a living and meeting friends and
getting dissolution are so important things that can not be ignored but have to be used up in the
process. The encouraging parts seem to guide the protagonist towards his duties at school and allow
him to take on less at work. In the discussion he also told that his parents understand if he has for
example an exam period and during that time he is really able to work less. Considering this, with
some organization and time management he admitted that he will be able to achieve his goals.
Results of group discussion
Table 4. Results of group discussion
Present state
Goals
Hindering objectives
lack of sports

more sports

poor nutrition

healthier
nutrition

irregularity

regularity

stress

stress relief

lack of time, bad mood,
laziness, lack of money,
lack of persistence, bad
weather
school shedule,
irregularity, work, financial
position, college lifestile,
laziness
obligations, shedule

work, university, exam
period, obligations, myself

Encouraging objectives and solutions
friends, family support, more sports,
better time utilization, fellow athlete,
mood for exercise, good state of mind,
willpower
should eat a wider range of food, more
fruits, vegetables, less carbohydrates,
some kind of diet, healthier lifestile,
better mood, more motivation, family!
friends, willpower, taking on less,
organizing, encouraging family, more
persistence
keeping the goals in mind, taking
things easy, overcome/ persuade
myself, more sports, relaxing things,
friends, family, yoga
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On the basis of the contetnt of the discussion and the filled tables four main targets could be
identified, these are more sports, healthier nutrition, regularity van stress relief (Table 4). The
participants did not interpret the process of reframing well enough to analyse the data of “positive
intentions” possibly it needs more instructions and deeper understanding than observing or
participating in a play and a short explanation. As hindering objectives the participants mainly
mentioned lack of time, lack of money, laziness, lack of persistence, bad mood, duties in school and
at work and irregular schedule.
The participants are characteristically not financially independent even if some of them works. Their
schedule is determined to a large extent by the university and workplace if they work and college
lifestile if they live in a students hostel and by travel time and family if they live at home. The family
is especially determining the field of nutrition it is most obvious if they live at home. The students
generally do not make an effort for healthier nutrition, so for those who live in a students hostel the
food they take from home at the weekends is still predominant. If they have to care about food they
usually chose a quick, simple, easy and cheap way of eating. As for the solutions they find support of
family and friends useful, they can more actively help with participating (fellow athlete),
organizational skills and better time utilization is also very important, more willpower and
persistence is also needed, motivation and good state of mind would be helpful, relaxing acitivities
like yoga would help ot release stress, keeping the goals in mind and taking things easy by
overcoming ourselves would be also equally helpful.
During the discussion it could be observed that when the director asked the participants “What
would you change in your habits” or especially “How would you change them?” they often used
expressions like “should” “have to” “force myself” “make myself”. For example: “I have to force
myself to eat vegetables”. These expressions suggested us that the habits or the idea behind the
habits they consider to be right are superego contents (Holmes, 2011). Beside the imperative mode
there is an other important characteristic of superego contetnts, the source of command is an
authority person. If we asked about the source of information we often found the parents behind
them “I eat very few vegetables so my mother puts vegetables into my sandvich”. Indiputable the
first and deepest inpact on peoples habits are derived from the parents. What is more interesting, if
it is not present the person himself indicates the absence of it. There was a student in the group who
reported that he is very choosey and eats a very little variety of food. When the director asked about
the way of changing it it turned out that his mother always cookes for him separately and he himself
articulated that he needs the support of his family and if she did not do that he would have to taste
other meals as well.
The problem with superego contents is that they appear in a form of command and fulfilling orders is
not a pleasant way of living. It means that these commands were adaptive in childhood when the
mother told to the child to eat tha dinner before he/she can get sweets and the child learned that
eating dinner is compulsory, but as an adult when the mother does not stand beside the table this
inner command might not be enough and adaptive anymore. To change these thoughts and
behaviour the reframing process we did in this work is indispensable. For example the director asked
the girl who said “I have to force myself to eat vegetables” if your purpose is to have a healthier diet
is there anything else you probably like and you think it’s consumption would make your diet
healthier? – so an other behaviour that serves the same positive intention. She said “Well I like
fruits”. Applying marketing there are few face to face situations so the specific contents might not be
known, we suggest that the most effective way of communication is avoiding any commands and
remoses but highlighting the positive intention of change and offering as many possibilities as the
characteristics of the topic or the product allows.
As a conclusion it can be stated that this NLP based psychodrama method is an adaptive tool for
marketing researches, although some modifications can be made. Our observer expressed that it is
still protagonist focused and greater emphasis should be placed on the group. It’s most adaptive
application would be if there was one or two person in the group who’s reply is prominently
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important for example opinion leaders in a class. In that case in order to chose the right person
either a sociometry should be done or an appropriate questionnaire should be filled applied.
Nikoletta Böröndi-Fülöp (2012) in her doctoral dissertation examined and identified the main
characteristics of opinion leaders of primary and secondary school students.
The first and easiest modification that could be done is time management. The total duration was
appriximately one hour and as a focus group discussion generally takes from one to one and a half
hour, there is enough time to do either an other play or to encourage a longer group discussion.
Certainly further modifications can be developed in consideration of the composition of the group
and the type of information needed.
We would like to highlight it again that this process is also effective in changing attitudes and
bahaviour so the perspective of the research should be in line with the participants’ perspective. We
consider it most applicable in the field of health behaviour and lifestile studies. It should also be
stated that the director can be qualified psychologist, psychodramatist or NLPpracticioner because
indicating changes in the participant’s life is great responsibility.
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Abstract
The issues surrounding the suitable direction of development began to evolve after the Second World
War, and were already main considerations for research in the 60s and 70s. However the main issue
which still has significant weight today was more clearly defined in 1987. The concept of sustainable
development – defined as development which meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs – can be and should be interpreted in
different levels. This requires solutions which concern everyone and therefore cannot exclude
individuals, the households, and their consumer habits. The achievement of sustainable consumption
works to integrate the local communities and individuals to the common goal of sustainable
development. However conscious action is crucial to achieve sustainable consumption and it is fact
that these activities could be improved through information exchange and hands on education. Today
the motivation for suitable, conscious activities and defined sustainable practices are important and
urgently needed because of increased global consumption over the last few decades. This ever
increasing consumer demand is having significant environmental impacts. Today people use more
resources than what the Earth can sustain. The goal of this paper is to introduce aspects of
sustainable consumption and define ways of promoting activities that support this concept. The paper
is based on research from Hungarian and international literature and examples and case studies for
sustainable consumption. Among others, project called ‘Energy Neighbourhoods’ (is a European
project to bring climate protection policies closer to the people into their everyday life) is presented.
The main objective of this paper is to improve the secondary sources and experiments; and define
new model for a better and more efficient method of motivating the Y generation to be more
sustainable consumers and reduce their individual and communal environmental footprint.
Sustainable consumption
The question of sustainable consumption has always been in the background when it came to the
discussion of sustainable development, despite the fact that daily household consumption generates
30-40 % of the environmental discharge. (Valkó, 2003, p.9) The necessity of preventing
environmentally disrupting effects of affluent consumption in modern industrial societies has been
recently addressed in a vast body of literature on ‘sustainable consumption’ among others: Cosmas
1982; Heiskanen and Pantzar 1997; Princen 1999; Spangenberg and Lorek 2002; Jalas 2002; Kletzan
et al. 2002; Sanne 2005; Fuchs and Lorek 2005 (Cogoy, 2010). It is a fact that the topic of sustainable
consumption should be integrated into the centre of environmental policy making processes. The
concept of “sustainable consumption” was introduced during the Rio Conference of 1992 in a
document called Agenda 21. Agenda 21 states that changes in the general consuming habits and
structures are the important factors that can lead to sustainable development. Thus the main task is
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to develop consumption patterns which do not produce environmental costs for the future
generations (Valkó, 2003, p. 7, p. 9).
Sustainable consumption has two main objectives: First it aspires to reduce the used goods and to
change consumer habits. Second it aspires to reach a permanent, new value system and welfare,
which takes into account all of the pillars of sustainability. Of course reaching this aspiration means a
multi-stakeholder approach, so government, industry and social institutions should also be
integrated into the policy making process of sustainable consumption (Valkó, 2003, p. 10).
There are two different strategies to achieve sustainable consumption: The “strategy of efficiency”
which targets the producers to reduce the environmental usage and to use environmental resources
(inputs, natural resources) more efficiently during the production processes. Most of the experts said
that this strategy is not enough. The second strategy can be achieved by the changing and modifying
existing consumption patterns to reduce overall consumption levels, which leads to the reduction of
environmental usage. Today the “replacing strategies” did not reach the required conditions neither
in the private habits (personal behaviour) nor in policy making (Valkó, 2003, p. 11).
Sustainable consumption has requisite which results that producer must make in order for the
consumer to have better choices in support of their consumption patterns. These include:
 Reduced energy and material usage during production.
 Reduced energy and material usage during usage of the product – energy efficient home
appliances and water efficient washing machines
 Reduced (minimalized or zero) emissions during production
 Good quality of the product
 Regional material usage – materials for the production from the same region
 Responsible products and production – taking into account the social and cultural aspects of
production
 Opportunities of reusing and recycling (Valkó, pp. 12-13)
Summarizing the aforementioned facts, sustainable consumption is not only the responsibility of the
consumers. There should be an integrated effort between individual consumption and producer
consumption so that individual consumers can choose environmentally friendly products and that
suitable product alternatives are available for them. (Valkó, 2003, p. 13)
There is a role for government and industry to set and create opportunities of more conscious choice
and usage. They can do this for example by strengthening the market of green products with their
purchasing power. Consumers have the right to choose and to have access to correct information.
Along with market-placed available information, education and training are the best tools for the
development of environmentally conscious consumers. Environmentally conscious consumers
paralleled with conscious consumption can help sustainable production by the conscious usage. In
some cases consumers need information and promotion for consumption and usage as well (Valkó,
2003, pp. 17-18).
Summarizing the abovementioned (and it is the claim of the authors) to reach the sustainable
consumption there is a need to concentrate on providing information in connection with the
products, and conscious usage of the products and energy.
From awareness raising to action
According to Gardner and Stern (1996), there are basically four types of instruments to change
behaviour in relation to environmental problems: regulations and incentives; education and
awareness raising; community management of environmental resources; and reference to moral,
religious or ethical principles. (Heiskanen et al, 2009) In Europe the first two types are used almost
exclusively, but the success factor of the methods is quite low in the case of consumption and energy
use considering the remaining cost-effective potential to reduce CO2 emissions (e.g. Urge-Vorsatz
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and Novikova, 2008), especially through energy efficiency and energy conservation (ESD, 2006; IEA,
1998).
Raising awareness and education of the issue so far has suffered mostly from methodological
individualism and from avoiding the social nature of behaviour. (Heiskanen et al, 2009) The
individualistic approach is based on the assumption that individuals fully control their behaviour and
make separate decisions regarding their consumption. Research has shown that this is not the case.
Individual decisions to save energy in order to conserve common natural resources are framed by
social dilemmas (Kollock, 1998 in Heiskanen et al, 2009) and individual efforts are useless unless
others participate. According to other researchers (Shove, 2003; Guy, 2006) energy-related
behaviour and consumption patterns are largely influenced by conventions, socio-technical
infrastructure and they are in many cases beyond individual control. The aforementioned problems
together with the invisibility of the consequences of our actions, lead to a sense of disempowerment
that is said to be the main barrier to low-carbon lifestyles (Thøgersen, 2005 in Heiskanen et al ,
2009).
To sum up the problems of demand side management, four aspects should be considered: the lack of
infrastructure, social conventions, social dilemma and helplessness of the consumers. (Heiskanen et
al, 2009) From these four barriers we would like to deal with the last two in detail because of the
focus of our study. The social dilemma around sustainable consumption leads back to the fact that
people feel that their personal behaviour is pointless unless they are assured that others are
contributing too. This dilemma is shown clearly for example in a survey of Eurobarometer (2005) in
which 57 % of respondents stated that they are making efforts for the environment, but it is ruined
by the other citizens who are not taking action or those who are the large polluters. Here we have to
refer to the large polluters as the industries, companies and institutions who also have the
responsibility to take action and are in need information about environmental issues.
This raises the question of what is more effective to target, individual consumers or communities? It
seems that collective action should be assured to reach the desired outcome, so this finding will be
part of our concept. The other problem occurring in connection to switching to sustainable
consumption patterns is the feeling of helplessness of consumers when it comes to changes in their
behaviour. Above we mentioned that individuals are tied to existing consumption patterns and some
socio and socio-technical ties. The small changes that are relatively easy to reach for individuals seem
quite useless compared to the huge, global problem of climate change. People have to feel that their
efforts are making a difference, and require government support for this. However, if the support is
too command and control focused it can undermine intrinsic motivation (Thøgersen, 2006 in
Heiskanen et al , 2009). The method of showing the results of action and providing feedback is key
because the problem of climate change and overconsumption are invisible themselves and people
don’t have a way to get evidence on the outcome and result of their actions and of others. Because
of the nature of human behaviour, individuals have little chance to reduce their CO2 emissions in
connection with consumption unless they work together with others. Communities can be the
answer, since they can use their influence and capacity to shape infrastructures and empower
individuals at the same time.
It is a fact that people can be motivated more to change when they feel that they are becoming more
competent and more able to take charge of their lives. (De Young, 2000; Kaplan, 2000 in Heiskanen
et al, 2009) The Eurobarometer (2005) study also proves that there is a clear need for education and
raising awareness. 57 % of the respondents claim that raising awareness is needed and is the most
important tool for solving environmental issues after policy and legislation.
Methods and their results
After pointing out that the combination of collective involvement and education is a key to motivate
people to take actions towards sustainable consumption, we would like to provide a brief overview
of two existing projects and their results.
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“Sustainable Consumer Basket”
As mentioned, it is not enough to give market-place available information for the consumers, it is
necessary to inform them about suitable sustainable choice and usage. Promoting and providing
information on sustainable consumption is one of the key elements of the step towards consumer
action.
There was a project in Germany which was called “Sustainable Consumer Basket”, in 2000. This
project collected a supply of environmentally sensitive types of consumption like food, clothing,
home, safety, transport, tourism, travelling and financial services and gave information about these
for a better and more sustainable choice for the consumer. The result of the project was a handbook
for consumers which contained exact information about the products and their relationship with
sustainability. This handbook was a helped with decision making and made consuming habits more
conscious. In the project there was an evaluation process too. 100 families were asked for evaluation
of the consuming habits after the usage of the handbook. They had to notice the amount of bought
products, how they used the handbook, which were the difficulties and how they solved the
appearing problems. The answers were evaluated and showed among others that the handbook can
help for consumers (especially in connection with foods). (The project of the “Sustainable Consumer
Basket” is presented in Valkó (2003) (pp. 36-49).)
Energy Neighbourhoods
There are several kinds of projects that are already using the community approach to empower
action and motivate participation. Our example for this type of approach is the European project
called Energy Neighbourhoods. The project’s aim was to bring climate protection policies closer to
the people; to include it into their everyday practices to inspire and encourage communities to
achieve energy savings through changes in behaviour alone. Some eight to twelve households
formed a team, the ‘Energy Neighbourhood’, and competed with each other. Every neighbourhood
also accepted a bet offered by the city: the goal was to make energy savings of at least 8% over a six
month period, compared to the same period the previous year. Each team was coached by an
‘Energy Master’ who pulled the team together and provided the right incentives. The municipality
played the role of referee and supporter by informing their citizens on how to save energy,
organising get-togethers and ensuring that the teams were keeping to the rules.
Almost 6000 households from Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Spain, Sweden and
the United Kingdom participated. The focus of the competition was to raise awareness of
behavioural change and how it can be used to save energy around the home. An additional element
to the project was to help raise awareness and further the wider community’s involvement in climate
protection. The results of nearly 600 neighbourhoods were evaluated. The evaluation was based on
the complete and comprehensible energy data available for the 6 months of the bet against the same
time period for the previous year. All participants together achieved an average energy saving of
11%. The energy saved compared to the previous year amounted to 3320 tons of CO2 and 9 149 756
kWh. The best Energy Savers of the competition from all countries were invited to come to the
European Award Ceremony in Brussels in October 2009. The three neighbourhoods that saved most
energy during the competition received awards. (Energy Neighbourhoods Summary Report)
Our recommended sustainable consumption project
State of the art, Hungary
In the 1990’s in Hungary, along with all other post socialist countries, the overall development of the
economy shifted towards energy intensive and over-the-demand consumption patterns of the
Western European countries. According to the literature in the former socialist countries including
Hungary, the consumer society has emerged even stronger because in these countries, consumption
gave an opportunity to express also the socio-income status which was only moderately available
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during the period of state socialism. (Hoffman, 2006 in REC study 2009) It is therefore very important
to inform consumers and change consumption habits to encourage sustainable purchasing
(especially to give priority to energy saving products) with the lifecycle approach. It would be
necessary to have supporting policies and incentives for these types of activities in Hungary.
Introduction of the target group
We examined several groups of consumers taking into account that generations and demographic
consumer groups are living in different social and economic environments; creating different
opportunities, technology connected activities, community norms, and various life experiences and
events. We decided to focus first on the Y generation, the young consumers who were born between
1978 and 1994. (Hume, 2010) They are considered the future workers, decision makers, innovators
and after all the future parents. They are children of consumerism and at the same time, because of
their education and open attitude, they could be the catalysts for change in connection with
sustainable consumption. Researchers have recognised, that the Y generation group has strong
consumer value, but highlighted that their social awareness did not transform into compassionate
practice (McCrindle, 2007 in Hume, 2010) Taking into account this group’s needs, change strategies
have to focus on making sustainable consumption patterns and lifestyle fashionable and cool. The
strategies also need to emphasize the personal benefits of action towards sustainable consumption
to the young consumers.
Besides the Y generation, we decided to add families with children into our interest groups because
households are responsible for the 30-40 % of the total consumption and are relatively large
consumers. Our other reason was that children are the future and they are adapting to changes very
easily, the learning-by- doing principle can be successful in their case if they see good example within
the family. Both groups are believed to be frequent internet users. That is an important fact when
designing an awareness raising campaigns and education for them.
Project description (A vitrual project)
Based on the experiences of the two presented projects we decided to combine the strong and
quality awareness raising method of the Sustainable Consumer Basket project with the community
and participation focus of the Energy Neighbourhood project with some new elements that not only
focus on energy saving but supports sustainable consumption by educating green purchasing. The
detailed description of the methodology and the tools that are planned to use are topic of our
further research and work.
In summary, the success factors that we find important to integrate into the project include: (1)
assuring commitment of the participants- highlighting their personal interests, (2) common
participation-efforts, (3) feedback- visibility of achievements, (4) empowerment,-avoiding the feeling
of helplessness, (5) assuring that people become competent in the field of sustainable consumption,
and (6) reaching the target group, communication channels, and image.
Most of the discussion on low-carbon communities focuses on place-based communities like cities,
municipalities or neighbourhoods (Hodson and Marvin, 2009 in E. Heiskanen et al, 2009) For this
reason we decided to design a campaign that consisted of the competition of towns in the country.
Each town or settlement forms a team whose members proclaim their participation in the energy
saving competition ((2): assuring common participation and efforts). As an additional element, we
choose to have towns instead of neighbourhoods to strengthen the local identity of citizens and as
part of the social aspect of sustainable development to reduce the estrangement between citizens.
With this formation the participation and example setting activities of the municipalities is inevitable.
We decided to take over the 6 month period and measure the consumption of the participating
teams compared to the same period last year (see Energy Neighbourhoods). According to the
literature and the above described projects’ experiences competition and interest can lead to the
participation of consumers, from knowledge to action. We would concentrate on energy
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consumption in form of electricity, gas, and fuel, partly because the efficient use of these resources
can lead to direct savings for the participants as well. ((1) assuring commitment of the participants,
private interests) The indicators are based on regular reading of the meters and visits by energy
auditors. (It can be important and useful to pay the attention to the evaluation. Environmental
indicators or sustainability indicators can help in this case, but it can be difficult to find the relevant
indicators which will be used by civil too. Business sphere can joint to the process and can offer
indicators, set of environmental, sustainability indicators for the evaluation of households.) To
support the energy saving of the participants by simple actions and behavioural changes (e.g.
avoiding standby) and provide trustworthy information we plan to use educational material. ((5)
assuring that people become competent in the field of sustainable consumption) Taking into account
the target groups we decided to utilize the opportunities provided by the internet and educate via
web based e-learning solution. ((6) Reaching the target group, communication channels, and image)
This is a suitable solution for the chosen target group. On the complex website participants can
create an account, complete the e-learning modules, record their consumption, and see the list of
other participants as well as entertaining videos, articles and a game-corner for children. ((4)
Empowerment, avoiding the feeling of helplessness)
We believe that buying green and sustainable products is an essential tool for switching to more
sustainable consumption patterns, but we would like to avoid unnecessary purchases. In order to
preserve the fairness of the competition, the green purchasing module would be an extra addition to
the competition. Achieving savings only by investing into energy efficient appliances is not the point.
Although these principles are important, participants can gain extra points by completing the elearning modules on green purchasing and using the tools provided for energy using products. The
module would include educational material and a green purchasing tool, which would consist of (1)
product specific information on the technical criteria that describes environmental friendly products
and (2) a calculation tool. The criteria contain information for example on the energy requirements,
noise levels, environment requirements, and durability and of course information on eco-labels. The
product groups are the ones that appear in all households for example household appliances, IT
equipment, vehicles and lighting. To compare different product alternatives, a calculation tool would
be made available to calculate the energy consumption, and costs for the whole life cycle of the
products. This easy-to-use tool can function as a decision support for buying green alternatives.
To support the online activities and for the facilitation of community-building events, workshops and
family events should be organised by the municipalities.
At half time, after three months, a ranking list should be announced on local level and the winners
should be awarded to keep up the enthusiasm of the participants. The achievements are based on
measuring the consumption of the participants with each indicator compared to the same period last
year. The winner is the one who saves more energy compared to the last period. Local winners’ and
halftime winners’ could be awarded with small prizes like energy meters, LED bulbs, etc. Country
level winners (towns) should also be awarded and publicity given their results, and to the overall
results of the campaign in terms of all indicators. ((3) feedback, visibility of achievements)
Besides the professional and target group specific information the image of the campaign, the PR and
the supporters should be chosen carefully because these aspects also influence the success of the
project. ((6) reaching the target group, communication channels, and image) We hope that in the
future there will be possibility to launch a similar project that has these main characteristics and in a
further study, we can report on the results in Hungary.
Conclusion
Our conclusion is that the following factors are necessary to bridge the knowledge-to-action gap in
the case of sustainable consumption campaigns: (1) assuring commitment of the participantshighlighting their personal interests, (2) common participation and efforts, (3) feedback-visibility of
achievements, (4) empowerment-avoiding the feeling of helplessness, (5) assuring that people
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become competent in the field of sustainable consumption, and (6) reaching the target group,
communication channels, and image. In addition to these it is essential for organisations and
consumers to realize that there is a direct correlation between quality of life and socially and
environmentally responsible consumption patterns. Quality of life is not just measured by material
possessions.
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Abstract
The rise of the number of people on the top of the age pyramid provides a new potential from
marketing aspects – namely a permanently increasing target group, the segment of seniors. Their
form of address and the offer made for them in the case of products and services is in its infancy. In
our research we will examine the consumer behavior of seniors, the healthy nutrition and the
purchase and consumption of organic foods.
In our study we will review the main home and foreign literature and the former results of secondary
data of the topic. We made our research related to these previous data to which first step was a
qualitative research by in-depth interviews with 10 interviewees. This exploration helped us to get
closer knowledge of the topic, the preferences and attitudes of the interviewees and it gave a basis to
the quantitative research. This was made by questionnaires – the final number of sample is 293.
Considering the literature we asked seniors above the age 60 from Győr-Moson-Sopron County. The
summary of answers was made with the help of a statistical program (SPSS 18.0), than we analyzed
the given responses so we could answer our former research questions and could confirm or refuse
our hypotheses.
Material and methods
Regarding on seniors as consumer group the population of Hungary is aging; the rate of people above
the age 60 was 23% in 2011. (Bálint, Spéder, 2006) There is no uniform conception about who to call
“senior”. In sociology the human life-cycle is segmented into life stages and one of them is the
elderly stage – it begins with completion of the retiring age. Some marketing literatures list people
above the age 45 to the group of seniors (Andorka, 2006), but it is more common to type the 50+
consumers as seniors. (Magyar fogyasztó, 2006)
In statistical and demographical analyses the people above the age 60 or 65 are listed to the elderly
agegroup – it is typified with the definition of demogpraphical aging. (Szémán, 2008) The WHO
devides the process of aging into substages which are defined also according to age. (Dobossy et. al.,
2011) The KSH (Hungarian Central Statistical Office) made also some lists which segmented the
elderlies into subgroups. (Bálint, Spéder, 2012)
According to the psychological approach Borok and Schifferman (in Törőcsik, 2011) defined 4
cathegories („feel-age”, „look-age”, „do-age” and „interest-age”).
In 1995 Kölzer tried to typify and segment the seniors; and he defined so called seniorphases.
We can face varied definitions in the case of drawing the bottom line of the agegroup and also of
naming it. The majority of foreign literatures use the name senior (e.g.: Winkler, 2008; Pompe, 2007);
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Mária Törőcsik prefers also the senior word in our country; in her opinion “maybe there are no
negative associations sticked to this word”. (Törőcsik, 2011)
Consumer behavior of seniors can be characterized as the segment is featured by heterogeneity but
some factors can function as cohesion – these are the followings according to Mária Törőcsik:
 “the health as problem keeps the groupmembers’ mind occupied;
 the stereotypes of social judgement affect negatively the members;
 the role divisions and separations by gender decrease by the growth of age;
 the financial differences rather stay as the status differences between the groupmembers.”
(Törőcsik, 2011)
According to Philip Kotler and his associate author a reference group is a group that “has a direct or
indirect influence on a person’s attitudes or behavior”. (Kotler, Keller, 2006)
“Started from the definition of Moore *1963+ the lifestyle is patterned way of life into which people
fit the factors determining their everyday life (values, attitudes, preferences) and therefore the
system of activities”. (Szűcs, 2008)
According to Bauer and Berács “motivation is an inner state that inspires and guides any person’s
actions who hereby realize purposeful behavior”. (Bauer, Berács, 2001)
Some kind of paradoxical situation can be seen in a person’s life – though they hold themselves
youthful elderlies they can not do anything against the changes based on the aging (for example the
progressive deterioration of sight and hearing; and the rising number of locomoter disorders).
(Törőcsik, 2011) The first challenge is that companies should develop supply which acts on the
mentioned physical changes. But they should do that in such way that the consumers won’t feel
during their purchases and consumption that they are discriminated negatively. The other challenge
is that elderly consumers have many buying experiences and they have concrete demands and
needs. (Törőcsik, 2003)
In the case of elder people not only the outer and inner physiological changes (deterioration of
hearing, of digestion, etc.) but also the psychological and sociological factors (e.g.: loneliness,
depression) have a strong impact on consumption, on quantity and quality of ingested food. (Váradi,
2007) People above the age 60 purchase food in higher rate and in higher quantity than the active
households (KSH, 2009) – though not in every cases because of own consumption. According to a
Swedish-English common research the most important factor of choosing food for elderlies is the
former years’ experience – knowledge related to healthy eating which can be sometimes conflicting.
The respondents of this research are listening to their “stomach” and not to other’s words. They
listed those foods that they try to avoid or try to eat more during their nutrition. (Lundkvist et. al,
2010)
Contrary to popular belief the organic foods are produced, delivered and stored in strict frames
according to written directions and rules. (URL1) Organic foods are foods (vegetable or zoolite) that
have been produced and processed according to the rules of ecological farming in controlled
circumstances. (URL2) We can say that the organic foods are one type of healthy nutrition.
The research progressed according to the principles related to the next questions:
K1: Which are the terms held the most and the less healthy one according to the respondents from
the listed signals on foods?
K2: Which factors influence most the purchase and consumption of organic foods?
K3: Which values are important for the respondants above the age 60?
We defined the following hypotheses related to the research questions:
H01A: The healthiest signal on foods is not "traditional"7 according to people above the age 60.
7

During the in-depth interviews the interviewees mentioned the word traditional as one of the most healthiest
signals on foods. This word features foods which the respondents produce in their own garden or make
them themselves. The women enhanced that traditional means that they produce and prepare foods
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H01B: There is no connection between the age and the valuation of food signals' heartiness.
H02A: There is no connection between the net income and buying organic foods.
H02B: The most important motivation factor of buying organic food is not the sales of such products.
H03: The health as value is not on the 1st place in the case of the majority of respondents.
Results and discussion
As the first step of our research we made qualitative in-depth interviews with 10 elderlies above the
age 60 who were all from Győr-Moson-Sopron County. We were courious about the preferences,
opinions, attitudes, aspects related to the topic and reactions of the interviewees – the main
consequences gave us help to begin the second step of our research. We choosed the
questionnaires, the so called survey technique from the quantitative researches; with regard to the
age of the respondents we asked them personally in September and October 2012.
In accordance with the topic the target population is people above the age 60. During using a
sampling frame we should take into account who will be the elderlies in the agegroup who will be
reached and answer our questions. These terms limited the relevant sampling methods. We choosed
the non-probability sampling that is the group of “such sampling techniques which does not use
probability selection methods. Sample elements are selected based on the judgement of the
researcher”. (Malhotra, 2008) From the non-probability sampling methods we used the quota
sampling which is viewed as a two-stage restricted judgmental sampling. We developed the age and
gender as control categories. Table 1 shows the planned and the realized samples (KSG, 2011).
Table 1. Planned and realized sample
Age
Planned
groups
(man, %)
60 - 64
12.85

Realized
(man, %)
32

Planned
(woman, %)
14.9

Realized
(woman, %)
30.7

65 - 69

9.95

9.2

12.8

10.6

70 - 74

6.8

2.7

11

5.2

75 - 79

5.04

1.02

9.2

5.5

80 - 84

3.4

0.34

6.9

2.4

85 - 89

1.56

0

3.7

0.34

90 -

0.55

0

1.31

0

Total
Source: KSH, 2011

40.15

45.26

59.81

54.74

Our aim was to collect data from 250 seniors; after the data purification the size of the sample is 293.
In the case of gender we can find 160 women and 133 men in the sample. This can be caused
because we wanted to match the prior formed quotas – in our society above the age 50 (in this
publication above the age 60) surplus for women can be seen, so the number and rate of women is
higher.
In point of age we developed subgroups (it can be seen in Table 1.) as also in the literature was
showed (the primary research confirmed us) that the seniors can not be handles as a homogeneous
group. With regard to the domicile the geographical limit was given – the research was made in
Győr-Moson-Sopron County. 171 seniors are living in Győr, 42 in town within the county and 80
capita in villages.

according to old recipes and farming methods. This was the reason why we put the word traditional into
the questions of the questionnaire.
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According to the family status the frequencies are the following: 145 seniors are living in marriage
(49.5%), 71 in relationship (24.2%), 47 seniors are living as widows (16%) and 30 are living alone
(10.2%).8
The signals on foods and the evaluation of their heartiness
We measured with the help of Likert-scale question how evaluate the respondents the heartiness of
products in the case of listed signals on foods (1 – strongly disagree, 5 – strongly agree). In Figure 1
considering the average values we can say that the signal “traditional” suggests the most for the
respondents that the food is healthy – 4.25 average.

Figure 1. The valuation of foods’ heartiness in the case of listed food signals
Source: Own figure (According to data of own research, 2012)
The healthiest evaluated signal was the “traditional” which was followed by the words organic/ecoand natural ones. In the case of food signals we can refuse the H01A hypothesis and we can accept the
alternative hypothesis. The majority of respondents agree that the traditional word on foods
expresses heartiness.
We also examined if there is a connection between the valuations of product signals and the age of
the respondents. We analyzed the relation with correlation analysis according to the variables used
in this test. According to the analysis fulfilled in the SPSS 18.0 program we can determine connection
between the age and the words “reform” and “organic/eco-“. That means that the older one is the
less healthy one considers these two food signals.9
The main motivation factors of organic foods
We can buy organic foods for higher price in general – without reference to where we buy these
products. Thus we wanted to know if the net income of the respondents has an impact on buying
organic foods. According to the H02A hypothesis there is no relation between the income and buying
organic foods. We can reject the nullhypothesis by the crosstabulation analysis and the significances
8

75% of the respondents lives in some kind of relationship which probably can be caused by people between
60-69 ages are overrepresented in the sample; and in this agestage it is more likely that the partners are
alive in bigger rate.
9
Table 4 can be seen in the Appendix which shows the correlation analysis.
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because there is significant connection between the analyzed variables (p=0.000<0.05). In practice it
means that in line with groth of net income per month the rate and number of respondents is also
increasing who had already bought or who are buying organic foods.
To the following question – “Have you ever bought qualified organic foods?” the frequence of
answers is 196 yes and 96 no which means that the majority of the respondents knows and have
already bought/buys organic foods. We also asked the seniors about their motivations of buying and
consumption of organic products – we added former defined options to this question.10 The
respondents should evaluate the options on a Likert-scale where 1 meant the very unimportant and
5 meant the very important cathegories.

Figure 2. The importance of motivation factors according to the respondents
Source: Own figure (According to data of own research, 2012)
On the basis of H02B nullhypothesis the main motivation factor is not the falling in prices for the
respondents. According to the ranking we can not reject the nullhypothesis but we can accept it
because not the sales and falling in prices are the main factors in buying and consuming ecofoods.
Values
In one of the introductory questions of the questionnaire the respondents should rank the given
values. These values were:
 Harmonic human relations
 Family
 Health
 Job
 Carrier
 Financial safety.
According to the H03 hypothesis the health as value was not on the first place in the majority of the
respondents. By the average we could see that the majority of asked seniors ranked the health on
the first place (169 first place, 113 second place); the family was the second (116 first place, 167
second place). We can reject the H03 nullhypothesis because for the respondent the main value is the
health.

10

We offered an option „Other” but nobody named other motivation factors.
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Factor analysis
In this study our aim was to contract the attitudestatemenst related to lifestyle – we tried to
generate so called factors. The principal component analysis can reduce the number of variables
beside low loss of information and its main characteristic is that all components explain the variance
of monitored variables in ranking of eigenvalues.11 The KMO value was 0,885 which is higher than the
critical 0.5 value – furthermore this value is really good. The significance is lower than the critical 0.5
value (p=0,000). Thus the factor analysis can be performed and defined. The rotation of factors was
made by Varimax method.12 We can define 4 factors from 15 attitudestatements; these 4 factors
explain 70.8% of the total variance – thus we can gain 4 instead of 15 variables beside 29%
information loss.13
The 4 factors according to the analysis are the followings:
1.
Money provident, saving, for sales and falling in prices “hunter” attitude.
The statements in this factor are: When I am shopping I economize every Forint. If there is something
that I really want to buy I will save up for it. I am hunting on sales and bargain-prices.
2.
Good quality and brand preferred, keeping up with fashion attitude.
In the second factor are 6 statements, namely: I used to buy well-known brands. I only buy good
quality products. I think that buying organic foods is more economical because though it is more
expensive it brings back its price with its quality. I decide for a product quality according to its brand.
It says much about someone what kind of brands one consumes. I am keeping up with fashion and
trends. This factor explains 11.834% of the total variance.
3.
Freetime at home or out of home spending attitude.
Into the 3rd factor we can define two statements which are antagonisms. These are: I generally
spend my holiday at home. I like to move out of home. This factor gives an answer on the question:
Where do you like to spend your holiday? The 3rd factor explains 8.6% of total variance.
4.
Freetime alone, with friends or with family spending attitude.
In the last factor there are 4 attitudestatements: I aim to spend my sparetime with my friends. I aim
to spend my freetime with my family. I like to spend my sparetime alone. This factor explains 8.19%
of the total variance.
Cluster analysis
The cluster analysis is a whole of methods which organize the monitoring units into relatively
homogenous groups so called clusters. The elements of each cluster are similar to each other and
differ from the elements of other clusters. We made the cluster analysis with the 15
attitudestatements of the questionnaire and not with the defined 4 factors. We specified the number
of clusters according to the dendrogam and the relative size of clusters which shows that we should
work with 3 clusters. In the case of 3 clusters the number of respondents in the clusters is 158, 50
and 84 capita.
The defined clusters are the followings:
Cluster 1: Quality-conscious, quality-oriented buyers
There are 158 capita in this cluster. They are looking for good quality products and they like when
this product is at the same time well-known brand. They think that buying high quality products (and
organic foods) is more economical because though these products are more expensive but they bring
back their price with their quality. They relatively often try out new products thus they are more
opened for novelties than other respondents.
Cluster 2: Provident and like to move out of home buyers
11

Definition of eigenvalues: The total variance explained by factors. (Malhotra, 2008, 616. o.)
An orthogonal roation which maximizes the sum of the variances of the squared loadings. (Malhotra,
2008, 621. o.)
13
The Table of factor analysis can be find in the appendix.
12
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They hark what to buy and if there is a product or a service which they would like to buy they aim to
save money for it and then buy it. They often search for sales and bargain-prices. They like to spend
their sparetime mainly with their friends and not in their homes but they like to move out of home.
50 respondents are belonging to this cluster.
Cluster 3: Provident and family-oriented buyers
84 seniors are belonging to the 3rd cluster; the members of it are very provident during their
shoppings. Before a shopping they go over what they would like to buy and they often spare for
certain products. They attend to sales and bargain-prices. They like to spend their sparetime with
their family – they are very family-oriented respondents, - and they like to spend their freetime
mainly at home.
After that we compared the certain clusters with other variables; we analyzed the relations with the
help of crosstabulation.
Table 2. Features of the clusters
Cluster 1.
Membership
158 capita
Higher proportion (92.4%) of
people between 60-69 ages.
Age
lowest rate of people above the
age 80
Gender
More men (50. 6%)
Mostly people living in shire-town
Domicile
(69.6%). lowest rate of people
living in villages

Cluster 2.
50 capita
Majority (92%) are between
60-69 ages. there is nobody
from the cathegory 70-79
ages
60% women

Cluster 3.
84 capita
The rate of people
between 70-79 ages is the
highest (38. 1%)
Rate of women is 61.9%

Village: 24%; town: 16%;
shire-town: 60%

Rate of shire-town is
35.7%. of village is 42.9%

Net
income/month

Rate of people with middle
income (63. 3%). with high
income (19%)

The majority is in the middle
cathegory (80%). no people
with high income

The most are in the low
cathegory. nobody is in
the high income
cathegory

Family status

61.4% of them are married

50% lives in relationship

39.3% are widows

Health as value

Mostly on the 1st place (77. 2%)

For 44% was on the 1st place.
for 48.2% on the 2nd

64.3% took it to the 2nd
place

Importance
of
healthy nutrition

Most of them is important (73.
4%).

For the majority is very
important (56%)

For 47.6% is very
important

The majority has
bought/buys (80. 4%)

The majority has
bought/buys (72. 4%)

The majority has not
bought/does not buy
(59%)

Buying
foods

organic

Source: Own table (According to data of own research, 2012)
Conclusions
During the review of literatures the two main problems were the definition and naming of the
seniors. In our opinion the exact (by age) alignment of the targetgroup depends on the certain
concrete research topic; the naming of the targetgroup depends on the certain disciplines, on the
own decision and the expression of the researcher.
The healthiest food signal is the “traditional” according to the respondents above the age 60. From
the motivation factors of consuming organic foods the highest ranked was the own decision which
was followed by the directions of one’s doctor and the inspiration of one’s family. Therefore we got a
proving that because of the changes in health status the directions of the doctor mean a lot for the
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asked seniors. The main motivation factor is not the falling in prices or sales; but we found significant
connection between the net income and buying of organic products - in line with groth of net income
per month the rate and number of respondents is also increasing who had already bought or who are
buying organic foods.
Table 3. Evaluation of hypotheses and theses
Hypotheses

Valuation

H02a: There is no connection between the net income and
buying organic foods.

Theses
T1a: The healthiest signal on foods is
the "traditional" according to people
above the age 60.
T1b: There is connection between the
age and the valuation of food signals'
heartiness.
T2a: There is connection between the
net income and buying organic foods.

H02b: The most important motivation factor of buying
organic food is not the sales of such products.

According to this research we can
not refuse the null hypothesis.

H03: The health as value is not on the 1st place in the case
of the majority of respondents.

T3: The health as value is on the 1st
place in the case of the majority of
respondents.

H01a: The healthiest signal on foods is not the "traditional"
according to people above the age 60.
H01b: There is no connection between the age and the
valuation of food signals' heartiness.

Source: Own table (According to data of own research, 2012)
Manager implications and limitation
Our primary research has various limits – first a limit in time because the research with
questionnaires was made between 12th September 2012 and 23rd October thus in a further research
we should extend the timeframes. The other is the geographical limit because we studied the seniors
only in Győr-Moson-Sopron County – in later studies we should make a research with regional or
maybe national samples. We tried to define quotas in the questionnaire according to the newest
datas of KSH but the seniors between the ages 60-64 are overrepresented in the sample and we
could ask only 1 person above the age 85 so we should improve this also in the future.
We would like to make a further research with the changes in the limits of this one because it could
provide relevant information about the situation, heatlh status, lifestyle and way of life of today’s
seniors. We could determine from the results that there is a stark connection between the heatlh
status and its changes and the way of life, especially the nutrition of the segment. The traditions are
very important for them and they prefer the traditionality also in foods – tradition means to them
healthy food. The health followed by the family is the most important value; because of their age job
and carrier are the less important values.
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Appendix
Table 4. Correlation (Valuation of food heartiness and age)
Correlations
Age

Age
1

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Reform

Organic/eco

Reform
-,270**
,000
293
1

293
-,270**
,000
293
-,246**
,000
293

Organic/eco
-,246**
,000
293
,407**
,000
293
1

293
,407**
,000
293

293

Source: Own table (According to data of own research, 2012)
Table 5. Factor analysis
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues
Component
Total

%
of
Variance

Cumulative %

1

6,327

42,181

2

1,775

3

1,291

4

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Total

%
of
Variance

Cum. %

Total

%
of
Variance

Cum %

42,181

6,327

42,181

42,181

3,980

26,532

26,532

11,834

54,015

1,775

11,834

54,015

3,453

23,019

49,551

8,606

62,621

1,291

8,606

62,621

1,932

12,879

62,430

1,229

8,196

70,817

1,229

8,196

70,817

1,258

8,386

70,817

5

,705

4,698

75,514

6

,585

3,899

79,413

7

,569

3,794

83,207

8

,558

3,723

86,931

9

,415

2,765

89,696

10

,324

2,161

91,857

11

,316

2,105

93,962

12

,283

1,888

95,850

13

,266

1,771

97,621

14

,188

1,254

98,875

15

,169

1,125

100,000

Source: Own table (According to data of own research, 2012)
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Absztract
Information technology is no doubt influenced by the changing conditions of the banking sector and
has become a significant factor in the efficient and effective implementation of banking activities and
to reduce their costs. The application of information technology in banking is a banking customer
service greatly facilitate the life of a bank's operations and provide improved survival in the market.
Modern banking in Republic of Serbia, like in a other states is looking for requirements of global
financial markets. With increasing competition Serbian banks face the problem of finding ways of
acquiring a critical mass of customers, therefore banks must be able to offer their customers fast
delivery, easy transaction, accurate information, in other words, to meet the needs of clients. To
survive in today's market, the bank has to change faster than the competition, and this can be
achieved by using the advantages of the use of information technology. As a result of the
combination of IT and banking activities, has developed e-banking, which is currently under
development in our country. Different ways of conducting electronic financial transactions, ATMs,
POS terminals, credit cards, home banking and mobile banking, eventually became imperative of the
modern banking business in Serbia. Although the risk characteristics of each banking business use of
information technology can further reduce impact on the security of banking operations. In order to
provide the risks banks are in a position to make use of available protective measures such as data
encryption, digital certificates, firewalls, antivirus programs and PIN.
Keywords: IT, e-banking, Republic of Serbia, home banking, risk management
Introduction
Information technology is now becoming an integral part of life to such an extent that it is virtually
inconceivable functioning of any part of our existence without them. Mastering the use of
information technology is becoming as important as literacy became important after Gutenberg's
discovery. Therefore, not without reason, says the world is engulfed information revolution. As
modern telecommunications and computer technology made primarily in the service of the transfer
and exchange of information, hence the name of information technology become loose. Although
the transfer and exchange of information, and since there is only the human race thanks to the
development of information technology and the scope of information transmission speed greater
than ever before in history.
Based economic development of the modern world are based on very developed technology,
innovation, knowledge and ramified infrastructure. IT and the Internet, have brought significant
changes in the business environment of companies. There was an opportunity driven business in a
new way, electronically, both within the company and outside of it. We are is primarily interested in,
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how the banks and the banking system in the face of the new business environment and the ability
to use information technology, responding to changes in the financial system in Serbia and other
countries, as well as to find solutions to the increasingly complex demands of clients and business
partners.
Information technology and its importance in modern business
The most widely understood term information technology points to the connection interdependence
of computer technology and information systems. Most widely accepted definition of IT is the
definition of the American Association for Information Technology, which is defined as "the study,
design, development, implementation, support or management of computer information systems
(IS), applications software and hardware." IT use computer technology to convert, store, protect,
process, secure, send and receive information (www.wikipedia.org). Information technology includes
various components of computer technology (hardware and software), telecommunications
technology, NetWare, and groupware humanware.
In theory, Information Technology can be viewed in two ways - as subsystems of the information
system, as well as a broader concept of information system. First way observation based on the
assumption that the concept of an information system is significantly wider than the concept of
information technology. International Federation of Data Processing (IFIP) defines information
system as "a system that collects, stores, stores, processes and delivers information relevant to the
organization and society, so that they are accessible and usable for everyone who wants to use them
including management, customers, employees and others. Active information system is a social
system that may, but need not, use information technology"( www.znanje.org). Another way of
looking at based on the assumption that the concept of information technology expands the concept
of information system because it includes, among other things, a set of computer-based information
system for different purposes. Information system collects, processes, stores, analyzes, and sends
the information to a specific purpose. Its main features components hardware (set of technical
resources); software (a set of programs that enables the hardware to process data) database (a set of
related files, tables and data) networks (communication system that allows the use of shared
resources); procedures (instruction set by which it is carried, the activity), human resources (use and
work with the systems used and the output data).
That the business system define your goals and direct their activities to achieve them, it is necessary
to dispose of timely and accurate information systems. The goal of the information system must be
aligned with the overall business objectives, ie. operation of their information systems needs to
improve the functioning of the whole business system in order to achieve better business
results. Therefore, the purpose of the information system is to ensure that the management
structure is accurate and timely information for making decisions. Besides, we must justify the
economic demand to perform all these tasks with low costs.
Electronic banking
Start e-banking is related to the first electronic transfer of money in 1860. , and it was conducted in
the U.S. (Western Union Company), with the help of the telegraph. Thereafter wire transfer of
money becomes common, and the 1918th U.S. Fedwire, one of the largest payment and settlement
systems of today, the work began as a service for the wire transfer of money in the Federal Reserve
System and the United States.
The development of electronic banking in the modern sense of the word began in the late sixties and
early seventies. In the mid sixties of the twentieth century in the United Kingdom and the United
States, the number of transactions in the banking industry grew to unprecedented proportions. In
the United States at the beginning of the seventies of the twentieth century, the electronic banking
emerged as the technology of electronic funds transfer - EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer). This allowed
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U.S. banks to their large customers provide information about the state of the account (and executed
transactions) on the shortest and most effective way.
Along with EFT, also developed POS system (Point of Sale) and the concept of ATM (Automated Teller
Machine). POS payment is allowed on the sale and ATM enabled the performance of almost all
banking activities with the citizens outside the presence of, using computer terminals. All of these
systems were usually developed independently, but are eventually integrated into what we now call
electronic banking.
Electronic banking is a term used in information technology called the use of computers in
banking. Providing banking services of many taking place with the support of computer and
information technology. The mere appearance of electronic banking have caused the following
factors:
 Collision problem banks and bank service users;
 Slowness finalize payment;
 Cort pressure on banks.
Electronic banking is a process that allows customers to conduct business electronically. E-banking
can be carried out via the Internet or through other specialized computer networks that do not even
have to be based on Internet technologies and if the customer has an account with his information
are password protected. E-banking is a time appeared in the form of automatic teller machines-and
transactions over the phone. Not so long ago, the Internet as a new delivery channel for banking
services using both banks and customers, it is transformed. Access to the Internet is fast, convenient,
always available, no matter where the user is located. In addition, banks can provide services more
efficiently and cost considerably less. E-banking also facilitates comparison of banking services and
products which increase competition between banks, encouraging banks to penetrate into new
markets expanding its geographic reach. Therefore, some even see electronic banking as an
opportunity for countries with underdeveloped financial systems skipped developmental
stages. Electronic banking and electronic money activities are firmly based on a technology that
knows no geographical barriers. Banks that choose to provide services to clients in various national
markets should meet national legal requirements and to understand national differences in
anticipation and knowledge of products and services by customers. The development of e-banking
took place in several stages:
Phase I: Stage initiative was a period where information and communication technology is
understood as a basis for gaining competitive advantage. This phase is significantly changed financial
instruments and technology business. Financial transactions are transmitted over long distances,
through a communications network in the country and abroad, without the traditional preparation of
documents. All this has contributed primarily to automate operations within banks and thus increase
the productivity of employees, diversity and quality of services, as well as winning new clients and
markets. But customers still have come to the bank for the provision of services, the quality and
speed of service at a much higher level compared to manual work technology, which was previously
dominated.
Phase II: Phase interactivity led to changes philosophy understanding of banking services, and offline banking services starting place assigned, on-line services. This means that customers are
increasingly going to the bank because they offered services in their offices or homes in direct
contact with the bank, usually without intermediaries.
Phase III: Phase personalization related to on-line services, which were the dominant form of
business between the bank and customers. This phase overcomes the problems of unification of
services for all clients and start creating services based on the physical and desires of existing and
potential clients. Coupled Internet and data warehouse (Data Warehouse) method of direct
marketing can access the existing and potential customers on a personalized way.
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Phase IV: the phase of virtualization has emerged with the development of the Internet and the
creation of virtual banks (banks that do not exist physically).She means business over the Internet, or
exclusively over websites where customers pay. Development of virtual banking is tied to small banks
that wish to achieve rapid development using modern technologies that provide them with
technological competitiveness. Virtualization banks, in addition to bringing the benefits and serious
risks for the security business over the Internet.
Benefits of E-banking are: transfer payments to the banks was one of the first impulses for massive
development of electronic banking and is now a large number of electronic percentage compared to
the classical orders, lower costs-(for example in Bosnia and Herzegovina the realization of the
payment by internet is 0.13 KM , through traditional banking 1.08 KM), higher income (in internet
banking expenses accounted for 15.20% of revenues, while the ratio is more than 60% in the
conventional banking), utilization of business hours (Internet banking is constantly on customer
service 24 hours a day for 365 days in a year), access to electronic bank from any computer in the
world (if computer modem is connected to the Internet), maintenance care system over the internet
bank to conduct online banking transactions.
Disadvantages of internet banking: refer to the inadequate laws in this area (varies from state to
state) and in the absence of a perfect system of protection and security in electronic commerce; the
biggest obstacle to the application of Internet banking is undeveloped trust between users of
electronic services and banks. Trust can quickly build up between the client and the bank, if the client
is satisfied the security of their financial transactions using internet banking, lack of data security
hundred percent.
In Serbia, today e-banking is in the development stage. In our country, in 2011. the greatest use of ebanking in any age from forty-five to fifty-four years, and is the smallest users aged sixteen to
twenty-four, which is incredible. It can be seen in the table below (Table 1). It is interesting that,
unlike men, with a share of 49.0%, women are increasingly using e-banking with even 62.9% (Table
2).
Table 1: Use of E-banking in Serbia in 2011.
Age
16-24 year
26-34 year
36-44 yaer
45-54 year
55-64 year
65-74 year
Source: Nacionalni Zavod za statistiku, 2011

Percent
3.3 %
11.5%
7.5%
12.0%
6.5%
4.0%

Table 2: Use of E-banking by gender in 2011 - the year (from 100%).
Sex
Percent of 100%
Female
Male
Source: Nacionalni zavod za statistiku, 2011.

62.9%
49.0%

Types of electronic banking
Homebanking is a system for the direct use of banking services in the home, because it allows a
direct transfer of funds, and account information via the telephone network, without writing any
supporting documents. Bank customer uses a phone, TV or computer as a telecommunications link or
connection with the said bank computer center. Protecting data from unauthorized access bank
implemented homebanking installation data on a separate server, which provides protection from
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unauthorized access. This kind of protection can protect our data with the access rights so that only
the owner of the data can see their data and no one else has access to the owner's data. Benefits are
different, home banking 24 hours a day available, access to the current account balance and credit
cards, bill payments, planned and scheduled payments for a term that will be executed
automatically, transfer money between accounts, financial management services for which
additional software is required. At home banking distinguish three phases depending on the shape of
telecommunication links between the bank and the client, as follows:
 Mobile banking;
 On-line Banking (Home Banking Intranet-based);
 Internet banking.
Mobile banking is the latest trend in the development of e-banking in Serbia and is in development.
The world has occurred 70-years of the last century and to telephone to get information on the
status of the account and placing orders for payment. The development of mobile banking financial
institutions have the ability to offer banking, brokerage, insurance services through mobile phones,
personal digital assistants (PDAs). Protection is provided by using a password (PIN) by each user using
a home banking. The principle is similar to creating the password protection creating cards.
Specifically, this protection provides high security for data access. The benefits of using mobile
banking are relatively small investment, a simple device (easy to use), greater comfort in using
banking services. Disadvantages of using mobile banking are the uncertainty of the client sends data
over a sellular network, the underdevelopment of uniform standards in mobile business.
On line banking Internet-based (PC) banking is a combination of the characteristics of the individual
finance and electronic bill payment. Although in the early years was a great emphasis on the
promotion of online banking, consumers have shown little interest in using their personal computers
in banking. The fast development of online banking in Serbia is the result of the demolition of
barriers such as security, ease of use of internet, and the utility rates. The goal of this system is that
the services are closer to customers and allow them to communicate with the bank or other financial
institution from home, with no effort of going to the counter of the bank or direct communication.
Disadvantages of online banking are restrictions on transactions with only one computer on which
the software is installed, take the time to train for, and unprotected data on your hard drive users to
attacks from the environment. The following table 3 presents online payments in 2010. year in
Serbia.
Table 3: Online payments in 2010. in Serbia
Region
Belgrade
Vojvodina
Central Serbia
Source: Nacionalni zavod za statistiku 2010th

% in 2010.
39,5%
28,1%
60,0%

Cyber Banking is conducting banking business directly from home, via internet banking. The
advantages are access to a bank account and accessible from anywhere in the world, provided that in
this place there is a computer that is connected to the Internet, the bank cares about maintaining
their own hardware and software protection systems. This form of banking is developing very
rapidly, internet banking is the cheapest form of banking services, available 24 hours a day, with
virtually no space limit, the factors that influence consumer consent to this type of technology are
security and privacy. In addition, the most important drawback of this form of payment is security, as
users wake Serbian confidence.
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Electronic instruments and basic payment
Electronic payments involve money transfers and payments by applying information and
communication technologies. Financial transactions are final act of each job. Technology can
significantly improve the performance of financial transactions, allowing it to be faster, more
accurate, more reliable and more comfortable. In a contemporary business and labor, the traditional
payment methods are increasingly losing importance, and electronic payment methods in Internet
transactions are most critical segment of each show job.Internet is a network that is open to any
third party can detect the misuse of credit cards. Therefore, there is developing a number of
competing protocols and methods to guarantee the security of transactions, and to this end have
developed systems for secure online transactions. Instruments and transaction mechanisms for
carrying out financial transactions in e-business are: credit cards, intelligent (smart) card (smart card)
and electronic wallets (electronic wallet), electronic or digital cash (money electonic, digital cash),
micropayment.
Payment cards are non-cash payment instrument, and an instrument for withdrawing cash from the
issuer or through an ATM card. It's a piece of plastic that contains a means of identification (signature
or photo), which allows a person to whom the card is that it used for these purposes. Global
distribution of credit cards and their use is very easy availability of modern technology and have
made very attractive for the same crime activities. Targets are only underdeveloped and emerging
markets, which do not have much experience in that there is no system to identify and prevent
abuse. The most famous cards are Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Diners Club, etc., as a Serbian
national brand appears Dina Card. They are non-cash payment instrument that allows users to pay
for goods and services and withdraw cash. There are many reasons for their use, the most important
time savings for users and dealers; ease and comfort of use, safety in the event of any loss of
availability of all funds in the account 24 hours a day. Credit cards can be divided into three groups:
• Credit cards are cards that include a credit limit that consumers use when purchasing goods or
withdraw cash, where the bank has approved a credit card holder, a predetermined line of
credit.Then the owner of the credit card shall upon presentation of a credit card account to sign
seller of goods or provider of services delivered to the issuer of a credit card which will charge at the
agreed time. Bank customer whose credit card bank has a separate account by credit card from his
checking account (usually on a monthly basis receives the account balance card). Specifically, the
report contains detailed information about each transaction that is made card over a billing period in
which this report is made, including the amount of accrued interest and possibly other charges. The
report specifically shows the amount to be paid to a credit card in order used credit and the date by
which payment should be made.
• A debit card is a card that allows the holder to directly debit your bank account, but after purchase
no free credit period. This means that the client via remote communication lines with drew money
from my checking account at the bank, without having to physically come to the bank. These cards
can be used in retail stores that have stocked POS terminals and bank machines (ATM). It is
important to note that the owner of a debit card has the ability to use the funds only up to the
amount of coverage on your bank account.
• Pre-paid cards are known containing a computer chip that is inserted, amount of money from the
account owner's card or cash paid by him. On these cards are funds that are paid in advance that are
available to the client. Of course, this amount is reduced through the use terminals at points of sale,
the purchase of goods or use of services. Prepaid cards can be: One –purpose cards are usually oneoff so that by exploiting the value stored on them can'' supplement'' and reused. An example of the
telephone cards, parking, mobile phones and others. Multi-purpose card can be "recharged" and
they are used as a general means of payment in the places that are special equipped terminals. They
actually represent a form of electronic money that has two main features, such as pre-paid cash
value by the owner of the money and the broad acceptance of the value that electronic payments for
a range of goods and services.
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Electronic money and payment systems
Electronic money is legal tender, which involves the exchange of funds through telecommunication
infrastructure, such as an intranet or internet banking systems. The greatest technological
achievement in the development of banking is electronic money, and consequently of electronic
banking. Elektronic money in everyday transactions, replacing cash and checks. Numbers are unique
electronic money, as well as the serial numbers on real paper bills. Every electronic money
transmitting a bank and it is a certain amount of real money. One of the key features, as well as real
money, anonymous use (when the buyer sends some amount of digital cash for the seller, there is no
way to obtain information about the customer). One of the famous, the dominant form of electronic
money is electronic funds transfer at point of sale (EFT / POS) terminals installed using the merchant
and service network. Unlike him, use another form of electronic money is available through ATMs
(Automated Teller Machines - ATMs). They allow cash withdrawals, depositing, transferring to other
accounts .
EFT / POS (Point-of-Sale) is the terminal point of sale, and important is to pay for goods or services
card. At present not all of the actions mentioned in the terminal but are a good way to introduce
them. The terminal is a device that reads data from the card and on the basis of that information
control is exercised, the validity of the card, check card balances and, ultimately, by the performed
successfully cashless payment, transfer of funds from the card to the merchant's account in the
amount of purchases made. Through this system is directly transferred funds from buyer to seller.
For this to be realized, it is necessary to directly connect electronic cash register (terminals) to the
network in the banks. EFT POS terminals allow, that the data from the card to the network that
connects traders from around the world center for the processing of payment card issuers and card
checks in about 10 seconds. EFT POS system checks the credit card account shall debit the customer,
reduces traffic fines documentation, stabilize the bank and deposit potential traffic increases noncash payments (commissions and fees). Client through this system allows: faster non-cash charges,
cost reduction payments, total control of the financial costs. Benefits off POS terminals are: an
increase in sales of goods and services with the card because customers are not limited to the
amount of money you have in your wallet, ease of accepting cards and cut costs because the
terminal is connected to the bank so that the authorization and payment of all transactions done
automatically, POS terminal is set to the dealer after the conclusion of accepting cards. It is essential
that the dealer complies with the technical requirements as well as the power source (free power
connector) and analog telephone line (the same type of line and connect a fax or computer) at the
point where the terminal will be installed.
ATM systems (Atomated Teller Machines) - one of the most common types of electronic banking
technologies as ATMs, which become active in our country any users are extremely satisfied. The aim
of introducing terminal for communication between banks and customers automate the routine and
everyday banking activities.. The first ATM is connected to a branch of British "Barcclays" bank
1967th year. ATM is a data entry terminal with two input and four output devices. It is connected to
the central computer, or through leased lines or modems. Information stored on magnetic tape
located on the back of the cards are read by a card reader and passed on a central computer. PIN
(identification number) in encrypted form to a central computer. Identification number must be
entered carefully, since ATMs after three incorrect attempts to enter the number of mostly block the
card. Advantages: banks allow customers certainty, the speed transactions, cash withdrawals,
simplicity view account balance, every day, 24 hours a day, raising money in the parent bank's ATMs
for free, defined daily cash withdrawal limit is defined for each type of bank card advantage of the
location near the market, stop, shopping malls and other places of traffic.Table (4) shows the credit
card payment of goods abroad in 2011.
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Table 4: Payment for goods by credit card abroad, 2011.
Bank
Percent
Reifeisen Bank
1%
EFG Bank
1.2%
Komercijalna Banka
No
Societe General Bank
1%
Banka Intesa
No
Unikredit Bank
No
Sourse: http://www.politika.rs/rubrike/Ekonomija/Skup-kredit-sbankomata.lt.html
Risks in banking
Commitment of a growing number of banks and financial institutions to use electronic banking
services, expanding the list of potential risks related to e-business, so it is essential to identify
potential hazards, assess, analyze and manage them. Past experience shows that it is possible to
manage risks if they determine the upper limit of the introduction of bank performance that can best
adapt to these risks.
Risks are not (can not materialize) and can cause a loss of business, and manage a component of
every modern business policy of the bank. Since each risk varies (from one to other financial
institutions), in e-business, it is impossible to apply the approach to risk management under the
principle of "same yardstick." Therefore, any risk is necessary to apply a special management
strategy, because the risks are constantly changing and by nature and by their intensity. Specific risks
that the e-banks faced in the field of e-banking and e-money, the operational risk, reputational risk,
legal risk, traditional risk, an international e-business.
Operational risks can be grouped as follows: Risks safety (reliability) arising in connection with the
control system of accounting, information which communicate with environment bank, electronic
money transfers, as well as to prevent fraud or forgery. Ignoring safety risk would result in lack of
control and the ability of the virus to insert the accounting information system of the bank, and
possible abuse of the system by employees of the bank; The risks of system design, implementation,
and maintenance is a key phase of development of e-banking and e-money, and the risks are
inadequate preparation of this phase can manifest itself in a break or slow down the system; Misuse
of products and services by the user - this type of risk is increased due to the poor user education
undertaken. In these cases, the personal information of bank customers (credit card number, etc.)often unprotected in electronic banking transactions. Operation risks can occur at different levels of
the bank: personnel risk (risk people) refers to human error, human fraud, inadequate expertise,
process risk relates to inadequate procedures in decision making, errors in posting transactions,
errors in the process of storing transactions, errors in the neglect of legal documents, technical
defects information system, etc., risk techniques (technical support) involves errors in defining the
information model (the program), use of inappropriate tools for risk measurement and the like, IT
risk refers to the risk of data protection.
Reputational risk is the negative impact of public opinion on the bank. Because this is in electronic
banking considerable outflow or outflow of cash from customers. This risk can have a lasting
character. Bank of image distortion can occur as a result of bad communication networks, where
information is not available to customers on the status of funds in the business account. This risk can
not be expressed only in terms of individual banks, but may be expressed in relation to the entire
banking system of the country.
Legal risk - occurs when the rights and obligations of the parties involved in financial transactions are
not fully regulated by the law. It is especially important to legally regulate to prevent "money
laundering", because the possibilities of electronic banking can be very attractive for this type of
abuse. To prevent abuse of "money laundering" is necessary to regulate by law the rules regarding its
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control, because electronic banking can be performed a long distance and they can not be efficiently
used traditional methods to detect and prevent these criminal activities.
Traditional banking risks include, Credit risk refers to the ability of the borrower to make no
commitments regarding the amount of loan or repayment period, Liquidity risk arises when a bank is
not able to meet payment obligations arising in terms of e-business, Interest rate risk involves the
reduction of interest rates to the point where adverse movements in interest rates reduce the value
of the property depending on the unfulfilled commitments in e-cash, Market risk is the risk of loss,
especially in terms of off-balance sheet positions arising from movements in prices.
Risks of international e-commerce - refers to the lack of geographical barriers related to e-banking
and e-money. Thus, the market expansion extends beyond national borders. Risks of international
operations is based on a technology that knows no geographical barriers of a region or a country.
The methodology of risk management involves identifying (defining the types of risk and the degree
of risk exposure) and the definition of risk management strategies (defining tactics and tools of risk
management of the bank). Risk management tactics can be threefold and involves risk-taking, risk
avoidance, protection against potential risk. Namely, when the risk assessment, management of the
bank is obliged to take the necessary measures for risk management, implemented by controlling
risk. Their competence is the development and maintenance of infrastructure security control
electronic systems. In order to control the risks it should be carried out: to include the entire banking
hierarchy (from top to bottom) to minimize the risk in electronic commerce; risk management of
electronic transactions including education of employees in banks and education of users of their
services; it is necessary to establish communication between management structure that manages
the risks of e-business and employees of the bank, who are responsible for the operation of the
electronic banking (IT sector in the bank); to protect the bank from the risk necessary to develop and
implement security mechanisms, which are the use of hardware and software tools. The mechanisms
are usually implemented as:
 Encryption of data that usually successfully resolves an open question of confidentiality of data
transfer via computer network
 Digital Certificate (DC) is an electronic message through which recognizes the connection
between electronic signature and identity of the user signature. Are of great importance, and
it can only issue certification institutions (authorized);
 Installation of firewalls and firewall are a combination of hardware and software, through
which restricts external access to the system. However, these e-mails that come from the
external environment through the firewall are not always protected from virus infected
programs, and to protect against infected virus using antivirus programs.
 Antivirus control is implemented anti-virus programs that have the task of preventing
computer viruses that can do damage to the computer were present at various posts, deleting
files and disks.
 One of the mechanisms is the use of the encrypted PIN number -used for the prevention of
unauthorized access to data banks, so it's important to keep it under wraps, so hackers can not
make an incursion into the computer system of the bank or other financial institution.
Conclusion
Information technology in Serbia undoubtedly influenced the change of the conditions of the banking
sector and became a significant factor in the efficient and effective implementation of banking
activities and to reduce their costs.Automation of the process, usage of electronic systems and the
use of the Internet for banking operations provide a global platform for the bank, its customers and
partners can mutually act, communicate, collaborate and exchange products and services. Serbian
banks are in a position to offer the new products and services, push the spatial and temporal
boundaries of their business and reach out to each of its clients, wherever he may be.The process of
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transfer of funds is greatly simplified primarily the development and implementation of electronic
banking. Provided the global use of ATM and terminals for electronic payment -POS. ATMs allow
customers 24-hour access to accounts for the withdrawal of cash or funds deposited, as well as other
services. The situation is similar to the development of home banking (homebanking), which allows
the performance of various banking services using an internet connection, within 24 hours, directly
from the home or office. Possibilities of electronic payments using a variety of electronic payment
instrumeneta such as credit cards, smart cards, electronic money and micro transactions, customers
significantly facilitates the daily operations.
Although the risk characteristics of each banking business use of information technology can further
reduce impact on the security of banking operations. The task of the financial management of the
Bank to promptly and accurately identify, measure and manage risk successfully. In order to provide
the risks banks are in a position to use all available measures to protect data encryption, digital
certificates, protective firewall, antivirus programs, PIN. Although the Serbian banking business
depends on many factors to its development should be primarily working on the introduction of
modern information technology and through the provision of: increased investment in the
development of information technology and its infrastructure; training of bank employees and
customers in order to accept new ways of banking operations; development of an adequate legal
framework and protection mechanism in the banking business.
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Abstract
Calculus is an important part of the curriculum in basic and higher vocational training. Our experience
is that acquiring the fundamentals of this subject presents difficulties to students. According to
Bruner’s representational theory and our experiences introducing computer-aided lessons makes the
solution of Calculus problems more efficient. We have had positive experiences about this with our
first-year BSc students of Finance and Accounting; we widen their knowledge in Excel and GeoGebra
within the framework of an optional course. This was one of the reasons why we applied
computerized methods in post-secondary vocational training as well. Excel and GeoGebra proved to
be efficient both in the illustration of the material and in problem solving, in addition to the
traditional paper-pencil method. In the previous school year, we applied GeoGebra alongside the
traditional method when teaching integral calculus. We also used GeoGebra to determine
approximate sums, areas bounded by curves. In this school year, we introduced its use in differential
calculus and in the examination of its applications. In the current year we also expanded the use of
computerised methods by employing Maple software. How did GeoGebra or Maple help to find
connections between economic tasks and their mathematical models? Did student performance
improve as a result? Our experiences in the process of teaching-learning are shown in this
presentation.
Keywords: mathematical education using computer, representation levels, calculus, cognitive
objectives of mathematics-teaching, GeoGebra, Maple
ZDM Subject Classifications: B15, D45, I45, N85
Introduction
At the beginning of each autumn term our students write a level-assessment test in Mathematics, in
which the concepts of number and functions, the steps of equation solving, the solution of
inequalities are included. The results are illustrated in figure 1 for years retrospectively.
Results of level assessment tests by major subjects
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Finance and Accounting

40
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Commerce and Marketing
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Post-secondary Vocational Training
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Year of Assessment

Figure 1: Results of level assessment in the Faculty of Economic Science of Kaposvár University
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Last year’s outstanding result of students of Agribusiness and Rural Development is explained by the
fact that they wrote the test after their first lesson in Mathematics while the others wrote it on the
first lesson. The achievement of students majoring in the other three subjects became weaker as
compared to the previous year, only students of Finance and Accounting exceeded the 20%
requirement of maturity examination.
In the framework of Economical Mathematics we teach differential- and integral calculus and its
applications in the spring semester, we also show its connection with some concepts of economics.
Bruner’s representational theory and our teaching experiences have proved that computer-aided
lessons make the solution of Calculus problems more efficient.
Bruner examined how people represent and store the information arriving from the external world.
According to his view there are three levels of mental representation of human thinking.
 Material (enactive) level (the acquisition of knowledge happens through specific material
activities, manipulations)
 Iconic level (the acquisition of knowledge happens through expressive graphs, figures and
imagined situations. E.g. tree diagrams, geometric illustrations of algebraic problems)
 Symbolic level (the acquisition of knowledge happens through mathematical symbols and the
language)
Computers can be used as tools for the different reperesentation levels to appear in the process of
teaching-learning; this is summarised in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The use of computers can improve flexibility in the transition between the representation
levels (Tall, 1994).
An optional course, Mathematics Methodology with Computers, is available for our students of
Finance-and-Accounting and Commerce-and-Marketing, in this course they can get acquainted with
Computer Algebra Systems and their applications in Calculus. In Post-secondary Vocational Training
this course is announced in the spring semester.
Last year we examined the solution of economic problems with the traditional method as well as
with dynamic computer algebraic programs such as GeoGebra and Maple.
Material and methods
We investigated the steps of solutions of the following economic problem containing irrational
functions:
The sales revenue (in thousand Forints) of a product is given by function B  x   x 2  1000 

x

,

2

where x means the number of sold products.
a) What can be the values of the number of sold products?
b) Give the value of x, for which the sales revenue is maximal.
c) Calculate the point-elasticity of the sales revenue function in x = 1000, and evaluate the
result.
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We solved the problem traditionally, and by using GeoGebra and Maple. During the solution with
GeoGebra, the mathematical model, concepts had to be found in the problem. Thus the concept of
domain appears in the first question and that of local extrema in the second. In the third question
students were required to know the definition besides the mathematical terms. When solving the
problem with Maple software, students had to work according to the Maple worksheet they had
already used before.
>
>
>
>
_>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Figure 3 shows the Maple worksheet, the most often used mathematical concepts and variables can
be seen in the left window.

Figure 3: The Maple16 worksheet with the algorithm of the economic problem
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My group of 22 post-secondary vocational training students took part in the assessment.
Results and discussion
Figure 4 shows the result of the assessment. Students did not even start to solve the problem with
the traditional method, but those who correctly entered the functions, obtained good results with
GeoGebra.
Students’ performance by the two methods

Performance (%)

100,0
80,0
60,0

Traditional method

40,0

with GeoGebra

20,0
0,0
1a

1b

1c

Number of question

Figure 4: Students’ performance by the two methods in economic problem
It is surprising how weak the solution of part a) was. This is the part where the problem is to be
connected with the mathematical model, namely the number of products is to be associated with the
domain; within this, the number of products cannot be negative, many students disregarded this
fact, as it can be seen in the GeoGebra solution in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Student’s solution of the economic problem with GeoGebra
Determining marginal functions means performing differentiation; this did not cause difficulties in
case of GeoGebra, neither determining the value of the function.
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Table 1. Comparison of different methods of computer solutions.
MAPLE

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Learning the language of Maple
Requires computational thinking
Knowledge of English language
Students can work according to readied
maples
Immovable, it can be used only on
computers where it is installed,
expensive to purchase
It is not dynamic as a saved website
Helps algorithmic thinking
Mathematical model, symbolic
language
Practice exercises in Maple TA
Acquiring needs more help from the
teacher

GEOGEBRA

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Easy-to-use interface
Hungarian version
Built-in commands
Solutions need not be prepared
Open source, available for everyone
Worksheet can be saved as a dynamic
website, thus it can preserve
interactivity
Mathematical model, symbolic
language
Acquiring needs little help from the
teacher
Visualizing functions is attractive

Advantages and disadvantages of solutions with Maple and GeoGebra are summarized in Table 1.
Learning Maple is not an easy task, but it is compensated later, because problem solving speeds up.
When teaching and creating every new concept, method, algorithm, it is important to ensure that
our students understand them. They have to comprehend the whole of the task. Concepts,
algorithms have to be built in the representational levels (Sárvári, 2001).
Applying computer methods the role of the teacher changes, he or she becomes a guide, but lessons
require more preparation, although the ready worksheets can be used later, thus teachers will
possess a great “representational bank”. Students are more inclined to solve problems this way, so
their attitude towards the subject will be positive (P.Hámori I.,2003).
They have opportunity to experiment, they can experience the eureka feeling. However, computers
cannot substitute acquisition of mathematical knowledge, the traditional, no-royal-road experience
gaining. If the student gets stuck during the solution, the computer can help. It can also help from the
point of view that students do not have to devote their energies to the correct performance of
operations, because computers can do this, they can rather concentrate on finding the problem,
planning the steps of solution.
The table shows that both programs have advantages and disadvantages.
Maple TA makes it possible for the teacher to prepare practice sheets, students can practice them,
interactivity appears, students will be users, they can solve the assigned tasks and they can also get
new ones if they reach the adequate level. Figure 6 shows that students get an immediate feedback
about their answers.
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Figure 6: Maple TA interface
Maple TA is to be introduced at our university in 2013, thus we have little experience of its
application areas.
Conclusions
Computer methods, computer algebra systems are important tools of today’s Mathematics teaching,
of problem solving. They have a significant role in demonstration, they can even replace functiontables, calculators.
Though, it is necessary to choose at which stage of the teaching-learning process these systems are
applied, because their application cannot substitute the understanding of concepts, definitions,
problem-solving methods, they can only be supplementary, supporting tools.
However, their use increases the efficiency of aquisition of mathematical knowledge, our students
became more successful at Maths exams, less students dropped out of the grade.
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Abstract
In the framework of the CrossBorderScience Project (2011-2012; http://www.crossborder.ke.hu/) we
launched an international programme for Hungarian and Croatian high school students in
mathematics and physics, based on experience-centered learning methods and education through
visual arts. The program was made possible by the generous support of the European Union's IPA
Cross-border Cooperation Programme. The events were realized in 2011-2012 in Hungarian and
Croatian venues with the leadership of the Kaposvár University and with the cooperation of the Petar
Preradovid High School (Virovitica, Croatia), Bjelovar-Bilogora County (Croatia), and the members of
the Experience Workshop International Math-Art Movement (www.experienceworkshop.hu). In
addition to the above mentioned project-partners, the Táncsics Mihály High School (Kaposvár,
Hungary) and the Bartola Kašic High School (Grubisno Polje, Croatia), also participated in the groundbreaking events connecting countries and scientific and artistic fields. In this presentation we provide
a comprehensive overview of the project: we introduce our new methods, that we used at our
workshops, exhibitions. We introduce also the most important results of the CrossBorderScience
2012: "Experience-centered Approach and Visuality In The Education of Mathematics and Physics"
Congress and its Proceedings, which we published in three languages with the contributions of more
than 130 authors from universities from all over the world.
Introduction
In the framework of the CrossBorderScience Project, the international language of mathematics was
used to build a scientific and even cultural bridge between the Croatian and Hungarian students and
their teachers. The students and teachers who participated in our project in many cases are living
only some kilometres from each other on the two different sides of the Hungarian-Croatian border,
still do not know anything about each others' education policy and school curricula. Although they
are belong to the same historical, cultural region there is no educational cooperation between them.
The working together and the shared experiences on the field of mathematics largely supported our
participants to get familiarized with each others' practices, methods and discover the similarities and
differences of their approaches to mathematics and science education. The powerful emotions and
happy excitements experienced together during the international scientific competitions we
organized, the interesting lectures, workshops turned our international group into a real community.
Our international local communities also got global connections and context by our closing
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conference, where we invited internationally renowned education experts and specialists of visual
mathematics from 6 countries and published a colorful proceedings with more than a hundred
authors from 26 countries. We hope that all these efforts, the intellectual discoveries we made and
the personal and official contacts established between the participating schools will serve us a good
ground for future cooperations.
Three Milestones of CrossBorderScience Project
1 International Experience Workshop at the Kaposvár University (December 1-2, 2011)
The Experience Workshop Movement for the Experience-Centred Education of Mathematics led by
the authors of this article, is an international team of educators, promoting experience-centered
teaching methods and practices all over Europe (www.experienceworkshop.hu). In the framework of
the CrossBorderScience Project, the Experience Workshop team has visited the Kaposvár University
for the third time. Using the common language of mathematics and the arts, our intention was to
establish cross-country collaborations. Through learning-by-doing and mathematics without
language or formulae workshops, carefully selected, designed and developed according to our
project goals, our programme offered the experience of mutual understanding for the students and
teachers coming from different countries. The process of exploration through several community
art&science workshops provided an excellent opportunity both for the youth and the educational
professionals to share best practises concerning the learning and education of mathematics, sciences
and arts.
350 Hungarian and 31 Croatian students participated in the events. The workshop leaders
represented six countries (USA, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Hungary). Besides the Croatian
and Kaposvárian (Hungary) high school students staff members of the Compass Youth Association
and the students of the ANK Experience Workshop, Pécs (Hungary) also took part of the creative
school day. We also had the pleasure to welcome several educational professionals interested in our
programmes.
The actual Experience Workshop events was preceded by an International Mathematics Competition
between the students of Petra Preradovida High School (Virovitica, Croatia) and Táncsics Mihály High
School (Kaposvár, Hungary). After two hours hard work of solving mathematics examples, the next
event was the opening ceremony of American mathematician Robert Fathauer’s wonderful
exhibition curated by Kristóf Fenyvesi and Ildikó Szabó, the leading curators of the Experience Bridges
Traveling Exhibit. In her opening talk Dr. Eleonóra Stettner quoted Godfrey Harold Hardy the
prominent English mathematician’s thoughts: „The mathematician’s patterns, like the painter’s or the
poet’s must be beautiful; the ideas, like the colours or the words must fit together in a harmonious
way. Beauty is the first test: there is no permanent place in the world for ugly mathematics.”
Robert Fathauer, who is the chief curator of the world largest math-art communty, the Bridges
Organization exhibitions, personally introduced his exhibit to the visitors. All participants of the
mathematics competition got a copy from The Vasarely Playhouse art album, written by Slavik Jablan
and Ljiljana Radovic (ed. by Kristóf Fenyvesi and published by Vasarely Museum, Pécs, Hungary) and
the top ranked ones got Robert Fathauer’s interesting and valuable mathematical toys.
Fathauer's interest in the work of M.C. Escher led him to design his own Escher-like tessellations and
create art prints from them starting in the early 1990’s. In 1993 he started Tessellations Inc. that
specializes in puzzles and other products that combine mathematics and art. Over time, his artistic
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interests have expanded to include fractals and knots. He has written articles on Escher-like
tessellations, fractal tessellations, and fractal knots, and his books include Designing and Drawing
Tessellations and Fractal Trees. The art exhibit provided a survey of his artwork from 1993 to 2011.
The earliest works in the exhibit were Escher-like tessellations hand printed using silk-screen
techniques. Some of his tessellation artworks were fractal in character and were created with the aid
of a computer. There were other fractals in the exhibit as well, from a fractal self portrait to complex
knots created using fractal techniques to fractal trees created using photographic building blocks.
The second day of the program was opened with the presentation of Fathauer about Puzzles and Art
Based on Tessellations and Fractals. Fathauer's talk proved to be an excellent introduction to the
exciting workshops organized and guided by the Experience Workshop’s university professors, artists,
teachers and game designers from six countries of the world. He introduced many examples of
tessellations in manmade objects and in nature: made a comprehensive introduction of the Dutch
artist M.C. Escher, who created tessellations in which the individual tiles are recognizable motifs such
as lizards and birds. Designs of this sort can be used in artworks and also as a basis for puzzles. Then
called the auidence's attention on non-repeating Penrose tiles, which are particularly interesting and
allow an endless number of different patterns. Fathauer introduced also fractals as another type of
mathematical structure that is found in nature. He provided a lot of examples of tessellations and
fractals which can be combined to create unique and beautiful designs. As we learned, fractal
concepts can also be applied to create intricate knots possessing self similarity. They can also be used
to create a wide variety of trees, where the mathematical rules employed determine the shape of
the tree.
Among the many interesting programs, the Zometool Quasicrystal Workshop to the honor of Daniel
Shechtman, the 2011 Chemistry Nobel-prize laureate was certainly a unique event as well. The 2,5 m
high object is consisted by nearly 10.000 pieces and provide an outstanding illustration of Daniel
Shechtman’s great discovery of quasicrystals. The giant Zometool object is based upon the famous
photo of H. U. Nissen, and the object was designed especially for the Kaposvár University by the chief
developer of Zometool Inc. Paul Hildebrandt's team in strong international collaboration with the
Hungarian members of the Experience Workshop's Zometool team.
2 International Experience Workshop in the Petra Preradovida High School, Virovitica, Croatia (May
10-11, 2012)
Our second international program was held in the Petra Preradovida High School, Virovitica, Croatia.
With the leadership of one of the authors of this article, Eleonóra Stettner (Kaposvár University),
three teachers and 22 students of the Táncsics High School of Kaposvár, Hungary participated in the
Croatian Experience Workshop. The Hungarian students prepared for the events in abroad with great
excitement. When the Hungarian team arrived to Virovitica, the headmaster of the high school
invited us for a nice walk in the city and to visit the city museum. After visiting the city’s impressing
castle as well, our team returned to the school. After the lunch, an International Physics Competition
took place in the hall of the high school. The Petra Preradovida High School, the Srednja Škola Bartola
Kašida of Grubišno Polje, and the Táncsics Mihály High School’s 52 students participated in the
competition.
After the competition, the participants were invited to the opening of an astronomical exhibition.
Korado Korlevid, a famous Croatian astronomer, who opened the exhibition, had rich explanations
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regarding every photos of the exhibit and gladly answered to all of the students' questions. The
guests of the exhibition opening could see and even touch a real meteorite! The local Astronomical
Society also provided a space-telescope and the students had the opportunity to observe sunspots.
After the astronomical experiences, an exceptional mathematical curiosity awaited the visitors in the
local church’s museum: an original 12th century manuscript of Euclid’s Elements! The students had a
great time at their accomodation as well. On the other day, right after breakfast, the teams joined to
the physics and math-art themed Experience Workshop programs. The Croatian hosts, in
collaboration with the Hungarian partners invited everybody for a lot of exciting workshops in the
following topics: Physics on the surface of water; Vacuum-phenomena; Let’s play with Isaac Newton;
Geometrical optics; Friction force; Waves; Defining gravitational acceleration; Physics crosswords;
GeoGebra software training; and multivarious Experience Workshop events presenting the
connections between mathematics and arts. After the workshops, the participating 200 students
were invited to the city theater, where interesting scientific presentations took place. In the end of
the programs the hosts surprised the participants of the International Physics Competition with an
extra gift: a trophy. The greater surprise was only revealed later: every trophy was carved as 1st
prize! All participants were winners: our knowledge increased, and good friendships were made
during these two days dedicated to mathematics and science.
3 The Closing Event: “Experience-centered Approach and Visuality In The Education of
Mathematics and Physics” - CrossBorderScience 2012 Conference (August 28, 2012, Kaposvár
University, Hungary)
During the preparation, planning and execution of our activities in the CrossBorderScience Project we
contacted a number of internationally recognized representatives of experience-centered education
in mathematics and physics, and recognized artists who have exceptional experience in both theory
and practice as it relates to the educational role of visual arts, particularly in the special field of
mathematics known as visual mathematics. Together we learned and hopefully successfully
transferred that experience to our students, that knowledge in science can be useful in far more
ways than solving problems in school. By revealing the secrets of mathematics and physics, we can
invent interesting games or discover amazing tools, which can be useful in engineering, medicine or
even in the creation of wonderful artworks. These sciences are largely effecting the quality of our life
and support us in our efforts to achieve sustainability.
When we build bridges between science, art and education we also promote intercultural dialogue
and create interdisciplinary communities. Such a bridge-building also require the fulfillment of
conditions which are deeply correlated and connected to the quality of life, the sustainability and the
successful organization and integration of formal and informal local communities. We need sensitive
teachers, interested and supportive parents, and professionals who are cooperating and themselves
devoted to the dissemination of knowledge and information. We need people who not only know
how to discover the interests of the student but also know how to maintain and develop their
interest. We need teachers who are open-minded, love to learn and research and who are ready to
share their knowledge, discoveries and experiences with their colleagues and their pupils: the
members of future generations.
In this spirit we summarized the main goals and the essence of our project closing conference in two
simple sentences: (1) Let’s Form Communities! (2) Don’t Just Talk: Do It! This way we successfully
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managed to (1) draw attention to the new opportunities in the experience-centered education of
mathematics and natural sciences and the importance of studying together in an international
context the mathematical and scientific connections in visual arts. We were inviting teachers,
educators, scholars, artists, workshop leaders, university students and parents to this meeting and
the result was ground-breaking: more than 150 experts were attended from all the region and all
fields of education. We had a great meeting with a lot of remarkable examples mutual
encouragement and intercultural sharing the knowledge. (2) As a participant of this conference,
everybody had the opportunity to meet with internationally recognized specialists of this field, like
Reza Sarhangi (Towson University, USA), the president of the Bridges Organization, the world’s
largest mathematics&arts community, and Slavik Jablan (Mathematics Institution, Belgrade, Serbia),
a pioneer of a relatively new study field, promoted by the whole CrossBorderScience Project: the
visual mathematics. Our conference included a workshop session, where everybody could try in the
real world some succesful methods and practices in the experience-centered education of
mathematics. Moreover, all registered participants got our newly published tri-lingual (HungarianCroatian-English) book, called Experience-centered Approach and Visuality In The Education of
Mathematics and Physics (published by the Kaposvár University, 2012).
About the book: “Experience-centered Approach and Visuality In The Education of Mathematics
and Physics” (Kaposvár University, 2012)
In the first part of our book we provided a comprehensive picture on the situation of mathematics
and physics education in Hungary and Croatia. We published a lot of details and statistical data based
on empirical research. Then we provided a summary on the Experience Workshop programs and
collected the main characteristics of the methods behind these programs. The second part is based
on a global collaboration on the field of visual mathematics, carried out with our international board
of editors and advisors who supported our work all along the CrossBorderScience Project. We got a
fundamental help from Slavik Jablan (Mathematical Institute, Belgrade, Serbia), Ljiljana Radovic
(University of Nis), Radmila Sazdanovic (George Washington University, USA), Javier Barrallo
(University of Arhchitecture, San Sebastian, Spain), Mateja Budin (Mathema, Ljubljana, Slovenia) and
Anthony Durity (Ireland) and the authors of this article. We trust that this colorful chapter of our
book – including the best practices from all over the world – will assist us in further defining our goals
and developing a sustainable mission. It is our intention to share this book with as many educators,
teachers, and parents as possible. Therefore for the occasion of the 4th International Conference of
Economic Sciences: Quality of Life, Sustainability and Locality we make our book available as an
online e-book accessable free for everybody. Needless to say we hope that it will be a valuable
source of further research and independent art and education programs.
Conclusions
The colorful richness of our program is easily illustrated by an incomplete list of the topics we
examined at our mathematical presentations, workshops, exhibits and the other programs: Platonic
bodies, Fulleren, Penrose-tiling, modelling and studying multdimensional polyhedra, symmetries of
M. C. Escher on Platonic bodies and on kaleidocycles, fractals, combinatorics, mathematical logics,
experiencing 3D relations, developing the ability of recognizing patterns, symmetries in our everyday
world and in art, quasicrystals, modelling and studying different special surfaces, Moebius strips,
visual mathematics in Victor Vasarely's artwork, Euler's theorem, problem solving with the GeoGebra
maths software, geometrical rendering of traditional Persian motives and patterns. Our Croatian
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partners emphasised successfully the popularization of physics through various media. The most
important component of our work was the collaborative discovery of scientific phenomena through
creating artworks, studying the nature and playing games. The computer aided education methods
also got a significant role, we implemented mainly the great possibilities of the GeoGebra software.
But as in the computer based workshops as in the hands-on work, we put the main emphasis on the
personal involvement of each students, and the establishment of intergenerational and international
working groups with their teachers, the workshop-leaders and between the youth from different
countries. We always seeked for the opportunity to realize the encounter through the mathematics
and with the mathematics to achieve our complex goals.

Picture 1. Spatial geometry modeling workshop by Mateja Budin (Mathema, Slovenia)
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Picture 2. Quasicrystal modeling workshop with Zometool kit. Design by Paul Hildebrandt (Zometool
Inc., USA). Workshop leaders Eleonóra Stettner, Ildikó Szabó and László Vörös (Experience Workshop)

Picture 3. Squids and Rays GianTile Workshop by Robert Fathauer (Tessellations & Bridges
Organization, USA)
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Picture 4. Reza Sarhangi's Persian ornamentation and tiling workshop for teachers

Picture 5. Demonstrations and workshops in Physics by Mesid Hrvoje in Virovitica
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Picture 6. The examples of the study competitions were sometimes difficult.
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Abstract
In the German educational system –in contrast with the Hungarian one –it is allowed, and even
required to use the graphical calculator in secondary school mathematics education. This has a
number of advantages and disadvantages. The benefits include that the students are able to use the
opportunities offered by information technology. In this context, computer literacy is not just a
"casual" tool, they do not only use the familiar applications, but they learn new ones. For solving
mathematical problems with a computer or a graphical calculator it is essential that the pupils are
self-confident about using mathematical formulas, that they are able to convert them correctly, that
they interpret the parameters in the problem and substitute them in formulas correctly, and they
have to know the functions of the calculator to use them correctly. These are not so simple for even
better students in mathematics either, because on paper, booklet operations often require different
notations than software or graphing calculators. Another problem is the multiplicity of calculator
functions, and so to choose the correct one of them. At the beginning the process is slow in the
classroom, but later, when the majority of pupils routinely handle the calculator, in my experience,
they help each other. However, some pupils still make typical classroom mistakes in tests, which I will
refer to in my thesis. The greatest danger I see in using a graphing calculator is that the services
provided by the calculator could involve the trap that pupils can forget the operations, procedures
learned long ago. Namely, in the 11th class it occurred in the case of a simple linear equation that a
pupil could not solve it without a calculator, because the calculator had done it for him using the
appropriate command for years. In my work I try to point out specific examples of how the calculator
is used in the mathematics education to fully exploit the benefits of it while avoiding the potential
pitfalls.
Keywords: teaching functions, graphical calculator
ZDM Subject Classifications: B13, D43, I43
Introduction
There are significant differences in the education systems of different countries. In Hungary the main
emphasis was on the correct theoretical establishment of mathematics for decades, while its
practical applications were set aside. However, in recent decades with the appearance of
competence based teaching practical examples and applications were put forward. More and more
new textbooks are published that reflect this point of view. However, in my opinion, there are still
few works that use the tools provided by information technology in education. For example, in the
textbook written by Hajdu (Hajdu, 2012) the section discussing exponential and logarithmic functions
and their applications contain many figures made by the computer (GeoGebra), and at the end there
is also a chapter about computer usage in solving exercises. In my experience, more and more
mathematics teachers strive to exploit the opportunities provided by the computer in their lessons
and they encourage students to do so. On the other hand, in Hungarian public and tertiary education
it is still forbidden to use graphic calculators, which is regulated in the maturity examination system
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in the following way: „In solving the problems, you are allowed to use a calculator that cannot store
and display verbal information. You are also allowed to use any book of four-digit data tables. The
use of any other electronic devices, or printed or written material is forbidden.”14
The teaching of mathematics in Germany has followed a similar route, with two significant
differences: 1. They started to support the content of the curriculum with practical exercises earlier,
and today practice based mathematics is still present in greater volume than in the Hungarian
educational system. 2. In secondary education it is compulsory to use a graphic calculator. Naturally,
questions arise regarding both points: Are not the often dominant practical exercises used at the
expense of theoretical knowledge? Are pupils able to apply mathematical relations in different
contexts, if theory is not appropriately established? While using the opportunities provided by the
graphic calculator do not they forget basic mathematical operations? How can they be trained in
teaching to do basic exercises securely also without a calculator?
My answers to the first two questions point to the same direction. In my experience, if pupils do not
get sufficient theoretical background, most of them do not see beyond relations drilled in practical
exercises, they cannot generalise. In the case of questions asked in altered contexts they do not
recognise rwlations, often they are not able to use the rules learned if the question is asked in other
words. This is why I consider the five phases of learning defined by Meir Ben-Hur essential: Practice,
Dekontextulaisierung, Encapsulating a generalization in words, Rekontextualisierung, Realisation
(Meir Ben-Hur, 2006). I would like to point out the third phase, the encapsulating process, where
generalisation has to be done and deepened in words and mathematically at the same time. I am
going to answer the other two questions in this work.
Material and methods
The role of representation
According to the developmental theory by Piaget, the child reaches the formal operational stage by
about the age of twelve, so at this age they have to be able to understand and do abstract, formal
operations, to phrase their theoretical considerations in this formal language (Piaget, 1997). Based
on this idea, it should be expectable that tenth grade (16 years old) pupils understand and are able to
apply abstactly phrased definitions and theses. Naturally, the best reach this stage after a while, but
even they need a lot of support to do so. This support can be a well chosen introductory exercise, but
adequate representations may also help a lot. This is obvious in the case of funtions, where the three
modes of representations, enactive representation (action-based), iconic representation (imagebased), and symbolic representation (language-based) (Table 1) can be efficiently connected (Post et
al., 1987). The sequence of representations is nevertheless very important, it is preferably worth to
step onto the next level only when the previous one is already well understood.

14

Instructions to candidates of matura (2012): http://www.oktatas.hu/pub_bin/dload/kozoktatas/erettsegi
/feladatok2012tavasz/kozep/k_matang_12maj_fl.pdf p.2
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Table 1: Modes of representation
Modes:
Natural numbers

Enactive
One pair of cherry

Iconic

Symbolic
2, two, II

Geometry

Kite

Deltoid

Functions

A walker goes 3 km an
hour. What is the contact
between time and trip?

f: R+,0→R, f(x) = 3x

External representations necessarily evoke internal representations, but these cannot directly be
observed. This is why behavioral psychology did not deal with them for a long time. Nowadays
cognitive psychology tries to examine internal representations and the relations between them
through indirect observation. Representations play an important role in my work, as the theory of
functions remains abstract for pupils for a long time even when we step into the iconic mode from
the enactive mode, in other words, when we try to visualise the problem. The computer, or in our
case the graphic calculator has a great role in this process. The final goal is of course that when
understanding and graphing functions does not cause difficulties for them anymore, they can move
on to the symblic mode. The process has to be reversable, it is important that the three modes are
not separated in their thinking, they need to see the relations.
Using information technology in teaching
The technological advancement makes the usage of the tools of information technology and the
media possible. Today the range of these tools is rather diverse. We may talk about different
computer applications, software, educational videos, interactive boards. In recent times the easily
portable tools have come to the foreground. These might be „simple” or graphic calculators, votingmachines, and we can download several useful mathematical and scientific applications even on
smartphones. Timo Leuders also points this out in his work, in his opinion applying these new
technologies may be especially important in mathematics: „Neue Technologien und neue Medien
(gemeint ist meist: Computer) bieten für den Mathematikunterricht – mehr noch als die meisten
anderen Schulfächer – die Chance zu einer grundlegenden inhaltlichen und methodischen Reform. Sie
ermöglichen eine Entlastung von Routinearbeiten und bahnen daher exploratives und kreatives
Arbeiten, ebenso die Behandlung realistischer Anwendungssituationen und das Vernetzen von
Inhalten.”15 (Leuders, 2010) The question is how much, or to what extent is it necessary and possible
to use these new opportunities in teaching. According to Tulodziecky, the different tool of
information technology have to be used as support and encouragement in school education, if the
teaching process is problem, decision and organisation oriented (Tulodziecky, 2007). Tulodziecky
15

„New technologies and new media (is usually meant: computer) provide for teaching mathematics - more so
than most other school subjects - the opportunity for a fundamental substantive and methodological
reform. They provide relief from routine tasks and thus pave explorative and creative work, as well as the
treatment of realistic situations and use the cross-linking of content.”
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considers the application of the media especially important in five cases: 1. Difficult exercises with
decomplex initial conditions; 2. If we want to exemplify the goal or the route to the solution; 3. If the
individual or cooperative work form comes to the foreground while solving a difficult task; 4. When
comparing different modes of solution; 5. During the application of the theory learned and
reflections to them. In my expeience, pupils use the graphic calculator with pleasure, and they even
use such applications that they do not need.16 Finally, I would like to mention the viewpoints of Erwin
Abfalterer, which have to be considered by all means when planning a lesson with the computer
(graphic calculator), so that the lesson flows with the gratest efficiency in the time available: 1. The
software has to be prepared and tested; 2. The flow of the lesson is planned and the goald are set; 3.
The exercises are given, the role of the teacher is clear; 4. A short feedback always needs to be
possible.
Results and discussion
The establishment of the concept of functions
In my school, in the Deutsche Schule Budapest we teach according to the curriculum of the German
Baden-Württenberg province. Pupils first meet the notion of functions shortly at the end of the sixth
grade. However, this time they do not use the abstract signs yet that they are going to use later, but
they examine the simultaneous changing of related phenomena (direct, inverse proportionality). The
real concept of functions appears in the following year, also in connection with direct and inverse
proportionality and the linear function. Here the mathematical meaning of the function concept
already appears together with basic functional definitions (domain, range, null space), representing
functions (plotting), and the textbook and its publisher (Klett Verlag) provides the opportunity for the
application of the graphic calculator. The quadratic function is introduced in the eighth grade, when
exercises requiring deep mathematical knowledge and understanding are also integrated. Plenty of
practical applications help pupils to understand the forth and back relations between the real activity
(enactive mode), the visual representation (iconic mode) and the abstract mathematical language
(symbolic mode). The concept of the function is then extended, the parametric functions are
introduced. We have the opportunity to plan lessons with the application of graphic calculators, but
pupils only get these int ne ninth grade. In my opinion, as long as they do not work securely with
functions, it is not either advisable to give them such directions. During class work we use the
softwar GeoGebra that they also download at home, and they have to do homework with the help of
the software as well. However, at this grade the spineline of the learning process is provided by the
traditional method. The theme of functions does not appear in the ninth garade, it is present
indirectly int he exponential, logarithm part.
Teaching functions in the tenth grade with the with the help of graphic calculators
I am teaching the two examined tenth classes as one group, as the number of pupils is low in both
classes. The 10a class consisted of 13, the 10b consisted of 8 pupils in the observation period. The
mathematical knowledge of the pupils is considered to be general, the ninth grade end of year
averages were 2.69 and 2.25 (according to the German system, where 1 is the best and 6 is the
worst.) Several good students left class b at the end of the 9th year, so the average of the remaining
students for the 10th grade was 2.43, which means that the two classes consist of pupils with about
the same abilities. The pupils bought the TI-nspire CAS type graphical calculator that is used
constantly in class and at home as well.
The tenth grade mathematics curriculum starts with the functions. As a first step, we review the
most important definitions, then five other lessons follow. These lessons introduce the notions of the
16

Namely, in the 11th class it occurred in the case of a simple linear equation that a pupil could not solve it
without a calculator, because the calculator had done it for him using the appropriate command for years.
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difference quotient, the derivate, derivate function, and the derivate rules, together with some
simple related definitions. In this chapter I tried not to use the garphical calculator, or to use it only
after we had done the calculations on paper. At the end of the chapter we did a test, in which pupils
could only use the „traditional scientific” calculator. The results of the test were 2.97 and 2.85.
Mainly there were problems with the calculation of the derivative function, but pupils had difficulties
with the polinomial function with no integer exponent and with the functions value as well.
The second chapter included the most important characteristics of functions and their ways of
calculation - domain, range, interval of increase, interval of decrease, constant, maximum, minimum,
zero of a function, end behavior. During the lessons and in the homework I encouraged pupils to do
the exercises with and also without the graphical calculator. There were some situations where they
were not allowed to use it, and there were some, where the function describing the process was
such that they were not able to do the task without a calculator. Naturally, at the end of the chapter
pupils wrote a test, where they were not allowed to use the calculator for some exercises, one task
had to be done with and also without the calculator, and the last exercise could only be done with
the help of the calculator. There were two groups in which the tasks were similar to each other. One
of the tasksheets looked like the following (Table 2):
Table 2: The function test
Part A
It is NOT ALLOWED to use a GC!
1. Give the intervals of increase and decrease and the
maxima and minima of this function. The function is
defined in the interval [1; 7] .
2. Given is the function:
.
a) Give the maximal domain!
b) Calculate the zero points!
c) Calculate the intervals of increase and decrease and the maxima and minima of this function
with the derivate function.
d) Determine the y intercepts of the curve.
e) Sketch the function!
Part B
It is ALLOWED to use a GC!
3. Determine the zero points of function! First you have to calculate without calculator, after that
you have to check them with GC. Describe your steps with GC!

4. The next function gives the profile of a landscape in interval [1; 7]. The value x is km, the value
of f(x) is 10 meters.

a) Sketch the function with GC and draw the curve on the sheet.
b) Calculate the maxima and minima of the landscape and their values with GC.
c) Give the intervals of increase and decrease.
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The test was written by 20 pupils on time, and one pupil wrote a similar one a week later. The results
were the following (regarding the 20 tests):
1st task:
Perfectly done by 8 pupils. Nine pupils did not consider the closed inteval, so two end points were
missing from the maxima, but the other solutions were good. The remaining 3 pupils had other
mistakes as well, they defined the intervals with wrong starting and end points and/or the maxima
and minima were not good either.
2nd task
a) Everybody answered well.
b) 18 pupils gave the derivate function well, 15 among them counted the zero points of derivate
function well. The 3 pupils missed 0 as zero point (they divided by x without checking the oppurtinity
x = 0). Two pupils derivated in the wrong way.
c) Thirteen among fifteen pupils drew the table well, two of them wrongly substituted back into the
f(x) function, so they got partly wrong results. 13 pupils did this part well (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Pupils’ solutions, table
d) Everybody determined the y intercepts of the curve well.
e) Those who did not drew the table well were naturally not able to do the sketching well. Among the
13 pupils with good tables 12 did the sketching well, one was still wrong (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Pupils’ results, sketching
3rd task: Everybody was able to use the GC, they gave the command well, they got good zero points.
However, five pupils got partly different results through calculations, still they did not examine the
reasons for the differences (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Calculation of zero points with GC
The following solution (Figure 4) is one of the above mentioned ones done in the other group, where
the function given was the following:

Figure 4: Partly good pupil’s solution, done with GC
4th task:
The difficulties for some pupils was caused by the fact that the GC did not sketch the function in such
an interval that would have been appropriate for them. First the division of the axes should have
been changed and then they would have been able to sketch it well (Figure 5). Those who did not do
this got partly wrong solutions. Still, 14 pupils did the sketching well, which I consider a very good
result. The maxima, minima were well determined by all the 14 pupils within the interval with the
help of the calculator, but only six of them paid attention to examining the end points of the closed
interval. Because of the above reasons, these six pupils determined the intervals of increase and
decrease perfectly.
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Figure 5: Sketching of function in excercise 4 with intervals
The result of the test in class 10a was 1.87, in 10b 2.38 (that was degraded by one pupil, otherwise
the average would have been 1.77). The results of the parts done with and without GC were similar.
In comparison with the previous results, we can say that pupils applied theory well in the exercises
and they also used the calculator well mostly. All these results were better than the expexted
outcome.
Conclusions
The application of GCs in teaching is ambiguous. On the one hand, they provide help with exercises
that need a lot of calculation but have easy algorithms. Pupils use them with pleasure, though the
appropriate use of each application requires a lot of attention. On the other hand, such exercises can
be solved with the help of GCs the mathematical bacground of which pupils know and are able to use
(1. zero point calculation), but with their familiar mathematical tools these tasks are not, or only
difficultly solvable.
However, we have to make sure that pupils are aware of the mathematical background as well and
that they are able to do the learned processes without the GC where possible, so as to avoid the
situation that I described in the introduction. I placed especially high emphasis on this idea when
planning the lessons, in homework and in assessment.
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Abstract
There are several tutorials about parametric programing, but I could not find any visualizing the goal
function on the feasibility space. My presentation and publication wants to fill this gap in two
dimension, and show how the optimal point and the goal function (going throughout the optimal
point) varies depending on the goal function coefficients’ variable “t”. I deal with the classical
parametric linear programing problem when only the goal function coefficients depend linearly on
one parameter (t). The graphs and the animation are made by Maple as it has got proper tools for
that. Although this fact I could not find any this type of animation neither among the tool of Maple
nor in other mathematical programs like MATLAB or MATHEMATICA only a similar one on the website
of Wolfram. This work is part of our department’s, project focusing on developing Maple based
electrical tutorials, supported by TÁMOP 4.1.2. My publication is an example for what are the
novelties in our Maple based tutorials.
Introduction
Although most of the Quantitative Methods or Operation Research courses contain the Simplex
Method based solution methodology of classical parametric linear programming problems
(parametric in objective function), neither Maple nor other symbolic and/or numerical
mathematics software packages do not have a tool for this problem nor I could not found a proper
graphical representation how the goal function depends on the parameter.
“The study of parametric linear programming dates back in the middle 1950s”, work of (Gass and
Saaty, 1955) and (Mills 1956) as (Holder, 2010) also refers for that. Most of the publications refers for
not only parametric programing but sensibility analysis and perturbation of the solutions as they are
closely related to each other, and important topics in linear programing as (Hadigheh and Terlaky
2006).
Most of the update books like (Hillier Libermann 2010) or (Winston 2004) sais parametric LP
problems can be solved by the aid of dual Simplex methodology and it is related to sensitivity
analysis methods – and that is true.
Even in the tutorials on the internet I could find only the calculation methodology, and the graph
about the goal function value how depend on the parameter – that is the ordinary representation.
There is good animation – but another type than I want to create - how the feasibility space and the
normal vector of the goal function (as it is linear) depends on varying of the parameter and how the
optimal point is changing. It was made at Moldova State University by the program MATHEMATICA
(Bunduchi and Mandric 2011). This animation must be very popular as it is available not only the
website of Wolfram, but (with background music) even on You-tube!
So my aim is to show how the goal function can be represented on the feasibility space when the
parameter varies in its possible region.
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Material and methods
In classical parametric programing there is parameter (“t”) only in the goal function. (Using the dual
Simplex methodology the parameter will come to the constraints, so it refers to that case as well.)
The form of the classical parametric programing normal problem is below (1) :

_____________________

(1)
t€*£,β]

Non-standard problems (in the Hungarian terminology modified normal LP problems (2) and general
LP problem (3) ) :

_____________________

(2)
t€*£,β]

(3)
_____________________
t€*£,β]
These three types are distinguished because the algorithm for defining the optimal solution differs
for these cases, as normal Simplex method, two phase Simplex method, two phase Simplex method
with additional variables – respectively.
I do not want to present the well known methodology for calculating the optimal solutions, as there
are good tutorials even in Hungarian - for example (Ferenczi, 2006) which was prepared by the
support of Hefop grant. I summarize - without neither calculation of an example nor to give the
proper theoretical representation of the algorithm – only the way of finding the optimal solutions in
the characteristic regions, for the readers having not fresh knowledge about it.
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The algorithm we must add to the normal Simplex methodology is below:
In normal case we can start the investigation of the goal function coefficients weather they can be
non positive parallel - that means in the Simplex methodology we use - the tableau is optimal. So we
define the region where it is fulfilled – if there is any. This region can be empty set, bounded or
unbounded sets. We can “step out” of this region by a basis change with a pivot element above the
coefficient gave one of the borders of the first optimal region. After the basis change we get another
Simplex Tableau we must investigate again in which range of the parameter “t” it is optimal, and so
on. The ranges mostly follow each other, cover the whole possible range of “t”. The points, where
the feature of the solution changes, are called characteristic points. We can finish our investigation if
we covered the required range * £ , β + (that can be smaller than the possible range) of the
parameter .
For non-standard (modified normal and general case) we must start – as we got used to in the
Two Phase Simplex Methodology – with the secondary goal function, to fulfill it, than to start the
above mentioned methodology of defining the characteristic points and optimal solutions in every
ranges. I only show the result of these type of investigation on a non-standard (general) LP example.
(Type of (3).) When bigger than construct appears as well.
Let the problem be as below:
x1 , x 2  0
x1 + x 2  9
x2  5
x1

 6

- x1 + x2  2

(4)

x1 - 2 x 2  4
x1 + x 2  1
----------------------------------z = ( 2 + 3 t) x1 + (t-4) x2 = max
The feasibility space of this problem can be seen on the Figure 1. created by Maple plot option. For
the commands and technique (Klincsik, Maróti 2006) and have been used.
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Figure 1.: Feasibility space of the problem (1)
The optimal solution of this problem is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1.: The optimal solution of the example
Range of the parameter t:

z(t)

x optimal

- ∞ ≤ t ≤ -3

t–4

[0,1]

- 3 ≤ t ≤ - 3/2

2+3t

[1,0]

- 3/2 ≤ t ≤ 0

8 + 12 t

[4,0]

0≤ t ≤4

8 + 19 t

[6,1]

4≤ t ≤ ∞

21 t

[6,3]

We can summarize our results on a Figure (Figure 2.) whit the ordinary representation of the goal
function.
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Figure 2. : The usual graphical representation of goal function depending on “t” for the example of
(1)
It shows how the value of the goal function depends on the parameter “t”, but does not tell anything
about neither its direction, nor how it matches the feasibility space, which point is goes throughout.
Ou representation focuses on these features.
The way how to get the equations of the goal function depending on “t” and represent it on the
feasibility space is the following:
To express the variable x2 in terms of x1 from the goal function part of the equation (4)
(5)
Calculating the limes of it, first when “t” goes to minus infinity.

The technique (well learned in analysis courses) is to devote both the numerator and the
denominator with the parameter “t”.
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In our case first the optimal where this line goes through [ x10 , x20 ] = [ 0 , 1 ] (from the Table 1.) so

For the other characteristic points the calculation is easy, as we have to substitute only the
characteristic values of “t” into the equation (5). For t = + ∞ the limes part of the calculation is the
same just the point the line goes throughout is different.
The results can be summarized in table again (Table 2.) as below:
Table 2. List of the goal function equations
Value of the parameter t:

zi on the
graph

Equation of zi

Point the equation goes
throughout

-∞

z0

-1 – 3

[0,1]

-3

z1

1-

[0,1]

- 3/2

z2

0

z3

4

z4

+∞

z5

0
-2 + ½

[ 1 ,0 ]
[4,0]
[6,1]

21 – 3

[6,3]

On the Figure 3. there are the extreme lines of the goal function depending on the parameter “t” in
the first range. Salmon one occurs when t = - ∞, and the red one, when t = - 3 .
Both of them goes throughout the point P1=[ 0 , 1 ], because in this region of the parameter this P1
point is the optimal one.

Figure 3.: The extreme lines of the goal function in the range of parameter t € *- ∞ , - 3 ]
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If the parameter exceeds the value -3 the optimal point will be P2 = [ 1 , 0 ] and the goal function
varies from the line z1 (when t=-3) to z2 (when t=-2/3) can be seen on the Figure 4., Between -2/3
and 0 the optimal point is [ 4 , 0 ] etc. and the goal function varies from z2 to z3 and so on,
respectively.

Figure 4.: The goal functions in the characteristic points
The Figure 5. shows all the goal function lines if the parameter takes its characteristic values from
minus (-) infinity to plus (+) infinity. Line z0 (the salmon one) refers for the line when t = -∞ and z5,
(the magenta one) refers for the line when t = +∞.

Figure 5.: All the goal functions in the characteristic points from in minus and plus infinity
Results and discussion
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The result of my work is just a representation, animation how the goal function varies depending on
parameter “t”.
As Maple can animate functions it is possible to show how the goal function varies if the parameter
goes from minus infinity to plus infinity. Unfortunately this animation can‘t be present in an article of
world text – of course. Maple animation can leave traces (as many as we settle) as it can be seen on
figures below. Figure 6. – 10. show if the parameter ”t” is in the range of * -50 , -3] , [ -3, -2/3] , [ 2/3, 0 ] , [ 0, 4] and [ 4 , 50] respectively with 8 traces. The reason representing minus and plus
infinity with such a small numbers (- 50 and + 50) is that the animation makes the equidistant steps
in the parameter, and the lines of huge “t”-s would be the same, considering the line thickness. To
avoid this problem in the in sequence animation there can be a separate animation added with
values of t € * -2 ∙ 109 , -20 ] and t € * 50 , 5 ∙ 1018 ]. These huge numbers can be considered to be
infinity of course, but as on the Figure 11. can be seen, 7 lines of the 8 traces is the same within the
same line thickness. (So there can be seen just two lines.)

Figure 6.: Snap shot of the animation with 8
traces for ”t” € * -20 , -3]

Figure 7.: Snap shot of the animation with 8
traces for ”t” € * -3 , -2/3]

Figure 8.: Snap shot of the animation with 8
traces for ”t” € * -2/3 , 0 ]

Figure 9.: Snap shot of the animation with 8
traces for ”t” € * 0 , 4 +
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Figure 10.: Snap shot of the animation with 8
traces for ”t” € * 4 , 50 +

Figure 11.: Snap shot of the animation with 8
traces for ”t” * 50 , 5∙ 1018 ]

The Maple code works behind is not a user program, just a personal one, that prepaires the
animation of only this problem.
So this tool can be called “semiautomatic” because of two reasons.
First as the program is prepaired for calculation of only small parts of the algorithm after each other,
and the user must know how to interpret the partial results and choose the following steps. Still it is
more than our previous methodology and any other I could find on the internet could provide, as it
calculates not only the Simplex Tableaus (if the pivot element has been chosed) but even the
common non posivity range of the goal functions’ coefficients automatically from the Simplex
Tableaus! It is possible because Maple can handle parameters in the calculations.
Second as it is not a userprogram, but can be understandable for a person having Maple or any other
program code writing experience.
Conclusions
There has been a semiautomatic methodology for two dimensional parametric LP problems
prepaired in Maple, based on the Simplex Method algorithm and visuatization procedure program of
a colleague Kövér Gy. It is appropriate for classical parametricc linear programing problems. It
calculates the common non negativity ranges of the goal functions’ coefficients, and the next Simplex
Tableaus – if we have choosen the pivot element. There has been a procedure developed for
graphical representation of the feasibility range and goal functions as well, made by Kövér Gy. for
standard, and non-standard LP problems, that can be used for this cases as well, with some
modification. I prepaired the not automatic animations of the goal functions, just to show on an
example how the goal function graphically depends on the parameter.
The conclusion is a suggestion for representing the classical parametric LP problems not only with the
goal function depending on “t” (classical represenation can be seen on Figure 2.), but even to list the
equations of the real goal functions, going throughout the optimal points, as it is listed for the
example case in the Table 2. This type of calculation can be achieved without animation.
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The further developments can be, first the animation of the goal function in three dimension. It is
well pre-prepared as Kövér Gy. has developed a program, based on the work of Levesque (Levesque
A. 2006) for linear programing normal and nonstandard cases for three dimension as well jet.
Second to prepare a real user program for parametric linear programing problems, with the abilities
below: Calculation of the common non-positivity regions of the goal function coefficients, execute
the basis change (if we call the procedure with the variables we want to change) and construction of
the graphical representation of the goal function in the characteristic points, and the animation from
one characteristic point to another. At the end (I hope it will also possible) to animate the goal
variation from the starting to the ending of the required parameter range in sequence, after each
other.
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Abstract
In previous works the authors and their colleagues extended the method of central projection to
higher dimensions, namely, E4
E2 projection from a one dimensional centre figure, together with
a natural visibility algorithm. All these are presented in the linear algebraic machinery of real
projective sphere PS4 or space P4(V5, V5, ~) over the real vector space V5 for points and its dual V5 for
hyperplanes up to the usual equivalence ~ (expressed by multiplication by positive real numbers or
non-zeros, respectively). All these extend the 3-dimensional constructions of the regular Platonic
solids from the homepage http: //www.math.bme.hu/~prok (for free download). In this presentation
we further develop the exterior (Grassmann) algebra method (with scalar product) by computer to
other effects of illumination. As new examples, regular 4-polytopes move in the computer 2-screen
with visibility and shading of their 2-faces, on the base of the above homepage. Our presentation will
show all the six regular 4-solids by their Coxeter-Schläfli symbols on the base of the above homepage,
where we further develop this attractive topic.These animations can call the attention to the
multilinear algebra, where economic processes can be modelled in a natural way, e.g. by an ordinary
differential equation system (dinamical process). With a simple example we can demonstrate how
critical the balance of an economical process is. Accordingly, we have to investigate similar models
through analogous simulations. The use of computer models is essential to carry out this research.
Keywords: Animation of regular 4-polytopes, higher-dimensional geometry in economics
1 Illustration of E4 —> E2 projection by regular 4-polytopes
By the initiative of L. Schläfli (~1850), H. S. M. Coxeter (~1954) classified the regular
d-polytopes in the Euclidean d-space Ed. These are the five Platonic 3-solids, the six Coxeter-Schläfli
4-polytopes (in our Figures 1-6 by their C-Sch-symbols), and finaly the d-simplex, d-cube, d-crosspolytope in higher dimendions d ≥ 5. The machinery involves the d+1-dimensional linear algebra for a
so-called projective interpretation. See our works [1], [2], [3] with colleagues for details, which will
be indicated in the conference presentation.
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Figure 1: The 4-cube with Coxeter-Schläfli symbol (4, 3, 3)

Figure 2: The 4-Simplex with Coxeter-Schläfli symbol (3, 3, 3)
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Figure 3: The Cross-polytope with Coxeter-Schläfli symbol (3, 3, 4)

Figure 4: The 24-cell with Coxeter-Schläfli symbol (3, 4, 3)
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Figure 5: The 120-cell with Coxeter-Schläfli symbol (5, 3, 3)

Figure 6: The 600-cell with Coxeter-Schläfli symbol (3, 3, 5)
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2 Meditations on multidimensional geometry and its applications in economics
The so-called dinamical system, defined by the differential equations
dx/dt = f(t; x) or especially = Ax + b
in an economical n+1 -space of parameters, can be interpreted and applied in various
manners.
Here t is the time; x(t) = [x1(t ); x2(t ); … ; xn(t)]T is the unknown column matrix
(in transposed, i.e. T form) of "products"; the column matrix function f, or especially the
n × n matrix A = (aji ) (i; j = 1; 2;... ; n) together with the column matrix b = (bi) of "exterior
resources", are the "technological data” (depending on t or not).
For n = 2 it can already be seen, how complicated problem is to guarantee the equilibrium (balance).
For n = 4 , e.g. for "properties" of Workers, those of Producer capitalists, of Commercial bankars, and
of State experts, the dinamical system can model the Society with its possible development.
This analysis has become to be very actual nowadays!!!
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Abstract
There are different aims of undertaking investment in agriculture. They vary for example due to the
analyzed time in the case of the particular country or the level of economic `development. In Europe,
the increase in agricultural production was crucial after the Second World War and now it is
important in many developing countries suffering hunger or malnutrition. In these countries
investment is essential to the promoting agricultural growth and reducing poverty and hunger (The
State of Food and Agriculture, 2012). The modernization of technological processes is the second, very
often pointed out aim especially from the perspective of the competition on a global agricultural
product market. Reyes et al. (2012) indicate that market-oriented farmers need more capital for three
main reasons: to invest in new technologies, to meet the requirements of international regulations on
quality and food safety, and to obtain scale and scope economies. Because of the importance of
investment, the vast range of support measures are offered to farmers under CAP and domestic
support policy. They influence the level and structure of the investment. The aim of the paper is to
analyze the level, dynamics and structure of the investment in the Polish agriculture and to recognize
determinants of the investment. The analyses in papers should answer for following questions: (i)
what was the level and structure of investment (ii) what tendencies in agricultural investment were
observed especially after EU accession, (iii) what was the role of the support for the investment in
agriculture. In the paper, the main subject of the investigation is capital investments. The analyses
encompass the years 2000-2010. The data are taken from The Central Statistic Office and the Agency
for Restructuring and Modernization of Agriculture. The main method used in the analyses is
descriptive method based on the statistical data.
Keywords: investment outlays, agriculture, support measures, preferential credits
Introduction
There are different aims of undertaking investment in agriculture. They vary for example due to the
analyzed time in the case of the particular country or the level of economic development. In Europe,
the increase in agricultural production was crucial after the Second World War and now it is
important in many developing countries suffering hunger or malnutrition. In these countries
investment is essential to the promoting agricultural growth and reducing poverty and hunger (The
State of Food and Agriculture, 2012). The modernization of technological processes is the second,
very often pointed out aim especially from the perspective of the competition on a global agricultural
product market. Reyes et all (2012) indicate that market-oriented farmers need more capital for
three main reasons: to invest in new technologies, to meet the requirements of international
regulations on quality and food safety and to obtain scale and scope economies. The list of factors
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influenced investment decisions are long. At macro level, it is worth to mention fiscal policy, savings,
economic freedom, or monetary policy (Jedruchniewicz, 2012). Because of the importance of
investment, in many countries the vast range of support measures are offered to farmers under
agricultural policy. In EU agriculture investment are supported under the Common Agricultural Policy
and domestic policy. The support measures influence the level and structure of the investment
intentionally.
The aim of the paper is to analyze the level, dynamics and structure of the investment in the Polish
agriculture and to recognize determinants of the investment. The analyses in papers should answer
for following questions: (i) what was the level and structure of investment (ii) what tendencies in
agricultural investment were observed especially after EU accession, (iii) what was the significance of
the support for the investment in agriculture.
Materials and methodology
In the paper, the main subject of the investigation is investment in the sector of agriculture. The
analyses encompass the years 2000-2010.
The investment is defined as outlays on fixed assets. They include outlays on: 1. buildings and
structures, machinery, 2. technical equipment and tools, 3. transport equipment 4. other outlays
(meliorations, costs incurred for purchase of land, second-hand fixed assets, basic herd, long term
plantings, interests on investment credits and loans). The purchase of land is not included into
investment.
The data are taken from The Central Statistic Office and the Agency for Restructuring and
Modernization of Agriculture. The analyses of the dynamics of investment outlays were carried out in
constant prices. To their calculation, the price indices of investment goods and services purchased by
private farms in agriculture were used.
The descriptive method based on the statistical data is the main method used in the analyses.
The scope and structure of investment in agriculture
The share of agriculture in creating gross added value in Poland in the course 2000-2010 fluctuated
between 2.3% to 2.9%, however, a very slight tendency to decrease in this variable is observed
during the second part of the examined decade (table 1). The share of investment outlays on fixed
assets in agriculture in investment outlays on fixed assets in economy was considerably lower and
changed from 1.6% to 2.0%. There was no regularity in these changes. What more, the analyses of
fluctuation of the both indicators does not show any connection between them. The scope of
investment was generally low. The dynamics of investment value was negative in six years and
positive in five years of examined period, but what is worth to underline, the four decreases were
quite deep - about 7-9%, whereas in the case of two ones - about 3-4%. In the two in five years of
growth, the value of investment rose very considerably - 15-20%. These years were preceded and
followed by the years with increase of investment outlays however, only one digital. This positive
period started in 2005 - the first full year of Poland’s membership in European Union and lasted till
2009. During these years, the Poland’s economy developed quickly - the rate of growth of GDP was
over 6% in 2006 and 2007.
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Table 1. The level and dynamics of investment outlays in agriculture
Year

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing / gross
added value
(%)

Investment outlays in
agriculture /
investment outlays on
fixed assets in
economy

Dynamics of
investment outlays
(constant prices,
previous year =100)

Dynamics of
investment outlays per
1 ha of agricultural
land
(constant prices,
previous year =100)

(%)
2000

2.7

1.57

92.8

96.1

2001

2.9

1.73

95.9

92.9

2002

2.4

2.00

101.9

110.9

2003

2.3

1.83

91.1

95.2

2004

2.8

1.79

95.9

95.0

2005

2.6

1.84

104.6

107.4

2006

2.4

1.92

120.8

120.5

2007

2.8

1.89

115.0

113.4

2008

2.4

1.81

103.1

105.4

2009

2.3

1.70

92.3

90.7

2010

x

1.71

99.0

102.9

x – data not available
Source: Own calculations based on data from Statistical Yearbooks 2001-2011, Central Statistical
Office Warsaw 2002-2012.
In 2009, due to the recession in economy the investment outlays decreased noticeably.
The analyses of the structure of investment indicates that investment in buildings and structures
prevailed (Table 2). At least, one third of outlays was devoted for this type of investment every year.
They exceeded the investment in machinery, technical equipment and tools in eight in eleven
examined years. The differences varied from 1 to 10 percentage points. The highest share of
buildings in investment outlays was observed in the mid of the analyzed period - since 2002 to 2006
except 2004. The share of investment in machinery oscillated about 33% of investment outlays. It
changed year to year but the differences were generally lower than 5 percentage points. Investment
in transport equipment took a little more than 10% at the beginning of the examined period but was
rising gradually till 2007 and got nearly 17%. In following years it was falling and in 2010, it was at the
initial level. The group of other investment encompasses very different kinds of investment. In 2000,
it was very popular direction of investment with the share amounted at more than 20 %, but it was
falling gradually till 12% during following years. In the last analyzed year, it rose rapidly to more than
21%.
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Table 2. Investment outlays by the type of outlays (%)
Year

Buildings and
structures

Machinery, technical
equipment and tools

Transport equipment

Others

2000

33.7

32.7

12.4

21.2

2001

37.1

33.3

10.4

19.2

2002

40.1

31.7

11.4

16.8

2003

40.5

30.0

12.1

17.4

2004

34.9

35.2

15.3

14.6

2005

39.3

32.2

15.7

12.8

2006

39.4

32.5

15.9

12.2

2007

36.9

34.3

16.7

12.1

2008

35.5

36.5

15.3

12.7

2009

34.5

38.3

14.6

12.6

2010

33.7

32.7

12.4

21.2

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Agriculture and Rural Areas 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011, Central Statistical
Office Warsaw 2006-2012.
Tendencies in agricultural investment before and after EU accession
It can be expected that accession to EU gave the strong impact for the investment in agricultural
sector due to the access to the different measures of the support. At the beginning of membership,
the support programs under Rural Development Programme for 2004-2006 (PROW 2004-2006) and
Sectoral Operational Programme (SOP) were offered. The measures under PROW (except support for
agricultural holdings in less favoured areas) were addressed generally to a few groups of farmers and
the required effects were of different character not only strict economic. Measures under SPO were
aimed for modernization of the food sector and rural development. The list of measures addressed
to farms included: investment in agricultural holdings, setting up of young farmers, diversification of
agricultural activities, improving processing and marketing of agricultural products, and activities
close to agriculture to provide multiple activities or alternative incomes, development and
improvement of the infrastructure related to agriculture. Moreover, every year farmers get direct
payments what could influence positively the investment. Rural Development Programme for 20072013 replaced two above mentioned programmes from former financial perspective. It has involved
four axes under which 21 support measures were offered. Some schemes has supported directly
modernization of farms and restructuring of agriculture (setting up young farmers, modernization of
farms, participating farmers in the quality food systems, afforestation) support directly
modernization of farms and restructuring of agriculture.
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Table 3. Dynamics of investment outlays in the Polish agriculture
Year

Dynamics of investment outlays

Dynamics of investment outlays per 1 ha
of agricultural land

(constant prices, previous year =100)
(constant prices, previous year =100)
2000

92.8

96.1

2001

95.9

92.9

2002

101.9

110.9

2003

91.1

95.2

2004

95.9

95.0

2005

104.6

107.4

2006

120.8

120.5

2007

115.0

113.4

2008

103.1

105.4

2009

92.3

90.7

2010

99.0

102.9

Source: Own calculations based on data from Statistical Yearbooks 2001-2011, Central Statistical
Office Warsaw 2002-2012.
The data in table 3 confirms assumption about the positive influence of Poland accession to EU for
investment. Till 2005, the rate of growth of investment outlays was negative, in 2005 the small
growth appeared and in the next year, the outlays increased noticeable – more than 20%. This
positive phenomenon repeated next year. In 2008, the rate of growth fell but was still positive but in
2009, the investment has decreased significantly and in 2010 stay nearly at the same level. The
results of the analyses of tendencies in investment outlays per 1 ha agricultural land are in the line
with the results of examination of the tendencies in total outlays.
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Table 4. Investment outlays in agriculture and hunting per 1 ha of agricultural land by voivodships (in
PLN, current prices)
Voivodships

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Poland

116.7

113.7

129.2

125.3

132

151.4

185.9

223.7

248.3

230.2

239.7

Dolnośląskie

149.6

116.8

122.7

99.0

93.8

148.4

175.1

207.1

206.4

199.9

176.4

Kujawsko-pomorskie

148.5

128.1

103.6

94.3

98.6

136.0

181.8

194.3

226.6

203.8

215.9

Lubelskie

54.4

84.3

86

102.6

111.9

127.5

145.9

173.5

201.9

193.4

214.1

Lubuskie

95.1

75.9

114.1

134.7

158.3

142.5

211.3

183.5

221.4

205.5

291.1

Łódzkie

129.2

138.5

135.6

135.4

131.2

163.5

191.8

236.3

224

224.7

234.3

Małopolskie

73.2

73.7

97.5

116.4

114.7

137.3

157.2

190.5

200.9

203.1

274.9

Mazowieckie

127.4

109.3

131.8

135.7

146.2

141.0

176.4

230.5

266.9

243

273.9

Opolskie

189.9

138.6

136.9

128.1

155.2

175.1

254.5

263.8

256.6

285.2

249.1

Podkarpackie

46.3

59

76

85.5

86.7

107.7

125.6

165.7

174.1

173.8

190.3

Podlaskie

116

86.3

124.9

124.2

117.6

138

182.5

227.2

231.3

238.9

259.7

Pomorskie

191.8

154.5

110.5

108.1

125.4

155.3

148.2

198.2

274.2

207.6

229.0

Śląskie

108.8

112.7

147.3

137.9

172.2

163.2

202.4

268.6

330.6

313.3

251.0

Świętokrzyskie

93.4

107.1

125.7

109.7

186.6

136.9

156.8

177.2

183.8

186.5

202.5

Warmiosko-mazurskie

78.8

98.2

132.8

124.9

158.3

155.3

189.6

220.5

225

200

194.2

Wielkopolskie

152

178.7

213.1

191.2

162.9

204.5

254.1

319.6

402.6

342.8

322.4

118.3

116.8

146.9

116.9

119.4

166.7

207.4

239.0

216.7

185.2

182.3

Zachodniopomorskie

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Agriculture and Rural Areas 2005. 2007. 2009. 2011. Central Statistical
Office Warsaw 2006-2012.
The analyses of regional differentiation of investment outlays in the Polish agriculture indicates very
big differences among the voivodships at the beginning of the examined period. The distance
between the podkarpackie voivodship with the lowest outlays per 1 ha and pomorskie voivodship
with the highest one was nearly 4 times. The voivodships with the lowest value of the indicator are
generally these with the lowest level of agricultural development in Poland. In these voivodships, the
farms play mainly nonagricultural role (Sikorska et al, 2009). The lubelskie voivodship has other
characteristics. It is a typical agricultural region with the medium size of farms and relatively small
level of specialization. The voivodships with the highest investment outlays belong to regions with
well developed agriculture.
During the examined 11 years some very interesting phenomena considering the regional
differentiation took place.
First, the big gap between investment outlays per 1 agricultural land decreasd significantly to less
than 2 times. Second, in 2010 compared to 2000, two other voivodships were characterized by the
lowest value of investment outlays per 1 ha. Third, in preaccession period, the investment outlays
fluctuated while after accession till 2009 increased gradually every year.
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The support for the investment in the Polish agriculture
Introduction of market rules into economy in 1990 caused the elimination of farm and food
subsides. However, the deep worsening of the situation in agricultural sector made the government
to intervene rather quickly. Already in April, the agriculture was offered the help in the form of the
preferential credits for the financing mainly current activity. The preferences took form of subsidies
to interest. The scope of this form of the support developed quickly and at the end of 1993, the
special state agency – Agency for Modernization and Restructuring of Agriculture was established. It
was responsible for the maintaining of the preferential credit system. The scope of credit support
was noticeable. The share of expenditures due to subsidies to interest on preferential agricultural
credit of different kinds in the state budget for agriculture was very high. in the peak years – 1997,
1998 reached nearly 60% (Danilowska 2005). It was clear that the system charged the budget too
much and in 1998, the scope of the credit help was limited. The number of granted preferential
investment credits decreased from 50 thousands in 1997 to 16 thousands in 1998. In the following
years, the raise was observed and in the year before EU accession, the number of investment credits
was amounted at 24.5 thousands (Danilowska 2005).
Table 5. Preferential investment credits and Value of investment outlays
Year
Value of investment
Value of investment
outlays (mln PLN)
credits1 (mln PLN)
2000
2 078.7
1 045.9
2001
2 090.4
1 369.9
2002
2 183.9
1 587.6
2003
2 026.8
1 842.1
2004
2 155.4
1 266.6
2005
2 408.9
1 672.0
2006
2 966.3
2 300.3
2007
3 619.5
2 472.7
2008
3 929.1
1 608.1
2009
3 710.3
974.0
2010
3 716.0
1 333. 9

Investment credits/
investment outlays (%)
50.3
65.5
72.7
90.9
58.8
69.4
77.5
68.3
40.9
26.3
35.9

1

Value of preferential investment credits encompasses credits which were granted only to the farms under three
credit lines: for young farmers, basic investment and branch credits
Sources: Own calculation based on data from Annual Reports on Activity of the ARMA (1995-2003). ARMA
1995-2004 and Statistical Yearbooks 2001-2011. Central Statistical Office Warsaw 2002-2012.

Data in table 5 shows the very important role of credit support in financing the investment outlays in
agriculture. In the course 2000-2007, the proportion of value of preferential credits to the value of
investment outlays exceeded 50%17. The share of preferential credits was extremely high in 2003 just
before the Poland’s accession to EU. It stemmed from the fact that till new financial perspective
2007-2013 the preferential credits were the main forms of investment support available for average
farm. As aforementioned, among the measures offered agriculture under PROW 2004-2006 and
Sectoral Operational Programme only a few were intended for investment. Moreover, the farmers
were not yet familiar with the procedure of applying for the support.
The role of preferential credits decreased in the period of a new financial perspective because the list
of support measures widened and farmers got experience in applying for the support. Some from 21
17

In fact, every year the proportion was lower 10-20 percentage points since a part of considered investment
credits was used for purchase of land.
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support schemes under axes 1 and 2 have supported directly modernization of farms and
restructuring of agriculture by size of area and age of owners. They are: setting up young farmers,
structural pensions, modernization of farms, participating farmers in the quality food systems,
afforestation. Taking into consideration the idea and aims of support, the schemes: modernization of
farms and setting up young farmers are close to the preferential investment credit support18.
Table 4. Applications for support under PROW 2007-2013 measures Modernization agricultural
holdings and setting up young farmers and for preferential investment credits in 2007-2010
Specification

Number

Value (mln PLN)

1

Preferential credits
Modernization agricultural holdings

31 128
5 122.6
2
34223
4 707.92
3
33 348
3 434.83
26 4474
Setting up young farmers
15 7462
1 032.22
5 9263
302.93
5 9264
1
lines: for young farmers. basic investment and branch credits
2
accepted applications
3
number of realised payments
4
number of beneficiaries
Source: Own calculation based on Annual Reports on Activity of the ARMA 2007. ARMA. Warsaw
2008.
As data shows, farmers were interested in two measures which were operating parallelly during
2007-2010 (Table 6). The number of agreements under the measures Modernization agricultural
holdings and Setting up young farmers was higher than number of granted investment preferential
credits. It is a natural phenomenon as a support in form of return of a part of investment outlays is
more attractive compared to subvention to interest on credit. The expected payments due to
measures: Modernization agricultural holdings and Setting up young farmers are amounted at 40% of
the value of investment outlays in years 2007-2010 while the realised payments at 25%. The
preferential investment credits covered about 35% of investment outlays. These figures illustrate the
crucial role of the support measures in financing investment in the Polish agriculture. It can be
supposed that many investments were undertook because of the support.
Conclusions
The scope of investment in the Polish agriculture is low and does not reflect the share of agriculture
in creating GDP. The investment activity in agriculture is differiented regionally, however, during the
11 examined years these differences decreased noticebly. Poland’s EU accessecion influenced very
positivly the scope of investment in agriculture but did not change the structure of investment.
Before the Poland’s EU accessecion the preferential credits played the vital role in financing the
investment in agriculture. After the accession this tool has been still used but its importance fell on
behalf of the support measures offered under CAP.
The analyses indicates that the support for investment played the crucial role in financing the
investment and influenced the decisions about undertaking the investment by the farmers.

18

Of course the character and terms of this two tools of economic policy are different.
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Abstract
Why has corporate social responsibility towards society and the environment become so important
and „popular”? The answer is inherent in Krisztina Szegedi’s 2012 study: because companies are in
continuous interaction with their environment. The environmental movements of the 70s and the
social changes after the turn of the millennium have made companies „open their gates.” Friedman’s
most disputed assertion in his famous 1970 article, namely that the one and only responsibility of a
company is to create profit, seems to be challenged nowadays. The company is a kind of human
association, which operates in a well defined society and environment, and therefore has to play an
active and positive role in the social and environmental processes and should consider the
environmental and social impacts of its activities (Kun, 2004). Freeman and Hanasaoui have correctly
asserted in their study that CSR is divided into several parts with several discussion purposes by many
authors. These contain definitions such as corporate responsibility, the status of the corporate citizen,
sustainability and corporate social performance. These definitions are used synonymously by a few
authors, while the others define corporate sustainability as one part of CSR (Agle et al., 1999; Graves
and Waddock, 1994; Turban and Greening, 1997), further researches state that CSR is a part of ethics
(Argandona and von Weltzien Hoivik 2010; Weitzner and Darroch, 2009). In the opinion of Koleva,
CSR is the micro economical translation of sustainable development (Koleva, 2005), while other
researchers consider CSR to be an organic concept that doesn’t need any definition. (Campbell, 2007;
Palazzo and Scherer, 2006). This antagonism exists not only among the researchers but in the practice
as well. Personally I first met the abbreviation of CSR in 2006. Since that I have heard about it on
several lectures and conferences presented by different participants of the field. Unfortunately my
experience shows that it is not even yet decided who is really responsible for doing CSR, where it
should be integrated within the company, how we should measure the benefit of CSR, what kind of
indicators we should use etc. In spite of that, nowadays companies cannot exist without a CSR
strategy. I don’t see that it is clear enough for the decision makers how this new trend relates and
consider really every stakeholder of the company. In order to show the efficiency of the system we
need to use some indicators. In my case study I try to show through an example how and what kind of
indicators can be used by a multinational company.
Keywords: corporate social responsibility, sustainable development, multinational company
Introduction
Wether has became so important and „popular” the social responsibility of the companies towards
the society and their environment?
The answer is inherent based on the study of Szegedi published in 2012, that the companies are in
continous interaction with their environment. The environmental movements of the 70s, the
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changes of the society after the turn of the millennium have made the companies to „open their
gates”. According to the most disputed article of Friedman published in 1970 that the only one
responsibility of the companies is to create profit nowadays seems to be changed. The company is a
kind of human association, which operates in a well defined society and environment, has to play an
active and positive role in the social and environmental processes and should consider its
environmental and social impacts of its activities. (Kun, 2004)
If we take as a basis that the enterprises are established for providing the social well being from
economic considerations then they have effects to the environmental and social relations. Due to
that they can not afford to avoid the „open” and „transparent” operation. The above statements are
in coherence with the directive 2003/51/EC of the European Parlament and of the Council (P. Cox, G.
Drys, 2003). According to the paragraph (9) the information should not be restricted to the financial
aspects of the company’s business. It is expected that, this should lead to an analysis of
environmental and social aspects necessary for an understanding of the company’s development,
performance or position.
The environmental strivings in the 90s have already called attention to the fact, that to start any kind
of these activities there is sence only in case if the efficiency and results are reflected in figures. If we
really can prove their importance and they can be measured in the performance as well. Based on
that example the leaders are expecting if we are talking about CSR performance it should have
demonstrable value. It is very dificult to add to principles or targets concrete things, which can
measure their achievement. In several cases the companies don’t know how they should establish
this system. The process can be supported by various reports – environmental, sustainability or social
–, which make not only visisble the results of certain periods for the management but it makes
possible to be audited by an independent 3d party. In the next section we can follow the process by
an example of a multinational company how the environmental indicators of the company can be
supplemented with sustainable and social factors. Based on the fact that there are several tools to
peresent and measure CSR performance in this manuscript will be limited to the measuring methods
of DENSO Manufacturing Hungary Ltd.
From the simple environmental report to the CSR indicators
Environmental report
The environmental strivings in the 90s have already called attention to the fact, that to start any kind
of environmental or social activity within the company it has sence only in case if the efficiency and
results are reflected in figures. The first visible sign of that was the appearance of the environmental
indicators in the annual reports or annual accounts. The financial side of the energy usage or the
waste management belong to the visible costs of the company’s operation.
The next step was the environmental report, which contains already specified and hidden factors
such as the energy reduction related to a basis year, or the environmental trainig cost per employee.
An environmental report is a public document compiled by a company for the general public. It is
usually comprised of a short description of the firm: the environmental policy and performance
indicators and practices and plans for the future. Environmental, occupational health and safety
reports began to be published in the late 1970s, followed by environmental reporting as a new genre
(Clausen – Fichter, 1998). A special form of reporting is requested by EMAS - namely an
environmental statement with specific content approved by an accredited EMAS verifier before
publication. However, environmental reports can be found in many forms, only a few requiring
external auditing. The new generation of this tool is sustainability reporting, which specifies the
collection of information concerning social and economic sustainability. In Hungary, the first such
report was made public in 1996.
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Sustainability report
At the turn of the millenium the first public document of the „open gate” business strategy was the
sustainability report (SR). It contains already three pillars, the economic results, the environmental
performance and the social activity of the companies. This report takes a different forms and can be
directed at diverse audience. It covers, amongst other things: formal reports, digital disclosure,
advetising, information on packaging, internal communication to employees, subject specific
publications, and responses to rating agency or buyer questionaries. In some circumstances the
boundary between marketing and sustainability report is not always clear, which is a concern for
some stakeholder groups. Such reports have become increasingly common in recent years. Notable
trends include: a greater emphasis on 3rd party assurance of reports, which brings added degree of
formality to the disclosure process; more emphasis on the positive contribution policies; many report
make reference to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), allthough fewer adhere strictly to the GRI
framework; and in some cases, more integration of SR into annual reports. (European Workshops on
Disclosure of Environmental, Social and Governance Information, 2009)
GRI
Among the instruments of CSR (Tóth, 2007), GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) – with a stated mission
of standardising sustainability reports – is probably of greatest renown. The initiative was launched in
1997 by CERES (Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economics) and the UN Environment
Programme (UNEP). Since 2002, this framework for sustainability reporting and the associated
movement has been controlled by an independent organization - GRI - with its headquarters in
Amsterdam. The GRI framework is based on a collection of reporting principles and a list of specific
content indicators. The ten principles laid down are: materiality, stakeholder inclusiveness,
sustainability context, completeness, reliability, clarity, balance, comparability, accuracy and
timeliness. GRI offers 9 economic, 30 environmental and 40 social indicators. Companies have to
report on these, or at least grant an explanation of why they omit them, and identify with the
principles listed above. In addition, a statement signed by the CEO must be included in the report
itself; the company is then entitled to claim that their report is ‘in accordance’ with GRI guidelines. To
use this term does not require external certification but companies are encouraged to seek
independent assurance of their sustainability reports. Thus many auditing companies and other nongovernmental organizations provide a certification processes in accordance with the GRI framework.
GRI’s original version was published in 2000, and in 2006 the third version is now in effect. The latest
guildelines, G3 describes application levels, which reporters can apply for, so GRI itself has become a
certifying body. GRI has been developing further, accessory documents which can assist in
application of the guidelines (like sector supplements and technical protocols addressing specific
indicators, or sector-specific sets of indicators for financial services, telecommunications, mining and
metals, etc.).
CSR Self-assessment toolkit for companies – UNDP
Beside GRI exists the CSR self-assessment tool as well, which was developed as result of the UNDP19
project „Enhancing Transparency and Credibility of CSR Practices through Establishment of CSR
Performance Assessment and Monitoring systems in new EU Member States” The overall aim of this
handbook is to be of assitance to companies, as they plan to review their CSR policy and reporting.
This assessment toolkit allows firms, through a self administered questionnaire, to visualize the stage
of CSR that they, to address those issues where the company may find that it has areas still to cover,
giving the opportunity to establish future goals and actions. The main compnent of the tool is a
tailored questionnaire, consisting of 25 questions. The questions are grouped under five overall
categories: Governance, Environment, Labour, Community Relations and Business Environment. Each
19

UNDP
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indicator is formulated in form of a question. It has the definition, scoring supplemented with
additional explanations on: criteria, documentation, methodology, relevance and user guide. The
stucture of the self assessment toolkit is as follows:
1. The indicator question and scoring
2. The definition of the indicator
3. Criteria – based on what decision on scoring should be made
4. Documentation – where the information could be found
5. Methodology or suggested steps for improvement of CSR performance on certain indicator
6. Relevance – practical value and imprtance of the indicator
7. User guide – elaborated based on tool testing experience
Each category of the toolkit includes a number of good practice disclosure that proides examples on
a fair CSR performance.
The total available score – 100 points, which are distributed equally among the five categories. The
handbook contains a spreadsheet where the scoring is being summarized.
The Hungarian Sustainability Ranking (KÖVET)
To evaluate the CSR performance of the companies there are several tools and it is unnecessary from
the case study point of view to show every tools. However the following ranking method is a
developed evaluation system, which try to determine the steps towards to be a really sustainable
company. The sustainability rating methodology developed by KÖVET Associaton for Sustainable
Economies will help to show how much the company complies with principles of sustainable
development. The innovation of the methodology is that it not only concentrates on the own
sustainability of the organisation (e.g. economic viability), but also on the company’s effects on
sustainability of the surrounding system. Local economy’s long term health or the quality of natural
environment can be a good example to it. The methodology look over the three pillars of
sustainability: local economic role, environmental impacts, social responsibility. Organisations can
get a maximum of 25 points in each category. As a final result it classifies the company on a fivegrade scale:
1. sustaining;
2. public-spirited;
3. compliant;
4. self-interested;
5. destructive.
With the classical end-of-pipe technology we can acgive the iron level, but the eco-efficieny can raise
the company to slever or even to gold level. The iron level is considered today as a basis, the bronze
grade is to be appreciated and the companies getting silver or gold classification they are really
respectable. Truly sustainable can be the company if it achieves the diamond level. This ranking is
used to the certification of the sustainability reports. Before the evaluation interwievs are made with
the employees and the management, the environmental and CSR policies are reviewed, the plant is
audited and the data in the report are checked randomly. At the end of the evaluation a stakeholder
forum is organized. After that the company receives the ranking and some suggestions to its
improvement.
Indicators in the practice
In the case study of DENSO Corporation, which is one of the bigest automotive suppliers in the world,
the practical side of the above mentioned CSR tools will be presented. How has this company
adopted to the changeable and renewable expectations of the market.
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DENSO Corporation
The firm established in 1949-ben in Kariya originally has developed from the electrical and radiator
sections of the japanese Toyota Motors Company Ltd. The word ’DENSO’ means electric equipment
and produced until 1952 exclusively electric products for radiators and washing machines. The real
breakthrough were the diesel cars from 1952. afterwards the company could open its new affiliates
at first in the asian and after int he overseas countries. Actually DENSO has in 32 countries 186
affiliates, and one of the biggest is the hungarian plant. DENSO has from the establishment in 1949 a
special company policy and strategy. In its mission is the defined the following: „its development will
be carried out taking into consideration the needs of the environment”. In 1960 the president
declared in his message for the employees: „…we are paying attention to the requirements of the
environmental standards and carefully consider the interest of the local community….that is the
reason why we defined our environmental protection policy, which is mandatory for all DENSO
companies.” From 1967 Denso has tried to reduce the air emission of the parts during the production
phase. This kind of endeavour has met completely the legal requirements of that time. In 1992, when
environmental protection has got globally bigger role than ever DENSO established the
environmental committee and carried out the first Environmental Action Plan. The second
Environmental Action Plan published in 1996 included already mandatory tasks and targets for all
DENSO plants. The next greatest step was the DENSO EcoVision in 2000, which is defined in the spirit
of the sustainable development. This program has four pillars: environmental managament or ecomanagement; eco products; effectice energy usage – eco factory; and stronger cooperation with the
stakeholders – eco life. At present this program has the second version, the EcoVision 2015, which is
made for 10 years and it includes aditionally to the environmental indicators requierements as well.
The Corporate defined and pepared the Code of Conduct in 2006 and established the central CSR
committee. The expending of this program for the affiliates has taken till 2008. the milestones of the
periods you can follow on the figure 1.

Figure 1. The development of the DENSO global CSR structure
DENSO Manufacturing Hungary Ltd.
DENSO Manufacturing Hungary Ltd. (DMHU) as a part of the DENSO Group has been operating in
Hungary since July 1997. The company is owned 100% by DENSO International Europe B.V.
DMHU has two main lines of atctivities One product line comprises diesel products, especially diesel
distributor pumps. The technological development and the increasingly strict environmental
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regulations made DENSO designing a Common Rail System (collector tube electronic distributor
system), which makes it possible to reduce the level of emission of diesel cars. This system is unique
in the world not only because it feeds 1800 bar pressure into the delivery tube but also because it
was certified as an environmentally friendly car industrial product in Japan. The other group of
products consists of System Control Components (SCC). With these components the different
features of the engine (fuel consumption, emissions, and moment performance) can be modified. In
this way it is possible to combine efficiently, economical and environmentally friendly operations.
From 2005 the UC injector is extending our product portfolio. The other group of products consists of
System Control Components and the Spark Plug. With these components the different features of
the engine (fuel consumption, emissions, and moment performance) can be modified. In this way, it
is possible to combine efficiently, economical and environmental friendly operations.
In the hungarian factory additionally to the parts machining and assembling there is aluminium die
casting and heat treatment, endurance and performance test as well.
The operation of DENSO Manufacturing Hungary Ltd. is based from the establishment on the
Environmental Action Plan and from 2001 on the EcoVision and the 15 years operation can be
devided for three milestones: the first period was about the environmental protection and took from
the establishment in 1997 until 2001. The second period took from the first sustainability report 2001
till 2008. Since 2008 the Corporate requires from the affiliates to incorporate into their strategy the
corporate social responsibility.
The period of the environmental protection
The first measurement concerning the environmental protection was the introduction and
certification of the 14001 system in November 1999. Following this in 2000 was published the first
report, which summarized the environmental indicators and the future targets for the stakeholders.
Among the targets there was a requirement for all manufacturing plants to reduce the waste below
than 50% of the basis year 1999. Based on that report the company established well on its area to
reduce drinking water usage for sprinkling. The table shows the first environmental indicators of
DENSO Maunfacturing Hngary Ltd.
1. Table First environmental data balance of DENSO Manufacturing Hungary Ltd.
Input
2000
Output
Raw materials
880.436kg Products
Auxiliary materials, packaging
156.604,5kg Hazardous waste
Chemicals
38.770kg Non hazardous waste
Electricity
6.197MW Recyclable waste
Natural gas
882.906m3 Air emmission
Water
45.520m3 Industrial waste water
Nitrogen
32.600m3 Communal waste water

2000
845.000kg
476.320kg
170,155kg
152,155kg
4189,46kg
7.500m3
22.722m3

The problem is that these are absolute data. If the production volume is increasing continously the
absolute data are following it. The several periods are not comparable and the necessary and
improvement possibilities can not be followed and the target setting is also meeting with difficulties.
Profitable connection on the line of sustainability
In June 2001 as an improvement of the existing ISO 14001 system the environmental performance
evaluation according to ISO 14031 was introduced. This system contains already specific indicators
and the CO2 equivalent of the energy usage appears also at first. This comprehensive evaluation
provided a realistic view about the changes and made possible to introduce corrective and
improvement actions.
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Figure 2. Environmental performance evaluation of DMHU
In 2009 the whole system was reworked and actually the table contains already sustainable
indicators such as fluctuation ratio, trainig hours per employees, etc.
In 1997 UNEP20 and CERES21 put forward a proposal for standardizing the sustainability reports and
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) was established. The GRI guideline 2002 makes possible to
compare for companies their environmental, economical and social results and performances with
other participants on the market. The first sustainability report of DMHU is also based on that
guideline and was certified by KÖVET Association for Sustainable Economies. Until today the
company published totally 7 sustainability reports and 4 of them were certified by Követ. The first 3
reports were „in accordance” with GRI and the fourth report satisfied the B+ level of the GRI G3
Guideline.
Additionally to the report certification KÖVET prepared the sustainability ranking of the company,
which result you can in the figure below.

20
21

UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme
CERES: Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies
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Figure 3. Sustainability Ranking of DMHU (KÖVET, 2009)
From 2002 till 2006 was carried out the life cycle assessment according to the ISO 14040, which
analysed both diesel and SCC products partially from the suppliers through the production. The main
parameters of the analysis has been put into special softwares and the resulted summary has been
sent to the design centre of the headquarters. At the turn of the millenium one of the newest
mandatory element was the zero emission22 in the EcoVision. DMHU achieved the target in 2003
and still keep this performance. At the end of 2003 an overall Energy Survey was started with
TTMK23 together. This resulted the reconstruction of the exhaust gas system of the die casting area,
the reduction of the used pressed air and a solar system (50 m2 surface) was established, which can
provide about 3,2 m3 social hot water daily.
Operation in the spirit of responsibility
In autumn 2008 DMHU established the local CSR committee, which covers all of our sustainable
measurements and programs as un umbrella and centralizes the running activities – energy saving,
school program, university lectures, sommer practice, family day – managed by several
departements and gave additional tasks as well (charity program, support local NGOs; DENSO
Found). One of the oldest, most iportant and effective part of the CSR is our environmental program.
Additionally to the EcoVision we operate an integrated management system – ISO 14001; TS 16949
and OHSAS 18001 –, which requires the necessary trainings and education. Our internal training
program fulfill not only this requirement but it has three additional parts too such as the lifelong
learning program, the language cours and the professional trainings. To reinforce the environmental
consciousness of our surrounding we introduced our environmental school program in 2002.
Additionally we hold lectures on several universities and make possible for the students to take part
on factory tours, to have summer practice at DMHU and to write their diploma work.
Other focus group of our CSR activity are our associates. Additonally to the skills improvement we
are operating since 2010 the DENSO Foundation and we provide regular bus transfer for our
employees. We have an awards system, which appreciates the excellent work and the voluntary
activity. Additionally there is a special proposal possibility for us to improve our working conditions
and environment. Every year in summer we organize a Family Day, where more than 15 000 people
take part. We support the local community with our associates by blood giving regularly and taking
22
23

Zero emission: 100% recycle or reuse of the industrail waste
TTMK: Hungarian Cleaner Production Centre
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part in voluntary regional waste collection. Besides of this collaboration the CSR Committe has a
donation strategy, which gives supports to local kindergardens, schools, environmental and cultural
events, institutes and civil organizations. Since 1999 we have a strong relationship with several local,
national and international NGOs. Other action initiated by DMHU is the environmental forum for the
environmental experts of the local companies, authorities and institutes.
In 2010 the company took part in the development of a special CSR toolkit with UNDP. The results of
the self assessment you can see in the table below:
Table 2. The UNDP self assesment result in DMHU
Categories
Governance
Environment
Labour
Community Relations
Business Environment
Total score

Scores
14/20
20/20
13/20
14/20
8/20
69/100

Concerning the environmental data due to the old and well operating global system EcoVision we can
talk about core data. But in case of social activites and the governance therer still some points to be
improved. In 2011 following the UNDP pilot project a regional benchmark was initiated by DMHU.
The results of the questionnaire showed (see Table3) that there are already some actions in the
European companies but only isolated measurements and the common concept is missing. The
message was clear to be a responsible company we have to collaborate with eachother and share the
best practices.
Table 3. CSR Benchmark among DENSO companies in Europe (2011-2012)
Focusing areas
Community

Education

EU CSR Committtee members
poor people

health*

foundation

primary schools

universities

Other
Env
iron
men
t

sport

culture

DNBA
DNEU
DMIT
DIEU
TEC
DMHU

locally managed regular actions

health*

organized basically for the associates but outside
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Conclusion
If we go back to the statement mentioned in the Introduction „In several cases the companies don’t
know how they should establish this system” seems to be proved with the case study. Even if DENSO
is a committed and striving company within the field of CSR the managent doesn’t know which kind
of tools should be used. Considering the GRI Guideline, the UNDP Self Assessment or the
Sustainability Ranking of KÖVET we have a huge amount of indicators. In the table below the
comparison of the three evaluation/ranking methods clearly shows the main focues areas of CSR.
Table 4. Comparison of the CSR tools used by DMHU (dited by the authur)
UNDP
GRI
Indicators Points Categories
Indicators Points
5
20
Economy
9
Environment
5
20 Environment
30
Social
Labour
5
20 Labour
14
HR
9
Community relations
5
20 Social
8
Product Responsibility
9
Business environment
5
20
Total
25
100
79 na
Categories
Governance

Categories

KÖVET SR
Indicators Points

Local economic role
Environmental impact
Social responsibility

Total

5
5
5

25
25
25

15

25

The long term plan of DENSO Corporation emphasizes the same: In our corporate philosophy, we
describe our mission as "contributing to a better world by creating value together with a vision for
the future." We adopted DENSO Vision 2015, a long-term management vision, in 2004 to guide our
efforts in putting this philosophy into practice. Cooperating, collaborating and sharing values with
our many stakeholders are indispensable to achieving this vision based on corporate behavior that
earns the trust and support of society. To ensure that all Group companies conducting business
worldwide put this philosophy into practice, we adopted the DENSO Group Declaration of Corporate
Behavior in April 2006, making clear our responsibility to stakeholders. We have placed corporate
social responsibility (CSR) at the core of our management and are working to contribute to building a
sustainable society through our business activities. In fiscal 2012, we analyzed the strengths and
weaknesses of each company while providing support to ensure improvements in order to enhance
the overall supply chain in an ongoing manner. Additionally, as an initiative for fiscal 2012, through
dialogue with experts, we considered “what the ideal shape of our CSR management should be in
2020,” with focus on future changes in the environment. Going forward in fiscal 2013 we plan to
review our medium-term key performance indicators (KPI) to ensure that we continue to accurately
anticipate the needs of society and contribute to solutions for solving diverse issues.
Finally let me finish my work with the following statement: as stated in DENSO Group Long-term
Policy 2020, which we recently announced, we need to approach our work from the perspective of
what society needs and what is a benefit to society, instead of the “product out” concept of pushing
what sellers want to sell into the market. (DNJP, CSR Newsletter, Vol.34)
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Abstract
In both the academic and the corporate world there is uncertainty as to how CSR be defined. This
suggests at the same time the legitimacy and the difficulties and obstacles of its implementation. The
global financial and economic crisis not yet completely left behind places new challenges in CSR. The
solid but not uncontroversial CSR theories and models are called into question, because while the
social and environmental problems have all increased, the proportion of profits attributable to
benevolent deeds is yet smaller. Although most research in CSR focuses on large companies, there are
some studies dealing with CSR in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), recognizing that we
could not generalize for SMEs our understanding of CSR in large organizations and the complications
of achieving it. In the first part of our research we aim to present, on the basis of relevant literature
and previous researches results, the characteristics/features and challenges that local SMEs may
encounter, providing help for these companies in designing, developing and reporting CSR activities
according to their own world.
Keywords: small and medium-sized enterprises, corporate social responsibility, CSR motivations,
management approach
Introduction
The statement that the responsibility of companies towards society is not limited to the economic
domain only, but goes beyond it, including other social and environmental problems, gains more and
more acceptance in business life nowadays. After the definition and development of corporate social
responsibility (CSR), many research studies have appeared in the domain in the academic world
(Carroll, 1999), a major part of which focused on larger companies. Later, interest has extended to
small and medium-sized enterprises as well, exploring the possibilities and obstacles in their
commitment to CSR (Thompson and Smith, 1991; Jenkins, 2004, 2006; Fassin, 2008; Jamali et al.,
2009). Within small and medium-sized enterprises some have considered it necessary to distinguish
between medium-sized and small enterprises as well in terms of their commitment to CSR (Preuss
and Perschke, 2009), while Azmat and Samaratunge (2009) draw attention to the specific features of
private small enterprises.
The CSR possibilities and limitations of developing countries differ significantly from those of the
companies in developed countries (Jamali and Mirshak, 2007; Azmat and Samaratunge, 2009). There
are researchers, who consider it important to present the good examples of the so-called
‘champions’ of CSR (Jenkins, 2006), while others reckon that studying the irresponsible small
enterprises may be of help in increasing our focus on CSR (Azmat and Samaratunge, 2009).
The present study starts with the general definition of CSR (concepts, theories), then after presenting
the manifestations and characteristics of social responsibility in small and medium-sized enterprises,
it analyzes the CSR activities and orientation of the SMEs in developing countries. Finally it reflects
upon social responsibility in Romania.
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CSR definitions, approaches, theories
The term ‘CSR’ (Corporate Social Responsibility) first appeared in the Anglo-Saxon literature, and it is
important to note that there is no commonly accepted definition for the concept as yet.
One of the most widely known bibliographical overviews of the CSR definitions is provided by Carroll
(1999), and he links the first formal definition to Bowen’s name (1953). Later, many studies have
appeared with similar (Moir, 2001; Joyner and Payne, 2002) or different methodological approaches
(O'Dwyer, 2002; Azer, 2002; Carroll and Shabana, 2010) with regard to the definition of social
responsibility.
Dahlsrud (2008) perceives the notion of CSR as a social construction, and in his study he identifies 37
definitions, based on the content analysis of which he names five dimensions that are characteristic
of social responsibility: stakeholder, social, economic, voluntary and environmental dimensions.
Dahlsrud notes in his study that the terms analyzed by him do not define the social responsibility of
enterprises the way Friedman (1970) discusses it, but describes CSR as a phenomenon. The
definitions denote that there are no innovations at a conceptual level, since business activities of
enterprises have always influenced society, the environment and have dealt with stakeholders as
well as regulations. At the operational level however the operating environment of enterprises
changes rapidly due to globalization, presenting new challenges that determine the strategies and
the means which could help balance the social, environmental and economic factors in decisionmaking.
Since the concept appeared, scientific literature has borne evidence to the emergence of numerous
theories regarding the theme of CSR (an overview of these is presented by McWilliams et al., 2006).
CSR is an activity that influences the policy and attitude of enterprises all over the world. Beyond its
approach as a marketing tool, scientific literature regards it as a strategic resource. It is more than a
cost element, an obligation or an act of charity – it can be an innovation, an opportunity, a
competitive source of advantage (Porter and Kramer, 2006).
It is important to mention that CSR activities are also highly criticized: managers regard it as ‘empty
bragging’, ‘little green lies’, ‘shameless marketing tricks’ that improve reputation, but it too costly at
the expense of other activities (K+F) (Piercy and Lane, 2009). Carroll and Shabana (2010) analyze
social responsibility from a business point of view (’the business case’), which includes compliance
with economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic obligations.
The social responsibility of small and medium-sized enterprises. Possibilities and obstacles
Though the major part of CSR-related researches focused on large enterprises, based on the
commonly accepted statement that they constitute the heart of economy, over the last decade
numerous researchers have turned their attention to the SMEs, though they are rarely in the focus of
mass media, and their influence on economy is negligible individually, however jointly they
constitute a significant part of the economy, and the number of persons employed by these is
similarly high.
Researchers dealing with small enterprises suggest that small enterprises differ in quality from large
enterprises (Jenkins, 2006; Thompson and Smith, 1991), therefore the term ‘CSR’ is inadequate
referring to the SMEs (Jenkins, 2004), since it contains the word ‘corporate’, which is misleading it
itself as it suggests that the strategies and CSR tools applied by large enterprises are easily
transferable. Instead they use the terms: social capital, social responsibility of small enterprises,
responsible business practice, responsible enterprise. Though theoretically, according to certain
researchers, the term ‘social capital’ is more appropriate for studying the social responsibility of
small enterprises, the two expressions are complementary and both can be applied to large and
small companies as well (Preuss and Perschke, 2009).
CSR represents an organizational approach (the social and environmental externalities of economic
activity), while the term ‘social capital’ focuses on individuals (the attachment of an individual to
other individuals inside and outside the company).
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With small and medium-sized enterprises we have to take into account that in many cases formal
management structures are missing, the role of the owner/manager merges, and this confers
legitimacy in personal decisions as how to use resources for the CSR-related activities, and renders
free choice in the commitment and approach to CSR. The motivational pressure of SMEs is a lot
lower, since they generally stay invisible and it is unlikely that they judge CSR based on risk or the risk
of the company’s image or reputation.
The stakeholder-theory is an important element in the studies pursued among SMEs. Every
enterprise has its stakeholders and the proper management of these may help reduce the risk, as
well as strengthen the companies’ social responsibility. The basis of stakeholder relationships is
rather informal, being built on trust and personal commitment, and the management of these will
very likely determine their approach to CSR as well (Jenkins, 2006).
The assumption (based on the reports) that there is a positive correlation between the size of the
company and its CSR-activity, proved to be false, since SMEs rarely make reports about their CSRactivities , in many cases they are even unaware of it, or they do it in an informal way without using
the term ‘CSR’. Strategic motivations –that CSR is profitable on the long term – prevail to a lesser
degree in SMEs, since their CSR-activities are rather based on the conviction of the managers, on the
principle that ‘a benevolent deed is a good deal’, and it is not easy to prove that there is a direct link
between the CSR-activities and the result report of the enterprise. Even if a responsible enterprise
involves higher costs and lower profitability for SMEs, this is not overly significant, since reputation
proves to be a more important factor. In addition to the inner motivations, a better integration into a
local community also results in higher social responsibility (Fitjar, 2011).
Small and medium-sized enterprises differ from each other in many aspects. While analyzing the CSR
possibilities and limitations, Preuss and Perschke (2009) emphasize the necessity of differentiation
based on size (small and medium) within the group of SMEs, since scientific literature generally deals
with the employment and the contribution of SMEs to the GDP, however this macro level profit is
generated to a great extent by medium-sized enterprises (p. 547).
The agent-theory and the resource-based approach provide five criteria: (1) the role of proprietary
rights and capital market, 2) the role of external stakeholders, 3) management expertise, 4)
organizational complexity and 5) the type of the market). These help point out the differences
between the size of a company and its CSR manifestations (a short summary in Table 1) (Preuss and
Perschke 2009).
The social responsibility of small and medium-sized enterprises in developing countries
Empirical research is considerably absent on the domain of theoretical and practical approaches to
CSR within SMEs, and it is especially rare in the developing countries. Azmat and Samaratunge (2009)
focus on small-scale individual entrepreneurs in developing countries from small traders to personal
service providers, pointing out the specific and difficult context where they operate struggling to
survive and remain competitive. The authors note that this does not necessarily involve that every
small-scale individual entrepreneur is engaged in an ’irresponsible’ enterprise (and there are data for
proof), in their study however they focus on companies that were involved in socially irresponsible
business practices. The research method developed by them explains the reasons that lead to the
lack of responsible enterprises in the developing countries, and calls the attention to the fact that
only by creating a responsible enterprise culture can they explore completely their potentials in
contributing to the economy.
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Table 2 A framework for social responsibility in large, medium-sized and small firms
Factor
Large firm
Medium firm
impacting on
CSR
Ownership

Stakeholders

External pressure: Business case
rhetoric (risk reduction, brand
enhancement, anticipation of
regulation, socially responsible
investment)

Internal drive: personal values of
owner and wider management
team

Extensive web of stakeholder
relations leading to wide range
of CSR foci for the firm

Business case thinking in relation to
employees

Interaction with civil society
organisations
Managerial
expertise

Strategic planning of CSR
Range of approaches from
defensive to proactive

Formalised approach through
dedicated function

Advantages of
the approach

CSR expertise across management
team but particular expertise by
production manager regarding CSR
in supply chains

Know-how and preferences of
owner–manager

Informal approach, combined with
the beginnings of strategic planning

Informal approach to CSR

Opportunities for brand
enhancement, especially in
consumer goods sectors

Neither opportunities for brand
enhancement nor demands of
dominant business partner

Considerable impact

Somewhat more resources than in
small firm

Can reach beyond own
organisation
(e.g. along supply chains)

Disadvantages
of the
approach

Economic considerations often
override CSR
Instrumental approach

Varying degree of
embeddedness in community

No particular embeddedness in
community

Sometimes Board level
representation
Market type

Internal drive: Role of owner
values in setting priorities

Some external pressure: risk
management in value chains

Standardised reporting
Organisational
structure

Small firm

Can address some more distant
issues (e.g. in supply chains)

Owner–manager as sole or
dominant decision-maker on
CSR

Initiatives often ad-hoc and
often not recognised as social
responsibility
CSR demands of dominant
business partner
Otherwise usually not
susceptible to market pressure
Concern for local basis
Can override (short-term)
profitability to undertake
principle-based initiatives
Flexibility

Resource constraints

Resource constraints

Focus on growth may crowd out
CSR

Benefits to firm difficult to
measure
Overriding influence of owner–
manager

Theoretical
conceptualisation

Organisational level focus (CSR,
corporate citizenship), often
based on stakeholder model

Transition in CSR focus from
individual level (social capital) to
organisational level (CSR)
Selective applicability of
stakeholder model

Individual level focus (social
capital)
Implicit use of stakeholder
model

Source: Preuss and Perschke, 2009, p. 548.
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Jamali’s and Mirshak’s (2007) research carried out in Lebanon reveals that, although good intention
and commitment was present, CSR stayed at an amateur and elementary level at the inspected
companies both at local organizations and international enterprises operating in the country. Neither
of the companies consulted has formulated clear purposes, steady milestones, and they showed no
due effort in the implementation of CSR. Though many arguments may be brought up to explain this
condition (p. 260), paradoxically it is exactly the developing countries that are in a pressing need for
CSR-type initiatives. Improvement in quality of life is unlikely to be achieved by a private sector
operating in the lack of a framework providing ’responsible business practices’. Developing countries
have become victims of a vicious circle, where there would be a great need for the initiatives of the
private sector; however they are limited by the lack of a favorable context.
The CSR orientation of Chinese SMEs – based on their internal functions including training, creating
jobs, quality assurance, environmental sustainability - has been analyzed by Liu and Fong (2010). At
the companies taking part in the research the investments and their involvement in the abovementioned activities have not resulted in any statistically significant positive connection to their
financial achievements (measured in profitability and sales). The only CSR-oriented activity, where a
positive link could be demonstrated, was quality assurance (which, to a great extent, is due to
participation in global markets).
According to the author, in the case of Chinese SMEs the occurring obstacles (inadequate financing,
lack of innovative capacity, inexperienced and unskilled management and workforce) resulted in the
fact that they participated in CSR-oriented activities primarily on the basis of business considerations,
and not because of its social value.
CSR in domestic enterprises
In Romania most economic, technical and social progress has generally occurred after the change of
regime. In the beginning, as an influence of western countries, changes have taken place first in the
indoor environment of the companies, meaning that employees were paid greater attention, and
then over the last decade they started to take into account the external stakeholders of companies
and the Romanian society as well.
According to Alin Stancu and Valerica Olteanu (2008), there have been several initiatives in Romania
concerning social responsibility, among which the role of the government should be mentioned first.
In order to be able rise to the level of the rest of the European countries from a legal point of view,
several efforts have been made by the government. Examples include the possibility of reducing the
obligation to profit tax payment for those who offer sponsorship (this cannot exceed the 3
thousandth of the net turnover and/or the 20 percent of the profit tax), respectively the redirection
of 2 percent of the personal income tax to schools, associations, non-profit organizations, religious
institutions in the form of donation. An important step was the foundation of the CSR department in
2007, which has the task to develop CSR tendencies together with the Romanian government, the
civil organizations and the non-governmental institutions so that CSR will be implemented in
Romania, not just promoted.
CSR is gaining more ground among enterprises as well. It is mainly the multinational companies that
have started to become ‘responsible’. Obviously this tendency is also due to the fact that Romanian
affiliated companies are required to implement similar management to the one implemented by
their parent company.
Another reason why Romanian enterprises have become ‘responsible’ is that the stakeholders of the
companies and the mass media have started to increase pressure on the operational policy of
companies and on their approach to the environment.
In Romania several web portals have been established having CSR as their main topic. Examples
include responsabilitatesociala.ro24, the first website in Romania that deals with social responsibility,
24

http://www.responsabilitatesociala.ro/
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which was founded in April 2006. Its purpose is to persuade and help Romanian companies regarding
the importance of responsibility. The portal mentions 40 enterprises that have already been engaged
in CSR-related initiatives. The participating companies are interested in the following topics:
education, culture, society, human rights, sport. Another similar web portal is the csr-romania.ro.25
The CSR Romania portal considers it important to advocate business ethics and social responsibility.
The website contains several research studies and case studies with regard to CSR.
The Romanian Selenis company dealing with online research and counseling, submitted the 2008
balance sheet of social responsibility based on a survey from the www.responsabilitatesociala.ro
website. In the survey 76 ‘bloggers’ have answered the question: Which are the most ‘responsible’
companies in Romania? The survey was repeated in 2010. The results of the study show that the lead
role is take by companies like: Vodafone, Petrom, Tuborg, Orange, Unicredit, OTP Bank, Coca-Cola,
Brd, Cosmote, PandG, Germanos, Raiffeisen Bank, etc. The development of CSR in Romania is still in
progress, and in most cases it is the multinational companies that deal with CSR to a greater extent,
due to their enterprise culture.
Unfortunately the majority of Romanian companies implement CSR as a tactical device, a publicity
stunt, and most CSR-activities are short term, therefore no strategically based activity can be
identified.
In Romania little research has been conducted regarding the social responsibility of small and
medium-sized companies. From these we mention the study of Olaru, Stoleriu and Șandru (2011)
about the CSR activity of domestic SMEs compared to the European EFQM model. The study reveals
that Romanian SMEs are primarily interested in environmental protection, respectively health and
safety risk reduction and prevention at work. Little attention is paid to appreciate any active
participation in social life and to demonstrate the social impact of the establishment with efficiency
indexes.
Conclusions
Although SMEs are often put in a bad light because of such basic obligations like creating proper
work environment, fair asset allocation within the community and environmental protection, there
are many small enterprises that are committed to CSR and sustainability, setting a good example.
There is a lot to learn from the example of companies that have successfully incorporated CSR
principles into their activities. Jenkins (2006) calls them ‘champions’ (the inspected enterprises
operate within the UK), and using the results of the research, he proposes the steps for SMEs to
become champions. As a continuation of this theoretical study, empirical research is necessary in
order to analyze the CSR activity of SMEs operating on a certain territory of the country, as compared
to small enterprises in developed countries; searching for champions, and using the experiences
from good examples to help companies, which are not yet committed to responsible enterprise, in
reinforcing and improving this activity. It is still a question what practical steps should be taken in
order to create a responsible enterprise culture, a system that could provide responsible business
practices and within the framework of which small enterprises could overcome their limitations and
explore their possibilities, advantages, thus contributing to the improvement of quality of life in
developing countries. In the present study there was no opportunity to analyze it, but it is necessary
to take into account the relationship between business and society, which has been overwritten by
the global financial and economic crises of the past years, since these events have questioned
current CSR theories (Kemper and Martin 2010), demanding the reassessment of studies, from
business ethics to enterprise theories.

25
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Abstract
The globalization caused an extreme economic growth in the world, and enabled the companies to
reach economies of scale. But during that development the environmental impacts were not
considered. By now natural resources have been significantly exploited and immense pollution
endangers the environment. That is the reason why environmental goals should be included in the
strategies of companies, and the strategy formulation process should incorporate environmental
aspects as well. By internationalization the companies could reach economies of scale and increase
profit and also the pollution caused by the production of most of the products would be higher if
smaller and more plants would be built. If beside the profit goal the environmental load optimization
is also taken into account during strategy formulation, then internationalization could contribute
sustainable development. The environmental load of the production process should be compared with
the environmental load of the transportation and selling. That would define the extent of a region for
production where the environmental footprint of the company would be optimal. This essay provides
a method for managers how to incorporate environmental goals and decrease the environmental
footprint during strategy formulation process.
Introduction
Globalization has changed the world significantly, products, human resources and capital move easily
among the continents. These changes affected the culture, social and economic structures of the
countries. The phenomena of mass production and consumption and the global shipping caused
immense environmental load. Many are concerned that the sole profit-oriented economic
development and the abuse of natural resources are so harmful for the environment that irreversible
damages have already been done. To minimize the risk of critical environmental changes a fast and
significant change should be applied in the attitudes of managers and customers as well.
The initiatives for sustainable development put the focus on the improvement of quality of life, the
health of individuals and the development of local communities. Instead of forcing purely further
economic “development” a new concept is recommended – “progress” entails overall well-being,
quality of life, and the equilibrium between individuals and communities beside the economic
development. Local production is seen as a solution for decreasing environmental load and
strengthening local communities. Therefore internationalization is not welcomed. However if during
strategy formulation environmental and social aspects are considered as relevant factors, then
internationalization could contribute to protect the environment by optimizing the production and
minimizing the pollution.
26
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Value creation – the reason for the existence of markets
People by nature try to fulfil their needs and increase their well-being. When moral, ethic and
responsibility lead the choices there could be a sustainable state of consumption that considers the
environmental and social aspects as well besides the individual interest.
The WTO defined sustainable development as a “development which meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. (...) sustainable
development embodies integration, and understanding and acting on the complex interconnections
that exist between the environment, economy, and society. This is not a balancing act or a playing of
one issue off against the other, but recognizing the interdependent nature of these three pillars.”
Tóth (2003) argues that ethic and moral is also needed beside the three pillars to guarantee that selfmoderation makes real changes not only the business and consumption practices are
“greenwashed”.
In the world everything has a subjective value, as the needs of the individuals are different. The value
depends on what kind of needs could be fulfilled by the possession. Exchange is the perfect method
to optimize the value of the goods.
The core reason for the existence of the companies is that it creates value for its owners, by creating
value for the customers (Chikán, 2008). Competition on the market forces the companies to
constantly innovate to reach higher customer satisfaction.
Stakeholder theory argues that a company must consider the needs of the connected
persons/organizations and even the environment during decision making. Focusing only on
maximizing the profit debase the long term competitiveness. If value created for customers, local
organizations and the environment is protected then the company could be strongly embedded into
the society and maintain its market position. Buysse and Verbeke (2003) analyzed the correlation
among environmental practices, interests of stakeholders and competitiveness.
Amit and Zott (2001) describe four methods to create value for the customers and the owners at the
same time. These are the efficiency, complementarities, lock-in/loyalty of customers and novelty.
In general efficiency allows cheaper production, thus creating value for the owner and in case of
lower prices even for the customers. If the environment is in the focus efficiency could reach cleaner
production methods.
Complementarities offer timesaving solutions for the customers to fulfil their needs.
Lock-in provides a constant demand for the products. The company could calculate with this demand
on long term. The value for the customers is that they save time and avoid risk if they have a proved
product to choose. Lock-in could be achieved by using CRM systems, loyalty programs and two-way
communication.
Novelty could be achieved by innovation. Cooper (1998) classified the innovation by speed and focus.
Innovation could be radical or incremental, and could focus on the products, technology, processes
or organizational improvements. Innovativeness could be high, moderate or low (Kleinschmindt and
Cooper, 1991).
Internationalization is a type of innovation and could contribute the efficiency as well. If the location
and the method are chosen properly it could contribute to value creation.
Internationalization could be successful only if it could offer higher value for the local customers and
has competitive advantage over the local competitors. If the strategy formulation process of
internationalization takes into account the environmental and social impacts of its operation than it
could contribute to sustainable development.
The motivation for internationalization
Companies move to a foreign country if they have or reach competitive advantage by the
investment. The advantage comes from more factors. Hymer (1960) argues that a company should
own some special knowledge, technology or efficiency what provides the advantage among the new
competitors. Aliber (1970) focused on the differences of the currencies. The opportunity of exchange
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rate gain fosters foreign expansion. Rugman (1980) sais that the transaction costs could be
eliminated by internalizing them. Companies could be more competitive if they would have control
over the processes.
Dunning (1980, 1983a, b) synthetized the approaches and created the OLI paradigm. Three
advantages were defined to describe the factors behind a successful internationalization. These are
the ownership specific, location specific and internalization advantages. These three are required to
be more competitive than the local companies and the extend of these advantages helps to choose
the best location to invest and the best organizational form: export, franchise, joint venture, buyingup, own subsidiary formation.
Ownership advantage comes from know-how, technology, economy of scale, brands, research and
development capacity, human resources, possessing rare resources etc. The company has assets and
instruments that create higher profitability. The company organizes its production better than the
local competitors, has knowledge and better processes. The internationalization and diversification
provides advantage.
Location specific advantage should be evaluated for each possible destination. The regulation, tax
system, subventions, infrastructure, available resources, level of prices etc. are taken into account.
Internalization advantage is realized when the transactions costs are eliminated by incorporating
more and more processes. Subsidiaries provide full control, what could reduce the risk and costs of
market imperfections.
The ownership advantages explain why a company moves abroad, location specific advantages help
to evaluate the possible destinations and internalization advantages explain the organizational form.
Later Dunning (1994) expanded the model with four defined strategy focuses which are the core
motivators during internationalization.
Resource seeking goal focuses on the location advantages. Better or cheaper resources or special
knowledge are available at the new location.
Market seeking goal is reached when the new market provides higher sales volume or rapid growth.
Many times the company follows its existing business partners to the new location. In this case the
ownership and location specific advantages are weighted.
Efficiency seeking goal: subventions, costs of resources, shipping costs, taxes and economy of scale
could be exploited to reduce costs. Internalization and ownership advantages are applied.
Strategy asset seeking goal focuses on the brand, technology. The internationalization provides
better recognition what could strengthen the company.
F. R. Root (1982) defines three organizational forms for internationalization.
Export is the most common method to compete on a new location as it does not need high capital
investment and keeps the risk low. On the other hand sales are out of the company’s control and
there is no direct connection with the customers.
Contractual partnerships (licence, franchise, strategy cooperation) provide higher control, profit and
risk is shared among the partners. However the different organizational cultures could cause
integration problems. Many negotiation and discussion is needed to operate the system.
Foreign direct investment could be an acquisition of an existing company or establish a new one. This
provides higher control and profit, but the risk and the investment is higher as well.
Internationalization provides value for the owner company by increasing the volume, offers strategic
assets and enables to increase efficiency. Customers get better product and constant innovation
from the new entrant and even from local firms who respond to the new competitor with innovation.
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Table 1. Value created for the stakeholders by internationalization
Customers
State
Suppliers
 higher quality
 flexibility
 better
CRS

 new workplaces
 new demand for the local

 new demand
 quality is required so

suppliers
innovation is forced
systems
 tax income
 knowledge transfer
 better product  competition
forced
portfolio
innovation
–
market
cleaning
 knowledge transfer

Environment
 better technology

applied
 innovation forced

Environmental impact of internationalization
Production has crucial impact on the environment such as the immense exploitation of the resources
and the pollution caused serious damages. To keep the world liveable on the long run companies
should act responsible and incorporate the protection of the environment in the decision making
processes. The environmental impacts of the new investments should be evaluated beside
profitability. Every company should act responsible and minimize its pollution.
If sustainable development is important for a company, it should harmonize the environmental,
social and business goals at the same time.
Responsibility, ethical code, customer relation management, accountability and transparency should
be incorporated into the business processes. Social aspect covers the norms for human resource
development, social activities, charity. Environment management should focus on the environmental
load, minimizing pollution, the ecological footprint and applying the best available technologies.
Schumacher (1991) argues that the multinational companies never reach efficiency because of their
oversize. The inertia of such a big organization averts the initiations to reach sustainable production.
This argument in general is valid for most of the current multinationals but in my opinion the reason
behind is the lack of real commitment to the environmental and social goals and not the size of the
company. A multinational subsidiary has the same size in a country as the local competitors so there
should be no bigger inertia in the operation. The problem is that current multinationals are less
embedded in the local society so profitability could be the only goal for its subsidiaries. If a company
is really committed to the idea of sustainability, and ethic and moral is a general standard during
decision making then each subsidiary would act responsible at its location. In that case knowledgetransfer, innovation, technology development could be shared among the subsidiaries and synergy
could be exploited.
A research about firm-level management practices in Hungary (Kerekes et al., 2003) highlighted that
small and medium sized firms (SME) are lack of capital so usually own savings are used for
investments. Older, second-hand equipment are cheaper, thus those are applied. But usually “older
and cheaper technology and equipment economically and ecologically are not efficient. (...) The
economy of scale is hardly beneficial for SMEs in environmental terms. For certain technologies (like
painting) the cleaner and more efficient, more quality oriented solutions are economical only above
a certain capacity level. ” (pp. 18)).
Each firm has a “fix environmental load”. This comes from the size of the plant, the production cycles
etc. This should be compared with the pollution caused by shipping. Each industry has an ecological
optimum geographical sphere what should be served from one plant. In that range shipping causes
less pollution than the operation of a new plant. The sizes of the spheres are very different
depending on the industry starting from local production such as agriculture till regional exporting in
pharmaceutical or high-tech industry.
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Calculation of environmental load
For minimizing the environmental load managers have to focus on two main parts of their plant
operation – production and shipping/selling.
Actions should focus on the production technology. Best available technologies should be utilized,
just as minimizing inputs, emission and waste at the same time.
On the other hand the method of shipping should be optimized. Greener methods should be applied,
and the optimal sphere for shipping should be estimated. The ecological footprint per unit of output
of a plant has to be compared with the ecological footprint of shipping per unit of output per km.
Where the footprint of production equals with the footprint of shipping, there is the radius of the
optimal sphere. Potential market should be divided for environmentally optimal regions. If new
plants are opened in the centres then shipping could be minimized. Synergy of the already
functioning plants - the advanced technology and knowledge transfer - enables optimal production at
the new location as well.
Once a location is selected the plant should focus on its region, responsibility for the local
communities and organization should lead the decisions. Embeddedness is needed to reach the
sustainable operation goal.

Figure 1. Optimal sphere calculation by ecological footprint
The environmentally optimal regions are not coherent with political borders, so internationalization
is adequate even if the region overlaps more countries. Figure 2 illustrates the optimal spheres of
different industries.

Figure 2. Illustration for ecologically optimal regions (agriculture versus technology based
production)
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Strategy formulation
Ethic and moral should lead the decision making process and sustainable development should be a
real goal. In that case the company really tries to harmonize the needs of its owners with the needs
of the society and the environment where it operates.
The possibilities to reduce the emission of operation and shipping are calculated and decisions are
made to reach the ecological optimal size of subsidiaries. The synergies among the subsidiaries could
be exploited. This way more value is created for the customers and the owners.

Figure 3. Strategy formulation process
Conclusions
Internationalization and multinational companies are usually considered as undesirable phenomena
that causes extreme environmental load and their operation over exploit resources. The critics argue
that their size, the lack of local embeddedness and the immense shipping are the main reasons why
local companies would be better actors to reach sustainable development.
But the real problem is not the size or the ownership of a company but the lack of ethical and moral
values during decision making. Local companies have the same environmental load as a subsidiary.
If the business processes are focused on sustainable development and change is a real goal, then
ownership is irrelevant. Furthermore multinational companies could exploit synergies among
subsidiaries, optimize also ecologically its production and gain competitive advantage over local,
individual firms.
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Abstract
Of all of the food purchases made, 80 percent take place in supermarkets and elsewhere in the retail
sector. The remaining 20 percent represent alternative food chains, which can be identified as smallscaled markets including organic foods, local products and artisan products. This paper focuses on the
emergence of innovative linkages in the light of their placement within the agro-food chain. The
objective of the study is to answer for the following questions: How are innovative solutions able to
revitalize the locally established social relationships among all the actors of the countryside? Which
new functions of the alternative food supply systems are able to sustain and evaluate small- and
medium-sized farm structures? The first part of this paper identifies and discusses some theoretical
questions about the different aspects of short supply chains and alternative food supply systems that
empirically emphasize the analytical part of the survey. In the second part this paper investigates the
functions and varieties of innovative linkages in the agro-food chain illustrated by Flamant’s AGRO
CHAIN model. This French agro-food chain model is capable of clarifying the social and economic ties
holistically by way of the concise identification of the processes and actors. Flamant extends his
model to rural development and, furthermore, he defines the direction of linkages between consumer
requests, food security and the stations of the agro chain to examine each supplemental effect of the
food chain as well as to determine the potential for innovation in rural areas. The empirical studies
determine the categories of the innovative alternative food chains using the following approaches:
distribution channel, alternative production, institution, technology and social relations. Examination
through the lens of these categorizations highlighted the new distribution channels and modern
farmers’ networks. Moreover, it identified their functions in the agro-food chain from the territorial
aspect to the market, defining the generation of the added value. The alternative food systems
conclusively demonstrated additional levels of agro chain development which depend on the
evolution of multifunctional farming, the number of the semi-subsistence micro-sized growers,
inclination to investments and the claim request to healthy local, organic food from the consumers’
side. Finally the survey convinced us that reconfiguration of local resource potentials is attached to
agriculture and foods that define the embodiment of Alternative Food Supply System.
Keywords: alternative food supply system, local food, producers’ organisation, agro chain
Introduction
Nowadays in developed countries 80 percent of food purchases take place in supermarkets and in
the retail sector. This part of food distribution is increasingly globalised and industrialized in these
countries. The remaining 20 percent represents the alternative food chains that are identified as
small-scaled markets including organic foods, local products and artisan products (Fehér, 2007).
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The creation, operation and evolution of the “new” or “alternative” food supply chain are one of the
key dimensions of new rural development patterns now emerging (Renting et al., 2003). The term:
alternative food networks (AFNs) is used as a broad embracing term to cover newly emerging
networks of producers, consumers, and other actors that embody alternatives to the more
standardized industrial mode of food supply (Murdoch et al. 2000) The AFNs, by their nature, employ
different social constructions and equations with ecology, locality, region, quality convention, and
consumer cultures.
The globalised food market and changing consumer claims prompt farmers and other actors of
alternative food supply (rural coordinators, decision makers, local entrepreneurs, etc.) to endeavour
to find innovative solutions. These innovative food chains developed simultaneously, but varied
depending on the local circumstances. Summarizing and identifying these variant methods of
alternative food supply chain may result in a collection of good practices serving the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) from 201427. The EU policy pays heed to these new rural development
patterns that are embedded among the main priorities as instruments to promote small-scale
farmers and rural development.
These consequences initiated a survey of the new innovative food supply models based on the
European Altafoodss28 project results. This Grundtvig29 Lifelong Learning program of the European
Union was led by eight countries (France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Hungary, Cyprus, Greece, and
Germany), where professional farm visits and workshops were launched to examine local initiatives.
The program specified the systematization of different alternative methods and the documentation
of integration opportunities of practical solutions in adult education as an emphasized ambition.
During the field-work the participants concentrated on collecting the local level good practices
(processing techniques of agricultural cooperatives, solution of legal cases, hygiene principles,
communication, marketing, management, etc.).
This paper focuses on the emergence of innovative linkages in the light of their placement within the
agro-food chain. The first part of this paper identifies and discusses some theoretical questions about
the different aspects of short supply chains and alternative food supply systems that empirically
emphasize the analytical part of the survey.
This study investigates the functions and varieties of innovative linkages in the agro-food chain
illustrated by Flamant’s AGRO CHAIN model. The objective is to appreciate the different European
alternative approaches to short food supply chains and to point out their applicability in other local
systems and to answer the following questions: How are the innovative solutions able to revitalize
the locally established social relationships among all the actors of the countryside? Which new
functions of the alternative food supply systems are able to sustain and evaluate the small- and
medium-sized farm structure?
The difference between Alternative Food Supply Systems and the short food chains (henceforward
AFSS) is hardly perceptible. According to one of the approaches agreed by many scholars – Marsden
(1998); Renting et al. (2003); Hinrichs (2000) – “the new or alternative food chains are the key
factors of the renewing rural development” (Renting et al. 2003). In addition, Marsden determines
27 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of The Council on support for rural development
by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) Brussels, 19.10.2011 COM(2011) 627
final/2
28Alternative Food Supply Systems
29The aim of Grundtvig subprogram is helping with creating the dimension of European Adult Education.
Further Information: www.tpf.hu
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that due to social demand, the food markets are becoming more valuable and are differentiating in
the direction of quality and localised products.
Renting et al. (2003) show in their study that the AFSS – emerging in Europe locally – can be
segmented according to the consumer demand, the capability of production (biological, integrated,
regional, handicraft) and agriculture, which determines the supply. These differences are based on
regional agricultural technologies, areal conditions, variation of culture and gastronomy and the
national regulation and policy instruments, which determine the structures and persons of food
chains.
According to neoclassical economy, the AFSS can also be considered as a defence structure or
survival mechanism against the unavoidable process of globalization, which has intensified with the
abolition of international duty regulations. That means that AFSS stakeholders – with their relocation
ambitions30 – can draw a protection line in order to save their rural livelihoods against the
destructive effects of globalization and industrialized food industry trends (Marsden et al., 1999).
In contrast to alternative food supply system, the definition of short food supply system
(henceforward SFSS) deals with the scope of activities and relations more rigidly. The concept of SFSS
explains the relation system between the farmers and consumers in narrower sense, however severe
differences can be shown among the member states. The following sum up the aims of short food
chains:
 Decreasing the distance – both physically and personally – between the small-scale farmers
and consumers
 Stabilizing the income of agricultural producers
 Supplying the consumer with healthy, locally made food
 Decreasing environmental pollution
 Creating a food supply policy -based on real funds- and
 Fighting against the further decreasing of agricultural lands
In SFSS up to two participants are allowed. A greater number of participants, even if they are still not
against the aims mentioned above, will disqualify the operation from being defined as SFSS. The
development of short food chains can offer a wide scope of solutions.
Conclusively, the expression Alternative Food Supply Systems will be used in the following parts of
this study because we would like to deal with food systems and their solutions more holistically than
the short food supply system can define it.
Material and methods
The final results of the ALTAFOODSS project pointed out the recent linkages in AFSS that may
increase the sustainability of small and medium-scaled farm systems. This project also sheds new
light on innovative relationships which can contribute to the maintenance and dynamism of rural
areas. The project led 8 workshops and 50 farm visits in the member states in order to investigate
and profoundly define the locally created AFSS.
This paper also uses the personal investigations led by a French doctoral scholarship, the case studies
and the final reports of each professional visit and workshop. This paper tends to focus on and
30

A change in the physical location of a business; A business might relocate because of rising costs at the
current facility, better tax breaks in a different location, changes in its target market, or for other reasons.
(Source: www.businessdictionary.com) Relocalisation of rural activities makes closer the production and the
citizens.
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illustrate the innovative factors in the system of agro-food chain. The following approaches are
suggested to analyse the locally evolved -mainly bottom-up- practices and their diverse components
which are considered innovative: Distribution channel; Alternative production; Institution;
Technology; Social relations.
Flamant’s AGRO CHAIN model (2006) (figure 1) was chosen in order to demonstrate the role and the
place of the various AFSS interpretations. This French agro-food chain model is capable of clarifying
the social and economic ties holistically by way of the concise identification of the processes and
actors. Flamant extends his model to rural development and, furthermore, he defines the direction
of linkages between consumer requests, food security and the stations of the agro chain to examine
each supplemental effect of the food chain as well as to determine the potential for innovation in
rural areas.

Figure 1: AGRO CHAIN model with creation the added value and employment by innovation in rural
territories
Source: Redrawn from Flamant (2006)
The model states that agricultural production begins at and depends on the existing rural conditions,
which is why the chain of agro foods starts at local development (“Planning of territory), which can
determine the methods of breeding (either seeds or animals). Following production the system
corresponds with the other models, with the exception of the identification of required branches and
links. Nevertheless, the chain must establish a feasible way to create added value and stimulate
employment. Thanks to this holistic system approach, this model can be clearly distinguished from
other supply chain methods and is suitable to illustrate the present alternative studies.
Results and discussion
Explanation of innovative linkages
Having identified and systematized marketing channels, it was deemed to be necessary to divide the
different innovative solutions. These explanations were chosen and presented by the different
national working groups where the interviews and the case studies indicated the main factors that
are determinative in the alternative food systems. These factors are able to assign five clusters that
aggregate the creative linkages. In such manner the Altafoodss results proved the following
classification of the main factors that are able to identify and examine the different innovative
linkages. In the interest of analyzing the potential place of these linkages, their illustration is
proposed by the Flamant’s Agro chain model.
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Distribution channels
The examined case studies presented numerous horizontal and vertical linkages that create new
types of network between the producers, consumers and other rural actors. The key of the
innovative distribution is the diversified relationships among these actors in the short food supply
chain. The method of distribution depends on the local consumers’ geographic, demographic and
economic conditions. For example, the growers from scattered farms preferred the horizontal
networks’ building where they have greater market potential and where it is possible to share the
logistic costs. In that case the producers utilize the common market places, grocery and delivery
systems where the small-scale production can be rentable. On the other hand, farmers who are able
to create gross added value by supplying specialized products such as processed meat products and
alcoholic drinks tend to utilize the independent distribution methods, such as on-farm sales, own
market stalls, delivery services or catering.
The investigated farmers that are located near the big cities or capitals endeavour to chart the local
consumers’ habits and to find local, personalized services, such as special electronic ordering systems
utilizing the iPhone™ or other emerging technologies, personalized delivery services, night shopping,
healthy days and mini conferences and so on.
In figure 2 the ties of these supply channels are presented, where the main interactions are on the
market. Furthermore, the transport and storage facilities manifest innovation.

Figure 2: Agro chain model focusing on the distribution channel innovations
Source: own compilation, redrawn Flamant’s Agro chain model
Alternative products
A second group of the recent short food chain factors is that of alternative products (see figure 3
below). In light of current pressures on family farmers in a rapidly restructuring agriculture
environment shaped by globalizing forces, farmers selling at farmers' markets -- especially those
dependent on farming -- must be keenly attuned to “marketness” (Hinrichs, 2000). Because of price
and consumer habits, many family farms have turned to alternative production in an effort to make a
living wage and maintain the farm.
Some alternative production methods are new packaging, new materials, traditional processing
methods, organic and environmentally conscious brand identity. From all of these, organic products
are the most relevant, comprising 30 percent of direct sales. However, alternative products can be
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supplemental goods such as handmade decorations or articles for personal application that may
complete or create the added value.
The second most acknowledged products are the certified and labelled goods. These certifications
and labels can identify a variety of different qualities and traits that consumers desire, such as
organic, locally produced, fair trade, etc. From the common European certification to the local
trademarks, certifications and labels are widely recognized as distinctive tools for local and quality
agro foods. In some countries labels are overused in local foods, making it difficult for the consumers
to distinguish and recognize the different symbols. That is why the installation of new brands cannot
always bring the expected results.

Figure 3: Agro chain model focusing on innovations at the alternative production level
Source: own compilation, redrawn Flamant’s Agro chain model
The Greek case study introduces a local women’s cooperative whose key tenets are local production
and saving the traditional knowledge of women farmers. The aim of this association is to restore the
local culinary heritage and to prepare famous pies (cabbage pie, cheese pie, meat pie, etc.), pastas,
traditional frumenty, noodles, sweets, buns, scones and cookies according to the recipes of their
grandmothers. They also collect a wide variety of regional herbs, such as oregano, laurel, mint tea,
chamomile. The women’s cooperative was founded in 2009 and has since developed a wide range of
activities, such as collecting, packing, packaging, storage, distribution and sales, mainly at local level.
Institution
Another important factor identified in the investigated case studies was that the choice of a suitable
legal form is essential and dependent on the national political frames. In some countries, such as
Hungary, the measure of direct sales fixes the number of intermediates and the type of associations,
while in other countries, like France, there are some special configurations which are aimed at
supporting alternative food networks.
Most of the producers’ organizations are created to realize higher incomes and to present a greater
market potential. In some cases we can discover other reasons, such as the reduction of marketing
and processing costs by national subsidies for credit demand, or in the course of quality
management. A French case study in the Basque Region, IDOKI presented a new cooperation form of
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organic small-scaled goat farms. This association was founded to reduce the costs of maturing their
labelled cheese (Oiseau Iraty) and to lighten the process of quality management.
From another point of view the definition of institutions can be interpreted as the supporter
institutional background, as lending, consulting, administrative or governing organizations. In some
member states a whole institutional system has been created to support the small-scale farmers as
financial, educational, advisory and coordination supports. This assistance is increasingly essential for
small not-independent producers. These services are greatly required in the cases where the farmers
are not disposed to collaborate as in Hungary.

Figure 4: Agro chain model focusing on institutional innovations
Source: own compilation, redrawn Flamant’s Agro chain model
On the agro chain scheme demonstrated in figure 4 the whole process is marked as part of
institutional innovation since the new establishments can be noticed at each level. Moreover, it is the
first pattern where the planning of territory can be covered directly in the agro chain. It means that
some of European, national or regional institutions may support the ASFSS financially, by way of
education, communication or consulting. The European constructed model for subsidizing the local
actions of AFSS is the European Network for Rural Development whose one of the main objectives is
to reinforce the local networks and conversation among farmers, entrepreneurs, citizens, decision
makers, NGO’s and so on.
The link between society and the supporting institutional system is also conspicuous in that it
emphases the role of the establishment mentioned above. The national or regional consultancy and
rural development institutions have significant functions in collection the rural actors’ habits,
demands and opinions.
Technology
The development and implementation of new technology is the most determinant factor in the AFSS.
This is a relevant point at every station of the agro food chain from breeding to the market.
Investment in technology is eminently connected to the local and wider views of regional consumers’
expectations and the distance of the actors.
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Figure 5: Agro chain model from the aspect of innovative technologies
Source: own compilation, redrawn Flamant’s Agro chain model
In some cases, such as in Germany, Greece and Cyprus, the main endeavours are the green and
organic technology that can be revealed in the manner of packaging or delivery systems apart from
the organic products themselves. It can help explain that the bio retailers are among the leading
companies in Cyprus aiming to form ecological consciousness and to promote green consumption. It
is the first integrated area of bio products in Cyprus that offers alternative solutions to modern
consumers who want to know what they buy, what to eat and especially to understand their own
responsibility for the progress of human society and for the well-being of the planet. The main idea
and value of the operation of the stores is to deal with the authenticity and the superior quality of
organic products with responsibility and sensitivity. Apart from organic food, the public may be
informed about health, wellness and protection of the planet through various magazines and books.
The essential issue concerning the technology is the appearance of added value in along the agro
chain (see figure). According to numerous experts development of technology means multifunctional
production that is able to cover the added value in the short food chain. The case studies that seem
prosperous contain some developments of technology for example: product innovation, packaging,
delivery tools and so on.
Social relations
The issue of social relations contains two distinguished approaches: one of them is communitysupported agriculture and the second is socially sustainable farms. The Cyprus organic farm’s case
studies can primarily demonstrate the first meaning. Next to Nicosia, the capital of Cyprus, a long
term therapeutic community31 for adults founded in 1999 as a private non- profit organization. It
provides services to long term dependent substance abusers and their families in an inpatient and
outpatient setting. The main goal of the program is the total abstinence from drugs and alcohol. The
detoxification community St. Skepi through its treatment program has inspired its members to
engage with organic production. In collaboration with the neighbouring organic dairy farm St. Skepi
implemented a program for the employment of the patients, taking into account the therapeutic
parameters set by the community. This collaboration concerns packaging and standardization of
organic products. The example of St. Skepi may confirm a community supported agriculture model by
its environmental consciousness that can bring the consumers and growers closer together. It could
31Agia Skepi. www.agiaskepi.com
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also signify a new and alternative function of agriculture that considers the social responsibility of the
farmers-entrepreneurs.
According to the second statement, social relations have a prevalent role in the maintenance of
family farms. It is empirically proven in France, Italy and Germany, where several young producers
were capable of directing their family farms to achieve locally created added value. The role of
women is essential regarding the social sustainability of farms and rural areas because of their
traditional and renewed functions and cohesion roles. These familial linkages are not able to be
accounted for in the profitability, but undoubtedly confirmed by numerous scholars - Parent et al.
(2000), Barthez, (2005) - and case studies they influence the quality of rural life.
In addition, figure 6 shows the strong coherence between territorial planning and the rural education
and communication systems that can determine the local employment potential.

Figure 6: Agro chain model including rural development and innovative social relations
Source: own compilation, redrawn Flamant’s Agro chain model
Conclusions
This paper focused on the alternative linkages and locally modified interrelationships in eight
European countries, furthermore, on identifying their functions in the agro-food chain including
territorial development. Fehér (2012), Csíkné (2010), Knickel and Renting (2000), Sonnino and
Marsden (2006), Renting et al. (2003) have also investigated the alternative food chains in
consideration of the direct selling impacts in the grower-consumer relationships and these effects on
the re-localisation. They argued that the re-localisation of food and farmer-citizens ties is not only
the re-activation of rural spaces but also that these linkages are able to ameliorate farmers’
bargaining position and increase consumer confidence and affect the public opinion on food
production and supply as holistic system.
The results of the innovation in AFSS I have analysed complete the statements above with the
following: situating the innovative linkages and identifying their functions in the agro-food chain
from the territorial aspect to the market defining the generation of the added value.
The medium-sized farmers are generally able to process their products at the farm and to create a
multidimensional farming operation. This independency helped them to recognize the possibility in
purchasing through several distribution channels that make them viable. These farmers take
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responsibility for the process of labelling the local foods, for the contribution to a common locally
identified mark and for representing their local force in the bottom-up initiations. The case studies
proved that in a locally created and well-situated short food supply system that is supported by the
local government the small- and medium-scale farmers are capable to contribute and complete each
other.
The results confirmed that the innovation at different levels may be created independently from
each other and could reinforce the farming system in several ways as new technologies or effective
communication with the local populace.
Finally, the alternative food system also demonstrated more development levels which depend on
the evolution of multifunctional farming, the number of the semi-subsistence micro-sized growers,
inclination to investments and consumer demand for healthy, local, organic food. The more
alternative networking between the farmers and local actors exist at farm and markets level, the
more responsible and sustainable the system is. This conclusion expresses that an equilibrated local
market could revitalise rural areas and the rural-urban relationship. Conclusively the agro chain
model convinced that reconfiguration of local resource potentials are attached to agriculture and
foods that define the embedment of AFSS.
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Abstract
In the last few years improvement was not experienced on the domestic dairy sector. Many
publications were published on this issue but they mainly focused on the producers’ situation. Experts
agree in the inefficiency of the Hungarian dairy sector and the non-competitiveness which has many
reasons including historical and political roots. For instance think about milk prices and cost of
production. Furthermore the deficiency of funds in this sector was spoiled by the economic recession.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the features and structure of the domestic second pillar of dairy
supply chain (the dairy processor companies). We mainly focus on the sector’s structure by ownership
and capacity; moreover we analyze the most important determinant factors and elements. Nowadays
the phenomenon of concentration is a pretty significant issue, therefore we intent to analyze it as
well. Considering daily business operation of the companies, export and import-pressure of the dairy
sector is also a fundamental matter to investigate it.
Keywords: milk, dairy sector, Hungary, process, structure
Introduction
The domestic dairy sector (production, consumption, trade and related cosumption) can not break
out from that circle which cause a setback on growth, and on stagnant or decreasing processes
stoppage. Hungarian dairy processing was neglected by privatization after the social system
transformation, and it lagged behind that tendencies which were typical for advanced economic
countries. Starting from the given opportunities, the sector participants – from the early 90s’ - are
trying to restructure the system with dissimilar success. In this situation we declared our assignment
to give an actual snapshot from the sector’s situation and the main directives and to make an
international comparison.
Material and methods
During our research we used secondary data in order to analyze the situation of the sector. From the
databases we emphasize the Hungarian Central Statistical Office and Eurostat as a main resource.
Hungarian annual reports (trading accounts) were used for the concentration ratios and market
share where companies with non- significant revenue were excluded from the analyses. Altogether
about 80 companies were involved in the research.
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Results and discussion
Structure and company forms
In 2010 altogether 264 130 processing companies were on the EU markets. 3,3% of this number was
dairy companies1 (8643). Further 2 850 companies are dealing with ice cream production. According
to Eurostat data in Hungary 99 dairy companies were on the market, and 17 more ice cream
producing companies operated on domestic market. In the European Union quite big differences are
experienced in the concentration: Italian, Spanish and French dairy companies are aggregate more
than 50% of the EU-27 dairy companies (Figure 1.). About 300 000 employees are working in this
sector, concerning Hungary this number was 6930 in 2010.

Figure 1.: Structure of dairy companies based on EU-27 processing capacity
Source: EUROSTAT, 2013
Basically two tendencies can be observable about dairy producing companies: in many part of the
world processing is attain in co-operative forms or in different corporate forms. In case of
cooperatives producer is controlled, owned and revised by the farmers’ management and they use
the co-operative’s services. The co-operative is financed by the members and they share from the
profit. According to the co-operate principles, the connection between farmers and producers is the
base of the operation, therefore farmers are members as well. The co-operate purchase the raw milk
(total amount) from the farmers, so it is an obligation for the farmer, and they are not allowed to sell
the raw milk to any other buyer. The milk price is determined by the producing management which is
the same for every member. If we analyze the 20 biggest milk processing companies it can be said
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that 9 are operating in co-operative form (Fonterra, Dairy Farmers of America, FrieslandCampina,
Arla Foods, California Dairies Inc., Nordmilch, Murray Goulburn, Nortwest Dairy Assoc.) (IFCN, 2009).
Contractual relations still exist in case of corporate forms, but only for settled quantity (it could be
whole amount or less). Therefore contracts could change annually and conditions are renegotiable.
Thus interests are obviously conflicting: producer wants to maximize their profit, therefore they
negotiate for the possible lowest price.
In case of Hungarian dairy company forms (Figure 2.), it can be seen that internationally popular cooperative form is not so typical, but at the same time there are some so called producer groups (e.g.
Alföldi Tej Értékesítő és Beszerző Ltd.) which operate in corporate forms and function as co-operates
to a certain degree.

Figure 2.: Structure of Hungarian dairy producers by company form
Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office, 2012
Foreign trade turnover of dairy products in Hungary
According to Eurostat STIC nomenclature the Hungarian export value of dairy products was 300,7
million Euro in 2012. 78,7% of this value were those dairy products which are not include butter,
cottage cheese and cheese. The ratio of cheese and cottage cheese export was 20,5%, and only 0,8%
in case of butter export. In the Hungarian export turnover only five countries (60%) were included:
Italy (21,07%), Romania (17,68%), Slovakia (9,12%), Germany (6,33%) and Slovenia (4,75%). If we
analyze this by product groups the result will be rather different. Our butter export concentrate only
for two partners: Romania (51,84%) and Kosovo (31,99%). Considering our cheese and cottage
cheese export Middle-East countries have prior significance as well. The main partners on this market
are: Italy (21,22%), Lebanon (18,41%), Romania (14,83%), Saud-Arabia (11,87%) and Jordan (6,92%).
Therefore non-European target countries have great importance on the relative high added value
markets.
The Hungarian import value of dairy products was slightly lower than the export (274,1 million Euro).
The ratios were 5,82% considering butter, in case of cheese and cottage cheese was 40,05%, while
other products amounts to 54,13%. According to the export-import comparison, it can be said that
our dairy foreign trade turnover is rather asymmetric. The export of the relative high added value
products (butter, cheese, cottage cheese), is only 20,6%, while this value is almost 46% in case of
import. This indicates that domestic dairy companies are competitive mostly on low added value
markets. From our import value only Germany (39,9%) and Poland (17,39%) can be emphasized as an
important import partner.
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Productivity and profitability of Hungarian dairy employees
The gross operating surplus (net turnover minus operating costs) is a great indicator for operating
income. To compare internationally the profitability of the domestic dairy sector, we use gross
operational surplus divide with turnover, so namely those profit margin which declares that how
much Forint revenue is realized from 100 HUF net turnover. Concerning this indicator Hungary is
approximately on the middle among European Union countries (Figure 3.).

Figure 3. Gross operating ratio of dairy sector in EU 23 (2010)
Source: Eurostat
Among our regional direct competitors only Czech Republic and Slovakia have lower gross operating
ratio value than 6,1%. The highest operating ratio is typical mostly of those countries where the dairy
market is less concentrated and more disintegrated. Based on the gross operating surplus it can be
determined that from the domestic dairy market turnover more gross operating surplus can be
derivate than the European average (5,53%). It is described below what labour productivity can
ensure this level of profitability.
Figure 4 indicates the labour productivity ratio per-employee by countries. According to this
hierarchy Hungary belongs to the last ones. The dairy turnover per employee is 126 100 Euro per
capita, and only Lithuania, Latvia, Romania and Bulgaria has lower values. In Czech Republic, Slovakia
and Poland the turnover per-employee indicator is clearly higher than in Hungary. In case of gross
added value per-employee - which indicates dairy productivity better - is higher similarly to the
previous data. The only difference in this case is that Slovakia’s dairy market is “better” than the
Hungarian, because Slovakia has higher added value ratio from the total turnover. It is important to
emphasize that our position in the productivity order is not attributable to the price differences
between countries: because the Hungarian average price of dairy products is lower only with 8,7%
from EU-25 average.
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Figure 4. Labour productivity indicators in the dairy sector (2010)
Source: Eurostat
To summarize it can be said that beside low labour productivity, the gross operating surplus was
rather good if we compare Hungary with the EU average. These two facts indicate the relative low
labour input costs. Staff costs per-employee is presented in two ways: nominal value and 2010
purchasing power parity (PPP) in order to ensure better comparison. This order is illustrated on
Figure 5. The average value of staff costs in the peripheral countries is the lowest nominally and on
PPP value. The equalization of price differences will reduce the lag, but it will not change the order.

Figure 5. Average dairy staff costs (2010)
Source: Eurostat
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Comparing these figures, it is obvious that labour productivity indicators and staff costs (in PPP) peremployee have a very close connection. Beside the current labour productivity, lower staff costs
make the Hungarian dairy companies competitive.
Concentration process
Compare to Hungary, in the western European countries the dairy industry concentration process is
much more advanced. The domestic process has begun after the Hungarian political transformation
in 1989. After 24 years big companies became bigger and small companies became smaller or they
disappeared from the dairy market (Tímár, 2004). If we take the example of Holland, the Dutch dairy
market is ten times bigger compare to the Hungarian market and only two dairy companies are
operating there. According to HCSO (Hungarian Central Statistical Office) in 2012 the number of dairy
companies that had appreciable net revenue was approximately 80. Have a look what is beyond the
numbers.
Based on the concentration ratios it can be determined that concentration from 2008 to 2011 slightly
decreased (Table 1.).
Table 1. Concentration ratios at the Hungarian dairy market in 2008 and 2011
Concentration ratios
2008
CR2
29,14%
CR3
43,59%
CR4
60,08%
CR5
66,80%
CR6
72,42%
CR7
77,77%
CR8
81,93%

2011
27,85%
39,74%
51,56%
60,22%
66,72%
73,12%
77,03%

The reason could be the shrinkage of the net revenue on one hand and on the other hand some
market leaders’ revenue has increased. Overall this period was a bit hectic concerning turnovers.
Nevertheless, the market structure is more fragmented compare to western European countries.
Beside the average domestic firm size, the up-to-date, efficient and energy saving equipments are
mostly missing.
Although if we analyze the concentration of the 10 biggest companies considering net revenue and
net export revenue during the years, it can be proved that this concentration process is continuous.
From Table 2., it can be established that from 1998 to 2011 the concentration has raised. In 1998 the
ratio was around 64% and it was growing until 2008. There was a small setback in 2011 but the trend
is clearly apparent.
On the other hand the concentration is much stronger considering the export. According to the data
the biggest dairy companies transact almost the whole Hungarian export turnover.
Table 2. Market concentration in Hungary between 1998 and 2011
10 biggest dairy companies’ ratio from all dairy companies
Net revenue
Export net revenue
Year
64%*
89%*
1998
78%*
89%*
2002
87,11%**
96,69%**
2008
83,21%**
96,53%**
2011
* Tímár (2004)
** NTCA (National Tax and Customs Administration of Hungary) data
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Analyzing the net revenues in 2011 and 2008 (Table 3.), the rankings have a bit changed, but
turnovers decreased in case of the top leaders and increased for the others except Minna.
Considering the net revenue (market share) Sole-Mizo was the market leader in both years in
Hungary. Alföldi Tej and Danone are competing for the second and third place. The most significant
growth was experienced at Fino-Food and Kőröstej while Minna’s market share declined with 3% and
even the market leaders’ share reduced with more than 2-3%.
Table 3. Net revenue and market share of the 10 biggest Hungarian companies in 2008 and 2011
Net revenue (thousand HUF and %)
2008
Rank 2011
Rank
SOLE-MIZO
43 144 733
17,09%
1
35 861 053
14,74%
1
ALFÖLDI TEJ
41 653 161
16,50%
2
31 876 377
13,10%
2
DANONE
30 426 855
12,05%
4
28 934 579
11,89%
3
FrieslandCampina Hungaria 36 499 660
14,45%
3
28 740 198
11,81%
4
8,66%
TOLNATEJ
16 948 401
6,71%
5
21 068 774
5
Kőröstej

10 487 619

4,15%

8

15 825 024

PANNONTEJ

13 506 850

5,35%

7

15 558 526

FINO-FOOD

3 702 999

1,47%

10

9 515 797

NASZÁLYTEJ
5 830 115
2,31%
9
7 959 460
MINNA
14 209 617
5,63%
6
7 070 978
Others
14,3%
Source: NTCA (National Tax and Customs Administration of Hungary) data

6,51%
6,40%
3,91%
3,27%
2,91%
16,79%

6
7
8
9
10
-

The concentration process will be probably more intensified in the future, because in 2012 some
factors have developed unfavourably. In summer of 2012 a serious drought period was experienced,
causing crop- and forage yield decrease and quality deterioration. Therefore forage prices increased
by 40 percent, inflicting high production cost to the farmers. Some of them will sell up their farm or
sell the liquid milk for export. The result is the same: dairy companies have fewer raw materials to
produce dairy products (Szirmai, 2013). This and other main problems caused dairy company
shutdowns, for example in Debrecen Friesland Campina closed one of their factories. Furthermore
two relative smaller companies, Instantpack Kft in Berettyóújfalu and Magyar Termék Kft. (earlier
Tiszatej Kft.) in Rakamaz have closed in 2012.
The effects can be observed during the winter because some domestic dairy products were missing
from the supply. There will not be lack from the dairy products, because export can countervail the
supply, but at the same time the expanding export is also a harmful process in these days for
domestic diary companies.
To the contrary of the above analyzed concentration we must see another aspect. Experts agree on
that the bigger concentration can be observed, the higher competitiveness the market has. But too
much concentration would be preferable for this domestic dairy market? The current market
structure demands the high level concentration? It might be a provocative question, but on the other
hand take the example of the Hungarian sugar industry. Even nowadays a bit supply shortage was
appreciable concerning certain domestic dairy products, therefore high level concentration could be
expedient only when they can totally satisfy demands. Otherwise we will be dependent for more
export.
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Conclusions
This industrial report shows that Hungarian dairy companies have slight-average gross operating
surplus (on EU level) because of low level of wages (in PPP). The primal cause is the low labour
productivity in the EU. Concerning turnover per-employee and added value Hungary – with our
Middle-Eastern European competitors - is in the last quarter of the EU rank. This productivity
competitive handicap is countervailed by the low labour costs, but these reserves are exhausted by
now.
To improve competitiveness in the future, obviously the productivity of dairy production needs
development. Two parallel solution offers in this question. On one hand there are significant reserves
in the dairy added value improvement. The low level of added value can be observed from the dairy
foreign balance as well. For the moment our dairy export exceeds our import level, but this is owing
to the quantity of raw milk export. Concerning higher added value products (see above at butter,
cheese and cottage cheese example) extreme export level can be experienced. Our international
competitiveness could be improved by the higher level of processing and the export of these valueadded products.
On the other hand the industrial concentration increase is another opportunity in order to improve
competitiveness and labour productivity. In Hungary between 1998 and 2011 concentration has risen
as a tendency, while these process a bit stopped after 2008. There are more reserves on this area as
well, because the concentration level is still low. Two method of productive capital centralization –
bottom up (cooperates) and up-down (integrations) - were observed in Hungary. We also pointed out
the problem of domestic demand satisfy because of the special operational threats of the over
concentrated market. Concentration as a productivity and competitiveness improving trend is a
“double-edged weapon”, which could lead to an internal market failure.
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Abstract
Study was conducted in purposively selected villages in Erzurum province in 2006-2007 for two years.
It was aimed to investigate the factors affecting live weight gain of the grazing cattle during grazing
season. Villages were selected purposively from those free from nomad movements and boundary
problems, and from those of which their rangeland circumscription and allocation studies were
completed. Vegetation studies were conducted on carefully selected 12 stops in relatively
homogenous areas to represent the village rangelands. Rangeland quality degrees were calculated
based on the vegetation studies in the selected villages. Moreover, approximately 10 volunteer farms
to participate in the study in each village were purposively selected. Live weights of the cattle from
the study farms were measured with electronic scale three times a year, at the beginning, in the mid
and at the end of the grazing season. Age of farmer, rangeland quality, cattle breed, education level
of the farmer, supplement feed during grazing period, age of animal were the variables considered in
the study. In analysis of the data Least Squares with Dummy Variable techniques were employed.
According to OLS regression analysis results it was estimated that 10 percent of increase in rangeland
quality to cause 11,15 kg live weight gain per head during grazing season from early June to late
August. It was also revealed that supplement feed during grazing season was not feasible.
Keywords: Dairy cattle, live weight gain, rangeland quality, Erzurum
Introduction
Pastures and rangelands, natural plant covers are composed of numerous species having different
characteristics. In this regard, natural pasture and rangelands make up of the most important part of
the biological resources. With their ecological functions they produce the feed for the most
important part of the animal kingdom as they preserve the soil and water in their own locations
(Altın et al., 2005). For that reason, grassland biodiversity has many contributions to ecosystem
functions (i.e. elasticity to environmental disorders, soil and water quality) and outputs
immeasurable as a commercial value such as rural tourism, in addition to the increases in regional,
nutritive and culinary values of the agricultural products (Hopkins and Holz, 2006). So, grasslands are
the most important wealth components of the nations.
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Eastern Anatolia region has 49 and 40% of meadow and grazing land asset of Türkiye respectively. It
ranks first among other regions with regard to meadow and rangeland asset in the country. So,
animal production in this region is naturally dependent on rangelands, an important and free source
of roughages. They reduce the feed cost, the most important cost component in animal production.
Profitable dairy cattle production is only possible in case of achieving higher milk yield and a calf a
year per head dairy cow. This requires good caring and feeding conditions for the dairy cows. Energy
reserves of the dairy cow gives important clues in if it receives good care and feeding fitting well to
its physiological conditions. One of the methods to determine the energy reserves is the body
condition score (BCS). It allows for a good estimation of carcass composition, milk yield, reproduction
performance, metabolism and health problems of the animals (Yaylak and Kaya, 2000). Actually,
liveweight (LW) and LW changes have also the similar effects to that of BCS (Roche et al., 2007). So,
in addition to BCS, monitoring the LW after parturition can be used as a management tool to prevent
reproduction problems (Řehák et al., 2012).
Berry et al. (2006) reports a moderate positive relationship between BCS and LW in pasture based
dairy cattle production. On the other hand, Gallo et al. (1996), point out that BCS is the lowest in the
3rd and 4th months of the lactation in low and high yielding animals respectively and it is only
compensated in the mid or at the end of the lactation although substitution of the decreased body
fat reserves starts in 7th and 12th weeks after calving.
In the study area calving occurs in February and March and rangeland grazing starts by the second
half of May (Kara et al., 2002). Thus, grazing season starts at least 60 or at most 90 th day of the
lactation, in another word, at the time of the lowest BCS.
On the other hand, daily feed intake of the cows is insufficient to cover the increasing energy
requirements according to their yield characteristics between the times of peak milk yield and high
nutrient intake. So, this brings about the mobilization of the energy reserves in the body to balance
the energy gap. Emaciation, energy metabolism deficiencies and yield losses are seen in times of
using body fats as a source of energy and mobilization of the underskin fats (Çitil and Uzlu, 2005).
It is expected that rangeland quality has a positive effect on regaining the BCS losses in grazing dairy
cattle since supplement feed is not given during grazing season (Kara et.al, 2002). In this study, the
relationship between the rangeland quality and live weight gain of the grazing cattle was examined
to indicate the necessity of the improvement of rangelands in a different point of view. In addition,
the effect of supplement feed during grazing season on live weight gain was also researched.
Material and methods
Vegetation study results, live weight and daily milking records of the lactating cows in the selected
farms in study villages were the primary study material. Also, official records of the Eastern Anatolia
Agricultural Research Institute and other relavant official institutions were used as secondary
material in the study.
Selection of the villages: In selection of the study villages special emphasis was given on their
representation ability of the surrounding area and so the province as a whole. To this end, villages
from different districts in the directions of East-West and North-South were selected purposively
from those free from nomad movements and boundary problems, and from those of which their
rangeland circumscription and allocation studies were completed. So, from Aşkale, Yakutiye, Tortum,
Narman, Pasinler, Köprüköy and Horasan districts in total of 11 villages were selected for the study.
In the study area altitude of grazing sites varies between 1600 m and 2850 m asl. Average annual
rainfall in study years were realized 357,4 mm and 436,6 mm in 2006 and 2007 years respectively.
Vegetation studies: Vegetation studies were carried out in 2006 in order to determine the village
rangelands’ botanical compositions and rangeland quality degrees. They were conducted in relatively
homogenous 12 sites in each study village with four replications along the lines of 100 m in East,
West, South and North directions according to the method explained by Koç and Çakal (2004).
Moreover, rangeland quality degree was determined according to the method proposed by De Vries
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et al. (1951), cited in Koç et al. (2003) using the vegetation study data for each site in every study
village. Arithmetic means of 12 sites in each village were accepted to be the village’s overall
rangeland quality degree. In this method rangeland quality has a value between 0 and 10 (indicating
0-2: very poor; 2,1-4,0:poor; 4,1-6,0: moderate; 6,1-8,0: good and 8,1-10,0: very good)
Live weight measures: Live weights of the grazing lactating cows from the selected farms were
measured and recorded using an electronic scale three times a year during the study by the study
staff, at the beginning, in the mid and at the end of the grazing season. Since the rangeland
vegetation dried and almost consumed by the grazing animals at the end of grazing season, in
analysis of the data last live weight measures were disregarded and the live weight differences of the
first and second measurements were taken into consideration.
Milking records: About 10 farms in each study village recorded the milking data twice a day during
the study. In turn, each day only one of the cows’ milking data was recorded. In the study area,
except early spring and late autumn, supplement feed is not given to grazing animals during grazing
season (Kara et al., 2002). In data analysis, milking records from the period of June-August were
used. Study farms were visited monthly to check the milking records. In order to determine the effect
of supplement feed during grazing season on daily milk yield of the lactating cows, each lactating cow
was given one kg of manufactured milking concentrate daily during the grazing season for 90 days
from the beginning of June to the end of August. To this end, about half of the study farms were
provided milking concentrate in the first year and the rest the following year. In order to ensure the
same amount of concentrates to be given by the farms, each farm was provided with a pan in a
capacity of one kg concentrate.
Data analysis: Live weight gain was calculated for each lactating cow of the study farms by
subtracting the beginning live weights from the live weights measured at the mid of the grazing
season. Of course, there are many factors affecting live weight gain of the grazing animals of which
some are related to the attributes of the grazing animals and the rangeland itself as some others are
related to the farm and farmer. In analysis of the factors affecting live weight gain of the grazing
dairy cows multiply regression analysis was used. Some independent variables investigated were
categorical in nature and they were represented with dummy variables in the model. Accordingly,
live weight gain is thought to be the function of the following continuous and discrete variables.
Live Weight Gain = ƒ (rangeland quality degree, age of farmer, rangeland stocking rate, bare ground
percentage of the village rangeland (%), lactation order, animal breed, education level of the farmer,
supplement feed, daily milk yield per cow)
Y= α + β1X1+ β2X2+ β3X3+ β4X4+β5X5+β6X6+ β7X7+α2D2+α3D3+α4D4+α5D5
Where;
Y
(Lwdifference)
X2
(Rquality)
X3
(Age)
X4
(Stocking)
X5
(Bareground)
X6
(Milkyield)
X7
(Lorder)
Di
D2
(Cross)
D3
(Purebreed)
D4
(Higher)
D5

(Concentrate)

Live weight gain of grazing dairy cattle (kg/head)
Rangeland quality degree
Age of the farmer
Rangeland stocking rate (AU/ha)
Bare ground percentage of the village rangeland (%)
Daily milk yield per cow
Lactation order of the cow
Breed of lactating cow (local, cross, pure)
(1 = Cross breed; 0= others)
(1 = Pure breed; 0= others)
Education level of the farmer
(1 = Secondary school or more; 0 = others)
Supplement feed during grazing season
(1 = Yes, 0 = No)
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In obtaining the regression models, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) technique was employed. F test
was also used to test the significance of models as a whole. Multicollinearity was controlled with
variance inflation factor (VIF). Due to the nature of the cross-sectional dataset heteroskedasticity was
tested with Breusch-Pagan test and normality of the dependent variable was controlled with
Skewness and Curtosis test along with the graph method (Gujarati 1995; Neter et al., 1989; Callaghan
and Chen, 2008). In statistical analysis of the data Stata SE 10 software package was used.
Results and discussion
Factors affecting liveweight gain per head dairy cow during 90 days of grazing season from early June
to late August were examined with OLS technique and the results were given in Table 1.
According to VIF values the regression model does not have multicollinearity problem (Gujarati,
1995; Park, 2009) and it is also free from heteroskedasticity problem according to Breusch-Pagan test
results (Gujarati, 1995; Neter et al., 1989).
As seen from the table, the signs of the variables of farmer age, education level, rangeland quality,
concentrate supplement and crossbreed cattle are all positive and significant. Thus, older and more
educated farmers’ cows gained more live weight during the grazing season of 90 days. Contrary to
the expectations (Rogers, 1983; Lionberger, 1960), positive sign and significance of the variable
“farmer age” might be explained that older farmers are more experienced and they are more
successful in animal keeping. Similarly, positive sign of education level variable indicates that cows of
the farmers educated more than primary school gained more weight than that of the others. This
must be understood that these farmers are more successful in herd management although they do
not use supplement feed. They might monitor the herd well and take the measures timely, e.g.
measures against diseases and pests. Accordingly, Lockheed et al. (1980) reported 7,4% of increase in
farm productivity for those having an additional 4-year-education after primary school according to
the analysis of dataset obtained from 18 studies in 13 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin
America.
Also concentrate supplement during grazing season affected LWG positively because use of
concentrate supplements helps to enhance animal performance and so live weight gain under
grazing systems. However, more importantly, the LWG increase due to supplement feed is well
below that of rangeland quality. It is seen from table that a 10% increase in rangeland quality will
bring about 11,15 kg LWG in dairy cattle in the study area and the areas with similar conditions. This
is 1,75 times more than the LWG (6,37 kg) provided by daily one kg concentrate supplement from the
early June to late August for 90 days.
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Table 1. Regression analysis results for the factors affecting liveweight gain of the grazing lactating
cows from early June to late August

Data analysis revealed that lactation order had a negative significant effect on LWG. Thus, the higher
lactation order the less LWG which can be explained by that older cows in early lactation suffered a
longer period in net energy balance (NEB) and lost more LW. That is, higher parity dairy cows lose
more LW in early lactation (Řehák et al., 2012). Also, it should be remembered that cows usually
reach mature size in the age of five (Tüzemen, 1990; Çakır et al., 1995). So, less LW loss and short
period of recovery can be explained by growth of young animals.
Similar to lactation order, milk yield has significant and negative effect on LWG since the milk
production per lactation increases with age up to a certain level after which it decreases as animals
get older (Bognar et al., 2010).
Again, conforming to the literature reporting, stocking rate has a negative and significant effect on
LWG. It is because a low stocking rate may result in high output per animal due to selective grazing
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or vice versa since high stocking rate reduces the degree of selectivity (Hull et al., 1965). Moreover,
hay production of the rangelands will decrease under heavy grazing conditions over the carrying
capacity which cause insufficient feed intake and, in turn, lower performances of the grazing animals
(Gökkuş and Koç, 2001).
In addition, results show that bare ground rate has a negative effect on LWG because the higher bare
ground means the less hay production of the rangelands. On the other hand, when comparing to
local animals, cross breed ones has significantly gained more LW during grazing season. This effect is
not statistically proved for pure breed animals since they are much heavier and not suitable for
grazing conditions of the regional geography as they also have negative energy balance due to their
higher milk yield.
Conclusions
Study results proved the dataset and the model obtained from the regression analysis since the signs
of all variables in the model were as expected.
Study results suggest that local or at most crossbreed animals should be used in dairy cattle
production dependent on rangeland grazing.
In this study, rangeland quality was determined to be the most important factor affecting live weight
gain during grazing season. Thus, this study revealed that rangeland quality was an important factor
in compensation of body weight losses and maintaining the body condition score in dairy cattle
production dependent on rangelands due to rangeland is the only source of feed.
In spite of the positive effect on LWG, supplement feed is not feasible during grazing season because
daily one kg supplement feed for 90 days of grazing may provide only 6,37 kg per head LWG as 10%
of rangeland quality increase may provide 11,15 kg LWG per head, 1,75 times more than that of
supplement feed. In monetary terms it means 134 TL per head of feed support (90 days x 1 kg.day-1 x
0,85 TL.kg-1 x 1,75). In this study, average number of lactating cows per farm was determined to be 6
and so, it was concluded that a 10% of enhancement in quality of village rangelands will mean 804 TL
of feed support per farm. So, rangeland improvement investments should continue without any
delay and losing any pace.
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Abstract
The study is taking the German bio methane production development into account. As of 31.12.2011
already 77 Biogas facilities produced biogas and feed bio methane into the gas network. This gas is
equal in the quality to the usual natural gas, the only difference is that bio methane is produced
through a biogenic process in a biogas plant and conditioned to natural gas quality. In year 2011 this
bio methane facilities in Germany produced 275 million m3 bio methane. This number is fairly low
compared to the state plans of 5 billion m3 bio methane by 2020. The costs for biogas production are
varying 1.6 to 10 in average 5.4 Cent/kWh. Where the natural gas price is about 3 Cent/kWh which is
only from economical side not sufficient, but from ecological view it makes sense to support this
industry and help to maintain and develop new ways to covering energy needs. The remaining costs
will be socialised under all gas users, so that everybody takes part of the cost. This study takes the
cost factors into account. The average capacity of a biogas plant is about 778 Nm3/h. The main
question of this study to describe the optimum size of a biogas plant which can produce on average
costs bio methane from renewable sources. The number of the German sites shows a good sample to
bring well founded outcome regarding this new part of the biogas industry. The other ways biogas
can be used as for power or heat production, not only as bio methane are also very important to focus
on, but in this study I will not take into account. Three main advantage of this technology can be
listed. The usage for heat production can take place where the customer need both, as the production
of bio methane focusing on rural areas with low population density, the usage of natural gas and
biogas in city and industrial areas. Second, the power production can also used multi locally, as the
moratorium of nuclear plants occurs higher need of decentralised power production. Third point, the
power production through biogas can covers the actual need, as the gas pipeline can be used as
storage facility. The subject of this study gives enough possibility to deepen and the actuality is more
than given.
Keywords: Bio methane, Biogas, sustainable energy, biogas industry, renewable energy
Introduction
Biomethane is a naturally occurring gas which is produced by anaerobic digestion of organic matter
such as dead animal and plant material, manure, sewage, organic waste, etc. Chemically, it is
identical to natural gas which is stored deep in the ground and is also produced from dead animal
and plant material. However, there are several important differences between biomethane and fossil
fuel derived methane despite the fact that both are produced from organic matter (Clay, R., 2002).
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Usability is another great advantage of biomethane besides its availability. Since it is identical to
fossil fuel derived methane, it can be used for space heating, water heating, cooking, etc. but it can
also be used for electricity generation and if compressed, as fuel for vehicles or after conditioning
feeding in the gas grid. Burning biomethane produces the same amount of carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases as burning the conventional natural gas. But in contrary to the latter, biomethane
does not increase the greenhouse effect and global warming because its utilisation produces the
same quantity of greenhouse gases as if organic matter would be left to decompose in nature.
The first biomethane plants went to Germany in 2006 to the grid. Since then, a dynamic
development has taken place in this sector, which is shown in the table 1 and also in view of under
construction and planned facilities (Biogaspartner, 2012).
Objectives
Three main advantage of biogas technology can be listed. These are the main objectives of this study.
First, the usage for heat production can take place where the customer need, as the production of
bio methane focusing on rural areas with low population density, the usage of natural gas and biogas
in city and industrial areas. Second, biogas can be used for production of electricity. This can also
used multi locally, as the moratorium of nuclear plants in Germany occurs higher need of
decentralised power production. Third point, the power production or heating through biogas can
cover not only the actual need, as the gas pipeline can be used as storage facility it can be used for
further in the future. The subject of this study gives enough possibility to deepen as the actuality is
more than given.
In the past, biomethane compared to ethanol and biodiesel in the biofuels played only a minor role.
However, the growth of biomethane and also of other renewable energy sources share on the energy
market will grow crucially on whether the product characteristics and the fact legal requirements. It
should be noted in particular that the legislator sustainable biomethane provides a relief from the
energy tax and the attributed to the so-called rate of biofuels can only be done if the biomass meets
the sustainability requirements.
Materials and Methods
As of June 2012 regarding the information of the “dena” the German Biogas Partnership 87
biomethane plants with a total injection capacity of 55,930 standard cubic meters of natural gas per
hour that a network (reference). The system sizes for these projects have a high span these margins
entry capacity from 120 Nm ³ / h up to 5000 Nm ³ / h, the average feed in capacity is about 642 Nm ³
/ h. (Schumacher, B. 2008). 39 biomethane plants are under construction, 63 biomethane plants in
planning. If the projects under construction are realised in Germany will be 126 plants with a capacity
of 81,620 m³ / h in operations. Along with the plants being planned, these figures would almost
double to 189 units with capacity of 106,790 Nm ³ / h. Bearing in mind that the planning horizon is
often extends over several years, so the total numbers indicate a continued moderate growth of the
market in the coming years.
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Figure 1: Development of biomethane plants (planned / under construction)
Source: dena, 2012
Result of the Dena and the Biogas partner survey within the industry barometer remains that corn
with great distance has been the most important substrate in 2011. The central challenge is the final
sector to be clearly in the EEG 2012 implemented corn cover requirement (see more to this in the
last chapter). Furthermore, substrate that has been extensively used in last years for the production
of biomethane was essential grain, sugar beets, but also organic waste and excrement.

Figure 2: Biomethan plants in operation in Germany
Source: Biogaspartner, 2012
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Implementation time for biomethane projects
It is very important to take the project development time into account. As the duration of the project
development is crucial for the further development of market. Project delays can have a significant
negative impact on the business model of the market players. The actor in the survey collected data
show that the average duration of a biomethane plant realisation of the planning to the first injection
into the gas grid varies greatly. The illustrated implementation periods ranging from less than 18
months to 36 months, the diffusion of the information at extreme values is even greater: this
reaching from 8 months to 60 months. About a third of projects were implemented in less than 18
months, so that can be taken as benchmark as the number of plants gives it as a feasible assumption.
The short implementation periods are observed mostly when existing biogas plants will be expanded
and upgraded to gas supply. Comparatively long project periods allow the interpretation that may
occur in the implementation in considerable delays. This is consistent with the experience in the
biogas Monitoring Report 2012, the Federal Network Agency (BnetzA, 2013), which alone of the
period for the implementation of the power supply is on average 12 months.

Figure 3. Realisation times of biogas plants in Germany (in months and percentages of all plants)
The ways of using biomethane in Germany
Considering its biomethane amounts that are likely in view of the entry capacity are installed in total
in the German market, can be a good indicator. However, covering the latest data from Germany
Biogas Register (www.biogasregister.de), which were used to check the plausibility of the used
numbers.

Figure 4. Process of biogas process and usage of biogas
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Biomass production
Since biogas can in principle be generated from any organic compound, the biomass feedstock that
can be used to produce biogas is diverse. Some biomass feedstock comes from farms in the form of
plants. Others come from other processes, or from animals, in the form of waste materials like
household garbage and sewer sludge. Biomass suitable for use in biogas production is called
“feedstock.” Waste’s suitability for use as feedstock brings every available organic material into
question. Especially useful for biogas generation are sewer sludge, kitchen rubbish, and liquid
manure, which as waste products are abundant and affordable. Energy plants, the term “energy
plants” refers to crops that are cultivated especially for the purpose of energy production. These
especially include crops with high photosynthetic rates that grow quickly in the climatic conditions of
a given region. In central Europe, such plants include corn, rape seed, and rye. Many tropical
countries use sugarcane extensively as an energy plant. (See table 4.) Maize is especially welladapted for use in biogas facilities, though cereals and/or grass cuttings are also acceptable. The
plants most suitable for use in biogas generation vary from region to region; they must be chosen
against the background of local conditions. From a climate protection perspective, it is important to
ensure that local land use changes associated with energy plant cultivation do not lead to negative
ecological effects.
Biogas usage for heat production
The application fields for biomethane are the same as are currently satisfied by conventional natural
gas. The main advantage is its good heating characteristics. In the early stages of biogas generation in
Germany, it was mainly used for power generation in so-called combined heat and power plants
(CHP) right on the production site. A major part of the generated heat remained thus unused. The
upgrade and feed-in of biomethane broadens the application fields of biogas to equal those of
natural gas (see Table 4.). Like natural gas, biomethane can be applied in industry and private
households for heating purposes. No adaptation of the end devices (gas-fired boiler, gas stove, e.g.)
is necessary since the biomethane presents the same heat value characteristics as the natural gas in
the local gas grid. The fact that biomethane thus can resort to existing infrastructure is a central
advantage of this innovative technology also from an economic perspective.
The collection of accurate data on the marketing channels of biomethane in Germany turns out to be
quite difficult. To diverse the markets is the respective study of cross-support mechanism of pure
renewable energy tariffs and combined heat and power usage. The use of biomethane in combined
heat and power plants in accordance with EEG (German Renewable Law) prevents remains the most
important large distance market far behind, but still comparatively high sales, followed by the heat of
market “EEWärmeG” (German Renewable Law for Heat From Renewable Source). But biomethane
products that responding specifically an environmentally conscious the customer segment like
heating and the fuel sector like power production are on different markets and could be cross
supported by different support schemes. It is particularly expected some problems in the future due
to the undefined support schemes.
Biogas for power generation
In combined heat and power processes, biomethane is used in combustion machines (gas engines,
(micro- gas turbines, Stirling motors). These machines generate mechanical energy and, as a byproduct, heat. The mechanical energy is transformed into electrical energy via generators and fed
into the power grid. The generated heat is used for heating purposes. The CHP process operating on
biogas mainly takes place in CHP plants, where the heat energy generated can be applied in a local
heat network. Regarding the energy yield, CHP achieves very good results since the heat which is
generated during the process of power production can also be utilized. CHP has come to play a more
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and more important role in recent years and is especially advisable for edifices and facilities
presenting a high heat demand all year long, such as public swimming pools, factories etc.
Mobility usage:
Biogas upgraded to natural gas quality can be used to fuel natural gas dedicated vehicles. A further
adaptation on the vehicles is not necessary. By feeding biomethane into the grid, it is made available
on a national basis and can be distributed via the existing natural gas station infrastructure. In
comparison to other biofuels, biomethane is to be ranked among the most efficient ones. Per
hectare cropland, a similar mileage can be achieved with biomethane as with biomass-to-liquid (BtL)
fuels of the so-called second generation.
Biogas gas grid feed-in
The feeding of biogas into the natural gas grid is an efficient energy solution, even if the sites in
which the gas is to be applied are far away from the sites at which it is produced. Gas feed-in is
facilitated via a compressor, a device raising the pressure level of the biomethane to that of the gas
in the closed pressurised lines of the grid. Given European regulatory realities, new gas producers
have the opportunity to feed gas into the conventional gas grid. For biogas generators, this
multiplication of the possible number of consumers is attractive. For purposes of injection, however,
the gas must meet the quality specifications of the relevant legal provisions and may only deviate
within the range of these quality standards. Such standards are realised using technologies for
reconditioning gas. Because a non-negligible quantity of energy is necessary for gas compression, the
energy balance and the economic feasibility of the compression and feed-in process must be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Accessory gas / exchange gas. With regard to feeding biomethane
into the natural gas grid, it is necessary to distinguish between exchange gas and accessory
applicagas. The difference lies in the quality of the gases. An exchange gas has the same qualitative
standards as conventional natural gas and can be exchanged in the grid as such. Accessory gas
possesses a composition that is not equivalent to that of the natural gas, and can therefore only be
mixed into the grid beneath a certain threshold. The types of natural gas available in Germany vary
with geography. Similarly, the degree to which biomethane is upgraded depends on the region of its
origin.
Pricing of biogas in case of selling to third party:
Almost half of the biomethane plants commercially fossil indexes refinement of price formulas.
However, agricultural indexes play only a minor role. This makes it clear that the biomethane prices
depend mainly on developments in the fossil fuel markets. Also the fixed inflation remains a popular
price-based formula. This is partly related to the fact that efficient technology for power generation
from alternative sources of energy has been developed only recently but it is partly also related to
limited availability / accessibility to green sources of energy. But the percentage of global energy that
is generated from renewable and environmentally friendly sources of energy is steadily rising also
thanks to biomethane. It provides a stable and efficient source of energy to regions which do not
have the ability to generate power from solar energy, wind power (reference). Biomethane
production requires only collection of organic waste material and construction of biogas plants which
are very simple in technological terms and relatively inexpensive in comparison to other green power
generation facilities of comparable power output.
Political framework for biogas injection in Germany
In context with the implementation of the Integrated Energy and Climate Programme of August 23,
2007 by the German Federal Government, the general conditions for biogas upgrade and feed-in
were reviewed and amended. In the Gas Network Access Ordinance, effective from April 12, 2008, in
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article § 31) the target has been defined: By 2020, 60 billion kWh of biomethane are to be fed into
the gas grid each year and by 2030 100 billion kWh of biomethane each year.
Since upgraded and fed-in biomethane is currently not on a competitive basis with natural gas, the
government employs various measures and support schemes to develop demand in the markets.
Next to its application in the heat market, biomethane is also used for combined heat and power as
well as in natural gas-dedicated vehicles. Due to the diverse stages along the value chain and
different processes, many diverse regulations are employed to promote the injection of biogas in
Germany. The most important ones are highlighted in this chapter.
Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG).
The Renewable Energy Sources Act first became effective on April 1, 2000. The latest amended act
(EEG 2012) came into effect on January 1st, 2012. The main purposes of the EEG are the protection
of our climate, a sustainable energy supply, a minimisation of the economic costs of energy supply,
the protection of fossil resources and the further development of renewable power generation
technologies. In this context, the percentage of renewable energies in power supplies is to be raised
to 30 percent by 2020. To achieve this goal, the EEG gives plants generating power from renewable
energy sources priority to the public power grids. Also, it regulates preferred sales and transmission
as well as a guaranteed feed-in tariff. The feed-in tariff depends on the technology. Next to biomass
(biogas), hydropower, wind power and solar power as well as disposal, sewage and mine gas are
supported.
The tariffs are guaranteed from the beginning of the year in which operations start and for the
following 20 years according to a fixed rate. Plants which start operation later are subject to fewer
tariffs each year according to a certain percentage rate (so-called degression). In the case of biogas,
this amounts to 1 percent. Degression is supposed to encourage plant producers to pass on to the
customer any cost advantages due to technological innovations. Biogas feed-in is supported by the
EEG in the following way: Gas taken from the grid is to be referred to as biomass if the amount of this
gas is the heat equivalent of the amount of biogas which has been fed into the grid in a different
place. The quantities do not have to be balanced continuously at each given point of time, but rather
only at the end of each calendar year. The power produced from this gas taken from the grid is then
compensated for by the EEG. Thus, biomethane can efficiently be used in cogeneration plants, which
are operated in places with a significant heat demand.
Outlook for the next years
The current business and marketing situation for biomethane from the industry players as
"satisfactory" assessment "bad" with a tendency to assessing the future business situation is slightly
positive: The Industry Barometer from dena shows a tendency to "good" the use of biomethane in
cogeneration as EEG is by far the most important sales market for the sector represents in particular,
the direct marketing of EEG 2012 law the players expect new impulses for biomethane. As the largest
obstacle to the increasingly complex regulatory framework for bio methane production and
distribution, is evaluated. Summed up there are carefully optimistic words about the business
prospects and about the market player’s expectations in the market. In addition, the data also
demonstrate the clear engagement biomethane plants owners, the feeding of biogas into the gas
grid to drive continued steady progress and establish biomethane can be used as flexibly to meet the
goal of the energy revolution in Germany's energy mix (Walsh, et. al. 1991).
Regarding the used study, the market players are facing different challenges. The most "economic
market" is a drag on the market players coupled with the often-mentioned challenge to develop
additional cost reductions. As mentioned more problems for the market players the theme of "raw
materials" and the already mentioned are "project development. That the theme of "competition"
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plays only minor role, it can be concluded that this issue could be only for a small group in the value
chain challenge biomethane represents. Conversely, this indicates a relatively stable business of most
actors. To reduce these and other barriers, which transformed in the dena Biogas Partnership
together with the industry working groups (eg to "Biomethane Trade", "Gas Network Access
Ordinance", "acceptance of bio-methane" and "fuel") initiated to know and together the legally
implement the specifications in practice.
The biggest challenges I see in the further development are regarding logistics issues.
With regard to the logistics of biomass energy in particular biogas, one must keep in mind the
energetic and economic barriers that make long distance delivery of feedstock impractical. Because
biomass can only be harvested during certain short periods of the year, these barriers necessitate a
well-planned biomass logistics chain. It is necessary to distinguish between the concepts of
decentralised and central storage: If the areas surrounding biogas facilities already possess the
capacity to hold the biomass that will be needed by a local area during the year, decentralised
storage may be the best approach. In such cases, biomass is delivered to processing facilities on a
continual (“just-in-time”) basis. Through this, a good utilisation of transport materials is achieved,
with remaining dry fermentation feedstock being transported away as back-freight. A downside of
decentralised storage is that personnel costs may run high, since biomass must be delivered more
frequently. A second approach is the central storage of biomass at the biogas facility. Advantages of
this approach include a consistent quality of stored biomass, along with minimal logistical expenses.
These storage facilities may be subject to higher investment costs; however, since new storage
capacity must be created. Nonetheless, savings per tonne of silage are achievable in central storage
sites (relative to decentralised storage facilities) through reductions in silage loss of up to 10 per
cent. The choice of transport methods should be made in consideration for the distance between
energy plant cultivation areas and biogas installations. At short distances, transport with tractors and
other farm equipment is more affordable, because nothing but the biomass itself must be loaded. At
longer distances, shipping via trucks becomes more affordable.
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Abstract
The study is taking the market situation for photovoltaic modules into consideration; running a
quantitative analysis on the module prices over the last there years, propose findings from the data
delivered from PVExchange.com. As the technological standards getting more conventional the
module prices falling significantly also regarding the extreme oversupply, but the guaranteed subsidy
schemes are not downgrading antipodal to the module prices, this fact drives to an overheated
market situation we are currently facing in Germany. In last year’s, photovoltaic cost declines
improved its positions against other renewable sources. PV module but also the whole PV system
costs are dropping dramatically and are attracting greater interest as PV approaches costs
comparable to other peak-generating technologies on the merit order. This trend clearly results
largely from a recent oversupply in the global PV module market, technology and manufacturing
improvements, and improved economies of scale. On the other hand the government incentives were
declining as well. Furthermore, the statement shows the costs of photovoltaics for the households and
electricity users. The key questions is that all households has to pay and the political discussion behind
the new industrial revolution is yet reasonable as the biggest supplier are not any more from
Germany itself, but from the Asian region, as some of the critical voices says: “the subsidy is flowing
out of the country”. The output here will be critically evaluates the situation based on a literature and
press review in order to identify the potential limitations and obstacles of the further growth of the
sector. Until 2012 Germany was the most attractive place for the solar industry regarding the
supportive schemes and legal background (Mendonca, 2007). The German Renewable Energy Sources
Act (EEG) came into effect already in 2000 and has been adapted by many countries around the world
(Lipp, 2007). However, the German solar photovoltaic (PV) development continues to drive the global
PV industry and shows little evidence of slowing down going forward. The market was largely driven
by favourable feed-in tariff (FIT), more than 3800 MW were installed in 2009 and another 4200 MW
in 2010. Initiated by strong regulatory support, the industry is transitioning into a new phase with the
scaling entrance of well-financed industrial power players, utilities, independent power producers and
investors (Deline, 2010). Originating in Germany, a wave of photovoltaic market development activity
is moving through southern Europe into central and Eastern Europe. Approximately 30% of Europe’s
PV capacity was installed outside of Germany in 2009, signalling broader development opportunities.
Key to the expansion is PV technology’s unique and flexible sitting applications, which allow for a
range of rooftop and large-scale, ground-based PV installation opportunities (BSW Solar, 2011).
Keywords: Photovoltaic market, photovoltaic prices, module prices, sustainable growth, feed-in
tariffs, solar industry, renewable energy
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Introduction
Until 2012 Germany was the most attractive place for photovoltaic industry. The supportive schemes
and legal background (Mendonca, 2007) were optimal for over average growth rates in this sector.
The German Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG) which allows this development came into effect
already in 2000 and has been adapted by many countries around the world (Lipp, 2007). However,
the German solar photovoltaic (PV) development continues to drive the global PV industry from the
last decade of the 20th century and shows little evidence of slowing down, and being a local market.
The market in Germany is largely driven by favourable feed-in tariff (FIT). More than 3.8 GW PV
plants were installed in 2009 and another 4.2 GW in 2010 as well as 4.5 GW in 2011. Initiated by
strong regulatory support and efficient PV module production conditions, the industry is transitioning
into a new phase with the scaling entrance of well-financed industrial power players, utilities,
independent power producers and investors (Deline, 2010).
Originating in Germany, the photovoltaic market development activity is moving through southern
Europe into central and Eastern Europe and Asia as well. Approximately 30% of Europe’s PV capacity
was installed outside of Germany in 2009, signalling broader development opportunities. Key to the
expansion is PV technology’s unique and flexible sitting applications, which allow for a range of
rooftop and large-scale, ground-based PV installation opportunities (BSW Solar, 2011).
In last year’s, photovoltaic cost declines improved its positions against other renewable sources. PV
module but also the whole PV system32 costs are dropping dramatically and are attracting greater
interest as PV approaches costs comparable to other peak-generating technologies on the merit
order scale33. This trend clearly results largely from a recent oversupply in the global PV module
market, technology and manufacturing improvements, and improved economies of scale. The
government incentives34 were declining as well, as the market show some overheated tendencies. At
the beginning of the central support, feed-in-tariffs (FIT) have been centrally decided to getting the
German PV sector off the ground, but currently the support scheme changing in their designs to
shape both the size and content of the market going forward. The study shows the main factors for
the recent developments on the market, mainly the continuous price decline. Furthermore, this
article will deliver an outlook on the market for the next few years.
Materials and Methods
The material for the PV module prices are based on the pvmarketresearch.com survey. This service is
collecting and working with over 100 producers and collecting pricing information as well as sold
volumes. The data is used for period from 01.2011 to 01.2013. This means, the pricing data covers
the most important time range for PV price development. This unique granularity giving precise
overview how and which direction the market is developing.
The market for PV modules
As early as the middle of 2010, it was predicted that 2011 would see oversupply by capacity, and
suppliers were under pressure to sell their products; but still the capacity expansions continued and
production lines delivered more modules causing inventory levels. The industry was still in expansion
after invested large amounts of cheap state credits mainly in China of 2010 trying to keep capacity up
with demand.
Since the year 2011 photovoltaic module prices are in free fall for most of the year as table 1 shows.
The simple facts shows that the demand in Europe stopped abruptly in early 2011 caused largely by
32

PV System includes: photovoltaic modules, inverters, cables, mounting system
Merit order: This is an order where different power producing technologies comparing to each other. The
only comparative point is the production cost of one kWh power.
34
Feed-in-tariffs: direct subsidy for buying photovoltaic components. In Germany feed in tariff, in Hungary
existing both systems.
33
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the cancellation of Italy’s feed in tariff, but Chinese production capacity expansions continued
uninterrupted. The result was - whilst modules could easily be sold at almost any price in 2010 – that
the market rapidly became very competitive. As Asiatic modules flooding the markets, which are in
very little to differentiating one from the other35, unsurprisingly that competition naturally came
down to price. Many market players, mostly European producers were surprised though at just how
low prices went. The prices for crystalline technology at the end of 2011 were 45% lower than they
had been at the end of 2010, exceeding even the most aggressive forecast for price reductions.
In 2011 the demand for PV modules were grown by at least 20%. From September 2011, PV
component suppliers were still saying that “there is no way installations will go past 20 GW - it’s
going to be more like 16 GW”. The installations in fact exceeded even our predictions and more than
26 GW of PV was installed in 2011. But, the prices were falling continuously during the year (see
Table 1).

Figure 1.: Price development for different type of PV modules from Jan 2011 to Jan 2013
There are two key reasons why the prices falling.
Firstly, a 30% increase in demand is a somewhat modest increase in comparison to the capacity
expansions executed by the majority of suppliers, who looked to double their capacities and
production during the year. Many suppliers were still able to grow their shipments in 2011 and 2012,
but not by enough to stop their newly installed production equipment from remaining expensively
underutilised or their stock levels from growing rapidly. Whilst demand for modules was growing, in
comparison to 2010’s high growth rates were not reached.
Secondly, although full-year shipments and installations grew considerably much of the demand
came towards the end of the year. The background of this was as upon described feed in tariff cuts.
In fact, nearly 40% of installations happened in the last quarter. This was the background that the
relatively weak demand in the first half of the year led to high inventory levels and collapsing prices.
Many suppliers sold at a loss, holding out for the better times to return or minimise their losses. The
fiercely competitive pricing seen throughout 2011 meant that industry revenues actually declined by
around 15% for PV modules. More modules were produced, more modules were shipped and
installed; but the supplier companies made less revenue of them.

35

190 Mono and 220 Poly modules are the most common types of products every producer offers.
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Costs declining as well but the prices falling faster
It is easy to see that to significantly reduce prices, there is a further need to significantly reduce the
costs structures as well, and this was certainly not the case, especially German and other European
companies has significant problems to put personal costs in the production and sales under pressure.
On the other hand not even the Asian suppliers were able to reduce their cost structures at the same
rate as their prices and margins throughout the industry have certainly felt the consequences.
Average gross-margins for crystalline PV module suppliers have fallen into the single-digits, having
been in the high twenties a year ago36.
For crystalline module manufacturers, the biggest difficulty in reducing costs lies in the comparatively
stubborn pricing of polysilicon. It was reported regarding polysilicon prices that they are declining
rapidly and reaching record lows, particularly in the second half of 2011, the reality is that the silicon
being offered at these low prices is from lower-tier suppliers and sold on the spot market37. As the
majority of PV-grade silicon is supplied under long-term contracts, fluctuations in spot pricing have
only a small effect on the actual average price that suppliers are buying polysilicon.
How can the market come to balanced position? With incentive levels likely to be pared back
considerably in 2012, module suppliers’ cost structures remain inflexible regarding long-term
polysilicon prices, and future cost reduction are understandably dependent on the silicon prices. This
was happening in 2012, especially given that the capacity expansions of Tier-138 suppliers (originally
put in motion several years ago) those are due to come online during the year 2012. Tier-1 capacity
for polysilicon is predicted to reach close to 300,000 million tonnes in 2012, enough to serve over 40
gigawatts of installations; yet installations are forecast to be broadly flat at 26-28 gigawatts. With
Tier-1 polysilicon capacity alone enough to serve the entire market, and suppliers costs are reaching
close to 20 $/kg (in 2010 this price were at 40 $/kg), things are likely to get a lot more competitive for
the big polysilicon players, which will create some much needed breathing room back to downstream
manufacturers’ cost structures (see Table 2.).
With impending polysilicon price drops likely, many suppliers have begun accepting penalty charges
for cancelling long-term supply contracts in order to purchase polysilicon, wafers and cells on the
spot market instead, or renegotiate new contracts.
Looking back at 2011, there are certain similarities that can be drawn to 2009 (changes in
government subsidies causing a sharp slowdown in demand occurs over supply occurs falling prices,
at the end this was driven to a strong end to the year business. Many publications states that the
market was surprised that photovoltaic installations grew.

36

See the table nr. 1 for details
The polysilicon market is to describe as a poly-pole market with some big producers, where the customers
are price takers. This means, if the production technology is getting more efficient, the producers are able
to lower the prices. This was not the case during the first period until 2010, but from 2011 the silicon
producers were under pressures by the module producers.
38
Tier 1 producers are the first league of silicon producers, their capacities, technology and prices can be seen
as benchmark
37
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Figure 2. The raw material, polysilicon prices in overview
Outlook for the next three years
Predictions in the photovoltaics industry is challenging. This statement is based on the uncertainty of
the politics in Europe, but also in Asia, the market participants’ expectations and the power market
prices. Whilst every effort can be made to include every possible outcome or variable, an
unpredictable political decision like in Germany recently or better-than-expected weather in 2011 in
Germany can make a big difference. It looks like that the new legislative will drives to the fact that
installations in EMEA39 region will decline further after a end of the “gate closure” end of 2011
beginning 2012. This, coupled with the production capacities that have been ramped to their
maximum in order to serve the strong demand, is forecast to quickly reverse the current imbalance
between supply and demand, and average PV module prices are forecast to commence their
downward trend once again.40 The fact, that many of the market participants planning new
capacities, not only in PV modules but also other components, the whole system prices will be lower
as ever expected. The power market prices are under pressure. The newly installed PV plants
(smaller home installations and the PV power plants) making the power market41 unstable. While at a
sunny day power market prices are around 15 Euro per megawatt, under cloudy and snowy weather
conditions the power prices can reach 100 Euro per megawatt hour. But, also negative power prices
are possible and also many times seen in Germany while a sunny and also windy days. This fact
makes the power market unstable and unpredictable, which fact makes investment decisions very
complicated.
The recent steps in the US and in Europe seem to drive the market and the module prices again up.
Both governments started to register for taxation purposes the photovoltaic components, mainly the
here mentioned and described central parts the modules. In the US, Asian producers have to pay up
to 60% taxes on their products. The amount of tax is depending on the subsidy, they receiving from
the central government in Asia. In the US it is not to problematic, as the installations are made in
39

Europe and Middle East region.
based on the PV Research numbers.
41
In Germany, France, Swiss and Austria the power will be traded on the Eureopean Power Exchange, EEX
40
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rural areas, mainly deserts, where the land is for almost free of charge and the radiation is two times
higher as in Germany. In the EU, the first step to a regulated market has been made. All modules
originated from Asia, mainly from China are to register. This is the first step for proper taxations.
There are plans to put taxes immediately on Chinese products, if they setting the market further
under pressure. From the author view this would be the end of the successful story of photovoltaics
in Europe. With more than 10% taxes, the current feed in tariff is not more worth to invest in this
sector. Also in other EU countries like Hungary the development of the solar sector is grow weaker as
the legislative not giving stable signals for longer period investments. As PV plants running over 20
years, the government needs to set long running programs without any interruptions to support this
kind of industry.
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Abstract
This paper presents an integrated DPSIR (Driving Forces – Pressures – State – Impacts – Responses)
framework in the field of biodiversity and ecosystem services research. Today, biodiversity (or
biological diversity) loss is one of the most significant environmental problems on Earth. Beside its
direct impacts on ecosystem, it threatens humanity, too. A change in the state of basic ecosystem
services (supporting, provisioning, regulating and cultural services) also means a constantly growing
threat to our planet. Our study on the integrated DPSIR framework is based on these interactions and
scientific statements to create a more comprehensive viewpoint. We highlight an environmentalrelated response as an extension to the elements of the framework, which could enable a more
efficient decision-making on a basis of broader information, with positive effects on all of the
dimensions of sustainability.
Introduction
Nowadays, human development strongly influences our local and global environment, causing
several problems for ecosystems and humanity too. To understand, explore and solve these
problems it is essential to develop comprehensive models, frameworks and policies. One of these
frameworks is called DPSIR that enables to create a more sustainable functioning of society and
economy. The DPSIR (Driving forces – Pressures – States – Impacts – Responses) is a comprehensive
framework (or model) which can provide analytical results on the cause-effects relationships
between environment and socio-economic processes. The model was developed by OECD
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) in order to create a set of indicators to
support decision-making. Environmental related application of DPSIR was started by the EEA
(European Environment Agency) during the 1990s. Many environmental research and analysis were
carried out by this model, ranging from a regional-level to global-scale (Tscherning et al., 2011). It is
useful to evaluate negatives trends in biodiversity and ecosystem services, linked to human activity
and antropogenic impacts. Consequently, the basic view of sustainability or sustainable development
is concerned by the model. However, there are some shortages during its use that destruct the
model’s efficiency. The elimination of these shortages could lead to a better decision-making and to
a more sustainable world.
Extension of DPSIR
The DPSIR scheme is suitable for information structuring and helps to identify important relations as
well as to create an overview or an understanding for a problem. However it has some weaknesses
too, for example in encompassing multi-level and multi-dimensional relationships of environmental
problems (Ness et al., 2010). Several researchers have argued for and against the model so far. The
criticism of DPSIR is not the aim of this paper. We accept the framework and its usefulness; however
we are going to point out that an integrated aspect of DPSIR would be advantageous for its future
use. Our concept itself is based on some studies and our own remarks too, proven with recent use of
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the model. As we mentioned above, extensions for DPSIR have been already made in numerous
studies. For example, Rounsevell et al. (2010) used the DPSIR for investigation of complex dynamics
of environmental change drivers which have influences on different ecosystem services and societal
responses. They propose some modifications that could help ecosystem service assessments. Atkins
et al. (2011) have integrated ecosystem services and social benefits with the DPSIR scheme and The
Ecosystem Approach in order to provide an integrated model. They drew up a multiple interaction
concept within the framework. To indicate the complexity of environmental systems they proposed a
framework requiring multiple DPSIR cycles with the integration of natural changes coming outside
the evaluated system’s boundary. The model of Ness et al. (2010) is based on a comprehensive and
hierarchical approach, combined with DPSIR scheme creating a “system of nested spatial domains”.
This scheme helps to create a system to understand and to manage the problem’s complexity. Mangi
et al. (2007) utilize a DPSIR framework in which they clearly separate social and environmental
changes, and indicate the effects of nature’s externally variability on environmental change. The
common point of these studies is an extended view for environmental state changes, such as an
external environmental response. On the basis this and our experiences we recommend the use of
an extended DPSIR framework presented in the followings.
Discussion of the concept
Our recommendation for DPSIR is an extended integration of different sustainable aspects in the
framework in particular in the sense of environmental level. The use of the framework appears in
GEO4 and GEO5 report (Global Environmental Outlook) of UNEP. This report is partially based on
DPSIR with this mentioned extension. In further parts of this section we will discuss this integrated
approach to conclude our personal remarks as the GEO5 DPSIR conceptual framework is a multi-level
model which provides diverse information on environmental and socio-economic processes.

Figure 1: The DPSIR conceptual framework (based on UNEP (2012) GEO5 report)
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In the first instance it is important to note that the elements of the model are separated in two
different parts: human society and environment. Of course, this type of separation is important,
because human-related demands cause different changes in the environment followed by also
societal responses and reactions. The demand for human needs and development put direct and
indirect pressures in one hand on human society, and in the other hand major pressures on the
environment. Beside these human interventions and environmental effects (for example land use)
generated by different socio-economic processes, it is essential that numerous natural effects exist
causing environmental impacts and changes such as changes in the state of biodiversity. These
processes change the composition and the size of natural capital causing different impacts.
Furthermore, the change of environmental states generates responses on the environment itself that
we call environmental feedback (Figure 1.). Human well-being, demographic, social and
environmental factors could then be changed dramatically by the caused impacts. Linkages exist
between drivers and impacts too, creating a closed scheme. Finally, human society has several
responses on the different elements of the model and on environmental challenges. In our opinion,
deeper consideration of the environmental feedback could be more emphasized during the use of
the model.
As DPSIR framework is usable to analyze pressures on biodiversity and to inform decision-makers to
develop conservation strategies (Spangenberg et al., 2009) and moreover biodiversity and ecosystem
services and benefits have an important role in attaining Millennium Development Goals (UN, 2012),
our consideration could be told important for sustainability. The applied framework shows that
biodiversity is affected by multiple drivers that mean growing pressures on biodiversity, such as
habitat loss or alien invasive species. For habitat loss for example, agricultural production, the
demand for biofuels or fragmentation threaten the biodiversity and as a consequence ecosystem
services too. These elements affect the decline of genetic diversity and deteriorate populations,
species and ecosystems, causing marginal problems to people, principally for poor people as they are
often dependent on local ecosystems. As biodiversity and ecosystem services provide basic
constituents of human well-being the conservation of them is essential (UNEP, 2012). For human
well-being, DPSIR could provide further benefits. Svarstad et al. (2008) argue that DPSIR has
potentials for expanding the model to incorporate with certain social and economics concerns. Our
economy and society also depend on the state of biodiversity and ecosystem services as these
factors provide the mentioned human well-being. Therefore, it is essential to preserve these complex
systems to provide security, health, social relations or basic materials for good life (SCBD, 2009). For
this preservation, there are several human-related responses to biodiversity loss or the changes of
ecosystems´ states such as the management of invasive species, wildlife conservation, etc. Beside
these ones, environmental responses to state changes generated by human pressures. Ignoring these
kinds of responses and synergistic effects could lead to a late human-response that is unable to solve
the environmental problem. In order to avoid that, it is important to consider all adjunct trends and
develop an integrated response. Well, a number of the studies using DPSIR count on these effects,
but it is not yet stated in an unequivocal way. Models like this already exist too, such as the IPCC’s
conceptual framework or the discussed UNEP DPSIR, which expands the relation of environment and
human well-being and the interactions between environmental and socio-economical factors (Ash et
al., 2010). This brings the sustainable development into prominence during the use of the
framework. That is why we highlight the extension of the consideration of environmental feedbacks
to the model, what means the integration of a environmental-related response element within the
framework. Sustainability, a more efficient conservation of ecosystem services and biodiversity and
decision-making requires this step and the realization of it into practice.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed for the necessity of DPSIR use in environmental-related research and
policy-making, explored the main relations between human society and environment. We proposed
an extension for the framework, namely a broader view in environmental related responses to the
states and trends en nature and natural capital. If integration could be achieved among different
levels and parts of our global system it would create a more efficient decision making that could take
the multiple and synergistic effects into account responding to environmental challenges in time.
Furthermore, we justified the importance of environment as well as ecosystem services and
biodiversity for human well-being including changes and effects inside these systems. With these
considerations, socio-economic sustainability and environmental sustainability could be much more
feasible. For these reasons, comprehensive and integrated view of environmental problems, with the
aid of an extended DPSIR framework leads to a more sustainable world and creates a sustainable
legacy for next generations.
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Abstract
Extreme events, closely connected to the global climate changes, are among the most serious risks in
the world. In developing countries extreme events cause setbacks to economic growth and social
development, jeopardizing the sustainable development. Extreme events in the Republic of Serbia (RS)
represent the most significant risk in implementation of its sustainable development, especially in the
northern part, Vojvodina. This paper presents limitations of Serbian government to provide sufficient
budget for emergency services and for other activities in the process of reducing disaster risks. The
hypothesis of this article is: Is the threat of extreme event recognised among policy makers, and how
to convince them to provide adequate funds in the national budget, and also funds for budgets of
local self governments which would be sufficient for the prevention and mitigation measures?
Authors include the analyses of the budgets of local self government following parameters like: size of
the municipality/city; the level of resources allocated by affected municipalities in relation to
municipalities that have not been affected by the disaster; types of existing hazards; level of economic
development of municipality/city and percentage of total funding commitment of some
municipalities. Serbian public still does not have the opportunity to participate in the process of
creating national budget, neither of budgets in local self-governments. The main goals of this paper
are to initiate public discussion on necessary budget, needed for mitigation measures after extreme
events, as a serious risk to the concept of sustainable development and involvement of all interested
parties in creating specific donor programs for communities affected by extreme events. The
methodology used in this article is usual for social researchers: historical analysis, comparative
analysis and data analysis. It allows authors to use various documents from electronic databases,
books, scientific journals, official documents and positive practice from international communities. All
data were arranged and used for the purpose of achieving article’s objectives. The paper shows that
Serbia still lacks in adequate policy which enables local self government troughout Serbia to
strengthen and increase the financial capacity for timely response to any kind of emergency.
Conclusion remarks review actions that should be implemented in Serbia in order to strengthen the
nation’s ability to prevent, prepare, respond to and mitigate short or long term consequences which
might be caused by extreme weather events. These remarks could be helpful for policy makers in a
process of preparing and adapting Budget proposal for Serbian Parliament and in local selfgovernment in their future efforts to provide all necessary conditions in improving the response to
extreme events. Projecting appropriate budget, in regard to its own needs, threats and opportunities,
Serbia could increase its security and strengthen national resilience. Therefore, performing those
activities Serbia could improve its position, set by the last World Risk Report (2012), as one of the
most risky country in the region.
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Introduction
The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ICDR) defines natural hazards as
natural process or phenomenon that may cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property
damage, loss of livelihood and services, social and economic disruption, or environmental damage.42
Each year, governments all over the world provide large amounts of aid to regions affected by
natural hazards. Extreme weather events closely connected to the current global climate changes are
among the most serious risks globally. In developing countries extreme events cause setbacks to
economy and social development. Emergency service and other stakeholders need access to the
most accurate and timely information that is available to help them respond to these extreme
events.
The paper reveals global climate changes and extreme events as one of the most pressing
environmental, economic, political, and social issues in the Republic of Serbia (RS). Economic losses
associated with natural hazards are increasing exponentially in developing countries, where local
risk-transfer markets are generally weak.(Andersen, 2003). Hence, natural catastrophes have
devastating socioeconomic consequences when they strike populated areas in less developed
economies, where they are bound to have adverse impacts on the global competitiveness of exposed
countries. Under the current circumstances RS can be recognised as one of those countries. This
paper discusses limitations of Serbian government to provide sufficient budget for emergency
services and for other activities in the process of reducing risks. The hypothesis of this article is: Is the
threat of extreme weather event recognised among policy makers, and how to convince them to
provide adequate funds in the national budget, and also funds for budgets of local self-governments
which would be sufficient for the prevention and mitigation measures? The first chapter is devoted
to presentation from a global to the local view on natural disasters and extreme weather event risks.
Second chapter discusses state of RS in the context of mitigation of natural hazards and extreme
weather event as its part, an overview of the budget for 10 municipalities, considering emergency
situations.
The main goals of this paper are to initiate public discussion on necessary budget needed for
mitigation measures after extreme weather events, as a serious risk to the concept of sustainable
development and involvement of all interested parties in creating specific donor programs for
communities affected by extreme events. The methodology used in this article is usual for social
researchers: historical analysis, comparative analysis and data analysis. It allows authors to use
various documents from electronic databases, books, scientific journals, official documents and
positive practice from international communities. All data were arranged and used for the purpose of
achieving article’s objectives.
The conclusion shows that Serbia still lacks in adequate policy which enables local self-government
throughout Serbia to strengthen and increase the financial capacity for timely and adequate
response to extreme weather events.
From global to local view on extreme event risks
The necessity and significance of natural hazards risk management and building capacities for
fighting against their consequences are currently urgent topics. The academic community takes an
active part and offers assistance with determination of patterns, predicting effects and consequences
of climate changes. However, the unpredictability and inability of precise determination of natural
hazard intensity are still high.
During the year of 2011, there were 367 natural disasters, causing unprecedented damage in the
amount of $363.99 billion. This is $234.19 billion more than in the previous year, which had 441
natural disasters. Year 2012 had an amount of $44.61 billion in total damages which were caused by
260 natural hazards. Table 1 – Economic losses caused by natural disasters worldwide from 2010 to
42

United Nation International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
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2012 shows that damages caused by earthquakes were $279.55 billion, and accounted for 51.92% of
total economic losses. Floods followed in terms of economic losses with $ 128.85 billion for the
period of last three years, and accounted for 23.93% of the total losses.
Table 1: Economic losses caused by natural disasters worldwide from 2010 to 2012 (in $bn)
Drought Earthquake
Extreme
Flood
Storm
Wildfire
Total
(seismic activity)
temperature
2010 3,88
47.30
0.40
48.03
28.12
2.07
129.80
2011 8.14
230.30
0.78
70.76
50.87
3.14
363.99
2012 1.23
1.95
0.13
10.06
31.24
44.61
Total 13.25
279.55
1.31
128.85
110.23
5.21
538.4
Source: "EM-DAT: The OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database; www.emdat.be - Université
Catholique de Louvain - Brussels - Belgium" (authors original work based on data source)
Due to potential and unpredictable damage which can be caused by occurrence of natural disasters,
countries need to build and improve the resistance of their society and provide condition for
implementation of accepted concept of sustainable development. There are many preventive actions
which the government can take in order to mitigate damages caused by unpredictable risks.
Although building defence mechanisms and capacities which can adapt to disasters is a start, it can
never be fully prepared to anticipate all damage that can occur due to the unpredictable risks,
especially those with a small probability of occurrence.
Extreme events in South Eastern Europe region
In South Eastern Europe (SEE) natural disasters cause substantial damages, however, due to the
political and economic situation, risk reduction is not always satisfactory. Considering that the
second wave of the global financial crises is still on-going, creating the conditions for sustainable
economics requires the implementation of government policies able to ensure the the mitigation of
consequences caused with extreme weaher events. Countries in SEE are exposed to a variety of
natural hazards and the impact of such hazards pose potentially devastating social and economic
impacts. Over the past decade, there were few important projects performed in support of
strengthening disaster risk reduction actions across SEE. The South Eastern Europe Disaster Risk
Mitigation and Adaptation Programme (SEEDRMAP) is the most influential on-going programme
aimed at the development and strengthening of national capacities. This programme contains three
components, but for the purpose of this paper, the authors focused mostly on the third component:
Financing disaster loss reconstruction and recovery and the provision of insurance and risk transfer
mechanisms and tools. 43
The author’s intention to present a clear picture of the current state of risks is followed with a brief
analysis of data from World Risk Report 2012 for selected countries.

43

WB (2011), South East Europe and Caucasus Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (Serbia and Macedonia)
http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64283627&piPK=73230&theSitePK=40941&menuP
K=228424&Projectid=P110910
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Table 2: Indicators and the amount of World Risk Index for selected countries
Lack of Lack of
Ran Susceptibilit coping
adaptive Vulnerabilit Exposur
Country
k
y
capacitie capacitie y
e
s
s
Albania
38.
20.73%
74.67%
45.26%
46.89%
21.25%
Serbia
66.
18.77%
68.33%
40.46%
42.52%
18.05%
Greece
72.
16.55%
52.27%
35.67%
34.83%
21.11%
Romania
82.
22.06%
63.95%
42.95%
42.99%
15.77%
Bosnia and
Herzegovin 86.
19.47%
73.88%
48.58%
47.31%
14.02%
a
FRY
95.
20.66%
66.13%
43.63%
43.47%
14.38%
Macedonia
Hungary
102. 16.18%
55.28%
41.38%
37.61%
15.61%
Bulgaria
118. 16.90%
59.31%
41.11%
39.11%
11.66%
Croatia
123. 17.16%
59.65%
36.39%
37.73%
11.53%
Slovenia
132. 14.23%
51.36%
33.00%
32.86%
11.59%
Source: World Risk Report 2012 (authors original work based on data source)

WorldRiskInde
x
9.96%
7.67%
7.35%
6.78%
6.63%
6.25%
5.87%
4.56%
4.35%
3.81%

The World Risk Index incorporates exposure and vulnerability (susceptibility, coping and adaptive
capacities) to natural hazards and provides an indicator of the probability of being affected by one.
The vulnerability for a country is an arithmetic average of susceptibility, coping and adaptive
capacities. And when vulnerability is multiplied with exposure indicator, World Risk Index is the
result. The table shows that, from the selected set of countries, the highest possibility of being
affected by natural hazards is Albania, followed by Serbia and Greece. The country that is most
vulnerable to natural hazards is Bosnia and Herzegovina, as it has the worst capacity for long-term
strategies and social change, high lack of capacity to reduce negative consequences during a disaster
and a high likelihood of suffering harm. Serbia holds a firm second place in our selected set of
countries, with high values of both exposure and vulnerability indicators, thus putting it in 66th place
out of 173 countries included in the World Risk Index overview.
Current situation in Serbia
In 2009 the Sector of Emergency Management (SEM) was established in the Republic of Serbia (RS).
Its central mission is to protect and rescue citizens, material and cultural property and the
environment in emergency situations(Karabasil and Radovid, 2010). Therefore, the protection and
safety are not only the task for SEM; but it is a task for the entire Serbian society.
The Sector for Emergency Management of the Ministry of the Interior actively participates in the
initiatives and activities of regional and international organizations in the field of emergency
situations and crisis management. Serbia was active in the promotion of cooperation within the
South East European Cooperation Process (SEECP). During its Chairmanship of SEECP 2011-2012, the
RS paid considerable attention to the promotion of regional cooperation in the fields of
environmental protection, prevention and elimination of the consequences of all types of disasters.44
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Serbian Government (2012), Serbian priorities in the South East European Cooperation Process (SEECP), from

http://www.mfa.gov.rs/Policy/Priorities/seecp/PRIORITIES.SEECP%202011%2011.07.11.pdf
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Serbia was faced with enormous consequences from extreme weather events in 2012. The first, in
February affected the whole country due to extreme cold and heavy snow, and following that, the
summer months saw the longest period in history without rain and extremely high temperatures. In
all those events agriculture suffered enormous losses which had to be determined.
It is important to mention the current Law on Emergency of the Republic of Serbia (Law on E/S),
(Serbian Government, 2009), which encompasses the guidelines and proposals of the United Nations
International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction (United Nation [UN], 2005). In the Law on E/S of
Serbia extreme weather events are not clearly defined, it is just a part of numerous events.45
This law provides only descriptive definition, without actual climatic parameters and measures for
the protection of the health and life of the citizens, and so on corporative sector. The tradition has
been continued because more than two decades ago Serbia used the Law on protection from
elementary and major disasters46 (Serbian Government, 1989), which also did not have clear
paragraph which regulates the limit when the extremely high air temperature becomes the harmful
event.
International Panel for Climate Change defines “extreme weather event” as “a rare event concerning
its statistical distribution on a certain spot.” Some authors define it like “extreme climatic event” and
it presents:” average number of weather events in certain period of time, when that average value is
itself extreme.”
Professor Anđelkovid explained that “under climatic extremes we consider not only the extremes of
the atmospheric events in narrow sense, but also the consequences of climatic processes, including
the seasons of their occurrence and extremes of the parameters of climatic elements” (Anđelkovid,
2010). The classification which he suggested is shown the following: extreme climatic events are
high and low temperatures, intense precipitation, hail, frost, strong wind and others; extreme
climatic seasons are drought, flood seasons, heat waves, cold waves and others; extreme climatic
consequences are fires, avalanches erosions epidemics, spreading of noxious species and other.
For all mentioned above it is clear that Serbia needs a precise definition of extreme weather events
like a first step which leads to its adequate response. Stakeholders should have in mind that at any
moment a severe weather event could be experienced with consequences that might have been
avoided if we were adequately prepared. (Radovid and Kekovid, 2012)
The Sustainable development Strategy for Serbia47 identifies a need for an action plan for the
adaptation of economic sectors to climate change. Many laws are put into force like the Law on
Meteorological and Hydrological activity48. This law regulates the authority of the Republic Hydro
Meteorological Service of Serbia (RHMSS), as a National Hydro Meteorological Service. This activity
related to the authority of RHMSS in regional disaster risk reduction activities such as South East
Europe Disaster Risk Reduction Strategy (United Nation Development Program [UNDP], 2011) and is
in full compliance with the Law on E/S. The Hydro Meteorological system for early warning is
designed to be represented as an integral part of the national protection and rescue system.
Analysis of Serbian budget for extreme weather events and other types of natural disasters
The government in Serbia has very limited financial capacity to assist citizens in regaining the assets
and the productive capacity destroyed by natural disasters. Serbia has faced the biggest budget
deficit in history, without any agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Therefore, it is
not able in current circumstances to implement the Serbian post-crisis economic growth and
development model 2011-2020, adopted in Belgrade in August 2010. The situation is especially
critical in the area of mitigation of consequences caused by extreme events. Many times the Serbian
45

The Law on Emergency Situations, article 8, paragraph 1, item 3
Official Gazette of the Republic of SRS, No. 20/77, 52/89
47
Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 111/09
48
Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 88/10
46
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Government was not able to provide necessary help to jeopardized populations due to financial
constraints.
The Law on the Budget System of the Republic of Serbia represents one of the most significant
system Laws, and governs the area of public finance management in the entire country. Due to that
Law, every year the Government plans some financial resources for economic classification 160,
number 484 for reimbursement for damage and injury caused by impacts of emergencies. In the Law
on the Budget system for 2010, and 2011, the amount was only 50 mil. RSD. In Law on the Budget
System for 2012 situation was exactly the same despite the quadrupled damage in 2011 in relation
with 2010. Yet, in 2013 this amount was doubled.

Figure 1: Damage reimbursement for injuries or damages caused by natural disasters or other causes
(mil RSD) - Source: The Law on the Budget System of the Republic of Serbia
By the Law on financing local authorities, which is in effect from 2006, it is anticipated that the
transfers from the republic budget to the local authorities is 1,7 % of GDP. Because of economic crisis
in 2009 and in 2010 these transfers were reduced in half. What is also important is that the law
allows municipalities to designate the funds for emergencies in their own budgets.
For the purpose of this article, from the data selected from PPES program49 10 municipalities were
analyzed. The first five municipalities are the biggest in the dataset, and the second five are the
smallest.

49

The Preparedness, Planning and Economic Security Program (PPES) is a five-year effort funded by the Unites
States Agency for International Development (USAID) and implemented by DAI in Serbia organized in two
components: Preparedness and planning (PP) and Economic security.
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Table 3: Overview of selected municipalities in
number of citizens
Level
of
Municipality Size
of development
municipality 50 (1-the best, 3the worse)
Niš
big
2
Kragujevac
big
1
Leskovac
big
2
Subotica
big
1
Zrenjanin
big
2
Nova Varoš
small
3
Dimitrovgrad small
3
Golubac
small
2
Sokobanja
small
1
Vladičin Han small
3

terms of size, level of development, threats and

Potential or Experienced/no
resent threats experienced

Number
citizens

floods
hail
floods
not defined
floods
not defined
not defined
floods
fires
landslides

250.518
175.802
155.802
150.534
132.051
10.335
9.913
9.913
8.407
8.338

Table 4: Budgetary Review for selected municipalities for 2011
Approve Dedicated funds
d total
For Civil
Municipali
for flood
budget
for
protectio
ty
consequen
in 2011 preventi
n
HQ
ces
(.000
on
functioni
mitigation
RSD)
ng
8.731.04 32.000.0
Niš
0,00
0,00
6
00
7.605.64
Kragujevac
550.000 0,00
0,00
6
2.894.16
Leskovac
0,00
0,00
0,00
6
5.422.33
Subotica
0,00
800.000
0,00
0
5.705.55
Zrenjanin
0,00
0,00
600.000
3
Nova
622.995 0,00
0,00
0,00
Varoš
Dimitrovgr 376.612,
0,00
0,00
0,00
ad
15
Golubac
136.609 0,00
0,00
0,00
363.553,
Sokobanja
100.000 0,00
0,00
9
Vladičin
331.296 0,00
0,00
0,00
Han

50

no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no

of

Permane
nt
budget
reserves
(.000
RSD)

din
per
capit
a

Hail
protecti
on

Fires

0,00

0,00

5.000

50,50

0,00

100.0
00

20.000

117,4
6

1.400.0
00

0,00

8.000

60,33

0,00

0,00

10.000

71,74

0,00

0,00

2.000

19,69

0,00

0,00

1.500

0,00
400.000
0,00
0,00

150.0
00
0,00
50.00
0
0,00

300

145,1
4
166,4
5
70,61

300

53,53

1.000

119,9
3

1.500

small-less than 20.000 citizens, big-more than 100.000 citizens
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From the budgetary review in Table 4 for the first five (big) municipalities, average total budget for
2011 was 6.071.748.200 RSD. For emergency situations average budget was 15.980.110, which
represents 0,26% of the average total budget. Average budget for emergency situations per capita
was 63,94 RSD.
Situation in the second group of municipalities (small) is similar. Average total budget was
366.213.211,2 RSD, and for emergency situations only 1.060.000 RSD, which is 0,29% of the average
total budget. Average budget for emergency situations per capita was 111,1 RSD.
Even though the difference between size of municipalities are substantial, in our sample the
percentage of budget for emergency situations in total budget is almost the same. The difference is
visible when average budget for emergency situations per capita is observed, because small
municipalities have bigger budget per capita for 47,16 RSD.
Having in mind economic situation in the Republic of Serbia it is obvious that capacities of
adaptation which depend of social wealth and of the presence of satisfactory health and educational
structure of the inhabitants (Portney and Stavins, 2000) are obviously low, which points out the
urgent need for their strengthening.
Conclusion
The world should be adapted to climate changes, and so should Serbia. In Serbia, impacts of extreme
weather event present a major environmental challenge, posing threats but also providing
opportunities for future sustainable development. In any level of government, money equals people,
people equal work and work equal results. A proper budget is a base for all activities. The Serbian
policy makers have to adapt the budget after accessing the real and present opportunities threat that
Serbia is facing. Given the fact that the response on extreme weather events can mean the difference
between sustainable development or suffering long term consequences from it, the concern about
funding actions for emergency services in this area in future is legitimate. The facts about budgeting
emergency services in Serbia are useful for projecting adequate budget for all, in regard to their own
needs, threats and opportunities, and right on equal security level. We have to learn lesson from the
past. As Churchill said once: The further backward you can look, the further forward you are likely to
see. Despite all circumstances in its economy, Serbia has to move forward to the next level of
implementation of sustainable development trying to avoid the losses caused with extreme weather
events.
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Abstract
The aim of the research entitled “Sustainability through adaptation of Bulgarian economic and
environmental policy to climate change in the region” is to analyze the measures that have been
undertaken so far in the domain of economic and environmental policy in order to adapt to climate
change, s well as questioning the measures that are planned for the future. Our goal is to give an
answer to the question of whether these measures are efficient enough to tackle the negative
impacts of climate change in the region. The research analyzes Bulgarian economic and
environmental policy in the domain of climate change adaptation. The research also examines
recommendations and requirements on the behalf of international institutions for tackling climate
change within the territory of Bulgaria and analyzes to what extent Bulgarian authorities have
adopted and implemented these measures. The results of the research prove that the Bulgarian
authorities have already missed the opportunity to efficiently adapt national policies to some climate
changes that have already taken place in the region and that the planned future adaptations are
insufficient. This lack of action has two main impacts on the macro and micro level: difficulties for
local businesses (micro level) and losses to the economy as a whole (macro level). The non-adaptation
of climate change policy impacts local businesses in a negative way. In order to pursue sustainable
development businesses are forced to search for measures to independently tackle the climate
change impacts to their activity, without help from the State. Climate change impacts the
environment and also the economy of a given state by influencing the development of agriculture,
foresting, tourism and other economic sectors. This is the reason why adaptation measures that have
not been implemented or have been implemented inefficiently represent a potential loss for the
Bulgarian economy due to the non-adaptation to climate change. The research analyzes the potential
losses to the Bulgarian economy due to the lack of sufficient adaptation to climate change. The
research also explores planned adaptation measures for the future and gives recommendations on
how to improve these measures in order to support local communities in their efforts to adapt to a
global phenomenon such as climate change.
Introduction
The aim of the research is to analyze the measures that have been undertaken so far in the domain
of economic and environmental policy in order to adapt to climate change and the measures that are
planned for the future and to give an answer to the question if they are efficient enough to tackle the
negative impacts from climate change in the region.
The research analyzes Bulgarian economic and environmental policy in the domain of climate change
adaptation. The research examines also recommendations and requirements on the behalf of
international institutions for tackling climate change on the territory of Bulgaria and analyzes to what
extent Bulgarian authorities have adopted and implemented these measures
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Material and methods
Adaptation
In order to present the research that was made, the term adaptation will first be defined.
Adaptation is the process that occurs when and if the adaptability skill is present. In broad sense,
adaptability is the ability of a given organism to modify itself or its reactions according to changes in
circumstances
or
the
environment
(Business
dictionary,
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/adaptability.html). Adaptability shows the capacity of
a organism to learn from its experience and this places him/her in a better position in relation to its
competitors. Barry Smith and Johana Wandel (Smit and Wandel, 2006) define the term adaptive
capacity as similar and closely related to the term adaptability, as well as related to other terms used
in literature and namely: coping capacity, management capacity, flexibility and resilience. In English
language literature, the term «Adaptive capacity» is preferred. Generally «adaptive capacity» and
«adaptability» are used as synonyms. Just in the studies of small number of authors there is a slight
difference in the meaning of these two terms, because «adaptability» is used only to refer to shortterm processes. In Bulgarian literature, the term „Adaptive capacity“is used by Alexiev (Alexiev,
2008), and the improvement of adaptive capacity is defined as a process of development and
perfectionning of the used practical means of the system to face the changes and uncertainty of
environment. The forces that determine the capability of the system to adapt are called
determinants of adaptive capacity. The adaptive capacity is determined by numerous factors, such as
management skills, access to financial, technological and information resources, infrastructure,
institutional climate, political influence and etc. According to Smit and Polifosova (Smit and
Polifosova, 2003), adaptability of smaller economic units depends on the adaptability of bigger
economics units. For example, a family could face successfully small unexpected climate changes but
it wouldn`t be possible to take adaptation measures to face extreme climate risks, if such measures
are not planned on a regional or national level.

Figure 1. Adaptation Process, Smit B., I. Burton, R.J.T. Klein, and J. Wandel, (2000)
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Expected Climate Change and Impact on Bulgarian Economy
According to the forecast in the report of the European Environment Agency ( The European
environment – State and outlook, 2010 ), the most vulnerable European regions, exposed to climate
changes are : Southern Europe and the Mediterranean Region ( exposed to heat and drought); the
Alpes ( exposed to fast snow and ice melting); sea regions and deltas ( exposed to rise in sea level)
and the furthest regions as well as the Arctic region.
The Third National Plan of action on climate change, published by the Ministry of Environment and
Water of Bulgaria in 2012, quotes the National Institute on Meteorology and Hydrology about the
facts, proving climate changes on the Territory of the Republic of Bulgaria.
 Since the late 70s of the previous century, there is a tendency towards warmer weather on the
territory of Bulgaria;
 For the last 23 years, there has been 20 years with positive differences of the average air
temperature compared to climate norm ( defined for the period 1961-1990);
 The average year temperature in 2011 is 0,4°C higher than the climate norm.
 The longest dry period have been observed in the 40s, 80s and 90s of XX century.
 The dry periods in the last year are more frequent and with longer duration. They are usually
followed by serious storms and floods with destructions and victims.
 Extreme meteorological and climate phenomena are now with increasing frequency: average
number of days with rains over 100 mm per day have increased with over 30% in the period
1991-2007; number of days with thunderstorms and hailstorms in April and September has
increased in the period 1991 – 2006.
 The annual amplitude between the maximum and minimum temperature of air decreases –
The minimum temperature rises faster than the maximum temperature.
 Snowy months in mountains decrease, the depth of the snow shows steady decreasing
tendency.
 The upper limit of broad-leaved trees is moving to a higher high.
 Data from phonological observations shows faster development with 7-15 days in different
climatic regions which proves for sure that the climate is warmer in the last 30 years compared
to previous periods.
The future scenario for Bulgaria, elaborated by the National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
is the following: Most climatic models simulate an increase of air temperature in Bulgaria with 2 to 5
degrees Celsius by the end of the century (scenarios vary in accordance with the used methods). Cold
winters will be observed less frequently in the 20s of the 21st century and most probably will
disappear completely in the 80s. In contrast, hot summers will take place more often and in the 80s
almost every summer is expected to be unexpectedly hot. According to most climate scenario winter
snows and rains in Bulgaria will increase by the end of the current century, but the rains in the warm
half of the year and mostly in summer are expected to decrease. The results from the research on
water resources in Bulgaria based on the contemporary tendencies for air temperature and rains, as
well as on simulation models and climate scenarios show that the annual river flow will most
probably decrease in this century. The main reasons for this are the observed tendencies for warmer
weather and rain deficit and they are expected to continue in the following years as well.
The expected global warming will be accompanied by increase in the frequency of warm air and
increased humidity and pollution of city air. The result will most probably be an increase in the
number of sun strokes. Apart from the risk of a higher deficit of water resources and more forest
fires and floods, the warming might also cause more infectious disease (including diseases which are
not typical for the territory of Bulgaria).
Since almost 61% of the forests in Bulgaria are located at an altitude which is lower than 800 m, a
bigger part of Bulgarian forests would be impacted by these dramatic changes in climate. Spring
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agriculture production will become more and more vulnerable in future. The Southern part of
Bulgaria will also be impacted by droughts.
According to the Third national plan for action on climate change, the economic sectors that depend
on temperature and rain levels include agriculture, forestry, energy and tourism. Also, a lot of plant
and animal species most probably won`t be able to adapt to these changes and their existence will be
exposed to risks.
A significant research, concerning the impact of future climate change on crops, was done by Mishev
and Ivanova (Mishev, Ivanova, 2012). According to the study, the change in climatic factors explains
30% to 50% of the variation in crop yields. The maize is the least sensitive and the wheat is the most
sensitive from the studied crops.
There is a huge lack of data about the impact of climate change in the other sensitive sectors:
forestry, energy and tourism, other sub-sectors from agriculture.
Adaptation Measures, undertaken by Bulgarian authorities
The main aim of the research is to analyze the measures that have been undertaken so far in the
domain of economic and environmental policy in Bulgaria in order to adapt to climate change.
The Ecological policy of a given State includes numerous planned actions for the management of the
human activity and natural resources in order to avoid, diminish and mitigate harmful influence on
nature and natural resources and to guarantee that the changes, caused by humanity don`t harm the
environment (McCormick , 2001). According to the Law for protection of environment of the
Republic of Bulgaria, environment includes the following elements: „air, atmosphere, water, soil,
bowels of the earth, landschaft, natural objects, minerals, biologic variety and its elements.
Governments use a variety of measures in order to implement and enforce ecological policy. In order
to choose the best instrument, evaluations of alternative measures and their possible impact should
be made.
Ecological policy in Bulgaria is based on institutional and legal framework. (Assoc. Prof Naydenov,
2009). The Institutional framework includes all institutions which are responsible for environment
and namely: Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture and food, Ministry of Regional development,
Ministry of Transport, National Agency on energy Efficiency and so on.
Bulgarian legal framework, is divided on horizontal and sectoral (vertical) legislation. Horizontal
legislation includes the Law for protection of environment, reglamenting the frames of the ecological
policy. Vertical legislation details the norms and preventive measures for protection of environment
for each environmental component and namely:
 Sector „Ambient Air quality“
 Sector „Waist management“
 Sector „Nature protection“
 Sector „Industrial waste and risk management“
 Sector „Chemicals and genetically modified organisms“
 Sector „Noise“
 Sector „ Mine works“
 Sector „Climate“
Sector „Climate“was separated as a separate sector in 2012. Before that, two national plans for
actions on climates change were voted. In 2012, the Third National plan was voted and it will refer
for the period 2013 – 2020. Unfortunately, the problem of how to limit the emissions in ambient air
stands as a central and most important topic in all three plans. Adaptation to climate change is
tackled only in the List of priorities of the Ministry of Environment and water of Bulgaria for year
2012. The priority which refers to climate change adaptation is formulated like this: „To start the
elaboration of a National strategy for adaptation to climate change, which should name the
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necessary measures for adaptation of sensitive sectors to changed temperatures for the given region
and climatic region. The presence of climatic characteristics which are not typical for the region,
creates the necessity to aid the adaptation of forests, plants, crops and animal species.“
In 2012, the Bulgarian National Audit Office made a review of the measures taken in Bulgaria for
tackling the climate change issue (Bulgarian National Audit Office, 2006). The ministries that were
audited were the Ministry of Environment and Water, The Ministry of agriculture and food and the
Ministry of Interior.
In the period from 01/01/2006 to 31/12/2010 in Bulgaria there was no adequate estimation of the
expected impact of climate change on all social-economic sectors and this is why there is also no
planning of measures for adapting these sectors. Such an analysis has been done only for the
Forestry sector in Bulgaria and the following report was issued “Programme of measures for adapting
forests in the republic of Bulgaria and mitigation of the negative impact of climate changes,
impacting the forests.” Nonetheless, various measures were planned and executed in the sectors of
agriculture, forest and water management, but not all of them led to the expected results.
Adapting Bulgarian social and economic sectors to climate change is a challenge that the Bulgarian
governments will have to face in accordance also with the resolution of the European Parliament
from 06/05/2010 and its white paper “Adaptation to climatic changes”.
By the end of 2010, the expected National strategy on adaptation is not yet elaborated. This creates
a risk for Bulgaria to be sanctioned for not complying to the requirement for elaborating, publishing
and applying periodical national programmes with measures for adaptation to climate change before
the end of 2012.
The most important measures, taken so far for adapting agriculture to increased temperatures, are
the measures for watering agriculture land, but they didn`t produced the expected results. Changes
to ownership of land and the slow-down in reforms of watering led to inefficient spending of public
funds for maintenance and development of water infrastructure, which is not really used by
agriculture producers. When the land which is watered in 2010 is compared with a previous period,
the results are astonishing. In 2010, the share of watered land is 4.2%. In 2008 and 2009, the share of
watered land for agriculture use reached 8.4%. This means that in 2010, the improved infrastructure
for watering was not really used in its full potential. One of the reasons for decreasing the share of
watered land is the increased price of water. For only a period of five years, the minimum and
maximum price of water for watering the land, has doubled.
The measures for agriculture protection against hails are some of the most efficiently implemented
actions, aimed at improving the adapting capacity of agriculture to climate changes. However, the
regions, profiting from this protection should increase but this depends on the available budget. The
total land, covered by these measures, includes 1 725 710 hectares in 2010. This is only 34% of the
land used for agriculture production and 38% from generally cultivated lands in Bulgaria.
The Forest sector is the only sector, for which a concrete plan for adaptation to climate changes has
been elaborated and approved. The state of Bulgarian forests and the data for the forest territory,
type and age, show that the implemented activities ensure their sustainable development and
guarantee that the objectives of State policy will be reached. The forest territory represents 33.91%
of the territory of Bulgaria in 2006. In the period from 2006 to 2010, the forest territory has
increased by 0.7%. The share of broad-leaved trees has increased, which corresponds to the
tendency for warming and increasingly dry weather.
Results and discussion
The results of the research prove that the Bulgarian authorities have already missed the opportunity
to adapt efficiently national policies to climate changes that have already taken place in the region
and that the planned future adaptations are insufficient. This lack of action has two main impacts on
macro and micro level: difficulties for local businesses (micro level) and losses to the economy as a
whole (macro level).
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Climate change impacts the environment and also the economy of a given state by influencing the
development of agriculture, foresting, tourism and other economic sectors. This is the reason why
adaptation measures that have not been implemented or have been implemented inefficiently
represent a potential loss for the Bulgarian economy due to the non-adaptation to climate change.
The non-adaptation of policies to climate change impacts in a negative way local businesses. In order
to pursue sustainable development they are forced to search for measures to tackle independently
from the State the climate change impacts to their activity.
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Abstract
Sugar factory Kaposvár started the organic by-product based biogas production in 2007. The initial
biogas experimental plant was extended intensively to one of the largest biogas production facilites in
the world. In 2012 already four fermenters are producing biogas with a total fermenter capacity of
40.000 m3 and a daily biogas production of 220-230.000 m3 with 50-52 % methane content which is
an equivalent of 110-120.000 m3 natural gas. The case study shows the main results of these 6 years.
From one side the study presents the improvement of the main technology elements and parameters
(biogas fermenters, post fermenter, biogas transport and use, biogas production). From the other side
the study presents the changes of raw material supply from the initial pressed beet pulp to various
plant based organic materials and by products inside the sugar industry (beet parts, weeds, molasses)
and also outside the sugar industry (residues from bioethanol production, residues from alcohol
production, milling residues etc). The case study also presents the connections of other business
segments to the basic biogas production project. Producing bioenergy can create a local market for
the bioenergy. Successful projects like heating of the water in the city bath, use the heat for molasses
drying prove that there is a market demand to use bioenergy which is cheaper compared to
traditional fossil energy resources. The main statement of the case study is that it will be possible in
the near future to reach the ambitious goal of total fossil energy autarchy in the sugar factory both
from technical and also from raw material point of view.
Keywords: sugar factory, bio-energy, biogas, biogas sustainability, by-products
Introduction
Biogas production in Kaposvár Sugar factory is running since 2007 successfully. The initial investment
of two fermenters broadened with additional fermenter, post fermenter and there are additional
future improvement plans. The initial biogas production was based only on organic sugar factory by
products like sugar beet pulp, sugar beet pieces and weeds. Since the capacity increased other plant
organising by products are also used. The goal of the biogas production is to reach 100 % energy
autarky and replace all fossil energy sources with green bioenergy. Besides the own energy supply
other users also participate and use the produced green energy (molasses drier, city bath)
Materials and methods
The paper shows the most important results as a case study. Data was provided by Sugar factory
Kaposvár (Magyar Cukor Zrt.) and its project company (Biogáz Fejlesztő Kft.). The duration period of
the analysis was between 2007 and 2012. A theoretical calculation was made for 2013 as well with
the implementation of a biogas cleaning facility. For the presentation of changes several indicators
have been calculated by using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet program. The results are presented on
column, line, area and circle diagrams.
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Results and discussion
After the succesful experiments in labor cirstumstances in 2005 and the 5 m3 biogas experimantal
plant in 2006, the biogas production started in 2007. In 2007 only a short test running period was
carried out but from campaign 2008 the biogas plant went to real production phase. The initial
fermenter capacity of the initial 25.000 m3 with 2 fermenters in 2007 increased to 41.500 m3 with 3
fermenters and 1 post fermenter in 2012. The increase of the fermenter capacity is shown on Figure
1.

Figure 1. Fermenter capacity
With the increase of the fermenter capacity the yearly biogas production increased as well. From the
starting point of 4 million m3 biogas in 2007 the production will be increased to nearly 9 fold until
2013. The produced biogas quantity is shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2. Biogas production
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The increase of the biogas production was caused not only by the increase of the total fermenter
capacity, but by the increase of the specific biogas production per 1 m3 fermenter capacity as well.
The initial value of 166 m3 biogas per fermenter m3 could be quadrupled until 2012 to higher than
600 m3 biogas per fermenter m3 (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Produced biogas (m3/m3 fermenter capacity)
With the increase of the biogas production the purchased natural gas quantity could be reduced
substantially. While in 2007 only 22 % of the total energy demand could be covered by biogas in 2012
this proportion turned to 67 % (see Figures 4 and 5). In 2013 if further intensification steps are
planned to reach nearly the total energy autarky and be able to produce in the future more biogas
than needed and sell the surplus after cleaning.

Figure 4. Produced biogas in natural gas equivalent and purchased natural gas
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Figure 5. Proportion of energy covered with biogas
Using biogas produced from different agro-industrial by products is a sustainable energy using form.
The agricultural plants are binding CO2 from the air so no extra CO2 is produced if producing and
using biogas which is generated from these plants. The quantity of the saved CO2 is in linear
correlation with the produced biogas quantity. The CO2 saving in 2012 reached 23.000 tons while the
total CO2 saving from the starting time in 2007 can exceeded 84.000 tons (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Saved CO2 quantity
Besides sugar factory organic by products (sugar beet pulp, beet pieces, weeds, molasses) other
agro-industrial by products (vinasse, glycerine, soapy water, bran) are used in the biogas production
as well. The specific biogas yield of different products are depending on their dry matter substance
and carbo-hydrate content and katabolism (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Specific biogas yield of different biogas substrates
The produced biogas is mainly used for sugar production where biogas will be transferred partly for
electric energy and mainly for heating energy. Besides using biogas in the sugar production other
customers like the molasses drier factory, factory heating and the city bath are also using biogas.

Figure 8. Use of produced biogas
Conclusions
Case study analysis of the biogas plant in Sugar factory Kaposvár showed that the initial concept of
biogas production from sugar factory by products was successful. Further increase of the biogas
production will be made possible a total energy autarky in the near future which would be an
extraordinary achievement.
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Abstract
With this study it was aimed to estimate the payback period of Rangeland improvement investments
having been made under the coordination of Eastern Anatolia Agricultural Research Institute (EAARI)
in Eastern Anatolia region, Türkiye. Farm data were collected from the randomly selected rangeland
dependent dairy cattle farms through face to face interviews resulted in 99 completed questionnaires.
Also, the data for the rangeland improvement studies were obtained from EAARI. The villages of
study were selected purposively from those of which rangeland quality degrees were determined
previously. Stratified sampling method was employed in determination of the sample size. Collected
data by structured questionnaires were of 2004-2005 production year. Farms were studied under
three farm size groups of 0-12, 12.1-25 and 25+ ha. Gross margins were calculated for each studied
farm. In analysis of the data stepwise regression, multivariate linear regression and descriptive
statistics methods were used. According to the results, it was estimated that invested each Turkish
lira for rangeland improvement studies could be amortized in at most two grazing seasons.
Keywords: Rangeland quality, rangeland improvement investments, payback period, rangeland
dependent production, dairy farms
Introduction
Eastern Anatolia region occupies the eastern provinces of Türkiye. It is characterised with higher
altitude, long and harsh winters and short vegetation period when compared to other 6 regions in
the country. Geography is broken and arable land is limited. Due to the short vegetation period and
lower mean temperature crop pattern is also limited. Yet, this region ranks first among the other 6
geographical regions regarding its share in the total pasture and meadow assets of Türkiye (Table 1).
So, low input extensive animal production dependent on natural rangeland has been experienced in
the region for centuries.
Table 1. Pasture and meadow land in study area, Eastern Anatolia and Türkiye
Meadow
Pasture
Share
in
Share
in
Area Covered the Region Share in Area Covered the Region Share in
Places
(ha)
(%)
Türkiye (%) (ha)
(%)
Türkiye (%)
Erzurum
97 329
11.8
6.7
1 351 138
28.3
10.3
Eastern Anatolia
827 766
100.0
57.1
4 768 394
100.0
36.2
Türkiye
1 449 313
100.0
13 167 375
100.0
Source: TUIK (2012)
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Natural rangelands, pastures and meadows, composed of a wide variety of species, are rich sources
of biodiversity. Also, they are the most important natural resources providing quality roughage
cheaply and easily, which is the most important cost component in animal production. It is estimated
that they provide 25-30 % of the annual roughage requirement of the domestic animals (Gökkuş and
Koç, 2001). So, they guarantee a sustainable animal production.
However, over and irregular use of the climax vegetations brings about replacement of higher quality
species with poor quality and harmful ones in time. In continuous irregular and misuse of rangelands,
botanical composition changes irreversibly and good quality species decreases as unpalatable poor
quality species become dominant (Gökkuş, 1999). Because Turkish rangelands are open to common
use they are exploited in an opportunistic manner by the villagers without any consideration of
rehabilitation or at least appropriate use. Consequently, some part of rangeland became unusable in
time as some others so degraded that they cannot produce sufficient and quality roughage due to
over, early and irregular use combined with insufficient precipitation (Gökkuş, 1991; Gökkuş and Koç,
2001). Actually, it should be remembered that this is not solely a problem of Türkiye but almost all
parts of the rangeland worldwide are in need of rehabilitation to some extent (Gökkuş, 1991).
In order to increase and maintain the productivity it is of great importance to rehabilitate the natural
rangelands. For that reason, “National Rangeland Improvement and Management Scheme” was put
into action by the former Turkish Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs in 2004 in order to
rehabilitate the parts of rangeland in need of care. Rangeland rehabilitation encompasses the
applications such as over seeding, fertilization, weed control, application of special grazing systems,
soil and water saving measures, construction of some establishments to facilitate easy grazing and
improve the feed sources to produce more and quality roughage (Gökkuş, 1991). Accordingly,
national rangeland improvement program aims to harvest the following benefits;
1- To increase hay yield and quality,
2- To increase animal oriented production,
3- To ease the herd management,
4- To prevent the animals from poisonous plants,
5- To control the erosion
In the region, animal production has a considerable share in total farm income (Tahtacıoğlu et al.,
1998; Kara, 2000) and as stated earlier this farm activity is dependent on natural rangelands. So, it is
expected that rangeland quality has a significant effect on farm income. In this study, using the
positive impact of the rangeland quality on livestock earnings of the farms was estimated the
payback period of the rangeland improvement investments in Eastern Anatolia, Türkiye.
As known, due to scarcity of the capital, when decisions on investments are made, cost and useful
life of the investment, benefit to be obtained, etc., are considered together in order to make sure
that the investment is economic and has more advantages than the other possible alternatives
(Karagölge et al., 2011).
The tools used for that purpose are generally classified in two groups as static and dynamic methods.
Since the dynamic methods such as the net present value and internal rate of return, consider the
value of the money along the useful life of the investment they are preferred the most. However, as
a static method, payback period refers to the length of time necessary to recover the sum of original
investment. It is criticised that it ignores the total profitability and cash flows over the entire life of
the investment and it does not consider time value of money. Despite of the criticism, it is widely
used because of its easiness despite of the reported limitations (Williams et al., 2010). In cases of
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more than two or more investment alternatives, the one with shortest payback period is preferred
(Groppelli and Nikbakht, 2006; Williams et al., 2010).
Since the useful life of the investments for the rehabilitation of the rangelands is not definite and it is
too difficult to estimate, that is, sustainability of the benefits to be provided with that kind of
investments depends on the rangeland users, it is not easy to employ dynamic methods to make
better evaluations for the rangeland improvement investments. So, payback period of the rangeland
improvement investments initiated between 2004 and 2008, was estimated by using the magnitude
of the effect of rangeland quality on farm income in this study.
Of course, it is not possible to limit the positive outcomes of these projects only with monetary issues
since they provide various benefits such as erosion prevention, conservation and rehabilitation of the
ecological equilibrium. However, as in case of all investment alternatives it is necessary to show the
economic contributions with concrete data in order to help keeping continuous support for these
projects.
Material and methods
The primary data were collected with structured questionnaires from the farms as official records of
the Eastern Anatolia Agricultural Research Institute (EAARI) and provincial directorates of agriculture
in the study area constituted the secondary data of the study.
Study was conducted in the villages selected purposively among those of which rangeland quality
was studied previously. In total of 582 farms in 9 villages were put in order regarding their farm size
and a population table was set out. Sample size was calculated by using stratified sampling method
at 90% confidence interval with a standard error of 10% of population mean (Çiçek and Erkan, 1996).
Strata were determined as 1-12 ha, 12.1-25 ha and 25.1 ha and higher.
Data, collected with questionnaires completed through face to face farmer interviews, are of 20042005 production year and all of 99 questionnaires were evaluated. Rangeland quality degrees of the
villages varied between 30,8% and 52,1% (Table 2), calculated previously according to the Resource
and Environmental Data Interpretation
System (REDIS), explained by Gibson et al. (1995), using Integrated System for Plant
Dynamics (ISPD) software package (Bosch et al., 1992).
Table 2. Distribution of the villages in the study area by their rangeland quality degrees
No
Name of the Village
Rangeland Quality Degree (%)
1.
Yayladağ
30.8
2.
Pekecik
36.0
3.
Taşağıl
36.7
4.
Demirdöven
39.2
5.
Gerek
45.1
6.
Incedere
45.5
7.
Yeniköy
48.4
8.
Tipili
49.4
9.
Şehitler
52.1
Source: DATAE (2006)
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Household population was calculated in male labour unit (MLU) and labour supply of the farm family
was calculated in male labour day (MLD) (Erkuş and Demirci, 1996) and 10 hours of daily work was
assumed (Karagölge, 1973; Hatunoğlu, 1973).
Prices reported by respondents were considered in evaluation of the farm products in economic
analysis of the farms. Average wages paid to the off-farm labour were taken into account in
calculating the equivalent wages of household members. In dairy cattle and sheep production,
production unit (PU) was considered and a PU was calculated using the method reported by Erkuş
and Demirci (1996).
In payback period calculations, cash flows are used instead of net earnings (Groppelli and Nikbakht,
2006). For that reason, gross margin was taken into account in estimation of the payback period
because depreciation and the nominal costs such as farm family labour equivalent (opportunity cost)
and interest on capital stock were not considered in gross margin calculations. It is calculated for
each studied farm by subtracting variable costs from gross production value (Erkuş ve Demirci, 1996
ve Karagölge, 1996).
Along with other socioeconomic factors, the effect of rangeland quality on livestock gross margin was
investigated with multivariate linear regression analysis employing the ordinary least squares
procedure (Düzgüneş et al., 1987; Gujarati, 1995). Of the independent variables categorical ones
were represented by dummy variables in the model (Neter et al., 1989; Park, 2009). So, gross margin
was thought to be the function of the following continuous and discrete variables.
Y    1X 1   2 X

2

 3X

3

 4X

4

 5X

5

 6X

6

 7X

7

 8X

8

 9X

9



 10 X 10   11 X 11   12 X 12   1 D 1   3 D 3   4 D 4   5 D 5   6 D 6  e

Where;
Y
(Gmargin)
X1
(Rquality
X2
(Ncattle)
X3
(Nsheep)
X4
(Flabour)
X5
(Tcland)
X6
(Facreage)
X7
(Fage)
X8
(Distance)
X9
(Stocking)
X10 (Clocal)
X11 (Ccross)
X12 (Cpure)

: Gross Margin (TL per farm
: Rangeland Quality Degree (%)
: Number of Cattle (in production unit, PU per farm)
: Number of Sheep (in production unit, PU per farm)
: Family Labour (in male labour unit, MLU per farm)
: Total Cultivated Land (ha per farm)
: Forage Acreage (ha per farm)
: Age of Farmer (year)
: Distance to Rangeland (m)
: Stocking Rate in Village Rangelands (in production unit, PU/ha)
: Number of local cattle (head per farm)
: Number of crossbreed cattle (head per farm)
: Number of purebred cattle (head per farm)

D1
Di
D3
D4
D5
D6
e

: Small Ruminant Flock Existence in the Village (1=exist, 0=not)
: Education Level of Farmer (illiterate, literate, primary, higher)
: Literate (1=literate, 0=others)
: Primary (1=primary, 0=others)
: Higher (1=higher, 0=others)
: Type of Cattle Shed (1=concrete, 0=traditional)
: Error term

(Srexistnc)
(Education)
(Literate)
(Primary)
(Higher)
(Cattleshed)
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In obtaining the regression models, first of all, the most explanatory variables were determined with
stepwise regression technique. In order to test whether the models are statistically meaningful F test
was employed. Moreover, multi-collinearity was controlled with variance inflation factor (VIF) as
heteroscedasticity was tested with Breusch-Pagan test (Gujarati, 1995; Neter et al., 1989; Callaghan
and Chen, 2008). In statistical analysis STATA 10,0 statistical software package was used.
Amount of farm income per hectare of rangeland was estimated from the model obtained while cost
of the rangeland improvement per hectare was calculated using the data of rangeland improvement
investments under the coordination of EAARI.
Results and discussion
Of the 17 variables considered for the multivariate regression model given and explained above,
according to the stepwise regression analysis only 4 variables entered into the gross margin model.
Regarding the variance inflation factor (VIF) calculated for the explanatory variables it was made sure
that models do not have multicollinearity problem (Neter et al., 1987; Gujarati, 1995; Callaghan and
Chen, 2008). However, because of the nature of cross-sectional data the model has
heteroscedasticity problem. In order to correct this problem, the regression analysis was performed
using the robust standard errors procedure (Gujarati, 2011) and results were given in Table 2.
Table 2. Regression analysis results for the factors affecting gross margin

Despite of the higher t and F values the model can explain only 41,9% of the variation in gross margin
of livestock production per farm (R2=41,9). The reason for this is the cross sectional data used in this
study and their nature of higher variation (Yavuz et al., 2002). It should be noted that there were a
number of factors affecting the farm income other than the variables considered here, varying from
farm to farm in the data and represented together in the residual of the model. As a matter of fact,
what is acceptable may vary according to the objective of the study. So, low R2 should not be
perceived or accepted as a deficiency of the model since the aim here is not to estimate farm income
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by using the model but rather to show the effect of the factors considered on the farm income.
Therefore, low R2 does not make so much matter. On the contrary, it was thought that the
coefficients of the rangeland quality and other factors in the model were estimated quite accurately
and could surely be used in cost-benefit analysis of the rangeland improvement investments.
According to the results it is seen that number of cattle and sheep have significantly increase
livestock gross margin per farm as expected because more animal means more gross margin. On the
other hand, cattleshed variable is significant and it means that farms with concrete animal sheds
have more gross margin than those with traditional ones. This is logical when remembering that
animals have to be kept inside for about 6 months during the long and harsh winter seasons in
Eastern Anatolia and that traditional animal houses are extremely primitive constructions without
sufficient illumination and ventilation. Whereas in order to achieve better performance housing
conditions should meet basic behavioural and physiological needs of farm animals (Hristov et al.,
2008; Sabuncuoğlu et al., 2007).
Estimation of the unit cost of rangeland improvement investments
Unit cost was estimated using the data from the rangeland improvement and management projects
conducted under the coordination of EAARI and given in Table 3.
Table 3. Unit cost of the rangeland improvement and management projects conducted under the
coordinationship of EAARI
Starting
Ending
Number
of Area
Covered Project
Budget Unit Cost (TLha1
Date
Date
Projects
(ha)
(TL)
)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d=c b-1)
2004
2008
23
14 383
7 657 128
532.4
2005
2009
18
11 922
3 969 352
333.0
2006
2010
7
6 060
1 991 132
328.5
2007
2011
14
12 065
3 837 368
318.1
2008
2012
1
586
205 613
351.0
Total
63
45 016
17 660 593
392.3
Source: DATAE (2009)
As seen from the Table 3, a total of 63 projects have put into action (DATAE, 2009) since the
beginning of the projects commenced firstly in 2004 till 2008 and average mean unit cost of these
projects was calculated to be 392.3 TL.ha-1.
In addition to the unit cost, unit benefit is necessary for economic analysis of the rangeland
improvement studies. It was calculated by using total rangeland and total number of farms in the
study area and the model estimated for gross margin. In doing this, an average of 25% quality
increase was assumed as a result of rehabilitation investments (Table 4).
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Table 4. Estimation of the possible income increases per unit rangeland due to rangeland
improvement projects.
Farm Income Assumed
Increases
Quality
Total
Economic Activity Total
Due to 1% of Increases
Number of Income
Income
Result of the Rangeland Grassland
Due
to Farms in Increases Increase
Farms
for in Study Quality
Rehabilitation the Study in
the per Unit of
Livestock
Area
Enhancement Investments Area
Study Area Rangeland
Production
(ha)
(TL Farm-1)
(%)
(Number) (TL)
(TL ha-1)
(a)
(b)
(c )
(d)
(e=bcd)
(f=e/a)
Gross Margin
15 960.4
249,5
25
582
3 630 225 227.4
Findings presented in Table 5 suggest that investment made for rangeland improvement returns in
maximum two years (two grazing seasons).
Table 5. Payback period of the grazing land improvement investments
Income Increases
Economic Activity Result of the Unit Cost1 (TL Due to Improvement
Farms
ha-1)
Studies2 (TL ha-1)
Payback Period (year)
(a)
(b)
(c=a b-1)
Gross Margin
392.3
227,4
1.7
2
Source: 1 Table 3
Table 4
Conclusions
Disregarding the immeasurable outcomes of the rangelands such as soil and water conservation,
biodiversity and similar ecosystem functions, when considering only the positive effects on herbage
production, rangeland improvement studies can be amortised at most two years and by the third
year of the investment they start to contribute to the local, and in turn, national economy.
Therefore, any source devoted to improvement studies is definitely not fruitless and returns as an
increase in meat and milk production. So, it is of vital importance to emphasize on rangeland
improvement and management studies. Also, for the sustainability and long term benefit member of
the rangeland management unions should be trained along with preparation and application of
rotational grazing plans. In addition, measures should be provided with legislative base for
abandonment from possible misuses.
In this study, calculations were made with the assumption that rangeland improvement studies bring
about at least 25% enhancements in rangeland quality. So, in order to make better economic
evaluations for the rangeland improvement studies in the future, rangeland quality changes due to
improvement investments should be researched on the field along with the impact assessment and
monitoring studies.
In conclusion, it should be remembered that a narrow range of rangeland quality (30.8-52.1%) was
used in present study. So, repetition of this study with the dataset for about three production years
in the villages carefully selected according to rangeland quality classes will be of beneficial to prove
the results obtained.
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Abstract
Major transport trends are nowadays road transport in Hungary as well as in Europe that has
significant environmental impact like high CO2 emission or an extremely high energy demand that
contribute to global warming. That’s why to ensure sustainable development environmentally
effective and economically efficient policies concerning transport are needed. A special transporting
idea was developed within Agrana Group to which the Kaposvár sugar factory belongs to. In the
sugar sector in Slovakia a new transporting method for raw material transportation was introduced.
Railway transport is used in some cases instead of road transport however with containers filled with
sugar beets. Three 20ft (6m) containers can fit into a wagon and approximately 1200 to of sugar beet
can be transported daily. The average transporting distance by rail is around 100 km in case of
Agrana Slovakia. That means high transporting distances which is more effective and cause less
environmental pollution by rail than by truck. A truck has according to the EPA (United States
Environmental Protection Agency) an approximately 0,297 kg CO2 emission per Ton-Mile while a train
only 0,0252 kg CO2 per Ton-Mile. So this type of transportation can be considered green logistics. This
case study presents what kind of containers are used, how big quantities can be transported and how
much CO2 emission can be saved.
Keywords: sugar sector, green logistics, container, railway transport, CO2 emission
Introduction
The most common used definition for sustainability is in relation with sustainable development.
Sustainable development is defined by the UN World Commission on Environment and Development
in its report as the following: "Sustainable development is development that meets present needs
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". As well-known
sustainability has three dimensions, namely social, economical and environmental dimension or also
called components. The concept of sustainability is generally regarded as having emerged from the
environmental perspective. (Crane and Matten, 2010). However it is hardly impossible to separate
the environmental aspect from the economical and social aspects. For example using railway wagons
instead of truck transport means a more environmental friendly way of transport as well as with
different suppliers.
In the present analyses possible transportation methods are evaluated for sugar beet. The main goal
for developing these ideas was to find out more environmental friendly and possibly more
economical ways for transporting raw material especially for longer distances. Sugar beet is a highly
perishable plant that can not be stored for a too long time and should not be loaded and reloaded
many times to prevent the loss of sugar content and the damage of the beets.
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The issues and questions to answer are the following:
 How effective is the applied transporting method?
 Is this way of transport environmentally friendly?
 If not, how can it be made like that?
 Which way of transport is more economical (profitable in the long term)?
The aim was to make proposals to get an appropriate answer to these questions and develop
possible solutions.
Material and methods
To prepare this case study no questionnaire request was needed but research still had to be done. To
collect the data we used mostly figures originating from Slovakia as well as the pictures incorporated
into the text. The photographs were made on the spot. All the data we have working with are
originating from Agrana, so percentages and rates are shown that will demonstrate these processes.
The data about the specific CO2 emission of transport modes were taken from the database of the
European Environment Agency and all the calculations were done according to that. This model
calculation goes the following way. CO2 emission (g per tonne-km) was multipilied with the quantity
(tonne) and with the average transporting distance (km), the result was the CO2 emission in g that
was converted to kg emission.
Results and discussion
Our ecological footprint is increasing significantly due to the environmental pollution that is at least
as a big concern for the future of humanity as the fossil energy depletion. In case of air pollution
primarily the CO2 emission should be considered which is the main cause of greenhouse effect and
thus contributes to global warming. Although the harmful substances emission of transport is
reduced partly by the use of modern catalysts and the introduction of new motor types but it can be
still considered large. The nitrous oxide emission of cars next to the halogenated hydrocarbons for
example contributes to the thinning of the ozone layer. Environmental aspects should play a
considerable role in the transporting sector and in choosing between transporting equipment. Linked
to this is the so called green logistics.
But was does green logistics mean?
Green logistics is a form of logistics which is calculated to be environmentally and often socially
friendly in addition to economically functional. Logistics involves the movement of products from
every step between raw materials and end consumer of a finished product. In this case study the
focus was on the logistic of raw materials. The main issue is to discuss topics which pertain to regular
logistics that still apply and where other factors like environmental friendliness can be added.
As a starting of raw material transport in the sugar sector it should be clarified how sugar beet
deliveries are casually organised. Sugar beet deliveries within Agrana Group are mostly carried out by
truck and in a smaller percentage by railway. In case of railway transport open wagons are used.
In case of choosing a transportation method the following points must be considered:
 infrastructure
 transportation equipment
 transporting and loading companies
 quality of services
 transportation time
 prices
 environmental effects
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What do we think about when we say environmental effects?
The share of the total CO2 emissions from transport in the EU-27 in 2009 was almost 25% that is the
second highest rate behind the fuel combustion of energy industries. The share of total emissions of
greenhouse gases was more than 20% for transportation for the same period. This means that
further actions must be taken to reduce these emissions like using alternative transportation
methods with less emission.
Transporting modes
Road transport is the most common used transporting method, more than 46% (of tkm) goods
transported in the EU-27 came from road freight transport in 2009, while railway transport was only
10% and inland water transport 3,3% according to the European Road Federation (ERF, 2011).
Concentrating on the Agrana Group within sugar sector, the percentages of truck and railway
transport for sugar beet deliveries in 2011 are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Transporting methods used for sugar beet in 2011
AT
CZ
RO
Proportion road %
53%
98%
100%
Proportion rail %
47%
2%
-

SK
83%
17%

HU
45%
55%

It can be seen that almost in all countries road transport is dominating except Hungary. However in
Slovakia a special and unique way of railway transport is used for delivering sugar beets that is the
combination of railway transport with containers.
To see how big impact the different transporting modes are having on the environment we looked at
the CO2 emission per tonne-km for road transport and truck transport.
CO2 emissions per tonne-km and per mode of transport in Europe in 2011 were the following
according to EEA (European Environment Agency).
Road transport: 75 g
Rail transport: 21 g
It can be seen that the highest CO2 emissions the road transport has and the lowest the rail
transport. This means that sugar beet transportation must be done rather by trains than by trucks.
Rail transport with containers
The Slovakian sugar factory belonging to Agrana Group tried to optimize the beet transport supply
chain and tried to find out a more sustainable way of transport. For these reasons they introduced a
new and unique way of combined transportation method that consists of transportation of railway
with containers. Instead of road transport they use rail transport and the transport equipment is
container. The project partner is Innofreight Speditions Gmbh (www.innofreight.com). They planned
this system for delivering altogether 90.000 tons of sugar beet with a daily quantity of 1200 tons.
They need 120 containers to run the system. The average transporting distance by rail would be 100
km that means that raw material would be available from longer distances by far less environmental
pollution. The container is a WoodTainer XXL with the following parameters:
 volume 46 m³/container
 tara 2,9 tons – total max. weight 23 tons
 length 20ft (6 m)
 width 2.550mm/2.900mm
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Picture 1. Wood Tainer XXL container

Picture 2. Forklifter

The type of the railway wagon would be a Sgmrs 90 and maximum 3 containers per wagon can
possibly fit on it.

Picture 3. Railway wagon with containers
Steps of the logistics of rail transport with containers
1. The loading of the sugar beets would go the following way:
 beets will be handled on the field with pre cleaning machinery
 transport of the beets to the railway station
 loading on the train directly into the WoodTainer XXL open top container
2. Then the containers are transported on rail as block train to Sered sugar factory.
3. The next step is the unloading of the containers:
 counterbalanced forklift (Kalmar 370dcd) lifts the full container from the wagon
 only one forklift driver is needed (forklift is provided by Innofreight) – no additional staff is
needed
 the forklift will bring the full container to the beet drop section
 an integrated weighing system allows weighing in a few seconds and transmits the data
to the plant IT system via WiFI connection
 the forklift will unload the container
 drives back with the empty container to the rail yard in the site
 drops the empty container on the wagon and takes the next full container
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Costs
With the transport of the containers on railway several type of costs occur, which are the following.
Table 2. Cost calculation of container transport with rail
Type of costs
Proportion of these costs compared to the total
costs (%)
Transportation to station
18%
Loading - station
7%
Transportation by train
49%
Renting cost - wagon
0%
Shift
2%
Forklift transportation
2%
Renting of containers, forklift and forklift service 22%
Road transport (road fee also included) is more expensive compared to this combined rail transport
with more than 8%.
It is important to mention that there is road fee valid in Slovakia since 2007. Toll has to be paid for
every truck above 3,5 tonnes. The price depends from the weight of the truck, type of the road and
emission class of the truck. These prices will probably increase in the future. Furthermore it is
expected that a similar toll will be introduced in Hungary, too. So beside environmental factors
deciding for railway transport can be even more economical with the saving of tremendous costs
from the road fee.
Saved CO2 emission
Table 3. Saved CO2 emission by transporting by rail instead of truck
CO2 emission (g
average
per tonne-km) quantity
transporting
in 2011
(t)
distance (km) CO2 emission (g)
Truck
75
90.000
100
677.932.612
Train
21
90.000
100
188.744.919
difference:

CO2 emission (kg)
677.933
188.745
489 188

It is visible on Table 3. that extremely much almost 500.000 tons of CO2 emission can be saved just
with the transportation of 90.000 tons of sugar beet to a 100 km distance by choosing train transport
instead of truck transport.
Possible CO2 emission saving on Agrana level
Table 4. Transportation figures of the Agrana Group in 2011
AT
CZ
RO
Delivered sugar beet by 1.837.940
1.089.265
241.070
truck (to)
Average
transporting 39,00
42,13
142,00
distance by truck (km)

SK
446.038

HU
355.113

35,37

42,62

Table 4 shows the delivered sugar beet quantities by truck and the average transporting distances by
truck in 2011. The largest quantity delivered on road was in Austria and longest average distance was
in Romania.
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Table 5. CO2 emission saving of the Agrana Group in the long term
Emission truck (kg)
Emission train (kg)
AT
5.399.331
1.503.241
CZ
3.456.758
962.405
RO
2.578.550
717.901
SK
1.188.368
330.857
HU
1.140.050
317.404
Total

Maximum emission saving(kg)
3.896.090
2.494.354
1.860.649
857.511
822.646
9.931.250

According to the delivered quantities by truck and average transporting distance in the five Agrana
countries so that Austria, Czech Republic, Romania, Slovakia and Hungary it can be calculated how
much CO2 emission could be saved by replacing road transport with railway transport. This is
depicted on Table 5. An almost unbelievable amount 9,5 million kg of CO2 emission could be saved
maximally this way within the whole Agrana Group. This maximally possible emission saving is
however only in the long run realistically.
Table 6. CO2 emission saving of the Agrana Group in the short term
Emission truck (kg)
Emission train (kg)
AT
1 816 843
505 832
CZ
610 593
169 997
RO
445 781
124 111
SK
248 388
69 154
HU
437 416
121 782
Total

Achievable emission saving (kg)
1 311 011
440 596
321 670
179 233
315 634
2 568 145

In the short term it should be calculated with a lower quantity of delivered raw material that is
realistic to reach. Agrana Slovakia transports approximately 17% of the sugar beet from the total by
railway with containers. According to that the calculation was done for each country with 17%. This
means that if 17% of the deliveries would be done with railway transport altogether 2,5 million kg
CO2 emission could be saved within Agrana Group. This is a short term realistic and achievable result.
Conclusions
 The container transport on railway is an already existing method in Slovakia but with further
possibilities to combine it with other transporting equipment. The saved CO2 emission is
489.188 kg that is 72 % less than the same amount of raw material transported on road.
 72% (9.931 tonnes) of the whole produced CO2 emission caused by road transport on Agrana
level could be saved if all the road transports would be replaced with railway transport.
 These numbers show that railway transport is a more environmental friendly way of
transportation especially if delivery of large amount of raw material for long distances
necessary is.
 All these data especially the CO2 emission of the Agrana Group reflect that there is still a
possibility concerning sustainability and green logistics to improve.
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Abstract
Tourism in the 21st century is heavily influenced by increased environmental awareness among all
participants. This emphasizes sustainability as a prerequisite for success. National parks are specific
areas from the tourism and hospitality industry aspect. Their sensitivity is the basic necessity which
led to the administrative proclamation into the National park status. It is in industry’s responsibility
for these two activities to take place, without distortion of the ecosystem in protected areas. In that
manner, besides strict compliance with applicable regulations, it is also important that employees
have a positive attitude about environment protection improvement and recognition of the general
interest on this issue. Human Resources are recognized as one of the key elements of hotel
management. Whenever hotel management focuses on development sustainability their main focus
is increase of ecological consciousness in their employees, amongst other issues. In this paper all the
hotels in the National Park Djerdap are analyzed. The possibility of reduction to their negative impact
on the environment is subject of the main analysis. Mentioned analysis is derived from need of
preservation of very delicate and highly attractive area. Negative effects in National park may create
some problems, as in natural preservation, as in preservation of cultural heritage, the importance of
which reach the Global level of interest. Special survey examined the attitudes of employees to the
need of environmental standards and eco-labels introduction to the hotels in Djerdap area. The
results support the notion that in Serbia, as a country with underdeveloped environmental standards,
employees in hotels feel the necessity of business sustainability promotion, especially its
environmental component. This is equally important as precondition for Accession into the European
Union. This is one of the chapters which will be open during the Accession dialogue. All this is
something that Serbia is trying to achieve in the last decade. On the other hand, inadequate
infrastructure and outdated hotel facilities represent a limiting factor. This requires the authorities to
interfere in the resolution of these issues. The public sector should use subsidies and tax incentives to
support raising environmental standards to a higher level.
Keywords: national parks, Djerdap, corporate social responsibility, ecology, standards
Introduction
Tourism in the 21st century is heavily influenced by increased environmental awareness among all
participants. This emphasizes sustainability as a prerequisite for success. National parks are specific
areas from the tourism and hospitality industry aspect. Their sensitivity is the basic necessity which
led to the administrative proclamation into the National park status. It is in industry’s responsibility
for these two activities to take place, without distortion of the ecosystem in protected areas. In that
manner, besides strict compliance with applicable regulations, it is also important that employees
have a positive attitude about environment protection improvement and recognition of the general
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interest on this issue. Human Resources are recognized as one of the key elements of hotel
management. Whenever hotel management focuses on development sustainability their main focus
is increase of ecological consciousness in their employees, amongst other issues. Declared Natural
Resource conservation area management and its initiation through tourism with application of hotel
management principles must follow the regulations and take into account basic ecological principles.
It is of outmost importance to plan and act consequently within the scope of ecological conservation
from degradation to vast urbanization, in terms of inadequate hotel construction and other premises
specifically designated for the tourism industry (Janicevic, 2005). The basic natural resource of the
National Park Djerdap is the Djerdap gorge. It is 100 km long and consists of four gorges and three
valleys. Composite valleys breaks trough powerful Carpathians, connecting Pannonia Basin with the
Vlach-Pontus area, Western and Central Europe to Eastern Europe and Asia. In the overall flow of the
Danube, which is the second largest river in Europe, at the National Park Djerdap are concentrated
the most important natural resources for tourism and a host of other activities (Stankovic, 2003).
Tourism’s perspectives and dynamics are enhanced by international commerce, where aesthetic
quality of the environment represents significant component of tourism offer in countries and
regions involved with contemporary tourism progress.

Figure 1. Attractions influencing the choice of destination – EU27; Source: Flash Eurobarometer 328,
2011, 33.
Numerous research results of tourist preferences and opinions (Figure 1) comply with thesis that the
quality of the environment is a key element in destination selection process. Therefore, within the
Eurobarometer research in period from 2008 to 2011, the environment was the main factor in
destination choice for the majority of the European tourists. To this end, environment as a motif is
highly valued in Germany (52%), Finland (41%), Iceland (40%), Hungary (37%) and Italy (36%). Also
some lower values have been achieved in Netherlands (12%) and Ireland (14%) (Flash Eurobarometer
328, 2011, 34). Thus, the international tourism’s role in commercialization of nature is becoming an
important segment of the general contemporary interest (Redzic, 2012).
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Products bearing the Daisy symbol are those which (http://www.manifest-services.gr/en/painting/ecology-of-colours):
1. Provide high coverage and performance.
2. Contain small quantities of volatile organic compounds (V.O.C.).
3. Guarantee satisfactory resistance to wear and tear.
4. Do not contain heavy metals or toxic or carcinogenic substances.
5. Do not bear any hazard symbol on their label.
6. Trivially pollute the environment during their total life cycle.
7. Are checked and approved by an independent organisation.
Both in theory and practice of organization management SWOT analysis is often practiced technique
that is used in the situation analysis. In the conditions of fast changes, in order to changes become
opportunities for enterprise development in tourism, SWOT analysis must be permanent manager
activity of research and monitoring. In this sense, the content and premises of SWOT analysis of a
company in the tourism change over time, and even during some tourist seasons. The basic idea of
SWOT analysis is that it can allow such behavior and development of organizations that will provide
maximum use of the opportunities and strength of the organization, on the one hand, and
minimizing weaknesses and threats to this development, on the other hand (Cerovic, 2003).
Material and Methods
In this paper all the hotels in the National Park Djerdap are analyzed. The possibility of reduction to
their negative impact on the environment is subject of the main analysis. Mentioned analysis is
derived from need of preservation of very delicate and highly attractive area. Negative effects in
National park may create some problems, as in natural preservation, as in preservation of cultural
heritage, the importance of which reach the Global level of interest. Special survey examined the
attitudes of employees to the need of environmental standards and eco-labels introduction to the
hotels in Djerdap area. The survey was conducted in august of 2012, and 65 people were questioned.
All of them were randomly chosen employees of the five hotels in Djerdap area. In this study the
methods used were synthesis, analysis, comparation, generalization, and SWOT analysis, as well as
questionnaire survey. As a reference research the dissertation research results from Milan Bradid
research (Bradic, 2011). It is used with acceptance and consultation with the author the survey was
acquired on employee’s opinion towards ecology standards and environmental classification of
hotels in Serbia. This was used to collect further data in continuing study.
Questionnaire on opinion towards introduction of ecology standards and environmental classification
of hotels in Serbia
1. In our hotel establishment great attention is paid to environmental issues.
2. We are familiar with one of environment classes and marks for tourism establishments.
3. We are familiar with EU environment symbol – The Daisy.
4. Hotels which have acquired the environment symbol are in the better market position.
5. Serbia should implement one of internationally recognized eco-symbols for hotels.
6. Serbia should introduce EU environment symbol – The Daisy.
7. Serbia should introduce her own environment symbol for hotels.
8. Environment symbol could become one of specialities in public system of establishment
categorization.
9. Environment symbol may improve the position and recognition of Serbian tourism.
10. Environment symbol introduction would create extensive expenses for our hospitality organization.
11. With environment symbol introduction we could increase our price range.
12. Main result of environment symbol introduction would be quality improvement within our hotel
offer.
13. We would involve ourselves in the environment symbol system if such would be introduced in
Serbia.
Values are shown in five point Likert scale, within the answers: value 1 – Strongly disagree; 2 –
Disagree; 3 – Neither agree nor disagree; 4 – Agree; 5 – Strongly agree;
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Results and Discussion
The results support the notion that in Serbia, as a country with underdeveloped environmental
standards, employees in hotels feel the necessity of business sustainability promotion, especially its
environmental component. This is equally important as precondition for Accession into the European
Union.

Figure 2. Employee attitudes about the need to introduce environmental standards and eco-label for
hotels in Serbia
From thirteen questions introduced to employees (Figure 2) in hotels in the influence zone of the
National Park Djerdap, nine questions have given the result higher than that of the entire Republic of
Serbia. However, to four remaining questions the questioned employees have given the result lower
than that of the entire country. In accordance with main, the additional research was done. This was
to determine compliance of hotels with principles and standards of the European Union (EU symbol –
the Daisy). Even though the survey was conducted amongst only five managers in the area, it is
within the minimum for scientific significance (n=5). The answers given by these responders should
be discussed. With exclusion, at least to some extent of the Aquastar Danube Hotel, hotels in this
region have been built in 1970s. They simply may not comply with contemporary environmental
standards. This means that thermal insulation, sound insulation, and green building standards are not
met. This is for the reason that in the time of construction and start of the hotel’s exploitation very
different standards were in effect. In recent years, after privatization, removing of some of the
disadvantages and general modernization of facilities started. In order to bring those facilities to the
environmental level that they could at least come close to some environmental standards of the
European Union, they should probably have to be demolished and re-built from the foundations.
Very important limiting factor for all the hotels in the business environment which imposed certain
environmentally unsafe behaviour is the waste treatment solution. First of all, it is not profitable to
invest in wastewater treatment and it is released directly into the sewage system. In order for such
an investment to take place, there are not any financial incentives provided from the public sector.
The same applies to the use of recycled water and rainwater. Besides, the market is not familiar with
organic food, and especially not the case in the National Park Djerdap, where hotel managers do not
know a single organic farm. In addition they claim that customers are not looking to eat organic food
and therefore its use is considered unprofitable. Negative practice is that most of the buildings are
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heated with fuel oil or coal. Again, there are no subsidies for the purchase of equipment for heat
recovery or alternative ways of heating. Also, the hotels do not measure the emissions of greenhouse
gases. Nonetheless, managers keep a detailed analysis on the use of electricity and water
consumption monthly, as a major expense matter. All of the hotels take care of the safe removal of
hazardous waste, but only some waste is classified according to the type of waste material. Special
attention is paid to training employees for the proper dosing of detergents and cleaning products,
effective waste management, energy and water, as well as maintenance and servicing. As a motive
for this, other than ecology, executives cite the need for minimizing expenses.
Management avoids the use of hazardous products and partially used reusable and recyclable
packaging. Guests in the hotels are offered information on local environmental conditions, ways of
saving energy and water, means of public transportation etc. In all the hotels there is a partial, but
not complete smoking ban, which is in accordance with the laws of the Republic of Serbia, but not in
the accordance with the EU "Ecolabel". The same goes for the lack of keeping environmental records.
In none of the hotel there is a special part of accounting that is responsible exclusively for the
environment.
SWOT analysis
In accordance with scope of this study, the SWOT analysis was conducted. This has been done for
every analyzed hotel in the area, and then it was compiled to unique analysis of the entire area. The
SWOT analysis is usually action oriented, this SWOT analysis is more than a list - it is an analysis to
support strategic decisions in the area. This analysis was done to determine main goals of further
development of the tourism industry in the area, from the environmental point of view.
Table 3. SWOT analysis of hotel establishments in Djerdap area
STRENGHTS
WEAKNESSES
- isolation from noise and air pollution
- breathtaking surroundings
- young, energetic and professional staff
- cooperation with local and foreign tour
operators
- realistic plans for the future
- market recognition in the countries of former
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (due to
the proximity of HPP Djerdap I)
- proximity to the border crossing with Romania
- proximity of many cultural, historical and
natural attractions
OPPORTUNITIES

- outdated facilities and equipment
- insufficient marketing activity
- high seasonal fluctuation of visitors
- high fixed costs
- insufficiently adapted to the demands of
modern tourists in terms of the need for
experience
- reactive attitude towards changes in the
tourism market
- lack of amenities

- investment in the fundamental hotel facilities
reconstruction and upgrading
- new amenities in hotels
- restoration of historic monuments in Djerdap
area
- construction of piers for tourist boats
- valorisation of natural sites
- attracting tourists from the European Union
- optimized year-round hotel operations

- degradation of the Danube
- poor economic situation in Serbia and the
closest EU member states
- insufficiently fast and quality facility
modernization
- fluctuations in the tourism market

THREATS
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The SWOT analysis (Table 3) has pointed out major elements of further development. In order to
address the weaknesses the hotels in the area should, primarily acquire competitor with leading
technology. Ecology is, as viewable, major issue as both a threat and opportunity. It is not positive to
continue only reactions towards changes in the market. It is highly advisable to start improving the
tourism in the area before it is too late. Comfortably, it is preferred to have incentive when the
leaning of some trends in the market happen, and not after the effects of those start to directly
influence the market in question.
Conclusion
This is one of the chapters which will be open during the Accession dialogue. All this is something
that Serbia is trying to achieve in the last decade. On the other hand, inadequate infrastructure and
outdated hotel facilities represent a limiting factor. This requires the authorities to interfere in the
resolution of these issues. The public sector should use subsidies and tax incentives to support raising
environmental standards to a higher level. From data previously presented, and in the given
circumstances, it is unreasonable and uneconomic (in some ways impossible) to operate while
meeting all or most EU standards "Ecolabel". The solution is to go for some stricter environmental
standards for the operation in hotels, especially in protected areas, rather than the control and
application of these standards. This may be achieved only if the stricter criteria are followed by
various fiscal incentives and facilities that meet these standards, with both financial and technical
support for the implementation of these standards in hotels all over Serbia. The above results
confirm that from a total of 13 questions, hotel employees in the impact zone of the National Park
Djerdap have given to nine questions (69% of the questions) a higher GPA than the average in the
whole of Serbia. This supports the assumption that the views of employees in the hotels in the
impact zone of the National Park Djerdap, in relation to environmental labelling, have higher values
of the average scores of hotel management on the entire territory of the Republic of Serbia.
However, the four statements (31% of the questions) have a lower value than the responses from
the control sample. The Hotel management should try to contribute in the realization and
implementation of the strategy for sustainable development of tourism in Serbia. It seems that for
now it is only in the domain of theory, without favourable conditions for the implementation of the
operations. This is caused by a number of well known drawbacks in Serbia, which are in their own
way, a negative effect for the tourism business and hospitality industry. As far as the tourism offer is
concerned, property relations must be clearly defined, as well as the category of hotel facilities,
service quality levels, the use of existing infrastructure and relationship to the environment. Every
business must be based on modern management elements.
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Abstract
The focus of our paper is on the role of mid-range (mid-size) universities in the development of
peripheral regions. After summarizing the literature on the contribution of universities to regional
development, the paper looks through the most important theoretical considerations including the
developmental role (the third mission) of universities, It presents the main issues in which the midrange universities in peripheral regions are different from the top universities located mainly in
metropolitan areas. Using case studies from Central and Eastern Europe and from Hungary, the paper
concludes that not only the position of universities in the collaboration with business sector but their
developmental role in the local economy and innovation system is quite different, and there is a need
for much more comprehensive and complex economic policies initiating the support of the university
sector and starting the development of high tech industries, small-scale enterprises and constructing
regional advantage with the stronger community involvement of universities.
Keywords: mid-range universities, CEE, service-universities, developmental role, regional
development & engagement,
Introduction
Modern universities are viewed as the core of the knowledge base, acting as key elements of
innovation systems, supporting science and innovation-based regional growth (Huggins & Kitagawa
2009). The so-called regional engagement of universities has been developed through an
evolutionary process during the last 50 years. Traditionally, universities primarily focused on teaching
and, to some extent, research, while university education was elite education. In many European
countries, due to the gradual expansion of the higher education sector, the appearance of mass
education and lifelong learning, and the declining share of grants provided by the state in the 1970s
and 1980s, competition between the universities has become stronger, and they have been forced to
perform their research activities on a profit-oriented basis. Universities have had to seek alternative
sources of funding from business, industry, civil society and non-national state actors (Harloe &
Perry, 2004). Also, the public funding became increasingly competitive funding, and research
activities often require public-private partnership. This is called the “entrepreneurial turn”, or the
servicing mission of universities (Tjedvoll, 1997; Inman & Schuetze, 2010). Later, in addition to
teaching and research universities started to adapt a third mission or developmental role, which can
be described as “community service” mainly by the US literature, and “regional engagement” in
Europe (Holland, 2001), “regional innovation organisation” or “academic entrepreneurialism” (OECD,
1999).
The university engagement literature, while accepting that universities may well undertake
knowledge generative activities, proposes that they adopt a broader, developmental focus on
adapting their core functions of teaching and research, as well as community service, to address
regional needs (OECD 1999; Chatterton & Goddard 2000). In regard to human capital formation, the
university engagement literature focuses on the importance of regionally-focused teaching
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(Chatterton & Goddard, 2000), which is manifested in a stronger focus on regional student
recruitment and graduate retention; the development of programmemes that address skills required
by regional industries, particularly, small and medium-sized entreprises; and the localisation of
learning processes, for example, through workplace-based learning and regional projects.
This third (developmental and engagement) mission is a somewhat indefinite concept which refers to
the economic development role motivated by the social responsibility of the institutions. According
to Harloe and Perry (2004), the third role of universities in relation to sub-national (EU regions)
economies and societies has been widely justified in terms of the development of the knowledge
economy and the significance of the regions in economic development. This “regionalization of the
economy” strengthens the links between the universities and the clusters of firms and regionallybased supply chains of small and medium sized firms (Gunasekara, 2004). Knowledge and innovation
have become increasingly important sources of economic development, and there is a pressure from
government, businesses and communities for universities to align their core functions with regional
needs (Chatterton & Goddard, 2000).
Huggins and Kitagawa (2009) argue that although universities emphasize their international
orientation, they are embedded in their region and add to the area’s economic and social strength
through e.g. preserving local jobs, diversifying the local economy and attracting inward investors.
Among many others, these authors state that economic development and the welfare of regions can
be enhanced through universities’ various engagement with the local economy, including research,
infrastructure development, education, effective industry-university partnerships, technological
innovation and community development.
This paper tries to adapt the models of universities’ regional engagement in the case of a peripheral
border region in Central and Eastern Europe, the South Transdanubia Region in Hungary. Although
the study applies the concept of mid-range university to Central and Eastern Europe, the term of
mid-ranged universities was borrowed from the study by Wright et al. (2009), which is focused on
mid-range universities and their links with industry in British, Belgian, German and Swedish regions.
In the UK for example, mid-range universities are defined as all universities excepting top universities
and new (post-1992) universities. For example, the sample of Wright et al. (2008) included
universities teaching between 8 thousand and 33 thousand students and employing between 700
and 2500 full-time researchers. However, in the UK and other European countries there are many
first-ranked universities located in non-metropolitan regions, which is not the case in Central and
Eastern Europe. As the consequence of a spatial concentration of top universities in Central and
Eastern European countries almost exclusively in metropolitan areas, mid-range universities are most
often located in non- metropolitan regions (Gál and Ptáček, 2011).
The article examines that to what extent regional, mid-range universities may enhance economic
development in a lagging area and to what extent European models of the universities’ third role
may be relevant in this particular region. The hypothesis is that universities’ developmental role is
much weaker in peripheral regions where mostly mid-range universities are present, and the
traditional models designed for first-ranked universities located in prosperous economic
environment are not directly applicable due to e.g. the different sectoral structure of the economy
and the different nature of the knowledge supply and demand (Gál and Zsibók, 2011).
Material and methods
Local engagement and the developmental role of universities in the regions
The literature on the engaged university (OECD 1999; Holland 2001; Chatterton & Goddard 2000)
also focuses on the third role of universities in regional development, but it differs from the triple
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helix model in its emphasis on the responses of universities that adopted a stronger regional focus in
their teaching and research missions. The evolution of the engaged universities ran parallelly with
the regionalization of the economy, or “the rise of the regions” which means that the salience of the
regional scale is increasing and the regulatory capacity of the nation-state declines (Arbo &
Benneworth, 2007). Essentially, universities’ regional engagement means meeting the various needs
of the modern client population, such as flexible structures for lifelong learning created by changing
skill demands, more locally based education as public maintenance support for students declines,
greater links between research and teaching, and more engagement with the end users of research
(Chatterton & Goddard, 2000). Also, regional institutions including universities have gained more and
more importance in the governance of the regional economy; therefore, universities as important
parts of the regional networks have become more embedded in their regional environment.
The engaged university approach encompasses a range of mechanisms by which universities engage
with their regions. The literature on the responsive university places less emphasis on academic
entrepreneurialism, compared with the triple helix model, and more on community service. Here,
community service means that the university is a community-based institution serving the needs of
the society in a local area or region (Chatterton & Goddard, 2000). Unlike in the US, European higher
education institutions are highly dependent on state support. However, from the point of view of
their regions, they function as autonomous institutions and have control over the nature of teaching
and research, since they are under national regulations and raise the majority of their funding from
national sources. Therefore, regional engagement is not inherent to these institutions. There is an
external pressure from government, businesses and communities for universities to align their core
functions with regional needs. Universities also need to diversify sources of funding due to the rising
relative costs of education, the intensifying competition for students and research contracts in
conjunction with fiscal and demographic pressures, in order to maintain their academic standing and
in some cases, to even survive. Taking a specific approach, OECD (1999) as well as Srinivas and
Viljamaa (2008) analysed the process and motives of becoming an engaged university in the context
of institutional change and institutional interactions.
University engagement can incorporate several activities. Together with the shift of the higher
education sector from elite education to mass education and the prevalence of life-long learning,
there is a requirement from universities to educate graduates in compliance with the needs of the
regional labour market. This means that universities provide an interface between graduates and the
labour market in their region. According to Chatterton and Goddard (2000), engaged universities
provide flexible structures for lifelong learning created by changing skill demands; and more locally
based education as public maintenance support for students declines. In the field of research,
universities’ engagement means greater links between research and teaching; and more engagement
with the end users of research, e.g. in the form of regional research networks and joint research with
participants from the academia and the industry (Chatterton & Goddard, 2000). Since university
researches are conducted mainly in international academic networks, universities are able to channel
the international knowledge to regional users. A considerable part of the literature, e.g. Varga (2009)
build on the notion that knowledge generation becomes localized and agglomeration effects are
crucial for the spillover effects to work. Evidence proves (see e.g. Drucker & Goldstein, 2007) the
importance of proximity in supporting university-industry joint research efforts and other
collaborations.
Universities engage with their regions not only in the fields of education and research but also in
regional institutions and governance systems. This is the consequence of the previously mentioned
phenomenon that the regionalization of the state activity is increasing in Europe, and administrative
and political decisions are increasingly made at the regional level (Chatterton & Goddard 2000). For
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this reason, institutional capacities have to be built and extended at the sub-national level and subnational policy networks have to be created. As important regional actors, universities are part of
these governance networks (see Arbo & Benneworth, 2007). In addition, the community service of
the universities often takes the form of developing the social and cultural infrastructure of the region
in accordance with the specific needs of university students and academics.
Arbo and Benneworth (2007) review the numerous aspects through which higher education
institutions are embedded in their regions. These are primarily non-economic aspects including
regional policy, national and regional innovation systems, human capital development and
governance systems. They concentrate on the numerous interfaces through which the university and
its region may be linked. The impact of local universities is not restricted to the technical sphere, but
may spread into wider social and economic effects on their region. Commitment to social and
organizational innovation is gaining more-and more importance as main barriers emerge from the
social sides even if universities and regions try to introduce adopted technologies. Social and
organizational innovation means in wider context the generation and implementation of new ideas
and creativity in order to overcome the social barriers of innovation and it requires ongoing social
interactions (Mumord, D.M.–Moertl, P. 2003). Innovators face many social and managerial barriers
which inhibit innovations. Among the others the inadequate funding, risk avoidance, incorrect
measures and forecasts, lack of partnerships and deficiencies in collaboration are the most important
social and managerial constraints. Social innovations facilitate the formation of new institutions,
networks and building up social capital through collective learning processes (Kitagawa, 2004).
Mid-range universities in peripheral regions of Central & Eastern Europe
Many of the empirical studies on universities’ regional developmental role and economic impact
derive their findings from investigating large, world-class research universities located in highly
developed economic environment. Nevertheless, Wright et al. (2008) argue that those findings are
not necessarily relevant for all the universities, especially for mid-range universities. The main
features of the mid-range, regional universities are that they are located in secondary cities where
the regional demand for innovation is moderate, the density of contacts are much lower and possible
spillover effects emerge more sparsely; they may not possess a base of world-class research;
academics work in a smaller local scientific community in which they interact with the industry; and
the creation of spin-off companies is different in its nature (Wright et al., 2008).
According to Gál and Ptáček (2011), the model of university engagement can be adopted by those
mid-range universities in the less developed East European regions which do not have the critical
mass to engage in world-class scientific research, but instead these universities can focus on other
than high-technology innovation. For the less developed, reindustrializing Central and Eastern
European regions with substantial human capital resources, benefiting from the relocation of
European industry but not yet fully developed knowledge creation and transfer capacities, this
special situation forces mid-range universities to take on new roles in contrast with other
countries/regions where university-state-industry-citizen relations have perhaps had longer time
frames to evolve. This new role means a stronger regional engagement in medium-tech innovations
and in social and organizational innovation.
In their paper, Huggins and Johnston (2009) compare the economic impact of universities of different
types, and they found that there are significant differences in the wealth generated by universities
according to regional location and the type of institution. According to their results, universities in
more competitive regions are generally more productive than those located in less competitive
regions, and more traditional universities are generally more productive than newer ones in the UK.
Furthermore, the overall economic and innovation performance of regions in the UK is generally
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inversely related to their dependence on the universities located within their boundaries. This means
that weaker regions tend to be more dependent on their universities for income and innovation, but
often these universities underperform in comparison with similar institutions in more competitive
regions. Although knowledge commercialization activity might be a source of productivity advantage
for universities, markets for knowledge in less competitive regions appear to be weak on the demand
side. Huggins and Johnston (2009) emphasize that the regional environment may also influence the
actions of institutions, since a relatively strong knowledge-generating university in a relatively weak
region may have a greater propensity to engage with firms in other regions. In weak regions the
private economy’s strength may be insufficient and small and medium-sized entreprises may be
unable to exploit the benefits of the engagement with the universities. In the long term this may
result in a leakage of knowledge from the home region, which further deepens the disparities in
regional competitiveness.
Benneworth and Hospers (2007) focus on how peripheral regions which are functionally distant from
core economic activities can reposition themselves in the knowledge economy. They argue that such
regions are internally fragmented, which reduces their capacity to attract and embed external
investment to reduce this distance, and upgrade their status among other regions within a technical
division of labour. In regions with sub-optimal innovation systems, it is very hard to lay down the
foundations of a sustainable local economic growth. According to Benneworth and Hospers (2007), a
governance failure is in the root of this problem, namely the networking deficiencies. They list a
range of internal and external barriers that less-favoured regions face when building local networks
which exploit the knowledge spillovers of external investments. Internal barriers include a lack of
local institutional capacity, a lack of critical mass or substantive outcome, the lack of entrepreneurial
resources, and a mismatch between the science base and the knowledge users. External barriers to
building and integrating local networks are the unfavourable economic specialization (to low-tech
industries), externally imposed barriers to local governance integration, antipathy by external firm
owners to local innovation, and poor external image discouraging potential investors.
There is a substantial spatial concentration of top universities almost exclusively in metropolitan
areas in the Central and Eastern European countries. Mid-range universities are most often located in
non-metropolitan regions or to put it another way, most of the universities outside the capital cities
can be classified as mid-range, where the R&D potential and the “density of contacts” are much
lower and possible spillover effects emerge more sparsely. For this very reason, mid-range
universities represent the keystones of regional innovation systems and are often crucial parts of
regional innovation strategies (Gál & Ptáček, 2011). During the transition in the 1990s universities
were mostly facing the pressure of the state to increase their educational role. The system of
universities’ financing in this decade did not motivate them to search for new contacts and
collaboration with industry and it was much easier to survive through the rising numbers of students.
The gradual “marketization” of the higher education sector started after 2000 as a result of several
factors. In general, it was the recognition of knowledge as a source of economic growth. In the
process of the marketization, universities started to use standard tools borrowed from Western
Europe, but the result cannot be the same because of different history and position of universities in
the regional or national innovation systems. EU accession and the possibility to use EU development
funds (such as cohesion funds) for building knowledge infrastructure induced an active approach
from the side of universities. The regional impact of these processes is leading to the ongoing
polarisation of the R&D potential between metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas; that is, R&D
resources and research capacities are more and more unequally distributed among the regions
(Ptáček, 2009; Gál 2005). This resulted in that mid-range universities remain the keystones of
regional innovation infrastructure outside of the metropolitan regions, furthermore, their role even
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increases. Sectoral research institutes set up in the socialist era and sponsored by the indstry and
relevant ministries were mostly closed down after the regime shift, and so their role was taken over
by local universities.
In sum, the role of mid-range universities in CEE countries is weaker than in more developed
countries of the EU and the process of adaptation to new social and economic conditions started
substantially later than in Western Europe. At the same time mid-range universities located mostly
outside of the metropolitan areas have to face similar problems and disadvantages as in their
western counterparts such as less intensive university-industry contacts, weak local R&D networks
etc. (see Table 1 and Gál & Ptáček, 2011).
In most of the non-metropolitan Central and Eastern European regions, where the regional
innovation systems and the university-industry linkages are still weak, the role of universities in local
development has to be revised and, consequently, the economic impact of universities cannot be
unambiguously extended to transition economies. For example, a Hungarian study concluded that
the knowledge-producing ability of the academic sector did not increase the knowledge-exploitation
ability of the local business sector and, moreover, both universities and the less developed local
economy may be responsible for several hindering factors of intraregional knowledge transfer
between universities and industries (Gál & Csonka, 2007). Similarly, Bajmóczy and Lukovics (2009)
showed that university researches for local economic development may be an outstanding
instrument in case of advanced regions but not necessarily for the less developed regions where the
lack of appropriate industrial base is one of the main constraints. They measured the contribution of
Hungarian universities to regional economic and innovation performance between 1998 and 2004.
The results showed that the presence of universities does not affect the growth rate of per capita
gross value added and gross tax base per tax payer. Therefore, general economic effects of
universities and related R&D investments are hardly visible in transition economies such as many
Central and Eastern European regions.
Our case study area, South Transdanubia, is a less developed reindustrializing region with lower
knowledge absorption capacity and with an underdeveloped research and technology development
sector relative to the national average (Figure 1). Basic conditions for change in the technology
sphere are rather unfavourable. Its regional GERD was 23 M euros in 2007, which is only 2.5 per cent
of Hungary’s total. The region has one of the poorest R&D capacities in Hungary (in 2007 with only
4.1 per cent of the Hungarian R&D employees). The region has large public RTD infrastructure mainly
based on the two universitiesi absorbing more than four fifths of regional GERD, therefore the HEI
sector plays dominant role in R&D performance (Figure 1).. Unlike the public RTD sector, the visibility
and the performance of the business sector is very low, even in comparison with the national
average. The RTD creation of the business sector in Southern Transdanubia is limited (3.4 M € BERD
in 2004). Universities are the major employers of RTD personnel. The orientation of the knowledge
creation activity of the region is based to a great extent on the profile of its universities, which have
the strongest potential in life science (biotech) research and they also have a good reputation with
measurable RTD outputs in laser physics, environmental and animal cytology research. However, the
strongest barrier in South Transdanubia is the clear mismatch between the knowledge-production
specialisation of the universities and the economic structure of the region.
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Figure 1 Key indicators on Southern Transdanubia’s knowledge base development in comparison to
the national average, in percentage*
Source: calculated by the Author based on EUROSTAT and KSH (Hungarian Statistical Office) data
*BERD= Business expenditure on Research and Development,
GERD= Gross expenditure on Research and Development
HERD= Higher Education expenditure on Research and Development
GOVERD= Government expenditure on Research and Development
Note: The following years were used for BERD, GERD, HERD GOVERD1999, 2003;
R&D personnel 1999, 2004; HR 1997,2004; Patents 199s, 2003 and
Lifelong learning 1999, 2004.
The main findings of this section are based on an empirical survey which listed 92 time-series
indicators covering 20 different EU regions, including South Transdanubia commissioned by
ERAWATCH S.A. in Brussels (Gál & Csonka, 2007). This research was focused on the constraints of
knowledge transfers in the case of mid-range universities in the less developed transition regions
with traditional, non-research universities. The survey on South Transdanubia identified the main
reasons for the poorer performance in RTD transfers. On the one hand, there is a mismatch between
the economic and research specialisations, which is combined with the low share of the business
sector in RTD investment, the high share of the traditional lower tech sectors, the small size of local
SMEs and the consequent lack of resources to invest into RTD and absorb its results. On the other
hand, there is a lack of demand for research GERD
results from larger (mainly foreign-owned) companies
and, to some extent, the necessary knowledge supply in the region for certain sectors and in certain
disciplines is also lacking (Gál & Csonka 2007). It should be also accepted that these regions are
specialised in activities that are not highly research intensive, therefore increased R&D expenditures
cannot be easily exploited by local businesses or utilized by HEIs. In these situations, setting up a new
research base that is not linked to the needs of the regional economy could be like building
"cathedrals in the desert" as they are unlikely to be able to develop knowledge transfer and spillovers
with local economic actors, particularly for high-tech industries (Dory, 2008; Gál, 2010).
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Results and discussion
Engaged universities – the Hungarian case
Universities can act as regional actors, developing stronger partnerships between universities and
the regional development agencies, emphasising the key role of higher education in regional
development. The policy approaches and activities in CEE regions almost exclusively concentrated
only on the first two missions of the universities and the notion of regional engagement did not
constitute the part of the university strategies up until very recently. Two compelling endogenous
and exogenous factors have contributed to the recognition of the importance of stronger regional
engagement of the universities recently. Firstly, the accumulated knowledge and the experiences of
staff at the higher education institutions provide expertise in various fields, and this can be a very
effective way of accelerating progress of collaboration through the exploitation of economic and
social interactions transmitted by spin-offs and other university based consultants within the newly
formed regional networks (Schmidt, 2012). Secondly, exogenous pressures are extorted by new
market demand and policy goals which envisage a real regional and social prosperity that integrates
knowledge, social and human development. This exogenous factor facilitates connectivity among
different institutions including universities and other stakeholders and will provide not only better
funding opportunities but also a collective learning platform for social interactions (Leydesdorff &
Etzkovitz, 2001).
In the following sub-sections we present two case studies the authors participated in, from South
Transdanubia, which show the new types of developmental roles and community engagement that
local universites can take in a peripheral, border region in order to revitalize the economy of a
lagging, de-industrialized area. The first one presents an example of a urban development project
based on campus (property) development in conjunction with the European Capital of Culture 2010
project, and a city development strategy of the health and environmental sectors; the second one
provides insights into the building of a common cross-border knowledge region in the framework of
universities’ partnership . It is characteristic of both case studies that the strategies are strongly
reliant on the contribution of the local academic sector.
In the case study presented in this section we focus on the biggest city of the South Transdanubia
Region and its university. The city of Pécs has adopted two strategies with strong collaboration of the
University of Pécs to mobilise endogenous resources and enhance its competitiveness (University of
Pécs is the oldest university in Hungary that was established in 1367). Higher education has been a
strong driver of economic restructuring; in fact, it was probably the university which saved the city of
Pécs from the depression experienced by other Central and Eastern European industrial regions after
the change of the political regime – even if it could not fully prevent the disadvantageous processes
(Lux, 2010). In the 1990s and the 2000s, Pécs, the city with 2000 years of history dated back to the
Roman and medieval times, has lost most of its economic potential which was built on coal and
uranium mining and several industrial plants. Due to its peripheral situation and the adverse effects
of the war in the former Yugoslavia, the foreign direct investments are insufficient in the region and
there is a lack of local economic strength. In an economic environment characterized by a decreasing
industrial sector, the city’s cultural, educational and market services give a chance for the economy
to rise again. Cultural issues first appeard markedly in local development policy in the 1995 city
development strategy, which envisaged a growth path built on knowledge-based economy, services
and innovation, where innovative tourism and “cultural industry” get priority (Lux, 2010). After the
integration of several local universities and a number of smaller higher education facilities in 2000,
the University of Pécs, being the oldest university of Hungary (est. 1367), has become one of the
largest employers in the city and even the region. Although R&D outputs in engineering and natural
sciences and the university-industry links are limited, the presence of students and employees has
had a multiplier effect on the economy of Pécs, mainly in the field of rented flats, consumer products
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and services and culture. Of course, the university has contributed to the urban ambience and real
estate site development of Pécs, as well (Lux, 2010). One of the strategies is a comprehensive
initiative which aims to reconfigure the economy of the city to utilize the heritage and cultural basis
in the framework of a singular large project of the European Capital of Culture 2010 to generate
growth. The European Capital of Culture 2010 project tries to capitalize on the idea of culture-led
urban regeneration and helped Pécs to reinvent itself through culture. The University of Pécs has
played a major role in organizing the European Cultural Capital project, which became the largest
ever exercise of community service of the local university, being heavily involved not only in the
cultural events but also in the development of the new cultural, community and educational
functions of the city’s newly built cultural quarter (Lux, 2010). The project is the Zsolnay Cultural
Quarter: built on the site of the eponymous ceramics factory, which was originally established as a
mixture between production facility, artist’s colony and living environment for the owner and his
family, it intends to endow a disused area with new cultural, community and educational functions
serving as the new training site for the university’s Faculty of Music and Visual Arts. Benneworth et
al. (2010) describes the universities’ urban development role and the major factors conditioning the
success of co-operation for both the city and the university in detail.
The strong university engagement in the city’s development was also reflected by the development
pole programme called “Pécs – Pole of Quality of Life” which has three pillars: health industry,
environmental industry and cultural industry. The main features of this programme are introduced
by – among others – Lux (2010) as follows:
1. Similar to the European Capital of Culture 2010 project, the “growth pole” programme has
strongly involved the contribution of the University of Pécs during the planning period as well as in
the governance and the implementation, especially within the ealth industry pillar and the
Environmental industry pillar. (Figure 2)
2. “Health industry” covers health services relying on the university’s Faculty of Medicine and its
clinics, which have achieved outstanding results in treating movement-related disorders. Several
industrial functions are connected to these services includingthe manufacturing of medical and
prosthetic equipment; and other services in the field of human recreation.
3. The “Cultural industry” pillar of the programme is expected to benefit from the European Capital
of Culture 2010 programme, and this returns to the idea of promoting the urban culture of Pécs as a
complex, innovative product.
4. The “Environmental industry” pillar is both narrower and wider than the “quality of life” concept:
it might be helpful in fostering a cleaner, more attractive environment, but the actual elements of
the development project have a prioritized focus on alternative energy sources.
Conclusions
This paper has applied the regional and community engagement literature to mid-range universities
of Central and Eastern Europe and explored the peculiarities and specificities of these mid-range
universities facing a number of extra constraints in the less developed CEE regions. After summing up
the ways in which universities may contribute to the economic development of their regions and
presenting the measurement methodologies and the theoretical considerations, the paper focused
on the problem of adapting the literature on peripheral regions with mid-range universities. From
the presented theories, the literature on the universities’ regional engagement is the most relevant
in the context of our article. There are several facilitating and hindering factors concerning the
process of becoming a regionally engaged university, and our main lesson is that the whole regional
innovation system should be developed in an integrated manner in order to reach this goal.
The mentioned constraints impede peripheral, mid-range universities to build linkages to the local
economy and develop internationally recognized areas of research excellence, with the associated
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critical mass, and exploit the advantages of global knowledge networks. The research found that not
only the position of universities in the collaboration with business sector but their role in the
innovation system is quite different, which is mainly due to the different development path of
innovation systems and development trajectories in post-communist countries described in the
paper. Because of historical path-dependence, mid-range universities, unlike top-universities, are
very often located in non-metropolitan regions in CEE countries where the RTD potential and
“density of contacts” are much lower and possible spillovers emerge more sparsely than in capital
city regions.
We argued that in these regions, setting up new university based research directions that are not
linked to the needs of the regional economy are unlikely to be able to develop knowledge transfer
and spillovers with local economic actors. In peripheral situation the lack of research capacity in
science and engineering RTD can be also a serious obstacle to the modernisation of the industrial
structure. Universities are looking for contacts out of the regions and their contribution to the
regional innovation infrastructure cannot fulfil the possible expectations. Rather, these universities
need to take careful strategic decisions to build up those areas and the related intermediaries where
they have the scope to make an international impact but also to differentiate investment in those
areas where they can make a regional contribution.
The paper also argues that mid-range universities in the reindustrializing CEE regions have to take on
new roles, which means a stronger regional engagement also in medium-tech innovations and in
social and organizational innovations. Universities have to be practically relevant in the development
and evaluation of regional policy that fosters 'new combinations' of partnership-based, innovationcentred approaches, which maximise the development of human capacities such as skills and
mobility, and the formation of social capital through networking, collective learning and building up
trust. In the less developed CEE regions there is a need for much more comprehensive and
complex economic policies initiating not only the support of the university sector but also the
starting of developing high-tech industries, small-scale enterprises and constructing regional
advantage with the stronger developmental role and community involvement of universities. This
contributes towards the third mission of universities through meeting learning needs of the region.
This might be achieved by exchanging knowledge between higher education and the business
community or through outreach to local communities to combat social exclusion and to improve
cultural understanding.
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Abstract
A comprehensive literature review has shown that there are limited empirical studies measuring the
importance of institutions for nations’ economic well-being in the Central and Eastern European
countries, including Poland. This is mainly due to a lack of data that conforms to a concept of
institutions proposed by the New Institutional Economics that serves as a theoretical framework for
our research. This article attempts to fulfill this gap by presenting an empirical analysis of institutional
determinants of economic progress in Poland over the period from 1990 to 2011. The objective of the
study is to test whether there has been a relationship of traditional and complementary indicators of
economic progress (inter alia GDP per capita, GDP growth, HDI, Genuine savings) with subjective and
objective measures of institutional quality (e.g. Worldwide Governance Indicators, Economic Freedom
of the World index, Happy Planet Index, Contract-Intensive Money ratio). Basing on the relevant
literature review, the hypothesis in our research is that the better institutions lead to higher economic
growth and development, and vice versa. The research data is drawn from Eurostat, the World Bank,
the National Bank of Poland, the United Nations Development Programme, and the Fraser Institute.
Correlation and regression analysis is used to examine the association between applicable variables.
Our results for Poland provide less, than expected, evidence of strong relationship between
institutional indicators and national well-being indicators.
Introduction
The school of economic thought which explains the performance of the economies over time (eg.
economic growth and development) by considering not only standard factors of production but also
institutions and institutional change is referred to as the New Institutional Economics. One of the
most widely used theoretical definition of institution is that proposed by Douglas North (1990:3):
“Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised
constraints that shape human interaction”. However, the meaning of the concept of rules, being
central to the analysis of institutions, is diverse (Ostrom 2009). It is used by scholars to denote to
regulations (something laid down by an authority as required, forbidden or permitted), instructions
(effective strategy of problem solving), precepts (prudential and moral behavior, cultural
prescriptions as norms) and principles or physical laws (Black 1962).
For the present study, our key interest is on the definition of rules close to that of Black’s meaning of
rules as the regulation and the precept. According to this understanding, rules are guides for human
action and conduct, and determine in which situations it is permitted, required or forbidden for
individuals to take (or not to take) certain acts.
North (1990; 1994) makes distinction between informal constraints, formal rules, and their
enforcement characteristics, which together compose country’s institutional matrix. The informal
constraints include codes of conduct (such as personal standards of honesty and integrity), norms of
behaviour (recognized standards of conduct) and conventions which all “are part of the heritage that
we call culture”. Formal rules include political and judicial rules (defining the hierarchical structure of
the polity), economic rules (defining property rights), and contracts (providing specific to the
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particular agreement in exchange). Enforcement characteristics are the way by which both the
informal norms of behaviour and formal rules are enforced. Enforcement is carried out by the first
party (self-imposed codes of conduct), by the second party (the threat of retaliation for contract
violation), and/or by a third party (societal sanctions or coercive force of the state).
It is widely recognized that both the kind and the quality of institutions that support market largely
determine the economic performance. With good institutional matrix people would be willing to
engage in productive activities (instead of unproductive rent extraction); organizations will be
improving their efficiency relative to that of rivals, economic growth and development will be
maintained (or even enhanced), and all members of the society would enjoy the fruits of a country’s
general prosperity.
The question that should be asked here is “What do we mean by good institutions?” According to
Rodrik (2005) good institutions as those that effectively deliver the first-order economic principles –
i.e. protection of property rights, contract enforcement, market-based competition, appropriate
incentives, sound money, and debt sustainability. In our opinion, good institutions are those that are
finally able to ensure lasting confidence among people and enhance accountability between the state
and citizens.
With a growing number of datasets on institutional variables available, researchers increasingly
examine the relationship between institutions and economic outcomes. Unfortunately, there are
limited empirical studies measuring the importance of institutions for nations’ economic well-being
in the Central and Eastern European countries, including Poland. We seek to narrow this research
gap by presenting an empirical analysis of institutional determinants of economic progress in Poland
over the period from 1990 to 2011.
By progress we understand achieving improvements to national well-being, i.e. in the overall state of
the nation in terms of economic and social factors, human wellbeing and environmental
sustainability.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides relevant empirical literature review.
Section 3 descibes data and summarizes the methodological framework. Following section presents
empirical analysis and discusses the results. The last section contains conclusions.
Literature review
Providing an extensive literature review on relationship between institutions and economic
performance is not possible given limitations on the length of this study. Some examples of the
applied papers that relate institutions to economic growth and development are presented in Table
1. The details include samples of countries and period of the research, variables and their sources,
methodology and main results. As mentioned before, the empirical studies concerning Poland are
rare.
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Table 1. Institutions and Economic Progress: An Overview of Empirical Research
Studies
Countries/
Measures
of Measures
of Methodology
period
institutions
economic
performance
Mauro
67 countries, The
Business Investment to OLS and 2SLS
(1995)
1960-85
International indices of GDP ratio;
(with IV) growth
corruption
and GDP per capita
regressions
institutional Efficiency
growth (1960(1980-1983 average)
1985 average)
Knack,
All countries ICRG index
Average annual OLS procedure
Keefer
covered
by BERI index
per capita GDP
(1995)
institutional
growth
indices,
1974-1989
Alesina et 113
states, Political
instability Per capita GDP Single
and
al.
1950-1985
(propensity
of growth (in the simultaneous
(1996)
(1950-1982
government
sample period)
equation
1960-1982)
collapse)
models; CSR
Knack,
A sample of Trust and civic norms Average annual OLS and 2SLS
Keefer
29
market (civic cooperation) from growth in per growth
(1997)
economies,
the
World
Values capita income
regressions
1960-1992
Surveys; BERI (1980-1990
averages); ICRG (19821990 averages)
Clague et 95-country
Contract-intensive
Annual
per 2SLS
al.
sample,
money (CIM); ICRG index; capita
GDP
(1999)
1970-1992
BERI index
growth
Acemoglu
Whole world Index
of
protection Log
of
per OLS and 2SLS
et al.
and
base against expropriation –
capita GDP (PPP (with IV) growth
(2001)
sample of 64 Political Risk Services basis) in 1995, regressions
countries,
(1985-1995 average value current prices
1995
for each country)

Results/conclusions

Corruption lowers private investment, thereby lowering
economic growth. Negative association between
corruption and GDP per capita growth. Bureaucratic
efficiency causes high growth.
The ICRG and BERI measures are strongly linked to
economic performance. The institutional roots of growth
are significant. Institutions that protect property rights are
crucial to economic growth. ICRG index performs the best
in growth equations.
Political instability reduces growth. In countries and time
periods with a high propensity of government collapse,
growth is significantly lower than otherwise.
The ICRG and BERI measures are not significant predictors
of growth in the used sample. Trust's relationship with
growth is especially large in poorer countries (it may be
attributable to their less well-developed financial sectors,
insecure property rights and unreliable enforceability of
contracts).
CIM is correlated with subjective measures of the quality
of governance and institutions; countries with a high level
of CIM tend to grow faster.
A strong positive correlation between institutions and
GDP per capita. Reducing expropriation risk would result
in significant gains in income per capita, but findings do
not point out what concrete steps would lead to an
improvement in institutions.

Assane,
Grammy
(2003)

Rodrik et al.
(2004)

Chousa
al.
(2005)

110 countries
divided
into
lessand
medium
developed
states,
1989-1995
Two samples:
large of 137
and small of 79
countries, 1995

et

20
postsocialist
transition
countries,
1990-2000

Redek,
Sušjan
(2005)
Drury et al.
(2006)

24 transition
countries,
1995-2002
Above
100
countries,
1982-1997

Law,
Bany-Ariffin
(2008)

72-country
sample and 4
sub-samples
based on the
development
levels
1980–2001

Institutional efficiency (the
average of 9 indices of
government performance);
Institutional quality –
ICRG political risk ratings
(the average of 13
indicators)
A composite indicator of
elements that capture the
strength of rule of law and
the protection of property
rights
Adjusted operational
indicator of institutional
efficiency (with shadow
economy size to reflect
institutional
efficiency/
inefficiency);
Freedom
House democracy index
Heritage
Foundation’s
index
for
overall
institutional quality
Level of corruption (ICRG
assessment);
Democracy (Polity IV and
Freedom House)
5 elements of ICRG index:
government
corruption,
rule of law, bureaucratic
quality,
government
repudiation of contracts,
risk of expropriation

Per capita GDP
growth
in 1995 and
average annual
growth in 19891995

The
Solow
model;
multiple
regression
model;
OLS
estimation

‘Good’ institutions accelerate growth (model with
institutional variables is stronger in explaining
economic growth than one without institutional variables).
‘Good’ institutions help developing countries grow faster to
achieve conditional convergence.

Log of GDP per
capita on PPP
basis for 1995

OLS
and
regression
models

IV

The quality of institutions is the most important factor in
explaining differences in economic performance between
countries. Countries with stronger institutions are more likely
to have higher levels of national income.

Log of real GDP
(GDP
index
1989=100)

Multifactor
regressions;
Pooled
Least
Squares; OLS

The shadow economy size is the best reflection of
institutional efficiency/inefficiency. A certain dependence
between institutional development and economic recovery:
‘good” institutions help transition countries grow faster and
achieve conditional convergence with the EU. Democracy is
the main criterion for successful integration with the EU.

Ln of GDP per
capita

Regression
model

GDP growth rate

OLS estimation

A strong GDP effect both from current and past institutional
quality; the better the institutional quality, the higher the
level of national output.
Democracy mitigates the negative corruption impact on
economic growth, corruption has a significant, negative
impact on economic performance in non-democracies.

GDP per capita
(1995 USD)

Dynamic
heterogeneous
panel
data
analysis

Higher institutional quality is associated with better
economic performance. Effects of institutional quality vary
according to the economic development level: institutions
are more responsive in the low- and middle income countries
than in those of high-income. The rule of law has the largest
economically significant positive effect in all income groups.

Brodzicki,
Ciołek
(2008)

Unbalanced
World
Governance Ln of real GDP Hausman-Taylor
panel of 207 Indicators (VA, PS, GE, RL, per capita (PPP, models
economies,
RQ, CC)
2000 USD)
1966-2004

Aidt
(2009)

A sample of
60-80
(exc.
former
socialist CEE
countries),
1970-2000
Aghion et 180 countries,
al.
1975-2000
(2009)
1963-2003

Corruption
Perception
Index - Transparency
International;
WBES index of corruption

Tabellini
(2010)

Culture
(regional aggregation of
individual responses
collected in the opinion
polls of the World Value
Surveys
carried out in 1990-1991
and 1995-1997);
Political
institutions
(constraints
on
the
executive in 1600–1850)

69 regions in 8
European
countries:
France,
Germany
(exc. East and
Berlin), Italy,
Spain,
the UK, the
Netherlands,
Belgium,
Portugal,
1977-2001

Political institutions:
Democracy (Polity IV
index); Political rights and
civil liberties (Freedom
House)

The quality of institutions is of prime importance for the
economic development in the southern hemisphere
economies, and current and former socialist countries.
Institutions might explain differences in the speed of
economic convergence and provide rationale for clubconvergence.
Annual growth OLS and 2SLS
At the macro level, in societies with good governance and
rates of: GDP
strong political institutions, corruption reduces GDP per
per capita and
capita growth at the margin. A strong negative correlation
genuine wealth
exists between growth in genuine wealth per capita and
per capita
corruption: corruption is a likely source of unsustainable
development.
5- and 10-year OLS
No significant impact of democracy on growth rates
growth rates of estimation,
without controlling for the interaction democracy-sectoral
output
and fixed-effects
characteristics. Democratic institutions and political rights
value added by model
enhance growth of technologically more advanced sectors
sector
(economies), thus the demand for democracy should rise
with the level of country’s income per capita.
GVA (PPP) per OLS regressions Past political institutions left a mark on regional culture;
capita
and IV method
this cultural legacy of history is an important determinant
(expressed in %
of current economic performance:
of the EU15
Historical institutions →Culture→Economic development.
average):
Findings cast some doubts on the primacy of formal
average
level
institutions as determinant of economic development.
for 1995-2000;
Current development is strongly significantly correlated
average annual
with all measures of culture.
growth
for
1977-2001

Próchniak
(2011)

EU
CEE-10 EBRD
indexes
of: Annual growth OLS regressions, All institutional variables show strong positive correlations
countries,
exchange rate and trade rate of total real coefficients of with economic growth. Sound institutions are important
1993–2009
liberalization,
banking GDP
partial
growth drivers in the CEE countries.
sector reform, small-scale (IMF data)
correlation
privatization;
Index
of
Economic
Freedom
Heritage
Foundation
Zawojska,
EU
CEE-8 High contract-intensive Annual growth Correlation
Uncertain results: lack of support for the hypothesis that
Siudek
countries
money (HCIM) as a rate of GDP (at coefficients,
economic growth goes together with good property rights
(2013)
(CEE-10 exc. measure of property market prices OLS
simple and contract enforcement institutions. A significant
Romania and rights
and
contract based
on regressions
positive correlation between HCIM and economic growth
Bulgaria),
enforcement institutions constant local
rate only for Hungary, negative one for Latvia and
1990-2011
currency)
Slovakia.
Notes: OLS – Ordinary Least Square procedure; 2SLS – Two-Stage Least Squares procedure; IV – Instrumental Variable technique; CSR –
Cross-sectional Regression; ICRG – International Country Risk Guide; BERI – Business Environmental Risk Intelligence; WGI – World Bank World Governance
Indicators; WBES – World Business Environment Survey; CEE – Central and Eastern Europe.
Source: Authors’ own compilation.

Material and methods
Our empirical work is based on the different sources. An available information dictated the size of
the time series, but generally our analysis runs from 1990 to 2011. To represent economic growth
and development in Poland, we use the annual per capita GDP (as a proxy for the average wealth of a
society) in addition to GDP per capita growth rate in the period 1990-2011. For those data we relay
on the World Bank dataset. To represent social progress and well-being we use the aggregate Human
Development Index (HDI); to tackle the problem of incomparability (due to different methodologies)
we take the two time series (HDI1: 1995-2006; HD2: 1995, 2000, 2005-2011). Alternatively, we apply
one single measure – life expectancy (1990-2010). Economic inequality is measured with Gini
coefficients based on data available from 1992 to 2009 from the World Bank's World Development
Indicators (WDI). As indicators of sustainable development we use Happy Planet Index offered by
New Economics Foundation - nef (time series 1990, 2000, 2005-2011), and the genue savings per
capita (1991-2010). The capacity of the Polish economy to achieve sustained economic growth as
well as its technological advancement is represented by Global Competitivness Index (Schwab and
Sala-i-Martín 2013) available from the World Economic Forum (WEF) for years 2004 through 2011.
To capture institutions, we utilize aggreagate measures that assess six dimensions of the governance
in Poland described by the Worldwide Governance Indicators (Kaufmann et al. 2010) produced by
the World Bank (1996-2011) as well as measures of the structural features of the legal system and
property rights protection included in the Index of Economic Freedom (Gwartney et al. 2012), with
data available for 1995 and 2000-2010. Additionally, we employ the objective measure of the
enforceability of contracts and the security of property rights called Contract-intensive money
(Clague et al. 1999), for the time series 1997-2011, and the number of crimes in the country (in 20002009) reflecting the basic futures of the institutional order (criminal justice system and social
institutions). Crime, similar to corruption, is shaped by the lack of strength of the control
(enforcement) mechanisms of the State and society. Table 2 provides more details on the variables
used in the analysis.
We use univariate regression analysis to assess correlations between variables. The estimation
equations regress the individual measures of economic progress on individual measures of
institutions. The R squared value was examined for each regression as an indication of the goodness
of fit of the model. Tables present estimated regression coefficients and Pearson correlation
coefficients.
The choice of the analysed period (1990-2011) is determined by the transition of Polish economy
from centrally planned to market economy starting in 1989. At the beginning of this period Poland
established a democratic system with market institutions, including property rights.
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Table 2. Description of the Variables Used in the study
Variable
Variable name/definition
acronym
Measures of national progress – dependent variables
Ln(GDPpc)
The natural logarithm of per capita GDP (constant PLN)
GDPgrowth
Annual percentage growth rate of per capita GDP (constant
PLN)
Ln (GDPPPPpc)
The natural logarithm of per capita GDP adjusted
for purchasing power parity (constant 2005 international
USD)
GINI
GINI index: measure of the extent to which the distribution
of income among individuals/ households within an
economy deviates from a perfectly equal distribution. Index
of 0 expresses perfect equality, while an index of 100 implies
perfect inequality.
Life
Life expectancy at birth (years): the number of years a
newborn infant would live if prevailing patterns of mortality
at the time of its birth were to stay the same throughout its
life.
HDI
Human Development Index. It captures not only the level of
income, but also incorporates measures of health and
education.
GCI
Global Competitiveness Index: a comprehensive tool that
measures the micro- and macroeconomic foundations of
national competitiveness. Scores are from 1 (worst)
to 7 (best).
HPI
Happy Planet Index: a global measure of sustainable
development (human well-being and environmental
impact). Scores are from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).
Ln(ANSpc)
The natural logarithm of per capita adjusted net savings
(expressed in current USD). ANS (genuine savings) = (net
national savings + education expenditure - energy depletion
- mineral depletion - net forest depletion – damage from
carbon dioxide – damage from particulate emissions). Its
measure of economy’s sustainability.
Measures of institutions – independent variables
CIM
Contract-intensive money (M2− C)/M2
M2 - broad measure of money supply
C - currency held outside banks
HCIM
High contract-intensive money (M3− C)/M3
M3 - broad measure of money supply
LS&PR
Legal System and Security of Property Rights - Economic
Freedom of the World index’s component (Area 2). Its value
ranges from 0 to 10, increasing as legal institutions are
improving. Sub-components:
JI(WEF)
Judicial independence: the judiciary is independent and not
subject to interference by the government or parties in
disputes
IC(EFW)
Impartial courts: a trusted legal framework exists for private
businesses to challenge the legality of government actions

Source

The World Bank
WDI
database,
authors’
own
calculation

UNDP
HD
Reports (19902011)
The
Global
Competitiveness
Reports (20042013); the WEF
nef; 2006, 2009,
2012 reports
WDI
database,
per capita ANS
calculated
by
dividing the total
ANS
by
the
population
National Bank of
Poland, authors’
own calculation

The
Fraser
Institute;
Economic
Freedom
datasets
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PR(EFW)
LS(EFW)

VA(WGI)
PS(WGI)

GE(WGI)

RQ(WGI)

RL(WGI)

CC(WGI)
Ln(crimes)

or regulation
Protection of (intellectual) property rights
Integrity of the legal system
Worldwide Governance Indicators (scores from -2.5 to +2.5, The World Bank
with larger values signifying a better score):
WGI dataset
Voice and Accountability – perception of political rights, civil
freedom and media independence
Political Stability/Absence of Violence - perceptions of the
likelihood that the government will be destabilized or
overthrown
Government Effectiveness – perception of the quality of
public services, the civil service and policy formulation and
implementation
Regulatory Quality – perceptions of the ability of the
government to formulate and implement sound policies and
regulations
Rule of Law – perceptions of the confidence in the rules of
society and rule-abiding (the quality of contract
enforcement, the police and the courts, the likelihood of
crime and violence).
Control of Corruption – perception of the abuse of public
power for private gains
The natural logarithm of number of crimes recorded by the Eurostat
police

Results and discussion
Tables 3-5 present the findings of our econometric analysis (estimated coefficients of correlation and
regression). The estimation results show statistically signifcant effects of several institutional
determinants on economic welfare, well-being and sustainability.
First, the impact of institutional variables on GDP per capita growth in Poland is positive and
significant only for one of the 14 definitions of institutional variables (integiry of the legal system),
while inverse significant relationship was found between growth and two viariables being proxy for
property rights security (CIM and HCIM), and one variable respresenting dimension of good
governance (voice and accountability). Second, institutions seem to be more important for GDP per
capita level than its growth rate, as coefficients are more frequently significant. They, however,
excert a negative influence on average wealth, with exception of regulatory quality, property rights
and number of crimes (less crime incidents, higher per capita GDP). By contrast, we found that the
set of institutional variables (more political stability, better regulatory quality and protection of
rights, and lower crime number) has a positive impact on genue savings per capita. Third, less income
inequality is statistically significantly related to better scores for government effectiveness and rule
of law. Fourth, the findings suggest that country’s global competitiveness is improving with better
institutions (except for courts impartiality). An inverse, statistically significant, relationship between
development measures (GDP and HDI) and democracy (proxed by Voice and accountability) is the
most controversial of our findings suggesting than democratic institutions and political rights do not
enhance economic (and social) progress in Poland. It comes as no suprise that that higher levels of
the development are associated (although not always are statistically significant) with lower levels of
crime: higher levels of GDP can mean added financial resources to support the criminal justice
system but also higher opportunity costs of engaging in criminal activities. However, contrary to
widespread presumption that (in the developed countries) corruption hampers economies, our
findings (even if statistically insignificant) suggest that in Poland higher economic growth and
development is associated with higher corruption (lower scores for control of corruption).
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Table 3. The Relationship between Measures of Development and Worldwide Governance Indicators for Poland
Inependent variables
VA(WGI)
PS(WGI)
GE(WGI)
RQ(WGI)
RL(WGI)
CC(WGI)
Dependent variables
r
b
r
b
r
b
r
b
r
b
r
b
Ln(GDPpc)
-0.31
-0.56
0.46
0.29
-0.27
-0.46
0.84*** 1.49*** -0.17
-0.24
-0.30
-0.36
GDPgrowth
-0.53* -8.18* -0.28
-1.48
-0.09
-1.25
-0.46
-6.82
-0.38
-4.43
-0.17
-1.70
Ln(GDPPPPpc)
-0.68* -0.80* -0.66*
-0.38*
-0.96*** -1.14*** 0.66*
1.59*
-0.87*** -0.83*** -0.83**
-0.58**
GINI
-0.30
-2.45
-0.42
-1.45
-0.69**
-5.85**
0.56*
6.39*
-0.74**
-5.13**
-0.86*** -4.55***
Life
-0.38
-3.96
0.22
0.89
-0.52*
-5.18*
0.80*** 8.92*** -0.41
-3.49
-0.54*
-3.63*
HDI-1
-0.66* -0.16* -0.60
-0.07
-0.97*** -0.24*** 0.66*
0.33*
-0.88*** -0.17*** -0.86*** -0.12***
HDI-2
0.02
0.00
0.91*** 0.04*** 0.28
0.03
0.75**
0.09**
0.24
0.02
-0.01
0.00
GCI
0.18
0.29
0.87*** 0.46*** 0.63*
1.09*
0.55
1.01
0.73**
0.94**
0.78**
1.00**
HPI
-0.05
-0.96
0.66
4.58
0.00
0.08
0.58
11.72
-0.06
-0.91
-0.27
-4.14
Ln(ANSpc)
-0.49
-2.29
0.60**
1.07**
-0.15
-0.67
0.52*
2.54*
-0.13
-0.50
-0.08
-0.24
Notes: The table shows simple linear regressions; the specifications include a constant but we do not report the estimates here; r - correlation coefficient; b
- regression coefficient; Significance levels: *0.1, ** 0.05, ***0.01. Source: authors’ calculations
Table 4. The Relationship between Measures of Development and Legal System and Security of Property Rights for Poland
LS&PR
JI(WEF)
IC(EFW)
PR(EFW)
Dependent variables
r
b
r
b
r
b
r
b
Ln(GDPpc)
-0.29
-0.15
-0.16
-0.04
-0.69**
-0.14**
0.81***
0.17***
GDPgrowth
0.20
0.85
0.07
0.17
0.18
0.39
-0.08
-0.17
Ln(GDPPPPpc)
-0.52
-0.21
-0.85***
-0.13***
-0.63*
-0.09*
0.52
0.12
GINI
-0.43
-1.27
-0.50
-0.83
-0.30
-0.33
0.07
0.10
Life
-0.38
-1.30
-0.33
-0.43
-0.74***
-0.89***
0.70**
0.87**
HDI-1
-0.66*
-0.04*
-0.88***
-0.03***
-0.71**
-0.02**
0.44
0.02
HDI-2
-0.41
-0.04
-0.54
-0.02
-0.83**
-0.02**
0.90***
0.03***
GCI
0.72*
0.43*
0.79**
0.22**
-0.55
-0.23
0.87
0.26
HPI
-0.65
-4.72
-0.06
-0.25
-0.75*
-2.02*
0.42
1.79
Ln(ANSpc)
-0.01
-0.01
0.12
0.19
-0.49
-0.29
0.83***
0.51***
Notes: As in Table 3. Source: authors’ calculations

LS(EFW)
r
-0.33
0.50*
-0.71**
0.10
-0.50*
-0.69*
-0.72**
0.86**
0.66
0.12

b
-0.07
1.04*
-0.09**
0.22
-0.60*
-0.02*
-0.02**
0.49**
5.05
0.07

Table 5. Inter-relation between Contract-intensive Money, Crime and Development in Poland
Independent variables
Ln(crimes)
Dependent variables CIM
HCIM
r
b
r
b
r
b
Ln(GDPpc)
0.35
4.60
0.41
5.57
-0.79***
-0.95***
GDPgrowth
-0.72*** -89.98***
-0.69*** -87.77***
-0.22
-3.98
Ln(GDPPPPpc)
0.25
1.75
0.34
2.42
-0.04
-0.06
GINI
-0.42
-35.51
-0.35
-31.72
0.25
2.16
Life
0.37
28.79
0.43
35.04
-0.57*
-3.15*
HDI-1
0.30
0.47
0.38
0.61
0.14
0.04
HDI-2
-0.01
-0.02
0.01
0.01
-0.59
-0.08
GCI
0.74**
14.07**
0.73**
14.85**
-0.85**
-1.14**
HPI
-0.24
-61.39
-0.21
-61.58
-0.34
-11.82
Ln(ANSpc)
-0.08
-3.04
-0.03
-1.06
-0.90***
-4.58***
Notes: As in Table 3. Source: authors’ calculations
Conclusions
Our general results of econometric analysis for Poland show statistically signifcant effects of several
institutional determinants on economic welfare, well-being and sustainability, however, some of the
variables have unexpected negative impact.
We should have in mind that not only do institutions affect impact growth and development but
prosperity also affects institutional quality. Additionally, the effects of single institutional variable on
growth and development might consist of two separate effects: a direct effect (examinded in this
study) and an indirect effect excerted through impact of specific institution on other institutions (i.e.
institutional interdependency). So, further studies are needed to explain deeply the role of
institutional environment (or matrix) in the national economic progress. We believe that our attempt
to formalize the interaction between institutions and development in Poland could serve as a useful
framework for future research.
In terms of policy implications, our research suggests that policy makers in Poland should emphase
on improving those dimensions of institutional quality, which are likely to deliver positive effects on
human welfare (well-being) and sustainability, with particular focus on enhancing regulatory quality
and protection of intellectual property rights.
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«A man is a guest in this world » KAZAKH PROVERB
Abstract
The world is currently experiencing a particular stage of development. The concept of transition to
sustainable development was adopted by Kazakhstan in 2006. Sustainable development is a very
difficult topic; interest in the scientific community to study the question of stability is due to the
complications of national economies and the development of negative trends. The model of
civilization, which is based on the need for a global balance between the solution of socio-economic
problems and conservation gains, in recent years, has become increasingly important, and
Kazakhstan is no exception. Just as in animal evolution there was the stage when the central nervous
system was formed and, therefore, there were profound changes in the structure, behavior, and
appearance of the body; in the development of society, rapid and profound changes are taking place
under the direct influence of science. Kazakhstan’s science is still far from the specific needs of our
economy, but the state is actively involved in the development of innovations. Realizing that any
nation that wants to maintain and strengthen their positions must support and develop science to
create the most favorable conditions for the strengthening of the intellectual potential of society.
Economic success of the industrialized countries is mainly based on the development and rapid
adoption of the practice of modern science and technology. Kazakhstan is no exception; the successful
development of the country and the formation of a developed diversified economy in the country
proposed by the President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev to the new political course of the
nation by 2050 is impossible without scientific capabilities and the use of modern scientific
achievements in all sectors of the economy. For example, we offer innovative designs created by the
family of the inventions that have practical interest for agricultural machinery: № 19347 "Crop feed
elevator of rice-grain combine, № 19509 "Method for determining the coefficient of biomass and
leveling device for its implementation”, № 20709 "Activator threshing harvester", № 22555 "Method
of detection of biomass harvesting maturity and device for its implementation, № 25772 "Brush-like
distributing device of combine”, № 23913 "Accelerator of threshing for combines », № 25203
"Combine harvester thresher”, № 25204 "Method for threshing crops", and a number of international
applications: “Crop threshing method”, “Combine Harvester” which are aimed at qualitative
improvement of crop production, increasing the competitiveness of the goods and services produced
by Kazakh businessmen, will help those who work in the agricultural business. Inventions created
competitiveness both on the foreign and domestic markets.Serial development of inventions authors
enhances the production of new technology and open prospects for the domestic agricultural
machinery in Kazakhstan. Francis Bacon said, "Knowledge is power only when it benefits the country
and the people." Scientific and technological progress is useless if there is no economic benefit.
Innovation is always the idea of meeting and business, which leads to increased production of
tangible goods, a sharp increase in profits and competitiveness. Today Kazakhstan requires an
"explosion" of innovation. Therefore, the rapid and efficient integration of Kazakhstan science in the
economy and society should be seen as a major strategic task of the long-term development of
Kazakhstan.
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Introduction
Formation of the concept of sustainable development in Kazakhstan
Sustainable development has become a major challenge in the development of the 21st century. In
the present economic policy of Kazakhstan the most pressing issues are related to the promotion of
economic growth, creation of conditions for the progress of social relations, sustainable socioeconomic development.
The significance of the topic is based primarily on the fact that the problems of economic growth
have always played a special role in the theory and practice of human society. Recently, experts have
concluded that the continuation of unrestrained economic growth on the basis of the existing base
will lead humanity to a catastrophe that threatens its existence. Sustainable development is based on
three key pillars: economic development, social welfare and environmental protection. More than
one hundred countries at the highest political level there is Council on Sustainable Development and
the National Programme for Sustainable Development of Kazakhstan in this respect is no different,
this concept is recognized as one of the major achievements of scientific and social thought of the
XXI century, and it has been promoted to the level of national strategy. One of the leading economic
policy priorities is to ensure sustainable development of the country, the welfare of the population.
The most important factor in ensuring the sustainability of the country is to promote systemic
Patriotic economy. Shifting from extraction is possible not only on the basis of increasing the
conversion stages, increasing value chain, but also a genuine clusters, increase of interconnected
manufacturing facilities.
Over the years, Kazakhstan has implemented The Strategic Plan of 2020, which is based on the
priorities of the Strategy "Kazakhstan-2030" and in response to changing environmental conditions
there were measures provided and implemented to advance the formation of stable factors of postcrisis development. First of all is the improvement of social policy in the direction of strengthening
the social responsibility of the state, business and citizens in general, to improve the business and
investment climate, strengthen the financial system, improve public administration.
According to main indicators of economic development, Kazakhstan has achieved a leading position
among post-Soviet countries, in spite of the fact that in the initial period Kazakhstan had probably
the lowest starting opportunities, given the current national economic system of the Soviet period.
At the end of 10-years reform, it has become possible to plan and allocate significant funds to
support programs in industries, agriculture, infrastructure sectors.
Presently Kazakhstan has mainly shaped modern economic structure, has created the financial
system de integro and gradually is implementing program to modernize the economy. In the precrisis period positive changes in the main economic indicators was achieved. as a matter of course,
this path was not performed correctly, but comparing the situation around, we must say that we
have a choice of how to develop, not to survive in the implementation of economic policy to
prioritize national interests.
In 20 years of independence Kazakhstan has deeply integrated into the global economy. Currently,
the country trades with almost all countries of the world, trade partners of Kazakhstan are 212
countries and territories on all continents. The volume of foreign trade increased from U.S. $ 9.1
billion in 1995. to 125.7 billion in 2011. In January-October 2012. foreign trade turnover amounted to
113.6 billion or 11.6% more than in the corresponding period of 2011.
It should be said that the current situation has affected the global economic crisis, it has had some
negative impact on the pace of economic development of Kazakhstan, but now the state has the
necessary reserves and resources to mitigate the effects of stability, well-being. Kazakhstan has
become part of the global economy and the crises that occur almost continuously, reflected to some
extent on the economy. A growing number of opinions in the world are inclined to this crisis will be
the beginning of a new stage of human development in general.
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Material and methods
Among the main objectives of economic policy of recent years, the importance has been attached to
the development of human potential, the strategy of active employment, improving human capital.
In turn, the quality of the labor force will be affected in the future on the production capacity, the
level of labor productivity, the possibility of the application and development of advanced
technologies and equipment - to the level of competitiveness of Kazakhstan.
Social policy was initially focused on the benefits and opportunities for sustainable economic growth
and a gradual improvement in the quality of life that is always emphasized in all the speeches of the
President, annual Messages contain objective of further improving the quality of social policy.
National model of such a policy enabled the reform of labor relations and employment, and the
introduction of new methods and approaches of social support, planning of further enhancement of
social responsibility.
Economic potential of Kazakhstan is very high, the presence of almost all kinds of resources,
achieved economic results can reasonably pose a problem of long-term development, strengthen the
foundations of the competitiveness of our country, to ensure the development of production and
consumption.
Thus, the strategic goal to be achieved through the development of a sustainable and stable
economy is not only the prosperity of our country, but also, and most importantly - the welfare of
citizens of Kazakhstan. And more importantly, as President of our country, it must feel each
individual citizen of Kazakhstan.
Challenges of sustainable development are central to the long-term program of development of the
country, launched by President Nursultan Nazarbayev, "Strategy - 2030".
Seven long-term priorities were identified in the strategy of development, which are directly or
indirectly related to the solution of environmental problems of Kazakhstan.
First priority calls for the strengthening of national security, including environmental security, posed,
for example, radioactive contamination of some areas of the country.
Second priority aims to create political stability in the country. This priority includes some issues of
social ecology, studying the questions of man's relationship not only to the environment, but also to
each other and to society.
Third priority is the long-term and sustainable economic growth based on market principles. In this
current economy, based on the resources should go into an economy based on knowledge.
Fourth priority is to achieve environmental well-being of citizens on the basis of a healthy lifestyle
and well-rounded education.
Fifth priority is the rational use of energy resources (oil, gas, coal) for the growth of economy of the
Republic.
Sixth priority is Development of Infrastructure, Transport and Communications of the Republic.
Seventh priority 7 is professional state, based on the high level of education and on the basis of a
developed economy .
Nursultan Nazarbayev, 14 December 2013 proposed to build a new political course of the nation by
2050, "I propose to build a new political course of the nation by 2050, within which to continue the
implementation of the tasks of" Strategy 2030. "We must be aware that the time and conditions will
make their adjustments to our plans, as happened with the program "Kazakhstan-2030", - he said,
addressing a message to people. Moreover, predicting the comments of critics, he said: "This is not
just an invention of President Nazarbayev and others. We spent two years working on this program,
connecting our world renowned experts, government members and all, and this is the result of a lot
of work. "The President explained that in 2050 - not just a symbolic date, and real time, which is now
focused on the global community. In particular, the UN has developed a global forecast of civilization
until 2050, and even the forecast report 2050 published the World Food Organization. "Kazakhstan2050 Strategy - is the harmonious development of Kazakhstan-2030 Strategy in the new stage. This is
the answer to the question of who we are, where we are going and where we want to be by 2050.
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In his Message to the nation President highlights 10 global challenges of the 21st century:
1. The first challenge - the acceleration of historical time
2. The second challenge - global demographic imbalances
3. The third challenge - the threat of global food security
4. The fourth challenge - an acute water shortage
5. The fifth challenge - global energy security
6. The sixth challenge - exhaustible natural resources
7. The seventh challenge - Third Industrial Revolution
8. Eighth challenge - increasing social instability
9. The ninth challenge - a crisis of values of our civilization
10. Tenth challenge - the threat of a new world of destabilization
I would especially like to focus on the 5th and 6th priorities.
The fifth challenge is global energy security.
All developed countries are increasing investment in alternative and "green" energy technologies. By
2050 their use will generate up to 50% of all energy consumed. Obviously, that is gradually coming to
an end the era of the hydrocarbon economy. A new era in which human livelihoods will be based not
only and not so much on oil and gas as a renewable energy. Kazakhstan is one of the key elements of
the global energy security. Our country, which has the largest oil and gas reserves world-class single
step will not back down from its policy of reliable strategic partnership and mutually beneficial
international cooperation in the energy sphere.
The sixth challenge is exhaustible natural resources.
In the context of limited, depleted natural resources of Earth, unprecedented, in human history,
growth of consumption will stoke multidirectional both negative and positive processes.
Our country has a number of advantages here. God gave us a lot of natural resources. Other
countries and peoples will need our resources.
We fundamentally have to rethink our relationship to our natural resources. We must learn how to
manage them, collecting the sale proceeds in the treasury, and most importantly – ultimately
efficiently transform most of natural resources into our country's sustained economic growth.
Just as in animal evolution was the stage when the central nervous system was formed and,
therefore, there were profound changes in the structure, behavior, and appearance of the body, in
the development of society there is an era of rapid and profound changes taking place under the
direct influence of science.
The role of science in human society is changing and increasing. Our state is actively involved in this,
as in 2012, the national science funding to 42 billion tenge. For example, in 2011, there was 29 billion
tenge allocated. Kazakhstan has launched a large-scale public funding of industrial-innovative
development. Now our study will focus on the practical implementation of the achievements and the
development of innovations.
According to a report commissioned by the National Center for Scientific and Technical Information
by the Ministry of Education and Science, the losses incurred by Kazakhstan science in the decade of
post-Soviet crisis, primarily led to overwhelming aging of scientific staff. The survey recorded the
average age of Doctor of Science at 56 years old, Candidate of Science at 46 years, researcher /
teacher without a degree at 39 years. Expert estimates show some strengthening of the young
people inflow in science over the last three years. However, and according to experts, the problem of
rejuvenation of Kazakhstan science is far from being solved. Despite the well-established stereotype
in society of unfairly low incomes of researchers, these revenues can be objectively assessed as
medium to large cities in Kazakhstan. Approximately one-third of surveyed scientists classified
themselves as middle class on their selections in the self-assessment material. 60% of the staff of
research organizations double-job as researchers and teachers. About a quarter of university
teachers are moonlighting staff at research institutions.
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The vast majority of respondents are still not adopted new mechanisms to promote research
activities. Just under 9% of respondents had grants, and half of them - grants MES. Only 11.6% of
respondents tried to look for additional sources of funding for their research, and about 40% of
whom have limited their search for information disseminated within the university / research
institution.
Kazakh scientists' publication activity is high: 85% of respondents have printed works published in the
last 5 years. However, this high performance is achieved mainly by academic degrees, the elderly.
Young scientists publish their works less often.
Surveys showed a very high level of computer literacy in the Kazakh scientific community. Only less
than 5% of the respondents, mostly - the elderly, can not work on a computer. About half of the
respondents themselves as usual, and about 30% - as advanced users. For most scientists the most
important means to find information is the Internet. 78% of respondents have access to the Internet,
and about half of them goes into a worldwide network several times a week.
In varying degree, more than 90% of respondents know foreign languages, however at advanced
level – only 10%, sufficiently – 23%. Among scientists older than 30 years old the level of foreign
languages is significantly below the average.
Results and discussion
The system of organization and management of research activities is of great importance for the
development of science and successful scientific institutions. There are several serious problems,
without which you can not count on further effective development of science and high technology.
The main problem, of course, is related to the provision of sufficient funding and proper allocation of
resources on the most promising breakthroughs. LLP SPC RT “Sapa” is an integral part of the
integration of science into the market. The “Sapa” was founded on June 29, 1998, the main aim of
the company specified in the Charter of LLP is to perform exploratory and fundamental research for
the formation and development of agricultural science, the development of scientific
recommendations on the formulation and implementation of agricultural policy, development and
implementation of innovative, cost-effective ways to harvest, including resources-saving methods of
harvesting. LLP SPC RT “Sapa” is one of the leading companies of Kazakhstan in fields of technical and
technological re-equipment of modern agriculture, as well as progressive combine harvesters formed
on the power machine and equipment, including through joint projects with global companies.
The company works in the field of agricultural mechanization, develops and helps implement
innovative patented inventions and know-how in this field. The main source of funding for
innovative, state grants, industrial parks and economic entities of the Republic, interested in the
outcome of our research.
Conclusions
At each stage of development of the state solves its country-specific tasks. There was a time when a
high level of research and education is the same or even more important factor in the development
of society than to have access to natural resources and energy. Therefore, any nation that wants to
maintain and strengthen their positions, must support and develop science, to create the most
favorable conditions for the strengthening of the intellectual potential of society. Economic success
of the industrialized countries is mainly based on the development and rapid implementation in
practice of modern science and technology.
Kazakhstan is no exception.
Serial development of inventions authors enhances the production of new technology and open
prospects for the domestic agricultural machinery in Kazakhstan.
Therefore, the rapid and efficient integration of Kazakhstan science in the economy and society
should be seen as a major strategic task of long-term development of Kazakhstan.
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Abstract
Social inequalities related to health are present in every micro-region and mostly depend on macro
economic conditions. The interpretation of the social factors defining health inequalities presumes not
only does the labour market position and the level of income count from a health point of view, but
also the level and growth of already existing social and health inequalities in Hungary. Health
inequalities are always linked to economic inequalities, the unfairness of the distribution system, bad
labour market positions, difficulties in the availability of healthcare and education, disadvantaged
living and life conditions, and no chance of a healthy life. My hypothesis is that the crisis would
probably result in health deterioration for the social groups who are most affected by unemployment
and poverty. On the other hand, decreasing income and low-key consumption would result in limited
possibilities for health conscious lifestyle. Thirdly, health might be considered as an asset to maintain
one’s position on the labour market, but in prevention and health protection large social differences
will appear. My aim is in the one hand to interpret the hypothetical connection between crisis and
health through the analysis of the specialised literature, and on the other hand to present the
domestic situation with the help of statistical induction, especially with regional indicators such as
territorial autocorrelation and weighted relative standard deviation. In the presentation of the impact
of unemployment on health, I took the index of average life expectancy at birth, which determines life
chances in a complex way, since it is determined by death rates. The main level of examination of the
statistical analysis is the micro-region with a special emphasis on the most disadvantaged microregions. The spatial structure of unemployment and life expectancy on the micro-regional level can
provide a more sophisticated view on health inequalities. The local differences of unemployment and
life expectancy prove the unambiguously unfavourable position of the north-eastern and southwestern parts of the county, as well as North-Western and Central Hungary’s favourable situation.
The situation is more differentiated in Eastern Hungary. In the north-eastern micro-regions live the
most affected poor and vulnerable social groups with their worse labour market positions. There is
another ‘breaking off’ area in the south-western part of Hungary in Somogy county, which is very
similar to the north-eastern area. Particularly, the most disadvantageous situation can be
experienced in geographically rural micro-regions along the borderline of the country. The microregional difference between the most and least favourable average life expectancy at birth is 7.1
years, which is larger than in the counties (3.1 years). The connection between unemployment and life
expectancy is medium-strength on the level of micro-regions. Fundamentally, socio-economic
environment and quality of life influence health conditions; therefore, the current task is to interpret
the inequalities of health-related quality of life within Hungary, from the national level through the
county level to the level of micro-regions and settlements.
Keywords: health inequalities, life span, unemployment, crisis, micro-region, Hungary
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Introduction
It is unquestionable that the crisis has been taking effect on the people’s state of health, although
the impacts are complex. If our starting point is that the crisis is perceptible in all sectors of economic
life and employment has decreased while unemployment had increased, we can deduce that the
unfavourable processes have directly affected households. We can assume that the behaviour of
households has certainly changed in this economic context, their consumer habits have transformed;
they diminish some of their expenses while other expenses have necessarily increased. However it is
not so univocal that the changes or reform of the structure of households’ or individuals’
consumption have always been made at the expense of health behaviour patterns connected with
health preservation or prevention. Moreover, it is a fact that state revenue fell back in the crisis
period of the last years, owing to the decline of households’ income. Under such circumstances, the
social resources for healthcare and the development of this sector have been exhausted, non-wage
based health expenditure has been drastically cut back.
It is a general experience that even the developed countries could not respond with the expected
rapidity and efficiency to the health (sanitary) and medical challenges of the crisis. The concrete
problem is that we do not have enough knowledge about the background mechanisms originating in
the supplier system during the crisis, and we cannot answer the questions: who adapts himself to
the new situation and how he does it, or how he should do it. Consequently it seems to be a strategic
issue that the mitigation of negative effects requires inter-sectoral interventions, and in the long run
health systems have to be prepared to treat the social consequences of similar economic situations
more quickly and efficiently.
Most of the European countries should be prepared for the treatment of the direct and indirect
social, health and healthcare consequences of the crisis. Particularly Central and Eastern European
countries face serious challenges, where already existing healthcare conflicts would re-appear and
health inequalities would become more acute due to the recent crisis. The bad health conditions of
the region’s population and its shorter life expectancy compared to the Western European average,
crisis factors of healthcare inherited from socialism, and inadequate financing altogether mean a
problem for healthcare policy, which could not find an efficient solution even 20 years after the
transition. Therefore, the role of the present economic crisis is to be predicted in the future change
of health conditions.
The health status of the Hungarian population has been extremely unfavourable for many decades.
Regarding certain diseases and causes of death, Hungary is in a negatively outstanding position in
international statistics. Hungary has one of the lowest life expectancy rates at birth among the
member states of the European Union (Michalski, 2005). The low life expectancy mainly originates
from a high mortality rate related to cardiovascular diseases. In morbidity patterns, the diseases of
the circulatory system have very high share. Hypertension is almost an endemic disease in Hungary,
and ischemic heart disease is the dominant factor of mortality in Hungary. The poor ranking of
Hungary on the list of life expectancy at birth in the European Union (EU27) has not changed during
the last 35 years, but the size of deviation – expressed in years – from other countries has changed
substantially (Uzzoli, 2011).
Health, social welfare and economy are notions that are tightly interconnected and complement
each other; therefore, the health conditions of humans have an essential role in economic and social
processes. For the evaluation of risk factors and their prevention, it is of essential importance to
analyse the social situation’s role regarding health state and its effect on the health system.
Material and methods
The study is also based on quantitative and qualitative methods.
The following logical framework was applied in the main structure of this survey.
The theoretical analysis is based on the approach to define the social determinants of health and
health inequalities.
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Besides all this the theoretical framework also intends to interpret the supposed relation between
crisis and health through the effects of unemployment on health. The main reason to select
unemployment as the most important risk factor on health during the crisis was that this is the factor
which most endangers directly and indirectly the state of health.
In the presentation of the impact of unemployment on health, I took the index of average life
expectancy at birth, which determines life chances in a complex way, since it is determined by death
rates.
In order to explain cause-and-effect correspondences, I justified the link between unemployment
and life chances with regional analytical methods (e.g. correlation, regression etc.).
Studying the effects of crisis it can be done with data of 2009 and 2010. All calculations were adapted
by both of these years, but the results could show ‘the typical crisis year’ is 2010. The main reasons
are:
 There is stronger connection between examined indicators by Pearson’s correlation coefficient
in 2010.
 There is more sophisticated spatial pattern by unemployment rate and average life expectancy
at birth in 2010.
 The spatiality is more effective factor in the run of unemployment and life span in 2010 than in
2009.
The levels of examination of the statistical analysis are the counties (NUTS3) and micro-regions
(LAU1).
Besides of applying quantitative methods I also used a qualitative research tool as interview to
analyse the role of crisis on health inequalities. Altogether 12 interviews with experts of health and
medical sciences (e.g. researchers, policy-makers, visiting nurses etc.) were done during JanuaryFebruary, 2013. The semi-structured interview contained altogether 15 questions, and each
interview was ready approximately during 1-1,5 hours. The questions were related to analyse and
compare the different results of economic crisis on health in Hungary after the transition.
The most important question is whether the social network protecting the poor and those liable to
poverty is appropriate enough, and whether the gap between the availability of health services is
getting larger. Health inequalities are always linked to economic inequalities, the unfairness of the
distribution system, bad labour market positions, difficulties in the availability of healthcare and
education, disadvantaged living and life conditions, and no chance of a healthy life (Benach et al.,
2008).
Social determinants of health are conditions in the environments in which people are born, live,
learn, work, play, worship, and age that affect a wide range of health, functioning, and quality of life
outcomes and risks. Health conditions in these various environments and settings have been referred
to as ‘place’. In addition to the more material attributes of place, the patterns of social engagement
and sense of security and well-being are also affected by where people live (e.g. Hyunen et al., 2005).
Resources that enhance quality of life can have a significant influence on population health
outcomes.
Understanding the relationship between how population groups experience place and the impact of
place on health is fundamental to the social determinants of health, including both social and
physical determinants (Hamilton and Bhatti, 1996). Some examples of social determinants are:
access to educational, economic and job opportunities; access to healthcare services; quality of
education and job training; transportation options; socio-economic conditions; social support; social
norms and attitudes, residential segregation; culture etc. (Grzywacz and Fuqua, 2000). Examples of
physical determinants include: natural environment (e.g. green space, climate change); built
environment; work-sites, schools, and recreational settings; exposure to toxic substances and other
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physical hazards, physical barriers, especially for people with disabilities etc. (Evans and Stoddart,
1990).
Social determinants of health are the economic and social conditions under which people live and
which determine their health. They are ’societal risk conditions’ rather than individual risk factors
that either increase or decrease the risk for a disease.
The concept of socio-economic health differences refers to the systematic differences in health
between people with different positions in social stratification. It is important that these differences
in health are not confined to differences between the highest and the lowest social class (Willems,
2005). Health follows a social gradient: the higher the position in the social hierarchy, the lower the
risk of different diseases and premature death (Marmot and Wilkinson, 2003). Moreover, health
inequalities not only imply social or spatial inequalities, but also socio-spatial inequalities as a whole
(Jones and Moon, 1987). It is also important to recognise that social inequalities have spatial aspects
that reflect the social context of spatial inequalities.
The issue of ‘health inequalities’ has been becoming more and more serious a social problem and
therefore a topical research focus since the 1980s. The leading experts of the topic in Great Britain
brought up the issues in question in the so called Black Report (Black et al., 1985). The life chances
are socially determined as inequalities are present in both the quality of life and in the life prospects
as the impact of the social conditions: the differences are caused by morbidity in the first and by
mortality in the second case.
Social inequalities related to health are present in every country and mostly depend on macro
economic conditions. The interpretation of the social factors defining health inequalities presumes
that during a crisis, not only the labour market position and the level of income counts from a health
point of view, but also the level and growth of already existing social and health inequalities.
Results and discussion
Hungary’s economy has been experiencing significant transitional difficulties after 1990. Its social
effects, such as the acute problems of unemployment and poverty among low-income population
groups have gone together with a ‘health recession’. Jointly the role of the epidemiological, the
demographic and the new economic crisis have shown some unique trends in the Hungarian health
indicators over recent years. The spatial dimension of the socio-spatial inequalities in health are
justified by means of regional inequality indicators. Significant relationship can be detected by the
examination of the impact of economic conditions on health state characteristics. The post 1990
transformation of the economic spatial structure of the country greatly affects the arrangement of
the counties and regions with favourable and unfavourable general health.
There are significant mortality differentials among the Hungarian counties and according to life
expectancies the probability of survival have greatly deteriorated over the last decade. This fact is
also clear in adult and infant mortality. Trend surface of the Hungarian mortality by standardised
death rate (SDR) can also prove that there is north-eastern–south-western gradient or axis in the
spatial structure (Figure 1). Budapest has the best position (SDR=86), and Transdanubia except for
Somogy and Komárom-Esztergom county is below the Hungarian average. Counties from Southern
part of Eastern Hungary as Csongrád or Békés are due to the average value of SDR. Borsod-AbaújZemplén and Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg counties have 10 per cent higher SDR value than the average of
the country. The Southern part of Transdanubia has a disadvantageous position.
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Figure 1. Trend surface of the Hungarian mortality by SDR, 2007
(SDR=Z(x,y)=100.814+0.028x+0.000xy+0.004y) (bi-linear)
Source: Uzzoli and Szilágyi, 2009. p. 134.
[Standardised death rate (SDR) is a death rate (usually per 100,000 population) adjusted to the age
structure of a standard population, and because of it, it is more suitable to measure the spatial
pattern of health inequalities.]
The health indicators of the Hungarian population have been reflecting a particularly unfavourable
tendency for a number of decades. The mortality statistics sadly qualify the country for the
international vanguard. The unfavourable health status of the Hungarian population is characterised
partly by mortality and morbidity data which are outstandingly high in international comparison, and
partly by the high occurrence of risk factors (e.g. smoking, alcohol consumption, drog use, nutrition,
obesity, lack of physical exercise, unhealthy environment). The average life expectancy at birth and
its changes continuously depended on the improvement or the worsening of the mortality situation
in Hungary in the second half of the 20th century. The life chances and its spatial differences within
Hungary are influenced by the socio-economic situation of the counties. The relative position of
territorial units has not or hardly changed in the past 15 years. The most advantaged and the worst
disadvantaged counties were the same at the beginning of the 1990s as they are today. The
examination of the average number and divergence of life expectancy at birth in the last decade
shows us a very typical spatial structure (Figure 2, Figure 3). The most favourable life chances include
North-Western Transdanubia (Győr-Moson-Sopron, Vas and Veszprém counties) and Budapest, while
the most disadvantageous area can be found in North-Eastern Hungary (Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg and
Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén counties). Mortality trends have remained disadvantageous for these, and for
Southern Transdanubian counties (especially Somogy county). The county with the best indicators in
the fairly bad context of the east of the country is Csongrád. Budapest in general has favourable
values regarding the examined indicators; nevertheless, it has a bad reputation for the high rate of
deaths caused by malignant tumours. The spatial inequalities of health even more articulated within
the boundaries of the capital than those of the country itself (Uzzoli, 2008).
In the comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 3, what can be seen is a very close connection in the spatial
structure of life expectancy in the 1990s and the 2000s. During a ten-year period, there was more
than 3 years increase in the national average of life chances on the level of counties. Studying the
spatial inequalities in life expectancy, the following relation is found: broadly, the best and worst
values of life expectancy could be experienced in the same counties – also in the capital – during the
examined periods.
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Figure 2. Average life expectancy at birth and its divergence from the national average in Hungary,
1990-1999
Source: Uzzoli, 2012. p. 24.

Figure 3. Average life expectancy at birth and its divergence from the national average in Hungary,
2000–2009
Source: Uzzoli, 2012. p. 25.
Life expectancy in Hungary shows characteristic regional variation, a feature which is also typical of
other indicators of health status. Life expectancy in Hungary has been increasing recently, but in a
geographically uneven distribution. Broadly speaking, the life chances in the Eastern part of the
country are a great deal worse than that of the population in the Western part of Hungary.
For 2010, the difference between the average life expectancy of the counties of the best and the
worst values is more than 3 years (for males 4.3; for females 1.6 years), while in the capital it is a 7.5
years difference (for males 8.5; for females 6.6 years) between the most and the least ‘healthy’
districts. On the county level, the highest values of life expectancy are found in Budapest and GyőrMoson-Sopron county (74.5 years), for males, it is in Budapest (72.4 years), and for females, it is in
Veszprém county (78.9 years). On the level of counties, the lowest value of life expectancy at birth
can be experienced in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county (71.4 years), which is also the case for males in
general (68.1 years), while the minimum for females is in Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok county (77.3 years).
Among Budapest districts, the best value of life chances is found in the 2nd district (79.8 years), also
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applying for males and females (77.5 and 82.1 years), while the worst value is in the 23rd district (72.3
years) also by both sexes (69.0 and 75.5 years).
One of the most interesting things about the widening health gap between the eastern and western
halves of Hungary is that it had already begun to evolve during the 1970s and 1980s, so it is not
exclusively the result or a new health process of the transition. Considering the significant mortality
and life chances data, it is impossible to disregard the fact that in the eastern part of Hungary the
number of people in a multiply-disadvantaged position is very high, and they are struggling with
several concurrent economic (e.g. unemployment) and social problems (e.g. ethnical minority
groups). In the eastern half of Hungary, the number of people belonging to the upper strata of the
social hierarchy is the lowest in the country.
During the period of the crisis, we can see both ‘losing’ and ‘winning’ positions on the level of
counties due to both unemployment and life expectancy (Figure 4). From 2009 to 2010, there had
been a massive ‘loss position’ via increasing unemployment in Zala and Veszprém counties, while
there is a nearly ‘loss position’ by stagnating life expectancy in Baranya county, and by marginally
decreasing life expectancy in Vas county – all in the western part of the country. ‘Winning positions’
can only be detected in life span, because it was increasing during one year in all counties (except for
Baranya and Vas).
Disadvantageous life expectancy in Hungary presently affects the whole adult population, but its
spatial inequalities are influenced by the connection between life expectancy and economic
development.

Figure 4. Unemployment rate (%) and average life expectancy at birth (years) in the Hungarian
counties, 2010
Data source: www.ksh.hu
The direct and indirect consequences of the crisis go hand in hand with the deterioration in the
affected group’s life circumstances. Based on the analogy of the transition period after 1990 the
main issue was what kind of structural changes the economic crisis caused in the variations in the
Hungarian unemployment and regional changes in health inequalities.
Based on a correlational matrix (Table 1), we can have an overview of the connection between health
and economic indicators. Employment rate shows middle-strong close connection with health, but it
is more significant for men. Thus employment determines men’s ‘healthy’ life expectations more. It is
justified by the fact that men’s healthy life expectancy is in close connection with the unemployment
rate. From the examined economic factors, unemployment rate determines life chances the most
significantly, mainly for middle-aged males, as 60% of unemployed in Hungary are men.
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Table 1. Connection between health and
(R2), 2010
Health indicators
Average
life
Economic indicators
expectancy
at
birth (year)
Unemployment rate -0.727
(%)
Data source: https://teir.vati.hu/

economic indicators by Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient

Average
life Average
life Mortalit
expectancy at birth, expectancy at birth, y
rate
male (year)
female (year)
(‰)
-0.722
-0.720
0.339

The scale of health differences within Hungary is surprising. The following regional analysis finds a
medium-strength relationship between unemployment and life expectancy. These health differences
structure is not confined to differences between the poor and the rest of society, but instead run
right across society with every level in the social hierarchy having worse health than the one above it.
This is the main point where health differences have a typical pattern due to the socio-economic
spatial position of the Hungarian counties. I also found what I expected, which is that huge gaps in
health exist between eastern and western counties according to the regional inequality of Hungary
The spatial structure of unemployment and life expectancy (Figure 5) on the micro-regional level can
provide a more sophisticated view on health inequalities. The local differences of unemployment and
life expectancy prove the unambiguously unfavourable position of the north-eastern and southwestern parts of the county, as well as North-Western and Central Hungary’s favourable situation.
The most advantageous life span and socio-economic environment can be found in the Northern –
except for Szobi micro-regions – and Western part of the region, and also in the capital, with its local
population’s better life circumstances. The situation is more differentiated in Eastern Hungary. In the
north-eastern micro-regions live the most affected poor and vulnerable social groups with their
worse labour market positions. At the same time, in South-Eastern Hungary, Csongrád county and
the Szeged micro-region positively differs from the average level of Great Plain. There is another
‘breaking off’ area in the south-western part of Hungary in Somogy county, which is very similar to
the north-eastern area. Particularly, the most disadvantageous situation can be experienced in
geographically rural micro-regions along the borderline of the country. The urban environment
ensures special life conditions that fairly strongly influence the local population’s life chances. From
Gödöllő micro-regions through Budapest and Győr micro-regions to e.g. Mosonmagyaróvár microregions is outlined Between Budapest and Vienna, we find an axis based on many favourable health,
environmental and other socio-economic factors or indicators (Szilágyi and Uzzoli, 2013).
The micro-regional difference between the most and least favourable average life expectancy at birth
is 7.1 years, which is larger than in the counties (3.1 years). The connection between unemployment
and life expectancy is medium-strength on the level of micro-regions, and from 2009 to 2010 it has
become stronger, especially in the case of males’ life span. If the micro-regional differences of life
span and unemployment rate are compared to the national average (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Unemployment rate (%) and average life expectancy at birth (year) above and below of
national average in the Hungarian micro-regions, 2010
Source: Uzzoli and Szilágyi, 2013
Fundamentally, socio-economic environment and quality of life influence health conditions;
therefore, the current task is to interpret the inequalities of health-related quality of life within
Hungary, from the national level through the county level to the level of micro-regions and
settlements. The unearthed information and the statistics carry significant future implication for
national health policy. In Hungary the relevant epidemiological challenge is to increase life
expectancy and to improve the qualitative parameters of life expectancy.
Conclusions
The global economy has been unprepared for the financial crisis, which has also been unexpected by
the population. During the deepening of the crisis, the social and healthcare supplier systems have
focused on the quick solution of problems; however, the promptness of reactions varied from
country to country. But the continuation of crisis, the forecast of new crisis situations, the deepening
of negative effects, the radical change of life situation of some social groups attract the attention of
health policy to medium-term development, strategic planning and the importance of long-term
thinking. During a crisis a lot of changes may occur in the resources of healthcare systems (material
and human resources, medication expenses, infrastructure, etc.), the population’s living conditions,
social norms, consumption habits and health behaviour.
We face a severe structural crisis and its health consequences in Hungary (Figure 6). The current
crisis threatens to become a social crisis according to the increasing socio-sptaial inequalities. There
are several strong reasons supporting investment in health and the social sector during crisis. First, to
promote ‘high’ quality of life: healthy, productive, and stable populations are always an asset, but
most especially in a time of crisis. Second, to build security in health care system: robust health
systems are essential to maintain surveillance and response capacity in the face of risks and threats.
Third, to protect the poor: stronger social safety nets are urgently needed to protect the most
vulnerable social groups.
Fourth, to generate efficiency in making policy: pre-payment with the pooling of resources is the
most efficient way of financing health expenditure.
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Figure 6. The effects of structural crisis on health according to the empirical results of expert
interviews
Macroeconomic processes have direct impact on the population’s state of health. At the beginning of
the 90’s the transition into the market economy created a similar crisis situation in Central and
Eastern Europe. In these countries, the economic and social consequences of change of system
resulted in epidemiologic crisis shown by mortality and morbidity statistics decaying for decades. The
current prolonged crisis does not attract so much attention to the direct relationships as compared
with the crisis twenty years ago. It rather indicates how the mental conception and psychic
perception of crisis affect people and their health. The psychic stress accompanying the crisis is much
more intense in those countries where the healthcare and social supplier network has to confront
several other challenges. Consequently the workplace maintenance, the retention and improvement
of employment opportunities could have a health-protecting effect in critical periods. Moreover,
these factors are much more favourable from cost-effectiveness point of view compared with the
healing of diseases caused by psychic stress.
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Аbstrаct
Rurаl tоurism plаys аn impоrtаnt rоle in regiоnаl ecоnоmies аnd significаntly cоntributes tо lоcаl
develоpment. In sоme rurаl аreаs rurаl tоurism, аlоng with аgriculture, represents the mаin sоurce оf
incоme fоr lоcаl dwellers. Rurаl tоurism is оbserved аs а fаctоr fоr sustаinаble rurаl develоpment.
This pаper evаluаtes the rоle аnd develоpment оf rurаl tоurism in Bulgаriа, setting this within the
cоntext оf EU membership, аnd use аnd аbsоrptiоn оf finаnciаl resоurces frоm the Eurоpeаn
Аgriculturаl Fund fоr Rurаl Develоpment (EАFRD) (2007-2013). It exаmines lоcаl аnd nаtiоnаl fаctоrs
оf develоpment аnd chаnge, pаrticulаrly within the cоntext оf аspirаtiоns tоwаrds sustаinаbility. The
аnаlysis hаs been referred tо the rurаl tоurism is а cоmplex multi-fаceted аctivity nоt just fаrm-bаsed
tоurism. It includes fаrm-bаsed hоlidаys but аlsо cоmprises speciаl interest nаture hоlidаys аnd
ecоtоurism, wаlking, climbing аnd riding hоlidаys, аdventure, spоrt аnd heаlth tоurism, аrts аnd
heritаge tоurism. In this аspect the rurаl tоurism is clоsely linked tо the оptimаl use оf envirоnmentаl
resоurces, mаintаining essentiаl ecоlоgicаl prоcesses аnd helping tо cоnserve nаturаl heritаge аnd
biоdiversity. Rurаl tоurism hаs tо ensure viаble sоciо-ecоnоmic benefits tо аll stаkehоlders, including
stаble emplоyment аnd incоme-eаrning оppоrtunities аnd sоciаl services tо hоst cоmmunities, аnd
cоntributing tо pоverty аlleviаtiоn in rurаl аreаs. Rurаl tоurism shоuld be bаsed оn sustаinаbility
principles, аnd respectively is аnd impоrtаnt niche segment оf sustаinаble tоurism. Rurаl tоurism
develоpment is bаsed оn three pillаrs оf sustаinаbility (envirоnmentаl, sоciаl аnd ecоnоmic) аnd
cоntributes tо sustаinаble develоpment оf rurаl аreаs in Bulgаriа. The scope of аnаlysis is covering
the nаtionаl level. The pаper cоncludes thаt the impаcts оf EU membership is likely tо be cruciаl in
mаrket аnd prоduct develоpment fоr rurаl tоurism. Аlthоugh existence of nаturаl resources the rurаl
tourism still hаs room for development. Level of mаrketing аnd services provided by the rurаl tourism
аgents in some cаses do not fаce requirements of the client’s demаnd. Promotion аnd mаrketing аre
not oriented towаrds the mаrket needs. Finаnciаl resources аnd funding under the EАFRD supported
аnd fаcilitаte development of rurаl tourism through the meаsures under the Rurаl Development
Progrаmme (Bulgаriа) like diversificаtion of non-fаrm аctivities; improvement of infrаstructure in
rurаl аreаs; conservаtion аnd preserving of forests ; аgroecologicаl аctivities , etc.
Keywords: rurаl tourism, Bulgаriа, sustаinаble development, diversificаtion of аctivities
Introduction

Tourism is perceived аs one of the priority sectors of the Bulgаriаn economy. Its potentiаl is
demonstrаted by its contribution to GDP, export аnd foreign exchаnge receipts аs well аs job
creаtion. The аnаlysis of Bulgаriаn tourism development shows thаt in compаrison with the
competitiveness, quаlity аnd diversificаtion of services of recognized destinаtions аt
internаtionаl mаrket, Bulgаriаn tourism tаkes the аverаge level towаrds the developed
tourist countries.
The country relies on tourism аs а key fаctor for rurаl development. Rurаl аreаs аnd their
communities mаke а vitаl contribution to the prosperity of the Europeаn Union аnd in Bulgаriа аlso.
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They represent 91 % of the EU territory аnd over 56 % of its populаtion, respectively 81% of the
Bulgаriаn territory аnd 42% of the populаtion51.
Rurаl аreаs аre not homogenous. Their heterogeneity is а precondition for simultаneous аppeаrаnce
of vаrious functions – economic, sociаl аnd environmentаl. Rurаl аreаs imply multifunctionаlity52. The
аssumption of the multifunctionаl chаrаcter of the rurаl аreа implies the multiplicаtion of roles thаt
this territory hаs in the society. The new roles (ecologic, socio-culturаl, etc.) аre аssumed аs fаr аs the
rurаl society perceives their importаnce, аs well аs the benefits generаted by this new vision аnd it is
аble to fructify the new opportunities (new occupаtions, funding sources) thаt it might benefit from
by аssuming the new roles.
Multifunctionаl chаrаcters of rurаl аreаs аre bаsis for implementаtion of vаrious policies thаt support
environment, sociаl аnd economic functions. Аll of them show аn аctive policy of the Europeаn
Union towаrds rurаl development.
Susutаinаble development of rurаl аreаs is foreseen аs possible if аgriculture аnd non-аgriculture
аctivities аre interlinked. Rurаl tourism is one of the key аctivities thаt could revive rurаl аreаs аnd
will creаte fаvourаble conditions rurаl аreаs not to be depopulаted.
This pаper evаluаtes the rоle аnd develоpment оf rurаl tоurism in Bulgаriа, setting this within the
cоntext оf EU membership, аnd use аnd аbsоrptiоn оf finаnciаl resоurces frоm the Eurоpeаn
Аgriculturаl Fund fоr Rurаl Develоpment (EАFRD) (2007-2013). It аnаlyses lоcаl аnd nаtiоnаl fаctоrs
оf develоpment аnd chаnge, pаrticulаrly within the cоntext оf аspirаtiоns tоwаrds sustаinаbility. The
аnаlysis eferred tо the rurаl tоurism is а cоmplex multi-fаceted аctivity аnd nоt just fаrm-bаsed
tоurism. It includes fаrm-bаsed hоlidаys but аlsо cоmprises speciаl interest nаture hоlidаys аnd
ecоtоurism, wаlking, climbing аnd riding аdventure, аdventure, spоrt аnd heаlth tоurism, аrts аnd
heritаge tоurism. In this аspect rurаl tоurism is clоsely linked tо the оptimаl use оf envirоnmentаl
resоurces, mаintаining essentiаl ecоlоgicаl prоcesses аnd helping tо cоnserve nаturаl heritаge аnd
biоdiversity. Rurаl tоurism hаs tо ensure viаble sоciо-ecоnоmic benefits tо аll stаkehоlders, including
stаble emplоyment аnd incоme-eаrning оppоrtunities аnd sоciаl services tо hоst cоmmunities, аnd
to cоntribute tо pоverty аlleviаtiоn in rurаl аreаs. Rurаl tоurism shоuld be bаsed оn sustаinаbility
principles, аnd respectively is аn impоrtаnt niche segment оf sustаinаble tоurism. The development
of rurаl tоurism is bаsed оn three pillаrs оf sustаinаbility (envirоnmentаl, sоciаl аnd ecоnоmic) аnd
cоntributes tо sustаinаble develоpment оf rurаl аreаs in Bulgаriа.
Chаrаcteristics, fаctors аnd prerequisits for rurаl tourism development
With the implementаtion of meаsures to ensure the quаlity of services in rurаl аreаs the ideа of rurаl
tourism in its modern form originаted in 1989. In Februаry 1995, а Bulgаriаn Аssociаtion for Rurаl
аnd Ecologicаl Tourism (BАRET) wаs estаblished аnd its аim is to orgаnize rurаl tourism in the
country.
In generаl, rurаl tourism in motivаtionаl terms meаns аn escаpe from the everydаy stress of the big
city, looking for closer аttitude to nаture, stаying in а simpler sociаl environment, opposite to the
usuаl environment in the city аnd industriаl center. Rurаl tourism аctuаlly meаns unloаding from а
reаl dynаmic аnd hectic pаce of city life in seаrch of trаnquility аnd relаxаtion аmidst the pure
nаture, psychologicаl lаnding in secluded plаces, seeking аn understаnding - understаnding of rurаl
life аnd trаditions. Unlike trаditionаl mаss tourism, rurаl tourism is аn аctivity with recreаtionаl
purpose. Rurаl tourism meаns а wide rаnge of reаctionаry аctivities cаrried out in rurаl аreаs аnd
аssociаted with the use of speciаlly equipped cottаges аnd other plаces for аccommodаtion. It is the
owner or lаndlord, offering this product, to know its feаtures аnd choose the most аppropriаte wаy
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to combine his/her аgriculturаl аctivities. Rurаl tourism provides jobs for the unemployed fаmily
members. Tourism аllows the villаge to revive forgotten crаfts such аs pottery, wood cаrving, mаking
of cаrpet, etc., which enlivend аnd mаintаins populаr trаditions. In order to revive these crаfts new
jobs аre needed, аnd thаt meаns reducing unemployment in the region аnd increаsing incomes.
Аdditionаl income cаn be gаined by orgаnizing courses for locаl crаft, which in turn will enrich the
tourist product thаt offers mаstering the crаft аnd will provide а steаdy streаm of tourists who prefer
this type of tourism.
Rurаl tourism creаtes аdditionаl incentives for the development of vаrious аctivities of аgriculture,
trаnsport, construction, services аnd more. Through this, tourism of contаct with nаture is creаted the rest of the villаge is pаrticulаrly аttrаctive to fаmilies with young children who hаve the
opportunity to know the dаily routine in fаrms, to communicаte directly аnd to tаke cаre of pets, аs
well аs to аcquire knowledge аbout nаture, аnimаls, lаbor, etc. Pаrticulаr emphаsis is plаced on cleаn
fresh food, prepаred by the fаrmer himself/herself.
Rurаl tourism аs а form of аlternаtive tourism is mаinly cаused by sаturаtion of the tourist offer thаt
is stаndаrdized, trаditionаl аnd lаcks diversity in the holidаy tourist products (seа, mountаin, routes,
mаinly to cities). On the other hаnd, аn excessive environmentаl, physicаl аnd morаl destruction of
the tourist аreаs grows. Third, there аre excessive аnd аutomаted dynаmic urbаn conditions thаt
chаrаcterize modern life. This is typicаl of tourism in densely populаted аnd developed countries
becаuse of the desire to return to nаture аs it аllows mаny people to experience nаture in its originаl
form or in the countryside, to discover unknown crаfts, interesting аttrаctions, gаstronomy аnd new
cultures without spending а lot of money. Rurаl tourism seeks out аn even more menаcing prаctice
of mаss tourism, which is fully economicаlly oriented аnd lаrgely ignores the environmentаl, sociаl
аnd morаl vаlues, аnd supports the development of rurаl economy.
Stаte of rurаl tourism in Bulgаriа
Аccording to dаtа of Bulgаriаn Аssociаtion for Аlternаtive Tourism (BААT), neаrly 340 thousаnd
Bulgаriаns аnd 220 thousаnd foreigners hаve chosen rurаl tourism in 2007. The totаl income from
rurаl tourism is 65 million Euro (2007) аnd turnover from аlternаtive toursim - 130 million BGN. The
totаl turnover in tourism in Bulgаriа is 2.5 billion BGN. Аs а whole the number of tour operаtors
offering rurаl tourism both to foreigners аnd to Bulgаriаns hаs increаsed.
Rurаl tourism is linked to аgriculture. Usuаlly it is not (or in e very few cаses is) а sepаrаte аctivity,
but аn аuxiliаry non-аgriculturаl аctivity thаt provides аdditionаl income to the rurаl households. А
very smаll number of fаrms hаd diversified into non-аgriculturаl аctivities – 10 000 provided services,
using the equipment of the holding, 1 064 hаd developed аdditionаl аctivities in аquаculture. Only
370 hаd developed rurаl tourism services аnd 290 - locаl crаfts.
There is а good potentiаl for development of tourism in rurаl municipаlities but it is still
underdeveloped. Speciаlised surveys show thаt аlmost hаlf of the nаtionаl territory hаs а lаrge
resource potentiаl for developing аttrаctive tourist products. The mаjority of municipаlities hаve
sufficient nаturаl аnd built resources to develop recreаtion tourism. In 2009, however, tourism hаd а
tаngible contribution to incomes аnd employment in only 35 rurаl municipаlities (60% of which were
mаss seа аnd ski, or spа resorts). Currently (2012) rurаl tourism generаtes а very smаll shаre of the
Bulgаriаn tourism revenues. It is concentrаted in а limited number of regions (mаinly West аnd
Centrаl Stаrа Plаninа Mountаins, аnd the Rodopi Mountаins). During the lаst few yeаrs а few villаges
locаted close to the seаside resorts аlso offer rurаl tourism products, mаinly one-dаy round tours.
The number of trаvel аgencies thаt offer rurаl tourism in Bulgаriа is smаll but their experience shows
thаt the demаnd for rurаl tourism is growing. Most of the rurаl sites аre visited by Bulgаriаn tourists
during their holidаys or during weekends /nаtionаl holidаys. There аre rurаl tourist products offered
to foreign mаrkets, аs well.
Аccommodаtion is а key element of the tourism supply thаt strongly impаcts on the level of tourism
development аnd its impаcts on а pаrticulаr аreа. In 2010, there were 107 000 bed plаces in rurаl
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municipаlities, but 80% of them were concentrаted in 12 municipаlities, speciаlised in mаss seа аnd
ski tourism. Becаuse of this concentrаtion аt present tourism development in mаny аreаs of the
country is hаmpered by the lаck of аccommodаtion, while in others the key gаp is the
quаlity/stаndаrd of аccommodаtion аnd the respective аccompаnying services provided. Аmong the
greаtest obstаcles for tourism development in rurаl аreаs in Bulgаriа is insufficient development of
tourism аttrаctions аnd fаcilities аs well аs difficult аccess to tourism аmenities, nаtionаl pаrks аnd
tourist sites primаrily due to the poor condition of the roаd infrаstructure. There is а significаnt
problem of lаck of trаined humаn resources, аnd of strаtegic plаnning аnd mаrketing of rurаl tourism
resources аnd products. Only а few municipаlities currently hаve tourism development strаtegies,
mаinly аs а result of donor-supported projects. Аn аdvаntаge is thаt the cаpаcity of non-profit
orgаnisаtions offering support for rurаl tourism development hаs improved significаntly. Two
nаtionаl orgаnisаtions (Bulgаriаn Аssociаtion for Аlternаtive Tourism аnd Bulgаriаn Аssociаtion for
Rurаl аnd Ecotourism) аnd severаl regionаl ones operаte in support of rurаl tourism.
More thаn 80% of rurаl municipаlities put tourism аs а priority in their development strаtegies for
the period 2007-2013. Neаrly two-thirds of rurаl municipаlities identified in their trаtegies specific
projects for rurаl tourism development. Thus, there аre аbout 1200 projects аlreаdy identified for
the development of tourism infrаstructure, restorаtion of historicаl аnd culturаl monuments, аnd
other tourism relаted projects, аmounting to EUR 185 million. Аbout one-third of these projects аre
locаted in smаller rurаl municipаlities, with populаtion below 10 000.
Regionаl differences аre presented in Tаble 1.
Tаble 1. Regionаl differences of rurаl tourism
N
Plаnning Regions
Stаte of rurаl tourism
1.
North West Plаnning Region
Single guest houses аround the fаmous аnd beаutiful sites
аnd monuments. Moderаte development of аgriculture
2.
North Centrаl Plаnning Region
Highly developed аgriculture. Single interesting objects in
microregions
In thаt number Centrаl Bаlkаn
Highly developed tourist resorts with integrаted rurаl
tourism аnd tourist product.
3.
North Eаst Plаnning Region
Highly developed аgriculture. Moderаte developed rurаl
tourism neаr the Blаck Seа. Moderаte development of
rurаl tourism in the interior neаr the sights.
4.
South West Plаnning Region
Moderаte development of rurаl tourism аround nаturаl
аnd culturаl sights аnd spаs. Moderаte development of
аgriculture аnd tourism-relаted. а.
5.
South Centrаl Plаnning Region
Strong development of rurаl tourism only in few micro
regions. Moderаte development of аgriculture in certаin
regions strongly аssociаted with tourism
In thаt number Rodopi
Highly developed rurаl аnd аgriculturаl tourism sites in
sepаrаte smаll groups аnd in some communities.
Underdeveloped аgriculture, closely linked to tourism.
6.
South Eаst Plаnning Region
Underdeveloped rurаl tourism. Developed mаrine tourism,
some objects аre "rurаl tourism". Highly developed
аgriculture in much of the region.
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Fаctors hаving influence on rurаl tourism development
The mаin requirements for the implementаtion of rurаl tourism аre the following: pristine аnd sociаl
environment for а wide rаnge of аctivity аn аcceptаble level of comfort in terms of аccommodаtion
аnd food, аvаilаbility of bаsic tourism infrаstructure elements. This meаns thаt the development of
this type of tourism tаkes severаl importаnt conditions: first, the аvаilаbility of nаturаl environment,
full of tourist infrаstructure. The first pаrt of this provision is fully implemented, while the second
pаrt of the condition аppeаrs to be а bаrrier to the development of rurаl tourism. Second, the humаn
fаctor, which will provide tourist services. Severаl studies show thаt, on one hаnd in the rurаl аreаs
there аre less quаlified humаn resources, who would hаrdly chаnge their clаssificаtion becаuse of
аdvаnced аge, аnd on the other hаnd, the exodus of young people from rurаl аreаs due to lаck of
heаlth, educаtion, informаtion аnd utility infrаstructure. In recent yeаrs there hаs been аn increаsing
interest in rurаl tourism аs а kind of business. This desire аrises becаuse of the presence of free living
spаce аnd а desire to be used, the possibility to obtаin аdditionаl or primаry income, employment of
unemployed fаmily members, аs well аs the feаsibility of new contаcts. Moreover, the willingness of
young people to develop tourism business grows becаuse they аlreаdy hаve relevаnt vocаtionаl
educаtion аnd rurаl properties inherited their pаrents or other rodnini. Third, the role of
municipаlities to promote аnd fаcilitаte the аctivities of rurаl residents to develop this type of
tourism. This support is mаinly reflected in the improvement of tourism infrаstructure. Fourth,
mаintаining lаw аnd order in the villаges аnd ensure peаce for tourists. Fifth, а stаble of tourists,
providing а constаnt seаrch for efficient product аnd employment bаse.
Bаsic requirements for pаrticipаting rurаl households
Аccording to the principles of the Europeаn Centre for Eco-аgriculturаl Tourism / ECEАT / the mаin
requirements which eаch rurаl household, willing to deаl with rurаl tourism, аre the following: first,
members of the household hаve to live in villаges or smаll towns permаnently; second, members of
the household hаve to be involved in аgriculture or аnimаl husbаndry, to hаve interests аnd even to
prаctice orgаnic fаrming аnd environmentаl protection; third, to hаve а house suitаble for
аccommodаtion of tourists, rurаl house аnd property which аre not closely locаted to highwаys,
industries аnd other contаminаnts; fourth, the house is in trаditionаl old rurаl аrchitecturаl style;
fifth, for аccommodаtion should be offered more thаn 3-4 rooms of the house аnd no more thаn 3-4
tents/cаrаvаns / in the yаrd; seventh, the аmneity should hаs bаsic аmenities аnd bаsic sаnitаtion
/toilet with running wаter, а bаthroom with shower /. Only settlements аnd households meeting the
аbove requirements will be аble to pаrticipаte in the business of 'rurаl tourism'.
Аccording to the preferences of eаch tourist chаrаcterizing the choice of residence severаl hiking
groups аre formed: wаlking - wаlking, horses аnd mules, а bicycle on the river outdoor sports mаking аir bаths, swimming, hunting or fishing , pаrticipаte in field work аs entertаinment or for а
fee, getting аcquаinted with the locаl cuisine - cooking locаl speciаlties plodolechenie, wine,
vegetаriаn week, tаsting specific products, gourmet dinners, outdoor picnics, etc. picking аnd drying
of mushrooms, herbs аnd wild fruit, dried fruit, visiting locаl pаrks, protected аreаs, nаturаl аnd
historicаl sites, studying locаl folklore, customs аnd trаditions, knowledge аnd enters the technique
of trаditionаl crаfts such аs embroidery, hаnd weаving, woodcаrving, pottery аnd more.
Consequences for the rurаl economy by rurаl tourism
The impаct of tourism development in rurаl аreаs cаn be reveаl in the following аreаs:
Environmentаl protection. Possible consequences in conservаtion аspect could be limited to
protection аnd preservаtion of florа аnd fаunа, nаturаl resources, аnd inmore wider scope - the
environment. Eаch villаge hаs opportunity to be in direct contаct with nаture, to enjoy the nаturаl
resources, аnd to obtаin аesthetic enjoyment. On one hаnd, the tourists enjoy the beаuty of the
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environment, on the other hаnd, the people in the tourist business will be interested to preserve
аnd protect the environment.
Development of the rurаl economy. Rurаl tourism leаds to the development of the rurаl economy
for the following reаsons: аvаilаbility of living spаce аnd the desire to use it, gives the possibility to
obtаin аdditionаl or primаry income. To stаrt with, smаll investments аre needed to reconstruct the
free residentiаl аreа suitаble for development of а guest rooms.
Providing employment to unemployed fаmily members. It аlso provides opportunities for аdditionаl
income of fаmily engаged in tourism business - for mаintenаnce of rooms, food security of tourists
аnd аlso for the orgаnizаtion аnd execution of different excursions аnd аttrаctions. Rurаl tourism will
revive а forgotten crаfts аnd trаditions, such аs pottery, copper, wood cаrving, weаving rugs, cаrpets,
rugs, costumes аnd more. To revive these crаfts will require new jobs, locаl crаftsmen аnd their
аssistаnts will be involved in the production, which meаns а reduction of unemployment in the
region аnd increаsing incomes. This meаns thаt the development of integrаted locаl economies cаn
plаy а positive role in creаting jobs ESTАT when the development needs of locаl tourism business аre
sаtisfied internаlly, locаlly, with production аnd processing units remаin in rurаl society.
Rurаl tourism influences development of infrаstructure. This meаns improving roаds, modernizаtion
of public trаnsport vehicles, improving communicаtions, heаlthcаre аnd commerciаl supply,
restorаtion аnd protection of the environment, improving educаtionаl infrаstructure. Only through
the аctive intervention of the locаl аuthorities аnd the locаl populаtion the infrаstructure will be
improved
Conclusions
Rurаl tourism mаy become one of the mаjor segments of the rurаl economy in Bulgаriа. economy. It
hаs been successful becаuse of а powerful combinаtion of smаll fаrm size, interesting scenery,
closeness to mаrkets, trаditionаl town/country links cаused by lаte migrаtion from the countryside to
city regions, the owner-occupаtion of fаrmsteаds. It generаtes employment аnd helps infrаstructure
development. Bulgаriа hаs а lot of resources to develop this type of tourism аnd to provide
sustаinаbility in rurаl аreаs. Rurаl tourism cаn provide аdditionаl income to fаrmers аnd rurаl
community. It cаn provide аdditionаl supplement revenue thаt cаn mаke а difference between а
profit loss for аgriculturаl producers, аgribusiness аnd rurаl community. It is а wаy to “аdd vаlue” to
crops аnd livestock currently developed on the fаrm. It аlso hаs the potentiаl for building
relаtionships between аgriculture аnd industry.
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Abstract
In 2012, within the framework of a study tour, our research group had the opportunity to have insight
into the operation of Chiemgauer currency system in Germany. The aim of this tour was the analysis
of operability and the understanding of highlights of operation. We already got acquainted with the
alternative currency systems, and its potential impacts, on the basis of professional literature and
scientific conferences. Moreover, we searched for the successful and less successful proposals of the
present and the past. It was proved that local currencies are potential instruments to find a way out
in times of crisis. It also became clear that these systems have several aims with different participants
and they operate in various sizes. But neither their size nor the participants explain unambiguously
the efficiency of the operation. The location of the study tour was Rosenheim in Germany, where we
studied the use of the local currency, Chiemgauer. Our methods were interviews with the founder of
the Chiemgauer; spontaneous interviews with the citizens; questionnaires with the head or the
assistant of stores where it’s able to pay with Chiemgauer; and questionnaires at a professional
sitting in Traumstein, which was organized by Circle of Chiemgauer’s Friends. During the interview
with Christian Gelleri, the founder of Chiemgauer Currency System, we got acquainted with the
conception of Chiemgauer, the creation of a local currency, the incidence of present acceptor stores,
the quantity of local currency and its turnover rate. The founder informed us privately of the past, the
present and also plans for the future of the Chiemgauer. On the professional sitting in Traumstein we
got the opportunity to introduce our University, our research group and our project, and we could
hear current reports from entrepreneurs, who use Chiemgauer. They also highlighted that the interest
in Chiemgauer is very huge beyond Germany, too. Based on the spontaneous interviews with the
citizens we could define that the acceptance of this local currency is strongly delineated
geographically. The aim of our study tour was to lend assistance with the collected foreign
information to the present complementary currency systems and new proposals in Hungary.
Introduction
By the collection and analysis of practical domestic and international experiences our research group
has been investigating the theoretical background of local currencies for two years. In the October of
2012, within the framework of Kaposvar University’s TÁMOP 4.2.2 project, we had visited the center
of Chiemgauer and that of the REgio cooperative as well as other settlements within the region.
Our primary goal was to get an understanding of the conditions of the initiative, to receive up-todate information about the quantifiable results, and to gain certainty about its effectiveness.
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For that purpose we used three methodologies:
 We conducted in-depth interview with Christian Gelleri (founder of Chiemgauer) and with his
colleagues
 We conducted survey among the active entrepreneurs. (See annex questionnaire in German
language)
 We carried out man-on-the-street survey
Chiemgauer as an alternative currency
Chiemgauer as a voucher system was developed and issued by a nonprofit organization. The primary
aim of the initiative was to support education and research, which still remains a priority nowadays.
By the set up of micro projects, such as student firms, conferences, trainings, professional
consultations, conferences and other programs they wished to develop a comprehensive education
area, which provides great contribution to the region’s sustainable development. In regard to goal
setting, the concept of sustainability simultaneously refers to the importance of environmental,
economic, and social aspects. Therefore, the concept of environmental awareness, knowledge and
economic
benefit
are
interweaving
for
the
people
living
in
the
area.
The initiative started in the year of 2003 – after several attempts – became dominant in the region of
Chiemsee. The system having thousands of users was developed on the basis of a geography
teacher’s idea, and by the work of 6 female students.
In 2007, with headquarter of Prien am Chiemsee, they established a regional cooperative organized
by 269 members called Regio eG, which involves several settlements. Their goals are defined in three
main paragraphs:
1. The management of economic affairs of Chiemgauer as a unit of account
2. Arrangement of other regional currencies’ accounting
3. Micro crediting in Euro and in local currencies
The governance and management of other regional currencies’ accounting formulated in the second
paragraph confirms the existence of the following currencies:
Chiemgauer (Landkreise Rosenheim and Traunstein)
Sterntaler around Berchtesgadener Land
AmmerLechTaler near to Ammersee
“Regio” (Der Regio e. V.)
Amper-Taler in the area of Landkreis Dachau
The development and efficient operation of the German surrogate is well illustrated by Table 1.
Spread of the complementary currency is proved by the increasing money supply and by the growing
number of actors involved in the system. While the velocity of national currencies nowadays is
relatively low and stagnating – velocity of the Hungarian Forint, for instance, is 2.4-2.6 and that of
the Euro is 4 – the higher circulation speed (12) prevailing in this alternative currency system
indicates the stimulating effect of the initiative. Two-thirds of the money stock (400 000 €) circulates
in the form of electronic bank money, and 200 000 € functions in printed form.
In case of customers, if someone wishes to join the initiative, she can change Euro to Chiemgauer
currency at given exchange sites. A more favored form of payment, the card payment is also possible
for customers. By the help of the so called “Regiocard”, users can pay at the participating businesses
through the terminals at place. In such case, the Euro account of the consumer is charged.
Entrepreneurs, however, has to open a separate Chiemgauer account to which the necessary amount
can be transferred from the Euro account. If the business wants to allocate money from the
Chiemgauer account to the Euro account, it has to pay the same exchange fee as in case of manual
exchange. Consequently, the rate of redemption of Chiemgauer is decreasing. In case, however, it
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becomes necessary, businesses are charged by 5% exchange fee, from which 3% is (currently about
50 000 €) directed to Nonprofit Organizations. If a private user is exchanging Chiemgauer to Euro, she
can decide which organization could receive that 3%.
Tabel 1: Data of Chiemgauer
2003
Turnover in Chiemgauer
75.873 €
Money stock in circulation
8.000 €
Velocity
4,87
Redemption €
90%
Consumer/Business/Non-profit s.
130 / 100
Source: Ladanyi (2011); in-depth interview at Rosenheim (2012)

2010
5.145.619 €
458.071 €
11,23
28 %
2230 / 602

2012
600 000 €
12
2500/600/250

The company employing 2 full-time employees and operating in the form of cooperative provides
microcredit as well. It is one of the (about) 60 micro crediting institutions in Germany. Besides
granting credit in Chiemgauer as a special and unique type of service or product, short-term Euro
loans are also provided in small amounts. For financing its loans the organization collects savings too.
By the end of 2011 the cooperative lent a total of 1 400 000 € microcredit for 275 entrepreneurs. The
credit limit is maximum 20 000 €, which could be demanded for 18-36 months at a rate of 8.9%.
There is, however, a WIR-like loan, which is provided by the Regio eG in Chiemgauer for the members
of the cooperative. In case, the business takes the credit in Chiemgauer and pays the related
redemption accurately, it can receive back the predetermined interest paid. The applied interest rate
on loans is nearly the same as the rate charged by most of the credit institutions in the country.
(Gelleri, in-depth interview, 2012 Roseheim).
The entrepreneurs
We carried out a questionnaire survey in two settlements in Germany: Rosenheim and Traunstein
(Annex 1.). Survey in Rosenheim was done by direct visits to stores accepting Chiemgauer. The
results of questionnaires reflect the reason of the contribution of certain towns and economic actors,
and present their results achieved at micro level.
Based on the survey carried out in Rosenheim and on the very direct and informal conversations with
people on the street, we can state that though the town belongs to the region of Chimsee, the use of
Chiemgauer is sadly not so frequent. The entrepreneurs were very helpful and cooperative, however,
the only things they could mention about Chiemgauer were the few advantageous it has and its low
operating frequency.
In Traunstein we experienced a quite amazing collaboration among the entrepreneurs. This town
rather could be viewed as the community center of Chiemgauer. The cooperation and professional,
ethical contribution of entrepreneurs in regard to such initiative is really exemplary.
The results of the questionnaire will be presented in the following section by comparing the
responses obtained in the two cities.
In the first set of questions we wanted to find out the aspects played essential roles for the
participant businesses in the decision of accepting Chiemgauer.
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Figure 1: Motivation factors of Chiemgauer’s acceptence in Rosenheim.

Figure 2: Motivation factors of Chiemgauer’s acceptence in Traunstein.
Based on the above two figures (Figure 1, 2), it is clearly visible that in both settlements, besides the
creation of eco-friendly economic processes and the improvement of cooperation among businesses,
entrepreneurs expected primarily the development of local economy from the introduction of
Chiemgauer. It is interesting that publicity and sales growth were the least important factors in the
decision-making. The respondents heard about the local financial initiative developed by Christian
Gelleri when he was yet a teacher at Waldorf school mainly from other entrepreneurs and
colleagues. The results lead us to the conclusion that owners of the Chiemgauer-accepting firms
clearly understand the essence of such complementary currency as well as the conditions of its
efficiency. Furthermore, they recognize and support the social goals and environmental programs of
Chiemgauer by the 3% redemption fee transferred to non-profit sector.
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Most of the businesses operate in the catering and commerce industry, which is indicated in the next
graph (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Rate of acceptor stores
The great majority of the firms accepting Chiemgauer are operating in the town for decades and have
about 10-15 employees. Thus, typically small and medium enterprises use it, supporting this way
their growth and profitability. Table 1 justifies that 80% of customers of these businesses come from
the region, which also assist to the effectiveness of local currency.
Tabel 1: Respondents enterprises
How long ago works in the regio?
Numbers of employees
Percent of customers from the regio
Percent of suppliers/partners from the regio

Rosenheim
mean
standard deviation
40,0
91,6
13,5
16,0
86%
0,1
46%
0,3

Traunstein
mean
standard deviation
18,1
14,5
7,2
10,9
81%
0,3
38%
0,4

Tabel 2: Role of Chiemgauer from the perspective of enterprises

tool of marketing
promoting tourism
helps local enteprises cooparation
new jobs
use to discount
new job in my enterprises
few people know in the regio
employees use too
rate of costs-benefits is optimal
Chiemgauer has recovery effect
adoption of additional tasks
popularity increases

Mean
Rosenheim
2,5
2,1
3,5
4,1
1,4
1,3
2,8
2,8
3,6
3,0
3,0
3,3

Traunstein
3,6
3,1
4,6
4,5
1,6
2,4
3,0
3,3
4,5
4,1
2,4
4,5
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Table 2 summarizes the acceptors’ view and the effects of Chiemgauer on their business. The
responses of entrepreneurs reflect well the great difference of the two towns in regard to the
judgment of the surrogate. Entrepreneurs of Traunstein showed a much more positive attitude
towards the local currency concerning their business conduction. Great difference can be recognized
in case of the revenue-expenditure ratio and that of the stimulus effect. They are noticeably more
committed than Rosenheim people, who question even the fame and job creation capability of
Chiemgauer. It is interesting that companies accepting Chiemgauer do not view this alternative
currency as a tourism-stimulating asset, which – as a marketing tool – could attract more consumers.
If we compare Chiemgauer with the Hungarian examples, we can conclude that in both cases in
Hungary (Soproni Kékfrank and Balatoni Korona), intensive marketing activity is at present for the
recruiting of consumers and businesses. They try to inspire consumers with relating discounts, which
is not characteristic to the complementary currency applied around the region of Chiemsee. We
experienced the same at the Swiss WIR, where demand increase at the consumer side is minimal.
People on the street were asked randomly whether they know Chiemgauer or any other local
currency initiative. According to our experiences 60% of the respondents heard about Chiemgauer,
however, only half of them could tell where it can be used for payment. This result also indicates that
mostly entrepreneurs use that currency as a means of exchange, which, consequently enhance its
economic stimulus effect as seen by its velocity.
Conclusion
In light of the results known we can conclude that Chiemgauer organized from the bottom without
local government support is an effectively operating alternative financial instrument for the
entrepreneurs doing business in the region of Chiemsee (Balogh and Parádi-Dolgos, 2012). By the
enhancement of transactions among participants and by the additional lending activity, this
complementary currency system is able to strengthen trust, cooperation among entrepreneurs, and
thus improve their revenue-generating capacity. Furthermore, it supports such socially and
economically important environmental, cultural and educational projects, which are able to improve
the competitiveness of the region at both the micro and macro level.
The key of its efficiency is the collaboration of entrepreneurs operating with centers based in
Traunstein. The common judgment, the common interest and the resulting cooperation makes
Chiemgauer successful in its economic performance too. The continuous development and growth as
well as the stable, computable operation of the cooperative having lending and deposit collecting
functions provide adequate guarantee for the participants.
According to our consideration, we received valuable results or lessons that could be adapted by the
domestic local currency initiatives as well. We got to know such a financial instrument, which can
generate measurable economic outcome only if there is a community standing behind.
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Anbieter-Befragung zur Regionalwährung „Chiemgauer”
Sehr geehrte Unternehmerin, sehr geehrte Unternehmer!
Wir kommen aus Ungarn, von der Universität Kaposvár, Fachbereich (Lehrstuhl) Finanz- und
Rechnungswesen. Wir möchten im Rahmen eines Projekts der Europäischen Union die Wirksamkeit und
das Bewusstsein von lokalen Fonds.
Ich bitte Sie herzlich, etwa zehn Minuten Zeit zum Ausfüllen des Fragebogens zu nehmen. Alle Angeben
werden natürlich anonym ausgewertet und streng vertraulich behandelt.
Herzlichen Dank für Ihre Unterstützung!
1. Ihre Teilnahmemotivation
Eher
Völlig
1/a) Wie wichtig waren folgende Aspekte bei Ihrer
Sehr
Eher
Teils
ununEntscheidung, Chiemgauer zu akzeptieren?
wichtig wichtig teils
wichtig wichtig
1) Kundenbindung
2) Neukundengewinnung
3) Umsatzerhöhung
4) Unterstützung umweltverträglicher
Wirtschaftsstrukturen
5) Förderung der lokalen Wirtschaft
6) Prestigesteigerung/Werbung
7) Unterstützung regionaler Vereine
8) Förderung der Kooperation lokaler Unternehmen
9) Anderer
Grund:____________________________

1/b) Wodurch erfuhren Sie vom Chiemgauer?
□ Andere Unternehmen
□ Zulieferer
□ Kunden
□ Internet □ Mitarbeiter
□ Infomaterial/Werbung
□ Familie/Freunde □ Anderes:______________________
2. Der Chiemgauer in Ihrem Unternehmen
2/a) Inwieweit stimmen Sie folgenden Aussagen zu?

Stimmt
völlig

Vorwiegend

Teils
teils

Eher
nicht

Gar
nicht

1) Der Chiemgauer ist ein sehr gutes
Marketinginstrument im Inland/Ausland.
2) Die lokale Währung trägt zur Verbesserung des
Tourismus.
3) Regionale Unternehmen kooperieren durch den
Chiemgauer viel besser.
4) Die Chiemgauer kann an einigen Orten/ Stellen
verwendet werden.
5) Die Chiemgauer sind nur darum im Gebrauch, weil die
Kunde einen Rabatt beim Kauf bekommen.
6) Der Chiemgauer sichert in meinem Unternehmer
Arbeitsplätze.
7) Die lokale Währung ist nicht weit in der Region
bekannt.
8) Meine Mitarbeiter verwenden selbst Chiemgauer.
9) Das Preis-Leistungs-Verhältnis des Chiemgauer finde
ich angemessen.
10) Es hat eine Wirtschaftstimulationswirkung.
11) Die Annahme der Chiemgauer bedeutet zusätzliche
Arbeit.
12) Die Chiemgauer Popularität in Zukunft weiter
wachsen.
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2/b) Weisen Sie auf die Akzeptanz durch das Schild „Wir nehmen Chiemgauer“ hin?
□ Ja □ Nein. Grund:_________________________
2/c) Angeben Sie in Ihren Werbungen dass in Ihrem Unternehmen/Geschäft Chiemgauer akzeptiert
ist?
□ Ja □ Nein. Grund:_________________________
2/d) Benutzen Sie ein Chiemgauer-Konto oder Regiocard-Lesegerät?
□ Ja □ Nein.
2/e) Wenn ja: Wie hat dies Ihren Umsatz beeinflusst?
□ Positiv
□ Negativ □ Gar nicht
2/f) Haben Sie in Ihrem Kasse immer Chiemgauer?
□ Ja □ Nein.
3. Umsatz
Bitte tragen Sie die entsprechenden Daten in die rechte Spalte ein.
1) Seit wie vielen Monaten nehmen Sie Chiemgauer?
2) Wie viel Prozent dem Umsatz nehmen Sie im Chiemgauer durchschnittlich
pro Monat ein?
3) Wie viel Prozent dem Umsatz tauschen Sie im Chiemgauer
durchschnittlich pro Monat?
4) Wie viele Umsatz machen Sie pro Jahr?
5) Hat sich Ihr Gesamtumsatz durch
□
□ Ja, er ist gestiegen..
den Chiemgauer verändert?
Nein.
□ Ja, er ist gesunken..
6) Wie viel Prozent ist in Ihrem Erwerb im Chiemgauer?
7) Geben Sie einen Rabatt für die
□
□
Chiemgauer Zahler?
Nein.
Ja, (üblicherweise)

Ca.

Monat

Ca.

%

Ca.
Ca.
um
Ca.
Ca.

%
€

Ca.

%

%
%

4. Allgemeine Angaben zu Ihrem Unternehmen
4/a) Welcher Branche würden Sie Ihr Unternehmen zuordnen?
□ Dienstleistung
□ Verarbeitendes Gewerbe □ Einzelhandel □ Großhandel
□ Gastgewerbe
□ Gesundheit/Soziales
□ Sonstige:______________________
4/b) Bitte tragen Sie die entsprechenden Daten in die rechte Spalte ein.
1) Seit wann ist Ihr Unternehmen in der Region ansässig?
2) Wie viel Mitarbeiter hat Ihr Unternehmen?
3) Wie viel Prozent Ihrer Kunden kommen aus der Region?
4) Wie viel Prozent Ihrer Zulieferer/Geschäftspartner sind aus der Region?

Ca.
Ca.
Ca.
Ca.

Jahr
%
%

4/c) Achten Sie durch den Chiemgauer starker als zuvor auf regionale Produkte/Dienstleistungen?
□ Ja
□ Nein.
□ Weiß ich nicht.
Herzlichen Dank für Ihre Teilnahme!
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Abstract
The most important question we would like to answer in this study whether the local economy of the
Hungarian marginal regions could be at least self-supporting? The ‘Bank for the poor’ model can
cause a huge social benefit for the least developed regions with minimal public spending and without
source deduction (like taxes or other restrictions) from the better developed regions. The model we
examined doesn’t count with state or corporate funds but calculates with the participators’ mutual
solidarity and responsibility. This model serves as a source to found enterprises alone for people living
in poverty and with the aim to break up from this situation. Based on the so called Grameen-model a
program was started in Hungary in 2010 which 3 years long pilot-phase was closed in December
2012. On the program 400 people participated and got 200 000 to 1 million forint credit for 12
month. Our study is about the primary experiences of a study tour to Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County
and was organized between the 28 and 30 November 2012. The tour was supported in the framework
of the European supporting program „TÁMOP-4.2.2/B-10/1-2010-0019“. Our objective was to
analyze the so-called success stories. We made some interviews with the participators and with the
representatives of the local government. The participator-interviews based on a questionnaire. We
would like to find out where the participators heard at the first time about the program, what kind of
experiences and difficulties they had. So we had the opportunity to get information at first hand. We
found that also these (and actually no always) successful microenterprises had problems which could
be partly eliminated. During the interviews with the local government (actually with the majors or
with the representatives of the tax, financial or employment department) we found that they know
almost nothing about the program. Naturally it means that they couldn’t give any help for the
participators. Some of the representatives had the opinion that this program couldn’t reach its goals
and it should have found new methods to solve the problem of deep poverty. Based on the positive
and negative experiences of the implementation we would like to introduce the Hungarian ‘Bank for
the poor’ model in this essay. We try to find the weak points of the model and formulate
recommendations.
Introduction
This research is focused on what kind of employment policy tool could be used with a slight
government spending, which would bring large social benefits. The model we choosed is the
Grameen model, developed in India, which provides resources for people living in poverty,
exclusively for business start. In India it is a very good opportunity to get out of deep poverty.
Unfortunately new small enterprises can be risky for banks to lend. Furthermore new entrepreneurs
with relatively small amounts of capital need loans mostly. This microfinance project was created
specifically to lend them. This groups lack of qualifications and start-up capital are not able to contact
the providers of funds, the Grameen self-help groups may represent a solution for them. The
concentration of self-help groups means their own savings create a source of loans available to their
members. The Grameen model gain capital from external sources. The essential function of the
group members is only joint and several responsibilities for the loan. (Gál-Kürthy; 2012)
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This model is a huge opportunity for those who have enterprising spirit, but afraid of indebtedness.
There are so many differences between conventional banks and Grameen style bank. Grameen
system encourages the borrowers to adopt some goals in social, educational and health areas. These
are known as "Sixteen Decisions" (no dowry, education for children, sanitary latrine, planting trees,
eating vegetables to combat night-blindness among children, arranging clean drinking water, etc.).
Conventional banks do not see this as their business. Conventional banks go into “punishment” mode
when for a borrower it is taking more time to repay the loan than it was agreed upon. They call these
borrowers “defaulters”. Grameen methodology allows such borrowers to reschedule their loans
without making them feel that they have done anything wrong (indeed, they have not done anything
wrong.) When a client gets into difficulty, conventional banks get worried about their money, and
make all efforts to recover it, including taking over the collateral. Grameen system, in such cases,
works extra hard to assist the borrower in difficulty, and makes all efforts to help his regain his
strength and overcome his difficulties. (Grameen Bank 2011: Is Grameen Bank Different from
Conventional Banks?) But the main differences are: Grameen model has social goals, and has a
nonprofit system. In contrast, a conventional bank is always profit orientated.
Of course, the model which is successful in India, cannot be transposed one on one in the Hungarian
practice of economic, because of social, juristical and many other differences. Nevertheless it worths
the effort to develop a sustainable Hungarian Grameen model because the job creation and model
which make self-employed the unemployed workforce is important for the European Union and also
for Hungary. Entrepreneurs and the business they launch are important because such small
enterprises – often employing less than 10 people – make up 99% of all EU companies and account
for two out of three private-sector jobs. They also contribute more than 50% of the added value
created by EU business every year. In addition, supporting entrepreneurs has social benefits as it can
allow disadvantaged people to become self-sufficient. (European Commission; 2013)
Based on the Indian model in 2010 a program was started in Hungary called “Kiút program”. Besides
a difference in the role of field workers, their plan followed the original model in many aspects:
forming groups with 5 members, sequential lending (first 2 members, then second 2 members, and
finally the group leader gets the loan), the duration of the loans was 1 year with weakly repayments,
and 5% of the loan amount went to a common group fund. The biggest loan amount was set to 1
million forints (approximately 3 400 Euros). Their clients were recruited from people where income is
less than 60% of the median of household income per consumption unit. Based on the experiences of
the first few months they modified both the selection method of clients and the operation of the
program. Following the modification of the model, the program continues to target people living in
deep poverty, however, their personality traits, credit history, the supporting role of the family and
existing earlier experiences got more emphasis.
Compared to India in Hungary there are many difficulties caused by the strict tax and administrative
rules. Therefore the Hungarian model has more duty than in India.
 Training and managing fieldworkers;
 Recruiting and training clients, business development and mentoring;
 Providing professional assistance to clients with creating their business plans; getting the
business plans accepted;
 Preparing, evaluating and submitting loan contracts to the financial organization; getting the
contracts signed;
 Keeping contact with the bank starting from contracting to the repayment of the loans;
 Keeping contact with the employment centres, governmental and local governmental
organizations;
 Monitoring and evaluations;
 Administration of the program (www.kiutprogram.hu; 2013)
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Previous researches demonstrated that the Hungarian adaptation made loss to the Program but is
enormously profitable to the surrounding society (Savings in State aid, increase in education,
community strengthening effect, improvement in health condition etc.) (Gál– Sipiczki et al; 2012).
Furthermore also the World Bank has a good opinion about this initiative. “The recommendations of
Kiútprogram point to the outstanding potential of EU Structural Funds in social micro-credit
programmes. This was echoed by several speakers, highlighting the current opportunities to impact
on negotiations on future cohesion policy, to optimise the position of social micro-credit programmes
in funding programmes. The new regulatory proposals on cohesion policy provide all necessary
conditions for launching such actions, and offer new opportunities, for example, loan funds supported
by the European Social Fund.” (World Bank; 2012)
Despite of the above mentioned positive opinions it is necessary to research, evaluate and improve
the model in Hungary because after one year of existing, only 39.1 % of the Kiút Program loans were
unproblematic, and in 2012 they expected 42.8 % collapse ratio. (Reszkető –Váradi; 2012) The
categories of the Kiút Program loans can be seen on Figure 1. It is far behind the achievement of the
original Grameen model which average repayment rate is between 95 and 98 percent.
(http://www.grameenfoundation.org; 2013) It is very important to explore the factor of the
problems because not only the success has spillover effects but also the failure has.

Figure 1. The categories of the Kiút program loans (November 2011 monitoring data)
Material and methods
As we already mentioned the analyzed Hungarian micro-financing program was implemented by the
Kiút Program Mikrohitel Közvetítő Közhasznú Nonprofit Zrt. The Center of Kiút Program, although
they offered their support twice, eventually denied providing support and further information on
participant’s contact and any additional data related to the program. These facts slowed down and
caused difficulties in conducting the necessary field studies. The reason of the denial could be that
the program is declining and its experimental phase is over, and in addition, it received numerous
negative feedbacks in the Media.
To overcome these difficulties, we tried to approach the program’s participants and those loan
applicants who are active in local governments by drawing the publicly available data from the
program’s home page. Our objectives were to collect all the general and special – primer and
secondary – data. We conducted in-depth interviews based on a previously prepared questionnaire.
During the in-depth interviews with the local governments, we were interested to learn about their
opinions on this program. Do they consider the program as the first step towards a break out from
the extreme poverty? What were the reaction, and the acceptance level of the program in the
community? When it was possible, we conducted these interviews with the community’s Mayors, or
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in many cases, with other employees of the local governments, such as representatives from the tax,
finance or HR department, who had information on the Kiút Program.
Besides the local governments, we also visited the participants of the Program, based on the
gathered information available in the “Success Stories” section, of the Kiút Program’s homepage to
ask some questions regarding to the Program. We made these individuals to fill out structured
questionnaires, mostly with open questions, in which we were looking for data on the preludes of
the Program, personal motivation, initial difficulties, acceptance of the society and in future plans.
The study tour took place between the 28 and 30 November 2012, in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County
in the Miskolc area. The visited towns were: Putnok, Aszaló, Boldva, Szentistvánbaksa, Onga, Bőcs,
Emőd and Igrici.
Results and discussion
The local government’s opinion
The overall experience is that the local governments do not know the program. On the other hand,
given the fact, that these are small communities, they are familiar with the participants so the
respondents have some private information about the realized projects. They do not consider the
program too successful. In their general point of view the Kiút Program cannot be considered as an
alternative solution to the people's problems living in deep poverty. For some entrepreneurs or at
most their families it can be an opportunity to improve their living standards, but complete villages
or regions need more sources and projects. As the local governments experienced there were only
one or two people in every settlement who were interested in the program, most of the population
was not motivated to find a way out from their present situation. The major of the nearest examined
village to Miskolc had a very clear but condemnatory opinion. On the one hand he had bad
experiences about the entrepreneur (runs a small shop in a caravan) and about his partly illegal
business („He won't pay taxes I'm sure and he parasitizes about others.“). He sees the solution in the
former existed public employment programs because it was an opportunity for more poor people
and the Kiút program's limited budget is not enough to satisfy all the loan requests. The respondents
thought the mentors’ work wasn’t too effective as well. There was a participant who spent his loan
for a car and not for the basic tools of his new business and an other one left the country from this
source. It raises the problem of the effective control and the mentor’s professional competencies. In
some villages the population considered the examined program as a positive discrimination which is
financed from their tax payments.
The participators’ opinion
At the beginning of our research we had nine potential participants based on the public information
of the Kiút program (“Success Stories”). Two of the Program participants went bankrupt (both of
them ran a second hand shop), therefore they were not available and one person refused to make a
statement (she has a little grocery). Six people answered our questions from which it turned out that
the program was not too successful. Two of them wanted to buy dairy cows, two runs small
groceries, a young lady sells loafs and cakes in markets and fairs and last but not least a man grew
tomato from the examined micro-credit. Only one business owner was able to pay back the loan
without difficulties, maybe the only one from the “Success Stories”, who could really make some
progress among those, who live in extreme poverty. His success reduces the fact that his business
process belongs rather to the gray economy. One of the biggest problems with the Program is that
the participants did not receive the necessary professional support, the important correct
information nor mentoring from the field agents, regarding the Program, and the other serious issue
is the lack of follow up and inspection of the outstanding loans’ actual usage. We found that almost
every participant got his information about the program from friends or from the media. They didn’t
get any information or help from the local government or the employment offices. From the six
respondents only four had earlier any business experiences and all of them have the main objective
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to ensure livelihood for their family. Before the program they were essentially unemployed and lived
from employment substitution aid (monthly ca. 95 euro). All of these participants had the same
mentor, but as we saw she didn’t treat with them equally. We can say that the mentor do not
provide too much support for those with risky and failing loans either. The two men wanted to buy
dairy cows are standing before bankruptcy because somebody took advantage of their good faith
and their hopes for a better life. The other man deal with tomato has also serious problems. He can’t
repay his loan in time because of the seasonality of his business. So we can say that participants did
not receive the promised professional support, although this is a critically important pillar of the
Program. Even the mentors hadn’t got the professional information about e.g. how to build a cake
hut (do we need any building permits or not) or with what kind of tools can we minimaize the risk in
an agricultural enterprise (insurance etc.).
These small businesses must pay all the minimal-wage fees and contributions from the very first day
of the operation even though they no longer receive unemployment benefits or other aids, which
makes the transition much more difficult. That’s why many of our respondents are or will be in worse
situation as before the program.
Conclusions
To sum it up we can say that the Hungarian micro-credit program is a good initiative to reduce social
strains but it needs some changes to become real successful. Our suggestions are:
 more flexible regulatory environment (facilitation in paying contributions, the rules of lending etc.)
 more effective cooperation between the program coordinator and the local government/employment
offices
 special focus on the mentor’s professional skills (to a mentor should belong not a geographical area but
similar type of businesses, e.g. separate mentor in agriculture, in groceries etc.)
 stricter control: do the participants buy the adequate tools from the loan, actually how do they use it?
 a follow-up program for the bankrupts: help to minimize their loss e.g. with rescheduling their loan
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Abstract
The aim of the Islamic banking sector is the same as that of the non-Islamic. However, the difference
is that the former one needs to be in harmony with the Sharia. The main principle of the Islamic
banking system is that profit and loss must be shared, and that collecting interest is prohibited.
Islamic banks are following a kind of conservative investment policy, which makes them more stable
than their competitors – and stability and reliability are especially important nowadays. The
economic crisis has dealt a blow to most people’s confidence in the concept of the free market and in
the operational mechanism of the Western banks. While some suggests the increased role of
governments as a solution, many believe that the Islamic banking system and its differing regulations
could be the key for the stabilization of our monetary system. Banks operating according to Islamic
provisions are rapidly spreading in the world market. Banking complying with the religious principles
and regulations seem to be good business not only in Islamic countries but in Europe as well. More
and more banks providing service for Muslims are opening in European countries that have large
Muslim communities. This study attempts to compare the fundamentals of the traditional domestic
monetary system and the Islamic banking system by analyzing some of their key indicators. The first
part of the work deals with the general relation of Islam with the economy and wealth. It is followed
by the analysis of the ‘saver-bank-borrower’ relationship while the final part presents a few basic
indicators to characterize the operation of the banks between 2000 and 2011. Besides the general
overview and the detailed analysis, the aim of the study is also to emphasize the elements that could
be useful for the Hungarian banking system to adopt.
Introduction
Islam is a monotheist religion based on common fundamentals of Jewish and Christian beliefs, in
which Mohamed prophet has the leading political role.
According to some forecasts, by 2025 Islam will be the most widely spread religion in the world and
30% of the world population will be Islamite. Besides the religion, however, the spread of the Islamic
bank system could be experienced as well. In the past decade the Islamic banking sector grew by 1015% per year, and the Financial Times estimated the value of the Islamic banking assets nowadays at
about 900 billion US dollar. Furthermore, Muslims – giving one-fifth of the world population – will
deposit 40-50% of their savings in Islamic investment constructions. (Varga et al., 2012)
The most well-known Islamic financial institutions operating outside of Islamic regions are the Islamic
Finance House Universal Holdings SA established originally as an experiment in 1978, and the Islamic
Bank of Britain founded in 2004 in London as the first Islam bank of Europe. Nowadays, however,
there are already more than 200 Islam banks and non-bank financial institutions in about 50
countries. (Varga et al., 2012) Moreover, many experts states that as a result of the current financial
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crisis, success of the financial institutions following the Sharia may rise even higher. (Online, 2009)
The Islamic bank system operates on the basis of certain religious and ethical principles the
integration of which into the conventional bank system could stabilize our current financial system.
The current study is a logical continuation of a previous (Bajkó et al., 2011) essay presenting Islam
and Islamic banking products, hence, the clarification of the concepts used in Islamic banking and law
do not take part of this work. The actual study would like to bring the operation and structure of the
Islam bank system closer to the reader, by comparing that with a bank following the laws and
principles of Islam operating in a conventionally Christian-Jewish based environment. In light of this,
the paper can be divided into two logical parts. The first part – while having an outlook to the Islam
banking risk management – compares the structure of Islamic bank balance sheet and the
methodology of pricing of Islam banking products with that of the conventional bank system. The
objective of the second part is to compare and present the possible differences of activities of a
conventional Islamic bank and that of a bank operating in Western country on the foundation of
Islamic regulations and economic principles.
The Islam’s relation with wealth
The key for understanding the Islam bank system is to analyze the general relation of Islam with the
economy. This relation is – at least – double-natured. On the one hand all the religious texts
emphasize Allah’s omnipotence – including the economic sphere. According to the Islam, for
instance, everything in the world is owned by Allah, who distributes and consigns its property among
its servants, therefore all wealth belongs to Allah”. Consequently, those who collect interest “are at
war with Allah and Mohammed. (Balázs, 2008).
While everything belongs to Allah on the one hand, Islam stresses the economic self-sufficiency of
people on the other. People acquire the resources necessary for sustaining their life by work, which
is not only a duty, but a great virtue as well. People able to work commit crime if they financially
depend on others; it is a social stigma regarding this as ingratitude against mankind. (Balázs, 2008)
A man following Islam religion therefore has to be economically self-sufficient. Wealth acquired by
fair-dealing job are protected by law, everyone should receive what is deserved based on its efforts.
Those, however, who cannot afford self-sufficiency, may expect “zakat”, a tax paid by active working
people to the poor. (Zaka originally meant alms)
According to Islam’s legal principles money is simply an asset, by which values of things can be
measured, but does not represent value by itself. Thus, in Islam bank system the multiplication of
money by money – like interest credited – is prohibited. For this reason, Islam banks are not allowed
to deal with typical conventional lending transactions. The religious regulations therefore forbid
interest collection which, irrespective of the amount of interest, is regarded as usury. According to
Sharia only “halál”, so the righteous business is acceptable.
An interesting comparison can be found in Jesus’ parable about talents in Matthew’s Gospel. “Should
you not then have put my money in the bank so that I could have got it back with interest on my
return?” (Mathew’s Gospel, Chapter 25., poem 27). Although this parable is not about financial gain,
it is thought provoking that Jesus is talking about moneychangers and their profits, referring to such
people and to such activities – such as generating money by money – that are unacceptable
according to the Quran.
“Islam is not about saving money, but about acting right. No one is saying that following the Islam
religion is easy; however, we believe that being a Muslim is beneficiary. “Halál” food is more
expensive than normal food, but nobody thinks it over whether to buy it or not. Why would we do
that then in case of Islamic banks?” – stated Arshad Maiid. (Hausner, 2011)
According to Majed al-Refaie, manager of a bahreini based Unicorn Investment Bank, the beauty of
Muslim bank system is that it does not promise more than it really has. These banks are not
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protected by government; therefore they struggle in case of economic slowdowns, but their clients
do not loose everything. (Gábor, 2010)
Concerning the role in asset management and in bank-client relationship, clients view Islamic banks
as institutions which are much closer to the partner role than conventional banks. Their stability
retained during the crisis could even increase the confidence of their clients. Another important
aspect is that while conventional banks is not an option for an Arabic person (not taking into
consideration their spreading offers being compatible with the Sharia) Islamic bank could provide
new opportunities for people following other religions. The judgment of these banks is even
improved by their religious taxpaying liability grounded in the principles.
The Islam bank system does not use more mechanisms operated by money. An Islamic bank cannot
participate neither in the interbank market nor in the stock exchange. It does not operate with the
function of interest on money. According to the Islamic perception money cannot multiply itself; it
can only be multiplied by operating it in some sort of productive activity. Based on this principle all
transactions must be covered by real productive output.
In the Vatican’s official paper, in Osservatore Romano, a published article (Islamic finance proposals
and ideas for the West in crisis) mentioned the banks of the Muslim world with great
acknowledgement, that they dismiss the method of generating money by money. The article states
that the Islamic financial system could contribute to the development of the western world’s new
regulations.
At the beginning of the global financial crisis on the September of 2008, Benedict XVI warned the
world: Quran should be read again. If our bankers, who are so greedy that only the greater and
greater profit sits front of their eyes, have known the rules of Sharia, at least a little bit, we would not
be in the current situation. (Online, 2011)
Comparison of the conventional and Islam bank system based on the ‘saver-bank-borrower’
relationship
Within the comparison of the conventional and Islamic bank system, the relationship among the
financial institution, the saver, and the borrower is analyzed according to the following three aspects
(See Varga, 2011): The type of relationship, the risk taken by the participants, and their relation to
profit maximization.
In the conventional bank system there is no direct connection between the saver and borrower. The
one with savings gives his money to the bank and expect it to be returned by the bank. He does not
care where or in what project his money is invested into, only the yield and the risk that matters. The
partner of the saver is the bank, from which he expects guarantee for the money to be paid back.
The negotiated interest on deposit also has to be paid at all costs. In exchange the bank is free to
dispose of money, and is not accountable to the money owner. Bank is the source of money, which
gives loans in exchange for interest. It insists to acquire that. The success or loss of the business is
irrelevant for the bank, thus the profit greater than expected could remain at the entrepreneur,
however, in case of failure, all the loss has to be bore (only) by him.
In case of the Islam bank system, the use of money is not neutral for the saver. First of all, he has to
be sure that the money does not finance any prohibited activity. Second, his return or loss depends
on the success of the borrower. Therefore, in this construction all the three parties are in connection
with each other, the financial institution does not constitute an impenetrable “wall” between the
saver and the borrower: The borrower and the saver find each other by the bank’s intermediation.
In conventional bank system risk is such part of the business that is – as a primer task – to be
minimized as much as possible by the bank (and by the deposit guarantee scheme). However, in
order to achieve great returns, taking of greater risks is necessary. There is no upper limit if yield and
risk is in sync with each other.
The conventional bank while aims to reduce the risk related to the borrower, wants to minimize the
cost of the evaluation process as well. The borrower could have relatively great freedom in concern
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to the use of money if it provides appropriate collateral and accurately pays the pre-negotiated
installments. If there are unexpected losses in an investment, the client may ask the bank for
installment modification. In that case, however, penalty interest has to be paid too.
In contrast, within the Islam bank system risk is a natural part of the business life, which equally
applies to the participants of the transaction. Participants share the losses. Transactions with great
risk have to be avoided. Moreover, speculative deals are explicitly forbidden by the principles. In
Islam bank system, transactions or contracts must be evaluated separately so as not to interfere with
the laws of Sharia, and – as loss is shared anyway – it is much easier (cheaper) to say “no” at the
beginning than quitting from a collapsed enterprise. Thus, the chance of giving loans to a bad debtor
is relatively small. Even in case of returns lower than expected, penalty interest cannot be required
due to religious reasons. In such a situation, the bank may account for some additional cost, but its
main interest is to have its client to be solvent again. If it can be achieved only by reduced
installments then the bank has to go with the modification. Actually, most Islam banks can also be
regarded as banks for the needy and poor.
The conduct of the Islam bank at this point is very similar to the basic concept of the Grameen Bank
(Bank for the Poor) model. The bank for the poor has the opportunity to reschedule the installments
without stressing the client with certain sanctions – contrary to the conventional banks where
imposition of sanctions are expected. In such cases the bank for the poor helps its clients for
recovering the lost money as soon as possible.
Taking the conventional monetary system into consideration, the expected goal is profit
maximization. The bank (at least partially) sustains itself from the difference in interest collected
from borrowers and paid to depositors. Profit generation is a central mission for the Islamic bank
system as well, the partner-based relationship among the participants, however, is also very
important regarding it as real value (especially when all the three parties reach their goals). Because
of the risk community they establish, they are all interested in the other one’s success. Taking into
account the fact that speculative, future or forward and other risky transactions are prohibited, the
finance of productive sector comes into view, which gains lower yield at lower risk level.
Financial reports of Islamic banks
The current part first deals with the Islamic banks’ drafted balance sheet structure compatible with
the Islam accounting standards. A few words will be mentioned about the frame system of the Islam
accounting (Accounting, Auditing and Governance Standards – AAOIFI), which includes 3 financial
and accounting statements and 23 financial and accounting standards (Financial Accounting
Standards – FAS). The number one standard (FAS 1) provides guidelines for the Islam banking balance
sheet as well as for the level of detail of the financial reports. This standard can be summarized
under the following paragraphs (Angelo, 2009).
 Precisely separating investments from financial sources.
 Publishing the balance sheet at the end of the financial period; within the results separately
presenting those that are derived from revaluation.
 The degree of the investments must be presented for each portfolio, along with the values of
portfolio assets to both the initial and to the end of reporting period.
 Deposits and mutual fund shares issued must be indicated
 General banking costs relating to investment invoices must be reflected in the statement
 Reporting profit and loss for the reporting period
The financial statements consist of the following elements:
Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Cash Flow Statement, Report on change in ownership structure,
Report on investments, and the use of Zakat and Qard. We can see from the listing that the Islamic
financial and accounting standards as well as the other popular standards are mutually influencing
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each other. The similarity between IFRS-based (International Financial Reporting Standards) financial
report and Islamic banking reports is really eye-catcher.
Most of the Islamic banks actually prepare their consolidated financial report on the basis of the IFRS
as well, making this way the different companies more comparable. Besides the already mentioned
similarity, Islamic banking balance sheet is reflecting other likeness, which derives from the liquidity
nature of balance sheets. In case of banks it is not surprising that both the assets and liabilities are in
order of liquidity.
A schematic structure of the Islamic banking balance sheet can be seen at the following table:
Table 1. Simplified balance sheet of Islamic bank
Assets
Cash and short-term funds::
Mudaraba
Musharaka
Investment and tradeable assets:
Ijara
Istina
Murabaha
Trade-related assets:
Murabaha
Bai Salam
Bai Muajjal
Asset securitisation
Fixed assets:
Property, plant and equipment
Other immaterial assets
Immaterial quasi assets (e.g. goodwill)
Other Assets

Liabilities
Deposit collection - current and saving account
Al-Wadiah

Musharaka
Mudaraba

Profit equalisation reserve
Investment risk reserve
Zakat and taxes payable
Capital owners' equity

Other liabilities:
Salam, Istisna, dividends

The PER (Profit Equalisation Reserve) found on the liabilities side of the Islamic balance sheet is
missing from the balance sheet of the conventional banks. This reserve rather can be found in the
liability side of the insurance institutions. Other similarity between western insurance companies and
Islamic financial institutions is the so called refund of excess returns at the insurance industry, which
can indirectly be seen as the PLS (profit and loss sharing) model of the Islamic bank (mudaraba,
musharaka). The similarity between the two methods is that a specific ratio can be found in both
cases, which adequately declare the distribution of profit and loss among the members of the
transaction. The roles of reserves are to cover the potential risks and loss of the future, which – in
case of the Islamic banks – simply means a sort of insurance of the solvent operation. Mechanism of
the mudaraba transaction is shown on Figure 1.
The greatest banking difference between the conventional and Islamic bank system is the way risk is
handled. While the traditional Christian-Jewish bank system attempts to diversify risks with different
diversification and hedging techniques, the Islamic bank system view risk as the natural consequence
of a business or investment (Khalid, 2012The other difference lies within the motivation of
innovation, saying that in case of the Islamic bank type – expressly the PLS financing based on
mudaraba mechanism – prefers productive investments, thus the capital is utilized first in the real
economy. Consequently, the capital is injected into the real sector in greater portion, contributing
this way the innovator and entrepreneur adapting Schumpeter logic. This mechanism is able to
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support the economy’s fundamental stability and growth, while conventional banks – focusing now
to the region of Center-Eastern Europe – during the 2004-2009 period started to prefer the
household lending. This, of course, affects the business sector, however, this impact is indirect and
could provide only short-term boost to the economy.

Figure 7. Simplified graphic of Mudaraba
Comparison of the Islamic and domestic bank system between 2000 and 2011
After this theoretical review, let us see some of the most important indicators of the two bank
systems. Since the extent of our current study does not allow a comprehensive analysis and
comparison, we now focus only on the key profitability indicators, namely on the ROAA and on the
ROAE. In both cases during the calculation, we took the EBT into account, thus the ROAA =
EBT/avg(assets), and ROAE = EBT/avg(equity).
Besides the profitability indicators, we placed two other indicators into the same coordinate system:
the Secondary Liquidity Ratio and Capital Adequacy Ratio.
We did it on a purpose to see how the three targets (so the goal of achieving solvent, profitable and
appropriately liquid bank system) has changed. For the calculation we used two databases consisting
aggregate data. Data on domestic bank system derives from the online database of the Hungarian
Financial Supervisory Authority, and data of Islamic banks originates from the Bankscope database.
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Figure 8. Return on equity and return on assets
On figure 2, it is well seeable that the global financial and economic crisis did not spare neither the
conventional nor the Islamic bank system, concerning the equity income and the income on assets.
Both of them had decreased. In regard to profitability indicators, the years of 2005 and 2006 can be
emphasized as something trend changing. The two bank systems did not really differ in terms of
income-generating capacity during the year 2001-2002, however since 2003-2004 the conventional
system with its higher rates of return moved further and further apart from the Islamic one in terms
of profitability. Nevertheless, the Islamic bank system shows recovery from the economic shock as
the ROAA and ROAE are increasing since 2009. Comparing that with the domestic conventional
system we cannot see any similar positive trend, moreover from the year 2009 the decline in
profitability indicators are massive and continuous.
Taking solvency and liquidity ratio into consideration, the Islamic bank system is definitely better in
combining capital adequacy with high profitability. The left side of Figure 3 clearly reflects this
statement, since – starting from the Y-axis representing the average level – the furthest square in the
diagram is the place where all the indicators would be the highest. In an ideal case the given square
would show a rising slope. The domestic bank system on the right side is indicating the absence of
both the increasing trend and the optimal point. We can see from the figure that in terms of
profitability 2006 and 2007 were the most successful years for the domestic bank system and that by
2011 two of the three targets became particularly important: liquidity and capital adequacy.
It is said that the best performance of the domestic bank system was in 2009. This statement,
however, could be misleading since the sudden increase in capital adequacy was presumably the
result of the crisis. An interesting – for us essential – aspect of the financial crisis of 2008 is the need
for international regulations as well as for the cooperation between national and international
governing authorities. In recent years, instead of the traditional lending practices, the emphasis was
on the distribution of the new, derivative financial products and securities. (Pappné, 2010)
Analyzing the two figures as a whole, we can conclude that in contrary to the Hungarian bank system,
the Islamic banks are able to allocate capital in a way that almost reach the most ideal level of
profitability while keeping high liquidity and capital adequacy. It is clear that in this case capital
intensity does not lead to excessive cost of capital; otherwise it would not be able to produce
appropriate profit. It is visible that values of all the three ratios in Islamic system had declined since
2007. The year 2011, however, brought noticeable growth and it is predicted to move towards the
values of 2006.
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The Hungarian bank sector showing a remarkably high capital adequacy is likely to fell into the trap of
excessive lending as the cost of this capital is completely offset the return on equity, and thus, likely
to offset the added economic value (EVA) as well.

Figure 9. Islamic (left) and Hungarian (right) bank system
Besides the positive or negative net result (NOPLAT), the shareholder’s ability to create value –
quantified by the EVA ratio – is actually a more important factor for the Islamic banks as well.
Calculation of this ratio in case of the conventional banks and that of the producing companies does
not differ so much. It contrasts the cost of equity with its yield. It analyzes the earning capacity and
opportunity cost of equity similarly as revenues compared to expenditures. In case of Islam banks,
however, the determination of the cost of equity is not completely trivial, since interest is prohibited
by Islam law, and thus, the interest sacrificed cannot be determined exactly. The literature dealing
with the cost of equity of the Islam banks also tries to follow the traditional way, so they divide the
liability side of the balance sheet basically into three main parts (term deposit, saving accounts,
investment account) and into equity. Although this decomposition is more detailed, it is essentially
consistent with the logic of the conventional weighted average cost of capital (WACC). For
determining the WACC Kadom Shubber and Eid Alzafir suggests the following equation:

where: E + P + D = balance sheet total, the decomposition of which is the following: E, which refers to
capital stock, P = the different reserves within capital stock, and finally D as liabilities. The
parameters are the funding cost parameters corresponding to each capital item. Besides
Kadom and Eid, the EVA method developed by the Malaysian Kebansaan University also uses the so
called build-up method for the determination of the liabilities’ cost of capital. By using the build-up
method, Kadom and Eid use the following two equations for calculating the alternative cost of
capital.
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customer, and

, where Z – as binding interest – is the 2.5 percent of the total equity (Zakat),
d is the dividend rate and g is the economic growth rate.
, where T, S, I is the interest cost of liabilities to the three types of
are the weights of each liability.

By partially following this logic and by using the data of the Bankscope database, it has become
possible to determine at aggregate level the potential of shareholder value creation of the Islam
bank system. Our calculation followed the fundamentals of the EVA philosophy and logic, which is
interpreting EVA on the basis of three parameters’ function.
. We
compared the results obtained this way with the EVA values of the conventional bank system. The
period under review covered the years between 2001 and 2011 and the results are illustrated on
Figure 4.
The figure presents it well that Islam banks were able to create only an essentially more conservative
shareholder value in the years prior to the crisis than banks based on the Christian-Jewish bank
system. Although Islam banks are less extensive in growth periods, they are, of course, more immune
to credit crisis. The reasons can clearly be found in the more conservative lending practices that are
directed to investments supporting the fundamentals of economic growth. While in 2011 the Islamic
bank system was already able to produce positive shareholder value, the conventional bank system –
although is reaching the break-even point of value creation – in 2011 was still very far from it. In
figure 3 and 4, the part related to Islam bank system are mutually completing each other, and shows
how value creation and liquidity, profitability and capital adequacy indicators go hand in hand.
It should not be forgotten, however, that the crisis hit the economy in the year 2007-2008 was
preceded by a credit boom developed basically by the conventional bank system. As a result of the
new credit-refinancing techniques and that of the excessive lending of cheap credits the crisis
basically stroke the conventional bank system and economies. Economies built on Islam banking
model, however, are not independent from the world economic slowdown either and bank crisis is
not unimaginable in the world of Islam. However, it is with no doubt that Sharia provides excellent
upper limit to avoid noxious overgrowth of the Islam bank system.

Figure 10. Islamic versus conventional bank shareholder value creation capabilities
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Conclusion
In the following we would like to outline some aspects, which could be raised in the cooperation of
the Islam and conventional bank system. Our study showed that by the restriction of debtor
classification conventional bank system deepens crisis, and acts procyclical.
Our conventional bank system should decide whether it is still enough to complement its risk
management with further details and ratios found in Basel III, or it starts its way on a new path
inspired by morality (and religion), this way building other fundamentals into its current, rational but
– with its excessive details – many cases miscarried elements.
In regard to the saver-borrower relationship and social responsibility in our country we need to
highlight the example of MagNet Bank. The MagNet Community Bank received the reward of CSR
Market in 2011, in the category of “Truly Responsible Enterprise”. The Islam bank system may
provide considerable lessons about the idea that the depositor – at least partially – could take
responsibility for the investment.
Study of the conventional bank system’s profit maximization could also be a subject for further
analysis, the sustainability of excessive consumption, however, goes far beyond the scope of the
current study. In the Islam bank system we can find many instances for the self-limitation of
consumer society. By the prohibition of high-risk based speculative transactions and financial
derivatives in Islam bank system, risk management becomes voluntary. In accordance with religious
orders, the most evident examples of this self-limitation are the prohibition of financing of activities,
businesses related to drug, alcohol, sex or weapon. Such self-limitation could be raised in the
financial markets.
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Abstract
Globalization, the spread of the multinational corporations and multi-inter-dependencies all created a
new economic climate for the beginning of the XXI. century. Taxing income as the sovereign right of
nations which more and more often concerns cross-border transactions, is at the center of attention
in this transforming era. Similarly to the industrial revolution providing a solid basis for the
development of centralized nation states in the XIX. century, the aforementioned economical changes
lead to diminishing traditional state boundaries and to supranational alliances such as the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the United Nations or the European
Union. The widespread introduction of the separate accounting concept - together with the arm’s
length standard - was the answer of these supranational bodies to the challenges of imposing taxes
on multinational income. This concept regards different affiliates of the multinational enterprise as if
they were completely independent corporations and – based on the arm’s length principle – stipulates
that transactions (and the resulting income and expense) are valued as if they were negotiated
between non-interdependent contractual parties. Besides its advantages, this approach has received
strong criticism for decades. As an alternative to the separate accounting principle and the norm of
the arm’s length standard to tax multinational enterprises, the formulary apportionment method
gains more and more attention. Although not without its own drawbacks, formulary apportionment is
an alternative way of addressing the problems of international double taxation, aggressive tax
planning and creative accounting designed to exploit differences in tax rates, as well as tax bases, and
of achieving an acceptable distribution of corporate income among jurisdictions. Formulary
apportionment – even though never tested on a global level – is already well known for corporate
income allocation in subnational income tax systems. The most important examples can be found in
North America (in the United States and in Canada); and we see this method also in Europe for
instance in Switzerland or in Hungary. This paper analyses the most important practices of these
subnational income allocations and makes comparisons with the formulary apportionment method
proposed by the European tax reform. Based on this comparative approach, the main tendencies in
the formulary apportionment methods are established.
Keywords: formulary apportionment, CCCTB
Formulary apportionment in a nutshell
The new way of organising international business activitiy and the growth of the needs of tax
revenues on government side put in focus the income taxation of the multinational enterprises
(MNEs). During the end of the XX. century, it was becoming an important question whether the
country exporting the capital or the country importing that may be entitled to tax the profit incurred
from an international investment. The common practice emerged allows the capital importing (i.e.
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the source) country to tax – with or without limitatations – the business profit of the MNEs. Based on
this, the determination of the place of source of the income is highlighted.
Besides the separate accounting method, the formulary apportionment may define where is the
source of the income of a corporate group.
Formulary apportionment method has been defined by the Organisation of Economic Cooperation
and Development as a “method to allocate the global profits of an MNE group on a consolidated
basis among the associated enterprises in different countries on the basis of a predetermined
formula”.53
First the consolidated taxable income of the MNE is determined and later it is allocated between the
tax jurisdictions participating in the income producing. Under the allocation mechanism, the
formulary apportionment is based on the assumption that the consolidated income of the MNE is
derived from income producin formulas (factors) and the profit generated by these formulas should
be allocated to the tax jurisdictions where these are situtated (Hartman, 1981). Using these factors
for the allocation of taxable income of an MNE means that the underlying constituents are tracked in
the tax jurisdiction where they are situated or realized. These factors usually refers to the capital of
the corporation (assets and human workforce) and the demand for the products or services
produced (net sales revenue).
This current article analyses the allocation mechanism of the formulary apportionment proposed by
the European tax reform. Furthermore, the study investigates some practices of the formulary
apportionment currently applied on a subnational level. Based on the examples, the proposal of the
union wide application of the formulary apportionment may be better understood.
Reforming the European corporate income taxation
Since the foundation of the European Union, company taxation has received particular attention as
an important element first for the establishment and then the completion of the internal market.
Although, the first recommendations for a common approach were already issued in the 1960 under
the Neumark Report, currently, the European method of income allocation (and as a result, the
definition of the income tax base) is governed by national tax policies and bilateral treaties of the
member states (Kopits, 1992). Currently, the majority of the states apply the separate accounting
method.
However, facing serious tax barriers (international double taxation, over taxation of cross-border
economic activity, and additional compliance cost), in 2011 the European Commission issued its
proposal for a Council Directive on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base54 (CCCTB proposal).
According to the CCCTB proposal, the business income of EU resident corporations would be
allocated amongst jurisdictions based on the formulary apportionment method. When determining
the apportioned share of a group member, the formula would take the following form, considering
the labor, the assets and the (destination-based) sales factors with an equal weight:

Labour factor proposed is subdivided in two components, equally weighted: payroll and number of
employees as measured at year end. The definition of employee is to be found in domestic legislation
53
54

OECD, Transfer Pricing Guidelines, 2010, Defintions
COM(2011) 121/4
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of the Member State where the employment is exercised. According to the CCCTB proposal,
seconded employees will be included in the headcount of the entity where they are seconded to.
Payroll is defined very broadly, including all wages, benefits and social security contributions (Russo,
2012).
Asset factor includes all fixed tangible assets. Intangible assets are excluded from the apportionment
formula. However, to compensate for that, the CCCTB proposal envisages that all research,
development, marketing and advertising costs incurred in the six years preceding the entry into the
consolidation should be included in the computation of the assets factor. Assets should be allocated
to the economic owner. Land and other non-depreciable fixed tangible assets shall be valued at their
original cost. The depreciable fixed tangible asset however shall be valued at the average of its value
for tax purposes at the beginning and at the end of a tax year.55
Sales are defined as net proceeds from the sales of goods or provision of services including other
revenues earned in the ordinary course of trade or business. It is important to note that the revenue
should be allocated to the sales factor of the country of destination of goods and the country where
the service is actually rendered (physically carried out). Based on the CCCTB proposal, if there is no
group member in the Member State where goods are delivered or services are carried out, or if
goods are delivered or services are carried out in a third country, the sales shall be included in the
sales factor of all group members in proportion to their labour and asset factors.56
Subnational income allocations with formulary apportionment
Issues similar to the problem of the international profit allocation are emerged if there are
subnational tax regimes in a country and the domestic business activity of a corporation is accrossed
between the local tax jurisdictions (Musgrave, 1995). In this situation, the domestic income of the
company shall be allocated between the tax regimes where the capital exporter and the capital
importer are located.
On subnational level it has been long recognized that the separate accounting methodology is not
practical for corporate income allocation. Therefore, the existing examples of formulary
apportionment can be found mainly in the local taxation. The United State of America, similarly to
the provinces of Canada and the cantons of Switzerland, have introduced a formulary apportionment
methodology to determine the distribution of multistate corporations’ taxable income (Hamaekers,
2005). Furthermore, having a closer look on the Hungarian tax regime we can also find a domestic
example: the local business taxation. These practices are investigated below.
United States of America
The corporate income taxation of the United States is decentralized; besides the federal level the
individual states may also tax the corporate income.
The state income taxation was emerged during the late XIX. century partly as a result of the
American Civil War (Hudson and Turner, 1984). At the turn of the century the states had already
serious difficulties in taxing railroads, i.e. the first truly multijurisdictional corporate entities. The
problem was how to allocate the corporate income between the individual states: on the gross
receipts within the state, on the assets, and if assets, where should the railroads’ rolling stock be
taxed, in the state of incorporation or in the states in which it was used (Wallis, 1984)?
Soon after the introduction of income taxation, the states were applying formulas to allocate the
income of taxpayers doing business in more than one jurisdiction (Hellerstein and Hellerstein, 1991).
55
56

Article 94 of the CCCTB proposal.
Article 96.4 of the CCCTB proposal.
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Within the framework of certain general federal guidelines, the states’ income tax policy - including
the formulas applied for the unitary taxation - were always differing. In the 1950s, the Uniform Law
Commission tried to harmonize the unitary tax policy of the states; however, the guidelines57 issued
were not implemented univocally by the states (Christensen, 1997).
The formula issued (Massachusetts formula) by the UDITPA reform is assuming that the corporate
income is deriving from three different factors equally: the human capital, the property and the
(destination-based) gross receipts:58

The payroll factor of the equation is measuring the cost of workforce incurred in the given state
compared to the ratio of the payroll cost measured at federal level. Even though, the payroll factor is
administratively feasible, some problems are emerged from the non-uniform application. Some
states are differing on defintional issues, e.g. what contributions shall be included in the payroll cost
and how to treat the independent subcontractors who perform similary activities as employees
(Christensen, 1997).
The property factor is measuring the fixed assets of the company calculated on the historical cost
(McLure, 2002).
The gross recepit factor is measuring the instate sales / total sales revenue of the company. The
subnational apportionment of the United States is approaching this factor with the destination
principle which means that the sales revenue shall be allocated to the state where the consumer is
located.
Since the early 1980s, the states have moved toward a formula that increases the weight on the
(destination-based) gross receipts factor and decreases the weight on property and payroll (Weiner,
2005):

The main reason behind the tendency was that the multistate corporations were reallocating the
producing establishments to states with low income tax rates. Furthermore, the valuation of the
property factor was problematic for several states.
Overweighting the gross recepits factor was going on since that time. Currently, the majority of the
American formulas bases apportionment solely on (destination-based) sales:

In 2013, the states apportion the manufacturing businesses’ income by formulas as below.

57
58

1957. Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA).
Notes - Standing under commercial treaties: Foreign Holding Companies and the Unitary Tax, Harvard Law
Review, June, 1984., Vol. 97., pp. 1894.
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Figure 1: Apportionment formulas in the United States for year 201359
Canada
Similarly to the United States, the Canadian corporate income tax regime is decentralized as well.
Besides the federal level, the Canadian provinces adopted corporate income tax by 1930s (Weiner,
2005).
After some experiences with separate accounting, the subnational governments introduced the
formulary apportionment for the provincial income taxation. However, a primary difference between
the United States and Canadian approaches is that, in the former, states may not agree to the same
factors for apportioning income, while in the latter, there is a common allocation formula (Mintz,
1998). Under the Canadian allocation, revenues accruing to the provinces would be apportioned
based on the payroll cost and the (destination-based) gross receipts:

Switzerland
Similar to the North-American examples, the Swiss tax system is decentralized. Besides the federal
level, 26 cantons are taxing the corporate income. The cantonal income taxation is applying the
formulary apportionment for the division of corporate income incurred from inter-cantonal business
activity (Mayer, 2009).
The example of the Swiss federalism is probably the most relevant for a European comparison,
because like the European Union, but unlike the United States and Canada, Switzerland was created
by the association of completely sovereign cantons. As in the European Union, the Swiss economic
policy is designed to maintain the traditions, languages and customs of each constituent entity
(Weiner and Daly, 1993).60
The allocation method prescribed by the Swiss practice defines different forms for manufacturing
and trade business.61
59

Federation of Tax Administrators, www.taxadmin.org, State Apportionment of Corporate Income, Formulas for tax year
2013 – as of January 1, 2013.
60

Michael Daly & Joann Weiner: Corporate tax harmonization and competition in federal countries: Somes
lessons for the European Community? National Tax journal, Vol. 46. No. 4., 1993. pp. 444.
61
Under formulary apportionment, it is general that beside the basic formula specific forms are defined per
industries. However, in Switzerland no basic form is provided.
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The formula for manufacturing deals only with the supply side and combines the production factors
capital and labour in one combined factor. Capital is defined as productive assets, intangibles are out
of the scope of the formula. The assets for formulary apportionment should be valued on market
price. The labour is included in the production factor by capitalizing salaries and wages of 1 year at
the rate of 10%.
Contrary to the above, the corporate income of enterprises engaged in commerce is apportioned
based on the turnover. According to the Swiss apportionment system, the turnover is attributed to
the permanent establishment making the sales, regardless of their destination. If the goods sold vary
substantially, the different profit margins can be taken into account (Mayer, 2009).
Hungary
In the late 1980s, under the political and economical transformation, the Hungarian tax system as a
whole was modified. In order to decentralize the state revenues, local taxation was introduced by the
local municipalities (Tanzi, 1991). Since the introduction, the most significant local tax is the local
business tax levied on business income.
Local business tax liability is due on the territory the Hungarian municipality where the business
activity is performed. If the company – besides to the registered seat – is engaged in (permanent)
business activity in other municipalites as well, the local business tax base of the company shall be
divided based on the formulary apportionment method between the municiaplities given.
The allocation mechanism of the local business tax regime is based on two factors: the fixed assets
and the workforce. Fixed assets are measured with the yearly deprecation cost, the rental fee, the
leasing fee, and – regarding the land – 2 % of the historical cost. Workforce is taken into
consideration based on the yearly volume of the personal expenditures. The weighting is depending
on the volume of the payroll and depreciation cost itself. The ratio of the local business tax base
apportioned to municipality A shall be calculated with the following equation: 62

Comparing the subnational examples and the CCCTB
Figure 1 comparies the subnational practices of the formulary apportionment analysed above and
the the formulary apportionment mechanism introduced in the CCCTB porposal.
Based on the examples investigated in this article, we can conclude that the main income producing
factors used for the apportionment are the net sales revenue, the fixed assets and the payroll cost.
As a general tendency, it can be established that in North America (in the United States and in
Canada), the net sales revenue has higher importance than in the approach introduced in the CCCTB
proposal. Except Switzerland, every example – including the CCCTB proposal - applies the destination
principle defining the location of the net sales revenue.
Regarding the fixed assets, mainly the stock approach is applied for the valuation. With the exception
of the Hungarian local business tax regime, each of the allocation mechanisms value the factor based
on the historical cost or the current value.
Finally, workforce is measure by the cost of payroll in the majority of the cases. Only the CCCTB
proposal is built on the number of employees besides the cost volume.
62

This approach may be simplified in the case of small businesses where the business income is below HUF 100
million per year. Other formulas are effective for specific industry groups (e.g. telecommunication). See
further: Appendix to the Act C of 1990 on the local taxes.
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Table 1: Comparing the subnational allocation mechanisms and the CCCTB proposal
USA
Canada
Switzerland
Hungary
CCCTB
Net
sales
revenue
manufacturing:
-application
yes
yes
no
yes
no/trade: yes
between 1/3
-weighting
1/2
3/3
n/a
1/3
and 3/3
destination
destination
destination
-location
origin principle n/a
principle
principle
principle
Assets
manufacturing:
-application
yes
no
yes/
yes
yes
trade: no
between 1/3
-weighting
0
n/a
1/2
1/3
and 0
fixed assets
fixed assets
fixed assets on depreciation
-valuation
on historical n/a
on
current
historical cost cost
cost
value
Payroll
manufacturing:
-application
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes/trade: no
between 1/3
-weighting
1/2
n/a
1/2
1/3
and 0
payroll cost
10% of payroll
-valuation
payroll cost
payroll cost
payroll cost
and number
cost
of employees
Conclusion
The current article first introduced the concept of the formulary apportionment and analysed shortly
the allocation mechanism introduced by the European tax reform in 2011. Furthermore, under
section 3, the study investigated the subnational examples of the formulary apportionment in the
United States, Canada, Switzerland and in Hungary. Finally, section 4 compares the main differences
and similarites. Based on the comparison, some questions are emerged on the CCCTB proposal which
defines the research way forward. On the sales revenue, it should be investigated whether the
proposed weighting (1/3) may reflect the current business models of the European MNEs. On the
assets, the approach of the Hungarian local business tax system could be analysed whether it would
be more appropriate to measure assets based on the depreciation cost rather that stock volume.
Finally, regarding payroll cost, it can be concluded that the CCCTB proposal is ahead of the other
systems, which are not equalizing the different wage levels of the taxing jurisdictions.
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Abstract
Bulgarian Food Industry is one of the traditionally export – oriented economy sector. But the last crisis
has impacted deeply of the export perspectives of the Bulgarian food’s producers. The main question
is: Why the Bulgarian food industry has lost? The preliminary analysis gives two different decisions:
first of them, the global economic crises has just shrink the overall international trade; and the
second, the crisis impact on food consumption and that has changed the environment for food export.
Our thesis is that Bulgarian food industry has been losing its competitive advantage during the last
decade, but the common crisis has just speeded up this lost. Two basic approaches are used to check
the hypothesis out: the methods of competitiveness (based on Porter’s value added concept) as well
as the methods of industrial dynamic (based on Forrester’s dynamic concept). The analysis uses two
different types of information: national statistical data for food industry (by Bulgarian National
statistical office and EUROSTAT), and the food producers’ enterprise data (by Bulgarian Registry
Agency). The paper has following structure: section one is Introduction. Section 2 provides a brief
methodical explanation of the relation “industrial dynamic – industrial competitiveness”. Our thesis is
that there is a strong relation between “industrial dynamic” growth and “competitiveness
perspectives”. Analysis of the Bulgarian food industry at mezzo and micro level is given in Section 3.
Thus, our expectations are that the common crises has not change the relation “growth –
competitiveness” but just speeds up the processes behind this relation. Therefore, the result of the
analysis is a picture that shows how unstable competitive advantages of Bulgarian food producers for
a long-term period could not be used sufficiently for insurance a stable food industrial dynamic
growth. The final remarks and the conclusions of the study, that show the necessary industrial policy
in Bulgaria for improving the growth perspectives by reducing the crisis impact on competitiveness,
are presented in Section 4.
Keywords: food industry, industrial dynamic, competitiveness model
Introduction
Economic growth and competition are two of the basic problems that are in the core of the economic
theory. They have been discussed from the very beginning of the economic thinking in 16-17th
century till now. Even though, the economists still looking for appropriate methods to get an
economic growth through free competition.
The financial and economic crises from the 2008-2009 has brought another brick out to this
discussion. Thus, many economists look for the thesis: does the economic growth by the liberal
markets have limits? We need to reveal basic issues of the classic and contemporary theories to find
out a different point of view on this problem.
First, the competition is in the base of the contemporary economic system. The “revolutionaries”
from the classical economics – Adam Smith and David Ricardo, give a first sight of the market
mechanism. As the Smith (1932, р.329) stated: “In general, if any branch of trade, or any division of
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labour, be advantageous to the public, the freer and more general the competition, it will always be
the more so“, he put the free market competition as an engine of market. Furthermore, the
competition brings about an optimum allocation of resources in that consumers receive the goods
they want at the lowest possible cost and maximum rates of growth are ensured (Smith, 1932).
Developing Smith’s theory for free market, Ricardo (1817, chapter VII) defined “competitive
advantages/disadvantages” He wrote that, “… if one had the advantage in the manufacture of goods
of one quality, and the other in the manufacture of goods of another quality, there would be no
decided influx of the precious metals into either; but if the advantage very heavily preponderated in
favour of either, that effect would be inevitable”. Thus, the early understanding of competition and
competitive advantage is focused on the resource approach.
The improvement of manufacturing techniques as well as the enlargement of the international trade
during the last century has change the point of view of the competition. Therefore, the
contemporary competition is fighting for the product quality, not just for the prise. So we need to fall
down from the macroeconomic perspective of competition (as Smith’s and Ricardo’s one) to the
microeconomics one.
The microeconomic perspective is stated by Michael Porter who defined “value chain concept”.
According to Porter (1988) “value chain” describes the enterprise activities that are related to the
competitive strength of any organization. Thus, this model evaluates which particular activity adds
value to the products or services and respectively customers are willing to pay a price for such value.
The perception of the Porters theory gives the sight that the organization is not a random
compilation of machinery, equipment, people and money but a well-organized system of activities.
Therefore, the organization could arrange its activities in way of creating more value with lower
costs. Thus, the Porter’s point of view of competition is focused on process approach.
According to this very brief preview the next question has arisen: Is it so simple to divide the
resources and the process?
To find out the answer we need to discuss in next paragraph about: What is following by the Porter’s
concept? How the contemporary free market decides the problems about the:
 value of the products;
 costs of production;
 comparison between the products’ value and the production costs.
Second, the industry growth is defined in the middle of 20th century to answer of production
enlargement. Basically, the theory of economic growth is in the description of the economics’ nature
as the classical economist (Adam Smith, François Quesnay and others) set that economic result is
dependant by the possession and usage of the land. With development the economic theory the
industry growth production factors enlarged from two factors: labour and capital in the 19 th century,
to three factors: capital, labour and land in the beginning of the 20th century.
The brief preview (see: Mishra) shows that the first mathematic formulation is given by Douglass and
it is known as Cobb-Douglas production function (Douglass, 1976). Later, in the middle of the 20 th
century, innovations and technology transfers are put as a growth factor. Thus, as Carlsson and
Eliasson (2001) define: the contemporary economic growth is a result from the interaction of all
market actors.
According to the above, Kopeva et al. (2010) wrote that industrial growth measures as the quantity
as well the quality enlargement of the industrial sells in terms of free competition. So, the industrial
growth gives a sight not just the productivity of usage of production resources as well as it
characterized the level of overall competitors’ co-operation for sustainably conducting industry
growth.
Third, in comparison industrial growth potential with competitiveness potential we can find the
approach of industrial dynamic. This approach is set by Forester (1961) when he defined that
industrial dynamic is a result of the increasing ability to enforce the industry evolution (Forrester,
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1988) for a long-term periods. Furthermore, industrial dynamic is focused on the changes of the
industry architecture hat lead to evolution of the free competition markets (see: Mattig, 2009). So,
by usage of the approach of the industrial dynamics we are able not just to describe and to analyse
the current industrial structure (as it is done in competitiveness’ analysis), but to find out more about
the production factors (resources and processes) that change market competition structures inside.
(see: Krafft, 2006; Dietrich, 2006 and others).
Thus, the industrial dynamic approach combines as macroeconomic understanding of growth as well
as the macroeconomic understanding of competition and competitiveness. This approach is in basics
of the next methodological approach that explain the impact of the economic crisis as a
macroeconomic phenomenon on the competitiveness of the industry on the microeconomic level.
Materials and methods
In this paragraph a brief methodical explanation of the relation “industrial dynamic – industrial
competitiveness” is given.
The basic research thesis is that:
There is a strong relation between “industrial dynamic” growth and “competitiveness perspectives”.
According to the literature preview there are three basic sub-theses as follows:
 First, the competitiveness could by measured by the effectiveness of resource and process
management. Thus, the higher effectiveness means a higher competitiveness. So, the minimization
of cost in a unit of production reflects on better competitiveness.
 Second, industrial dynamic measures a long-term change of the production and sells functions.
Thus, industrial dynamic express the competitiveness for the long term period. So, when the
competitiveness is growing over time then the industrial dynamic is positive, and vice-versa, when
the competitiveness is slopping down, then the industrial dynamic is below the “zero point”.
 Third, as the industrial growth measures just one of the sides of the industrial dynamic, we could
suppose that positive and real growth of the industrial system that reflects on positive industrial
dynamic is a result of a possession of competitive advantages of this industrial system.
To be more précised the methodological approach gives the mathematical expression of the subtheses above:
 First, one of the measures of the competitiveness is the effectiveness of the resource and
processes management. Thus, the competitiveness is a function of the ratio between costs and
turnover (Formula 1)
, where

Formula 1.

CI – Competitive index;
C – costs for: materials, labour and capital;
To – turnover of the industry.
 Second, the industrial dynamic evaluates the long-term change of the industry system. Thus, the
industry dynamic is a function between production level and turnover level (Formula 2) (see: Kopeva
et al 2010, 2011).
, where
Formula 2.
ID – Industrial dynamic index;
P – Production function;
To – turnover function.
 Third, the industry growth is a function of production factors as: labour, capital, activities and
technological level (Formula 3).
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, where

Formula 3.

P – Production function;
L – labour input in production (labour costs);
C – capital input in production (costs of long-term assets);
R – materials input in production (costs of supplies);
M – technological knowledge input in production (R&D costs).
 Fourth, the growth potential that is a part of the industry dynamic that expresses the impact of
the inflation pressure of the production function growth. Thus, the turnover is a function of the price
indices change rate over the time (Formula 4).
, where
Formula 4.
където
Рd – price index at the domestic market;
Рint – price index at the international markets;
Рpp – index of power purchase.
The connection between these four functions is set by the approach of the industry system, where in
the begging are different out-of-enterprise inputs, after that they are transformed in production
process, and finally, result in different outputs. (Figure 1)

Figure 1. Methodological scheme
This scheme could be used as on the basic enterprise level as well as on the industry and on the
national level. The comparison between the results gives a good point for the basics requirements of
the industrial policy that is based on competiveness and growth.
Analysis of Bulgarian Food Industry’s Development
Analysis of the Bulgarian food industry at mezzo and micro level is given in this section. By usage of
the above scheme (Figure 1) we expect to find out as the common relation “growth –
competitiveness” as well as to identify the factors that just speed up the processes behind this
relation. Therefore, the result of the analysis is a picture that shows how unstable competitive
advantages of Bulgarian food producers for a long-term period could not be used sufficiently for
insurance a stable food industrial dynamic growth.
The analysis on the industry level includes the analysis of a change of the production and a change of
the turnover over time. To ensure that there is no statistically confidential autocorrelation we use
the log-function of the production and turnover.
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But a greater problem is the change of the production structure over time as well as the change of
the food and beverage consumption. Thus, we need to set some basic prerequisites as follows:
 The current state of the Food production is a result of the previous decisions not in a single
period backward but in the last 10-15 years back from now. Thus, our conclusions about the
change of the competitiveness of the food industry should cover the change in this industry 710 year ago.
 The changing product structure of consumption as the change in social and demography of the
consumers could not be fully prevent in estimation of the food industry change. So, as a
managing tolerable measurement of the production and turnover is the currency value-based
one.
 The last state generates another problem: how to compare commodities with different value?
Moreover, three great currency changes have done in Bulgaria since 1950: 1952 (exchange
rate 25:1); 1962 (exchange rate 10:1) и 1999 (exchange rate 1 000:1). To be more précised in
construction the production and turnover function, we use the currency rate at 1952.
Therefore, all of the values are reduced to comparable prices of the 1952.
 At last but not least, the political governance has been changed three times during the last
century. The analysis had to account the next basic stages:
a) 1939 – 1944 – the economy is managed according to the liberal market approach. But this
is a period of the IIWW that narrows the economic growth;
b) 1944 – 1989 – the economy is managed according to the central-planning approach. Thus,
the industry is expanded very fast. In the same time, on of the specialization of the
Bulgaria in the Alliance for Mutual Economic Assistance of the Eastern Europe was the
Food production. This gave good perspectives for accelerated growth of the food industry;
c) 1989 – 2009 – the economy is managed in order to change the central-planning approach
to the liberal market approach. This period is connected with brake-up the elder
economic relations and establishing newer ones. Thus, Bulgaria becomes a full EUmember at the end of this period (in 2007).
The change of the production and turnover of the food industry in Bulgaria for the period 1939 –
2009 is given on the next Figure 2.

Figure 2. Production (left) and Turnover (right) in Food industry in Bulgaria
Source: Bulgarian National statistical office and own calculations
Some basic conclusions about industry growth and competitiveness could be done by the analysis of
the figure above:
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First, there are three periods of changes inside the food production in Bulgaria as follows:
 Production and Consumption Growth – the picture shows very stable accelerated growth of
the food production. This is a result as from the enlargement of need for food supplies in
Bulgaria as well as the overall industry development (technology and resource changes;
operational and organizational changes; product’s structure changes etc.). This period covers
the years till 1970’s.
 Production and Consumption Stagnation – this period is short and covers one decade between
1970’s and 1980’s. The picture shows stable curve of food production as well as stable curve of
food turnover. The main reasons for stagnation are as the food market saturation as well as
the international food market closeness and inaccessibility. The stagnation reflects of
minimizing the re-structure processes in food production. So, this is a period with lack of
products structure changes, technological and resource changes.
 The change of production and consumption level – this is a period that covers the last 20 years.
The main characteristic of this period is the change of production and the consumption level of
the Food industry in Bulgaria. Even though the reduction of Food production and consumption
was inspired by the political restructuring in Bulgaria in the beginning of 1990’s, the period
covers change at the resource, technology, operations and productions structures. Thus, the
food production rum to a newer high level in the beginning of the XXI century but the growth
position is at lower level in comparison with the overall food growth (1939-2009):
a) The lowest point of food production and turnover in the last period (in 1999) is
comparable with the food production in the late 1960’s (1967-1968). Thus, the highest
point of food production and turnover in the last period (in 2009) is back from the overall
highest point (in 1989) as well it is comparable with the food production in the beginning
of 1970’s (1972-1973).
b) The change of food turnover is more smoothly that the change of food production. The
consumption is more stable over the time and its change is result of economic and
demographic changes. In opposite, the variance of food production is bigger. This is a
result not just of technology change but also from the resource quality and allocation
changes.
c)
In addition, the international trade influences a speed up or down of the food
production. This phenomenon could be found in food production in Bulgaria and the EU
full membership of the country (from 2007). As a final result the food production and
turnover accelerated their growth after the EU accession, but the turnover growth has
accelerated faster than the production growth.
 According to the previous statements, a new stage has been arisen in 2009. So, we can
conclude that the crisis from 2008 is not accidental but just a result of overall economic
restructuring. Thus, the change of food production and consumption will be affected on by the
resource allocation, technology transfer and processes change. Thus, the newer change of
food production and turnover level in Bulgaria depends on the implementation of competitive
advantages that had to be based on resource possession and technology development. So, the
next dynamic changes to be expected:
a) The growth of food production will not be stable. It will vary by the exploration of newer
resources as well as the transfer of new and newer technologies. So we expect the future
level of food production to be at lower level and the real growth of food production to be
inspired by resource and production re-structuring that will held in 2016-2020.
b) The growth of food turnover is influenced by the food consumption change. Even though
the demography problems to push consumption down in the next years (2013-2016), this
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drop in food sales will be not so deep. In the same time, the food turnover will grow faster
in 2016-2020 and we expect the food sells to reach the absolute maximum in 2020.
c) The duration of the slope down and growth periods depends on the possession of the
competitive advantages of the Bulgarian food industry. If the common state will preserve
in the next decade, then the Bulgarian food industry will get in a big “black hole” of its
competitiveness. The common model shows that the Bulgarian food producers have not
enough competitive potential to keep the growth of the consumption.
d) Beside the conclusions above the Industry Dynamic Index (Formula 2.) is negative for the
Bulgarian Food industry (Figure. 3)

Figure 3. Industry Dynamic Index of Food industry in Bulgaria
Source: Bulgarian National statistical office and own calculations
As the figure shows, the food turnover exceeds the food production in Bulgaria for the whole period.
But this is not so sufficient in the middle of the 1950’s then in nowadays.
The connection between production growth and competitiveness is based on the next:
 Deterioration of food industry competitiveness – in this meaning the added value of the food
production is lower than the added value of other industries.
 Deterioration of international competitiveness – in this meaning Bulgaria has lost its
competitive advantage in food specialization since 1990’s. So, the Bulgaria has changed its
position and from the food exporter became a food importer for the last 10-20 years.
To look inside the problems, we evaluate the biggest food production enterprises in Bulgaria.
The analysis gives back the acknowledgment of the resource approach in meaning that “bigger
means better”.
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The analysis of the biggest 18 food producers in Bulgaria shows that the crises does not affect so
deeply on the large producers then the smaller. Thus, the picture shows the next states:
 The overall production drop of the 18 biggest food producers is lower than 1% in comparison
with the 9% drop of turnover within the food industry in Bulgaria.
 The profit of the 18 biggest food producers is enlarged in crises in comparison with the
shrinking profit within the Bulgarian food industry.
 The financial measurement of the 18 biggest food producers is show a 10% growth.
The basic thesis that the production and respectively – turnover in Food industry depends on capital
resource is verified on Figure 4.

Figure 4. Distribution of the biggest food producers by their Turnover, Number of employee and the
Assets (on the left), and their profitability (on the right) for 2009Industry Dynamic Index of Food
industry in Bulgaria
Source: Capital 100 and own calculations
In summary, food production is negatively impacting on the crisis. But the effect of crises is not
equally distributed. The biggest food producers easily pass through the crises and vice versa, the
smaller food producers become smaller and smaller.
This state is a result of insufficient products, resources or technology changes of the food producers
in Bulgaria. This state of fast loosing competitive advantages could be found on the next Figure 5.

Figure 5. Distribution of food producers by their Competitive Indices and Their Total Competitiveness
indices
Source: Depth interviews and own calculations
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The figure shows that the food producers that possess comparative advantages lose on the common
food market. Thus, these food producers are doomed to market failure. And this state gives an
advantage of “cheapies” and “competitive disadvantage” ones. As a final result, we do not expect to
have an accelerate growth of the food production in Bulgaria because the enterprises that bring out
such growth are reducing their number.
Conclusions
As the literature preview shows there a lot of intersections between competitiveness and industry
growth. In many cases the long-term competitiveness is transferred to industry growth potential.
The relation between competitiveness and growth could be learning by the construction of the
Industry dynamic indices. Thus, Industrial dynamic explore as the change of resource and processes
practices as well as the change of the market.
Finally, the common crisis has push up industries to change. But does it effect on the food industry in
Bulgaria?
The analysis of the Bulgarian food industry development shows that this industrial sector has been
grown since the beginning of 1980’s. After that the food industry in Bulgaria has been straggling with
the overall economic development.
The common state of the Bulgarian food industry shows a reduced potential for industry growth.
Thus, the expectations are for fast loosing potential for growth. So, we expect a food production to
growth in 2016-2020 but its growth will be not enough to catch the enlargement of the food need.
Finally, the common crises could be perceived as a beginning of new stage of development of food
industry in Bulgaria. But Bulgarian producer come into this new stage with loses of competitive
advantages. Thus, there will be not enough food producers that bring out competitive advantages to
push up the growth of Bulgarian food industry for the next stage.
In conclusion, it is a recommendation for the Bulgarian authorities for helping the food industry
growth:
 First, there is a need of a Bulgarian National Reference Frame for development the Food
industry. This Reference Frame had to point the importance of the food industry and to give
these necessary pillars that will give a hand for the food producers.
 Second, the food producers need a technology transfer help. When the food resources have
become rare the technological restructuring will help on product structure change. Thus, this
will help of food industry growth not now but will give enough strength to fight back on the
market at the end of the next period (2020’s).
 Last, there is a need of change the resource approach with the product and process
approaches, especially in crises. Nowadays, in the middle of the crises, “the Bigger means the
Better”, but it pushes out of the market the innovative enterprises. So the policy had to
protect these innovative food producers not to drop out of the market because they are the
holders of the industry growth.
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Abstract
The innovations have always been an important factor for the development and growth of
companies’ activities. They are particularly important in unstable economic environment and in times
of financial and economic crises. Major role, among all types of innovations, have product
innovations. Anyway, they are closely related to the other types of innovation in an enterprise technological, organizational, etc. A lot of studies demonstrate that product innovations are
perceived by company management as an essential tool for business growth.The report examines the
impact of different types of innovations on the overall level of innovation capacity of companies from
the food and beverage sector of Bulgarian food industry. Special attention is paid to the product
innovations. The innovations are presented as a part of the so called innovation capacity function.
This function determines the companies’ innovation capacity, and the last strongly affects the
production output, described by the production function. We considered basic theoretical approach
for the innovations, and applied it to evaluate the innovation index and innovation capacity for
companies of Bulgarian food industry. The innovation development of these companies can be traced
up to 10 years in the past (using monthly data). In order to perform the analysis we used different
kind of relevant data, provided by the National Statistical Institute of Bulgaria and Eurostat. Our main
statement is that in uncertain and unstable economic environment, innovations can be successfully
used to ensure economic stability and production growth. The analysis, however, indicated that the
innovation approach for production growth and companies’ development is neither fully nor
successfully applied in the food industry of Bulgaria, yet. There are already some innovations
(product, technological, organizational) in the business sector of the food industry, but they are of low
added value. Generally, these innovations are at regional and national level. To ensure the
development and growth of companies in the food and beverage sector of Bulgarian food industry,
they have to develop innovations with higher added values on international level.
Keywords: industry, innovations, investments, food and beverage sector, food industry
JEL: C50, C80, L66, O31
Introduction
Fundamentals and peculiarities of product innovations and their role in innovation activities of the
companies – Theoretical consideration.
All kind of innovations, e.g. product innovations, organizational innovations, technological
innovations, etc., are all mutually related. Creation of new or modifying of existent products often
requires an improvement of already applied or development of entirely new technologies. And vice
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versa, development of new or improving of known technologies is generally prerequisite for
obtaining of new or significantly modified products or services.
The development and marketing of new products, services and technologies, are fundamental
factors for improvement in the economic activities of the food and beverage sector companies, and
for the rise in their competitive capacity. They are also important factors for balance regulation of
current selling positions and profits, and the respective selling, marketing and profitable potential of
the companies in the future. All products can be classified as new, according to market conceptions,
or definitions of the companies themselves. As a result we have:
 New food products for the world market;
 New food products for distinct countries or regions;
 New food products for a given company.
Based on this classification we could have different cases, which could be distinguished on the basis
of the amount of resources needed for their realization and the very enterprise risk evaluation.
Enhancement in the companies’ innovation capacity through realization of product innovations
There is a trend for a slow enhancement in innovation capacity of Bulgarian companies. No upward
tendency was observed after Bulgaria became a member of EU. That determines in turn their low
competitive capacity on European markets and represents a reasonable challenge in terms of long
term economic growth of Bulgaria (Figure 1).
The innovation capacity of Bulgarian companies (small, medium-sized or large) is 2-3 times lower
compared to the average innovation capacity of EU companies.

Figure 1. Innovation capacity of EU companies
Source: Eurostat, 2006, New Cronos, CIS 4
Bulgarian food and beverage companies’ innovation capacity is focused mainly in product
innovations, as these regard mostly new products for a company itself or its current market. Very
small part of this type of innovation is defined as new for the world market.
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Table 1. Type of innovation and innovation companies in Bulgaria
Innovation
Micro
Small
№
Total
companies
companies
companies
number
%
number %
number %
Product
1
353
21.76 269
19.52 51
31.29
innovations
Process
2
175
10.79 112
8.13
32
19.63
innovations
Organizational
3
243
14.98 147
10.67 63
38.65
innovations
Marketing
4
74
4.56
31
2.25
28
17.18
innovations
Total
540
33.29 415
30.12 78
47.85

Medium-sized
companies
number %
33

40.74

31

38.27

33

40.74

15

18.52

47

58.02

All of the other types of innovations, e.g. process innovations, organizational innovations, and
marketing innovations share minor part of the innovation capacity. Some of the companies do not
focus on a single innovation type, but combines several types to obtain synergic effect.
Unfortunately, these companies represent a negligible part of all the companies involved in industry,
which results in their products having a quite low added value.
Although the innovation capacity of Bulgarian food and beverage companies is relatively low, more
and more companies realize the crucial role of innovations for their competitiveness, and that the
competitiveness of single companies would result in overall competitive knowledge-based Bulgarian
economics. Moreover, innovations explicitly define the margins of production capacity, and higher
capacity means higher productivity and lower resource consumption.
Material and methods
For performing of the study and accomplishing its goals we used following empirical approaches
(Blagoev, D., 2013):
 Observation – Gathering of primary and secondary information for innovations, information of
innovation activities on companies’ level, regional level, national level and international level
 Comparative study – Establishment of general and uncommon trends in the development of
innovations. Identifying of the factors which are characteristic of the innovation capacity of
different economic objects (e.g. companies), or different economic systems (e.g. local regions
and countries). These factors could be specified as good practice, leading to better results in
the sphere of innovations.
 Analysis – Gathering and analyzing of the quantitative data on different levels of innovation
capacity and innovation potential.
 Mathematical modeling – Using the potential of functional dependencies and iterative
approaches for working out of equations, useful for estimation of the innovation capacity of
companies.
Results and discussion
General considerations
There are developed many practical approaches for estimation of the innovation potential and
innovation capacity of the companies. In Bulgarian practice the most widely used approach was
developed initially for the purposes of the national competition for innovative enterprise, organized
by foundation “Applied investigations and communications”. This approach is based on the usage of
a system of indices. They are evaluated through the use of special evaluation criteria. The indices
that are being used are following:
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 Technical level of new products and/or developed processes;
 Production capacity;
 Export of products;
 Prospects;
 Protection of the intellectual property for new products and/or developed processes
 Expenses for R&D (Research and Development) departments;
 Staff engaged in R&D departments;
 Number of new products and/or developed processes;
 Consistency;
 Levels of productivity and enterprise governing;
The evaluation of the food and beverage companies’ innovation capacity could be made either
through the very innovation’s process, or after the realization of particular innovation. The period of
realization of innovations is the important one for precise evaluation of the companies’ innovation
capacity (e.g. low, medium or high value of innovation capacity). This index, however, reflects only
the current innovation state of Bulgarian companies. It can not be used for finding of expectation
trends for the development, or transient variations in the innovation capacity. Or at least it cannot be
used for elaboration of theoretically-substantiated prognosis. This provided us a possibility to
perform further study of that index and to transform it to a widely applicable model. In such way it
could be used as approach for elaborating of long term prognoses of the rate of variation of
innovation capacity and potential, theirs future trends, and making of parallels with any current
companies’ innovation development.
Framework approaches for innovation capacity and innovation potential functions.
In order to define the elements of the companies’ innovation capacity, we need to stress on the
problems, associated with both innovation and general economic development of the companies.
The innovation capacity of companies and respectively the innovation potential are result of: first,
the process of utilization of basic innovation factors, which influence rises proportionally to the
expenses for the development of new products and technologies. Second, they are result of general
development of the companies and their overall marketing. On third place, they are result of the
capacity and potential of the economic system and the environment for innovations at national and
international level. In other words, companies’ innovation capacity and potential are quantities
dependable on internal company factors, near external factors, and distant external factors.
An important issue of the companies’ innovation capacity study is the possibility to practically apply
the innovation index, and simultaneously to use it for analysis of the influence of innovation capacity
over the rest of basic economic factors, namely: capital, labor, and resources of the company. Such
an approach for evaluation of innovations’ influence over company efficacy can be represented by
the well known production function.
In the investigation of companies’ innovation capacity and respectively the influence of innovations
over the companies’ economic growth (based on the approach of production function), of special
interest and application is the mathematical modeling. For such kind of analyses and prognoses very
popular are the so called “factor models”, i.e. those models in which the production increase or its
absolute capacity are functions of one or more production factors (Stoyanov, D., 1992).
“Single factor” model is based on the assumption that the capacities of industrial and overall
economic productions are function of the capacity and dynamics of one factor. In this case, the total
result from interrelation of different production factors is expressed in only one input quantity. The
single factor model is reliable and readily applied in economic analysis and short term prognosis
estimation. It, however, does not account for the synergic effects of a series of factors. If we focus
particularly on the dependence of production function on innovation factors, it becomes not so
readily applicable. According to political economists, most applicable is the “Two factors” model in
the form of production function.
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(1)
Where Х1t и Х2t are the two factors’ quantity inputs (labor and capital), which are time (t) dependent.
Empirical parameters α1 и α2 indicate the dependence of production output dynamics Yt on the
dynamics of production input factors Х1t и Х2t
α1 defines the increase of Yt, for an increase in Х1t at Х2t = const.
α2 defines the increase of Yt, for an increase in Х2t at Х1t = const.,
on the condition that α1 > 0 и α2 > 0.
The coefficient Аt in the two factors model has two important properties: on one hand, it adjusts the
scale of the factors to the scale of production dynamics Yt; on the other hand, this coefficient
accounts for all production factors not considered in the model.
In accordance with the industrial classification of production factors, the model should be expanded
to a “Three factors” one:
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Now, if we want to account for the influence of innovations and innovation activities of the
companies, production function takes the following general form:
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Where e
is a factor accounting for the innovations; е is the Euler's number (е = 2,718); π is a
complex index for a total increase of all production factors.
Based on the different modes of the factor model of the production function considered above, and
accounting for the impact of innovations, we can express it as (Kopeva, D., at al., 2012):
(4)
Where:
L – labor (accounts for production output dependence on labor)
С – capital (accounts for production output dependence on capital)
R – resources (accounts for production output dependence on resources)
M – advances in science and technology (accounts for production output dependence on R&D
activities)
b1 – coefficient (adjusts the production output dependence on L, C and R)
b0 – free parameter (accounts for production output dependence on production incidental factors
(not considered in the model))
ε – random variable (accounts for time dependence of the production output)
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Production function is expressed as a product of distinct factors, as there is direct correlation
between them. In its contemporary form the Production function cannot exist without all three main
factors – labor, capital and resources.
On the other hand, the advances in science and technology represent complex factor (implicitly, the
innovations), which strongly enhance the effects of all three main factors as well. Hence, this factor is
expressed in exponential form. On the condition that companies do not have any R&D activities, this
will not generally affect their production output as М = 0 and
.
The exponential function arises whenever a quantity grows or decays at a rate proportional to its
current value. The graph (Figure 2) of y = ex is upward-sloping, and increases faster as x increases.
The graph always lies above the x-axis but can get arbitrarily close to it for negative x; thus, the x-axis
is a horizontal asymptote. The slope of the tangent to the graph at each point is equal to its y
coordinate at that point (i. e. d(e^x)/dx=e^x). The inverse function is the natural logarithm ln(x).
Simple mathematical explanation for a better understanding of the innovation related factor.
From the exponential form of innovation factor it follows that every single rise in innovation related
quantity input will result in much greater contribution to the companies’ total production output,
compared to a single rise in L, C or R.

Figure 2. The natural exponential function
Taking into account the considerations made above, now we could specify more rigorously the
factors in the production function, in order to make the model more flexible and suitable to be used
with a lot of data:
1) Labor (L) – it can be expressed as a function of the gross value added for the labor process or:
(5)
, GVAL - gross value added per employee.
2) Capital (С) – it can be expressed as a function of technical and technological renovations, which
are a measure of short-term investments (Inv)
(6)
3) Resources (R) – An asset expressed as a function of the production process (Cgs).
(7)
4) Innovations (M) – represents R&D activities as a complex factor, which enhance also the total
contribution of all three main factors to the production output. It can be expressed as a function of
the expenses for the R&D activities (Innov).
(8)
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Using equations 5-8, the production function (equation 4) can be rewritten in the following form:
(9)
In order to focus on the innovation index (Innov) and its importance for the companies’ development
and production growth, we could further process the production function. Putting it to logarithmic
base results in:
(10)

ln P  a 0 . ln L  a 1 . ln C  a 2 . ln R  a 3 . m  a 4  

(11)

ln P  a 0 . ln G V A L  a 1 . ln In v  a 2 . ln C g s  a 3 . In n o v  a 4  

or

Then, we can extract the innovation index:

(12)

In n o v 

ln P  a 0 . ln G V A L  a 1 . ln In v  a 2 . ln C g s  a 4  
a3

Where: empirical parameters a 1 , a 2 ......a n reflect the degree of dependence of L, C and R of a given
company on its innovation activities.
The innovation index can be used for evaluation of the innovation capacity (respectively innovation
potential) of the companies as a direct consequence of the influence of innovation activities over
companies’ total production output.
Conclusions
Innovation capacities of the companies could be classified according to the value of the calculated
innovation index as follows:
Innovation capacity of first degree – innovation index value between 7.6 and 10.0;
Innovation capacity of second degree – innovation index value between 5.1 and 7.5;
Innovation capacity of third degree – innovation index value between 2.6 and 5.0;
Innovation capacity of fourth degree – innovation index value between 0.5 and 2.5
This classification could be used for grouping of companies into two main categories:
Companies of high innovation capacity (first and second degree capacities)
Companies of medium innovation capacity (third and fourth degree capacities)
Companies with very low innovation index (below 0.5) could be considered as non-innovative.
The evaluation of innovation capacities for Bulgarian companies of food and beverage sector,
according to the suggested approach, could be of use in different strategy building in the sphere of
innovations and competitiveness at national and international level.
The approach could be used also as a prognostic tool, and to serve as a basis for time dependent
comparative analyses for a variety of companies from Bulgarian food industry.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to give a picture of the influence of the Greek economic crisis on the
Albanian economy, the channels of this influence and in particular the impact on the sustainability of
the Albanian currency.
Methodology; Albanian Institutions data analysis, as well as the IMF and the World Bank on the
impact of the global crisis in general, and Greek in particular, for the period 2008-2012, on the
Albanian economy. Channels of the Greek crisis are the following.
 It is the second largest trade partner of Albania, so the crisis has affected the volume of exports
"made in Albania" to the Hellenic territory and vice versa, especially in border areas.
 Greece has 1/3 of foreign direct investments in Albania, and therefore the crisis has led to a
decrease.
 Impact on the banking system, 1/3 of banks in Albania, are owned or represented by parent
banks that are in Greece. Since lending to Greece is decreasing this has resulted in this
indication and in Albania.
 Reduction of remittances to home by emigrants is associated with reduced exports, reducing
lending in the banking system, etc.
 Rising prices to the Greek market has led to increased prices and the Albanian market.
 A number of firms, type "fasone" that have activity in the eastern or southern Albania lost
market to Greece and are now displaced
Results. Impact across the entire above mentioned channels on the stability of the domestic currency
money.
Keywords: Banking System, Investment, Greek Crisis, Local Currency, Remittances.
Introduction
The financial crisis that exploded in the U.S. very soon affected Europe. Greece was the first country
who showed symptoms of the crisis. In early 2009, the country suddenly found itself stuck
crisis.Issues which are addressed in this paper are presented in the following.
Greek crisis causes are objective and ethical. Greece is the first country that showed symptoms of
global crisis. But the Greek crisis was more than Greek; it was part of the crisis that exploded in the
Euro zone. European central banks traditionally have treated inflation, economic growth and
unemployment and less the current account deficit and public debt. Global crisis showed that
countries that had weak these indicators were affected quickly from the crisis, and therefore the
financial crisis in Euro zone became public. Thus, these indicators are dimensioned. Greek crisis is
also a result of mismanagement of public finances by governments. The European Central Bank and
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the IMF have not directly funded Greek economy. Assistance was provided through the assistance
between states, the soft credits and special economic rescue plan for Athens by European
Commission.
Global crisis and in particular the Greek crisis have had a significant impact on the economy and the
Albanian currency. The impact was on indicators of financial and banking system, and the real
economy. Despite this Albanian economy had not collapsed. This is mainly because of the specifics of
this economy, associated with a non-sophisticated banking system and the structure and
composition of GDP.
Currency depreciation against the two main international currencies, the euro and the dollar has
shown a stable trend during the whole period 2008-2009. But has reached disturbing levels in the
first months of 2010, result mainly of the Greek crisis.The exchange rate fluctuations are affected the
businesses, individuals who have the main income in the local currency lek, the consumers. Instability
that suffers individuals or businesses as a result of the loss of value of currency leads to the increase
of non-performing loans, reducing imports, etc.
The causes of the Greek crisis
The objective economic causes, both internal and external
The budget deficit in 2009 is 13 percent, from 3 percent maximum that allow Maastricht’ criteria,
(Angjeli, 2012). Greece's public debt exceeds the figure of 300 billion USD. Prestigious institutions of
the financial risk assessment like, "Fitch and Standard & Poor's and" Moody's ", sit down with a scale
the evaluation of the quality of Greek debt. For this reason, Greece asked the debt with a higher
percentage than the usual interest. So debt service became the most expensive. Meanwhile, in terms
of the global crisis willingness of investors to provide debt shrank more. A part of private capital was
moved from Greece because of the government's fiscal coercive policy. Thus, these capitals fled to
Switzerland and Cyprus; in 2010 the amount is 10 billion Euros.
Thus, the state was facing bankruptcy. The risk of bankruptcy of Greece was delayed for two years,
and appeared again in 2011.
The cause’s moral-ethical of the government.
Falsification and concealment of financial reports, as well as the high degree of passive corruption
government did not donor countries had a quick willingness to solve the crisis so immediate. This, for
the reason they did not have a judgment for the depth of deformation indicators. Likewise will the
EU, IMF and Euro zone Central Bank to control Greek financial transactions, early government
responded, because of resistance and rebellion of the public.
The tax evasion, mainly non-declaration of income to avoid paying income tax, is also part of the
fraud. This phenomenon took the epidemic proportions. This example clearly points to this. Thus, a
doctor stated that he had a salary of 6 thousand Euros, whereas in fact he had a salary of 600
thousand Euros.
Impact of theories on state intervention in the economy.
Greece, like many other European countries were affected by an excess of socialist ideas, according
to which the state should intervene in maintaining social programs like health, education,
communications, pensions, etc. Likewise, Greece has a large trade union movement that refuses to
negotiate salary reduction or other advantages that are provided in the 'golden years. "
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The measures are taken to eliminate the crisis in Greece.
The European rules do not allow the European Central Bank to buy the debt of a particular state, in
Euro zone. Likewise there is no direct funding to the IMF because Europeans governments consider a
fall in their reliability and placing in the expert tutelage of the IMF, while wanting to preserve their
financial independence, (Civici,2009). In this context, the aid for Greece was channeled in these
directions;
 The assistance between states, which in this case means a possibility of Greece to issue
Eurobonds in significant amounts.
 The soft credits that European governments gave Greece.
 European Commission in February 2010, adopted a special economic rescue plan for Athens,
accompanied by a special placing in control of this country.
These measures had the main objective of restoring the budget deficit in figures 3 percent in late
2012. Likewise the Greek government announced a plan to extraordinary financial measures for
balancing the finances. These measures of course caused social revolt. While the announcement of
financial bankruptcy of Greece has been excluded scenario, because otherwise it was a risk to the
financial stability of Euozones.
Impact on the Euro zone
The domino effect caused the crisis to emerge in Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Cyprus, etc. The
recession appeared in Britain, France and Belgium, and infected countries outside Euro zone as
Hungary, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, ect. This showed that the Greek crisis was not only Greek, but it
belonged to the whole euro zone economy. The process of globalization has brought success, priority
and realizations, but while he had brought problems and concerns which appeared in indicators of
economic growth, employment, inflation, and in particular in the public indicators, such as the state
budget and public debt, (Margaret, 2009).
The impact of the Albanian economy
Albania, regardless of the level of development and problems of its economy is part of these
developments. Albanian economy was affected by the crisis in the Euro zone, particularly the crisis in
Greece. But despite this, the Albanian financial system and the economy did not collapse.
Impact of the crisis in the banking and financial system
Albanian banking and financial system resisted to the financial crisis, because it was less
sophisticated compared to that of USA, (Pano 2009). The following shows the differencies between
Albanian and the American system:
 Albanian system lacks the market of financial instruments.Albanian bank transactions are very
traditional, and encompass common banking deposits as well as limited and simple crediting.
 There is no market of securities, with the exception of that of treasury bills.
 There are no different financial derivates.
 The procedures as to the assessment of customer solvency are very traditional. Independently
of this, the crisis had its own impact on the main financial and banking system indicators.
In early 2008, the economy was under inflation pressure, mainly due to demand strikes and as a
consequence there was an increase of inflation.Thus, during the third tremester of 2008 inflation
reached up to 4.2 percent. There was a falling tendency of inflation by the end of 2008, graph 1.
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Graph 1. Inflation according trimesters for the period 2007-2009.
Source. Report on Monetary Policy, First tremester 2009.
This is due to the fact the price fall of raw materials in the international market, as well the slow
down of domestic demand rate triggered by the economic fall. The average annual inflation during
the first tremester of 2009, was 1.9 percent, while in the second tremester of 2009 the inflation fell
by 0.5 percent.There is a slow down in the increase of deposits that affects the balance of
commercial banks, but not their solvency.
During the first two months of 2009, the increasing rate of foreign currency deposits was reduced by
3 percent, graph 2.

Graph 2. Deposit ongoing for every two months for the period 2007-2009.
Source; Bank of Albania . Report on Monetary Policy, First tremester of 2009
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The money out of the banks in domestic currency, signed a rapid increase because of lack of trust by
the people to save their money in banks, Graph 3.

Graph 3. Annual increase in percentage for off banks money (M1), for the period 2008-2009.
Source;Bank of Albania, Report on Monetary Policy, First tremester of 2009.
Because of lack of liquidities, the government demand to borrow from the public increases. The
consequence is the increase of interest rates of government treasury bills.Thus, in March 2009,
treasury bills’ interest rate reached their highest level of 9.2 percent, graph 4.

Graph 4. Interest rate for treasury bills (in percentage).
Source; Bank of Albania, Reprt on Monetary Policy, First tremester of 2009.
Credit system shrank. The annual increasing rate of crediting portfoglio slowed down by 28.5
percent,in February 2009, compared to 44.2 percent, of October 2008, graph 5.
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Graph 5. Ongoing of credit surplus for the period 2008-2009.
Source;Bank of Albania, Report on Monetary Policy, First tremester of 2009.
Crisis impact on real economy
The crisis has affected not only financial indicators, but also the economic ones, (Pano,2009).
Industrial production constitutes 8 only percent, of GDP. It is composed of; power production which
entirely depends on natural conditions, production of certain minerals for export and clothing
production using orderers’ material which are mainly exported.Hence, the difficulties to export
minerals and textile products because of price reductions have negatively affected the economic
growth.
Emigrants remittances, a very important source for the economy of the country. Their reduction
affects; purchasing power of country’s population, the exchange rate of our currency and feasible
investments of emigrants at home,
The economic down fall in Italy and Greece, directly affected the reduction of respective emigrants’
remmitances. Because of the reduction of both trade balance and remmitances, it is worsened the
deficit indicator of current accounts as to GDP. On 31.12.2008, the deficit of current account was
14.9 percent,of GDP versus the 10.4 percent,of the previous year, Graph 6.

Graph 6 . Current account, in percentage aganst to GDP.
Source; Bank of Albania, Reprt on Monetary Policy, First tremester of 2009.
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Impact in the local currency
Currency depreciation against the two main international currencies, the euro and the dollar has
shown a stable trend during the whole period 2008-2009.But has reached disturbing levels in the first
months of 2010 (Civici, 2010). Albania has had a very stable currency for a period of decades, and its
fluctuations caused a serious concern. Factors that have an impact on the exchange rate are the
following.
The psychological factors in decision-making in business, individuals, etc. There are two tendencies,
optimistic trend, reflected in the expression that "Our country has not affected at all crises" and
pessimistic tendencies reflected in the phrase "We are in complete economic collapse''. Both have
caused confusion in making business decisions. So that lek to maintain stability in exchange rates,
estimates for the Albanian economy must be realistic and be accompanied by a technical and
professional vocabulary
Conjectural factors to the money market. As we know the exchange rate is the price of one currency
in relation to another currency. So, the ratio of supply and demand on the market is determining the
exchange rate. So, in the months of November and December, and in July, August and September,
the lek are used strengthened as a result of euro’s that enter to Albania by immigrants and tourists.
While in January, February and March Lek are used weakened as a result of the lack of massive
inflows to the euro.
Likewise, and for reasons of the huge demand for them in the market, because in this period a large
number of companies turn their annual profit by Leks in euro, becoming big demanding and buyers
of the euro in a few weeks. In this context, any measure that makes it more uniform demand for
euro’s or dollars during the year helps the exchange rate by shocks.
The structural factors of the economy and finances of a country. Albania has had sustainable money,
because in the past 10-12 years, there has been a stable macroeconomic indicator. Euro zone crisis
impact in particular in Greek, as mentioned above affected key macroeconomic indicators, such as
public debt, balance of payments, budget deficit, trade deficit, foreign investment, unemployment,
investments in technology, etc. These data affect the stability of the exchange rate. Albania is among
the countries that have accepted the course flexible exchange rate, and therefore its value in the
market is determined by demand and supply. So monetary intervention to make the balance of
demand and supply is temporary, and only adjusts the deviation was attributed to structural effects.
Factors international external influence. The trend of the rate in these 20 years, in many cases is
influenced by fluctuations brand, the lira, franc, euro, dollar, pound, yen, etc. These impacts is
difficult to stop or modify because in economy and international finance act big and very important
factors. However, it is important to adapt policies in the framework of the relevant trends. The
exchange rate fluctuations are affected sectors;
 The businesses, especially for those branches or sectors which have not closed cycle in the
country and the raw materials they receive from international markets, such as apparel
industries.
 Individuals who have the main income in lek, and who are obliged to make payment in euro’s
or dollars because have received credits in foreign currency.
 The consumers, because lek underestimated leads to a general increase in prices, especially for
imported goods.
 Instability that suffers individuals or businesses as a result of the loss of value of currency leads
to the increase of non-performing loans, reducing imports, etc.
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However, underestimation of a local currency compared to foreign currencies has some positive
aspects.
 Promotes and facilitates exports, making cheaper,
 Restrict imports and sends positive messages to encourage domestic production, because it
makes attractive domestic prices for producers.
 Creates greater purchasing power for those who have income from remittances.
Thus, the balance of effects is complex, but it is important to read the signals coming from the
performance of the exchange rate, lek / euro or ALL / dollar.
Discussions
Albanian economy currently has exhausted the economic resources that are characteristic of the
transition. Remittances and soft loans are reduced, economic growth rates have fallen, and public
debt has increased. Under these conditions it is necessary remodeling of the Albanian economy. This
means determining new priorities and resources, as well as the structure of the economy. The key
issue of this remodeling is the expansion of domestic production. Also, in order to mitigate the
effects of the crisis should improve these indicators.
 Reduction of public debt in the 45-50 percent against to GDP.
 Improved debt structure by increasing the share of domestic debt, and increasing the external
debt maturity.
 Inflation control to comply with Bank of Albania's target is 3 percent level, with large
fluctuations + or -1 percent.
 The stabilization of budget deficit at 3 percent.
 Increase of the exports and improve the balance of payments.
Conclusions
Greek crisis has main symptom the budget deficit and public debt, therefore, it is a crisis of the state.
Greek and Euro zone crisis brought in a new light, the public debt, balance of payments, budget
deficit, trade deficit etc.
Albanian economy had not collapsed. This is mainly because of the specifics of economy and banking
system.
National Currency has reached disturbing levels in the first months of 2010, result mainly of the
Greek crisis. The exchange rate fluctuations are affected the businesses, individuals who have the
main income in lek, and the consumers.
The main priority for the Albanian economy is remodeling. The key issue of this remodeling is the
expansion of domestic production.
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Abstract
The competitiveness is such a wide concept, which does not have a uniform definition in the
literature. The competitiveness can be understood on many levels, we can speak of a company,
sector, region or even a nation's economic competitiveness as well. The competitiveness of a country
can be affected by many factors, including professional knowledge, research, and the appearance and
spread of new technologies as well. In the creation of a competitive economy not only the market
actors are important, but also the educational system and the higher education can significantly
affect it. The measurement of competitiveness causes a big problem, because it takes shape by
different factors. These are the R&D, the qualifications, the demographics features of society, the
development of the infrastructure and the economic, financial, legal environment. The timeliness and
the importance of the topic shows that only states can be successful, which are able to introduce a
high level of innovation and new products to market with a new intellectual value. In the 21th century
knowledge plays a crucial role in the modern economy. The appearance of the knowledge-based
society and the knowledge-based economy put in the foreground the higher education institutions.
The growth of knowledge-based economy depends heavily on the production, transfer, distribution
and application of new knowledge, in which the role of universities is very important. The traditional
role of higher education institutions has changed, because the concept of competitiveness has
entered in higher education as well. Knowledge networks are developed, which are based on the
cooperation of the economic, political and administrative organizations, and institutions of higher
education. The universities are centres of knowledge, because there are the necessary resources. The
higher education influences on numerous points of an area's economy, however, a very small number
of empirical studies are available for quantification of effects. In the literature the three most
important effects, which improve the regional competitiveness, are the income, knowledge, and
cultural influences. In our study, we examine with which problems encounter the universities in the
development of local economic, and what question arise in these days, when the aim is to increase
the competitiveness.
Introduction
The relationship between higher education and competitiveness can be understood from many
perspectives, which is the result of the various definitions of the competitiveness. On this basis we
can talk about the national economy, regional, territorial, enterprise competitiveness as well. The
role of higher education can be interpreted in almost every meaningful level, as a basis of the
economic competitiveness. Higher education makes it possible for companies to find qualified
human resources, which is required for their activities.
To enhance the competitiveness of a company skilled employees are needed, so the efficiency and
effectiveness can be increased. A highly skilled workforce is able to make a lot of technological
innovation, and it is an advantage not only on a corporate level, but also on regional and national
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level as well. Through the improvements the corporations are able to enlarge the production, so as a
result of it the profits will be increased. After it an opportunity presents itself, that the enterprises
can employ some new employees.
Another effect is that highly skilled workers will have a higher average income, which will be spend in
the specific town, or of its surroundings. This will contribute to survive and develop the local
businesses.
If a country has more competitive regions, it may be prosperous to make investments by foreign
investors. The projects will also expand the output, the employment, and finally the consumption,
which ultimately can be led to the increase in the standard of living.
On the base of the foregoing it is a long process to enhance the competitiveness, and in the course of
the early phase of the process the higher education institutions play an important role. In our study,
by using the available data - through the example of the Kaposvár University – we would like to
present, that how important role can have a rural university in the regional competitiveness.
Competitiveness
The measurement of competitiveness causes a big problem, because it takes shape by different
factors. These are the R&D, the qualifications, the demographics features of society, the
development of the infrastructure and the economic, financial, legal environment.
If we are talking in general about competitiveness, the following definition can be expressing the
contents of it. Ability of a firm or a nation to offer products and services that meet the quality
standards of the local and world markets at prices that are competitive and provide adequate returns
on the resources employed or consumed in producing them.
In addition many international organizations have formulated the concept of competitiveness; we
collected some of them, which are expressing correctly, which factors must have a country that
would like to be competitive.
The “official” definition of OECD of a nation's competitiveness is “the degree to which a country can,
under free and fair market conditions, produce goods and services which meet the test of
international markets, while simultaneously maintaining and expanding the real incomes of its
people over the long term”. Country competitiveness and openness to global business activity are
inextricably linked to a country's standard of living. (OECD)
The World Economic Forum had published The Global Competitiveness Report (GCR) in every year
since 1979. The GCR ranks countries after the Global Competitiveness Index. The Global
Competitiveness Index integrates the macroeconomic and the micro/business aspects of
competitiveness into a single index. The Global Competitiveness Report of the World Economic
Forum defines competitiveness as “the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the
level of productivity of a country”. (WEF)
When we would like to interpret the definition of the regional competitiveness, we can use the
definition of the European Commission from The Sixth Periodic Report on the Regions.
“Competitiveness is defined as the ability to produce goods and services which meet the test of
international markets, while at the same time maintaining high and sustainable levels of income or,
more generally, the ability of (regions) to generate, while being exposed to external competition,
relatively high income and employment levels’.” and “In other words, for a region to be competitive,
it is important to ensure both quality and quantity of jobs.” (The Sixth Periodic Report on the Regions 1999)
The definitions emphasize the income and productivity, and in these definitions the higher education
has an important role as well. Only that states can be successful, which are able to introduce a high
level of innovation and new products to market with a new intellectual value. In the 21th century
knowledge plays a crucial role in the modern economy. The appearance of the knowledge-based
society and the knowledge-based economy put in the foreground the higher education institutions.
The growth of knowledge-based economy depends heavily on the production, transfer, distribution
and application of new knowledge, in which the role of universities is very important.
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Higher education in Hungary
The traditional role of higher education institutions has changed, because the concept of
competitiveness has entered in higher education as well. Knowledge networks are developed, which
are based on the cooperation of the economic, political and administrative organizations, and
institutions of higher education. The universities are centres of knowledge, because there are the
necessary resources. (Mohácsi 2008)
One of the driving forces of the social and economic development is the education. To the
sustainable development there are a necessary for training, whereas a country’s competitiveness and
performance are influenced on a high degree by the performance of labour. Therefore, do not allow
some sectors of society break off, stay out of school. A key element of the development in a country
is the quality of the available human resources.
Education plays a central role in the operation and development of a country, as it affects the labour
market and thus employment policy and social policy as well. People with academic qualifications
contribute to social and economic development, so it is important to increase their ratio of the
working population. On the base of the previous causes higher education is a significance sphere in a
country’s competitiveness, whereas it provides for replacement of the skilled human resources.
Since the 70’s in Europe can be observed a growing trend in numbers of student, which took place in
different time in the western and eastern states. In the Western countries began to increase the
number of students, while in the former socialist countries, including Hungary, only in the 90’s
started the “dramatic” growth. If the change between 1990 and 2000 is analyzed than the highest
growth can be observed in Poland (261,8%) and Hungary (222,6%) from the European countries.
(Ladányi 2003)
One of the greatest transformations took place in Hungary. The institutional structure had changed;
the number of students had increased considerably, and in 2006 had introduced the linear education
system. In the first few years after the political changes have appeared new characters in the
education market, so the number of the post-secondary course institutions and the number of
training places has increased quickly.
The increasing number of students can be interpreted with lot explanations. On the one hand there
is a need for a highly skilled, developed technology knowing and applying workforce, which causes a
problem in many underdeveloped regions on the labour market. On the other hand, because of the
continuous development came into the foreground the lifelong learning, an increasing number of
“older” people sit back to the school to refresh their knowledge and to learn new things.
The increase of the student numbers had stopped in the recent years; moreover it decreased (Fig. 1).
Changes took shape as a result of a combination of several factors. On the one hand because the
demographic reasons decline the number of applicants to higher education, on the other hand the
transformation of the financial system negatively affects the number of the first-year students.
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Figure 1: The number of students in Hungary (head)
Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office
In almost all European countries the governments encounter with a double problem. The
management with declining resources and the growing number of students has led to problems in
finance and management. In order to solve problems in the past thirty years significant changes have
taken place in the area of the higher education in Europe. Both in the process of the financing and of
the management are required conversion, but to the present were not successful to find a universal
solution, which fit to all countries.
Among the reforms in higher education there are three main directions:
1. Private resources are brought in beside the declining state funds to finance the higher
education.
2. Completely new distribution mechanisms are lead in, by which become possible, that the
resources get to the best places and they are used effectively. In this process the control of
resources from the central level weakens because of to the increasing institutional autonomy.
3. The most significant reform is the full restructuring of higher education. (Johnstone 1998)
The following figure shows that in Hungary the state spending on education is increasingly reduced
(Figure 2). During six years the financial assistance on education in the GDP was pushed back from
5,3% to 4,3%. However the structure of expenditure has also changed. In the recent years the state
had kept back the spending on the basic and secondary education, last year’s actions shows that now
the higher education is following.
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Figure 2: Public expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP in Hungary
Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office
In those instructions, which are started in the 2012/2013 school year, the government had reduced
the number of by the state financed places drastic compared to the previous years. The largest
“reduction” has occurred in the law and economics instructions. In the former case by 88 percent, in
the latter case by 95 percent has decreased the number of by the state financed places.
In the education, if we not examine the funding, the millennium brought the biggest change. The
knowledge estimated, the attitude to learning changed, and on behalf of compliance the continuing
demand the lifelong learning came into the foreground. In consequence of the scientific-technical
progress and the information explosion there is needed a continuous improvement, which appears in
the structure and composition of the higher education as well. (Bognár, 2009)
In higher education had appeared the external expectations that and reflect the demand of the
labour market and of the parents. The aim of the continuous transformations in the last years is in
theory, that the higher education needs to adapt to the labour market, and those instructions will be
supported, which are able to help to increase the economy in Hungary.
Higher education and competitiveness
The higher education institutions in the country play an important in the economy development of
an area, region, and in the expansion of the competitiveness. In our study we show first, that on the
basis of the literature a higher education institution which impact have on a region, then we try by
using data of the Kaposvár University to quantify the effects.
If you want to analyze whether a higher education institution can contribute to the development of
the region, numerous questions must be asked and must analyzed the status and opportunities of
the area and region. You have to get acquainted with the development strategy of the region, and to
determine the role of the higher education in the implementing of the strategy and enlargement of
the competitiveness. It is necessary to known the trends in the labour market, what kind of
companies operate in the region (activity, income, number of the employees), what kind of experts
are required, and can the higher education institution take part in to ensure professionals and
qualified labour force.
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In order to ensure that the higher education will be an integral part of the economy, the results of
the research workers must be useful and utilizable in the practice. To this it is necessary to know that
what kinds of research are making by the companies and how can join teachers and researchers to it.
To take part a higher education institution in the implementation of the development strategy of a
region, must be satisfied a number of conditions together.
1. Should focus not only on research, but priority should be given to research as well. The
education and research spending must be consistent.
2. Economic support is possible only if the higher education institutions and business actors are
cooperating and mutually support each other. The several regional organizations should
encourage this kind of collaboration.
3. Higher education must be suitable to achieve various technical and business innovations.
4. After the principle of economies of scale so large higher education institutions must be to
create and maintain, which are able to take part effectively in the enhancement of the
competitiveness, in the implementation of the innovations and in the providing of the
correspondent training for the labour market. (Mezei 2005)
If we would like to summarize the effects of the higher education institutions, there are three main
issues to be considered.
 Income effect: Income effect results from two reasons. On the one hand can be examined
the disposable income of the employees of the institution, on the other hand it should be
remembered that the students can spend a part of their “income” in a specific settlement.
 Knowledge effect: The research and development activities are an important element of the
competitiveness. Trough the current research in the higher education can acquire the
companies new knowledge in the region, which can increase the income-generating capacity.
 Cultural impact: Teachers, researchers and students would like to spend their free time in a
civilized environment and with entertaining programs, which influence the cultural events
and services of a city. (Mezei, 2005)
Income effect
The income effect can be divided into two parts. On the one hand we can examine the trend of the
unemployment rate and the earnings as well. If we look at the national data, there is an
unambiguous difference in the unemployment on the basis of the qualifications (Figure 3). The
unemployment rate is significantly lower at the university and college graduates than the average.
Even greater differences can be experienced, if we compare not with the average, but with a
secondary qualification. In 2012 the unemployment rate was 3,7% in the case of the university
graduates, while 11,8% at the high school education, 23,9% at the eighth grades completed, and
45,7% for those, who not have completed the eighth grades.
If the data are analyzed in Somogy County, by reason of the labour force survey 10 500 people were
unemployed of the population of aged 15-74 in 2012, which is 21% less than a year before. Thus the
unemployment rate was 8,3% in Somogy County, which is 2,6 percentage points lower than the
national average. The trends in the labour market took a turn for the better in Somogy County on the
basis of the survey of the Hungarian Central Statistical Office. In the organizations, that were
examined by the Office, the number of employees - in contrast to the national decline - increased by
1,3%.
In this we are not able to show exact the role of the Kaposvár University, but the Graduate Tracking
System (GTS; Diplomás Pályakövetési Rendszer - DPR) provides some essential facts. On the basis of
the survey of the GTS, 85 percent of the in 2007-2009 graduates had permanent workplace after the
obtainment of the absolutorium, which can be considered favourable. The majority of graduates
have a full time job at a company or at a public institution. In the case of the by the GTS examined
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target group the unemployment rate is more favourable than the national data shown. (Kaposvár
University - Graduate Tracking System)

Figure 3: Unemployment rate according to the highest level of education completed
Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office
There are significant differences not only in unemployment, but also in income as well. A graduate
has a higher average salary, which provides to access a higher standard of living.
At the Kaposvár University in 2009 graduates had an average monthly net income of 97 000 HUF on
he basis of the GTS, which is almost the same as the net income per capita of the household (91 000
HUF). The transponders after the access to employment try to establish their own households, so the
earlier data is not surprising. In 2007 graduated students have a by 21 000 HUF higher monthly
average net income. (Kaposvár University - Graduate Tracking System)
The income effect not only at the graduates can be detected, but at the employee of the higher
education institutions, and at the businesses of the town as well. The Kaposvár University is one of
the largest employers of the region, which employs more high-skilled workers than the average. This
results that a higher average of income can take shape in the region. In addition, the university
employees and students (full-time and part-time courses) create a significant demand for products
and services of the local economy. If their income is spent on local entrepreneurs, than they will
contribute to the function of the local economy. Through the purchases the businesses get revenue,
make investments and increase their emissions.
If we examine the structure of the expenditure per capita, then the largest amount are spent on
housing and food purchases by the consumers (Figure 4). A significant part of the expenditure can be
linked to the local businesses. If the people buy the food from the local entrepreneurs, they support
the development of the local economy. In addition in the local economy will remain a part of the
clothing, transport and culture expenditures.
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Figure 4: Individual consumption expenditures
Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office
The amount, which was spent at the local enterprises trough the local business tax get to the local
government. It cannot be estimated accurately, that the university employees and students how
much direct revenue can bring to the local government and to the local businesses. The following
figure illustrates approximately how much additional consumption result of the higher education
institution (Fig. 5). The original data came from the database of the Hungarian Central Statistical
Office and from the Kaposvár University.
The per capita income effect has different levels in the case of employees and students. An employee
based on the Hungarian Central Statistical Office data spend average monthly 20 000 HUF on food
and drink, 2 500 HUF on clothing. In addition spend 1 000 HUF on cultural services an average
monthly is spent, such as theatre and cinema, as well 1 000 HUF on catering units. That is a total
294 000 HUF annual expenditure, which is supposed to remain in local businesses, in addition, of
course over that can be other local expenses as well. If we assume that the higher education
institution employs 900 people, this consumption is more than 264 million HUF in the local economy.
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Figure 5.
Source: own construing
The employees, the students can generate a significant consumption. At the calculation of the annual
expenditure we calculated with 10 months, because the study period, but they still leave a significant
amount in the town. The biggest expenditures have the students, who live in the college, but the
students, who live in rented accommodation, contribute to the local economy with a greater amount
trough the accommodation expenditures. At the calculation of the income effect we calculated with
800 students, who live in the college, with 700 students, who live not in the college and with 1500
part-time students. In this case the expenditures of the students on consumption are annually more
than 688 million HUF. If the employees and students this amounts spend at the local businesses, it
plays an important role in the improving of the competitiveness of a region.
Knowledge effect
In the measurement of the competitiveness research and development activities is one of the
variables. In regional level the durable increase is promoted by the successful long-term research and
development activities. In the higher education implemented researches can be utilized in the
private sector. Through the researches can obtain the companies new knowledge in the region,
which can increase the income-generating capacity. (Mohácsi 2008)
Higher education institutions play a special role. Not only in the production and establishment of the
knowledge have the higher education institutions an important role, but also they help to get the
new knowledge to students and businesses. Universities in Europe are generally equally funded
education and research. In contrast, in Hungary this ratio is much worse. In Hungary the universities
consider the education to the main activities, which also appears in the financing, because on
average only 10% of the funds is allocated to the research.
If higher education institutions are working efficient together with other economic organisations,
then the leading innovator in the industry and the companies prefer the towns with university in the
location choices. The successful cooperation between the economic sphere and the university can
create the essential climate of innovation in the region.
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Culture effect
The higher education collects the intellectuals; even we are talking about the workers or about the
students. To make these people feel comfortable in their environment, there is a need for quality
cultural programs, which can increase the population of a region or a city, and can assist in the
development. On the basis of the Hungarian Central Statistical Office data people spend monthly on
average more than 1 000 HUF on cultural services, which can also rolled back into the local economy.
The most universities organize own cultural programs, in addition, it is possible to take part in events
of the city. Kaposvár for example, creates a number of programs, festivals, which contributes to fill
the free time usefully, and to the active recreation.
In addition, there are several possibilities for relax. For example, the cinema and the art cinema, the
variant concerts in almost all styles make possible to find the appropriate programme to the younger
and older age groups. The county library, the museums and temporary exhibitions also allow to the
cultured spend of the free time. In the university towns, where there are a greater number of
students, there is a very large cultural effect, because takes shape a sparkling social and cultural life,
and the benefits of it cannot always be expressed financially.
Conclusions
One of the driving forces of the social and economic development is the education. To the
sustainable development there are a necessary for training, whereas a country’s competitiveness and
performance are influenced on a high degree by the performance of labour. The competitiveness can
be understood on many levels, we can speak of a company, sector, region or even a nation's
economic competitiveness as well.
Almost every state would like to reduce the expenditures on education because of the financing
problems, which can also be observed in Hungary. However, the competitiveness and the education
cannot be separated, because there is a bilateral relationship between them.
On the one hand to enhance the competitiveness there is a need for an innovation-oriented and
efficient higher education system. On the other hand, if an economy is competitive, the state can
increase the expenditures on higher education. Beside the state can also appear the private sector in
financing, because it is in their interest to help the researches. The results of research and
development activities encourage increasing the income-generating ability of the companies, so the
role of the higher education is also appear in the competitiveness of the companies and of the
region.
The income, knowledge and cultural effects can make a settlement attractive, both from the view
point of the corporate, employee and student point of view, which should be utilized. To sum it up
the role of the higher education institutions is very important in the corporate, local, regional and
national economic competitiveness as well.
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Introduction
Todays developed market economy is a mixed economy in which the interests of the private sector,
the interests of the public sector as well as the non-profit sector carrying the characteristics of both
play a significant role. The state generally completes tasks in favour of the common interest, that the
other players of the economy can not solve or only with a disproportionately greater effort. These
are called public functions.
State functions can be grouped into central, local and specific individual tasks. According to this
public finances are divided into central and local budget, where the different levels have a certain
authority, own revenues and expenditures.
Sharing of the public tasks between the central and local budget are based on the principle of
subsidiarity. Accordingly, each tasks has to be located to that budget level where it is optimal
feasible. The basic criterion of the optimum is that the performer of the functions is the closest to
the stakeholders.
The management of the budget has changed significantly, beside the quantitative criterion quality
came to the front. The barley/scantily available resources require an economical and efficient
consumption, for this performance measurement, determining of the real costs of each task and thus
resource demand determination are necessary.
The expectation of the European Unions concerning data supply the current accounting system can
only partly complete, or is only able to provide them by additional work and expenses.
Material and methods
To get knowledge of this topic we studied the national and international literature and law. Our
studies were directed to the learning and processing of law controlling the management of the
national budgetary institutions, with particular attention to the required reporting obligation of the
EU.
In the result section the characteristics of the management of the budgetary institutions were
introduced. During the study we looked for answers how the existing laws meet the regulations of
the international accounting standards (IPSAS) and the 2011/85/EU directive concerning the member
states.
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Results
The budget is a management system of the central government, the extra-budgetary funds, local
governments and the social security, performing public tasks and the financing.
The general regulations of the operation and control of the budget are included in the 2011th CXCV.
law about public finances. The goal of this legislation is to create a guarantee to the efficient and
variable management of public funds/ monies as well as to ensure the lucidity and publicity of the
consumption of these resources.
The functions of the public finances:
 Traditional function
o legislation functions
o application of the law
o guarantee state sovereignty
o protection of the internal order and maintenance of the public security (national
security tasks, operation against crime, security/policing activities, etc.), legislature,
judiciary, public administration, national defence and the operation of the internal law
enforcement
 Economic functions
o Allocation function, that ensures public consumption with the acquisition and usage of
resources.
o Distribution function that tries to correct the excessive income and asset disproportion
caused by effects of the market conditions.
o Stabilisation function, that’s main goal is to assure the conditions of economic growth.
o The state can practise its economic policy functions by several instruments.
 Social function
o operation of a social welfare system
o operation of a health care system
o maintenance of the state pension system and the health insurance system
o operation of the education system
o maintenance of the child and youth protection institution
o handling of unemployment
The state carries out its functions by subsystems. The performance and financing of public tasks is
divided between the subsystems of the public finances. In each subsystem different tasks, institution
systems, financing resources and techniques appear.
The budget consists of two parts central and local government subsystems.
 To central subsystem belongs to
a) the state
b) the central budget authority
c) public body belonging to the central government of the budget defined by the law
d) budget authority of the public body
 To local government subsystem belongs to
a) the local government
b) the local and the national nationality/minority government
c) the incorporated association, the multi-purpose micro-regional association
d) the regional development council
e) the local governmental budgetary institution controlled by a) to d) above.
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The public tasks belonging to the budget are covered by the state partly or totally trough the
budgetary institutions or it provides the supply of financial cover partly or in whole directly or
indirectly.
Foundation of budgetary institutions
An important management group – beside the business sector – are the budgetary institutions,
whose activities are to satisfy the common needs of the society. This means that certain state
functions are carried out as core activities and not for profit gaining.
The budgetary institution is established by registration into the administration records at the date of
the registration, according to the deed of foundation. The administration record is leaded by the
treasury that is authentic and public.
The budgetary institution is legal entity established in a law or in a deed of foundation to perform
public tasks, and is operating under the professional and economic control of the selected body. It
has an obligation to carry out its tasks and to ensure the necessary supply of financial resources.
Budgetary institution can be founded by the Parliament, the Government, ministers, local
government, local governmental associations, regional development councils, national minority
governments, public bodies.
Grouping of budgetary institutions:
Grouping of budgetary institutions by
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system

to

the

treasury

a) Central budget authority

c)

c)

d)
e)

a) Self-operating
and a) Belong to the treasury
managing
budgetary
institutions
Local government and local b) Self-operating budgetary b) Belongs not to the treasury
minority
government
institutions
budgetary institutions
National
minority
government
budgetary
institutions
Social security budgetary
institutions
Budget authority of public
bodies

The most important managing characteristics of budgetary institutions
The budgetary institution operates according to the annual budget and prepares its financial
statement in correlation with its duties.
The short summary of regulations related to the management of the budgetary institutions:
 Management means the fulfilment of the estimate of revenues obligation and the estimate of
expenditures legitimacy.
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They perform public tasks.
The necessary resources for the management are provided by the founder.
The amount of money is set annually by the budgetary law.
They need to manage within the approved provision.
Their assets are in national or local governmental property.
Their management is regulated with strict rules.
To ensure the free capacity utilisation of their assets they also perform business activities.
Statutory exceptions
o not allowed to borrow money or take a loan, can not issue bonds
o not allowed to stand bail for anybody
o mot allowed to buy securities
o not allowed to issue are accept bills.

Basic criteria concerning their operation and management:
 economicalness
 efficiency
 successfulness
Budgetary institutions perform public tasks belonging to the budget. These public tasks can be: public
health, social, educational, cultural and sport, scientific research, public authority practise,
administrative, control, information services, property management, security, public safety, fire and
emergency response, justice, public services (infrastructure management, water management, etc.),
and other community services.
The non or partially market conditions generally show significant differences between the
characteristics of enterprises (private sector) and the budgetary institutions. They are schematically
summarized:
 The goals of the private sector are based on subjective individual preferences like some kind of
utility (profit, consumer satisfaction) maximisation. In the public sector targets in interest to
the community are detected and determined by political means if possible enforcing the
principle of economy (the same as cheap as possible and from the same amount of resources
as much as possible).
 The available assets in the private sector are available as an autonomous market decision
financed from equity capital and foreign capital, as long as state assets are financed basically
from forced revenues and loans.
 The risk of the management activities are carried on the market by the individual person, until
in the public sector the financer the tax payer is. Risk is carried as a recipient by the indigent
citizen, the possibility of a direct reaction to the bureaucracy is given primarily in case of the
violation of the law.
 Employee salaries in the market sector are based on measurable performance, and the
output-orientation and competitiveness of the stakeholders. In the public sector performance
can not be measured directly, salaries depend on carrier and service time , the goal of
inspiration is loyalty and reliability.
Planning of budget institutions
The management of the budgetary institutions depends on their annual budget. In the domestic
regulation budgetary year corresponds with the calendar year. The budget of the institutions is a
financial plan that includes in the given year allowed expenditures and expected revenues necessary
to fulfil their duties.
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Changes in the budgetary allowances/provisions
 Provision-change: established expenditure, revenue, key- and other part-provision, and
increasing or decreasing of the prescribed number of stuff. It can be:
o occasional
o long-term
 provision-transfer with provision decreasing or increasing change done next to the remaining
of the total amount of the budget revenues and expenditures
The power to change the budget provisions is regulated in the public finance law and the
government decree about the implementation.
Business activity
Business activity is profit gaining activity non obligatory production, service or sales activity not from
the budget resources. The budget institution is allowed to perform business activity to the utilisation
of their assets and available capacities according to the deed of foundation, if this does not risk the
basic activities determined in the deed of foundation and the resulting obligations.
 It has to be determined in the deed of foundation what kind of activities the business is
allowed to perform and to which extent.
 The revenues and expenditures originating from business activities have to be planned and
accounted separately.
They have to deposit into the central budget the business activity surplus calculated with the same
percentage as the corporation tax.
 A higher education institution is free from the payment obligation if it uses the business
activity surplus within three years after the creation for state property development in asset
management, state property related investment or for payment obligation originating from
PPP contracts.
 Losses from business activities have to be covered by reserves formed in the previous years.
Public procurement
Public institutions are obliged to link the usage of subsidies connected to purchase of goods and
service orders as well as construction investments to the application of the public procurement law.
Financial supply of budgetary institutions
Budgetary institutions finance their tasks partly from subsidies partly from own revenues. The central
budget subsidies are granted by the Hungarian State Treasury.
The goal of the introduction of the treasury financial system is:
 minimizing of the cash flow as well as the external financing need of the budget
 to provide decision makers up to date and accurate information
 to ensure the transparency and regularity of the uses
The money supply of organisation belonging to the treasury is one of the fundamental tasks of the
Hungarian Treasury.
With the establishment of the treasury bank accounts of the budgetary institution deceased and the
budgetary accounting accounts were replaced by the new purpose accounts according to the new
money supplying system.
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Control of the budgetary institutions
Managing public funds is a serious task and responsibility of the stakeholders. The management of
the public funds has to be carried out reasonably and effectively under special attention of the
society.
The fundamental aim of the budgetary controls is to implement a correct, economic, efficient and
successful operation of the budgetary funds and property. The control of the budget covers all the
subsystems within the external and internal control.
Budgetary controls are in the following areas:
 financial management and property management,
 legality, regulation
 economicalness, efficiency and successfulness.
The financial control system of the budget
External
control

Internal financial control

FEUVE

Internal control

Central
harmonisation

Within
the
organization

Surveillance

Governmental

Budget chapters

State Audit
Institution
control

financial

Independent
audit

Local governments

Pubic finance accountancy
For the operation of the budget it is essential that the stakeholders get objective information about
property, financial and income situation of the economic organization as well its changes.
Information supply (reporting) is the most important purpose of accountancy. Its task is to give a
reliable and real picture about the property and its changes (2000th Act C.).
The reporting obligation, book keeping and related definitions of the budgetary institutions are
regulated in a governmental decree. The reporting obligation of the budgetary institutions covers the
introduction of the changes and performance of the budgetary provisions, the property, financial and
staff situation, financial performance indicators and development of standards (norms) as well as the
accounting of the budgetary subsidies (249/2000th government decree)
Budgetary institutions are required to lead in the double-entry book-keeping system a modified
performance approach recording system about the economic events affecting their property or
financial situation.
Public finances were challenged by the recent economic events in the European Union. Because of
the changes in the complexity of the management reliable information supply came into the focus
that puts the development of a performance based accounting system into the foreground.
The current public finance accountancy is not in accordance with the international standards, the
current accounting system can only partly meet the reporting requirements of the EU or can only
ensure it by additional workload.
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The common international practise is based on the same principles for the result based accounting in
the public sector and the market sector too; this is shown by application of the international
accounting standards (Polyák, 2008). For the public sector special accounting standards were
developed, the so called IPSAS (International Public sector accounting standards).
The goal of the international financial accounting standards (IPSAS) is to secure a common basis to
prepare the financial report of the public sector, to give comparable information about the financial
and economic situation and to provide an adequate bases for decision making about resource
allocation.
The European Union Council accepted the 2011/85/EU Directive about the requirements of the
budgetary framework of the member states in 2011 that the member starts had to adopt into their
national legislation until the 31th December 2013.
Formulated expectations against the public finance accountancy:
 support of the cash method of accounting – the so called budgetary information
 need for providing equipment to measure the performance, successfulness and net costs of
the property and the different activities.
To meet the requirement of the European Union the public finance accounting was changed, it was
introduces on the 1st January 2014. The regulations of the public finance accounting are determined
in the 4/2013 (I.11.) government decree.
The characteristics of the new accounting system:
The accounting system based on the report is double-entry book-keeping however to meet the
information requirement there would be two parts of the accounting:
 the so called budgetary accounting that provides the classical budgetary information
(provisions, cash flow, obligations, revenue directions),
 financial accounting that measures information about property, net costs, and profitability.
Summary
In the public finances currently the public finance accounting is valid. The change of the management
system of the budget is influencing the operation of the public finance accountancy (Simon 2011).
The traditional state accountancy can not meet the information need of the performance approach
and the effective and efficient management of property. The changed situation requires from the
public finance accountancy to provide information to evaluate the property, financial and income
situation.
It is possible to meet the requirements of the changing information with the application of the new
international accounting standards (IPSAS) in the public sector.
It is essential to ensure the appropriate operation of the EU budgetary surveillance frame for
providing a comparison of the budgetary data between the member states. Basic requirement is
transparency during providing the budgetary data. In order to achieve this there is a need for the
transformation of the public accountancy and the introduction of this in all subsystems. The internal
and external controls/audits have to follow the international practise.
The goal of the 4/2013 governmental decree regulating the public finance accountancy that is going
to be introduced on the 1st January 2014, is to ensure compliance with the 2011/85/EU Directive.
Consolidation, transparency and controllability can be assured not only with change of the
accounting system but it is necessary to considerate the whole budget management and legal
regulation (Bathó 2012).
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Abstract
The small and medium-sized enterprises are the engines of the economy. They play a very important
role in the employment, in the economic development and also in the life of local communities.
However they often struggle with both short- and long-term financing difficulties. A SMEs’ operation
and maintenance are important issues also in the local economy’s point of view. That is why the
factors must be charted, which influence SMEs’ indebtedness, the stand and proportion of long-term
and short-term liabilities. The aim of this study is to present those external (e.g. development of
capital markets, tax system) and internal (e.g. activity, profitability) factors, which have an influence
on the capital structure of companies. Based on the related theories we would like to explain their
feasible impacts. Finally we would like to emphasize those factors, which can be important in the case
of SMEs. This study draws up the determinating factors on the basis of previous domestic and foreign
analysis with data of SMEs and large companies. Then on the grounds of these researches’ results we
will separate those factors, which have significant effect on SMEs. The development of capital market
or the high ratio of foreign ownership may facilitate the fund raising decisions of SMEs and large
companies, because they can choose from several financial alternatives. Some factor, which has
significant influence on large companies, has no effect on SMEs. The interest, as an instrument of tax
saving, has significant effect on the owners’ payable incomes by large companies, while this impact is
irrelevant by SMEs. On the other hand other components of tax system (e.g. tax allowances) have
more effect on SMEs. The market position has an important effect on capital structure of small and
medium-sized enterprises. SMEs usually operate as a part of supplier network. It’s very important in
point of their financing, what is the attitude between the ratio of accounts receivables and payables. I
other words: is it possible to finance by suppliers, or they have high short-term debt stand to avoid
liquidity problems. The other aim of this study is to create a good base for subsequent later research,
which will analyse the determinate factors of capital structure of Hungarian SMEs.
Introduction
Interpreter theories of company’s capital structure have more than fifty years old history. The
earliest and since then determining doctrines and empirical results were born in the 50’s in the
United States. Since the change of regime and the born of stock exchange have already statistics in
Hungary, which enable to make analyses from Hungarian companies.
The earliest studies were based on data of large and mainly stock exchange listed companies. Later,
analyses concentrated on a sector (e. g. manufacturing firms), but they took already notice of all
company size. Papers just present of SMEs’ capital structure appeared beyond 2000. These basically
tested disclosed contexts and predominating theories of large companies, but more and more
frequently came into view determinating factors, which are just specifically interpretable to SMEs
(e.g. the manager and the owner are the same person). The heterogeneity of SME sector makes
more difficult the work of researchers, therefore these results are interpretable just by limiting
criterions (e. g. exception of financial and insurance sector or public utilities; exception of companies
with too low sales for filtering out compulsive entrepreneurs).
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Literature review
The capital structure is the distribution of cash flow of company’s investments between holders of
assets related, long-term financial claims. When the financial officer decides about the financing of a
project, actually he determines the combination of holders of claims. The literature uses most
frequently the leverage and gearing indexes to characterise capital structure. The leverage is
measured by the ratio of total liabilities (long-term and short-term liabilities) to total assets, while
gearing is measured by ratio of total liabilities to equity (Brealey and Myers, 2005).
Difference indexes could be formed according as what we mean as debt, which balance-sheet items
we aggregate. Usually the ratio of long-term borrowings to equity, market value of debt to equity, or
several parts of liabilities (e. g. bank loans, accounts payables) to equity or total assets are calculated
(Krénusz, 2005a).
The theoretical and empirical literature of determinating factors of capital structure is rich and
diversified. The classical capital structure doctrines are originated from the authors Modigliani and
Miller, their result determinate the literature of capital structure up to this day. Based on their model
with robust suppositions (e. g. the capital market is perfect, and there are not taxes and transaction
costs) they were led to the conclusion that the market value of the firm is independent from its
capital structure (Modigliani and Miller, 1958). The aim of the majority of capital structure theories
inspired by their result was to lift their assumptions. With the step-by-step lift of assumption gets the
theories nearer and nearer to the reality.
The packing order theory proceeds from the supposition of asymmetric information, that is to say
management know more about the future opportunities of the company, than the external
inventors. That’s why management is looking for sources, which’s value depends least on measure of
information’s difference. These sources may be at first the internal sources, than the firm’s dept, and
last the financing with capital issue. Analogue contexture at first was described by Donaldson (1961),
who noted, during his research, that the management uses internal sources to finance an investment
at first, and just in the last resort chooses the capital issue.
By paper of Myers and Majluf (1984), if the management finances the firm’s investment through
capital issue, the market actors conclude that management holds shares overprized, and therefore
the share’s prize will fall. That’s why financial officers try to keep off capital issue, and choose
another way of financing. By Myers (1984) the packing order theory operates satisfactorily just
considering the initial supposition (e. g. officers have informational pull). From the capital structure
doctrines this theory is the most accepted, and it covers in the highest degree of the possibilities of
capital structure choices.
The first step to lift of Modigliani and Miller’s assumption is to consider taxes – first of all corporate
income tax. A financing by credit has taxation advantage from the perspective of the firm, because
interests paid to creditors reduce rateable value of corporate income tax. So the company can
mitigate its tax liabilities, if changes its own sources to borrowed sources. The present value of tax
savings increases the value of the company, hereby increases the wealth of shareholders. But at this
point arise the financial distresses and the bankruptcy costs. Inventors know, that firms with more
and more leverage may offer financial distresses, therefore they expect higher yield. Doctrine about
the conversation between the financial troubles and the tax shield is called trade-off theory of capital
structure, which says, the optimal rate of debt may differing by firms (DeAngelo and Masulis, 1980).
Miller (1977) conceived that, the theories about bankruptcy costs are incorrect, and researchers
overestimate that.
Jensen and Meckling (1976) entertained at first with exploration the principal–agent problem’s effect
on capital structure. Up to this point we supposed that the aim is to maximal the value of the
company, but by the principal-agent problem the interest of owners differs from interest of
management. Furthermore during the formation of optimal capital structure there is also a conflict
of interest between shareholders and blockholders. To control management owners fain to take
different steps (e. g. creation of controlling institutions), which make procedures dearer. The
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literature of the capital structure theories calls these costs to agency costs. Consequently the optimal
capital structure is that, where theses costs are minimal.
The aim of this study is not to present the whole scope of capital structure theories, rather the
investigation of its interpretability in case of SMEs. Out of presented doctrines the packing order
theory’s conclusions come through mostly by SMEs as well, from the point of view they prefer intern
financing against extern sources and credits against additional capital cancellation. The principal–
agent problem concerns SMEs least, because mostly the manager and the owner are the same
person.
Material and methods
This study is basically a literary review and analysis. This paper sketches the determinating factors of
capital structure based on previous domestic and foreign analyses with data of large companies and
SMEs. We present the used indexes of measuring the parameters (Appendix 1.). Based on the results
of previous researches we separate those factors, which have also significant effect on SMEs. Last we
suggest using further indexes and characteristics.
Results and discussion
Krénusz (2005b) divided the determinating factors of capital structure (determinants) into two large
groups. She named as macro factors those regional- or country-specific characteristics, on which
companies have no an effect. These factors influence outwardly (exogenously) the financing
decisions of firms. The micro factors (endogenous factors) are the speciality of the companies, which
affect capital structure policy directly.
Exogenous factors of capital structure
The literature of capital structure discusses the following macro factors: macroeconomic
characteristics, legal system, development of financial intermediation, tax system, corporate
governance and characteristics of input and output markets. Most of the exogenous determinants (e.
g. tax system, low) act in the same way on all SMEs in the area of a concrete country, but other
factors (e. g. regional GDP, characteristics of input and output markets) can influence the decisions of
firm’s capital structure in the different way. By the help of this factors may become interpretable the
regional differences of Hungarian enterprises.
Macroeconomic characteristics
On investigation the effect of macroeconomic characteristics on capital structure are lined up the
following indexes most frequently: GDP per capita, GDP growth, inflation, short- and long-term
interest rates, interest rate spread.
GDP per capita is an indicator, which measures the relative wealth of territorial units. The large
growth rate is the indicator of the corporate sector’s efficient output and proxies for the good
investment opportunities (Smith and Watts, 1992), which induce the growth of companies’ debt.
Therefore, we expect GDP per capita and GDP growth is positively related to leverage for all types of
firms. Bas et al. (2009) based on 25 developing countries’ data found significant positive relationship
between GDP per capita, GDP growth and the indebtedness.
Countries with high inflation face more dubiousness. Although the high inflation causes the
depreciation of liabilities, companies can’t react with the rise of their debt, because needed
accompany of the inflation is the rise of nominal interest rates. Therefore, we expect inflation and
interest rates are negatively related to leverage. The reduce of interest rate spread between shortand long-term interest rates gets the long-term debts relative more expensive, therefore firms turn
unto short-term depts. Therefore, we expect interest rate spread is positively related to long-term
liabilities and negatively related to short-term liabilities. Bartholdy and Mateus (2008) on
investigation macroeconomic characteristics of European SMEs confirmed significant negative
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relationship between inflation and leverage. In case of interest rate spread they got significant
positive result in several countries (Belgium, United Kingdom), while in another countries (Germany,
Portugal) significant negative. It was established that a 1 percent increase in the spread will result a
2,39 percent increase in firm’s debt level, on average.
Legal system
The primary function of the legal system is to protect inventors’ rights. The different regulation of
several counties acts in the different way on capital structure decisions. In generally we could say
that the more stringed regulation limits the opportunities of indebtedness, it is not allowed to
growth the leverage too high. La Porta et al. (1998) divided historically evolved legal systems of
different counties into four large groups: Anglo-Saxon based on precedent low, French, German and
Scandinavian legal systems based on roman low. The interests of both shareholders and blockholders
predominate rather in Anglo-Saxon systems. The lows of Germany and Scandinavian countries are
moderately strict, while French lows insure the fewest rights to the holders of claims. Hungary
belongs to the group of German legal systems.
Safavian and Sharma (2006) put a comparative analyze of the Eastern-European countries through
based on data of World Bank and Doing Business Website. They found significant positive
relationship between legal rights of creditors and firm’s borrowing, that is to say lower rights less
motivate to borrowing. They studied also the firm's perception of the speed of judicial enforcement
(court speed), and the firms’ perceptions regarding their confidence in the ability of the judiciary to
enforce its decisions (court enforcement). Both of two variables were significant negatively related to
bankloans.
Jensen and Uhl (2006) as a result of legal system's research based on SMEs' data appointed that
corruption – based on Corruption Perceptions Index of Transparency Internation – influences
negatively the all terms of liabilities. The more developed is credit information system, contract
enforcement system and the power of legal rigths, the more small are all forms of indebteness. The
recovery rate – average relative amount recouped by creditors through a bankruptcy or insolvercy
proceeding – was significant positively related to leverage.
Development of financial intermediation
Financial intermediation is one of the most important determinants of variant capital structures. It is
two, well distinct, historically evolved groups of financial systems: Anglo-Saxon and German
(continental). In the countries with Anglo-Saxon system (e. g.: USA, UK) is the rate of borrowed
capital and the rate of own capital is high. In continental systems (e. g.: Germany, France) even its
opposite is typical. Hungary belongs to the group of continental financial systems.
In context of financial intermediation we must emphasize the size and the role of the stock market
and the capital market. But in many countries – like in Hungary, too – the role of bank loans is the
most prominent out of forms of financing. But naturally it’s true just after the internal sources, and
mainly in case of SMEs.
Rajan and Zingales (1995) compared the two systems and did not find systematically difference in the
measure of leverage. They said, the difference between bank oriented and market oriented counties
is reflected more in the choice between public (stocks and bonds) and private financing (bank loans),
than in the amount of leverage.
Jensen and Uhl (2008) by the financial intermediation analyzed the effect of bank concentration in
the case of SMEs. To the measure of bank concentration we can use the 3-firm concentration index
provided by the International Monetary Fund. This variable has a value between 0 and 1, and
measures a combinated asset value of the three largest banks, related to the entire bank market in a
country. They found a significant negative relationship between bank concentration and leverage.
Therefore the larger bank concentration generate lower competition between banks, so the rate of
liabilities reduces both by short- and long-term. The research of market capitalization to GDP (i. e.
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analyzing bond markets and stock markets together) justified, that shares don’t play a serious role in
the financing of SMEs. So this index is a proxy for wealth of source supply. As a result they got
significant positive relationship.
Tax system
Although tax system is the central theme of numerous papers about capital structure, in practise
significant effects of taxes are very rarely demonstrable. In case of SMEs it is diagnosable, that the
effects of the tax system’s other elements, another forms of tax savings (amortisation, allowances)
exceed the effect of dept tax shield.
Bas et al. (2009) by means of 25 developing country’s firms found positive relationship in case of
total debt and short-term liabilities as variable used highest marginal corporate income tax rate and
a negative relationship in case of total debt and long-term liabilities They got mainly in case of listed
companies significant result, but in some cases was the relationship by SMEs also demonstrable.
Corporate governance
There are two, well distinct, historically evolved system of corporate governance: the shareholder
and the blockholder system. The two systems affect via different distribution of power relations to
the capital structure choices.
The characteristics of countries with shareholder system are that the ownership structure is
piecemeal, that is why shareholders for the protection of their interests establish directorate to
control management’s activity. By this systems gets on principal–agent problem, which motivates
such capital structure choices, which are able to reduce conflict of interest (Jensen and Meckling,
1976).
The blockholder system is typical in continental Europe. Here dominate large inventors (banks, state
and other organizations), and the supervisory board have controlling role, which is elected by general
assembly. The supervisory board represents shareholder’s interest and control activity of
management continually.
In point of corporate governance SMEs differ significantly from listed corporations. Ownership
structure of SMEs is more concentrated and in generally the owner and the manager are the same
person, which reduces conflict of interest between owner and management. The lower principalagent problem decreases the rate of borrowing capital, so SMEs function with lower leverage. In SME
sector positive relationship is documented between ownership concentration and leverage
(Bartholdy and Mateus, 2008).
Characteristics of input and output markets
Theories about characteristics of input and output markets are relative newfangled. Empirical
researches confirmed that oligopolistic companies operate with higher leverage, than monopolistic
or competitive firms. As well as enterprises with good negotiating position operate also with higher
indebtedness (Krénusz, 2007).
Those companies, which concentrate to just one supplying in the course of buying of stocks, may get
into wrong market position, mainly if there is no more opportunity of supply. That is why higher rate
of debt may typical in these companies. The risk of the input market concentration reflects also in
price of loans.
In their output market monopolistic firms’ products are replaceable with difficulty. In case of unique
products’ manufacturing the bankruptcy make costs significantly dearer, because their manufacturer
machineries and stocks can prise with difficulty and they found alternative activity also just with
difficulty (Titman and Wessels, 1988). Monopolists are thanks to utilize dominance, less indebted,
because they utilize the advantages of vendor financing and the risk of concentration make credits
dearer.
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Endogenous factors of capital structure
Researchers, deal with capital structure, investigated several endogenous factors and with different
indicators legitimate theirs justification or neutrality. Capital structure theories interpret effect of
determinants often oppositely each other and they influence differently companies with several size
and activity and various type of liabilities. Henceforward based on domestic and foreign literature we
review firm’s characteristics, which may have an effect on indebtedness. We show its possible impact
and its measuring indexes.
Company size
Large companies, because of their size and diversified activities, have lower risk in the course of
lending; therefore they get borrowing capital easier. The lower risk means simultaneously cheaper
financing sources, which associate with lower specific transaction costs. The probability of
bankruptcy and bankruptcy costs are much lower proportionally by a large firm, then by SMEs
(Warner, 1977). Therefore, we expect company size is positively related to leverage.
The packing order theory based on information asymmetry asserts even its opposite. Large
companies prefer internal financing toward external financing; therefore decrease of their debt’s
rate is probable with the growth of their size.
Smaller companies finance themselves rather with short-term liabilities, while larger firms prefer
long-term debts. Therefore we expect size is negatively related to short-term debts and positively
related to long-term liabilities.
Empirical studies found positive relationship with total and long-term debt in case of large companies
and also in case of SMEs [e. g. Balla and Mateus (2004); Song (2005); Sogorb (2002)]. In case of shortterm liabilities both significant positive [e. g. Bas et al. (2009); Abor (2008)] and significant negative
[e. g. Balla and Mundaca (2011); Yasdanfar (2008)] relationship is documented.
Age
The age of company can be understandable as index of creditability, because if it has great history, it
could build up close relationship with loaners and it could come to strong trust between them. That
is why we expect age is positively related to indebtedness. By SMEs this supposition of positive
relationship also strengthens that, starting entrepreneurs at first can fall back just on the savings of
own and their family and later become able to recourse of capital market and other external sources
(Berger and Udell, 1998).
When we analyse the question of size started from packing order theory, even its opposite, we could
expect negative relationship. An investigation with data of 35 European country’s companies found
U-shape relationship between age and debts; say the relationship is at first negative, but later (more
than over 100 years) change to positive (Pfaffermayr et al., 2008). Analyses in sample of large
companies and also of SMEs unambiguously strengthen that, there is negative relationship between
the age and the depts. (e. g. Jensen and Uhl, 2008).
Tangibility
The tangibility means the coverability of company’s assets. The more high is the rate of fix assets is
high, the more creditable is the firm, and it means the more low risk to the creditors. The coverability
of assets is very important by SMEs, mainly in point of long-term liabilities.
In case of large companies there is significant negative relationship [e. g. Balla (2006)] and in case of
SMEs there is positive relationship [e. g. Jensen and Uhl (2008)] between tangibility and total debt. In
case of long-term liabilities positive relationship is documented independently from size [e.g. Saarani
and Shahadan (2012)]. Therefore higher coverability has significant relationship rather with longterm than with short-term borrowing sources. With this we can explain the difference between
results of total depts in case of different company size. By smaller companies has huger role of
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asset’s cover function, because out of durable sources they finance themselves rather with long-term
loans, as larger with retained earnings and share capital.
Growth of the company
By packing order theory fast growing companies – after they used opportunities of internal financing
– have to take also external sources. Therefore we expect growth is negatively related to durable
indebtedness and positive to long-term debt. The growth of the enterprise is financeable just with
borrowing capital by SMEs, that’s why we expect growth of their leverage in case of long-term and
also short-term liabilities.
In empirical studies researcher experienced significant relationship mainly by sample of SMEs, and
the expected positive relationship is demonstrable in case of all term of liabilities [e. g. Abor (2008);
Jensen and Uhl (2008)].
Profitability
Based on packing order theory we explain profitability is negatively related to debt, because firms
with higher profit have more internal sources, so they don’t need external financing sources. If we
explain high profitability means better creditability, positive relationship may also justified by SMEs.
Out of endogenous factors profitability is the only one, which is in all terms of debt and in all sizes of
company gets same result, namely significant negative relationship *e. g. Bas et al. (2009); Krénusz
(2007); Song (2005); Jensen and Uhl (2008); Sogorb (2003)].
Liquidity
Based on packing order theory we can say that firms with higher liquidity can finance themselves
with internal source, that’s why they need less borrowing. Therefore we expect liquidity is negatively
related to leverage.
In the other hand high liquidity reduces credit’s risk of non-payment that is why these companies
hold up higher rate of debt easier. By SMEs high liquidity rate – if we mean it as index of creditability
– is necessary condition of borrowing. Therefore we expect liquidity is positively related mainly to
long-term liabilities.
In case of large companies show up significant negative relationship between liquidity and leverage
for all term of debt *e. g. Krénusz (2005a); Balla and Mundaca (2011)+. Contrarily, in SME sector
significant positive relationship is demonstrated in several cases with long-term liabilities, backed up
condition of creditability’s evidence *e. g. Saarani and Shahadan (2012)].
Business Risk
By trade-off theory firms with riskier activity have higher cost of financial distress; therefore optimal
capital structure contains lower dept for them. Thus we explain risk is negatively related to leverage,
mainly in case of long-term liabilities.
In case of SMEs the volatility of sales takes borrowing totally impossible. That is way also here
negative relationship is reasonable. The volatility of sales effects eves its opposite by short-term
liabilities, because firms need higher short-term debt to hold up their liquidity. Therefore here we
expect positive relationship.
By large companies significant positive relationship is demonstrated in case of all type of dept [e. g.
Balla (2006)]. By SMEs the relationship is negative with total debt and long-term debt, means risk is
the barrier of borrowing. By short-term debt the relationship is positive, means higher risk accounts
higher liquidity credit or they stop a gap of long-term sources in this way. [e. g. Yasdanfar (2008);
Abor (2008)].
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Another factors
Naturally it is not the whole list of factors, which researchers discovered. Several studies tend to
analyze growth opportunities; the role of tax incidences and non-dept tax shields; uniqueness;
ownership structure or characteristics of activity. But we have to refer to rarely analysed indexes as
well like gender of leader, qualification of leader (Abor, 2008); is there an external auditor or not,
rate of amount overdue, or membership in chamber of commerce (Bell and Vos, 2009).
Conclusions and suggestions
Based on interpreted literature we can say, most of the determinants affect on large companies
influence also SMEs in the same way (e. g. age, profitability), until another factors have different
mode of action (e. g. liquidity, business risk). The effect of firm’s growth to capital structure is more
demonstrable in case of SMEs.
But through newer and newer researches the ring of endogenous and exogenous broadens
continuously. That is why we also would like to present a suggestion for analysing of two new
indexes: export orientation and market position.
The analysis of export market participation is not unprecedented. Abor (2008) on investigation
export status with a dummy various (= 1 if firm is engaged in exports, otherwise 0) found significant
positive relationship with long-term liabilities of SMEs. Balla and Mundaca (2011), who chosen ration
of export sales to total assets as proxy and featured as dummy various in their model (=1 if ratio is
larger than 70%, otherwise 0), found positive relationship with short-term debt of large companies.
International experiences shows, exporter firms are more productive, then enterprises, which
product only to the internal markets. They are more capital intensive, more competitive, and adapt
faster to the various environment and new standards, so they have more insurance from demand
shocks and get easier to financial intermediate system (Chaney, 2005). The export orientation may
be an important factor about financing decisions. But we hold the use of ratio of export sales to total
sales reasonable, by eliminating the effect of different activities.
Up to now we did not find example to the analysis of market position, as the determinating factor of
capital structure both in domestic and foreign literature. Market position by my reading is firm’s
ability how effectively turn in their claims or use opportunity of vendor financing.
Market position of a company we can characterize with the relation of rotation time of accountants
receivable (average of accountants receivable/ average sales per day) and accountants payable
(average of accountants payable/ average sales per day). We can use also index of cover to suppliers,
which is accountants receivable related to accountants payable (Fazakas et al., 2008). Based on
relation of rotation time indexes we cannot conclude to the measurement of market position’s
strength, just we can say it’s strong or weak. The difference of the indexes is a temporal value, which
make result’s interpretation difficult. The quotient of the two rotation time index eventuate the
index of cover to suppliers. But this index is also not suitable to the measurement of market
position’s strength, just to measure rate of accountants receivable and accountants payable.
Therefore we suggest an alternative index to the measurement of market position, which we
calculate in the following way: (accountants payable – accountants receivable)/total sales. Its value is
0, if accountants payable equal to accountants receivable. It is negative, if accountants payable is
lower than accountants receivable. It is alluding to weak position, because firms need additional
financing sources. Its positive value alludes to use of vendor financing. The relation to total sales
facilitates quantification of market position’s strength, too.
We expect our market position index is negatively related to dept, mainly by the case of short-term
liabilities. The analyses of role of market position we take important mainly in case of those sectors’
SMEs, where is typical, that disbursement to the subcontractors perform with huge defaults, that is
why subcontractors need borrowing to pay to their suppliers (e. g. building industry).
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Appendix
Appendix 1.: Endogenous factors of capital structure and their indexes
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Endogenous
factors

Company size

Age

Tangibility

Growth of the
company

Profitability

Liquidity

Business Risk

Indexes

References

Logarithm of total assets

Abor (2008)

Natural logarithm of total assets

Sogorb (2002)
Yasdanfar (2008)

Natural logarithm of sales/100

Balla and Mateus (2004)

Natural logarithm of the number of employees

Balla and Mundaca (2011)

Logarithm of sales, Logarithm of number of people employed

Song (2005)

Dummy variables (Small and Large)

Bas et al. (2009)

Number of years since the date of incorporation

Pfaffermayr et al., 2008
Jensen and Uhl, 2008

(Total assets – current assets)/ total assets,
Stocks/ total assets

Balla (2006)

Tangible fixed assets/total assets

Jensen and Uhl (2008)

Net fixed assets/total assets

Saarani and Shahadan (2012)

Growth rate is sales

Abor (2008)

Growth in assets

Jensen and Uhl (2008)

Earnings before tax/ total assets

Bas et al. (2009)
Jensen and Uhl (2008)

Profit after taxes/ total assets

Krénusz (2007)

EBIT/ total assets

Song (2005)
Sogorb (2003)

Current assets / current liabilities

Krénusz (2005a)
Saarani and Shahadan (2012)

Cash/ current assets

Krénusz (2005a)

Cash plus marketable investments/ total assets

Balla and Mundaca (2011)

Standard deviation of ROA

Balla (2006)

Logarithmic transformation of standard deviation of EBIT

Yasdanfar (2008)

Absolute coefficient of variations in profits

Abor (2008)
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Abstract
The numbers of the bankruptcy and liquidation has been increased extraordinary in the past few
years in Hungary. On the one hand it was caused by the world financial crisis which involved mistrust
in the business life, and the consequence of the chain belonging to sub-constructors, a new
economical concept reared its head in Hungary the „gridlock” which made serious lack of financing,
and in the other hand it is owing to the National Tax Office for its stricter control procedure. All the
economy parties’ interest that these companies make as less trouble in the economy as it is possible.
The SME sector is the most dominated in Hungary in the company structure, from 689,000 companies
688,000 belongs to SME sector. The SME sector operates mostly on local and regional markets, they
are not able or just a very few can to enter into the global market, therefore the competitiveness of
the regions are depend on the success or unsuccessful of the local SMEs. Large-scale of the small
enterprises are insolvency procedure, cause of their low level of capital and market participants.
Therefore the insolvency or solvency of the enterprises is the main area of company finance. The
effectiveness and liquidity of the company can be determined by the Annual Report. By analyze the
data of the Annual Reports we can conclude the financial, income and profit status. These analyses
are not able to ensure future data – as we analyze from the previous year information – anyhow if
there was no any other information, than the company’s future status can be estimated by the
appropriately selected financial ratios. It has to be mentioned that the use of the financial ratios
contains contradiction, because different sector of industries are not comparable. Therefore the
financial ratios have to be construe globally with additional information of the company (Rate of
return, competition, velocity, economic cycles). This is the reason of use collection of economical
ratios to evaluate companies by the financial Analyst. Nevertheless many of the data which were
generated by the index numbers contain a huge information aggregation. The best to choose those
financial superscripts based on context which makes you to differentiate the solvent and the insolvent
enterprises. The comprehensive research with outside information make more reliable picture of the
company. Namely the only thing the financial ratios are not able to consider all the reasons of
insolvency. The human factor, the competence of the management, the macroeconomic factors were
not exanimated this time.
Introduction
The leaders of economic parties has many information and they take consideration to make their
busineess decisions. The definition of fruitful management could be much different from each others
point of view. Therefore, their operation could be different by the following expectation.
Turnover (sales) increase
• reduce costs
• Increasing investment activity
• Increasing the money stock
• Increasing profit
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We can say in general that a particular organization can be evaluted its business from the point of
view of their income.63 We may compare companies with the same activity, or we might analyze the
data of one choosen company but in different period. The Hungarian companies which were smeted
by the Word Financial crisis, realised that they ability of making income could be change suddenly.
There are some sectors, which react more sensitively for economic fluctuations, therefore they
achieved succeeding is in bound up with the external economic factors.
Analyzing the Hungarian companies, we need to mention, that there are many micro-enterprise (a
substantial part has a small equity) and small and medium-sized undertakings, the local markets is
equiped by them. These modell comes from the situation that the internal trade market of the
country is quite low (only 12 percent of the GDP64), therefore a company from the SME-sector could
supply the local markets. The other reason of this modell that according to the Tax Law the
enterprises are classified by their nett sales and number of the employees. If the number of the
employess would not be one of the classification there are more small companies instead of micro
companies.
There are many sectors where the companies work with contractors.
This system could work perfectly if there were mutual trust among the enetrprises and there would
not default in payment. But unfortunatly the loss of trust and confidence which were made by the
financial crisis, put these companies in spill-over debt in first.
The general contractor (who was at the peak of the hierarchy, and conveyed to the job) were not
able to pay its debts to their contractor, these contructors were not able to equalization their
obligations nor to their banks and to their suppliers. These companies soon faced with the fact that,
despite the fruitfull cooperation, it made no effective cash flow (increaseing Liabilities) and they are
not able to fulfil the resource
Therefore, the management had to decide to voluntarily terminate their activities or wait for
creditors to submit a claim to the Court of Registration. Most of them choosed the second.
Based on the examples above, we did not get a clear picture from financial index numbers about the
operation of the companies. These indicators may show profitable operations (shows good
investments) despite the fact that there is a small chance to tell the effective result, and hard to tell if
it really was a good investment.
The other disadvantege of the index numers are, that they are taken from the Annual report which
comes into public on the last day of 5th Mounts of the following year65. Therefore these data,
indicators are not up to date at all. In my opinion the operation willingness of the enerprizes could be
define if the financial situation of the company was followed cuntiously.
Hereinafter I analyze companies – based on 79 enterprizeis - which were taken into liquidation in
year 2012, and define if any relationships could been between income and profitability in the last 5
years of the life of the company.
Material and methods
I used in my essay the following data of Hungarian enterprises66
• Nett sales 100 and 500 million HUF
• Started their operations before 31/12/2008.
• Were liquidationed in 2012
The valuation of nett sales was adjusted into the upper limit of the micro enterprises. The reason of
using 100 million forint limit was thought usefull to filter out companies which did not make any
63
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business activity. The start of their operation was decided before 31st of December of 2008 because I
was able to examine economic data of the past 4 years which makes me closer to get the more
precise analyzation. There are only companies which were taken into liquidation in 2012, and they
made Annual report of their economic activity int he previous year. Based on the mentioned
conditions I analysed 79 enterprises, using their Annual report of 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012. My
aim to find relationships between their posessions and profitable.
Results and discussion
The conclusion of summarized Annual reports of the companies that they were not able to reach
positiv nett profit after tax in the past 5 years of their operations.
Individual examination of the companies might show a bit different picutres, because there are some
companies which achieved positive results, but the number of the companies which closed their year
with huge lost were much higher than the companies with positive profit.

Figure 1: Operating profit and tangible assets
The sucess of the enterprise is seen perfectly from the nett sales after tax, because it does not
contain the result of the financial operations, which made significant loss of foreign exchange rate in
these years. It is clearly seen that the decrease of operating profit is associated with the decrease of
tangible assets. There are more reasons of that:
The operating income contains the depreciation description, the might be because the liking of
invesment tone down, secondly the tangible assets had been sold in these years.
Hereafter I present with regression analysis these companies, that the results of their business and
and the significant decrease of tangible assets has any relation, which could be exculpation of the
wealth and money of companie’ owners.
According to the current Tax Law when any companies sell out their tangible assets, the gross price
of the material and the cumulate amortization has to be accounted on inputs side, while the income
which come from the sales has to be bookkeept on the side of other incomings. Based on the
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mentioned facts it is seen if the company sold their tangible assets above the nett price of that (brutt
price- amortization) this action causes positive influence on the operating income. Hereafter the
margin between the other income and other inputs is called income. According to their business
sucess the companies account other items next to the income and inputs but in such a case, the
increasing of other inputs is in relations with the decreasing of the tanglible assets’ stok, and it might
be the sales of stending assets in certain period. The basic goal of any enterprises is the positive
result, which is depend on the rate and structure of income, nett sales and inputs of certain period.
The following data of the factors has effect on operating profit which is presented by regressionanalyzis:
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Figure 2: Relationship among opertaing income, net income and other income 2008-2012
On the left side of vertical axis of the diagramm the coefficients (line graph) and the right side of the
vertical axis the determiation (bar graph) are shown.
The line graph shows the size of the correlation between nett sales and operating profit (green) and
other income (blue) in the different years. It is perfectly seen that at the earliest is the company to
the liquidation, the stronger is the relationship between the operating income end the other income,
while the relation between the operating result and nett profit is weaken.
Examing the coefficients of determination (bar chart) could be seen that nett income has a little
effect on operating result, it had been only 12-13% in the active years, while the last 2 years of
companies’ life had no effect at all. Contratiry the effect of the other result ont he operating profit
had been increased from 7% (2009) to 52 % (2011), and in year 2012 these term determined size of
operating profit in 92%. From the reduction of tangible assets of the company what are necessary for
the business, we could think that those companies are violating the law on accunting „principles on a
going concern”69.
Apropos of relationship between the changing of the tangible assets and the inputs, the regression
modell gave significant value of year 2010 and 2011. The reduction of tangible assets was 15%, and in
2011 the other inputs were 79%. Based on the changing of tangable assets’stok and the changing of
long-term liabilites, the modell was significant in two cases, they had effect to each other like 10% in
67

There are significant other income data in year 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012.
There are singificant net sales data in year 2008, 2009, 2010.
69
2000. évi C. törvény. 15 § (1) bekezdés
68
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year 2010 and 21% in year 2011. According to that it is assumable that the companies sold out their
tangable assets to be able to accoplish their long-term liabilites.
Hereafter to be able to get more exact result in examing the relationship between tangale assets and
and other inputs, the enterprises will be brought into 5 groups. I did exam and filter out those
companies which tangible assets’ value was zero in the Anual report of the previous year.
Table 1: The formation of the enterprises by the groups
Profit after tax value
The number of enterprises per group
(number)
Negativ profit after tax in 2008
16
Negativ profit after tax in 2009
14
Negativ profit after tax in 2010
19
Negativ profit after tax in 2011
14
Positive profit after tax in 2011
9
Total
7270
I did create these groups according to their profitability. The first group is contained the enterprises
which had negativ profit after tax, second group is contained the companies which had positive profit
after tax in 2008 but negativ in 2009, and in the third group those companies are found which had
negative profit after tax first time in 2010, but not before, and in the fourth group the companies are
taken which had negativ profit in 2011 at the first time. Finally I took the companies in the fifth group
which had positive profit after tax in their Annual report of 2011.
The next figure shows coefficients of determination.
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Figure 3: The correlation between tangible assets and other inputs of group 1.
The changing of tagible assets has 40% effect to other inputs 3 years before the liquidation, and it get
up to nearly 70% in 2011. There are relationship between those fact mentioned above in data of
2012.
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Tangible assets is not zero in year 2008.
There are significant data in year 2009, 2010, 2011.
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Figure 4: The correlation between tangible assets and other inputs of group 2.
In year 2011 there are average or strong relationship between tangible assets and inputs at thoes
enterprises which’s profit after tax was positive in 2008, but negative in 2009.
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Figure 5: The correlation between tangible assets and other inputs of group 3.
Those enterprises which had negativ profit after tax in 2010 at first time, there are no significant
margin in their data in year 2009 and 2012. However there is strong relation of the data of year 2010
and 2011, which has nearly the same (0,72 and 0,69) explanation power in 2 years correlation.
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There are significant data in year 2008, 2011, 2012.
There are significant data in year 2008,2010,2011.
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Figure 6: The correlation between tangible assets and other inputs of group 4.
There are significant data only in 2011 of companies in group 4, which show strong correlation and
explain in 84% the situation of tagible assets and other inputs.
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Figure 7: The correlation between tangible assets and other inputs of group 5.
There are no correlation between tangible assets and other inputs at companies which had positive
profit after tax for 4 years before their liquidation. Nevertheless in that year when the liquidaton just
started the correlation could be found, and it explains in 70% the reduction of tangible assets the
growth of inputs.
Conclusions
Bason on the operating profit of each years, 79 companies were came under groups in my essay.
Except the enterprises which were taken into group 2nd, could be found that, when the profit after
tax became negativ, there is significant modell between tangible assets and inputs, and they have
reverse and midle or strong correlation. The relationship is could be found in year 2009 at the
companies which had negative profit after tax in 2008. These correlations became stronger and
stronger, and finally liquidaton must to start in year 2012. It can be seen from the data of the second
74
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There are significant data in year 2011.
There are significant data in year 2012.
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groups that ther is no any correlation in year 2009 and 2010. I did found medial relationship between
the examined data in year 2011, but the correlation coefficient became stronger in year 2012. In my
oppinion the reason of the negative profit after tax of these companies, is the low evaluation of the
Hungarian Forint in 200976. The Hungarian enterprises realised huge lost of exchange rate by their
foreign currency debit during the year. The companies in the 3rd group sould out their tangible
assets in year 2010 and 2011. In group 4th the realtion is found in 2011. In case of group 5 (they had
positive profit in year 2008-2011) between the examed factors, the relation is found only in 2012.
Based on the gotten data, these companies were devided into 2 section. First section is contains the
group numer 1, number 3 and number 4, and into the second section group 2nd and 5th would be
taken.
In section No. 1: before 2011 the correlation between the tangible assets and other input is clearly
seen, I may call them contiuous assets excusing”
In section No. 2, these companies sold out their tangible assets just right before the liquidation, they
might be called ultimat assets excusing”
The consequence of these companies which were liquidated is that if the tangible assets and value of
the other inputs would had been watching continuously by the suppliers and creditors, they would
realised that there was no correlation between profitability and árbevétel növekedés.
The sales of devices was growing which can not be the aim for long-term for any companies.
There could be known more from the forecast of liquidaton if the limit of operating profit would be
cancelled, more company could be analysed. These 79 companies could be analyzed individualy by
their activity. Particulary because there are activities which operate with much less tangible assets or
use higher amortization rate. (so they sooner get the value zero)
The result of these analysis would be more exact if the companies mentioned above would been
filter out from the others.
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Abstract
There is a growing need of actors in the economy for unified information which is prepared based on
similar principles, where the similar transactions and deals are treated and evaluated in the same
way. As the most important and reliable information on a company's financial situation is based upon
the applied accounting system, this trend for harmonization can be observed in this field. On the one
hand, there is a rule as EU member countries are obliged to incorporate relevant IFRS into their local
rule of law; on the other hand there was a new ambition for integration which aimed at the
convergence of the IFRS and the other most important accounting standards, the US GAAP. As a
consequence of the abovementioned trends, IFRS became applicable in a voluntary manner in several
other countries all over the world. The first part of the article deals with the Hungarian situation,
where the writers introduce the possibility and necessity of applying IFRS in Hungary, with specific
interest on the financial sector as this is their main focus point. This introduction is based on the
different accounting and other regulations and justification together with the thorough investigation
and comparison of those. This theoretical study is followed by the analysis of domestic practice in
Hungary regarding financial statement preparation according to the IFRS in the financial sector, using
open sources – mainly individual and consolidated financial statements. In this chapter the writers
overview the practice of preparation of IFRS financial statements in Hungary, using their own
experience – which can be treated either as a small sample. Finally they define the barriers of the
practice.
Keywords: accounting harmonization, IFRS financial statements in Hungary, bank accounting
Introduction
There is a growing need of actors in the economy for unified information which is prepared based on
similar principles, where the similar transactions and deals are treated and evaluated in the same
way. As the most important and reliable information on a company's financial situation is based upon
the applied accounting system, this trend for harmonization can be observed in this field.
On the one hand, there is a rule as EU member countries are obliged to incorporate relevant IFRS
into their local rule of law; on the other hand, there was a new ambition for integration which aimed
at the convergence of the IFRS and the other most important accounting standards, the US GAAP. As
a consequence of the abovementioned trends, IFRS became applicable in a voluntary manner in
several other countries all over the world. In the first part of the article we overview the Hungarian
situation, introducing the possibility and necessity of applying IFRS in Hungary, with specific interest
on the financial sector as this is our main focus point. This introduction is based on the different
accounting and other regulations and justification together with the thorough investigation and
comparison of those. This theoretical study is followed by the analysis of domestic practice in
Hungary regarding financial statement preparation according to the IFRS in the financial sector, using
open sources – mainly individual and consolidated financial statements. In this chapter we overview
the practice of preparation of IFRS financial statements in Hungary, using our own experience –
which can be treated either as a small sample. Finally we define the barriers of the practice.
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Material and methods
During our work, we have used mainly legislation information, accounting prescriptions to be applied
both in the EU and in Hungary, but we have incorporated information from studies prepared for the
adoption process of IFRS by EU. Collection of Hungarian experiences is based on the introduction and
comparison of related domestic researches. We also have used the disclosed financial statements of
banks operating in Hungary. There was no need to apply statistical methods.
Results and discussion
The legal background of applying IFRS in Hungary
The Hungarian accounting regulation belongs to the continental „line“ and within this specifically to
the German type. (Beke, 2010) Hence accounting is regulated through acts which are obligatory for
all companies under its effect. Beside this, the rules outlined in the accounting act – already its first
version issued in 1991 – were in line with the legislation in the EU and aimed to fulfill its
expectations.
The general explanation to the act interprets this as follows: „ In order to attract foreign working
capital it is required to disclose assets and income, which should be realistic according to the
international practice as well. This requires accounting to be acceptable and recognized
internationally. In order to achieve this goal it is required to adopt and take into account the
directives of the Council of the European Economic Community (EEC) and the standards issued by
the International Accounting Standard Boards,“ (General explanation to the 1991. XVIII. Act on
accounting.)
In this sense, the law-maker changed the previously applied solutions in Hungary, where the
accounting was regulated sector by sector, prescribing not accounting principles but exact booking
entries for each potential transaction. The new regulation intended to achieve a financial statement
that discloses fair and true picture, based on the active participation and decisions of entrepreneurs
and accounting professionals. This was the first time when accounting profit and the base of the
income taxation had been separated, followed by recodification of income tax rules, as prior to the
new accounting act the majority of the accounting prescriptions had been included into the income
tax regulation.
As we see, the change was significant in the life of the companies: not only the concrete tasks to be
performed were changed, but also the approach to be applied as the principle-based accounting
became prevailing instead of the rule-based one.
As the regulation had a profound impact not only the accounting, but also the taxation and the
statistical system of the economy, legislation was expected not to be able to take into account and
build in all international principles at the same time. The full adoption of directives and IAS were
obstructed not only by the widespread character of the changes, but also by the transition status of
the economy and the speed of this transition reflected by several further changes in the acts.
The act that intended to regulate the new forms of companies was issued only in 1988, and by the
time accounting act was created, its modification was already on the agenda, while Hungary was in
the middle of the process of transforming the previously state-owned companies into a new, marketeconomy conform forms. Civil code that regulated the contractual relationship was modified more
than ten times between 1989 and 1991, together with the appearance of such atypical contracts as
the lease.
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The first version of the accounting act meant a huge step towards the application of the international
principles; however, it did not require the full adoption of those and presumably the practical
application of the adopted ones was far from being perfect.
The first modification of the original accounting act occured in 1993 resulting in substantial changes
only in some fields; the majority of the amendments were intended to clarify ambiguous points, to
answer questions arisen during the first 2 years in practice. Hence, the definition of export-revenue
was modified, and rules on consolidation were cleared. Beside this – as there were major and basic
changes in the rules of foreign currency regulations in Hungary – rules on the applicable FX-rates
were also modified.
There was an important amendment in the accounting rules in 1996, with very similar underlying
reasons to that of the 1993 ones: these meant further clarifications resulting in greater harmony
between the local and the international regulation. This time, regulations regarding newly emerged
products (e.g. financial leasing) were incorporated into the accounting act in line with the
international prescriptions, taking into account their main features.
However, it is necessary to mention that rules on foreign currency evaluation became more
divergent from the international rules (e.g. FX loss and profit became part of the asset value, or it
was possible to defer FX loss for the future), justified by the continuous devaluation of the local
currency.
With the above-presented process, we intended to introduce the fact that since the very beginning,
the Hungarian accounting act – and as a consequence of it, the financial statements of the new
company-forms of the new economic system – has been pointing towards international
harmonization.
The regulations were different from the international ones when the necessary steps were estimated
too big, or where the actual legal situation of the economy (e.g. contractual forms, bank regulation,
tax rules) did not make it possible, and when the general economic situation (forint devaluation)
made it inevitable.
The period after the introduction of the accounting act enabled Hungary to move closer to the
international trends from accounting point of view and to become a more attractive target country
for capital investment. This statement is supported by the following quotation:
“It was a great advantage with respect to the easier and less expensive accommodation to the
requirements and demands stated by the gravity center, and with regard to attractiveness on
invested capital from the more developed countries and on the professionals, if the behavior, the
traditions of the whole society, the motivation and reaction of employees and entrepreneurs is
similar, close, or easily amendable to the developed Centrum, to the used and expected cultural
norms. This can be named as the moral of the advantage of cultural closeness” (Bathó et al, 2006)
This tendency is very important because the international companies settled in Hungary are obliged
to prepare their financial statements according to both the Hungarian and the IFRS – rarely the US
GAAP -, despite the fact that it does not mean the preparation of a full stand alone financial
statement; usually, it is enough to provide data for consolidation purposes in the form and content
defined by the parent company.
The closer the local regulations are to the internationally accepted principles, the less amendments
are needed to the financial statements prepared by the Hungarian accounting act in order to disclose
a fair and true picture that can be accepted internationally, too. For example, in the case of financial
leasing, where – although criteria for classifying a deal as finance lease do not fully comply with the
IFRS – the reported Hungarian amounts from 1997 originally were close enough to the international
ones, further amendments were only necessary later, when the local economic environment and the
contractual specialties changed.
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The changes in the regulations incorporated in the accounting act had become so overwhelming by
year 2000 that it seemed practical to issue a new accounting act instead of continuously modifying
the actual one. This new act is the 2000. C. act.
The general justification of this new act acknowledges the steps having taken previously towards
international harmonization and the merit of the original accounting act, but expresses its doubts
about the IFRS, is not sure about the “victory” of IFRS. At that time, financial statements prepared
according to the IFRS were not accepted in the USA in the case of listed companies, so the
reconciliation of the IFRS and the US77 numbers was required.
The same principle was followed also by Japan and Australia. Based on the above, we feel like the
law-maker – still complying with the 4th and 7th directives – intended to keep distance from the IAS
creating possibility for the prospective national accounting standards to define adequate regulations.
After joining to the European Union, a new, more straightforward situation has arisen with
consequences in the accounting act, too. Hence, the act incorporated the 1606./2002. Decree, which
makes it obligatory for all companies listed at any stock exchange within the EU to prepare their
consolidated financial statement according to the IAS. The same decree makes this compulsory for
companies that are not listed, but issued public bonds, giving the opportunity to postpone the
fulfillment until 1 January 2007.
The abovementioned means that the reasons for the previous “keeping-distance” approach had
disappeared, the acceptance of IFRS had increased world-wide, and as Hungary became an EUmember, it became necessary to comply with all the directives and decrees.
However, a reasonable question emerges, whether it is possible to prepare financial statements for
stand-alone companies according to the IFRS. The answer – even today – is clearly not, the
accounting act allows only the replacement of the consolidated statements with statements
according to the IFRS. (2000. évi C. act, 10.§ (4)).
The general explanation to the 2004. XCIX act containing these amendments in the accounting act
does not even mention the relationship between the stand-alone financial statements and the IFRS,
indicating that taking such a huge step has not even arisen as a feasible option.
Nevertheless, let’s observe the following demand:whether it is imaginable, expectable from all local
companies – regardless of their ownership structure or public interest – to prepare their financial
statements according to the IFRS?
The table below contains the portion of the companies below and above 500 million HUF revenue,
referring to as smaller and bigger companies, based on their number and their net revenue.
While 97-98 % of the companies based on their numbers were classified as “smaller”, their portion
calculated based on their revenue was only 21-35% during the observed period, with decreasing
tendency. Based on the above, we can conclude that the “bigger” companies’ average contribution is
much higher than that of the “smaller” companies, which also means that there is a lower public
interest in the smaller ones at company level, data disclosed in their financial statement – either
from the stakeholders’ point of view, or the national statistical system’s point of view – are less
relevant.

77

The US GAAP approach – with minimizing the alternative choices, makes accounting rules more concrete – is
much closer to the Hungarian – still rule-based – approach.
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Table 1: Portion of smaller and bigger companies according to their number and revenue
Year
According to the number of companies
According to the net revenue
Smaller
Bigger
Total
Smaller
Bigger
Total
1995
98.4
1.6
100.0
34.3
65.7
100.0
1996
98.3
1.7
100.0
31.7
68.3
100.0
1997
98.0
2.0
100.0
28.4
71.6
100.0
1998
97.8
2.2
100.0
26.2
73.8
100.0
1999
97.6
2.4
100.0
24.7
75.3
100.0
2000
97.4
2.6
100.0
22.7
77.3
100.0
2001
97.3
2.7
100.0
21.1
78.9
100.0
2002
97.2
2.8
100.0
21.8
78.2
100.0
2003
96.9
3.1
100.0
21.0
79.0
100.0
Source: Némethné - Sinkovics, 2007
Companies identified in the previous table as “smaller” ones can be divided into subcategories, and
taking into account only the small and medium size enterprises (SME) from this group, we can
conclude, that their contribution to the Gross domestic product was 56%. (KSH, 2011). Furthermore,
Janka Filyó shows that in year 2010 90% of the companies were classified as SMEs, and she believes
that for these companies either a very simple accounting regulation, or a single tax-book would be
the adequate and most effective way of regulation78. (Filyó, 2012.)
The previously described regulations of the accounting act regarding the acceptance of IFRS financial
statements should apply to the financial institutions as well, hence it is not possible to opt for
preparing their stand-alone financial statement according to the IFRS either, despite the fact that the
majority of the banks operating in Hungary are subsidiaries of banks settled in the EU, resulting in
monthly regular reporting for their parent company according to the IFRS.
The following table shows that the listed status makes compulsory disclosure according to the IFRS
only for one bank (OTP), where the ownership belongs to Hungarians, while there are 12 private
limited companies with owners settled in the EU, meaning that these companies surely prepare IFRSbased financial reports. Amongst banks with non-EU parent companies there are 1-1 Russian,
Chinese and US, and 2 South-Korean.
Table 2: Legal form and ownership nationality of banks operating in Hungary
Ownership
NYRt
Zrt
Branch
Hungarian
1
11
EU-based
12
7
Other foreign
5
1
Total
1
28
8
Source: own table prepared by using data from the banks’ own home-pages and
https://www.pszaf.hu/bal_menu/piaci_szereplok/kereso/kereses
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Since the completion of this working paper, the regulation has become absolutely clear: instead of supplying
data merely for tax purposes, the legislator chose the simplification of the accounting regulations, resulting in
the Government's 398/2012. (XII. 20.) Government Decree on the simplified financial statements of microenterprises
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The EU accepts financial statements based on the US GAAP and the South-Korean regulations, while
calls for further investigation regarding the practice in the case of China and Russia accepting their
principle-equivalence. (EU-report #1, 2010.)
We conclude that banks operating in Hungary should keep their books according to at least two
points of view, as they are obliged to prepare their stand-alone financial statement according to the
local accounting rules, while the reports to be sent to their parent companies are prepared under
IFRS, and last, they have to register corrections to the accounting numbers in order to calculate the
income tax base.79
Based on the above, we believe that it is a justified demand of the financial sector to be given the
opportunity to prepare their stand-alone financial statements according to the IFRS. 80
In this sector – mainly due to the simplified requirements and the lower incurring costs in order to
fulfill these requirements – several companies (22% of all banks) are not separate legal entities,
rather branches of a bank registered within the EU. Both the accounting act (2000. C.) and the
government decree on banks’ specific accounting requirements allow these branches to disclose
their financial statements prepared according to their parent companies’ regulations, supposing that
the parent company is registered in the EU. (154/A § in the Accounting act and 22/A § in the
Accounting Decree)
According to the literal interpretation of the regulations outlined in the accounting act, it seems that
the preparation of the financial statements according to the local regulations is still required despite
the fact that this statement can only be viewed and copied at the seat of the branch. (Accounting act
154/A § (5)).
We consider this regulation neither necessary nor realistic. It is not necessary, because regulations in
the accounting act are close to the ones outlined in the IFRS, hence when the latter is the base of the
disclosed financial statement, it can be treated as a true and fair view on the given branch. The
financial statement prepared according to the local rules and kept at the seat of the branch probably
is not subject to audit, hence its reliability is lower than that of the ones prepared based on
International Standards.
The 27/A § in the accounting decree for banks partially narrows the scope81 as it requires what
concrete information should be disclosed according to the local rules. In practice, these cover all
Hungarian profit and loss categories, all balance sheet items related to the parent company, and
detailed introduction on securities and receivables. Hence we can conclude, that this regulation –
although virtually makes branches’ life easier – keeps the general requirement on double register
together with its cost effect.
The practice in Hungary
In this part of the study, we analyse the domestic practice in Hungary regarding financial statement
preparation according to the IFRS in the financial sector, using open sources – mainly individual and
consolidated financial statements.
The following table contains the reporting dates of the first consolidated financial statements
prepared according to the IFRS by seven large domestic banks:
79

This burden is increased for the listed OTP with the requirement to disclose its consolidated financial
statements according to the local rules – together with the IFRS ones – for regulatory reporting purposes.
80
It can result also in the amendment of the income tax act, as the estimated cash inflow from income taxes in
government budget will not be different due to the chosen accounting system.
81
However, the 27./A § (5) in the accounting decree repeats the referred articles in the accounting act.
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Table 3: the first application of the IFRS among large banks
Date
of
first
Banks applying IFRS
application
Reason
CIB Bank Zrt.

2005.12.31

Public bond issuance, 2005

Erste Bank Hungary Zrt .

2011.12.31

Public bond issuance, 2011

Kereskedelmi és Hitelbank Zrt.

2005.12.31

no information

MKB Bank Zrt.

2007.12.31

Public bond issuance, 2005

OTP Bank Nyrt.

2005.12.31

Listed at Stock Exchange

Raiffeisen Bank Zrt.

2006.12.31

Public bond issuance, 2006

UniCredit Bank Hungary Zrt.
Source: Szakács Edina, 2013

2006.12.31

Public bond issuance, 2006

82

We believe that the table truly reflects both the anomalies of the domestic regulation and the data
supplying burden on banks. We can say that the large banks in question failed to switch at the
earliest opportunity to the financial statement preparation according to the IFRS, although they
obviously had to provide their parent bank with the consolidated and detailed accounting data. As
we see it, the reason for the delay in the switch lies in the fact that the financial statement
preparation according to the IFRS – with complicated, detailed notes on the accounts – does not
bring any measurable relief to the banks, since the consolidated accounts prepared according to the
Hungarian rules still must be provided for supervisory data supply.
This latter obligation may be eased to some extent after the introduction of the so-called FINREP, the
harmonized reporting service of the European Banking Authority providing equal conditions of
competition. When introduced, financial institutions that prepare their consolidated accounts
according to the IFRS, will be obliged to prepare their consolidated supervisory data supply on the
same principle. As a result, these institutions may be exempted from the consolidation requirements
of the Hungarian regulations. Nevertheless, the FINREP project may put extra burden on the
institutions. As the KPMG’s survey shows (László-Rakó-Katzer, 2012), to fill in the detailing tables
related to the main statements (balance, profit and loss account) will require the analytical, IFRSstandard record keeping of data, which was provided only by 6 financial institutions out of the 11
interviewed at the time of the survey at individual level, and only 2 at consolidated level.
Consequently, credit institutions deem considerable IT-developments necessary for the compliance
with FINREP. On the other hand, if single companies have to continue to report according to the
Hungarian accounting principles83, and these principles remain the base of the corporate tax return
too, the introduction of FINREP will not mean considerable step towards the reduction of the
administrative burden of the credit institutions, as they would get rid of only one thing: the
consolidation according to the Hungarian rules.
Having presented the circle of banks preparing consolidated accounts according to the IFRS and their
reasons for doing so, it is worth examining to what extent do these accounts comply with the
requirements of the IFRS. We have not carried out our own examinations in this topic yet, but the
results of the survey carried out by the experts of KPMG are at our disposal, and its conclusions
82

Erste Bank Hungary on 31 December, 2010 was still a publicly traded company, but according to the
exempting rules with regard to consolidation, in respect of this sheet date it still had the chance to prepare
the consolidated account in accordance with the Hungarian regulations
83
Under the CP50, the local supervising authority, namely the Hungarian Financial Supervisory Authority, may
oblige companies to prepare individual inspection reports based on IFRS; however, in the short run, we do
not see it realistic without the total change in the accounting and tax environment, even though we would
agree with it – as we already mentioned.
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might be relevant for the banking sector, too. 84 (Boros-Rakó, 2010, 2012.) The survey examined the
quality of 19 companies’ financial statement under IFRS whose securities were listed at the Budapest
Stock Exchange at the time of the survey. The performance of the companies was better where the
two regulation systems were closer to each other. The most problems emerged in the more complex
areas, „and in the fields where the requirements were significantly different from the Hungarian
accounting standards“. The authors of the study stated that „accounting under IFRS is rather
resource-intensive“, and it puts similar burden on the companies regardless of their size.
Everything points to the fact that the preparation of accounting under IFRS means a rather big
administrative burden for the banking sector too, so it would be worth examining the theoretically
possible methods of preparation of IFRS-based financial statements, and the practice of the banks
applied in this field.
The most widespread method to prepare IFRS-based financial statements is to amend the ledger
data – based on the Hungarian standards records – with the correction factors in order to comply
with the IFRS principles. One of the basic requirements is that the given business entity should be
able to identify all local accounting items which are necessary to be presented at a different value,
according to different principles. In less complicated cases, the given item is presented in the
statement at recorded value, but in order to achieve the correct value, it is necessary to record an
additional item. An example for such amendments is the amount of the initial costs related to loan
initiation, which, according to the Hungarian accounting standards, are non-monetary items, their
future reassessment is not possible, as they mean deferred costs. However, in accordance with IFRS,
these items belong to the receivables, and as such – in the case of foreign currency denominated
receivables – they are re-evaluated. After the reclassification of the reported data, the re-evaluation
difference – which can be easily calculated - should be added to it, thus we can get the IFRScompliant value.
In the case of the other group of changes, the above procedure is not sufficient, the complete
omission of the items posted in accordance with the Hungarian principles is necessary, replacing
them with new items. There are common examples for that practice in the domestic accounting
among companies that do not apply fair value measurement, where e.g. the amount of provisions for
derivatives should be eliminated, and the results of the fair value should be recorded in the
statement.
In practice, the above solutions appear together in the preparation of financial statements in
conformity with IFRS, as the distance between the domestic accounting principles and the IFRS
differs in the case of different assets, and the applied accounting techniques are not uniform either.
Nevertheless, in order to apply the first procedure, the domestic accounting principles should have a
relatively good approximation of the international principles, hence the IFRS data produced by
changing the original data will not contain material errors, differences85.
The existence of this prerequisite was demonstrated in the previous section of this article and is
supported by the following statement which is based on the Hungarian review of international
research and its adaptation in Hungary. This means that „our domestic accounting regulations,
accounting system, reporting principles and our evaluation methods provide an appropriate basis for
the compilation of financial reports in accordance with the IFRSs (financial reporting standards).
There was no need to develop a separate accounting system compliant with the expectations of
IFRSs. Accounting that serves as the basis for the preparation of local financial statements provides
full information for the preparation of the international statements, too.” (Beke, 2010.)
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The study of it might be the topic of subsequent research, which has been stated in the writers’ research plan
Smaller differences are possible, since e.g. during the revaluation of the accrued commissions, the adoption
of a resolution algorithm is not exactly able to give data based on the requirements of the IFRS, but it is not
a significant difference, thus it does not affect the presentation of a true and fair view.
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The writers of this article believe that the main risks of the above-described method lie in the lack of
complete and accurate identification of the differences, and in the difficulty of the numerical and
long-term analysis of these differences. Nevertheless, it can be established that the majority of the
banks preparing consolidated accounts in accordance with IFRS chose this solution.
So did for example K&H Bank too, which stated in its notes to the 2011 consolidated Financial
Statements that „In order to present the Group's financial position and operating results in
accordance with IFRS, amendments had to be made to the Group’s consolidated financial statement
in accordance with the Hungarian law.” The bank presented the changes in a table form in a way that
the bank as a parent bank amends the data of the Hungarian accounts with the numerical effects of
the main differences, then repeats the same method with the affiliates' combined data. After that
shows the effects of the consolidation, and the received data are the same as the corresponding data
of the IFRS accounts.
Erste Bank follows the same method in its 2011 financial statements, even though its consolidated
Financial Statements from the previous years – even in 2010 – were prepared in accordance with the
Hungarian accounting principles, since as a public joint-stock company, due to its parent company, is
exempt from the preparation of consolidated accounts in accordance with IFRS. Nevertheless, in
2011– although the company form changed for a private joint-stock company – the bank had to
change for the preparation of consolidated accounts in accordance with IFRS due to bond issuance.
In the notes to the consolidated Financial Statements, the data of the 2009 and 2010 consolidated
financial statements prepared in accordance with the Hungarian accounting principles are shown by
balance sheet lines and the changes in each line together with detailed explanations. So, Erste Bank
prepares its consolidated accounts in accordance with IFRS based on the accounting data prepared
by the Hungarian rules and the corrections necessary due to the IFRSs.
We see the same in connection with the 2011 consolidated Financial Statements of OTP, which also
states that the Bank Group prepares the accounting records of its group members in accordance with
the accounting principles applied by the country of its seat, thus, in order to prepare consolidated
accounts in accordance with IFRS „certain amendments were made to the group members’ separate
financial statements”.
In the course of the other possible procedure, different balances in accordance with IFRS are directly
presented in the accounts, as a result of which, for example the complete credit portfolio is posted
parallelly– even in the zero account group – in accordance with the IFRS principles.
Conclusions
We have reviewed the local prescriptions regarding accounting harmonization, and the practice of
preparing financial statements according to the IFRS. We have concluded that the harmonization is
inevitable, as it is requested in order to attract and keep international capital investment, although it
does not result in competitive edge.
We have stated that the local practice of preparing financial statements according to the IFRS is
based on the local – Hungarian – booking entries and general ledger amended by IFRS-adjustments,
involving the possible risk of omission of some necessary adjustments and result in the fact, that
detailed notes to the financial statements can be prepared only with significant IT-development.
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Abstract
The aim of my study was representing the history of the only sugar factory in Hungary. During the last
119 years there were a lot of changes in the life of the sugar factory, which subserved the present
Magyar Cukor Zrt. coming into being. The sugar factory had an important role in the progress of
Kaposvár, not only by providing workplaces, but modernizing the transport. There used to be 47 sugar
factories throughout the country but only one have subsisted: the factory in Kaposvár. How did
become from the former sugar factory of the Mezőgazdasági Ipar Részvénytársaság the only sugar
factory of the country, Magyar Cukor Zrt.? I searched for the answer and I found it. I am going to
represent the history and progress of the Kaposvár sugar plant from 1894 to 2012. Nowadays the
Kaposvár sugar plant is known as Magyar Cukor Zrt. and this company is the member of the biggest
sugar syndicate, Südzucker, in Europe. I processed the written literatures of this topic and I read the
online pages too in my research and I made two interviews in order to reveal the situation of the
sugar factory during the privatisation in the late 90's and in order to know the operation of the sugar
factory nowadays. The privatisation played a relevant role in the economy of the country as in every
country in the world where there was a privatisation, and it has changed the face of the economy and
it has determined the situation in the sugar industry, so privatisation is going to be a significant part
of my study. In order to reveal the privatisation in the sugar industry especially in the Kaposvár sugar
plant I made an interview with Imre Kováts who was the managing director when the privatisation
procedure had begun. After this meeting I made an interview with Róbert Visnyei who is the head of
purchase department in the Magyar Cukor Zrt. He helped me understanding the present position and
operation of the factory and told me about the main developments from 1994 to 2012. The literature
of the sugar factory ends in 1994 that is why the interview with Róbert Visnyei is so important. During
the interviews the first thing I would have liked to know how the former Kaposcukor Rt. became
Magyar Cukor Zrt. and if the operation of the former company was similar to the operation of the
present factory. Besides I was curious why and how this factory survived the privatisation while the
other sugar factories had to close and how the economic crisis hit the Magyar Cukor Zrt. Due to my
interviewees I could represent the past, the present and the future of the Kaposvár sugar plant. After
my research I could state that during the past 119 years the Kaposvár sugar factory succeeded in
getting a strong position in the Hungarian economy due to the willingness to keep up with the actual
economic situation and the fact that there is the Austrian company, Agrana behind it. One thing is
sure: there is a safe future ahead of Magyar Cukor Zrt.
Keywords: history, progress, privatisation, Kaposvár sugar plant
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Introduction
The sugar factory always had an important role in the life of Kaposvár that is why I chose this topic.
The sugar factory provided workplaces for the citizens and developed the infrastructure. There is no
doubt that it helped Kaposvár become a city from a place which was barely bigger than a village in
the 1900’s. In addition the Magyar Cukor Zrt. is one of the biggest taxpayers in the city. In the
beginning the factory was in the hand of Mezőgazdasági Ipar Részvénytársaság (MIR), which was
established by Magyar Hitelbank but there were squatters from Somogy county between the
shareholders too. Between 1894 and 1945 there were a lot of developments in the factory and the
company helped modernizing the railway. One of the most important turning-points of the factory
was when the government announced the socialization of the sugar factory. In this way the Kaposvár
sugar factory of the MIR ended and the the Kaposvár sugar plant came into existence. But the
Kapsovár sugar plant could not work forever since the government privatized it in 1990. In this way it
got a new name: Kaposcukor Rt. and 5 years after the whole sugar factory has become the part of
the Austrian Agrana Holding Corporation. I would like to detail these processes in my study.
Material and methods
In the course of my research I had to deal with the problem of the poverty of the literature. I found
only two books about the Kaposvár sugar plant and these books details the history of the factory
from 1894 to 1994, so I had to find another source in order to reveal the operation of the factory
nowadays. That is why I turned to Róbert Visnyei and Imre Kováts. Both of them worked in the
Kaposvár sugar plant and helped me a lot. Imre Kováts told me about the privatisation of the factory,
Róbert Visnyei explained the present situation of the factory. After reading the written literature and
making the interviews I started to summerize my results. The outgo of my research is in the following
chapter.
Results and discussion
Maybe the Kaposvár sugar factory was never established if the new sugar-tax law was not borned in
1888. The aim of this law was boosting the sugarbeet growing. Thanks to this new law the number of
the sugar factories had doubled between 1888 and 1900. Why did the government make this law?
What was their interest with it? The answer is simple: they recognised the opportunities in the sugar
industry. The entrepeneurs who had capital established corporations, so from the 23 sugar factories
14 factories had become the property of different corporations. The MIR had risen from these
corporations. The main purpose of this company was founding sugar factories. The invested capital
of it was 2 million forints but when they established the Kaposvár sugar factory they raised this
amount by 1 million forints. (Szili, 1986) At this point a question arises. Why did they choose
Kaposvár as the place for their new sugar factory? The answer for this question is in the range of
sugarbeet growing. There was a vacuum in the beet-processing on the Southeast-Dunántúl and by
the river Kapos they could acquire enough water for the sugaring. The MIR hired the manor of
Kaposvár for 25 years. After the company ordered the necessary machines from Prague. Bleche, the
architect from Prague made the construction of the sugar factory. The construction took one year so
the factory became ready for the sugarbeet growing in 1894. Only one thing was missing: the
relationship between the factory and the growers was not covenanted. This relevant point came true
in the sugarbeet contracts. These contracts had tree parts. In the first part there were the demands
and expectations for the growers for example the growers could sell the beet to the Kaposvár sugar
factory only. The first and the third part were the most significant parts of the sugarbeet contracts. In
the third part they defined the production orders. They made the contracts for 3 years but this
meant higher risk for the factory than the one yeared contracts because of the sugar crises. There
was another problem they had to face up with along the sugar crises: the growers was used to the
traditional production so they did not belive in this new method, the sugarbeet growing. That is why
the factory could not stick to their strict contract at first. The factory had to make a compromise with
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the growers. Of course the factory did not make an allowance which was against their interests. The
conditions they gave to the growers were influenced by a lot of factors. One of the most important
factors was the price of the sugarbeet. This was the base of the arguments between the factory and
the growers. The Kaposvár sugar factory had the advance of determinig the price of the sugarbeet
and the growers had to accept it because they could not sell their sugarbeet in other way. The price
was influenced by the price in the world market and the distance of the bearing surface from the
factory. The factory paid the delivery too so the farthest areas got fewer price for the sugarbeet. I
have to note that the factory was permissive with the bigger growers and the sugarbeet price was
affected by the quality too that is why they paid different prices for the beet from different point of
the same bearing surface. After representing the main parameters of the sugarbeet-price I would like
to say some words about the deposits and loans the factory offered for the growers. The factory gave
30 coronas deposit for the growers after the hoeing. With this deposit the growers could pay their
day-labourers. The growers tried to make a use of this opportunity by asking for higher amount of
money referring that they could insure the sugarbeet growing in this way. But the factory could not
afford to fill every requirement. What is more if the factory noticed that a grower did not observe the
contract than the factory told him that the factory could withdraw the deposit. Besides the deposit
the factory provided long-run loans for the growers. They used it for development for example 7
growers made a long railway system from the money the factory gave them.
From the 1890’s there was a growing demand for sugarbeet and a competition between the sugar
factories which made the management of the Kaposvár sugar factory modernizate the factory and
increase the quantity of the sugarbeet. It has begun in 1898 and thanks to that the capacity of the
beet-processor became higher from 50 wagons to 100 wagons (Szili and Erdész, 1994). The factory
was supported by the Magyar Hitelbank of course but other banks supported the modernization too.
After their support the fact stood that they recognised that the Hungarian sugar factories could
compete with the international factories only by developing them and in order to develope
something you have to invest money. Thanks to this recognition the Hungarian sugar industry got a
higher development level than the Austrian sugar industry. The development of the Hungarian sugar
industry was in vain when the Kaposvár sugar factory could not keep step with the other Hungarian
sugar factories. The MIR was afraid of becoming expelled because the consumers had become more
selective and the guality of the sugar from Kaposvár was worse than the consumers wanted. There
were two options for the leaders of the factory: either servicing in every year or making a bigger
capital-investing with which they could solve their problems for years. They chose the first option
and they begun the servicing work in 1929. This date is significant in not only the life of the factory
but the economy of the world. The big economic crisis had begun in 1929 and it had not got a good
impact on the factory but they could not defer the reconstruction. The cost of it was 190 672 pengős.
They could spare money by making some work in the factory. The result of this reconstruction was
that the capacity of the factory became higher, it could process more sugarbeets, and the production
costs of the sugar decreased. Along the modernization there was source for improving the
infrastructure also. They modernizated the railway and the water system and put an emphasise on
protecting the environment. At this time the Kaposvár sugar factory was a symbol in the city.
Kaposvár became a city from a little village-like town due to the sugar factory.
Now I would like to speak about the popularization of the sugarbeet growing. As I have already
written the sugarbeet growing had to fight difficulties. The growers did not want to use this new
method that is why the director of the factory send a letter to the headmaster of Szentimeri
Agriculturer School to ask his help in making the sugarbeet more popular. The headmaster wholeheartedly helped the director by organizing popularizer lectures. During these lectures the students
could understand the method of sugarbeet growing and its advantages too. From the advanteges the
most important was the fact that sugarbeet growing was profitable.
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In this paragraph I would like to represent the situation of the factory between the second world
war. Of course the war had an impact on the factory just as on all sectors of the economy. The value
of the pengő was declining during the war and the people had to work almost for free. This situation
ended in 1946 when the government entered the new money: the forint. Before it the government
announced that they saw the sugar industry as an important sector of the rebuilding od the country.
They introduced the new agrarian reform too. Due to these changes the number of sugarbeet
growers had grown. The Kaposvár sugar factory had the most sugarbeet growers. Besides the
growers the factory had a lot of workers too because it appreciated their employees. Working in the
sugar factory meant that there was going to be bread on the table. The factory provided apartment,
heating, lighting and sugar for free for its workers. No wonder that worker-dynasties had become.
The factory had the reason why it appreciated the employees: the expertness of them helped the
factory operate successfully.
The year of 1948 was another turning-point in the life of the factory since the factory was socialized.
In this way the Kaposvár sugar factory of MIR was no more and the Kaposvár sugar factory was
borned. After this event the beet producing went up and they were thinking about another
reconstruction again. Between limited financial circumstances the factory could not afford a more
serious reconstruction so they concentrated on the necessary developments. But there was an
unexpected occurrence: a fire broke up and caused damage. That is why making the basic of safe
steam production became indispensable. Next to this they exchanged the Weston centrifuge also. At
this point the disadvantage of the socialization appeared: the currency economy forbade the western
import so they had to exchange the Weston centrifuge with semi-automated centrifuges from the
NDK. This machine was far worse than the western ones but even so it made a progress from the old
Weston. The opportunities of investment were so advantageous that the factory could make the
high-pressure flotage of sugarbeet. This was called Fölsche system which was firstly used in Kaposvár.
Along the development of the factory they put an emphasis on the social supplies of the workers:
they gave modern changing room and bathroom.
The year of 1990 brought basic changes in the life of the factory. In this year the parliament voted
the law about the transformation of the economic societies. This law opened the door to foreign
investment. Due to this law the western capital became interested in the Hungarian sugar factories.
In order to strengthen the economic position of the factory the management decided to transform
into a corporation company. To the whole image there was the fact that the sugar industry had to
face with the lack of capital and the members of this industry had to close a lot of factories. The
Kaposvár sugar plant was the first they would have liked to close but it survived after all. Well the
Kaposvár sugar factory needed capital investment and at that time several foreign company were
interested in this factory namely Tate + Lyle, Béghin-Say, British Sugar, Sugana, General Sucriére and
Agrana. It was important for the management of the factory that the shares of foreign companies
stayed under 50 %. It materialized first but before the millennium the Agrana gained the 80% of the
shares. We have arrived the story of Magyar Cukor Zrt. In the beginning Magyar Cukor Zrt. was not
equal to Kaposvár sugar factory. Magyar Cukor Zrt. was established by the fusion of five Hungarian
sugar factories (Ács, Ercsi, Sárvár, Mezőhegyes and Sarkad) but they had to face up with large lack of
capital that is why it got into the hand of Agrana. After it Agrana sold two of them to Eastern Sugar.
In 1997 the dark times of the sugar factories had arrived. From this year many sugar factories closed,
only five survived. The joining to the European Union has brought other changes. The sugar
production was so high in the Union that it hadt to decrease it by forcing the members either to close
their sugar factories or to replace their sugar quotas. Hungary decided to give back the half of its
sugar quota and in this way the country was going to produce 200 thousand tons of sugar instead of
500 thousand. That is why the two producers in the sugar industry, Agrana and Nordzucker decided
to leave two factories. Agrana left the Kaposvár sugar plant because of its big capacity, Nordzucker
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left Szerencsi sugar plant. These two factories were able to produce 200 thousand tons of sugar
which was able to serve the 60% of the Hungarian market. But Szerencsi was closed in 2008 because
of sugarbeet-lack. So one sugar factory stayed: the Kaposvár sugar factory, officially Magyar Cukor
Zrt. I would like to represent the operation of Magyar Cukor Zrt. in the last part of my study.
Therefore Magyar Cukor Zrt. is the only sugar factory in Hungary due to written facts above. First of
all I would like to exposit that the main sugarbeet growers are from Somogy,- Baranya,- Tolna, Sopron, - Komárom-Esztergom,- and Fejér county. So we can say that the sugar arrives from many
parts of the country. The sugarbeet contracts have always been an important thing in the relation
between the factory and the growers. This has not changed. But there are some changes in the
matter of the contracts. First they make these contracts yearly because the contract has to meet the
demands of the European Union and these demands can change at any time. They determine the
quantity of the sugarbeet namely how many tons of 16% sugarcontent sugarbeet have to be grown
by the growers. They write down the time and the way the sugarbeet gets to the factory. There is a
take-over period during which the growers have to hand over the sugarbeet. The growers get
support for the delivery. The factory take a sample from the gaven sugarbeet carriage and this
sample qualifies the whole carriage. If the sample did not meet the requirements the factory warned
the grower. If the grower did not correct the mistake the factory could refuse the take-over of the
sugarbeet. The other change in the contract is tha fact that the sugarbeet-price is no longer the basic
of the arguments since there is a fix price which is determined by the EU. In this year this amount is
26,29 euros/tons. As for the supports of the growers I can tell that the sugar factory supports the
growers nowadays too by supporting the technical developments of the growers and financing the
international support advance. The factory give seed-corn the growers and the cost of it the factory
deducts from the price of the sugarbeet. After representing the main points of the sugarbeet
contracts I would like to delinate the developments in the factory from 1995 to 2012. They tried to
automatize everything they could during the past years and they built BMA diffusive tower which
increased the capacity of the factory. But the main development was the building of the biogas plant
with which the factory has become self-supplier in 80%. This plant is unique in whole Europe. This
step was important because the energy-need of the factory is the same that of whole Kaposvár. They
built the 3. fermentor, exchange the gas-main and bought Putsch sifter station in 2012. The factory
makes investment plan in every year and Agarana accepts it or refuses it. As for the future plans we
can say that new silo and sugar-packer is building and they would like to build up the 4. fermentor
too. So much for the developments. We have arrived for the produced sugar. The produced sugar is
packed in three places: Kaposvár, Petőháza and Kaba. The factory produces 1200 tons of sugar every
day. The sugar quota of Hungary is 105 thousand tons which is produced by the factory but this
amount is enough for the third of the country. The remaining sugar is exported to Slovenia, Slovakia
and Israel. The Austrian Agrana makes the export contracts. The annual revenue of the factory is
about 31 billion forints. The main part of it comes from the domestic sales. At this point another
question rises. How did the economic crisis in 2008 influence the factory? The answer is: noway. The
head of purchase told me that this factory is the only sugar factory in Hungary and the biogas are the
reasons for it. After the economic crisis I would like to say some word about the workers in the sugar
factory. Before becoming the ownership of the Agrana there used to work about 800 workers and
now the number decreased to 240. Despite of this the factory is still known as a symbol of safe living.
My last question in the interview was that the head of purchase how sees the future of the factory.
He said the following: “The Magyar Cukor Zrt. is the only sugar factory in a country which needs it.
Besides the Agrana means a firm background.”
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Conclusions
In order to conclude the history and progress of the Kaposvár sugar factory I would like to highlight
the following:
 During the past 119 years the factory learned how to produce and sell sugar correctly and in a
profitable way;
 The factory could form a reliable relationship between its growers and the commercial
partners;
 The willingness for developing guarantees the future because there is not only one company
who can survive without modernizating;
 The Austrian Agrana means a safe background for the factory;
 This factory has a monopoly in the sugar industry in Hungary.
Finally I would like to share my own opinion in the learning of the past 119 years. I am sure that the
sugar factory has a future and It will not have the same destiny than the other Hungarian sugar
factories got as long as it continues the way it has walked on during the past 119 years.
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Abstract
Venture capital (VC) was created to finance innovative activities. Nowadays venture capital is a
subset of private equity (PE), which also finances expansion, reorganisation, management buyout and
buyin of corporations. The private equity/venture capital firm makes investments through a
negotiated process with a company or an entrepreneur in order to achieve growth objectives and
returns on behalf of their investors. The investment is made over a limited timeframe.The European
Union also urges this type of financing SME’s. The aim of my research is to examine Hungarian public
organisations, the investor’s effects on the target corporations, the industry and macro economy,
what kind of relationship exists between competitiveness and venture capital. In this paper I present
two economical and social effects of indirect investments of the state with the following indicators:
employment contribution, location of enterprises.The netto effect on employment is positive, but it is
not so high at the level of national economy. However it was found that these public organisations
gave equity finance mostly for enterprises in core region.
Introduction
Venture capital grew up in the interest of financing innovative start-ups. These enterprises offered
considerable capital gain for the investor. The tight togetherness of financing innovation and venture
capital was typical only until the middle of the 80 years. Investors began to consummate other types
of transactions and nowadays buyouts come out the highest percentage of annual investment
amount.
It is indisputable that their effect on corporate level and national economic level is considerable.
According to international researches the source of value creation are the capital, the knowledge and
cooperation of investors (Becskyné 2008). Investors' experiences define their contribution ability to
the value creation of firms. They can identify the best businesses and correct the performance of
portfolio firms. There are a lot of works analysing the general effect of the private equity. The best
known ones were made for private equity and venture capital associations' order. These studies find
positive effects, but researchers are not unified about effects of some transactions.
However the theme of this paper is not the analysis of private investments, but the analysis of
indirect public investments which were made by two public organisations managing public funds in
the middle of the previous decade.
The reason of state's attendance
The stimulation of economic growth, the rise of competitiveness, and the reduction of
unemployment is expected partly from young firms with ability of strong growth, and it is an
important thing for the economic politicians, that venture capital industry could offer a proper supply
of capital for the development of these firms (Karsai 2002).
The role of the state in venture capital industry is based on two suppositions. On the one hand,
private sector does not assure a proper amount of capital for a specific section of firms, which are
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able to new, rapid growth, which are innovative or which run far away. On the other hand, another
supposition is that government is able to revise this situation. It is capable to identify investment
possibilities, which offer huge social benefits, and it can recommend to financial mediators (investors
in private sector) to pay attention to these firms (Karsai 2004, 2012).
The situation, when market members do not assure a proper amount of capital, is called equity gap.
This equity gap is a typical problem for many enterprises, and the reasons can be (Harrison – Mason
2000):
 the size of investment required (small investments are harder to raise than larger ones),
 the stage of the business (start-ups have more difficulty raising capital than established
businesses),
 the technology involved (technology-based firms have more difficulty raising equity finance
than do less technologically advanced businesses)
 the location of the business (business peripheral regions have less access to equity finance
than those in central regions).
According to Rasila et al. (2002) enterprises have a sort of knowledge gap in the early stage, because
they do not have the knowledge, which is necessary to bring off the enterprise. This fact is also an
argument on venture capital financing, because investors give free run of their professional
knowledge to the enterprise (Becskyné 2008), but many VC companies are unable to provide it
nowadays due to lack of time and lack of expertise in the smallbusiness enviroment (Rasila et al.
2002). Another question is that if the state is the investor, is it able to complement this lack of
knowledge.
The state thinks many times, capital allowance is the only thing enterprises need for their growth.
However, there are many small businesses, which do not have the growth potential, and do not
belong in the section of high-tech firms, so they are not suitable for venture capital financing,
although they play an important role in a region's economy and employment (Harding 2000 in Karsai
2004). Furthermore, it also matters if the state gives capital directly to its own, or indirectly together
with the members of private sector.
Methods
In the study I analysed the activities and transactions of certain public organisations. These
organisations are:
 Corvinus Venture Capital Fund Management Company (Corvinus First Innovation Venture
Capital Fund, CELIN),
 Information Technology Venture Capital Fund belonging to Regional Development Holding Co
(IT Venture Capital Fund, IKTA)
Investments were made between 2004 and 2007, and to my knowledge, in the case of CELIN and
IKTA all transactions are included (4 and 10 investment). CELIN and IKTA transactions were chosen
because they were active around the same time and implemented direct state investments. In
addition according to Kovács (2011) they were the closest to the "real" market venture capital
organisations.
Among the issues to be examined may appear, inter alia, that how much are spent on R&D in the
various company life cycles, how are the human resource management, the number of employees,
the company's turnover, the result and the ratio of exports developing. Further important content
might be included in the data that relate that in what size funded venture capital firms contribute to
the state budget revenues. Opportunities' examination of state intervention in the market can be
performed in relation to income as well. Some parameters are worth to be examined in different
dimensions: what are the geographical location of the companies, in which sector are they active and
how big is their role in the sector.
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By writing this study I was curious about whether employment increasing and financing the
companies operating in the peripheral regions as the rational reasons for government intervention
have been achieved. Therefore, the following things were examined:
 number of employees,
 headquarters.
The definition of target companies, the transaction characteristics, the examined data sources:
 Hungarian Venture Capital and Private Capital Association Yearbooks and Statistics,
 press news,
 company information databases:
o Ministry of Public Administration and Justice Company Information and Electronic
Company Proceeding Service (copies of register, reports)
o CompLex Company database (company copy, reports)
 Websites of target companies.
By the data concerning the employment I used the average statistical number of employees in the
notes to the financial statement. I do not think it is the best data with which the possible impact on
employment can be analysed. Beside its contential background the number itself normally rounded
to the nearest whole number must be provided by the companies, but I didn't find obtaining other
data as viable option.
In case of the headquarter the registration in the copies of register taken in the year of the
investment constitutes the data source.
Results and discussion
The judgement of effect on employment is not easy. On the one hand, if the investment is into a new
company, it's happening job creation instantly, which is already a positive thing. If the new company
has got a legal predecessor already in fact, or there is an investment into a functioning firm for a long
time, at the first we could conceive other analysis be expedient how changed data after the
investment. If the increase of the average staff numbers is out of sight, it could be put next question
too: what could be happened if the state wouldn't have invested? Perhaps, the company would have
gone bankrupt faster and jobs would have been no more. The examination of this however is very
difficult, practically impossible. So I examined changes of employee number in the years following
the year of public investment. Data of the staff numbers are beginning of the year of the investment
until the year 2011, apart from the fact that there was an exit or not.
Number of employees increased only in 4 of the 13 analysable company86, but the increase was
measurably in these cases. Beacuse the most of the other firms had got only a few employees (1-6
person), the accidental declines (in capita) were not so high. That's why the number of employees
increased in netto sense. We can state that the two indirectly investing public organisation effected
positive on employment.

86

There wasn’t any available data from Stormregion Co. online.
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OPTICON Kft.

Odin Techn. Bp. Kft.

Sani - Net Medic Kft.

MediSmart Kft.

Gergi Háló Kft.

Inter.net Média Kft.**

EME Zrt.

edusys Zrt.

BLOGTER.COM Kft.

Literaton**

Agroinvent*

Maggot 2006 Kft.

N-GENE Kft.

Table 1. Average active employee of portfolio companies

capita
2004
2005
2006
19
2007
21
2
1
1
4
4
2008
11
1
1
1
4
4
2009
7
0
1
0
5
4
2010
12
3
0
f.a. 3
3
2011
12
2
0
f.a. 1
1
* Date of investment: october 2006.
** In a compulsory liquidation (f.a.) since 2010.
*** Official deleting procedure from 2013.

11
16
16
13
13
20

0
0
1
1
0
NDA
NDA
NDA

10
10
NDA 12,6
NDA NDA
6
15,7
6
16
6
18

4,75
11
18
31
30
36
32
34

2
2
1,5
3,3
5
4

11
15
21
21
26
27

Since businesses in peripheral regions have less access to equity finance than those in central
regions, I studied geographical concentration of the state's investments. Seat of 10 firms is in
Budapest and 4 ones function peripheral regions.87

Figure 1: Seats of companies with direct capital increase by state
We state that in the case of the two public organisations businesses in the core region accessed
equity finance and the state helped less businesses in peripheral regions.
87

In fact Gergi Háló has got its seat in Budapest, but it function in county Nógrád.
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Conclusions
In this paper I studied indirect investments of two public organisations between 2004-2007. State has
got a positive roll in job creation, but the indirectly job creation is very low at national economy level.
Financing businesses in peripheral regions is a rational reason for the intervention of the state, but it
was not realized. Activity of IKTA and CELIN was in the core economic region.
Other financing modes (vid. JEREMIE funds) are in their infancy in Hungary. In a few years I think it to
proper to study.
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Abstract
Nowadays there is more focus on the importance of a healthy lifestyle, health care and different
preventive actions. Health tourism is a dynamically growing sector which has significant effects on
the economy. However, there are several variations for the conceptual definition of health tourism.
We can say as a summary that health tourism is a health related purposive and conscious mobility,
which has two main lines: medical health tourism, which is based on medical services and aims at the
improvement of medical conditions, and wellness tourism, which aims the health promotion. It is an
undoubted fact that the medical system is struggling from a heavy funding deficit, however this
pressure can be relieved by taking in external funds besides public financing. Health tourism could be
one channel of external financing because Hungary has incomparable stocks of thermal water and
the prices of medical services are significantly lower than the Western European ones. The problems
of the medical system can be improved by preventive activities like wellness tourism, which can be a
main alternative way. Moreover the combination of proper level of medical and touristic services
contributes to GDP growth. In this publication we will present the role and stage of health tourism,
and the future opportunities of the sector by highlighting its economic importance and fund creation
capacity.
Introduction
The position and role of tourism and medical tourism in the world economy
In our current article we try to present the economic outcome of tourism with special focus on its
dynamically developing branch, the health tourism. First of all, it is expedient to place health tourism
within the industry and to examine the role of tourism in the world. Studies prove that tourism is the
fourth largest industry after fuel, chemicals and food, that accounts for 6% of the world economy.
The number of international tourists arriving is showing an increasing tendency and forecasts are
reflecting an even more promising picture for 2013. (Figure 1.)
As with all industry, tourism was also hit by the crisis. After 2009 and 2010, 2011 showed
improvement (revenue derived from international tourism grew by 11,5% in US dollars, 6,1% in Euro,
and the number of tourist arrivals by 5%.) In regard to the distribution of revenue of international
tourism, Europe generated the largest with 44,9%, followed by Asia and Pacific region with 28,3%,
then America with 19,1, Middle East 4,5% and Africa 3,1% (Source: Marketing plan, 2013). Health
tourism could be a key sector within this dynamically growing industry and that could be divided into
two main segments: medical- and wellness tourism.
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Figure 1. International tourist arrivals: worldwide in 1995-2012 (data in millions)
Source: International Tourism Results in 2012 and Prospects in 2013, Presentation by Zoltan Somogyi
Medical tourism
Medical tourism present at medical service location or health resort usually means the use of
treatment in concern to concrete diseases for a specified minimum time period. Medical tourism has
two major branches: doctoral tourism (IVF, plastic surgery, dentistry…etc) and tourism based on the
healing effect of nature (therapeutic caves, mofetta, medical facilities, Balneology). (Source:
Hungarian Tourism PLC, study summary)
Medical Wellness
Medical wellness combining healing with relaxation is a relatively new but dynamically developing
trend in the world that started to spread in Hungary as well. It is designed especially for the
population of aging societies. The objective is to prevent illness instead of medication and orient
people to a healthy life style as well as to introduce health tourism services again. The additional
factor compared to wellness is the medical control and the use of medical services and alternative
therapies. (Source: Hungarian Tourism PLC, study summary)
Wellness tourism
It targets physical state and endurance and creates harmony of body and soul by such complex
health tourism services that form an attractive unit by other (cultural or natural) touristic programs.
(Source: Hungarian Tourism PLC, study summary)
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Figure 2. The Health tourism branches
Source: Az egészségturizmus területei- Health tourism branches (Smith and Puczkó, 2008)
The importance of a healthy lifestyle, health maintenance and the preventive activities are more and
more emphasized nowadays. Prevention has double positive effects. On one hand, it could improve
the health condition of the population, thus generating significant social value, while on the other
hand it may create considerable economic benefits since the earning capacity of the economically
active, healthy population is probably greater. Besides that, the problem of health care finance could
be decreased as well by successful prevention.
Within health tourism, wellness and medical wellness could take a great part of a successful
preventive trend as these sectors are dynamically growing, experiencing increasing demand and
produce significant economic results. It is an indisputable fact that healthcare suffers from lacking
funds, therefore – besides public finance – other external financing could relieve the pressure on the
current system. Health tourism could be one of the channels of external funding since Hungary has
unique and large spa water supply and its price for medical services is substantially lower than in the
West-European countries. (Consider the increasing demand for dental services at the border). A
change of attitude is emerging especially in case of the solvent aging West-European social groups.
Individual health maintenance, finance becomes at least as important as public healthcare. Nothing
proves this trend better than the case of our main source market (Germany) where while finance of
the public health insurance takes about 6% of the GDP, the population’s private health expenditure
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accounts for 4% and is still reflecting a growing trend. As a result of the tendency, another healthcare
market develops. It is well known that health care system based on state solidarity manages fixed
funds, thus takes the enormous pressure of the aging society and that of the increasing number of
chronic diseases. Consequently, public healthcare operating with scarce resources will be forced to
concentrate on core competencies only, which results in the evolution of a self-financing market
(private insurances), the role of which becomes more and more significant in the market. (Source:
National health tourism development strategy, 2007)
Based on the trend analysis of IPK International – ETC World Travel Monitor Forum we can state that
health tourism is rapidly growing in regard to the number of international tourists, which shows
similar tendency concerning future forecasts too (38% growth between 2007 and 2011). According to
estimates this sector generates 40 to 60 billion US dollar turnover worldwide, which means a nearly
20% growth rate. Further data proves that in 2011 2.4% of the European international travels (9.4
million tours) related to health tourism journeys. The main driver of cross-border health tourism is
the supply emerged in some countries. At certain areas, tourists may receive more valuable service
for money, moreover, it may be available sooner. (Source: World travel trends report 2012/2013).
Majority of demand derives from the elderly actively spending money for tours while showing
increasing interest for health tourism services. (Source: Hungarian Tourism PLC, study summary)
Material and methods
For thise paper we used mainly recevied datas, reports, and presentacions from Hungarian National
Tourist Office.
Results and discussion
The role of tourism, medical turism in point of Hungary
In point of Hungary the turism has significant role. KSH (HCSO-Hungarian Central Statistical Office)
did an investigation named „satellite account” in 2007 which showed that the GDP contribution of
turism is 5,9% and gave 232 work place, which means the 13% of the total employment of the
country. In 2011 made 1122 billion HUF for the improvement of the balance of payment. (The 25,9%
income of external trade came from turism.) The spendings of tursits came to visit Hungary in 2011
was 1256 billion HUF.
In the background of the significant development stand some demography changes. In the largest
forwarder countries can be found social populations of sound demand elders go on health conscious
lifestyle. There is a higher demand on self-financed medical turism joint to experiences of turism.
According to the forecast ot WHO the turism and the health industry together become one of the
leader sectors for 2022.
The medical turism in Hungary has a significant role in inland turism. The trading accomodations
registered more than 47% of their guestnights in medicinal and wellness hotels. Among the foreigner
tourists of Hungary the third motivation was the health turism. (In 2011 3,5% of the 1-3 nights tours
and 17,9 % of the 4 and more nights tours.) Medical turism has some tipical parameters like takes
longer time, has more spendings, does not set for seasons, which has a great positive impact. (The
34,8% of gross income of the domestic hotels come from wellness hotels)
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Spa and wellness hotels proceeds in 2011 (in millions HUF)
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Figure 3. Spa and wellness hotels proceeds
source: Marketing plan 2013, Hungarian National Tourist Office, own editing
Utilize of capacity in 2011 in the madical accomodations was better and in wellness accomodations
were near than the average. (The utilize of capacity of the resorts were 45,9%, in medical hotels
53,7%, and in wellness hotel 44,9%.)
The datas showfavorable picture, but the utilization of capacity can be increased.. As Hungary is
reach in thermal and medical and natural waters, subservient to develop this – already growing
sector. Under the 80% of the country lay thermal and medical water which has a positive aptiude of
increasing temperature of 5C/100m, which is one and the half of the world average. Globally
Hungary is the fifth thermal water power. Further advantage, that while in Japan and Iceland the
water is high temperatured but pure in minerals and in Italy and France lower temperatured but
reach in minerals, in our country the waters are reach in minerals and has high temperature as well.
Consider these facilities we are in unique position which can mean adventage in competition. This
position can be strenghten with the fact that the country is reach in medicinal sludge (Makó,
Hajdúszoboszló…) areas with madicinal climate and one with natural mofetta, madicinal gas. Unique
in Europe the world’s largest biological active thermal lake, Hévízi tó, in which the water changes
refresh in every 48 hours.
Role of Hévíz in health tourism
The famous Lake Hévíz is a world unique 2000 year old lake. This natural thermal lake counts as a
curio and it settles on 4,4 hectare, rich in minerals and generates significant tourist traffic. Data of
2011 are support these facts because according to the overnight stay data Hévíz was between the 10
most popular Hungarian cities. In fact after Budapest, Hévíz is the second most popular destination.
Due to these factors our research is based on Hévíz and Bük. The goal of this paper is to analyse the
role of health tourism, economic impacts on Hévíz and to find those relevant areas and factors which
enable for Hévíz to perform such a significant tourist and health tourist traffic. From this information
we intent to create a model which can be use in other fields in order to encourage areas with
significant hidden potential in health tourism. This can contribute to the region development, to the
health prevention and to and additional resource of health finance.
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Source: Marketing plan 2013, Hungarian National Tourist Office, own editing
Hévíz is a spa town, with population of 4300 people. The main attraction is medical treatment,
prevention, rehabilitation, individualized therapy plan in medical hospital, specialist’s examination
and professional medical care which are located in one place. The lake is refilled by springs with
sulphur, radium and minerals. The water temperature is 23-25 oC in winter and even 33-36 oC in
summer, therefore seasonality is not so determinant in tourism. Moreover tourist traffic did not
decrease remarkably because of the crises (1% decrease to 2009). Mainly domestic tourists visit
Hévíz, but the difference between domestic and foreign tourist traffic is uninterruptedly decreasing.
In 2011 number of domestic and foreign tourists was almost equal (Figure 5).
Heviz guest turnover trends 2007-2011
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Figure 5. Héviz guest turnover trends
Source: received data from Hungarian National Tourist Office, own editing
Obviously foreign tourists are coming to Hévíz mostly from Europe (93%). Noticeable to mention that
after Europe, most of the tourists are coming from Asia (6%). Therefore Middle-East potential is not a
fact to be neglected.
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Figure 6. Dispatch area of Hévíz in 2011
Source: received data from Hungarian National Tourist Office, own editing
If we analyse the European dispatch market it can be said that most of the tourist are coming from
Germany (29 749 person) and Austria (25 536 person). At the same time Russia is not inessential,
because it is our third biggest dispatch market with 13 698 tourists.
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Source: received data from Hungarian National Tourist Office, own editing
Conclusions
In this paper we would like to present our ongoing health tourism research, with the goal of
analysing the impact of the health tourism concerning Hévíz. Health tourism has a significant
potential, which could produce more economic benefits, if Hungary could take advantage of the
thermal water capabilities. Globally Hungary is the fifth biggest thermal water power with a unique
high temperature and rich in minerals. According to the forecast of WHO tourism and health
industries together become one of the leader sectors for 2022. We can see changes in the market
structure; an aging social class from West-European countries is appearing, which could be solvent
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demand. As regards Hungary, Hévíz is the second most beloved destination, as we analyse our
biggest dispatch country (Germany), where the market change and approach has begun. It is proved
by the fact that the private medical expenditure is 4% of GDP. More tourists come from Russia beside
Germany as well. One of the most important goals is that we could satisfy the demands of foreign
tourists. For this we should have good medical treatment, good program possibilities and of course
suitable infrastructure. As far as demand meets with supply, it could result a significant economic
growth on regional and national level as well. As we mentioned previously in our article, tourism and
health tourism offer relevant employment possibility. A Further positive aspect is that while the
tourism is characterized by significant seasonality, medical tourism has less seasonal fluctuations;
therefore it has very good earning power, which can satisfy the job demand of the area.
More international research confirms that health tourism is a dynamically developing area. This
dynamic developing could be supported by a new solvent demand. Hungary has every capability to
become competitive and become a country with health tourism profile. This would result a migration
stop of great medical workers, and decreasing fund supply in the health care, and stop decreasing
work possibility as well.
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Abstract
All companies need to have some strategy that is including their long-term visions and aims, but
occasionally this should be changed due to special events like the financial crisis. Especially nowadays,
rapid changes occur in the economical environment of companies. Therefore, the validity of strategies
has been significantly reduced. With the help of the Balanced Scorecard there is a better chance to
implement the strategy, and, accordingly, the company's of value-adding ability can be increased. The
big problem is that the companies do not, or are hardly able to understand the connection between
the cause and effect of the organizational and individual factors of efficiency. It is also hard to realize
and develop objectives for ensured development. The balanced strategy BSC assessment system
consists of four equal, closely related viewpoints: financial, customer, operational processes
perspective and learning-development perspective. Based on the mission and strategy we determine
specific targets in each point. In particular the financial perspective examines the issues regarding the
targets which are derivable from the expectations of our financial investors. The objectives and
indicators have to be matched with each other and shall be consistent with the corporate strategy.
Some of these are quantitative indicators (it is possible to calculate precisely) while others are
qualitative, subjective. The analyzed organization is a trading company which trades with medical
aides. The mission of the organization is to restore beauty and quality of life to women who had a
mastectomy. The company is committed to improve the quality of life of woman who had undergone
surgery for breast cancer. The company have already built their BSC system, which unfortunately did
not work. This BSC has been revised in 2010 but too many indicators were used and the indicators
were not always in contact. Therefore, I revised it again and I would like to present the applicability
and development opportunities of the BSC system through this the example.
Introduction
All companies need to have some strategy which is including their long-term visions and aims but this
should be change due to special occasions like the financial crisis. In the early 1990s a new strategic
balanced scorecard system (hereinafter referred as BSC) was developed by Robert S. Kaplan and
David P. Norton. This system has changed the focus of analysis from the features of the financial
indicators. The above mentioned index-system was used by the analyzed company and this system
has been revised several times. (Fekete, 2001)
Basic assumption
The implementation and the control of the strategy should be based on some kind of measurement.
At this time we are able to measure the efficiency of the decisions made in the past, on the other
hand we can define the expected future performance of the enterprise. Shaping and operating of this
the measurement system has become scope of duties of the managers. Many of non-financial areas
should be analyzed too but there are no – or much less – objective indicators. (Objective indicators
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for example: the commitment of the employees to the aims of their company, or the development of
suppliers of the company.)
The other problem is that companies do not, or hardly able to understand the connection with the
cause and effect of the organizational and individual factors of efficiency. Under evenness we mean
trying to generate a balance of different viewpoints on one hand, on the other hand it takes into
account the results of easily quantifiable objectives and performance indicators which are depending
on individual adjudication. The BSC is based on performance indicators because the system
translates the strategic objectives into specific indicators. This is a planning system, because by the
indicators targets can be given and of course to these objectives actions and costs must be ordered.
It is a rating system because it continuously matches the targets with the real performance.
Table 1. Compare of the strategic balanced scorecard and conventional performance indicators
TRADITIONAL INDICATORS

BALANCED SCORECARD INDICATORS

These indicators measure the full range of They concentrate only on the key strategic
company’s operations.
areas.
There are not cause and effect relations.

They are linked to a logical chain.

The activities are not always driven by the The plan derived always the values from the
strategy.
strategy.
Shorter-term targets are defined.

They formulate longer term expectations.

They do not communicate the strategy.

They communicate the strategy.

The targets and indicators are not assigned to
Targets and indicators are assigned to actions.
actions.
Source: Szóka, 2007. p. 136
As it is shown in table above, this strategic tool give a simpler and more transparent overview about
the operation processes of the company for managers, than the conventional one-sided performance
measuring methods.
Development of the Balanced Scorecard88 and its points of view
The balanced strategy BSC assessment system consists four equal, closely related viewpoints:
financial, customer, operational processes perspective and learning-development perspective. Each
perspective determines strategic goals which can provide a competitive advantage for the company.
The strategic objectives are driven by the core values, vision and missions. In order to monitor their
achievements, indicators are being developed. The efficiency is analyzed afterwards. These
performance indicators are combined with other indicators which impact the future performance the
most; we call them performance – causative index numbers. The performing index – unlike the
results indicators – focuses on the longer-term goals. Finally they specified the necessary
implementation and actions.
In the Figure 1 we see the classic BSC’s four traditional viewpoints within it can be seen how to break
down the concept the mission and the strategy to operational objectives. Based on the mission and
strategy we determine specific targets in each view point. The objectives and indicators have to be
matched to one and other and shall be consistent with corporate strategy.
88

Based on Láng *2010+ and Szóka *2007+
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Financial performance
What is expected the owners?
(Objectives, indicators, expectations and
actions)

Customers
What is expected our
customers/consumers?
(Objectives, indicators,
expectations and actions)

Business processes

MISSION AND
STRATEGY

In which field of performance
have to we provide superior
performance?
(Objectives, indicators,
expectations and actions)

Learning and growth
How can we preserve the change and
development (learning) ability?
(Objectives,
indicators, expectations and
Figure 1: The Balanced Scorecard
system
actions)
Source: Norton - Kaplan, 2004,
p. 20

Because of the diversity of the organization and markets, the BSC is different from all organizations
that is the reason why the BSC can include more than these four viewpoints. There may be a fifth
aspect or the four viewpoints can be watched in different resolutions depending on which are the
most important strategically factors in the company. For example, it could be the public tasks in the
public sector and protection of the environment at environmentally responsible companies. The four
viewpoints can mean – in different resolution – the changing of the hierarchical order of the
viewpoints, or it is possible to exchange one of the viewpoints to another strategically important
perspective, for example, instead of learning and development, innovation may appear as a new
viewpoint at telecommunications organizations.
The hierarchical orders of perspectives are given on the strategic map because provides the logical
structure. First the financial viewpoints are on the top, because the financial goals are counted as the
most important elements of business success and the company needs to satisfy the owners or
shareholders' primarily. Secondly because this perspective shows that the organization's strategy is
profitable or not. Perhaps the company is very good at the other three areas, but in case that it does
not meet the financial requirements then BSC can not be considered successfully. The second
dimension is the customers’ viewpoint because customers buy the company's products and services
so they give the sales revenue. This revenue is necessary to achieve the financial goals through the
provision margin and the profit. Satisfied customers lead to higher revenues and to the increase of
organization's market share. The viewpoint of the internal processes is in third place because the
corporate processes affect the financial income through the customers’ satisfaction too. The fourth
viewpoint is the learning and development perspective. This provides the base of the realization of
the previous three viewpoints. We represented on a strategy map the cause and effect relationships
which help implementation of the strategy. These shows how can affect the implementing one
strategic aim to achieving other objectives of the target system. It is important to take into
consideration the cause and affect chain which is based on the strategy by specifying the indicators;
this is the basic idea of the BSC. The objectives and indicators must encompass all detailed aspects;
otherwise it will not work the BSC.
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Introduction of the company and its activities89
The parent company of the Hungarian joint ventures was founded in 1975, by Cornelius Rechenberg,
he was a chemical engineer. At that time came to mind to establish a privately owned company,
called Amoena. The Upper Bavarian family business which started its activity in Raubling became a
market leader worldwide. Braches were created in 1978 in Atlanta, which have become also world
leaders at development and sales. The mission of the organization is to recover those women’s
former beauty and quality of life that had a breast surgery.
The Hungarian Amoena Medical Devices Trade and Service Limited Liability Company were
established by three million Forint registered capitals, and it is owned equally by German and
Hungarian entrepreneurs. The main activity is retail and wholesale. The company was committed to
improve the quality of life of woman who had a breast surgery.
The distributed high quality prostheses, special underwear, swimwear and other accessory products
and AmoenaLife magazine which was published nine years ago and Amoena Club wish to restore
their patients' confidence. The company is working on an exclusive but an ever-expanding specialist
medical equipment market according to several laws, regulations and restrictions. Their activity is
closely related to the health care therefore their activities are largely determined by the National
Health Insurance Fund (hereafter NHIF).
This organization carries out the accounting of the medical aid supports. The NHIF determines the
rate of support from the Social Insurance budget by the different diseases, disabilities. It increases
the importance of this organization that the breast cancer is the most common cancer of women in
Hungary unfortunately and the incidence steadily increasing. Most patients are in the age of 45-65
years but this disease occurs by the younger and older people also. Globally, the situation is worse,
the disease is more frequent in civilized countries than in developing countries, and therefore it is
important to focus on this segment of the market.
The Amoena Ltd has quality products on the market however, their prices exceeds the competitors
ones. The price is influenced by several factors. Firstly, the supply prices are equal all over the world
because the products are purchased from the Bavarian Center to all countries. Another influencing
factor is the fluctuation of Forint and the Euro exchange rate. The Amoena Ltd. has to take into
account the products, services and prices of its competitors. Amoena Ltd ensures its difference from
its competitors not only by good quality products but it is up to build an appropriate relationship and
high quality supply processes.
The Balanced Scorecard system of the AMOENA Ltd.
The economic environment of enterprises has changed significantly in the last few decades, the
consistency replaced by the continuous volatility. In such environment it is extremely difficult to
acquire a lasting competitive advantage. The competitive and profitable direction of AMOENA Ltd.
and the integration of the non-financial indicators was a real big challenge to the leaders of the
enterprise; therefore they developed their BSC concept.
Financial viewpoint
In the former BSC system the growth targets were the sales, pre-tax profit and market share position
in the region. The managers assigned five aims to improve these growth objectives. The first was to
increase the number of recipe-sales, the second was to increase the proportion of prosthesis sales in
retail trade, the third was to fix the receipts service, the fourth was to increase the patients’ loyalty;
the fifth was to help to the network of partnerships. The first two objects meant a volume increase
that measured the three indices which were assigned to the objectives: the number of recipe-sales
compared to previous year’s data, increase of the rate of redemption of the prosthesis and
increasing the rate of selling the prosthesis in retail. The third growth objective was to steer the
89

The AMONEA Company contributed the demonstration and further development of their BSC system.
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services through receipts into the right direction which served the increase of patient’s awareness.
Its indicator is: how much affected women bought the bra and prosthesis in every year. The fourth
objective was to increase the patient’s loyalty. The patients would like to achieve this by specific
promotions, loyalty points, vouchers, by widening the enforcement of possibilities by the club
discounts, and as well as with the promotion and sale of new, more modern and more expensive
products for the less price-sensitive patients. Regard of this they wanted to measure the
stakeholder’s loyalty and price sensitivity and the possibility of widening the specific actions and their
validation and as well the extension of the club's database. Finally in the fifth aim the club discounts
and the turnover related discounts are included to the different distribution discounts as well.
Customers’ viewpoint
To increase the sales and profit (as part of the financial division) they wanted to support two
strategic themes: customer-profitability, and as well to increase the loyalty of customers. They
wanted to achieve the customer-profitability by specific promotions, increasing the number of loyal
customers and selling products with higher profit margin. The indicators include the patients' loyalty,
the rate of utilized promotions and higher profit margin products. Improvement of these indicators
served the raise of awareness of the patients' and selling more expensive products for the less pricesensitive patients. They tried to increase the number of loyal customers by satisfying their needs
more effectively and with additional discounts. The acquainting and endearing of the more profitable
products was done through the sellers and secondly through the magazine. The further loyalty was
provided by the customer care, giving special discounts for the club; inform patients and the faultless
achieving of the delivery goals. The main goal of distributors’ is to correctly satisfy the retailers'
orders.
Viewpoint of business processes
The following aims have been appeared in the business process viewpoint: the minimum own
inventory, evolving the distributors’ optimal inventory, increasing the value of an average package,
the more equitable distribution of the allowances by region done by the organization, the reduction
of the human resource requirements, reducing the exchange rate loss, and finally rationalization of
the fixed costs, wages and contributions. The optimal minimum inventory level was deduced from
the products which were purchased during the previous year, while the external effects of
environmental changes were taken into account. Its aim was to reduce the potential stock deficiency.
It is strategically important for the company to help their distributors and increase their own profits
so they tried to establish an optimal inventory for retailers which are the best for patient’s needs and
it turns quickly. The second goal is to increase the value of the so called average packets’ content by
increasing the volume of sales and granted discounts. The third aim is the more equitable
distribution of the allowances by region done by the organization. The third aim has served the
developing of three different price categories at the wholesale trade based on the turnovers. The
regional profits were also observed but it was important for the company to reward also the
distributors who have ordered periodically and predictable large amounts. The company purchases
its goods from Germany therefore it had to face with the problem of fluctuating of forint-euro
exchange rates. So in this view point the next goal was to reduce exchange rate loss. They bought a
high amount of Euros at low rate or increased their inventory of goods when they could get a lower
price. It led to the process that the company bought less but larger amounts of goods due the
significant transport costs. The aim of the human costs was the reduction of the salary contribution
and social security contribution. In that context, reduction of per capita benefits was expected
because that was the only way for the company to reduce the wage and social security contributions
costs. The rationalizing of the fixed costs was based on the calculation and reducing of fixed costs
these were the wage costs, mailing costs, the rent for the shops and reduce operational costs.
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Learning and growth viewpoint
The viewpoint of learning and growing is the basis of establishing of the strategy, it determines the
abilities and motivation of employees and the role of information technology because all is based on
these. It is not easy to define what information and skills are needed to be able to improve the
processes as well creating a higher customer value. In this viewpoint the internal process objectives
and targets are supported two strategic aims: the competences and consciousness.
The competences include the improve of the user's computer knowledge and knowledge of foreign
languages, controls and sanctions, risk and priority management, and communication.
The last mentioned includes the communication with customers and distributors, and of course
colleagues. It is important to have contact with retailers as well as the decrease of misunderstandings
in daily communication with employees. This strategy topic included the sales training also that
determined the sale of products that should be sold mostly, and the compound of the inventory that
distributors had fix. Among the competences the basic legal knowledge has also been highlighted
because the employees need to know the billing, warranty, as well as contracts. The other objective
in the viewpoint of learning and development was connected to the consciousness. Includes the
understanding of the targets of processes and the understanding of different contacts/connections,
the loyalty employees’ and the thoroughness. It is also important that staff have to have adequate
knowledge of products and to cooperate with their colleagues.
Optimization of the AMOENA Ltd.’s Balanced Scorecard system
The BSC created by Amoena Ltd. did not pass the formal requirements because the objectives did not
contain all strategic objectives and too many indicators were examined. Fewer, but more important
targets were marked and I specified the strategic map which contains the cause-effect relationships.
This corrected strategy targets, indicators, actions and the strategic map show the 2-5th Table and the
2nd Figure. I also ordered action to the objectives and the targets shows the required values. The
number of indicators is correct; in the original BSC were too many indicators.
Table 2. The Company’s modified strategic targets, indicators and actions - Financial viewpoints
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

Return on…

Return on sales (ROS) (%)

> 10,0%

Return in investment (ROI) (%)

> 6%

Sales growth index (previous year = 100%)

> 108%

The revenue change index (The sales of the higher
margin products) (previous year = 100%)

> 107%

Divested subsidies rate as a percentage of sales
revenue (%)

< 3%

Growth of income

Optimum exploit of the
NHIF
ACTIONS

The cost and revenue optimization to improve the profit, analysis of the ROI components.
Encourage of the development of customer loyalty, the awareness of the customers and
distributors about the advantages of the new, higher margin products.
Follow up the NHIF the modifications, minimize the mistakes, timely implementation of the
changes in the corporate governance system.
Complied by Szóka, based on Láng, 2011
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Table 3. The Company’s modified strategic targets, indicators and actions - Customer viewpoints
INCREASING THE CUSTOMER’S SATISFACTION
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

Increase of customer’s
loyality

Returning customers rate (%)

> 75%

Satisfaction with services and the assortment
(1-10)

> 8,8

ACTIONS
More comfortable shopping area, information on new products, validation of club discounts.
Distribution only high quality products, exchange of products in case of quality defects.
Improvement of the stock management, sales forecast on last year datas (same period), taking
into account the possible modifying effects.
BUILDING A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH DISTRIBUTORS
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

Distributors' satisfaction

Distributors commitment (1-10)

> 6,5

Perfect order fulfillment

Perfect deliverable rate (%)

> 98,5%

The quality in contact with the highlighted
distributors and insuring the special discounts
(1-10)

> 9,0

ACTIONS
Exploration of the Distribution values and offering of the development opportunities.
Identify and elimination of the recurrent problems.
Special discounts for based on sales, communication, distributrs day.
Complied by Szóka, based on Láng, 2011
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Table 4. The Company’s modified strategic targets, indicators and actions - Business processes
viewpoints
INCREASING THE CUSTOMER’S SATISFACTION
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

NHIF

Changes application which required by the NHIF (%)

> 98-100%

ACTIONS
Monitoring all changes, adaptation and integration of the modifications in the corporate
governance system.
SALES
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

Increasing efficiency of
the sellers

The sales rate of higher margin’s products (%)

> 25%

Increasing if the package
value

Sales value per order (tFt)

> 100 tFt

Generate well rotating
stock for highlighted
distributors

Stock turnover index

> 8,5

ACTIONS
Improvement the sales and marketing techniques.
Increasing of the average pocket value by discounts. Introduction of the re-structured stock for
highlighted distributors.
OPERATION
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

Rapid solution of the
occurent problems

Time between the problem request and solving
(1-10)

> 9,0

Cost
and
optimization

Reducing of costs rate (1-10)

> 8,0

revenue

ACTIONS
Develop the individual and group skills, competencies.
Development the controlling system.
Complied by Szóka, based on Láng, 2011
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Table 5. The Company’s modified strategic targets, indicators and actions - Learning and growth
viewpoints
TARGETS

INDICATORS

TARGET

Skills development

Expenditure on vocational education and training in
percentage of sales revenue (%)

~ 2%

Create
motivating
working atmosphere and
appreciation

Employees' satisfaction (1-10)

>8

Developement of IT

Revenue per employee (mFt/person)

> 29

Consumption of labor

Coverage of information (also web) (1-10)

> 8,5

ACTIONS
Professional training and internal knowledge-sharing.
Creating a good working atmosphere, providing the financial and moral appreciation adaption of
wages to the company's success.
Developing the Web content and the corporate governance system, IT training for employees.
Development of individual and group skills, competence.
Complied by Szóka, based on Láng, 2011

Figure 2: The connection among the BSC indicators of the Ltd
Complied by Szóka, based on Láng, 2011
(The indicators represent the initials of the viewpoints. The arrows show the interdependences.)
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Financial viewpoint
The financial viewpoint includes the return on investment, the increase of revenue and the optimal
utilization of subsidy90 presented by the NHIF. The third Figure shows that the increasing of the
revenue is in the focus because it is the basis of any further increase of profit and return. This would
improve by the sales of higher margin products, and the reduction of subsidies. The positive change
of the growth of sales indicators highly contribute the growth of the top - gross margin and return on
assets - two indicators. Among the actions which are order/connected to the financial viewpoint
appear the optimization of costs and the analysis of the ROI indicator’s components. The latter is
essential because this indicator can be improved even by reducing the profit degrading elements in
short term – like the investments, repairs and provisioning – however, a long-term destitute of these
could lead to the jeopardize the future of the company (Szóka, 2007). To increase the revenue the
customers’ loyalty should be inspired. Widen of awareness of the customers and distributors are
necessary about the advantages of the new, higher margin products. It is essential to follow up the
modifications of NHIF to correctly utilize the support of NHIF, the timely implementation of the
changes in the corporate governance system is needed and it is important to minimize the number of
mistakes.
The viewpoint of Customers
The goals of the financial viewpoint should be based on customers' viewpoint first; each indicator’s
aim is the maintaining and strengthening the customer relationships. The apparent the distributor
next to the retail customers is strategically important because the company operates as a wholesaler
too and the company sells goods to retailers nation-wide. The distributors were left out from the
original BSC even though that the operation of retail network – through improving the position of
national sales – significantly contributes the achievement of the financial main aim. The increase in
the proportion of the correct order completions can improve a lot of factors, at the same time it
encompasses the whole customers' viewpoint so, we can say, that is the most important indicators.
That ensures identification and elimination of returning problems. The supply of the distributors with
prospectuses and a “distribution day” should lead to the realization of special discounts. The
company can increase the number of returning customers by ensuring the customers’ satisfaction
and we can win new clients too. This combination results the increase of the market share which will
positively influence the realization of financial targets. To know the stakeholder’s needs is necessary
to create value for our customers. It is achieved by the development of the German parent
company’s products with the involvement of the patients and taking into account the needs. The
company achieves the increase of customer loyalty by providing the club discounts, transforming the
customer’s area more comfortable and the provision of information during the service. Quality
guarantees only distribution of quality products. The distribution of quality products ensures the
provision of quality, only. Even of a quality fault the company offers a product exchange or provides a
purchasing discount equal to the value of the product. The wide selection of products can be
accomplished by improving the inventory management and by the sales forecast.
The business processes viewpoint
The main weakness of the BSC is that the objective of fulfilling the expectations of NHIF is missing
though this objective has great influence on the company's results through the divested subsidy. The
indicator can take on positive values if the company fully complies with the deadlines and all the
changes are integrated to their corporate governance system. The improving sale of the higher
margin products and the growth of sales value per order are directly and indirectly improve the main
90

In the original BSC produced by the company did not appear the support of the NHIF even though the
company gets the allowance due products sold on prescription from the NHIF. This is a significant part – 70
to 80% of – of the products price.
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goal. They improving the sales techniques and marketing processes in order to achieve the sales
targets. The reduction of the interval between find & solve the problems is included in operational
goals whereupon less defective execution is realized in the customer viewpoint which has also an
indirect effect on the improvement of results. Actions are connected to the operational aims, which
are: the rapid improvements of problems are achieved by the development of the individual and
team skills, ensure the extension of the warehouse clubs with awareness and promotion of club
discounts, as well as the company will achieve the cost and revenue optimization aims with the
development and improvement of the controlling system.
The learning and growth viewpoint
The learning and growth are the basis for realization of the other three different viewpoints on the
strategic map, therefore it is very important that the employees are aware of the required tasks and
recognize their performance. The tasks should be dedicated by the managers as they are still on a
high level and still feasible. Combination of these factors can provide the satisfaction of workers'
desire for success and increase their efficiency. The technical upgrade of the information technology
is an important field too. People who are supporting the decision and decision-makers have to get
reliable information to do their tasks. The fourth viewpoint is the learning and growth one which
includes the following indicators, targets and actions: skills development, to create motivating
working atmosphere and appreciation, development of information technology and labour-utilization
efficiency. The increase of vocational education and training indicators are connected to the target of
skills development. The created motivating working atmosphere and appreciation can be measured
by employee’s satisfaction and the development of information technology can be measured by the
information coverage. This also includes the development of individual and group skills, the
developments of competences that are the basis of efficiency of the labour-utilization increase. The
effect of the expenditure on vocational education and training – directly or indirectly – is extended
for all viewpoints. The review of the BSC system and its implementation is recommended on a
quarterly basis due the current crisis and the political-legal and economic uncertainties.
Conclusions
The BSC sets that strategic way on which the corporation or institution need to move and this way
the company must be monitored and corrected continuously.
This balanced scorecard could investigate the influencing factors of the corporate performance
evolution in extremely complex way, it always focuses on the essence and the future developments
are kept in mind also, however, this itself is not a guarantee of success. The business processes,
learning and growth viewpoints are getting more and more important in companies’, achieving the
operational excellence comes to the fore and they angle to motivate the employees and increasing of
the commitment. The human factor, the methodology and the correct application of communication
are playing an important role. Employees will be able to help the implementation of the strategy if
they know it and embrace it.
If the vision and strategy are formulated properly and apply the BSC then the management gets a
strategic management and controlling device which enables the implementation of the strategy that
could be continuously monitored and the annual planning becomes easier. The BSC system improves
the operation of the incentive system; it shows the ratio of added value done by the individual
employees connected to the achievement of corporate strategy, the corporate objectives can be
detailed to measurable individual goals, which implementation measuring indicators can be tied to
the remuneration system. A learning process can begin, where the managers could learn how to lead
a company, the employees will learn that they are important components in the engine of the
company and that their goals are compatible with the company’s ones.
Finally, it is very important that the top management is committed in the achievement of the BSC;
otherwise the BSC will not really help the implementation of the strategy.
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Abstract
Up to recently, globalization has become a normal process which created a worldwide competition
innovative and competitive companies are entering new markets and gaining more market shares in
the world. The businesses in the fierce global market competition appeared in the idea, which is
rather a necessary step in order to survive is to make decisions, after gathering and considering
certain information about themselves. This demand was a base of a system which basically collects,
summarizes, selects and processes the new information that the corporate governance, the operation
for common problems quickly and efficiently answers. In connection with this, was the birth of the
idea of marketing controlling, which "is aimed at the marketing component can be measured and
improved with controlling tools. Controlling basically mean "results-oriented management". This
means that the data gathered, evaluated and a decision is made on that basis. In contrast, the
marketing expresses a "market-oriented management". Regarding sales decisions, market values are
at the centre. The Marketing controlling (see late MC) needs to resolve the conflict between the two
concepts. (Weber, J / Schäffer, U., 2005.) Thus, we see that the marketing activities should include not
only the transmission of new information but also has to be future oriented in-particular focus on
customers and competitors.
Introduction
Marketing as a function is in charge of measure customer demand, the need for novelty and the
collection of reactions and feedbacks which can be after analysed. The question is what happens if
we want to install it to the system of controlling or we try to use their combination in order to be
successful?
Strategic Marketing Controlling
As we can see on the figure, marketing controls these activities where controlling plays only a
coordination role and helps decision making and the analysis of strategic processes.
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Figure 1. Marketing Controlling, Source: own construction
As Kandikó (2006) says marketing controlling is an integrated sub-system of the organisation’s
controlling system, which provides both strategic and operative planning, their budget plans, planfact analysis and information service. Organisations should use it which has a well-defined marketing
sub-process. He also adds that MC ‘s main target is to increase utilization efficiency of marketing
costs or simply decreasing them, primarily with the help of correction, acting in time and tries to
avoid impeachment.
Now let’s have a look at some possible MC aims for the SMEs (Bruhn 1999).

Figure 2.: Aims of the marketing controlling, Source: own construction
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Strategic and operative Marketing Controlling
Regarding the measurement of marketing performance there are two main approaches in the
literature. Anglo-Saxon approach focuses strongly on financial metrics, using financial indicators to
measure marketing performance; often called Marketing Performance Measurement or Marketing
Metrics. German approach on the other hand relies more on psychographic factors (see Figure 3.)

Figure3. System of objectives, Source: Gaál, 2008
The operative marketing-controlling focus more on existing results primarily gap analysis and various
financial calculations. Its aim is to determine short-term returns, results and liquidity using
accounting data. In contrast, strategic marketing-controlling is more future oriented and applies
different analytical techniques such as portfolio analysis, benchmarking in order to achieve the
desired results. Marketing controllers are also responsible for monitoring deviations based on planfact analysis and providing information to strategic management. In some cases they perform only as
moderators or support coordinators mainly at the early stage of the strategy compilation, when the
assessment of current marketing status or benchmarking is carried out. However, controllers have a
significant role in the phase of strategic planning, contingency plans, annual tactical plans and the
integration of these into the main strategic plan (Reinecke, 2010).

Figure 4: strategic and operative MC ; Source: adopted from Becker, 2001
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Regarding the strategic tools, companies in Hungary tend to avoid using them; sometimes they do
but not properly. Smaller companies do not realize the advantages of some analysing methods.
Unfortunately they only start implementing them once the organisation is insolvent.
Table 1: Differences between operative and strategic MC; Source:
Horvath (2003)
Strategic MC
Orientation
Environment and company
Target
Growth, sustainability, competitive
advantage, exploring success factors,
exploitation
Distribution criteria
opportunities, threats, strengths and
weaknesses of the company
Source
comprehensive
environmental
and
corporate analysis

adopted from Becker (2001) and
Operative MC
Company
profitability,
marketing
profitability, solvency
indicators and scorecards used
by marketing
primary internal corporate
accounting and statistics

Marketing Controlling in practice
Marketing-controlling can greatly contribute to the success of the company regarding its function
and efficiency. The development of a marketing-controlling system depends on several factors.
Firstly we shall meet the requirements that are specific to a particular market segment and defines
the company's individual profile.
The general features of the system builders are useful in all cases, such as:
 Information service: Marketing-controlling gains the necessary information mainly from the
financial areas i.e. Accounting, Finance and Sales (Reinecke, 2000).
 Planning support: Marketing controlling supports management in marketing, planning and
management activities, while taking into account market, competition and other conditions
too (Becker 1998).
 Control and audit: Control is based on past plan-fact comparison. We can distinguish between
process and result monitoring. Marketing is focusing more on the result. The audit is more
future oriented (Töpfer, 1995).
 Forecast: Marketing-controlling is able to recognize trends in time happening around the
corporation. It provides relevant information to help decision makers, thus reaching marketing
targets (Liebl, 1989, Presissner, 1996).
 Management: A well-developed and properly used MC system can show the way and help to
implement the necessary changes, moreover define strategic decision alternatives.
It is hard to find a general form for marketing-controlling, since it is influenced by several, company
specific factors such as marketing dynamics, business goals and sectors.
Measuring soft factors
Our knowledge and information-based management started paying attention to some new success
influencing factors, which are hard or perhaps impossible to measure, so-called soft factors. Balanced
Scorecard, marketing-monitoring and marketing-controlling indicators help companies to realize
these factors.
Marketing-monitoring can also be interpreted as the continuous monitoring of the marketing
environment. This observation extends to a number of factors, such as the measurement of the
effects of the reaction of customers and competitors or new entrants, as a result of the chosen
marketing decisions. Marketing collects event data from promoters, co-workers, distributers but also
relies on the external network of experts, organizations specialized in market research.
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After obtaining the information, all we have to decide is which the point of view we would like to do
our examination and define the analytical aspects. We need to clarify whether to do the analysis
based on future or already existing resources. Then, standards should be established, which are the
basis of comparison. They can quickly and easily determine the company's change of direction, be it
negative or positive.
The performance assessment of future organizations was a major aim Kaplan and Norton, proving
that companies strictly relying on financial indicators are outdated. According to their research the
result was a new indicator system called "Balanced Scorecard" named and organized around four
distinct perspectives. The "Scorecard" includes: financial performance, customer, operational
processes, innovation and learning perspective. The "Balanced" indicates that result indicators and
indicators for future performance elements should be balanced so do the financial and non-financial
indicators. In the following figure we would like to demonstrate a possible marketing BSC.

Figure 5: Marketing controlling BSC
Source: Own construction
In the first perspective, marketing and its controlling benefits in a positive way for the company's
financial position when the company manages to save on a new innovation, or a negative way, when
the company spends too much on the new technology. The customer perspective is one of the most
important parts of the figure, which shows how customer oriented our marketing is. We can have the
best new technology if our customers do not detect it. Therefore, it is necessary to have a proper
market orientation, test. In the following section, we can find the objectives and performance
measures associated with the organization’s internal productive processes.
Finally, the scorecard helps to determine how we can measure the change and development of the
company due to marketing controlling, describing the amount of time spent on training courses,
continuing education.
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Incorrectly used marketing controlling
The role of marketing as a business function, is still heavily debated, or not yet understood.
Managers who are responsible for marketing are often not able to reconcile how marketing
philosophy is is linked with marketing practice. Unfortunately, here it should be noted that the
problem, which almost always occurs, in a different form, is that the manager does not have a proper
marketing knowledge (Kiss, 1996).
Often, the case is that the manager is unable to tell whether his decision or the way he made that
decision was connected to marketing and acts instinctively. This can be a virtue, but it can be
negative, since a lack of awareness in the decision hinders the development of the company in order
to develop further. "This phenomenon is called by Berck and Szirmai (1993, 293) as spontaneous
marketing."
Summary
In our study we have highlighted the importance of marketing-controlling. Even though, it is has an
important function, businesses can sometimes can forget about i tor apply it but often unconsciously.
Hungarian enterprises have shown a number of examples that if the controlling system is reasonably
well-used, it has a stable place in the market and gain a competitive advantage.
It all requires a concerted effort, between managers and controllers. Thus, they are able to create a
marketing information system to help in assessing the needs of the consumers, the company's quick
response and also in triggering innovation. Every company’s target in the market is to stay on the
market, gain profit, and reach competitive advantage. The aim of the following years is to understand
this in the corporate sector, apply, and we are sure that the desired goal of innovation and enterprise
targets do not only remain objectives, but achieved results.
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Abstract
Local production, manufacturing and sales are among the main factors of economic stimulus as well
as of maintaining the cultural habits of a region. Since the end of the 20th century many initiatives
have evolved to support these activities and as a result, local food systems (LFS) were created. In
Kaposvár, there is an ongoing proposal for linking local manufacturing and consumption. The
objectives of this study focused on two scopes. The first one was to distribute local foodstuff at the
marketplace of the town. The second scope was to evolve a trademark that ensured the certification
of these foodstuff. A focus-group interview on the reaction of residents to these initiatives was
conducted enquiring how viable these are after the financial crisis – in a town, which is famous for its
excessively patriotic attitude.
Introduction
Since the end of the 90’s parallel with globalisation the idea of localisation has gotten into the
dictionary of developed countries. In our constantly changing world certain consumer groups by
whom it has been realised, that with their buyings they take steps in interest of stimulating the local
economy, keeping the culture of their region and last but not least for their own health, that is why
in certain places out of own resources, somewhere with help from above they gathered together in
order to do for the above listed aims together. Since June, 2010 as a compensation for the global
economic recession our home Kaposvár is trying to take steps in order to ensure the future of
producers and companies which still can find their feet, and to ensure the prosperity of the
population.
Theoretical background
In our globalising world day-by-day other and other values become important and our acts and
shopping habits change according to that. The consumer behavior of the population of developed
countries, which already have experienced crises, has changed. “Think globally, act locally”- says the
phrase, the significance of which every field of the economy has to face.
About the food-products, which are produced in big quantities, and are accessible everywhere on a
given continent or worldwide, and which were once considered to be qualitative, it turns out, that
one or two ingredients of them does not meet the requirements of the hygieny checks, which are
becoming more severe or these products might not be suitable for human consumption.
The consumer of the present age is considerate, knows his rights, opportunities, and with the help of
the internet he can learn how to prepare his basic food-stuffs at home or he buys them locally,
personally, from a local producer.
Certain trends will be present in our lives for 20-30 years, these are the so called megatrends.
According to “Trendinspiráció Műhely” (TÖRŐCSIK, 2011) the above named topic is influenced by the
Eco Chic and the Ecological Paradigm megatrends. The followers of this trend can be characterised by
environmental awareness, the change from the immoderate consumption to a more moderate one,
the reconsideration of the use of packaging material, the reduction of food kilometers and by making
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a move towards a chemical-free status. Certain trends emerge from the change of values doing so
they create counter-trends.
According to the classification by Törőcsik (2011) a person who choses to find his own roots (counter
trend) instead of the alternation of cultures (trend), looks for domestic, regional dishes ,drinks and
habits, rediscovers them and insists on the given region. Instead of experience (trend), he searches
for the authentic, the genuine (counter-trend), the skilled producer, and is characterised by
awareness and commitment and requires naturality.He is willing to lay energy in his buyings to
achieve
reliability.
The trends mentioned above influenced the population of Japan in 1999 in the frames of not just the
newly approved agricultural policy reform, but the “Chisan chisho” movement. As the consequence
of the change the consumption of the local food products increased, the rural areas developed, the
environmental impact decreased. Today if we open the website of the movement as a European
citizen and search for food categories, provinces or ripening times, we can learn what, when and
where can we access in the parts of the insular country. (chisanchisho.pref.kochi.lg.jp, 2013)
Overseas the “100 mile diet” movement was made widespread in 2005 by Alisa Smith and J.B.
Mackinnon, a Canadian couple who accepted to buy their food products from the 100 mile
surroundings for 1 year. They stated 12 arguments for the local food products.
1. you eat fresh products
2. you know what you eat
3. you meet your neighbors
4. you can feel the alternation of seasons
5. you try new flavours
6. you become acquainted with the environs
7. you spare nature
8. you help small producers
9. you support local economy
10. you become healthier
11. you earn experience
12. your journeys become more exciting
They shared their experience in the form of a book with the general public. (SMITH-MACKINNON,
2007)
In Hungary the “Open Garden Foundation” of Gödöllő is considered to be the first local food-product
system. In 1998, they were the first ones to start the prepaid box-system, and later they started to
sell the fruits and vegetables ,produced in the estate which was establsihed in the area of the
university, at the bio-market in Budapest.
In 2002 they transformed their sales service and established their own courier service, which by now
for 3 years has been serving a constantly expanding group of customers. Later the system has been
sold to a private bio-estate, which has by nowadays become one of the biggest domestic supplier.
(nyitottkert.hu, 2013)
The “Pannon Local Product Claster“, established in 2005, regards local product development as a
complex implement. Besides getting local products reach the market, their stressed aim can be
defined with the intention for locally produced products to increase the employment of rural areas
and improve the opportunities for earning income.
Their supply consists of not just special local foodstuff, but besides them it also conatins works of
handcraft, and the range of the offered products has been increased to the multiple of the initial
range. (pannonproduct.hu, 2013)
Trademarks have been attached to most of the local product programmes, this has been unusual
until now in our country.The lack of regional trademarks can be traced back to two causes. On one
hand producers and processers are not aware of the fact that marks which are concentrated to
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smaller territorial units in the case of their products carry a big advantage for the consumers and on
the other hand besides the presence of recognition, the lack of joining forces causes problems.
(SZIGETI, 2007)
However sectoral trademarks in connection with quality and origin can we rather meet in our
homeland.
These latter ones can be found in the following wording since 1st September 2012. “The Hungarian
Product or any other statement with similar content can only be used on foodstuff if:
 in the case of vegetable basic products the growing, the harvesting, the gathering, the
cleaning, the handling and the packaging happen in Hungary,
 in the case of basic products of animal origin the birth,the hatching, the breeding, the killing
the catching, the putting of the domestic animal into production and the packaging happen in
Hungary,
 in the case of unprocessed products, the product is made of the above mentioned basic
products and every applied procedure takes place in Hungary,
 in the case of processed products, the product is made of the above mentioned unprocessed
foodstuff and every procedure goes on in Hungary and only processed ingredients which meet
this requirement are present (with the exception of additives, spices, aromas, table salt).
Considering the place of origin the following voluntary marking scan be applied. The domestic
product expression for processed foodstuff if more than 50% of the used ingredients end every step
of the processing happens in Hungary.” (tesztplussz.hu, 2013)
Kaposvár is able to adapt to the international trends with the help of a tender construction: so far a
shop selling local products in the newly renovated market place has been established and the
elaboration of a trademark connected to the goods mentioned above is in progress.
Material and methods
Our research team has led a conversation in focus-groups among the citizens about the raison d’étre
of the “Kaposvár Local Product Programme“. The focus-grouped interview is an unstructured, direct,
qualitative method of research in which a qualified moderator converses with a small group of
respondents. A small group like this consists of 6-12 people who ,considering some of their virtues ,
are homogenious, and have been previously selected. The duration of the conversation is generally
1-3 hours, which is recorded by dictaphone or possibly by videocamera. The person of the
interviewer is remarkably important, among his most important skills there has to be kindness,
resoluteness, compliance, encouragement, flexibility and sensitiveness. It is important for him to
encourage and stimulate the recipients to give answers in order to make them express their main
statements literally. (MALHOTRA, 2009)
During the organisation of the focus-grouped conversation we applied filtering conditions.
These were the followings:
 The recipient cannot work in the field of journalism/marketing, advertising, PR/ market
research/ social marketing.
 The recipient has not taken part in any research in connection with the local product
programme in the previous year.
 The recipient has not taken part in any focus-grouped conversations in the previous year.
 The recipient and another closer relative can be considered basically the buyers of foodstuff.
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The groups and the members of the groups can be described by the following socio-demographic
criteria:
 Men as well as women take part in the conversation.
 All of them prefers local foodstuff or foodstuff of Hungarian origin more or less.
 Every recipient has at least secondary level qualification.
 Every recipient has at least the average income.
Results and discussion
The focus-grouped conversation was based on six main question blocks: first of all the respondants
had to express their opinion about the trademarks which can be found on foodstuff and about the
topic of place of origin and then about the trademarks concretely. Following that we began to talk
about the Local Product Programmes similarly to the marketing-mix structure: first we expounded
the topic of local product, which was continued by price, place of selling associated with the product
and by the topic of communication.
Trademarks placed on foodstuff and the place of origin
After the introduction and playing an association game we began to converse about the trademarks
which can be found on foodstuff and about the place of origin of the foodstuff. The participants
stated uniformly, that they have a look at the package of the foodstuff before putting them in their
shopping baskets. In the first place they search for the labels of the place of origin, the date of
expiration and the ingredients. Some of them also have mentioned the calorie, fat, and protein
content. When we tried to reflect on the causes, all of the participants have emphasised: bad
experience causes their cautiousness. All of them came to grief because of dairy products. Because
of the unpleasant experience, since then they check the labels of the foodstuff everytime. Following
that we wanted to know if they were influenced by products labeled with trademarks . The
participants were pretty doubtful about the question: according to them, if they see trademarks on
foodstuff, that makes the decision easier for them, however they feel being lost in the motley of
trademarks and wish to experience a rather simple system of markings in the Hungarian milieu.In a
broader sense the participants give preference to Hungarian products, less extensively to local
products. For the latter ones they stated such arguments like these goods are fresher, healthier and
less food-miles can be connected to them. Safety, reliability and the emotional constraint are their
additional features. They think, the aspect, according to which , by buying local products, they help
local producers, is also not negligible.In case of possibly introducing a local trademark, they would
feel closer to their inhabitancy.
Trademarks
In the previous chapter the participants have already expressed their doubts: They like and favour
trademarks, but at the same time they think there is a lot of misleading among them. In the previous
decades they suspected severe hygiene checks, which, they think, operates nowadays between
looser frameworks.The minority of the participants believe that there are stricter inspections, to
which products are subject, than before. However all of the recipients agreed on one point: by now
trademarks have lost their significance and they do not think that products with such markings offer
really more than others. After that we asked the participants to spontaneously list trademarks. They
have mentioned the “Forum of Quality Products”, the “Quality Product from Hungary”, the
“Traditions, Tastes, Regions” trademark, the “milk-heart” logo and the “Hungarian Product”. In
connection with the latter one they mentioned changes, but they were not able to define them
exactly. After that we gave them the first set of cards.
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Figure 1.
After having a look at the set of cards they were able to state the following: they remember the
“Quality Product from Hungary”, but they were not aware of the idea of the “Hungarian Product”,
“Domestic Product” and the “Domestically Processed Product” which were introduced on the 1 st of
September 2012. They feel that these trademarks and the differences between them are not
properly communicated into the common knowledge and they “only” mark the origin. In case of the
first two (“Hungarian Product”, “Domestic Product”) they emphasised the similarity of the two logos
(only a slight difference of colours), and the words “Hungarian” and “domestic” can be mixed up
causing problems, because in certain contexts they are synonyms. Out of the last two trademarks of
the set everyone was able to remember the “Hungarian Poultry” but only some of the participants
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remembered the “Quality Hungarian Pork”. A participant advised to establish a system, making the
mixture of trademarks more reasonable, in which the trademarks of quality and origins could be
categorized and ,in case it is necessary, intermediate groups should be established. With the
appropriate communication of a system like this the recognition would not mean a problem for the
customers. In connection with that the groups came into conflict with each other :while voting for
the use of fewer trademarks, they felt the newly introduced “Hungarian Prdouct – Domestic Product
– Domestically Processed Product” system fitting, moreover : where the foreign origin can be proved
(the last two ones) they would have the origin indicated , narrowed down to a country and shown in
percentages (they think the population would notice these values).
“Kaposvár Local Product Programme” – product policy
The first question of the topic focused on spontaneous knowledge: do the recipients know local
product programmes, initiatives nearby. To every group the “Petörke Goods” ,originating from
Petörke Valley – Bárdudvarnok near Kaposvár, was familiar. One recipient was able to remember the
“Élő Tisza Trademark”, the once in Kaposvár operating MAGOSZ shop was mentioned by two of them
and the nowadays becoming more and more popular local foodstuff festivals, which belong to
certain vilages, like the Strudel-festival in Mesztegnyő, the Rice-festival in Patalom and the Honeyfestival in Kaposvár, also came up. (Naturally the latter ones are not considered to be local prduct
programmes.) Switching the subject back to the “Petörke Goods” and the “Élő Tisza Trademark”
every recipient thought that these programmes have their raison d’étre, they had positive opinions
about what they have seen, but judging from the lack of the communication of the programmes, the
recipients predicted them a negative future. One of the recipients expressed his anxiety about the
fact that in the sped up world of ours, the modernized city-dwelling person has a need for the
“officially tested”-like labels placed on the products he is willing to buy, because of being afraid of
scams and he might miss these labels when buying processed products straight from the producer.
However all of them stated : a local product programme establishes a market for the small-scale
producers, creates and protects workplaces and also gives the opportunity for them to be able to
survive beside the big companies with the advantage of using social communication for advertising
themselves and in this way no money has to be spent on advertisements. According to the
participants an initiative like this would be advantageous for the consumers as well : they would
receive good quality, it would connect the people creating some kind of community on this side too.
The majority of the recipients knew the initiative of Kaposvár the remaining part blamed the lack of
communication for their “ignorance”. A recipient was anxious about not being able to keep the newly
opened shop in the area of the big market filled with products or to maintain the programme at all
because there is no sufficient amount of processed foodstuff in the town. In the case of the shop it
comes up as well, that the operator sells the products at a higher price that is why they think that the
products sold here cannot stay competitive against the products that stay by the producers. In the
case of local products the question arises how far can the boundaries of the program extend. They
think that the expression “agglomeration” would not be a suitable expression in this case. The two
groups had two different opinions: the first group would extend the boundaries of the program to
the borders of the new administrative unit, the Kaposvár district. The other group is more
permissive: they would designate a 50 - kilometre - wide degree of tolerance for the local products.
The extreme opinions were the extention to the borders of the Dél-Dunántúl region or to the 100
kilometres agglomeration of Kaposvár. In connection with the latter topic and the “Hungarian
Product – Domestic Product – Domestically Processed Product” trademarks the question comes up,
that because of which feature of the product can we call it local. The participants agreed on the point
that the raw material has to be 100% local ( there is a difference between the opinion of the groups),
but considering the labourforce the opinions were divided: one group does not insist on local
labourforce, but the other assumes that the basic material which is produced here, out of cost
efficiency should not be transported to other area, it is rather worth to process them here. An
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extreme opinion also occured: one participant would insist on the owner of the producing company
being at least Hungarian in connection with local products.
“Kaposvár Local Product Programme” – price policy
The interviewees of the focus-group found the products which are labelled with some kind of
markings or trademarks, but cannot experience the extras provided by the trademarks. They also find
the patented goods of Hungarian origin more expensive, and they would spend more and more
money on them only in that case if these products after the first try proved their quality and their
taste. The taste would be the affecting factor in connection with the patenting of the products and
the suspected higher price. There are different opinions about the degree of the extra price:
depending on the product one group would pay 10-25% more for the local, the other group was
more reserved they would spend only 5-10% more money.
“Kaposvári Local Product Programme” – place of sale
All of the participants frequently purchase from producers. The scene of these purchases can be their
own apartment, the marketplace, roadside stands and the former “Pick-your-own”-actions- for them
becoming rare they feel especially sorry. They remarkably emphasised egg-market at the university.
They found the “Shop of Kaposvár Goods” , which opened in June 2010 in Kaposvár, based on the
projected pictures and their own some year old experience , a lovely, friendly shop, but they stated
the following as problems:
 the strong lack of communication (they think, that if the presence of the shop would be
communicated better, more people would visit it, tourists too.)
 the indentically short opening hours with the market
 the narrow range of products
 the shop being unexploited
 because of the presumed extra charge the problems of being competitive with the producers,
 according to some opinions the situation of the shop is not the most suitable (according to
them it would better be placed also from a touristic point of view in the city centre).
Another idea has been put into words about devoting a corner in the shop for other regions. (They
have mentioned the ones produced in the Székely Land.) The answerers however want to meet local
products in other places saling foodstuff, like : hyper- and supermarkets day-and-night shops, and
small shops. They think that initially in the above named places corners, shelves should be dedicated
to local products, in hyper-and supermarkets in order to obtain effectiveness and successfulness it
would be logical to open a shop among the external shops (however there were opinions opposing
the latter one because of the high rents).
“Kaposvár Local Product Programme”– communication
After this we asked the answerers of the conversation to define the criteria of the “Kaposvár Local
Product” trademark. According to them previously produced products, which can be connected to
the definition of local products in 100%, coming from the 50 kilometres surroundigs of Kaposvár or
from the Kaposvár district, mostly processed by local labourforce, could earn the trademark. For the
preparation of the logo of the trademark two ideas have been phrased: the first group would
announce a drawing competition for children for the establishment of the trademark of the
“Kaposvár Local Product” on the condition that the logo has to be related to the town through the
depiction of a famous building. The other idea was a particular suggestion: the logo has to suggest
the closeness of the lake Balaton and has to contain the Kaposvár name as a label at all costs without
the coat of arms of the city, because they think, that it does not differentiate the city from others. In
what follows we showed the pictures local product programmes, which can be found in the vicinity,
or in Hungary, to the participants present on the second set of cards.
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Figure2.
Out of the six markings showed they liked the “Petörke Goods”, which already has been familiar to
others, the most, besides ”Pannon Helyi Termék”, the “Kiskunmajsa Local Product” and the
“Szekszárd Region Quality Local Product”. The first one was found simple, lovely and charming with
the small basket. The “Pannon Local Product” was able to gain the approval of everyone with the
label representing being Hungarian, however a question arose about the indentity of the region
behind the trademark. The “Kiskunmajsa Local Product” and the “Szekszárd Region Quality Local
Product” trademarks also emerged with their simplicity. Behind the “Mezőföld Local Product” they
assumed religiousness and did not sense the foodstuff, in the case of the programmes of Keszthely
and Kiskunmajsa the recipients did not understand the point of putting flowers (in the case of the
first tulips, and in the case of the second the presumed cornflower) in the central position, because
they were not able to remember any connection between these cities and the mentioned flowers.
After that we aksed the answerers to create buzzwords for the “Kaposvár Local Product”. They
produced the following: Qualitative, Natural, Originally from Kaposvár, Purity, 100% Closeness,
Taste, Reliability, Traditional. One of the groups also created mottos: “Made in Kaposvár” and
“According to our taste”.
In the following we encouraged the participants to find a personality with whom it would be worth
communicating the “Kaposvár Local Product”. There was an agreement in this question, all of the
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participants insisted on an unknown face, who is possibly active as a producer. They could imagine an
aging, smiling countryman with a moustache and with rosy-cheeked, furrowed face, in loose white
linen culottes, a woman with a similar style standing next to him and a dog similar one to Bogáncs of
the novel of István Fekete. On the other hand according to their opinion a genuinely Hungarianlooking young boy and girl with children and a dog could also cope with the campaign. The idea of
campaigning with celebrities and politicians connected to certain cities has been rejected because of
their dividing personalities.
As a last question we asked the participants present about the possibly utilizable marketing
communicational methods. The appearance on the Internet was supported by everyone uniformly,
they would also involve local media in the campaign. Coupons and vouchers would be published in
the local press for the value of which it would be possible to purchase goods at the “Shop of
Kaposvár Goods”. The participation in festivals, held in the city or in Somogy (BB-days), with tastings
and flash mobs, is essential for the answerers. They would also use giant posters and vehicle placards
and place flyers in postboxes besides the newspapers. To the opportunities provided by the
“Tourinform” office significant importance would be assigned.
Conclusions
We held two focus-grouped conversations in municipal circle to learn what they think about the
trademarks placed on foodstuff and the place of origin, about the local product initiative starting in
Kaposvár and about its future and which goods at what price and where they would obtain and by
what means they would learn of them. Because of the acquired bad experience the members of the
focus-group always have a look at the packaging of the foodstuff before putting them into their
baskets, at that time they look for the labels indicating the place of origin, the ingredients and the
date of expiration. They find trademarks too much and wish for a simplier system, at the same time
they take them doubtfully however sometimes trademarks make the decision easier at shopping.
They think that there is a reason for the existence of the local product programme of Kaposvár, in
which the product of bigger companies and the goods of small-scale producers fit well. To the district
of the programme those products would belong which were either produced in the Kaposvár area, or
in the 50-kilometre-range of the city and which had been processed by local labourforce. If products
were labelled with trademarks the maximum amount the participants would pay more during their
daily shoppings is 10% of the price, assuming that the product have previously proved that because
of its taste it is worth the extra charge. They find the already existing shop sympathic, however it has
several flaws. In the future marketing campaign they would use an unknown face, who is possibly a
local producer with whom the following buzzwords should be associated with: naturalness, tradition,
reliability, originating from Kaposvár, taste, purity.
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Abstract
This study attempts to renewable resources, especially biogas plants for combined power and heat
and bio methane production the decision making process for investment. The second part will present
the licensing process of biogas plants. I will take all aspects of investments into account. This will be
the macro economical aspects like inflation for different products used for or complementary to
biogenic processes in biogas production. Under this aspect I will take the discussion “food or bio
energy” aspects into account and give the insights in both aspects. Furthermore, the study will shows
different investment calculations based on feed in tariffs, EU investment incentive schemes, market
based models. The third aspect for the investment decision will be the licensing process and the costs
for the facility itself. This will calculated on a dummy biogas plant for the given legal background. In
the second part of the study will run the analysis of best possible plant licensing procedure. For this
procedure, I will use my experience in this subject, as the author is running currently different project
licensing processed for renewable energy projects. This study is complex, the investment decisions
must be well based, as the plants are running over decades. The administration of biogas plants is
also a larger issue, as the legal background of renewable energy is about to change permanently in
recent years. This aspect makes the study actual and the legal background is absolutely necessary
take into account.
Keywords: decision making process, investment biogas, bio-energy, biogas, biogas sustainability,
renewable energy in Hungary, renewable law
Introduction
The Hungarian energy market is in the course of their accession to the European Union (EU) been
fully liberalised. The major providers practice (MVM and MOL) still a dominant influence on the
market from more characteristics of the Hungarian energy market are the distinct Dependence on
imports and the low energy efficiency in European comparison. Primary Energy Consumption In the
period from 1990 to 1995, the primary energy consumption in Hungary decreased from 1,244 to
1,067 peta-joules per year. Since 1995 the annual Primary energy consumption remains at a
relatively constant level of about 1050 Peta joules. Eurostat estimates that the annual primary
energy consumption for Hungary in 2012 was 25.168 million tons of OE (oil equivalent). Natural gas is
in a proportion of about 43% (2003) of the total primary energy consumption of the most important
energy source in Hungary.
Renewable energy plays of primary energy supply not a significant role. According to a study WWF,
the share of renewable energy in primary energy consumption in 2008 5.6%. The IEA and the MVM
indicate a value of less than 5%. Structure of energy sources in electricity generation in the last years
on averge 21.8% on gas (Statistical office: KSH). The domestic production of primary energy sources
in Hungary is continuing steadily. During 1990, she was 48.5% and in 2000 at 44.26%, the resulting
figures for 2003, in-house production of only 35.6%. This becomes particularly clear the increasing
dependence on imported oil and natural gas: in 2003, the Import quota of natural gas at about 80
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percent of oil and oil products at 86 % (Eurostat). This factors shows that the there is further a need
of decentral and local energy generation in Hungary.
Biomass potential
In Hungary, a large potential of biomass for energy production is ready. It is important to distinguish
between the potential of the forestry sector and the biomass potential from agriculture. In general,
the potential assessment should be evaluated very carefully.
Agricultural Potential
While the wood potential is largely exhausted, the biogas potential is only about 10%. Hungarian
agriculture provides good opportunities to increase the biogas sector. 57% of the country occupy
agricultural land. Each year 14 to 15 million m³ manure to fall in livestock farming as well as 300,000
tonnes of slaughter waste that can be recycled and disposed of in biogas plants. To the agricultural
waste sludge coming from the municipal sewage disposal. This is to be expected in the future with a
larger volume. Agriculture can use brownfield sites for the cultivation of energy crops such as
rapeseed or sunflower. For this sequence using the farmers can again take EU subsidies.
Biogas project characterics in general
In many cases a single farmer, single individual investor or even a group of investors is not capable of
financing the whole project by equity capital. Therefore, borrowed capital, EU subvention or subsidy
is essential for the implementation of a biogas plant. Common financing methods are credits from
private banks or state owned banks. Traditional loan financing is the most common way of receiving
borrowed capital from banks. This form of financing is not just used for major investments, as they
are regularly needed within biogas projects, but also covers many smaller private loans. The bank or
state owned subsidy office checks the financial background of the borrower in order to decide on the
reliability and risk of the engagement. Of particular interest for financial institutes are securities in
case the project fails. Such securities consist of estate, components of the biogas plant, private – and
company asset, and all other assets that cover the loan sum. Furthermore, the prospects of success
of the project are analysed. The prospect and decision making of biogas projects in Hungary will be
deepen in the second section of this study.
As exaple, in Germany the duration of loans for biogas projects as well as the number of grace years
is strongly dependent on the prerequisites of each particular biogas project. However, regular loan
and subsidy periods with fixed interest rates and feed in tariffs are about 15 years and typically one
or two grace years are granted for the starting up phase for the loan.
Planing of Biogas project decisions
In general there are many obejctives to cover by the decision making for a large investment like a
biogas plant. They are the energy prices in short and long term, Industry structure: Share of
renewable energies and policy objectives, economic arguments pro and cons, Feed-in tariff, Green
Certificate Mechanism revenue, Agricultural Potential, Biomass potential, Income from sales of
electricity and heat, Approval procedures for Biogs plants, Subsidy scemes, Partners, Concluding
long-term supply contracts.
Financing of Biogas plants
Investors
Interest in the construction of biogas plants have before the one the suppliers of input material.
Therefore, they can also act as investors of the project. Hungarian banks yet gained no special
expertise in the field of financing of renewable energy projects. At most, the OTP Bank identifies
himself as a specialist in this area, but comes only as a partner in major projects in question. The OTP
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is based on its own information on the time and know-how can use the experience of the DZ Bank
Group. It comes as a partner for small projects in question is represented by the savings cooperative
banks heavily on location. fundamental problem in the search for investors, however, is the political
uncertainty of the grant of the feed in tariff. A fully secure financial planning can therefore be in the
long run not so deterred many investors.
Project Finance
Project financing in general is intended to finance a very particular investment which is repaid
by its own cash flow. The financing bank makes its decision on the loan in the first place on the
estimated cash flow of the project. In contrast to conventional loan financing, the financier usually
has little or no access to private or company capital. In case of financing a biogas project, the
financier’s investment is secured by the estimated cash flow of the plant selling electricity, the plant
components and by the property of the plant site. Prerequisite to achieve project financing is the
formation of a dedicated biogas project company. Project financing provides considerably higher
risks for financiers than conventional financing, since the loan can only be repaid when the project is
operational. Therefore, banks are interested in minimizing potential risks. All aspects of the project
are analysed very carefully. This leads to increased administrative work for both parties. The investor
has to prepare all project documentation in high detail. This procedure can be considerably time
consuming.
Advantages and disadvantages of project financing structure:
+ The investor is not liable with private asset in case of project failure.
+ The financial institute helps identifying and allocating potential week points of the project.
+ It does not matter, how many people join the project company. Thus, a consortium of farmers can
jointly operate a biogas plant.
+ Capacity for further loans is not constrained, as private estate is not charged.
− High administrative complexity.
− A project company has to be founded.
− Not every bank provides the option of project financing.
− Interest rates might be higher.
Leasing
Acquiring leasing partners is a frequently applied method for gathering equity capital for a biogas
project (see figure 1 for this sheme). Leasing is characterised by the distinction of plant constructor
(leasing company) and plant operator (lessee). The leasing company constructs and finances the
plant by company capital or equity capital from leasing partners. Afterwards the company leaves the
plant to the lessee who has to take the risks of operation. The lessee keeps all revenues from the
operation of the biogas plant but has to pay leasing rates to the leasing company. After the contract
expired, the lessee can either buy the plant corresponding to its residual value, or the leasing
company has to remove it.
Advantages and disadvantages
+ Leasing partners provide expertise in biogas plant implementation and operation.
+ External investors have the opportunity to join the leasing company.
+ Farmers with low equity capital have the opportunity to operate a biogas plant.
− The leasing company does not have direct influence on the operation of the plant. Thus, success or
failure of the project lies in “someone else’s hand” (lessee).
− After the contract expired, the biogas plant might have a considerable residual value, which makes
removal uneconomic for the leasing company.
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Figure 1. Leasing concept of a biogas plant
Investment funds
Another financing tool for biogas projects is an investment fund (see figure 2 for the sheme). An
investment fund is a firm that combines money from several small investors. All of them are investing
in one or more biogas projects. By that means equity capital for the construction and operation of a
biogas plant is gathered. Benefits from biogas utilisation and the risks are shared among the
investors corresponding to the consortium or joint venture agreement. Farmers can form a
cooperative where each farmer has a share in biogas revenues proportionally to the provided
substrate and its biogas yield.
Advantages and disadvantages
+ The farmer or plant operator does not have to take out a loan and charge estate.
+ The revenue share of each partner exactly represents the money he invested in the fund.
+ The plant operator must not necessarily provide securities.
+ The investors’ confidence in renewable energy funds is continuously rising due to the good
performance of such funds within the last years.
− Investors are regularly liable with all asset invested in the fund.
− Investors have no influence on the operation of the biogas plant.
− To participate in a renewable energy fund, a biogas plant operator has to undergo a complex
application procedure in order to prove particular ecological criteria of the project.
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Figure 2. Fund concept for a biogas plant
The decision on granting a loan for biogas projects depends in the first place on the expected cash
flow of the project. In order to secure an economically sustainable operation of a biogas plant, it is
very important to calculate the revenues from its operation. In most countries with a biogas market,
feed-in tariffs for electricity produced from biogas plants are defined by law. These feed-in tariffs
with their secured revenues over a long period of time represent a reliable security for financial
institutions and the basis for economic calculations for the plant operator. Furthermore long term
contracts covering heat utilization or biomethane injection in the natural gas grid increase the
credibility of a biogas project. Another way of refinancing a biogas plant investment is trading Green
Certificates. A green energy provider (e.g. biogas plant operator) is credited by the Hungarian
government with one Green Certificates for every MWh of electricity produced from a renewable
source. After the energy was fed into the grid, the certificate can be sold on the open market. Prices
for the certificates depend on general electricity demand, the renewable energy resource from which
the electricity was produced and the location of the facility. Revenues from selling Green Certificates
are less calculable than revenues from a fixed feed-in tariff as the prices for Green Certificates are
subject to fluctuation. Economically and ecologically it is most advisable to sell heat produced by the
CHP (combined heat and power plant) facility of the biogas plant. Utilisation of heat improves the
overall efficiency of the plant drastically. If the heat can be sold to consumers, e.g. via a local heating
grid, the biogas plant operator generates additional income. In contrast to electricity production
from biogas, there are usually existing no fixed feed-in tariffs for heat produced by biogas plants, as it
is the case in Germany, but a ubsidy on top of the electricity produced while heat is used (named:
KWK, combined heat and power production) . The revenues from heat supply are usually subject to
the contractual agreement between plant operator and heat consumer. A minor part of the income
from the operation of a biogas plant can be generated from the utilisation of digestate (residual
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material from the digestion process). Digestate can be sold as a fertiliser or used at the own farm as
mineral fertilizer substitute. Digestate is rich in nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and micronutrients
and can be applied on soils just like liquid manure. This makes it a demanded biofertiliser. Finally, in
case the biogas plant is designed for the digestion of bio-waste (e.g. catering waste, organic
municipal waste, industry waste) the plant operator may get also a tipping fee. However, the use of
waste materials in a biogas plant usually requires special plant design and experience with its
treatment.
Decision making process, main drivers
Energy prices
Due to the opening of the Hungarian energy market, the Hungarian energy prices reflect realistic
market prices. According to the price index for energy costs of the Austrian Energy Agency (EVA),
energy prices for households and industry in the period 1995 to 2001 have increased substantially
(for households by 130% to 150% for the industry). After the price of electricity from 1985 to 2008
more than doubled, is for industrial power users now have a slight decrease in electricity prices
expected, while the price of homes will continue to rise.
Industry structure: Share of renewable energies
To the total energy production and in electricity generation, renewable energies in 2003 accounted
for approximately 3.6% of the total energy supply in Hungary contributed (Energia Klub). By far the
most important source was there the fire wood at 83.1% (2001). At the total amount of renewable
energy produced 40% of the amount recovered in Hungary wood is used for the firing process (2.4
million m³). Buyers of firewood are mainly the 350,000 households, which is heated with wood and
wood-fired power plants (eg AES Borsod). Other biomass plants contributed 5.9%, only 0.6% of
biogas plants for energy generation.
Policy objectives
The aim of the Hungarian government is to increase the share of renewable energies in the total
energy production by 2010 to increase to 5%. Long term, the EU funds will reach 12%. This goal is,
among other things, by the requirements of EU directives in the field of renewable energy (Directive
77/2002), the environment and security of supply. As the reserves of its own fossil fuels are
estimated to be very low, which is as yet little used bioenergy potential should be better exploited. In
this way, the increasingly pronounced dependence on imports is reduced. Furthermore, the
development of bioenergy in the interests of the Hungarian government, since the cooperation with
suppliers biomass as agricultural and forestry enterprises maintain employment in rural areas or
created.
Economic arguments
Biomass. biogas plants or to offer to the wind energy as compared to the advantage of uniformly to
generate power. This leads, for example, compared to wind power at lower power and control costs.
From distributed generation and degradation of energy in turn accounts for high net development or
maintenance costs, and transport losses in the network. In rural areas especially, the biogas plant can
also be used to process agricultural waste such as manure or municipal sewage sludge and reduce
the cost of disposal. Overall, it is desirable both from the political side as well as from a purely
economic point of view, a further expansion of bioenergy in Hungary. For German suppliers of
modern technology offers therefore a larger market.
The Economic and Transport Ministry drafts the policy and regulatory environment in Hungary and
settled in this manner determine the long-term energy strategy. The essential task of the Ministry
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the annual determination of energy prices (electricity and gas). The Hungarian Energy Office, the
Hungarian Energy Office performs the function of a regulator in the Hungarian energy market. Under
the supervision of the Authority are the electricity and gas sector, monitoring the quality of public
services, the granting of licenses and the provision of consumer protection. On behalf of the Ministry
of Economy and Transport Authority designs the working principles for the design of national energy
policy. The Hungarian Energy Centre (Energia Kozpont Kht) (see contact list), the Hungarian Energy
Centre (Energia Kozpont Kht) coordinates national and international support measures for the
introduction of renewable energy sources and to increase energy efficiency. Among since EU
accession also includes the funds from the EU Cohesion Fund. In addition to providing information
regarding subsidy leads the energy center of a national energy statistics and publishes information
brochures on general energy issues. Electricity Act (Act CX of 2001)
The regulations for the supply of electricity from renewable sources is defined in the Electricity Act
(Act CX of 2001 on electricity completed with the Governmental Decree 180/2002 (VIII.23.) on the
enforcement of it).
Feed-in tariff in Hungary
Under this law, the supply grid operator MVM Ltd., obliges electricity from renewable sources,
independent power producers, which is produced by plants with a capacity of 0.1 MW to decrease. If
the system is not connected to the transmission network of MVM Ltd., the compensation granted by
the regional distribution system operators Édász, Demasz, DEDASZ, Titász, ELMU and EMASZ). The
purchase price is determined in accordance with Decree 56/2002 (XII 29) GKM by the Ministry of
Economy. The price is adjusted annually by the inflation rate. In 2003 was at 24 HUF / kWh (about
9.26 EURct) for electricity for peak loads and 15 HUF / kWh (about 5.78 EURct) for electricity to cover
basic loads. This gives an average payment of 17.41 HUF / kWh (6.6 EURct). This scheme retains
initially to 31 December 2010 its validity. A major criticism of this scheme is the lack of predictability
and the uniform grant of compensation, regardless of the renewable energy source. In addition, the
amount of compensation deemed insufficient.
Green Certificate Mechanism
Besides the guaranteed feed-in price, there is a Green Certificate system in Hungary. According to
the statutory scheme, a certificate system for renewably generated electricity is introduced. HEO
certified producer of green electricity this can for each produced unit power output a corresponding
certificate. Electricity consumers are bound to end u p a year to seize a determined percentage of
their electricity consumption with such Green Certificates. This can directly relate the power
producers or buy on a set up market. For the producers of renewable electricity is obtained through
the sale of allowances a source of revenues.
Income from sale of electricity
The average consumer price will for electricity to household customers in 2010 amounted to 0.09
Euro/kWh in peak hours and 0.05 Euro/kWh low load times. Within legally guaranteed feed to
producers in peak periods are 0.0926 Euro/kWh and in low-load periods paid 0.0578 Euro/kWh.
Lending on favorable terms
Currently, biogas / biomass projects take credit conditions in claim discount: 70-80% of the
investment will be financed through a public credit or EU subsidy. The credit terms are well settled
with a term of at least eight years to a maximum of 4% / yr.
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Approval procedures for Biogas plants
For the planning of biogas or biomass plant can be given at this time is not generally applicable
method. For now, it is not expected with the adoption of a standard procedure for approval of
facilities at the local level. The topic of bioenergy plants is for some local governments still relatively
new, so that responsibilities are not necessarily resolved locally. It is therefore necessary to find out
about local details on site, the company as a personal contact with the Hungarian partner companies
and communities is of great importance.
For biogas plants can be outlined the following sequences:
The first step should be responsible for the planned location local authorities are contacted directly.
These are the city council and the mayor's office and the competent local or regional environmental
agency (a list of Hungarian municipalities can be found in the contact list of addresses). For planning
permission to build a biogas plant to the building department must be included the approval of the
competent environmental agency, the Department of Health and the veterinary office. The
Environmental Office also a feasibility study is to be submitted, based on which the Office will decide
what further points are to be contacted. When operating a biogas unit Directives 71/2003 (VI. 27)
FVM order on handling animal waste and 23/2003 (XII 29) KvVM Order on biowaste be observed
treatmant. The commissioning of the biogas plant is finally issued by the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency.
Concluding long-term supply contracts
Suppliers of biomass and biomaterial with Partners, Farmers. For the operation of biogas plants offer
partnerships with large farms, producer associations, and municipal slaughterhouses wastewater
company.
Procedure
Procedures required to initiate four different forums, three of which have administrative authority.
The licensee is competent network of friends. The number of points related to certain procedures,
each of the other procedures necessary antecedents procedure:
a) the environmental permitting process for the construction authority for initiation
necessary antecedents;
b) The conclusion of the grid connection contract jogers environmental and construction
mere prelude license required;
c) The grid connection permission is required meh Contract antecedents;
d) The construction of a building permit only jogers MEH (Magyar Energia Hivatal) permission to
start.
The Inspectorate under the regulation of the process of - depending on the occurrence of technical
issues – the required to include the following special authorities:
(1) National Public Health Service,
(2) Office of the Chief Medical Officer,
(3) Culture and Heritage,
(4) notary,
(5) Agricultural Office,
(6) District Land Office,
(7) Mining District,
(8) State the principal architect.
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Electricity on the 2007th LXXXVI. Act (hereinafter referred to as EA) under Power Plant (MVM,
Magyar Villamosmüvek) and producer wire construction, operation, and start using the building
authority approval is required.
The Hungarian Trade Licensing Office on 260/2006. (XII.20.) Government Regulation
the electricity industry as a building authority of the Hungarian Trade Licensing Office or its territorial
Metrology and Technical Safety appointed.
The Authority is the process of the art, depending on the issue has arisen the following special
authorities must be involved:
(1) Agricultural Office;
(2) the various organs of the National Transport Authority;
(3) Capital city clerk;
(4) Environment, Nature Conservation and Water Inspectorate;
(5) Local notary offices;
(6) Culture and Heritage;
(7) Fire administration;
(8) State the chief architect;
(9) Defence Staff;
(10) Mining office;
(11) The Hungarian Energy Office.
The Authority also will be involved in the procedure of the following utilities, managers and
operators:
(12) Road managers;
(13) Operator's railways;
(14) Water management associations;
(15) Telecommunications services;
(16) Water sewage works;
(17) The network license;
(18) Gas network operator;
(19) District heating operator;
(20) CATV Internet service provider;
(21) Transport companies;
(22) and petroleum hydrocarbon transport companies;
(23) Industrial chimney sweep service agency.
Summary of decision making and licesing procedure Outline of Biogas plants in Hungary
Biogas projects can be financed by many different options. Each financing model has particular
advantages and disadvantages for the investor and the financing bodies. However, each biogas
project is implemented under different circumstances and may require a special form of financing. It
is very important for a successful implementation and operation to select the correct financing
option for the regarding project. Different financing options can be also combined in order to achieve
the most sustainable financing structure. It has to be assessed very carefully, which revenues can be
expected from the operation of the biogas plant previously to the implementation of the project.
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Abstract
Industralization, globalization, population growth and increased demand for food and energy clearly
demonstrate that the unprecedented drive for wealth and well-being of the past 40 years is putting
unsustainable pressures on our planet. The economic crisis of the past several years has provided an
opportunity to reassess fundamental attitudes to the use of the world’s natural resources. There are
some green shoots of change. With governments today seeking effective ways to lead their nations
out of world crisis, whilst also taking into account the planet’s ecological limits, green economy (in its
various forms) has been proposed as a means for catalysing renewed national policy development
and international cooperation and support for sustainable development. Moreover, the green
economy had been identified as one of the two overarching themes of the United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development (Rio+20) in June 2012. The green economy is defined by United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) as one that results in improved human well‐being and social equity,
while significantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities. The United Nations Report
on Green Economy has identified two groups of investment priorities: investing in energy and energy
efficiency including renewable energy production, waste management, building, transport, tourism,
urban planning and investing in natural capital, which includes agriculture, fisheries, aquaculture and
forestry. Green building, also known as a sustainable building, as an integral part of the green
economy and sustainable development, is the practice of creating structures and using processes that
are environmentally responsible and resource-efficient throughout a building's life-cycle from siting to
design, construction, operation, maintenance, renovation and deconstruction. This practice expands
and complements the classical building design concerns of economy, utility, durability, and comfort.
This paper deals with evaluation of environmentally responsible development in the built
environment. It seeks to highlight how environmental and building considerations should be
considered together in order to achieve sustainable development and contribute to green economy.
Keywords: green building, green economy, sustainable development, environmentally responsible
development, energy efficiency
Introduction
Industralization, globalization, population growth and increased demand for food and energy clearly
demonstrate that the unprecedented drive for wealth and well-being of the past 40 years is putting
unsustainable pressures on our planet. According to World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Living Planet Report
2012, in 2008, the Earth’s total biocapacity was 12.0 billion gha (global hectare (gha) is defined as the
annual productivity of one hectare of biologically productive land or sea with world-average
productivity) or 1.8 gha per person, while humanity’s Ecological Footprint was 18.2 billion gha, or 2.7
gha per person. This discrepancy means it would take 1.5 years for the Earth to fully regenerate the
renewable resources that people used in one year. In most countries, buildings are the largest driver
for both energy use and CO2 emissions. Europe’s buildings use over 40% the continent’s energy and
are responsible for 40% of its carbon emissions (Sustainable buildings, 2012).
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The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) entitled Our Common Future has
raised the sustainability idea in the agenda of socio-economic and environmental dimensions of
development to new heights (Sood et al., 2011). Sustainable development is a fluid concept and
various definitions have emerged over the past two decades. One of the first definitions of
sustainable development appeared in “World Conservation Strategy” in 1980: In order for a
development to be sustainable, it must take into consideration social and environmental factors,
economic factors as well, respecting human and natural resources and long- term and short- term
goals and negative aspects of alternative activities (Mihajlov, 2006). Despite an on-going debate on
the actual meaning, a few common principles tend to be emphasized. The first is a commitment to
equity and fairness, in that priority should be given to the improving the conditions of the world’s
poorest and decisions should account for the rights of future generations. The second is a long-term
view that emphasizes the precautionary principle, i.e., “where there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing costeffective measures to prevent environmental degradation” (Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development, Principle 15). Third, sustainable development embodies integration, and
understanding and acting on the complex interconnections that exist between the environment,
economy, and society. This is not a balancing act or a playing of one issue off against the other, but
recognizing the interdependent nature of these three pillars (Drexhage and Murphy, 2012). Rio+20
(The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, Rio de Janeiro, 2012) renewed
population commitment to sustainable development and ensured the promotion of an economically,
socially and environmentally sustainable future for planet and for present and future generations.
The conclusions of the Conference recognized the need to further mainstream sustainable
development at all levels, integrating economic, social and environmental aspects, with their
interlinkages, so as to achieve sustainable development in all its dimensions (Report of the United
Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, 2012).
The economic crisis of the past several years has provided an opportunity to reassess fundamental
attitudes to the use of the world’s natural resources. There are some green shoots of change. With
governments today seeking effective ways to lead their nations out of world crisis, whilst also taking
into account the planet’s ecological limits, green economy (in its various forms) has been proposed
as a means for catalysing renewed national policy development and international cooperation and
support for sustainable development. Moreover, the green economy had been identified as one of
the two overarching themes of the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20)
in June 2012.
Green Economy and Sustainable Development
There are different approaches, visions, models and tools available to each country, in accordance
with its national circumstances and priorities, to achieve sustainable development in its three
dimensions. Green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication as
one of the important tools available for achieving sustainable development. The green economy has
been promoted as a pathway towards economic recovery and sustainable development in recent
years. The green economy paradigm is a framework aiming at making operational the concept of
sustainable development by stimulating investments in the environment as a means of promoting
sustainable economic growth (green growth), and poverty reduction. Green economy promotes the
integration of environmental considerations from the early design stages of any economic
development model, policy, or business enterprise (Green economy in the context of sustainable
development and poverty eradication principles, opportunities and challenges in the Arab region,
2011).
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The green economy is defined by United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) as one that results
in improved human well‐being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental risks and
ecological scarcities. In a green economy, growth in income and employment are driven by public
and private investments that reduce carbon emissions and pollution, enhance energy and resource
efficiency, and prevent the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services (Towards a Green Economy:
Pathways to Sustainable Development and Poverty Eradication, 2011).
Relationship between green economy and sustainable development is more than obvious. The
concept of a green economy does not replace sustainable development. In the tripartite structure of
sustainable development, green economy highlights the places where economic interests will be a
vehicle to promote good environmental management and social equity and in this context the
options for development are considered (Study on Achievements and Perspectives towards a Green
Economy and Sustainable Growth in Serbia, 2012).
According to Report of the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, green economy
policies in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication should:
 be consistent with international law;
 respect each country’s national sovereignty over their natural resources taking into account its
national circumstances, objectives, responsibilities, priorities and policy space with regard to
the three dimensions of sustainable development;
 be supported by an enabling environment and well-functioning institutions at all levels with a
leading role for governments and with the participation of all relevant stakeholders, including
civil society;
 promote sustained and inclusive economic growth, foster innovation and provide
opportunities, benefits and empowerment for all and respect of all human rights;
 take into account the needs of developing countries, particularly those in special situations;
 strengthen international cooperation, including the provision of financial resources, capacitybuilding and technology transfer to developing countries;
 effectively avoid unwarranted conditionalities on official development assistance and finance;
 not constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on
international trade
 contribute to closing technology gaps between developed and developing countries and
reduce the technological dependence of developing countries using all appropriate measures;
 enhance the welfare of indigenous peoples and their communities, recognizing and supporting
their identity, culture and interests, and avoid endangering their cultural heritage, practices
and traditional knowledge, preserving and respecting non-market approaches that contribute
to the eradication of poverty;
 enhance the welfare of women, children, youth, persons with disabilities, smallholder and
subsistence farmers, fisherfolk and those working in small and medium-sized enterprises, and
improve the livelihoods and empowerment of the poor and vulnerable groups in particular in
developing countries;
 mobilize the full potential and ensure the equal contribution of both women and men;
 promote productive activities in developing countries that contribute to the eradication of
poverty;
 address the concern about inequalities and promote social inclusion, including social
protection floors;
 promote sustainable consumption and production patterns;
 continue efforts to strive for inclusive, equitable development approaches to overcome
poverty and inequality.
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The shift to a greener economy offers significant opportunities to create decent work and improve
social inclusion, while placing the global economy on a sustainable growth path. At the same time,
the transition phase is likely to entail some challenges, particularly within certain sectors and for
certain workers and, therefore, a comprehensive approach is needed. In the context of a greener
economy, it is important to note that transformation will be greatest among a number of key sectors:
agriculture, forestry, fishing, energy, resource-intensive manufacturing, recycling, buildings and
transport (Working towards sustainable development: Opportunities for decent work and social
inclusion in a green economy, 2012).
The United Nations Report on Green Economy has identified two groups of investment priorities:
investing in energy and energy efficiency including renewable energy production, waste
management, building, transport, tourism, urban planning and investing in natural capital, which
includes agriculture, fisheries, aquaculture and forestry.
Energy- and resource-efficient buildings have the largest potential to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and resource use. There are also significant opportunities for employment creation in new,
green buildings, and even more opportunities in retrofitting the large estate of older buildings.
Green building as a part of a green economy
As the environmental impacts of buildings are acknowledged, it becomes important to consider the
environmental performance in building design (Wang et al., 2005). Green building is a recent design
philosophy which uses the principles and methodologies of sustainable development. Green
buildings can be defind as healthy facilities designed and built in a resource-efficient manner using
principles based on environmental protection (Kibert, 2013). This way of building has aim to
fundamentally change the built environment by creating energy efficient, healthy, productive
buildings that reduce or minimize the significant impacts of buildings on urban life and on local,
regional and global environments (Yudelson, 2008).
Green buildings are designed to reduce the overall impact of the built environment on human health
and the natural environment by: efficiently using energy, water, and other resources, protecting
occupant health and improving employee productivity and reducing waste, pollution and
environmental degradation. Components of green building are presented on the following figure.

Water Efficiency
Environmentally Preferable Building
Materials and Specofocations

Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy

Smart Growth and
Sustainable Development

GREEN BUILDING

Waste Reduction

Toxics Reduction
Indoor Air Quality

Figure 1. Components of Green Building
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Green buildings are designed to minimize their environmental footprint while increasing the health
of persons who live, work and play within them, by addressing these five categories (Green buildings
in Vancouver, 2009):
 Sustainable site planning
 Safeguarding water and water efficiency
 Energy efficiency, renewable energy and lower greenhouse gas emissions
 Conservation and reuse of materials and resources
 Improved health and indoor environmental quality
Green construction methods can be integrated into buildings at any stage, from design and
construction, to renovation and deconstruction. However, the most significant benefits can be
obtained if the design and construction team takes an integrated approach from the earliest stages
of a building project. The benefits of green building are manifold and may be categorized along three
fronts: environmental, economic and social (table 1.).
Table 1. Benefits of green building
Benefits of Green Building
Financial
1. Reduced capital costs
2. Lower operating and maintenance costs
3. Reduced risks and liabilities
Environmental
1. Less impact on the natural environment
2. Healthy environments and improved productivity
Social
1. Stronger social networks
2. Increased environmental awareness
Source: Acuff Z et al., 2005
The total financial benefits of green buildings are over ten times the average initial investment
required to design and construct a green building (table 2.). Despite data limitations and the need for
additional research in various areas, the data demonstrates that building green is cost-effective
today. (Kats, 2003.).
Table 2. Financial Benefits of Green Buildings, Summary of Findings (per ft2)
Category
20-year Net Present Value
Energy Saving
$5.80
Emissions Saving
$1.20
Water Saving
$0.50
Operations and Maintenance Saving
$8.50
Productivity and Health Benefits
$36.90 to $55.30
Subtotal
$52.90 to $71.30
Average Extra Cost of Building Green
$-3.00 to $-5.00
Total 20-year Net Benefit
$50 to $60
Source: Kats, 2003
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Green construction may also have indirect benefits. Green commercial buildings provide a healthier
and more enjoyable working environment, and this has been shown to improve worker productivity,
although these findings are controversial. Incorporating green design into a company’s buildings may
improve the company’s image and visibility (Pitts J et al. 2008).
Energy efficiency and building
As the global population increases the need for buildings also escalates. In developed countries,
buildings account for 20–40% of total energy use and in countries with growing economies the
average annual growth rate in energy use is 3.2%, compared to an average of 1.1% for developed
nations. Besides the depletion of non-renewable energy sources, this energy use contributes
greenhouse gases to the atmosphere, with consequent detrimental effects (Newsham et al. 2009).
At the International Green Buildings Conference in Singapore (October 2009), a United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) expert, Dr Arab Hoballah stated that almost no country in the world
can hope to achieve carbon dioxide-reduction targets without including the building sector into their
plan of action (Sood et al., 2011). To reduce the environmental footprint left by buildings, new
buildings need to use less energy in both their construction and operation than previous buildings of
similar size and shape, while still providing a satisfactory indoor environment for their occupants
(Newsham et al. 2009).
In the European Union, after adoption of the Directive on the energy performance of buildings in
2002 (this directive states that building energy demand depends on building construction quality,
climatology, and the efficiency of the energy systems deployed in the building), promotin of energy
efficiency in buildings has began. The Directive 2002/91/EC on the Energy Performance of Buildings
required from all EU countries to enhance their building regulations and to introduce energy
certification schemes for buildings, also all countries were required to have inspections of boilers and
air-conditioners (Implementing the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, 2011).
On 19 May 2010, a recast of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive was adopted by the
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union in order to strengthen the energy
performance requirements and to clarify and streamline some of the provisions from the 2002
Directive it replaces (The European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy).
In 2011 the European Commission presented the Roadmap for moving to a low-carbon economy in
2050. This Roadmap aims at a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the EU-27 to 80-95 % below
1990 levels by 2050 in the context of necessary reductions by developed countries as a group. Such
an emissions reduction requires the restructuring of the energy system (Hubler and Loschel, 2013).
The report stresses the role of the buildings as an essential element of the EU’s long-term energy
policy and energy efficiency targets, and requires a reduction in the energy consumption of the
existing building stock by 80% by 2050 compared to 2010 levels.
The Roadmap highlights that higher energy efficiency in new and existing buildings is key. Nearly zero
energy buildings should become the norm. Buildings – including homes - could produce more energy
than they use. With this Roadmap, the EU parliament is spreading a strong message to the
Commission and to the Member States to take decisive measures to substantially scale up the rate
and quality of building renovation in Europe, and to assume a long-term vision for reducing the
energy demand in buildings taking into account the new energy and climate actions post 2020
(Roadmap 2050).
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State of a green building in the Republic of Serbia
According to Serbian Energy Efficiency Agency (SEEA), the total primary energy consumption of the
Republic of Srbia is about 16 Mtoe (Million tonnes oil equivalent) per year. Energy import
dependency is about 37%, while the total final electricity consumption is about 2.3 Mtoe. According
to data from 2005, final energy consumption in the building sector was 3.29 Mtoe or 48% of total
final energy consumption. Lighting, heating, cooling and hot water in Serbian homes, offices and
recreational buildings consume more energy than it is used in transport or industry. This trend is
growing with the amount of consumed energy, because the growth in life standard leads to a
broader application of the air conditioning and heating systems. It means that present conditions in
Serbia are not so promising, especially because of the fact that Serbia has a large potential in
renewable energy sources, and not using almost any of it for her basic needs in energy (Pucar and
Nenkovic-Riznic, 2007).
The Energy Sector Development Strategy (ESDS) of the Republic of Serbia defines the following
priorities: energy efficiency, renewable energy, as well as increased investment in the energy sector.
It is expected that in the near future the share of renewable energy sources will be significantly
increased in the energy balance of Serbia (ESDS, 2005). According to the Law on Planning and
Construction, energy efficiency of buildings in Serbia will become a priority in the construction of
buildings. This Law states that development and use of space is based on principles of sustainable
development, economic and energy efficiency, protection and rehabilitation of the environment and
architectural heritage, the implementation of development priorities and provide the conditions for
rational use of renewable natural resources and renewable energy (Law on Planning and
Construction, 2009). Apart from the Law on Planning and Construction, energy efficiency field
regulates and Energy Law. The Law on the Rational Use of Energy has yet to be adopted.
According to Serbian Regulation on Energy Efficiency of Buildings (SREEB) from 2011, construction
projects must maintain a certain level of energy savings in order to get the energy passport with the
appropriate certification, which will be a condition for obtaining building and occupancy permits. This
obligation applies to all buildings and all buildings were built. Energy passport will be ranked
buildings in seven categories, from A category for the objects which consume the least energy, to G
category for the objects which have earned a minimum energy savings. Level of energy efficiency in
the energy passport establishes the market value of the buildings during their sale or rental. With the
increase of energy efficiency of the building, increasing its market value (SREEB, 2011).
Increasing the energy efficiency of buildings should be distinguished from sustainable or green
building concept. Unfortunately, the concept of sustainable building in Serbia is still not well known
and is often equated with the concepts of "passive'' home"' or "low-energy houses". In order to
overcome this problem, Serbia was established Green Building Council (Serbia Green Building Council
– SrGBC) in 2010. The objectives of the Council are presented in four points that are prerequisites
that the Serbian construction industry goes through sustainability:
 Raising awareness of the professional and general public;
 Improvement of legislation;
 Encourage private sector;
 Education of the construction industry and the market.
Despite the fact that the development of a green building in Serbia is still in its initial stage, there are
several positive examples that indicate progress in this area. For example, the new sustainable
building of Eco-Center ''Radulovacki'' in Sremski Karlovci, was built in 2012 (Picture 1). Eco-Center
''Radulovacki'' is a center for educating citizens of all ages. Its educational programmes cover
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different areas with emphasis on topic of environmental protection. Sustainable building of EcoCenter is energy efficient. Its architecture following the principles of sustainable architecture and it
uses renewable energy resources:
 Renewable thermal energy generated and stored in the Earth for heating and cooling the
building;
 Solar energy for heating the tap water;
 High quality isolating materilas: certified window systems;
 Eco-elevator, first of its kind in Serbia

Picture 1. Sustainable building of Eco-Center "Radulovacki" in Sremski Karlovci
Conclusion
Green economy has been seen recently as an essential vehicle to strengthen and speed up the
process of implementation of sustainable development initiatives worldwide (Green economy in the
context of sustainable development and poverty eradication principles, opportunities and challenges
in the Arab region, 2011). The growth and development of human population has a large impact on
natural environment. To overcome this problem more and more attention is focused to green
building and sustainable design. Green building is complex solutions and practices that increase the
efficiency of buildings, reducing energy, water and other natural resource consumption, also by
reducing material input per unit and power- intensity of buildings, their construction and
management processes and negative effects on human health and the environment. It is achieved by
selecting appropriate architectural and structural solutions, the correct positioning of the building, to
optimize the building in design, construction, maintenance and demolition using resources and
assessing it through whole life cycle – construction, maintenance and demolition stages (Tambovceva
et al. 2011).
The green economy experiences from the Republic of Serbia showed that this model can be adapted
to the region and can give positive results in terms of achieving sustainable development. The
reduction of energy consumption in communal buildings (in heating, cooling, illumination, etc.) is
possible through the utilization of the energy efficient urban planning and building design methods.
For achieving sustainable development through green building in the Republic of Serbia, there is a
need for strategic, politically legislative frames, institutions, programs and instruments for the
realization and implementation of the green building concept.
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Abstract
The main aim of the research was the examination of a very up to date issue about the protection of
child health with the help of recent market research tools. After summarizing the results different
conclusions could be made. On one hand consumers are getting familiar with own specific
expectations through practice, on the other hand the research analyzes and evaluates the behaviour
and quality expectations of the stakeholders participating in contract catering. The conclusions of the
study will be useful not only for non-profit organizations or for educational institutions but also for
participants in the healthcare industry in a wider sense and profit oriented service providers. In the
first phase of the research the collection of data was carried out. Because of the high volume and the
high number of participants affected by contract catering questionnaires were used as a main tool.
Furthermore several interviews were made with key decision makers such as institution leaders and
managers. These ensure that relevant data was collected to make the final conclusion. My goal was
to set up a relevant, reliable and flexible feedback system to measure consumer opinion. With the
help of proper data analyses and the assessment of consumer needs higher even complete customer
satisfaction could be achieved regarding the service provided by contract caterers. I will show the
sufficient nutrition and energy intake of different age groups participating in contract catering and
the materials and methodologies needed to achieve these amounts. As a contrast to this I will
summarize the everyday eating patterns and the familiar and accepted meals and materials of the
consumer groups on the basis of the answers to specific questions. The recent presence of different
trends in diets (vegetarian, bio food, religious practices) and the challenge these diets mean to service
providers will be examined. I will also discuss the tasks service providers have to face because of the
changes in eating patterns and living standards affected by diseases and environmental changes and
to what extent these changes can be handled in the contract catering industry. I will examine the
correlation between the recommendations of different scientific institutions and the summarized
consumer needs on the basis of the questionnaire. A recommendation will be made in order to
develop a program that is informative, promotes and declares healthy lifestyle and changes approach
of the future generation as well as the thinking of their parents.
Keywords: contract catering, market research, consumer demands, health, lifestyles
Introduction
According to the World Health Organization one of the most important public healthcare actions a
government can do in order to spread healthy lifestyle and increase economic outputs is the
supplement of secure and healty food. The education of healthy lifestyle and proper nutrition of
children in kindergarten and school is even more important since it has a great influence on their
state of health when becoming adults.
The huge significance of contract catering derives from the fact that it is the main source of daily
food except eating at home and supplies food in an organized way to people from different age,
gender, occupation, social and health groups. On the other hand it is very important to know that
whether the guidelines of authorities and the legislation about public catering, food standards,
production requirements are meeting the eating habits, expectations and taste of the target group of
this reserarch.
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Material and methods
In the latter years we have made a questionnaire survey about elementary school and kindergarten
students’ dietary habits. The results justify that there would be need for further, more efficient work.
The condition if this is exploration of the knowledge and habits of the examined groups and finding
more suitable devices for raising their interest. As the first step of this work we expanded the target
group and applied a quantitative market research method using the results of the work already done.
Budapest was chosen as a test city to the completion of the survey. Several elementary school and
kindergarten groups were involved in the survey with 400 children and evenly distributed the
participants according to their age and gender. We have used the method of surveying with
questionnaires and the results were analysed with statistical methods. In case of age groups not able
to write we have used personal interviews. We have compared the results with the Nutrition
Guidelines for Contract Caterers and Food Suppliers issued by the National Institute for Food and
Nutrition Science (OETI). The raw materials, food types were compared with the substantive eating
habits of the target group. We have found that less than half of the participants eat fresh vegetables,
and almost 80% of them are putting extra salt to their meal or eating salty snacks. These results are
much worse than the recommendations made by national and international health and nutrition
organizations. Even though the number of children participating in contract catering are far higher
than other age groups according to statistics the number is lower that it should be. In nurseries and
kindergartens almost 100% of the children are eating catering food (in nurseries it is obligatory to
resort catering). On the contrary in elementary schools 50% in high schools only 30% of the pupils are
eating under organized conditions.
Results and discussion
The following table represents the different materials and food groups for different age groups for 10
nutrition days according to the guidelines of OETI.
Table 1: Guidelines for different materials and food groups for 10 nutrition days
Service for three meals per day
Meat
at least 6, not more than 10 times
Processed meat
At least 6 times,
Fish
At least once
Liver, processed liver
At least 3 times
Egg
At lest 3 times, not more than 5 pieces
Rice
Not more than 3 times
Pasta
As a side not more that 2 times
Potato
Not more than 5 times
Legumes
Not more than 3 times
Fruit or vegetable juice
Not more that 2 times
Sweets, pastry, bakery products
Not more than 4 times
Flavored milk
Not more than 2 times
Jam, chocolate cream, peanut butter
Not more than once
Oily seeds
At least once
Source: http://www.oeti.hu
OETI makes other guidelines according to the number of meals per day. In case of every age group
and three meals per day at least the following should be included in the diet: a) 0,3 liter milk or other
dairy product with the same calcium content, b) 2 portion of vegetables – except potato – out of
which at least one portion is fresh. In case of one meal per day at least one portion of fresh vegetable
– except potato – or fruit should be served.
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On the basis of the research the target groups are eating the above listed materials and food groups
with different frequency. In the questionnaire we have compared the guidelines with real, every day
eating habits.
Table 2: Frequency of consuming different food types
Not, rarely
Weekly
Milk, dairy products
7.6
31.8
Egg
36.7
50.3
Pork, beef
34.8
49.3
Poultry meat
28.6
56.4
Fish (also canned)
86.7
10.6
Processed meat
11.6
26.4
Butter
31.2
19.3
Margarine
23.9
20.9
Cooked vegetables
49.3
32.6
Fresh vegetables
33.1
38.8
Fresh, frozen fruit
11.1
33.7
Potato
12.2
56.4
Legumes
66.7
28.5
Rice
61.7
32.5
Pasta
39.4
47.9
Vegetable, fruit juice
29.1
29.1
Bread, bakery product
1.8
7.1
Other food
Jam, canned fruit
Candy, chocolate
Soft-drinks
Salty, oily seeds, snacks,
chips
Hot dog, hamburger

Daily, more times a day
60.2
12.6
15.5
14.7
2.4
61.4
39.2
54.9
7.8
27.9
54.9
31.2
4.5
5.5
12.5
41.5
83.8

Not, rarely
59.7
24.5
21.7
46.4

Weekly
27.1
33.9
22.9
31.6

Daily, more times a day
12.9
41.3
55.1
21.7

68.4

21.3

10

After comparing the two tables it is clear that neither children in kindergarten nor pupils in schools
are eating the food types according to the prelevance in the guideline required to cover nutrient
requirements. It is interesting that third of those who answered said that they eat sweets, snacks or
chips every week and 20% of them said that they eat it on a daily basis. On the contrary third of them
never or rarely in this case only 1-3 times a month are eating fresh vegetables.
Researches about the body mass of the age group are showing that as an average 30% of the
children are overweight, fat or underweight. In these cases the continuous control of proper
nutrition is very important. Obesity, high salt consumption, low vitamin intake are high risk factors on
the long term for cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, some tumors or allergies. 22% of the research
group does not add extra salt to their food at all, on the other hand 30% is adding salt moderately,
but 6,5% of the children are eating high salt containing fast food on a daily basis. The effect of this is
already measurable in contract catering as special diets are required more often recently. Contract
caterers have to face the challenge of different diet trends spreading widely. It is important to take
note of vegetarianism, bio food, or other fashionable diets since in case of children as unbalanced
eating habits could be harmful for health, thus causing the diseases mentioned above. The main
advantage of contract catering is that the organized service is able to provide balanced food meeting
the nutrient requirements in case of any age group.
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A general problem is that the eating habits of children are highly influenced by the behavioral
patterns presented by their parents. Children know few ingredients and their knowledge about the
preparation of food is also very limited. Therefore the variety suggested by OETI could be hardly met.
Great majority of children do not know, therefore not accepting new, unfamiliar ingredients or
tastes. The research clearly shows that the most consumed food types are meats (49,3% and 56,4%),
potato (56,4%), pasta (48%) but cooked vegetables (49,3%), legumes (66,7%) and fish (86,7%) are
consumer rarely or not at all. It is also very important and a reason for worries that 11% of the
research group does not have breakfast, 46% does not drink milk or other drink that contains milk
and serves as a natural calcium source, 64% does not have dairy products, 94% does not have whole
grain bakery products, 51% does not have fresh vegetables and 40% does not have fruits.
The most important task of contract catering is to supply sufficient food to every age group required
to meet nutrition guidelines for daily amount. Moreover appetizing food need to be served that is
attractive to the senses as well in order to ensure diversity. The technology of production, the
equipments, the professionals behind production, controlling and sufficient financial resources are
required together to produce quality, diverse food in contract catering.
To increase the number of children served by contract caterers the participation of national
institutions and public governments is very important. The spread of the importance of healthy
nutrition, to help children to get familiar with different ingredients and materials and to raise
attention about the effects of unbalanced nutrition can only be organized and carried out effectively
with governmental coordination. Education should be started with the youngest age groups but it is
also very important to raise the attention of parents as well to change their eating habits.
Conclusions
As a summary of the results of the research it is clear that the official guidelines about contract
catering are not correlating with the everyday eating habits of children. This means serious efforts to
contract caterers because if they keep themselves to the guidelines the number of complaints will
rise. Children generally reject unfamiliar ingredients. The materials and food types in the guideline
are important in order to ensure balanced and healthy diets and growth. On the other hand it is
hardly effective if the children are not eating the food in the schools or only eating a few type of food
outside the school.
Proper education, raising attention is inevitable to reach these goals in case of schools and parents as
well. To achieve this goal long term programs are needed to change the approach to contract
catering and health. The participation of government offices and authorities has a great importance
in this.
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Abstract
The main aim of the research was the examination of a very up to date issue about the protection of
child health with the help of recent market research tools. After summarizing the results different
conclusions could be made. On one hand consumers are getting familiar with own specific
expectations through practice, on the other hand the research analyzes and evaluates the behaviour
and quality expectations of the stakeholders participating in contract catering. The conclusions of the
study will be useful not only for non-profit organizations or for educational institutions but also for
participants in the healthcare industry in a wider sense and profit oriented service providers. In the
first phase of the research the collection of data was carried out. Because of the high volume and the
high number of participants affected by contract catering questionnaires were used as a main tool.
Furthermore several interviews were made with key decision makers such as institution leaders and
managers. These ensure that relevant data was collected to make the final conclusion. My goal was
to set up a relevant, reliable and flexible feedback system to measure consumer opinion. With the
help of proper data analyses and the assessment of consumer needs higher even complete customer
satisfaction could be achieved regarding the service provided by contract caterers. Main age groups
participating in the contract catering sector will be discussed with a focus on children in the age
between 4-15 since in case of these groups the quality, quantity and proper distribution of daily meals
are very important. On the basis of the questionnaire everyday eating habits of this age group will be
shown as a comparison to school meals. The sources where children purchase their daily meals are
compared to the possibilities offered by contract caterers. I have put an emphasis on the fact that
these meals are mainly financed by parents. It is also discussed how these alternative ways of eating
are influencing health and how cost effective it is compared to catering. Finally as a conclusion I will
give details about the health effects of irregularly consumed lower quality food. A recommendation
will be made in order to develop a program that is informative, promotes and declares healthy
lifestyle and changes approach of the future generation as well as the thinking of their parents.
Keywords: contract catering, market research, eating habits, healthy lifestyle
Introduction
According to the World Health Organization one of the most important public healthcare actions a
government can do in order to spread healthy lifestyle and increase economic outputs is the
supplement of secure and healty food. The education of healthy lifestyle and proper nutrition of
children in kindergarten and school age is even more important since it has a great influence on their
state of health when after becoming adults. The huge significance of contract catering derives from
the fact that it is the main source of daily food except eating at home and supplies food in an
organized way to people from different age, gender, occupation, social and health groups.
On the other hand it is very important to know that whether the guidelines of authorities and the
legislation about public catering, food standards, production requirements are meeting the eating
habits, of the target group of this reserarch. Of course it also very important to see the quality of the
food and to find out if it has all the nutrients reqiuired to the proper and balanced growth of the age
group.
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Material and methods
In the latter years we have made a questionnaire survey about elementary school and kindergarten
students’ dietary habits. The results justify that there would be need for further, more efficient work.
The condition if this is exploration of the knowledge and habits of the examined groups and finding
more suitable devices for raising their interest. As the first step of this work we expanded the target
group and applied a quantitative market research method using the results of the work already done.
Budapest was chosen as a test city to the completion of the survey. Several elementary school and
kindergarten groups were involved in the survey with 400 children and evenly distributed the
participants according to their age and gender. We have used the method of surveying with
questionnaires and the results were analysed with statistical methods. In case of age groups not able
to write we have used personal interviews. We have compared the results of the survey with the
proposed regularity of food intake by dietitians and other dietetic experts.
Results and discussion
On the basis of the research it can be stated that the number of daily meals are decreasing with age.
Age groups in high school often miss breakfast which is not supplemeted later with other meals of
quality food prepared from fresh ingredients, unfortunatelly elementary school students are missing
breakfast also very often. The drawbacks of irregular consumption of food are verified by the
research.
There are several researches showing that parents with overweight will create an environment that
disposes the child to gain more weight only because of the effect of their eating habits and behavior
patterns. These researches also put in light the fact that higher television time increases the chances
of overeating and through increased consumption of snacks, chips and munchies the rise of body
mass finally resulting overweight or obesity. The broad, representative research of the National
Institute for Food and Nutrition Science (OETI) in 2005 has stated that 18% of boys in Budapest at the
school age are overweight and 7% of them are obese, on the other hand nearly 20% of girls are
overweight and the rate of obese are over 6%. Even though children represent themselves in
contract catering in higher number than other population groups the rate is still very low than is
should be. In nurseries and kindergartens almost 100% of the children are eating catering food (in
nurseries it is obligatory to resort catering). On the contrary in schools 50% in high schools only 30%
of the pupils are eating under organized conditions. The reasons for that is not discussed by this
paper but on the basis of the experiments it is clear that financial background of the parents has an
influence on the number of the daily meals of children.
The majority of children eats five times a day but the distribution of daily nutrient intake is very
unequal. The main energy source is lunch but during this meal mainly fat and proteins are consumed.
On the other hand the main source of carbohydrates are the snacks between two full meals.
During the HBSC research in 2002 the eating habits of pupils between 5-10 grade was also evaluated.
The report enlights that the consumption of healthy food was relatively rare, moreover the ratio
worsens as the age increases and decreases until the 11th grade. Another problem is the miss of
certain full meals (especially breakfast) during weekdays.
Table 1. Eating habits of children in kindergarten and school
Every day
Weekly (3-5 occasions)
Breakfast
82,6
10,4
10 hour snack
51,2
38,3
Lunch
95
4,9
Dinner
55,6
29,4
Supper
85
11,7

Rarely
7
10,5
0,1
15
3,3
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Comparing the main and other meals on the basis of gender we can see that more than 80% of the
children are having breakfast (boys 85,2% and girls 80%), out of those who are having breakfast only
three-five times a week 12,5% are boys and 8,4% are girls.
It is important to mention that the 10 hour snack is missed by twice as much boys as girls on a daily
basis (13,6% and 7,4% respectively) on the contrary the ratio of children having breakfast every day is
only a less over 50%.
Lunch is the most consumed meal more than 95% of the children participated in the research have it
every day. 100% of those who are having lunch three-five times a week are eating in the school
under the organization of contract catering. This means that they either not having lunch in the
weekend or they miss those menus that that they do not like and the missed meal is not
supplemented. It also happens that someone has lunch only once a week. This also makes the
distribution of daily nutrient intake very uneven and causes that children are eating higher amounts
during later meals.
15% of children has dinner every week or rarer. On the other hand the ratio of those who are having
dinner more than once a week is also lower than 30%.
Consumption of supper represents higher values. The majority of children are eating something in
the evening.
Finally 10% of the participants in the survey are eating fast food every week. We have found that fast
food is the main supplement of missed school meals. Unfortunately children are eating different
street food mainly instead of the missed lunch.
Conclusions
To summarize the results of the research it can be stated that high per cent of the children are
regularly eating three meals per day as an average. The ten hour snack and the dinner is missed
almost by half of the surveyed children. Another problem is that the missed meals are not
supplemented. This is also true for all of the meals during the day. The uneven distribution of meals
and the unbalanced eating habits are meaning hidden health risks which could be the reason for
different diseases as an adult. Regular, evenly distributed meals five times a day is one of the main
reasons for stable blood sugar level, good way to feel, higher stamina and better concentration. The
main role of daily meals is to provide enough energy for working, studying or sporting activities.
Those diets that are ending with a square supper without a good walk or other activity after could
have the effect of storing the energy taken in with the food. This could result overweight or obesity.
Nutrient amounts and food types have a very important role in balanced eating and proper
development of children but this only has a positive effect if the children are really eating healthy
foods not only in the school but also at home.
Proper education and raising attention is inevitable to reach these goals not only in schools but also
for parents. To achieve this goal long term programs are needed to change the approach to contract
catering and health. The participation of government offices and authorities has a great importance
in this.
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Abstract
Today’s youth, as the past of the future youth, would shape the scale of values of the next generation.
The values of our culture we were born into becomes a part of us, shapes our decisions and
judgments. Therefore, it is important to understand the youth culture, filter out the deviant factors
and encourage them to do positive changes in favor of their environment, their society and the future
generations. The increasing number of caffeine poisoning cases that require medical treatment, the
tendency to consume alcohol in order to look like an adult and the unhealthy habit of consuming
large quantities of sweetened drinks give cause for worry. All of the above motivated our research,
which, as a first step, concentrates on the deeper motives of the consumption and their associated
health risk of drinks (e.g. soft drinks, energy drinks, alcoholic drinks and coffee); we have wanted to
know the answers why do they consume these products. From the creative tools we utilized the focus
group interview technique and we asked the young volunteers to note their drink consumption as
well, with their volume for ten days in a row hourly. In order to achieve our research goals, we have
investigated four topics: consumption habits, purchasing habits and decisions, health consciousness
and the opinion about health tax. We conclude that young people have incomplete and inaccurate
knowledge with respect to the investigated drink categories. They are less aware of their drink
consumption, which is mainly driven by habits and daily routines. The health consciousness appears
occasionally in their consumption and purchasing habits, derived from their misinformation and drink
consumption habits driven by growing up and different fashion trends. Sugary drinks, alcoholic
beverages and caffeinated drinks are not basic sustenance. Their excessive consumption is proven
responsible for a number of serious diseases. It is important to make the young generation realize
these facts in order to reverse these harmful processes. Our current quantitative study aims to define
a basic strategy for shaping their consciousness and to define its usability.
Keywords: health risks, drinking habits, youth culture, sugary drinks, alcoholic beverages, caffeinated
drinks
Introduction
Today’s youth, as the past of the future youth, would shape the scale of values of the next
generation. PICZKÓ (2013) said that we absorb our surrounding culture’s scales like the sponge
absorbs the water. It becomes our part imperceptibly, determines our world concept, decisions and
judgment. Therefore, it is important to understand the youth culture, filter out the deviant factors
and encourage them to do positive changes in favor of their environment, their society and the
future generations.
Several negative elements may be incorporated into their everyday than fully accepted factors, e.g.
they do sports rarely and eat unhealthily. In addition, the increasing numbers of caffeine poison
cases that require medical treatment, the tendency to consume alcohol in order to look like an adult
and the unhealthy habit of consuming large quantities of sweetened drinks give cause for worry.
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Considering this background, the subject of our research is the consumption of the following
beverage categories: high caffeinated drinks, alcoholic beverages and soft drinks with high sugar
content. Within the sweetened drinks we paid special attention to energy drinks, which were the
subject of a previous research of ours.
We can mention several health risks in connection with excessive consumption of many food and
beverages. Thus a question arises ‘Why do we focus on the preferences of the consumption of the
mentioned beverage categories in our study? Sweetened drinks, alcoholic beverages and caffeinated
drinks are not essential food products. They can be easily replaced and their lose from the diet
means no consequences for the individual; on the contrary, it is proven to reduce the risks of many
diseases (ÁNTSZ Communication Department, 2011).
Material and methods
The inappropriate eating habits at a young age can lead to problems in the future (LŐRINCZI, 2010).
Our research aims to prevent these process trends, to assess the real situation and to help develop
proposals for the unfavorable situation. To this end, during the research we would like to study for
the 14-25 age group the consumption of the beverages, which associated with health risk. The
qualitative market research is underlying for the compilation of questionnaire. In this context we
asked 13 young volunteers to keep a diary to record of their drinks consumption with their quantities
and brand for ten days recorded at each hour. In addition, the logs have been recorded on that day
by mental and/or physical activity, can also clock accuracy. This made possible by a detailed
examination of 130 days. Furthermore, we employ a so-called focus group interview technique.
The objective of the focus group interview was to examine the drinking habits of the young adults,
particularly in health-risk drinking in a deeper exploration of attitudes. We look for the answers with
respect to the „whys” to understand the cause behind your people’s behaviour. To achieve this, the
first step was the interpretation of the test beverage categories, followed by research of the
consumption habits and the influencing factors of the purchase. Then we asked the participants
about their health behavior. Finally, we examined the consumer perceptions of the public health
product tax, which affect more drinks, what is the subject of the discussion.
Results and discussion
First, the main results about consumption habits are presented. The most commonly consumed
beverage categories are demonstrated in Table 1, depending on the part of the day.
The water consumption – even if it is drinking water, natural mineral water or soda water – is not
related to time of day, because it is the most commonly consumed beverage category in each case.
The participants did not consume any alcohol in the morning and in the early afternoon, but they did
it in late afternoon, in the evening and at night. In these periods thes alcohol cannot be allocated as
the most commonly consumed beverages, which is a positive result. It is less favorable in case of the
juices with more than 12% of fruits: it was consumed only twice a day; they were among the most
favorite drinks between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. and also between 19 p.m. and22 p.m.
The caffeinated drinks (coffee, tea) – except for the midday –are present all parts of the day. We can
see on Table 1 that the first half of the day the consumption of the coffee is somewhat oftener than
the consumption of the tea. In the second half of the day tea takes the leading role, which can be
explained with the coffee and tea drinking cultural habits.
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Table 1. Most commonly consumed beverage categories
Morning
Forenoon
Midday
Afternoon
(600 – 800)
(900 – 1100)
(1200)
(1300 – 1800)

Night
(1900 – 2200)

Drinking
water (23.8%)

Drinking water
(57.7%)

Drinking water
(23.8%)

Drinking water
(90.8%)

Drinking water
(62.3%)

Coffee
(21.5%)

Natural mineral
water
(12.3%)

Natural mineral
water
(8.5%)

Herbal extract- Natural mineral
based soft drinks water
(39.2%)
(20.8%)

Tea
(16.2%)

Herbal extractbased soft drinks
(12.3%)

Herbal extractbased
soft
drinks (3.8%)

Natural
water
(33.8%)

Natural
mineral water
(10.8%)

Coffee
(11.5%)

Other
soft
drinks (3.1%)

Fruit-based
drinks
(15.4%)

Other drinks
(3.8%)

Tea (10.8%)

Syrup (3.1%)

Tea (15.4%)

Juice (8.5%)

Other
soft
drinks (3.1%)

Juice
(8.5%)

Coffee
(14.6%)

Fruit-based soft
drinks
(6.9%)

Cocoa (3.1%)

Overnight
(2300 – 500)
Drinking
water
(12.3%)
Natural
mineral
water
(6.2%)

mineral
Tea (20.0%)
soft

Herbal extractbased
soft
drinks (13.1%)

Tea (5.4%)
Fruitbased soft
drinks
(4.6%)
Soda
water
(3.8%)
Herbal
extractbased soft
drinks
(2.3%)

Syrup (13.1%)

Unfortunately the consumption of the sweetened drinks with higher sugar content – such as the
fruit-based drinks, the herbal extract-based drinks or other soft drinks – begin in the morning and
accompanies the whole day. The herbal extract-based drinks – which means the consumption of the
caffeinated cola and the ice tea in most cases – are consumed in the highest proportion (39.2%) in
the afternoon.
According to the results of the focus group interview we can state that the examined age group is
aware of the necessary daily liquid intake, which is between 2 and 3 liters. Based on the
conversations we cannot talk about consciousness in general, regarding to the recommended daily
water intake. Drinking is more like a habit or daily routine than a conscious act. According to the
drinking diaries the average daily liquid intake is about 1,58 liters in case of women, and 2,45 liters in
case of men. The results of the qualitative research are consistent with the scientific
recommendation of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) which refers to the necessary daily
water intake of an adult human body: it requires around 2-2.5 liters. This water necessity is covered
by food and direct fluid intake. Since the water content of the food is around 20%, the recommended
water intake in case of teenagers, adults and elderly is 1.6 liters for women and 2 liters for men.
These values are valid at average environmental temperature and average physical activity level
(www.asvanyvizek.hu, 2013); the participants were completely aware of this.
Within the examination of consumption habits we studied if the consumption of different beverage
categories could be connected to different occasions and/or activities. With the exception of soft
drinks, the drinking occasions are relatively well defined.
We can talk about different types of behavior depending on the frequency and the quantity of
alcohol consumption (RIGÓ, 1997), from which the majority of young adults falls under the type of
the social drinkers; they typically consume alcohol at parties, friendly and familial meetings.
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The coffee is a multipurpose drink: it banishes the morning and daytime tiredness, thus it could make
the mental and physical activities more effective. On the other hand the coffee cannot miss from the
afternoon friendly meetings.
RIGÓ (1997) said that drinking coffee is the least harmful habit compared to other stimulant drugs,
tobacco or alcohol; coffee can be enjoyed every day for healthy people with a moderate
consumption. By contrast, the alcohol is the most widely consumed drug which addiction causes the
greatest number of health damaging effects.
The participants of the focus group study identified the performance increase as the primary function
of the energy drink consumption, thus they attached it to intense mental (e.g. learning) and/or
physical requisition (e.g. sports). However it was not entirely supported by the data of drinking
diaries: the frequency of energy drink consumption was almost the same as during relaxation as
during physical labor and doing sports.
According to the qualitative research results, the consumption of soft drinks could be at least
connected all to specific occasions. They could be consumed at any time of the day (Table 1) and
under any activities. The young people said that the soft drinks as thirst quenching tools have high
enjoyment function due to their taste.
During the focus group interview we have examined which product features are highlighted when
drinks with health risks are being bought. Typically the price, brand, packaging, habit, taste,
presentation, origin of the product (domestic or imported), ingredients and effects on the human
body – different beverage categories with different rates – influenced the young people in their
purchasing decisions. The group members said that on the packaging of soft drinks indicated GDA%
are usually not considered. Therefore they are not paying attention if the daily energy and sugar
necessity rate is covered or not with the consumption of the product. They are not aware that the
sweetened soft drinks are not appeasing hunger; their consumption appears as excessive energy and
increases the risk of obesity (ÁNTSZ Communication Department, 2011).
Based on the discussions the Hungarian origin is very important in case of wines and pálinka, it is a
decisive factor for the educated young generation too. The quality – which is deduced from the
brand – gets high attention in case of purchasing caffeinated and alcoholic drinks. The quality of the
product is inferred from the price beside the brand: "We should beware of low price alcohol, because
in many cases low price degrades the quality."
The health behavior is the sum of health-related forms of behavior (SZAKÁLY, 2011), thus it is a
complex system including physical exercise, mental health, hygiene, avoidance of harmful consumer
goods, conscious diet, and regular health check and screening tests (HARRIS and GUTEK cites
SZAKÁLY, 1979). A similar system divides the influencing factors of optimal health into six groups:
healthy diet, regular physical activity, social activity, relaxation, sleep, mental activity (BIRÓ cites
SZAKÁLY, 2011). The importance of drinking habits is not identified specifically as an independent
element in the studied definitions of the health behavior. However, it should be considered as an
essential part of a conscious, healthy eating. Namely RIGÓ (1997) says that the consumed liquid has a
significant role in vital processes, health protection and even in curing of illnesses.
The investigation revealed that the participants are aware of the fact that ad libitum consumption of
the examined drinks could risk their health, however its limit is overrated. The consumption of highly
sweetened soft drink is associated with health risks such as obesity and diabetes. In connection with
the coffee the cardiovascular diseases were mentioned. The alcoholic drinks were attributed to liver
and kidney damaging effects, and they were considered as risk factors leading to alcoholism as a
dependence. The overwhelming majority of recommendations by the group members' opinions
about the energy drinks were negative, such as "unhealthy" or "psychological addiction". In addition,
cheerfulness and spin is paired with it. The indisposition is caused by the excessive consumption of
alcoholic drinks was treated almost as a general phenomenon by the participants. In addition, more
people reported to have experienced unpleasant symptoms after consumption (e.g. forceful
heartbeat, stomach problems) of caffeinated drinks.
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On this basis we can state that in their drink consumption the health behavior of young people
manifests itself as a so-called health risk behavior. SZAKÁLY (2011) said about this risky behavior that
it is more influenced by emotions and in some cases unconscious motivations or irrational beliefs.
Finally, as fourth topic of our qualitative research was the opinion about health tax. The Hungarian
Parliament created the law on the obligation of payment of public health product tax. The law is
intended to reduce the consumption of medically harmful foods and to promote the healthy
nutrition as well as to improve the financing of healthcare services (e.g. public health programs). The
law approves the following beverage categories: soft drinks with added sugar, energy drinks, flavored
beers and alcoholic refreshments (CIII. Act of 2011).
The participants’ knowledge about the public health product tax – commonly known as „Chips Tax” –
was inaccurate and insufficient The lack of information has been equally proven about the approved
types of drinks and the generated changes. They considered that primarily the unit price of chips was
increased due to the impact of the public health product tax. Reduction of package size at the same
price was experienced, or the price was elevated while the filling weight remained unchanged.
Conclusions
We conclude that young people have inaccurate and insufficient knowledge about the examined
beverages. Their drink consumption cannot be featured as a conscious act, they are more likely
driven by their habits and daily routines. The health consciousness appears rarely in their
consumption habits due to their lack of information and their motivation coming from fashion trends
and their wish to grown up.
Sweetened drinks, alcoholic beverages and caffeinated drinks are not essential sustenance. Their
excessive consumption is proven responsible for a high number of serious diseases. It is important to
make the young generation aware of these facts in order to reverse these harmful processes. Our
ongoing quantitative study aims to put the basics in place that would form the strategies of
encouraging attitude change as well as their executions.
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Abstract
As a special alternative financial asset class, venture capital investments provide essential equity
funds to enterprises with high growth potential. Generally, these investments focus on enterprises in
their start-up, early or expansion stage, therefore it is important to differentiate these transactions
from buy-out deals, which denote equity provisions to firms in mature stage. In the United States,
private equity investments refer to buy-out deals only, but in the European terminology private equity
means a wider category and it includes both buy-out and venture capital transactions. Our paper tries
to deal with only venture capital investments in the European region and in the United States (US).
Our research findings based on statistical data obtained from the European Venture Capital
Association (EVCA) and the US based National Venture Capital Association (NVCA). Although private
equity industry has three segments (including: fundraising, investments and exits) we have
emphasized the investment segment by analyzing industrial data between 2007 and 2011, but in
several cases, in order to find long-term trends in the different markets we have expanded our focus
to the recent decade between 2000 and 2011. Our research shows data in euro, therefore we have
converted dollar amounts (obtained from the NVCA) to euro by using the appropriate middle
exchange rate in order to make the comparisons. We have analysed the investment environment both
in the US and Europe, the number and amounts of investments, the structure (or the stage focus) and
the sector focus of investments. Briefly we have also mentioned the fundraising and exit segments of
both regions’ industries. The data showed that the US venture capital market has a more developed
status compared to the European one. The financing of early stage and start-up investments in the US
has a much more considerable past and therefore the capital supply in this segment is far more
secured than in Europe. We have also found differences in fund structures and sector focus. The
summary of our results can be find in a detailed conclusion section showing the main characteristics
of the US and European venture capital industries’ investment segments.
Introduction
The terms venture capital and private equity both refer to a special type of financial asset class
available for enterprises in different life cycle. According to the US terminology, venture capital
investments include only those equity provisions, which targets enterprises in the start-up or early
stage. Although private equity means also equity financing, but in this case the targets of the
transactions are mature companies with a more significant historical past. These type of transactions
are called buy-out deals. On the other hand, in the European Union private equity investments are
considered as a wider category including venture capital and buy-out transactions. In that case the
separation appears not so sharply, but the main difference between the two types of transactions is
the same.
After this introduction, we will briefly discuss the first important segment of the US and European
venture capital and private equity industry, the fundraising activity, including capital commitments,
the number of new funds raised and the average fund size. The following part of our study focuses
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only to venture capital investments. We will provide some details about the number and the volume
of these investments executed in the US and in the European region. We will also examine how
significant these transactions within the total private equity investments in order to measure the
importance of financing early-stage enterprises. The section will show the sectoral distribution of
investments to compare the most preferred sectors financed by investors in the US and in Europe.
The paper ends with the conclusions of our findings.
Material and methods
For the analysis we used statistical data obtained from the European Venture Capital Association
(EVCA) and from the National Venture Capital Associaton (NVCA), the latter one provides data for the
US venture capital industry. In this paper, the word Europe refers to the European Union, therefore
industry statistics covers the venture capital and private equity industries fundraising and investment
segment within the current member states of the EU. The comparison between the EU and US
market is mainly based on the 2007-2011 period, because longer term data weren’t available in
many cases. For example the EVCA (2012) yearbook had detailed data about the stage focus of
venture capital investors only between 2007 and 2011, but it had aggregated data for longer term.
On the other hand, NVCA provided longer term detailed data about the stage focus, but it did not
show the annual value of buy-outs. The two associations use different category system for the
investment stages making the comparison harder. All the amounts of this paper are given in euro,
therefore in the case of US data dollar amounts were converted to euros with the appropriate annual
average exchange rate obtained from the European Central Bank (ECB, 2012).
Capital commitments and fundraising in the United States and in the European Union91
Venture capital and private equity firms operate as financial intermediaries, which means that they
raise money mainly form institutional investors and allocate it to closed-end funds with a specific life
term and investment policiy. This capital allocation process is the so-called fund raising or capital
commitment activity. Figure 1 shows the annual amount of capital raised for venture capital
transactions in the US and Europe between 2007 and 2011. The figure demonstrates the differrence
between the two markets’ size. In every year, the amounts raised for venture capital investments in
the US were more than twice as much as in the EU. Capital commitments in the US were above 10
billion euro whilst in the European Union, commitments were mainly around 5 billion euro. In both
markets, due to the financial crisis, a downward trend des-cribed the fundraising activity between
2007 and 2010 in but the sign of a slow recovery appeared in 2011.
Considering the buy-out segment of the industry, Figure 2 shows a slightly different picture between
the two markets. Due to the financial crises, the US buy-out market suffered a serious decline, as the
volume of capital committed to these transactions dropped from the 2007 record level of 173 billion
euro to 36 billion euro by 2009. This plumet meant a nearly 80% decrease in parallel with the EU’s
buy-out market. The difference between the two markets showed a moderate decrease by 2011,
which indicates a very slow recovery in the US market. Due to the limited access to bank loans,
private equity fund managers found it harder to raise money for buy-out funds from institutional
investors. Nevertheless, the overall picture shows that within both market the major proportion of
capital was committed to buy-outs (see the line graphs in Figure 1 and 2), which is mainly related to
the bigger sieze of these transactions. It is also clear that within the US, investors could allocate more
capital for venture capital investments compared to the EU. The financial crisis had a serius negative
effect on investments but the buy-out segment was more vulnerable both in the US and EU market.

91

In this section, data about private equity fundraising in Europe were only publicly available from 2007,
therefore the comparison between the two market was started by that date.
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Figure 1. Funds raised for venture capital investments in the United
States and in the European Union (EUR millions) and the proportion of
funds raised for venture capital transactions compared to the total
committed capital for private equity investments (%), 2007-2011.
Source: EVCA (2012), NVCA (2012).

Figure 2. Funds raised for buy-out and mezzanine investments in the
United States and Europe (EUR millions) and the proportion of funds
raised for buy-out and mezzanine transactions compared to the total
committed capital for private equity investments (%), 2007-2011.
Source: EVCA (2012), NVCA (2012).
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Venture capital investments in the United States and in the European Union
Following fundraising the next step for investors is to allocate the capital to those enterprises, which
characteristics are in line with the fund’s investment policy. Although the main part of this section
will concentrate on venture capital transactions executed in the US and EU, but as an introduction
we examine how total private equity investments distributed to venture capital and buyout deals in
the recent decade. Figure 3 shows the EU market and it is obvious how the importance of buy-out
transactions emerged in the 2000-2007 period. The amount of capital provided to mature
enterprises was little above than 10 billion euro in 2000-2001, but from 2000 the volume of these
deals skyrocketed to nearly 70 billion euro in 2007. In the same period, venture capital investments
couldn’t pick up so rapidly, they stayed at nearly 10 billion euro. The line graph on Figure 3 also
express this shift within the distribution of private equity investments. In the years of the credit
crunch and crisis, the importance of buy-outs somewhat lessened, but in 2010 and 2011 it recovered
to 40 billion euro, while the venture segment remained weak. Compared to the United States where
the annual average value of venture capital deals was more than 21 billion euro between 2000 and
2011 indicated that the United States has a more mature and developed venture capital industry.92

Figure 3. Venture capital and buy-out investments in the European
Union (EUR billions) and the proportion of venture capital investments
compared to the total investment value (%), 2000-2011.
Source: EVCA (2012), NVCA (2012).
Table 1 shows the stage focus of venture capital investments in the EU and in the US. Data verify the
existence of a much deeper venture capital industry in the United States as the annual volume of
these transactions is four times higher than the amount invested in the European Union. Due to the
industry’s longer history, the wider capital supply and the well-developed entrepreneurial cluster
venture capital could fulfil a more serious role in the financing of early-stage compines in the US. On
the other hand, the structure of this segment shows similarities among the two different markets.
Seed stage investments have the lowest proportion among the total investment value with their 4%
share in the EU and 6% share in the US. The financing of other stages can’t be compared directly
92

The average amount of 21 billion euro was based on data obtained from the NVCA yearbook with the
exclusion of the 2000’s data in order to avoid distortion (NVCA, 2012).
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because the NVCA and EVCA interpret the stages differently. In the United States, capital provision to
enterprises in expansion or later stage had an almost equal proportion from the total investment
value (37-34% respectively), while the importance of early-stage transactions showed an
improvement between 2007 and 2011 from 4,3 billion euro to 6 billion euro. After 2008, in the
European Union the contribution of start-up investments to total venture capital grew by ten
percentage points from 38% to 49% at the expense of later-stage transactions, which suffered a
decline with almost the same degree.

European
Union

Table 1. Venture capital investments by stage focus in the European Union and in the United States,
2007-2011 (in EUR millions)
Stage focus
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Seed
194
288
139
123
162
Start-up
2 228
2 475
1 862
1 798
1 795
Later stage venture
3 539
3 768
1 796
1 752
1 705
Total venture capital

5 961

United States

Seed
1 281
Early stage
4 286
Expansion
8 254
Later stage
8 741
Total venture capital
22 562
Source: EVCA (2012), NVCA (2012)

6 530

3 797

3 673

3 662

1 216
3 703
8 311
7 564
20 794

1 295
3 470
4 780
4 626
14 172

1 327
4 284
6 737
5 207
17 555

669
6 013
7 056
6 862
20 600

According to the number of deals the distribution of the investments show that in the United States
only 11 or 13% of transactions were made in the seed stage (Table 2). Early stage deals showed an
increasing trend between 2007 and 2011. By the end of the period, 1 433 transactions were executed
in this stage accounting for almost 40% of the total number of deals. The proportion of expansion
capital accounted for approximately 30% of total venture investments, while later stage investments
showed a moderate decrease until 2011. Within this approach, the European market has a similar
structure, as the number of seed capital deals accounted for 12-15% of the total. Although the
number of start-up enterprises who received equity provision decreased somewhat after 2008, its
proportion within total venture investments exceeded 50% in 2009. Therefore in the EU venture
capital investors executed less transactions in the later stage, both in terms of volume and number.

European
Union

Table 2. Venture capital investments by stage focus in the European Union and in the United States,
2007-2011 (number of deals)
Stage focus
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Seed
498
545
381
394
392
Start-up
1 498
1 783
1 704
1 682
1 627
Later stage venture
1 429
1 555
1 121
995
947
3 305

3 669

3 100

3 016

2 925

Seed
514
Early stage
1 093
Expansion
1 299
Later stage
1 224
Total venture capital
4 130
Source: EVCA (2012), NVCA (2012)

527
1 111
1 254
1 226
4 118

362
955
888
867
3 072

395
1 234
1 086
828
3 543

404
1 433
1 011
874
3 722

United States

Total venture capital
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Considering the functions of venture capital investments, Table 3 shows the amounts provided by
investors to portfolio companies in different sectors in the European Union. Among the most
important industries we can find communications, computer & consumer electronics, energy &
environment and life sciences. These sectors contributed to more than 70 percent of the annual
investment value between 2007 and 2011.
Table 3. Venture capital investments by sector focus in the European Union, 2007-2011 (in EUR millions)
Sector
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Business & industrial products
415
387
276
254
140
Business & industrial services
172
293
105
126
100
Chemicals & materials
94
91
73
86
76
Communications
881
1 072
658
550
646
Computer & consumer electronics
1 255
1 158
698
732
652
Consumer goods & retail
295
394
200
154
165
Consumer services
249
195
118
101
119
Energy & environment
579
1 098
454
439
417
Financial services
146
190
35
42
103
Life sciences
1 488
1 379
1 067
1 084
1 139
Real estate
70
44
7
12
12
Subtotal High-Tech
2 511
2 336
1 689
1 760
1 784
Total
5 961
6 530
3 797
3 673
3 662
Source: EVCA (2012)

Nevertheless, in 2009, in the year of deep recession, investors were quite cautious with the financing
of the most preferred industries, only the life sciences sector could attract more than one billion
euro, just as in 2010 and 2011. According to the EVCA (yearbook) data the same four industries
accounted for more than 60% of total number of investments in 2007-2011 period, but at the end, in
2011 the proportion nearly reached 70%. The bottom line of Table 3 shows that within the different
sectors venture capital investments were executed mainly in high-tech enterprises, which means that
these companies have the appropriate growth potential to produce sufficient return for investors
and to cover the extremely high risk associated with these venture deals.
Table 4. Venture capital investments by sector focus in the United States, 2007-2011 (in EUR millions)
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Software
740
706
542
719
734
Biotechnology
374
351
315
371
324
Industrial/Energy
281
275
192
247
320
Medical devices and equipment
205
198
162
231
257
IT services
290
268
240
264
249
Media and entertainment
228
249
186
224
223
Consumer products and services
206
160
94
101
98
Semiconductors
75
69
62
84
85
Telecommunications
162
137
92
104
85
Electronics/instrumentation
80
83
57
63
50
Retailing/Distribution
72
70
46
54
47
Financial services
59
46
40
58
42
Networking and equipment
107
74
77
49
40
Total
3 013
2 800
2 202
2 673
2 674
Source: NVCA (2012)
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Although the National Venture Capital Association has a different category system for the sectors,
which received venture capital investments, Table 4 shows that the distribution of capital among
sectors was more even in the United States compared to the European Union. Software,
biotechnology, energy, medical devices, IT services, media and entertainment, consumer products
and services and telecommunications were the most preferred transactions among investors. Among
these, software companies could attracted more than 24% of the annual investment value between
2007 and 2011, biotechnology accounted for 12-14%, IT services for 10% and the other five had
approximately 5-9% proportion. Most of this industries, the life cyce of products is realy short,
therefore companies must maintain a faster growth pace in order to stay competitive. Because of
this growth potential, venture capital investors will find these projects as the most appropriate ones
to meet their return targets.
Conclusions
The US venture capital industry has the most well-developed status, as the existence of this special
type of financial asset looks back to a long history, beginning with the middle of the 1940s. Our
research shows that the US market could attract serious amounts of capital from institutional
investors and the major proportion was channelled to buy-out funds, which target enterprises in the
mature stage. It’s obvious that the financial crisis affected negatively the industry, but in the case of
fundraising a moderate recovery started in 2011 both in the case of venute capital and buy-out
funds. In the European Union, capital commitments for these type of transactions showed
considerably lower amounts especially in the case of venture capital commitments. After 2009 the
buy-out segment of the US and EU private equity market could attract almost the same amount of
capital.
Considering the investment structure, several similarities can be found between the EU and US
market especially in the sector focus. Both industries prefer investments in those industries, which
mainly consist of companies with high growth potential. These sectors include software, IT services,
biotechnology, life sciences and computer & consumer electronics. In these sectors the possible
annual growth rate of turnover could be high enough to cover the investors’ return need. In the case
of stage focus, the less proportion of capital is transferred to enterprises in seed stage both in the US
and EU. Later stage transactions lost some of their attractiveness in the recent years while earlystage and start-up investments increased their share from the total invested capital. We can
conclude that the US venture capital market can base its operation to a wider pool of financial
sources (the legal act, implemented in the late 1960s, which enabled for pension funds to invest their
money into private equity funds boosted the available capital for investors). With this stronger
capital supply, the volume of venture capital and buy-out investments were well above the levels of
these transactions in the European Union. But it is also important to consider that the EU’s venture
capital market has an unequal development status within the different member states, therefore the
potential of the EU market for further growth and development is possibly higher compared to the
US one. The lack of overstocked markets in several EU countries could stimulate an increase in the
amount of committed and invested capital for the overall private equity industry.
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Abstract
Today's science is clearly revealed in this way limits the sustainability of human management. It
became clear that the existence of humanity present standard of living can not be sustained
indefinitely. Over the economic, social tensions threat the terror of the collapse of ecosystems.
Science has long think that the politic systems play the major role in the solving the above-described
problems. By now, after the failure of Rio + 20 Conference, it would be obvious that the politic
systems are only apparent power has increased irreversible ecological collapse halt. The fact - that
the humankind is not a good source to help expecting a real overuse of natural resources and the
planet's ecosystems to halt rescue-, the Rio + 20 conference experiences was evident. The most
important role of environmental impact play the today's farmers' organizations, the companies play,
so it can be the solution obtained while from them. In our days use a management of a company of
various quality management techniques that could be used for sustainable management principles
and can be put into practice to increase their efficiency.
Introduction
Sustainability has now grown into a separate area of science. It is reasoned a complex approach to
the methodology, the specific paradigms and systems of special importance in the national economy.
The economic growth is measured by increasing of profits, since the first industrial revolution. Today
it has become apparent that this way of thinking cannot be indefinitely continued, especially from
reason the Earth’s limited resources. The scientists for a long time disputed the limited resources.
The rate of the limited resources are constantly re-evaluated, depending on how changes have the
energy, raw materials, labor, capital requirements of driving industries. The leader researchers of the
sciences freely preached the problem of unsustainability from the sixties of last century. It was not
surprise that the human society have not taken too seriously the alarming forecasts. The forecast of
economic collapse was explained with boundedness of oil, gas, minerals and coal assets.
The basic problems
The scientists saw the only way by new rules of political power and imposed economic rights, It also
seemed entirely appropriate. The problems have also become perceived, and it needed a very fast
and efficient introduction of changes. The main trends of the environment have emerged and the
Club of Rome was established due to the these insights. After them received an increasing role in
policy-making environment, such considerations to be taken into account.
The Science and the human Society expected the solution exclusively from the top of the political
and economic decision-making level. As a result, it quickly developed the large environmental and
nature conservation organizations in the world. They participated with international authority in
development of the international guidelines. A large number of international nature conservation
and environmental conference was coordinated by the United Nations. The adjudicated regulations
got into national and international legislation as a priority of the Member States.
Why can not achieved these positive changes have resounding success?
This may be, because it cannot be transfer the modern consumption-based economy to the
sustainability-oriented funds due to a purely legal coercion. This is because the corporate owners are
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characterized by the special interest of profit maximization paradigm. The myth of the consumer
society is in fact serve this profit maximization, because the demand for consumption of products
developed to the extreme. And the used also ethical and unethical sales promotion, marketing tools.
The manufacturers do not conceal now, that they increasing the volume of sales by the deliberate
shortening of product life cycle, As a result, developed to recent "disposable world" paradigm, which
openly advocates the consumption of omnipotence and they deliberately silent the unsustainable
nature of this paradigm. (Nagy, 2012) This was a direct consequence of the 2008 financial crisis,
which suddenly awakened the society in the consumption habits of the need for rationalization.
Purely with legal instruments is it not possible to stop this process neither to slow it down. It was not
caused by the faults of the political leading, it was caused by the wrong financing of the multis. The
„sacred” mission of the management of these multis is to saving the interest of their proprietor. At
the same time is it the immanente interest of the management because their exist depends on the
satisfaction of the proprietors which depending on the profit. This statement can be verified by
examining the individual sectors of the economy, how they use their resources, since it is directly
proportional to both the economic development, on the other hand to the environmental damage.
An international research presented by the World Resources Institute compiled on the basis of air
pollution emissions of greenhouse gases into the air chart the distribution and manufacturing
industries to share with others. If we accept that the production volume is proportional to the energy
and energy-intensive raw material, you can draw a parallel with the degree of pollution and the rise
across sectors. This relation is shown in the first figure whose left side of the economic sectors are
represented, and the right to associate to these end users and activities, as well as the distribution of
greenhouse gas emissions. It can be seen that the typical air pollutants associated with industrial
production, which suggests that the solution is to look at the company level. As the International
Convention on the basis of self-regulatory control did not lead to satisfactory results, of course
simply can not expect to the desired end result by companies. The reason is that the sustainability of
three ground-based field that combines environmental, social and economic resources. The
governing companies can not became to sustainable without legal framework. It can to ensure the
proper functioning of the international conventions based on scientific research, through which
national legislation can apply to the management.
The sustainable company
Today’s companies playing an increasing role in the sustainability principles. The reason for this is
that the management recognizes the importance of the marketing’s role of the sustainability. On the
other hand, the senior management have to understand that the long term just the economic
paradigm shift helps their survival. This phenomenon is accelerated by the financial crisis, on the
other hand, there are less sustainable - or very inefficiently- operating companies which have
reached very quickly bankrupt by inflexible management, because they could not adapt to suddenly
changed market conditions. Those companies that were recognized as the need for change, but were
unable to convert properly operating their model, they gradually lose their market share with a slow
agony. Therefore it can be stated, that the long-term corporate survival is the most important key
factor in the ability to adapt quickly and flexibly to change management. The important criterion of
the management of the sustainable company is that the management largely taken into account the
strategic aspects of sustainability at making decisions. To do this the management must have a lot of
information what in an optimally case can be retrieved from the database of an integrated ERPsystem. Todays the modern business management of companies operate with more ERP system,
which provides the sufficient information for the understanding the key parameters and features of
company operations.
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Figure 1: The relationship between air pollution and the economic sectors
Source: World Resources Institute [WRI]
This systems are: the decision support system for enterprise management, production supporting
system, change management system, quality management system, environmental management
system, occupational safety system, food safetysystem, information security system, and so on. In
many cases these too many informations are not conducive the management, because it needed
large amount of information to make reliable, grounded decisions. Todays the responsible decisionmaking requires the continuously monitoring the company's environmental performance, for
collecting the base information. To do this is needed to analyze the company’s environmental
performance with well-structured methods in order to effectively support the decision-maker's in
their work. In addition the management of the sustainable company's continuously strives to ensure
the satisfaction of employee, internal and external stakeholders, and to earn enough profit for the
operation. This is mainly made for, because it is the immanent interest the company owner's,
wherefore the owner appointed the management to ensure the government to company. The
responsible management of company use the resulting information in the operation as an efficient
tools for continuous improvement. These can be very simple, everyday used tools such eg. the
brainstorming techniques, or even a complex activity that requires team work, such as the
organization's self-assessment methods. The above equipments are not new. They are routinely used
in the daily work at quality management of modern companies, but no doubt that their usage are still
quite uncommon at sustainability of companies.
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Summary - Useable quality techniques in development the sustainability
The automotive industry always develop the toolkit to ensure the continuous quality improvement of
their product. The continuous monitoring is made for meeting with the rational customer
expectations. Of course the companies apply these methods not only for the customer’s satisfaction,
but them are used to minimize the production cost as well. The most fundamental issue is the
identification of key processes of corporate. The key process are in the production those, which
determines the product quality. These processes are the most sensitive, so it need to make even
more robust them. From perspective the business process management however, the key internal
business process have affect the business operations, customer satisfaction, social judgment. At
technical developments can be selected the most criticals by detailed risk analysis method, and shall
be made these improvements. There is a proven approach Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
methodology, which examines the risks and their effects by a numerical scale of the failure occurring,
the frequency of occurrence and the probability of a recognizable. The typical risk priority number
(RPN) is made from the multiplication of the above factor (occurate, frequency and effect). The
above-described method for each internal process performed can be selected the key processes
(results come after ranking the RPN indicators). This risk analyse methodology can be adapted to the
further development of corporate sustainability risks, and ranking the process by their risks. Hereby
can the management make the best decision based on objective information. It is difficult, that
compilation the company sustainability report it is not yet a common used method. The main
problem is that the sustainability-specific information do not reach the top management, therefore it
can not make responsible decisions about the improvement. Unfortunately nowadays there are
trends that are not only not seen as important, but actually it unnecessary to consider sustainability
factors affecting quantification.
Omission is justified by the responsible manager just "feel" how their decisions affect to the
sustainability. (Toth, 2011). It is a false argument a modern managed company, where are the
decision supported by company-governing toolkit with so measure methodology, as benchmarking,
indicators, quality-, financial- and economic indexes, etc. In contrast the critics argue that measuring
the processparameters makes typical distorted, inaccurated effort, therefore meaningless as a
consequence of their use in decision making. I am convinced that the above statement is probably
based on real-world experiences, but also the less accurate analysis of metrics can provide an
adequate basis for assessing the degree and direction of change. On the other hand - of course-, the
continuous improvement of the measuring methodology is very important, for assure the adequacy
of the collected information is. In summary, my research led to the conclusion that in the industry
used methodology may be useful for improve the corporate sustainability management decisions
making process.
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Abstract
The study presents the most important changes in human resource related indicators in the
Hungarian sugar industry in the period of 2000 and 2011, and compares the indicators to the
correspondent EU values. The analysis presents following human resource management-related
indicators: employment during the campaign period, raw material and finished product related
labour productivity, raw material and finished product related labour intensity. The main findings of
the analysis are that during the investigation period each of the calculated indicators showed
improvement in Hungary. The largest improvement was registered in the case of specific sugar
production. This indicator was doubled during the analysis period. In the case of the other indicators
the improvement was moderate. The comparison of the Hungarian values with the values of the best
countries in the EU it was observable, that the difference is significant in the case of each indicator.
The difference, in the case of sugar beet processing related labour productivity and also labour
intensity was more than twice, in the case of sugar production related labour productivity and labour
intensity nearly triple. If we compare Hungarian values to the average of the EU countries, we can
find that all of the indicators has reached, in some cases slightly exceeded the EU level. In Hungary it
is particularly observable the increase of the sugar beet processing related labour productivity, which
was more than tripled compared to the initial value in 2000.
Keywords: sugar sector, employment, labour productivity, labour force intensity
Introduction
In the European Union the regulation of the sugar production and trade has changed significantly
which caused significant changes over the past ten years. Decreasing subvention for the production
of sugar and decreasing export subvention resulted reductions in the sugar output. The production
decrease has been accompanied by rationalisation processes, which led to factory closures, mergers
and capacity concentration. These processes had an effect also on the human resource management.
As a result of the changed conditions, not only in the number and composition of the labour force,
but in the labour productivity and labour demand also a significant change has occurred. The
purpose of the study is the presentation and analysis of human resource management changes in the
field of sugar industry during the last decade.
Materials and methods
The required data for the analyses are from the database of the European Sugar Manufacturers
Association (CEFS). The duration of the analysis was between 2000 and 2011. For the presentation of
changes in the field of human resource management various indicators have been calculated by
using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet program. The results are presented on diagrams.
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Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the employment during the campaign period. In the least effective countries in the
EU, the number of employees was between 500 and 600. This numbers were practically unchanged
during the investigation period. We can observe the same trend, if we consider the average of the EU
countries. The number of employees was in every year between 270 and 280 from year 2000 to
2011. The total employment in the EU was above 60.000 in 2003. Since 2003 this number decreased
continuously to 25.000 in 2011.

Figure 1. Sugar processing industry employment during campaign (employee)
Source: own calculation based on CEFS 2011 data
Analysing the labour productivity calculated on the raw materials, it can be concluded that Hungary
is far behind the most productive European countries, and with the exception of two years - 2005
and 2006 -, below the EU average (Figure 2). In 2011 Hungary reachet the European average level
again with almost 3600 t sugar beet per employee.
Similarly, to the raw material based labour productivity, analysis of the labour productivity calculated
on the end product concludes that Hungary is far behind the most productive European countries,
and with the exception of two years - 2005 and 2006 -, below the EU average (Figure 3). As in case of
raw material productivity Hungary reached the EU average again in 2011.
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Figure 2. Labour productivity of sugar beet processing
Source: own calculation based on CEFS 2011 data

Figure 3. Labour productivity of sugar production
Source: own calculation based on CEFS 2011 data
Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the labour demand of sugar beet processing and sugar production.
Labour demand values are the reciprocal values of those of labour productivity. In both cases
Hungarian values are far below the best European values. While in 2011 only less than 0,002
employee was needed to process 1 ton of beet in the best European country, Hungarian value was
almost tenfold lower. The same proportion can be found in case of labour demand of sugar
production.
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Figure 4 Labour demand of sugar beet processing
Source: own calculation based on CEFS 2011 data

Figure 5. Labour demand of sugar production
Source: own calculation based on CEFS 2011 data
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Abstract
The economic world crisis broken out in 2008 and the still continuing recession has meant the end for
some enterprises, while some others could survive but ever since they have to cope with significantly
decreasing revenues as well as profits, and increasing costs. These companies try to stay afloat but
the austerity measures taken by the government strongly hamper the economical management of
enterprises. The enterprises can hardly live through the significant revenue losses due to which they
have to reduce their costs partly by cut of staff. It means a growing burden for the Hungarian
economy because unemployment has been rising since 2008 and it reached 10,9% according to the
statistics of 2011. The examination of tax seal revenues of the company in question was made by time
series analysis on the basis of monthly data from 2008 to 2012. The tax seal revenues of the company
decreased to its half compared to data of 2008. Time series show the changes of the examined
phenomena from time to time. One of the central questions of economic and social sciences is the
changes over time. Since the highlighted task of time series is to get information about the basic
tendency, thus filtering of factors which cause fluctuations results the smoothing of time series. So the
trend calculation enables the drawing of the trend with a geometric line that is to perform trend
calculation with moving averages from the data of the given company. In addition to this, analytic
(linear and exponential) trend calculations can also be applied, if possible, and the seasonal
fluctuations is also analysed. The aim is to forecast tax seal revenues in the first half of 2013. The
companies dealing with retail trade of tobacco products are also hit by the Act on Tobacco Retail
approved on 11 September, 2012, according to which the retail trade of tobacco products will be
state monopoly from July 1, 2013. According to the law, the state can permit the applicants to sell
tobacco products in the frames of a concession contract. The applications should be submitted until
February 13. The concession rights will be valid for 20 years. At present there are about 40.000 places
selling tobacco while the law about tobacco retail calculates with approximately 7.000 National
Tobacco Shops. Due to this further downsizing can be expected in this sector because less shops will
clearly require less shop assistants. The question is how many of the current kiosk owners will
undertake to sell only tobacco and the related accessories, including perhaps some lottery products in
their supply. It is well-known that the profit-margin is very small in case of tobacco and profitable
operation requires very strong turnover. Therefore a lot of questions are raised: for example what will
be the impact of the law on the black trade of tobacco, what are the chances of a classical kiosk which has been operating for many years or even decades - to win concession rights.
Introduction
The global economic crisis at the beginning of the 21st century was regarded the biggest crisis since
the great depression (1929-33). The crisis on the collateral market in the USA in 2007 preceeded the
crisis of 2008 and the next stage was the collapse of Lehman Brothers which induced the global
financial and economic crisis.
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In 2010, the Hétfa Research Institute made a survey in Hungary about the effect of the crisis in the
sector of small and medium-scale enterprises. 95% of the surveyed companies (altogether 465) was
hit by the crisis. Most of the respondents highlighted the narrower marketing channels, the delayed
payments received from customers, declining demand for products and the increased costs.
In Hungary the ratio of collapsed companies (number of bankruptcies and liquidations) has linearly
increased year by year since the breakout of crisis (2008) and almost doubled compared to the level
of 2008. It is also confirmed by the flash report of Bisnode PartnerControl decision support company
information service in regard to the previous year.
According to the report, in 2008 the ratio of collapse (ratio of bankruptcy and liquidation proceedings
compared to the number of companies) was 2,33% (in case of Hungarian enterprises. Now this ratio
is at 4,07%. While at the beginning of the crisis an average of 2 companies from 100 became
insolvent in the course of one year, by today this figure is 4. Since the beginning of the crisis the
collapse ratio of companies has increased by 0,4% on average. (www.ado.hu)
Hungarian people have adjusted to the permanent restrictions since the crisis which have also meant
heavy burden on the enterprises operating in different sectors. For example: bank tax, financial
transaction fee, sectoral extra tax, mobile tax, etc. The enterprises should face not only these extra
costs and expenditures but also the declining demand for products (that is declining price income)
and the increasing risk of bankruptcy. Therefore the enterprises are forced to cut their costs which is
solved partly by the dismissal of employees. It is a growing burden on the Hungarian economy,
because unemployment has been rising since 2008. The unemployment rate in the fourth quarter of
2012 was 10,7%. (www.ksh.hu)
The enterprises involved in tobacco trade are in difficult situation, too. During the last few years the
average retail price of tobacco products jumped high due to the permanently increasing taxes. While
the price per pack of cigarettes was 120 HUF in 1996, it was around 450 HUF in 2006 and these days
one can hardly buy cigarette below 800 HUF per pack. It is mostly due to the growing excise duties.
The third highest revenue source of state is the excise duty and 30% of this comes from tobacco
sales. The size of excise duties has been substantially increased in order to reduce budget deficit. It is
very dangerous for the companies dealing with tobacco trade because their revenues are falling due
to the declining real wages and increasing consumer prices. This process is detailed in the time series
analysis.
The tobacco trading companies are further afflicted by the changing legislation background.
According to the tobacco law approved last year only those enterprises can sell tobacco from July
2013 which have obtained concession rights. The aim of the law is to fight off smoking among young
people and to keep the trade of tobacco products within rational limits thus enhancing the health
care of future generation. Although this law has caused a lot of puzzlement and dilemma about the
future for the small-scale enterprises which have been operating tobacco kiosks for years.
Material and methods
The monthly tax stamp revenues of a limited liability company dealing with tobacco wholesale and
retail trade were analysed between January 2008 and December 2012. The data contain the amount
of total tax stamp revenues per month. Therefore the time series cover 5 years and the value of each
month is known. Altogether there are 60 data for performing the examination.
The data come from the accounting information system. It is a closed-system register for identifying,
tracking, measuring, saving, sorting, evaluating, controlling and publishing the phenomena affecting
the financial and income situation of the company thus ensuring the conditions of transparent
operation. Therefore it is very important that book-keeping is made according to the principles fixed
by law because only this will ensure that reliable and genuine picture is given about the given
company.
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Moving average
The moving average smoothing of tax stamp revenues of the given company is shown on Figure 1.
Twelve-member moving average was calculated in the examination. It was because there were
monthly data therefore – considering yearly average calculation – this number was regarded
reasonable. The higher is the number of members in the averaging, the smoother is the trend line.
The 12-member moving average was a straight trend line with almost negative slope. Unfortunately,
the disadvantage of moving average with multiple members is that the new trend line is shorter
which in this case means that it lasts only from July 2008 till June 2012. It is obvious that the price
income was permanently reducing in the examined period.

Figure 1: Price income and moving average smoothing
Source: own edition
The declining price income can be regarded as the consequence of the global economic crisis which
broke out in 2008. The moderate consumer behaviour, increasing purchase price and the tax burden
(e.g. excise tax) which is also built in the price of products result declining demand. Of course, the
diminishing turnover is also due to the permanently decreasing real value of income which is not
compensated in wages. The inflation rate is constantly above the expected 3% thus the purchasing
power of money is also lower and lower. The above listed factors contribute to the permanently
decreasing demand for the products during the examined period.
Analytic trend calculation: linear and exponential trends
Linear and exponential trends are calculated in the course of the analytic trend calculation regarding
the tax stamp revenues of the enterprise. They are displayed in Figure 2.
The conclusions of drawing linear trend line:
 Matching is 68,44%.
 In December 2007 the tax stamp revenues amounted to 890,83 million HUF according to the
linear function. Therefore this is the trend value belonging to date 0.
 The tax stamp revenues of the enterprise decreased by 8.639.600 HUF per month on
average.
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Conclusions by exponential trend:
 Matching is 74,45%.
 The tax stamp revenues in December 2007 amounbted to 915,2 million HUF according to the
exponential function. Therefore this is the trend value belonging to date 0.
 The tax stamp revenues of the enterprise decreased by 1,4% per mont on average.

Figure 2. Tax stamp revenues
Source: own edition
Thus the analytic trend calculation has proved that the exponential function fits better the time
series in the examination.
Measuring the seasonality
The seasonal differences and the season index was calculated from the time series of tax stamp price
income of the enterprise, the graphich picture of which is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 demonstrates that the lowest income from tax stamp products is received in February each
year while the highest revenues come in August. It is obvious in all the examined years that the
turnover is declining until December then it starts to grow again. However, it does not last too long.
The change of tendency which is declining since September can be seen only this month. This
fluctuation can probably due to the impact of holidays.
Analysing the seasonal variability and the seasonal index it is obvious that February and August are
those months each year which performed outstandingly.
The seasonal deviation in February was less by 145,21 million HUF than the value of the long-term
trend. In August, however, the revenues were higher by 137,74 million HUF.
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Figure 3: Seasonality of tax stamp price income
Source: own edition
In case of season index the following conclusions can be made:
 in February, the value of corrected season index was 79,23%, which means that the revenue
was lower by 20,77% than the value expected according to the long-term trend.
 in August the value of corrected seasonal index was 121,71%, it meant that the value of
actual income exceeded the value of long-term trend by 21,71% on average.
Table 1. Forecasts of tax stamp price income for 2013 (in million HUF)
year

month

income

2013

1

363,8144

2013

2

355,1748

2013

3

346,5352

2013

4

337,8956

2013

5

329,2560

2013
Source: own edition

6

320,6164

The calculation of price income according to the long-term trend is described by Table 1. It is obvious,
of course, that this calculation is correct only until the middle of the year because the second half of
2013 will bring some uncertainties due to the new law on tobacco sales which enters into force from
July.
Tobacco Law
The aim of the law is to fight off smoking among the youth and to keep the trade of tobacco products
within rational limits thus enhancing the health care of the future generations.
The Parliament adopted the tobacco law on September 11, 2012 with 244 votes in favour, 36 against
and 26 abstentions. According to the legislation, only those retailers can sell cigarettes from July
2013 which have concession contracts with the state. The retailers can be private enterpreneurs or
limited partnerships. (www.nol.hu)
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The act first said that the tobacco shops can sell only tobacco products and nothing else.
The call for proposals concerning the concession rights was announced in all the Hungarian
settlements. In those settlements where the population is less then two thousand, maximum one
tobacco shop can be operated. It is possible in these settlements that not tobacco shops but other
stores sell tobacco in a separated place. Where the population is higher than two thousand, one
tobacco shop can be opened for every two thousand inhabitants. If the settlement consists of
districts, district should be regarded as settlement. If the open call is unsuccessful, mobile shops
could sell tobacco products. (www.nol.hu)
Concession rights can be received for 20 years. Concession fee should be paid for getting the
authorization of tobacco retail trade. The fees are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Concession fees on the basis of the size of population
Size of population
Concession fee (net HUF/pc/year)
2.000 / main settlement
100.000 HUF
2.000 – 10.000 / main settlement
160.000 HUF
10.000 / main above
200.000 HUF
Budapest
city with a counrty right
240.000 HUF
county seat
Source: own edition on the basis of www.nemzetidohany.hu
The prospective tobacco shops cannot display any advertisement about tobacco products only the
sign National Tobacco Shop and the age limit sign: 18 circled.
Tobacco trade at annual level has a turnover of approximately 500 billion HUF on the legal market.
This market will be substantially restructured by the tobacco law. The multinational tobacco
companies (British American Tobacco and Philip Morris) with considerable share on the market could
achieve with their favourable advertising contracts that their products are put on the best places in
the stores. This will be cancelled by the introduction of tobacco law because none of the producers
can have larger display in the national tobacco shops than their competitors. Thus the Hungarianbased Continental Zrt will have the same size of display than the big ones.
In November 2012, the independent motion made by state secretary János Lázár was approved
which says that the tobacco shops can also sell lottery tickets after the monopolization of tobacco
trade. According to the member of parliament it is necessary/possible because smoking and
gambling is prohibited under the age of 18, therefore it is reasonable to allow the tobacco shops to
sell these products. (www.index.hu)
The deadline for submitting applicatins to open tobacco shops is midnight 22 February, 2013. The
nationalization of the tobacco market of 500 billion has come to an important stage with this. Since
cigarettes can be sold in about 7000 stores from May, about 30-40 thousand shop owners and
employees can look for other means of subsistence. The future shop keepers are also in difficult
situation because they are at high risk due to the uncertain conditions. Results will be announced in a
few months. (www.nepszava.hu)
The immature nature of tobacco law is well reflected in the modifications approved by the
parliament on February 18, 2013 and introduced in the final submission period of applications.
According to these the tobacco shops can trade not only with tobacco products and gambling but
they can also sell coffee, soda, mineral water, spirits, energy drinks and newspapers. Since the
Magyar Közlöny (Hungarian Official Gazette) published the new tobacco law before the deadline of
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submitting applications (exactly on 21 February, 2013), it could not be legally objected that the call
for proposals was made on the basis of the legislation in force.
Due to the expansion of the group of products that can be sold, there were some applicants who had
to prepare their business plans – which must have been attached to the application – twice according
to the changing legislation.
Due to the permanently changing legal regulation the applicants should have been alert all the time
to follow the actual news and actions. The National Tobacco Trade Nonprofit Zrt tried to help them.
They kept the interested parties informed about the changes and modifications on their website and
offered help desk services every weekday from 9 to 15 o’clock.
It was not the first modification of the tobacco law approved five months ago in September 2012 and
it is sure that it was not the last one, either. János Lázár, state secretary in charge noted in a speech
that they intend to increase the margin of tobacco in the future. In Hungary at present this margin is
4-5%, while in other countries of Europe the profit is twice as high. For example it is 10% in France
and Italy, 8,5% in Spain. (www.nepszava.hu)
Results and discussion
As the result of crisis which broke out in 2008, a lot of enterprises were liquidated and a lot of people
became jobless. Due to the recession which still lasts, the economic recovery is still to be seen and it
very badly affects the livelihood of people and survival of enterprises.
Since the outbreak of the crisis, the companies should face decreasing demand, increasing prices,
unsolvency of buyers and restrictions which force the enterpreneurs to introduce new expenditures.
It has been revealed from the income analysis of a limited company, that its tax stamp revenue has
been permanently declining since the year of crisis due to the above but the degree of excise tax has
been increasing. The company dealing with tobacco retail trade should survive not only the declining
turnover but the changes in legislation, too. The legal background has changed a lot in the last 5
months and it is yet projected to change.
Due to the tobacco law introduced in 2013, the large companies dealing with tobacco production will
probably lose from their market share because the small tobacco companies will have the right for
the same size of display in the tobacco shops than the big ones. The balance of power will probably
be significantly restructured in regard to the group of shop owners, Therefore the future of
companies operating in this field is very uncertain.
Unemployment is also badly affected by this legal regulation because instead of the approximately
40.000 tobacco shops which currently operate there will be only about 7.000, so employment will
drop, too. Thus this measure will not create but rather liquidate jobs.
Due to the narrowing supply (2000 people/one tobacco store) the question arises whether the black
trade of cigarette will flourish after these measures? Especially, if the profit margin is to be changed
(raised) in the near future, too.
Following the evaluation of proposals, more information will be provided about this tobacco shop
story, let alone the new tobacco shops open their doors. There are a lot of open questions now in the
stakeholders but they will know the answers, soon.
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Conclusions
As the result of the global economic crisis, a lot of enterprises collapsed in Hungary. Their number
has been increasing in the last 5 years. Restrictions and changes in legislation also make the survival
of still existing enterprises difficult. Moreover, the decreasing demand also indicates substantial
income losses.
The tax stamp revenue of a company was examined for the last 5 years. The price income has
decreased permanently, it has been declining by 1,4% per month. On the basis of analytical trend
calculations it has caused about 8 million HUF losses per month to the examined companies. By
measuring the seasonality it was found that the income from tax stamp products was the lowest in
February each year, while the highest sales were made in August every year. It was seen in all the
examined years that the turnover – which was decreasing until then – started to increase in
December. However, it does not last for a long time. The direction of the tendency which was
decreasing since September changed only in this month alone. The trend, of course, is decreasing in
regard to the forecasts for 2013, too.
This year hides a lot of uncertainties for tobacco shop owners due to the tobacco law which enters
into force in July 2013. The uncertainty permanently exists during the call for proposals because the
legislation has been changing (expansion of supply of products). The proposals will be evaluated soon
and – according to the expectations - the results will surely restructure the group of current shop
keepers. The law will also bring substantial changes concerning the market share of tobbaco
companies.
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Abstract
”The moral human being, feeling the spirit of time, is capable to express it within the limits he
undertakes voluntarily without waiting for the legislation to do the same. ” (Etzioni, 1993). Can the
Hungarian financial institutions find the connection between observing the unspoken rules of moral
standards and their own profitability? As far as Hungary concerned, a negative social mood towards
banks is accompanied by poor financial literacy therefore financial institutions have a lot to do to gain
confidence in the young generation. However, in the long term, a financial institution can only
achieve market success if it can integrate moral viewpoints into its corporate policy.
Keywords: financial institutions, moral standards, young generation.
JEL: M31
Introduction
The corporate policy goal of financial institutions is nothing but dynamic balancing among all-time
profitability, liquidity and safety as well as providing steady growth, by taking the risk-taking
capability in the background into consideration.
The question arises as to whether the appearance of morality has any right to exist in the economic
thought in Hungary and in the result-oriented management of financial institutions i.e. how the
profitability aspects of banks can be reconciled with the less rational values of morality. I am of the
opinion that ” the moral human being, feeling the spirit of time, is capable to express it within the
limits he undertakes voluntarily without waiting for the legislation to do the same (Etzioni, 1993).
This idea from 1932 is still valid today, and can be associated not only with individuals but also
financial institutions.
Let’s take a closer look at how the basic questions of morality integrated into the economic thought!
Material and methods
1.
Connection between profitability and morality in the bank sector
Various definitions have been used to determine the terms of morality and business ethics. In the
present study, “.business ethics covers the complexity of behavioural standards of business players
not determined by legal enforcement i.e. legality norms and standards…” (Török, 2000). The
appearance of moral questions forming the basics of ethics is as old as the evolution of economics.
Even in Cicero’s time the question arose as to whether factual information is the moral responsibility
of business players: At that time there was a huge lack of crops in Rhodes, and a merchant sold his
crops at a good price. But this merchant also knew that after that even more ships would arrive with
huge loads of crops from Alexandria. Should he share this information with the local residents in
Rhodes or should he rather keep it a secret to maximize his own profits?
The economists according to whom moral aspects play a significant role in different business
transactions turned up from the 1880’s therefore economic analyses must also deal with the ethical
side of human behaviour by all means (Dr.Toronyai et al.,2004). Etzioni (1988) tries to prove in his
book that moral considerations having developed as a result of ethical socialization play as important
role in economic decisions as the market and the legal environment. Considering the aspects
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mentioned above, it might happen that sometimes market players act against their own interests
interpreted in the narrow sense of the word and in the short term.
A new notion appeared in public awareness in the 1970’s i.e. the terminology of “worthy ethics”. This
concept tries to harmonize and link rationality and ethical aspects in individuals’ and organisations’
decisions (Bertók-Bécsi, 2007). Committed followers are trying to convince the “morally insensitive
“management of the fact that the profits of today is nothing but the moral loss of tomorrow and the
multiplied financial loss of the day after tomorrow. (Zsolnai, 1997).
The idea from the 1950’s is still valid today i.e. “The decision of a manager influenced by social
responsibility is not different from what the demand for long-term profits requires” (Gulyás, 2002).
For the time being, business ethics can be regarded as one of the latest auxiliary sciences of business
management.
Based on the difference between stakeholders and shareholders, the notion attempts to broaden the
originally share-minded mentality of managers in order to enable them to accept the different
interests of all the players of the different organizations and financial institutions such as employees,
clients, creditors, owners and social environment. (Török, 2000).
According to this notion, the recognition concerning the social responsibility of the financial
institutions and the conscious use of competition edge based on ethical image can be connected.
Therefore the question arises as to whether bank efforts focused on improving moral levels can
really contribute to an increase in the competitiveness of banks.
Plenty of negative examples can be mentioned to prove how unethical behaviour of businesses or
financial institutions can lead to a significant decrease in market share. I would just mention two
concrete examples, namely a foreign example, Nestle’s infant formula marketing scandal in the 3rd
world, and a Hungarian example, the VIP list of the former “Post Bank” /Postabank in Hungarian/
aiming at distinguishing bank clients. The latter can be mentioned as the most striking example of
unethical banking administration method. Although there was a complete bank management and
image change after the scandal broke out, it all took place in vain since the earlier positive bank
image could not be revived again. Although the misdemenavours were committed by the old
management, the new management and in the longer term the whole bank had to pay for the ethical
costs because Post Bank is not among the financial institutions any more.
2.
Role of self-regulatory code of ethics in the operation of financial institutions
Far and foremost, out of the several negative effects of the economic crisis, the huge loss of public
confidence in financial institutions both abroad and in our country must be mentioned. However, the
use of banking products can not lack the existence of complete public trust in service providers.
Banks must make maximum effort to change the current situation.
Over the past few years, various relevant impact assessments and analyses in the circle of the
current and future clients have been prepared. As examples here are a few of them as follows: 42%
of the Hungarian retail clients have lost faith in the banking sector over the past year, and only 5%
rely on banks more than earlier – according to the latest international survey of Ernst and Young,
focusing on customer satisfaction with banks and factors influencing banking relations.
In such a market environment, agreements specifying guidelines for responsible service provider’s
conduct and behaviour and the various codes of ethics play an increasingly bigger role. According to
Act XLVII of 2008 on the Prohibition of Unfair Commercial Practices against Consumers, “Code of
Conduct” means an agreement or set of rules created in the framework of market self regulation,
which determines behavioural rules in relation to a particular commercial practice or business sector
for undertakings that undertake to be bound by the code (hereinafter referred to as “compliance
with the code of conduct”).
Concerning the agreements about relationships between financial institutions and clients, I would
like to deal with “The Code of Conduct” (September 19, 2009) signed by almost half of the financial
institutions. In this voluntary agreement the banks undertake that they commit themselves to
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responsible and transparent lending to their retail customers, during their lending proceedings. It is
important to highlight that this kind of behaviour is granted not only during the entire term of the
credit but also during the period preceding the lending transaction and upon the occurrence of
payment difficulties.
The accumulation of the huge portfolios of foreign currency loans could have been avoided or at
least reduced with the help of clear and careful information contextualised in harmony with banking
clients’ financial literacy.
The financial institutions signing and joining the Code of Conduct undertake the observance of three
basic principles during their lending transactions.
According to the principle of transparency, the accessibility to the required information is provided
for each client in an understandable and comprehensible way. According to the principle of
compliance, the signatory creditors record their lending procedures in by-laws. According to the
principle of symmetry, the financial institutions do not only react to adverse and unfavourable
market events by increasing the interests, fees or costs payable by the customer, but also effect
changes to the benefit of the customer upon favourable changes in the circumstances.
This Code of Conduct serves as the self-regulatory tool of financial institutions i.e. not replacing the
Hungarian rules and regulations in force, but completing them with the consideration of ethical
norms and standards. A significant factor is that the Hungarian Financial Supervisory Authority has
also published a list with the names of the financial institutions who did not sign the self-regulatory
announcement. It can be regarded as a sign by all means, in the circle of current and potential future
banking clients likewise. The institutions having signed the Code of Conduct continuously accept the
control of the Hungarian Financial Supervisory Authority as well as the statements and resolutions of
the organisation. The Supervisory Authority can initiate different sanctions in the event of misleading
and fraudulent commercial practice as follows:
 Prohibition of further conduct of unlawful behaviour
 Ordering termination of unlawful state
 Ordering termination of revealed irregularities, by specifying deadlines
 Possible prohibition of further conduct of unlawful activity
 Imposition of consumer protection penalties from HUF 15,000 to HUF 2 billion
To sum up, this Code of Conduct lays down the basics of moral banking behaviour, however, further
improvement is without doubt necessary. I regard education of morally-sensitive bank managers and
personalities as important because they are the ones who can recognise if a situation needs further
moral treatment besides ordinary approach.
 Another significant factor is moral decision-making that measures ethics and observance of
standards in individuals’ actions.
 All the above-mentioned can play a significant role in relieving financial worries of families
having a hard time as well as in restoring faith in financial institutions
3. Connection between poor financial literacy of the population and moral behaviour of banks
Hungary also joined the international survey coordinated by the Financial Literacy Team of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development /OECD/. The survey was aimed at
measuring the financial literacy of the population in terms of the information necessary for their
financial decisions.
36% of the interviewees are not interested in financial market news, and 14% never even keep
themselves informed about the issue. 50% of the population admits that they watch financial TV
programs at least once a week, and 36% listen to business information on radio.
A correlation between the interest in economic issues and age, education, dwelling place and income
can be revealed: middle-aged graduates with relatively higher income from larger country cities
show the greatest interest.
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Although awareness of financial products can be regarded as relatively high, their use does not show
a positive picture: e.g. 69% of the interviewees have a current bank account but only 40% of them
are active current account users. 37% of the consumers compare several service providers’ products
when it comes to choosing financial products, while almost the same percent do not make any
previous comparisons.
Only every third interviewee creates a family budget although it is badly needed since the
expenditures of 36% of the population have exceeded incomes over the past 12 months.
Furthermore, it is very unfavourable that 52% of the respondents do not have any savings at all, and
two-third of them could not survive an average unemployment period of 3-6 moths when losing their
jobs.
It is visible from the research data that although the Hungarian population knows increasingly more
financial products, they know rather little about their use. Since the individuals do not have thorough
financial knowledge, families undertake too much, they keep spending more than their incomes, and
are not aware of long-term risks. Due to their poor economic experience, even those holding savings
choose the old forms of savings, although there would be more favourable products available for
them.
Dr Andras Simon, Head of Communications, Magyar Nemzeti Bank (the central bank of Hungary)
aptly points out that “in a financial sense the Hungarian population is still using landlines while we
are living in a world of wireless internet.”
Although we have tried to pay more and more attention to the improvement of financial literacy
over the past few years in Hungary, there are still major shortcomings in the area. Under such
circumstances banking clients are left at the mercy of financial institutions while using banking
services. On these markets agreements are made between unequal parties: outstanding professional
expertise of service providers versus clients’ lack of knowledge and weak advocacy skills.
In such a situation moral behaviour of banks can be by all means expected in the interest of
increasing consumer faith and expanding client-focused markets.
4.
Role of control over moral behaviour of banks
It might be a long-term objective to broaden consumers’ financial literacy. However, in the short run,
one can mention the changes in the field of financial control, which ease the problems and are
beneficial for consumers. As the aftermath of the economic crisis, the power of the Hungarian
Financial Supervisory Authority has been extended, and as a result, it has also been operating as a
financial consumer protection authority since 1 January, 2010. It is needed because the complicated
composition of the different financial products are often incomprehensible for clients who do not
possess a substantial knowledge of finance essential for making well-considered and conscious
decisions.
The Hungarian Financial Supervisory Authority participated in the professional cooperation which led
to a significant restrictions on unilateral amendments to agreements prejudicial for consumers, the
terms and conditions of amendments due to change in interest rate have been regulated, and a
couple of rules and regulations have been modified in the interest of foreign currency mortgage
debtors under the influence of the motion of the Authority.
In terms of the consumer protection scope of authority, the Authority is entitled to civil litigation
claim or litigation for claims. The impact goes far beyond individual interests since the demand
considered and awarded by the claims brought by individual consumers can be made accessible for
the complete consumer circle involved.
As a result of ongoing control, the total penalty imposed by the Authority amounted to HUF 133
million in 2010, and as much as HUF 242 million in 2011. As the Vice President of the Authority
emphasizes “The goal is not to impose an increasingly higher fine, the goal is to change mentality i.e.
financial institutions should regard consumers as important, and quality of client service should be
integrated into corporate policy”.
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I regard the establishment of the Financial Arbitration Board operated by the Hungarian Financial
Supervisory Authority as highly important. The Financial Arbitration Board is an independent
professional alternative dispute resolution forum because it has been providing a faster and less
expensive solution for dispute settlement between consumers and financial service providers than
court civil proceedings since July 11, 2011.
The following complaint and dispute settlement forums on finance services are accessible for clients
raising objections:
 Handling complaints against financial service providers
 Public announcements, proceedings of state authorities
 Private law disputes
 Alternative dispute settlement: Financial Arbitration Board
 Process of civil litigation
 Cross-border disputes: FIN-Net
The impartial proceedings of the Financial Arbitration Board and the independence of the Board are
granted during the proceedings of the individual cases. During the decision-making process the
Financial Arbitration Board acts as a 3-member committee. Its legal obligation is to treat the parties
equally and to provide the opportunity for the parties to present their positions and legal pleadings.
During one year of operation, consumers turned to the Financial Arbitration Board in 820 cases, and
more than 60 financial institutions made a voluntary statement. I am of the opinion that all the
financial institutions who work on the basis of moral and ethical standards, feel obliged to observe
the resolutions of the Financial Arbitration Board.
5. Here comes the moral bank! Can it be the solution?
 Does the moral bank have any right to exist or can the result-oriented activity of the financial
Application of responsible lending and investment rules (positive and negative filters)
 Striving for great transparency (without breaching banking secrecy)
 Active social role playing
 More moderate financial profit expectations, and the appearance of social and environmental
profit aspects, at last and already in the area of basic banking services
institutions be reconciled with the observation of unspoken rules of moral norms and standards?
The first community banks were already established in Western Europe a couple of decades ago.
They carry out their activities on the basis of sustainable development and observation of basic
principles of business ethics, putting an end to the traditional banking model.
Among others, e.g. Triodos Bank in the Netherlands and GLS Gemeinschaftsbank eG in Germany
attract more and more clients year by year.
Besides the traditional banks, MagNet, the Hungarian Community Bank /the legal successor of HBW
Express Bank/ as the first “newbank” started its operation in Hungary on April 30, 2010. “The term
“newbank” does not mean that we are new to the banking sector. We are a “newbank” because with
us you can fundamentally change your attitude towards money and the environment” – according to
the basic banking philosophy.
The operation of the “newbank” as the collective term for moral, community, eco, green and
alternative banks, can be characterised as follows:
The MagNet Hungarian Community Bank is a real consumer-focused financial institution, treating its
clients as partners because it creates the opportunity for investors to support local communities
actively through their decisions as well as to carry out projects important for them. The new types of
deposits elaborated by the financial institution serve the above-mentioned objective because the
deposit holder can choose and specify which goal connected to sustainable development he would
like to support. In terms of MENTOR deposits, the loan is provided to a specified business project on
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the basis of the client’s decision i.e. deposit holders can specify which borrower they wish to
promote and the Bank will finance only that borrower from their deposits. According to the principle
of transparency, MagNet Bank informs its clients about the amount with which the given client
contributed to the generation of the Bank’s annual profit. Within the framework of the Community
Donation Programme (CDP), customers are given the opportunity to decide on the use of 10% of
MagNet Bank’s yearly profits and also the right to choose which civil organisations should share that
10% profit.
I am of the opinion that the appearance of MagNet Hungarian Community Bank opened a new
chapter in the life of the Hungarian financial sector. I also find it important to mention that at last we
have such a financial institution which bears social and environmental values in mind besides more
moderate profit expectations.
Although I know well that “One swallow doesn't mean the summer is here”, the existence of the
bank is by all means suitable for calling attention of the other financial institutions to moral, clientfocused and environmentally conscious behaviour. Others are of the same opinion since this bank
received the Award “Really Responsible Business” in 2011.
I can see the notion of business ethics coming true with MagNet Hungarian Community Bank since
the bank attempts to keep each involved parties’ interests in mind (individuals, colleagues, deposit
holders, creditors, civil and business partners). The bank educates responsibility and consciousness
and builds community, that way allowing the realisation of long-term, sustainable development,
satisfying social demands.
6. Primary research
The goal of my research was to assess high school students’ general financial literacy, economic
habits and attitudes toward banks. I carried out the primary data collection from spring 2011 to
summer 2012 in several secondary school institutions. I am also planning to compare students
studying in different regions of Hungary therefore I collected the data in Budapest, in Eastern
Hungary (Miskolc, Debrecen, Nyíradony) and in Western Hungary (Sopron). In all the three regions
secondary grammar school students, economic high school students and other secondary school
students were represented in the selected sample because I wanted to examine the effects of
vocational education in this age group.
The method of interviewing was questionnaire survey. I sent the paper-based survey questionnaires
to the students and asked them to answer every question if possible. I received 573 questionnaires
out of the total of 600, 21 were not assessable, therefore I processed 552.
The questions of the questionnaire can be divided into two big groups: attitude assessment
questions and knowledge test. The first part of the questionnaire includes the topics of attitudes to
financial products, information, attitudes to financial institutions, aspects of bank choice, habits of
bank card use and attitudes to lending while the second part of the questionnaire focuses on
students’ general financial literacy. Concerning the latter, they did not have to determine terms
exactly, but they had to choose the right answer.
The sample size I examined is as follows: 52.2% girls and 47.8% boys, from whom 41.5% were
studying in Eastern Hungary, 40% in Western Hungary and 18.5% in Budapest. According to their age,
the biggest group 35.9% was represented by the 17-aged, while 33% of the interviewees were 16
years old, 19.7% were 18 years old or over, and 11.4% were 15 years old at the time of the survey.
According to school type, 35.3% of the interviewees studied in secondary grammar school, 33.3% in
other secondary school, and 31.3% in economic high school at the time of the survey. 36.8% of the
respondents had a family member with background in economic education.
74% of the interviewees found financial news and information important, but only 39.7% regarded
themselves as well-informed. In terms of secondary school students’ attitudes, 57.4% recognised the
significance of savings while 30.6% did not regard savings for future real-life situations necessary. The
latter might be significantly influenced by the interviewees’ families i.e. if parents do not show
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positive examples, it might affect the behaviour of the youth. 34% of the students possessed their
own money which most of them kept cash at home and only 2% held it in savings accounts at the
time of the survey.
On a national level, the rate of students showing interest in economic news was the same as that of
those not showing any interest. However, the differences can be detected according to school types,
since 68.8% of the students in economic high schools showed interest, while this rate was only 10.3%
in other secondary schools.

Students' financial attitude, knowledge

yes

I consider financial
information important

74%

I am interested in economic
news and information

I have knowledge about the
financial products

0%

no

26%

51%

49%

40%

20%

60%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 1. Students’ financial attitude, knowledge
Source: on the basis of my own research (2012)
According to the result of the processed data, 40.3% - 71.2% of the respondents gave a correct
answer to the questions in the knowledge test. However, the rate of the respondents giving the right
answer to three questions was pretty poor i.e. the rate does not reach even 30%. Concerning the
remaining questions, the number of respondents giving the right answer does not significantly differ
from the rate of the respondents giving a wrong answer.
On the basis of my thorough examination concentrated on secondary school students’ knowledge of
banking products, I can draw the conclusion that they have the most thorough knowledge of bank
cards and current accounts, while they know about credit cards and investment securities the least.
No-one indicated a thorough knowledge of investment securities and credit cards, and in addition, it
also comes to light from the processed data that there is a significant difference between students’
knowledge according to school types. When it comes to knowledge of investment securities, 11% of
economic high school students regard it as good, 35.3% regard it as moderate and 42.7% regard it as
minimal, while the rest of the students do not actually know anything about this form of investment.
Most of the secondary grammar school students, 58.5% have a minimal knowledge, 20.5% a
moderate knowledge and only 1% a good knowledge in the field. The students going to other
secondary schools are the least informed since their majority, 72.8% do not have any knowledge of
this banking product, 25.6% of them regard their knowledge as minimal and only 1.6% as moderate.
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Table 1. Cross table between knowledge of investment securities and school types; Source: on the
basis of my own research (2012)
Knowledge of investment securities
I do not
I have a I have a I have a
have any
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moderate
good
Total
knowledge
knowledge knowledge knowledge
of that

1.Secondary
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school
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No.
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Distribution
according
knowledge
Distribution
according
school type
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Distribution
according
knowledge
Distribution
according
school type
No.
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Distribution
according
knowledge
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according
school type
No.
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according
knowledge
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according
school type
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2
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19

74

61
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11.0%
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11.0%
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3
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The differences according to school types are very well illustrated by the chart below

Knowledge of investment securities
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140
120
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any knowledge
of that

100
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60

I have a good knowledge

40
20
0
1

2

3

Figure 2: Distribution of students’ knowledge of investment securities according to school types;
Source: on the basis of my own research (2012)
By taking a closer look at the differences between sexes, it can be stated that more girls regard their
knowledge moderate and good than the other sex. 42% of the boys have a minimal knowledge, and
38.3% have no knowledge of investment securities. While according to the literature boys reach
better results than girls, this rate turns in the present survey. It might be explained by the fact that
65% of the respondents from economic high schools are girls, and the students attending vocational
education reached a better result than the students from the two other school types where the rate
of girls are lower. I am of the opinion that it provides good evidence that the differences between
the knowledge of sexes can by all means decreased by financial education.
Similarly to other surveys on the financial knowledge of the youth, I also experience that the financial
knowledge of the secondary school students aged between 15 –19 is rather incomplete. However, I
think that it is by all means a positive result that more and more students find financial knowledge
acquisition important and essential in everyday life. But one must add that development of the
interest inevitable for financial knowledge acquisition shows signs of shortcomings yet.
What the knowledge test concerns, the respondents interested in financial news, the students from
economic high schools and the students with family members with background in economic
education reached a significantly better result.
Results and discussion
During my research, I tried to examine whether moral questions play a role in the decision-making
process of the financial institutions. I am of the opinion that the majority of the banks attempt to
take moral aspects into consideration somewhat more and to a certain extent therefore, for
instance, several self-regulatory codes of ethics have been created. However, it is not enough to lay
down these norms and standards, they have to be used and applied in right way on the spot.
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Unfortunately, concrete examples prove that the Hungarian financial institutions still have a lot to do
to improve in the field of ethical mentality. The negative social attitude toward banks is accompanied
by poor financial literacy in Hungary, therefore financial institutions have an extremely lot to do to
gain confidence of the youth. If decisions of banks are not determined by momentary economic
interests any more, they plan ahead for the long term instead, the competitive edges from moral
image will pay off for them.
Finally, I would like to quote the words of Amitai Etzioni :
“As soon as someone completely recognises the limits of human knowledge and the vital role of
emotions and values, his attitude to the world and particularly to decision-making will significantly
change. Most of the time, we lack the knowledge inevitable for making sensible decisions. Therefore
we have to advance carefully, being prepared to change direction … modestly - in one word.” (Török
2000) I am of the opinion that taking moral norms and standards might be the first step on the road
leading to careful progress.
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Abstract
In this article I attempt to give a comprehensive summary on creativity, on the connection between
creativity and society, and on the economic value of creativity, i.e. on the creative industries
according to the different literature, European policies and studies on that topic. It will be shown, that
creativity can be understood differently and so can be the creative industries defined in very different
ways, too. I stress the importance of the social context, the role of the environment, which is crucial
for the creative idea, whether we speak about artistic or practical creativity.
Keywords: creativity, creative and cultural industries, 3T model, Creative Europe
Introduction
The mid-term macroeconomic growth strategy is already set for the European Union. The Europe
2020 Strategy stresses the importance of „smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” and defines clear
and measurable indicators, the member states have to fulfil in a 10-year period. In a global
environment, in which the EU struggles with the economic, social and cultural crisis, and new
competitors are appearing on the global scene, the Europe 2020 Strategy emphasises the role of
local and regional actors to use their creative potential in order to deliver goals for the Europe 2020
Strategy.
Creative and cultural industries are seen as the carriers of economic and social renewal in the post
fordist economy, since they contribute to the creation of jobs, to the increase of the GDP, and to the
establishment of liveable urban environments.
In this article, I’m going to give an overview of the different approaches on creativity and creative
industries and introduce the new Creative Europe Framework Programme of the EU.
Material and methods
Writing this article, I used literature from very different branches: psychology, economics, and legal
documents, taking into consideration the interdisciplinary nature of my topic. I start from concepts of
the individual creativity, then I introduce the social aspects. In the next part, I define the creative and
cultural industries, and make a short bypass to present Charles Landry’s creative city. I finish with the
macroeconomic aspects of creative industries and the EU’s Creative Europe Programe.
Results and discussion
Creativity – the concept behind the expression
Creativity is one of today’s most fashionable expressions. Creativity is a desired behaviour, creativity
brings success and fame, creativity is THE solution to any kind of problems. Since creativity is one of
the keywords in the new economic paradigm, it is understood in a different way, than before.
Creativity, as we used to know it, was the privilege of artists. Or – at least – the privilege of some
particularly talented geniuses. Nowadays these myths are demolished. After the researches of
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scientists, like Mihály Csíkszentmihályi or Professor Edward de Bono, creativity is understood, as a
process, as „the flow”, or the ability to generate new and unique ideas, to think laterally, or to think
divergent (Csíkszentmihályi, 2010; De Bono, 2009). Creativity is the congenital ability of every single
human being, and it is an attribute, that can be learnt, developed and taught. Though the distinction
between artistic and „non-artistic” creativity remains still, because of the different approaches on
culture.
Although there are several definitions for creativity, creative process of behaviour, they are common
in stating, that creativity always depends on a social context. It means that a creative idea can only
flourish, when the society considers it a creative idea, and not nonsense.
Creativity is context-based, and the context is the culture of the society. Depending on what we
understand on „culture”, we will find different approaches on creativity, too. (Ságvári, 2005.)
On one hand, culture can be understood, as the expression of aesthetics, beauty, and the collection
of work of arts. By thinking on culture in this way, we arrive to the definition of artistic creativity. On
the other hand, culture can be defined as the everyday routine of our behaviour. When we consider
culture in this way, it leads us to a wider definition: to the problem-solving, practical creativity.
We can say that the creativity of artists is mainly connected with aesthetics, while the „general”
creativity is rather about generating unique ideas and solving problems.
Individual creativity and society
As mentioned above, creativity always has a social context. An environment that fosters the
generation of ideas, or an environment that strangles it. There are several models of the connection
between individual creativity and society. The 3T model of Richard Florida is the most known
amongst them (Figure 1.). Florida states that creative ideas can bloom in an environment, in which
the following 3T factors are given:
1) Talent - which is the individual talent of the person, that can be developed by teaching and
for example by different talent management programmes;
2) Technology – which is the „technical” infrastructure of a region;
3) Tolerance – which is the open-mindness of a society to accept new and unorthodox ideas.
(Dobó, 2007.)
Florida even developed the 3T-index in order to measure a city’s performance.

Figure 1: The 3T model of Richard Florida
Source: Florida-Tinagli, 2004
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It is also him, who introduces the definition of the creative class, a part of the society that „sells his
ideas, not his work”. This means that those people belong to the creative class, who do not only
execute tasks, but invent them, plan them and reinvent them. People, whose work contains, and
who are paid for „added value”, i.e. their ideas. By analysing this definition we can consider, that the
extent of the creative class is far wider, than a small, underground group of unappreciated artists.
Researchers, inventors, but even lawyers and managers belong to Florida’s creative class. (SágváriLengyel, 2009.)
Where and when individual creativity does turns into the benefit of a community? Of course there
are also several models to present this connection. In this article, I have chosen the „Innovation
engine”– model of Tina Seelig, which I consider to be the most adequate (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Innovation Engine
Source: Seelig, 2012
In this model, there are two triangles on a Mobius-ribbon. The inner triangle is for the individual
creativity: the „Knowledge” is the toolkit, from which new ideas can be generated. „Imagination”
serves as a channel, to transfer knowledge to new ideas, and „Attitude” is the spark, that brings this
engine into motion. The larger triangle is the environment, the society: the „Culture”, the „Habitat”
and the „Resources” are the necessary ingredients to „make ideas happen”. What I personally
admire most in this model is that all the factors are placed on a Mobius-ribbon: a ribbon that has
neither a beginning, nor an end. Every factor on this ribbon depends on the other ones, and fosters
the other ones. It means that when we want to achieve „more creativity” we can interfere by
supporting several factors. We can promote individual creativity (by dealing with our human
resources properly, giving them adequate knowledge and tools to use their creativity), but we can
support the larger triangle, too. Supporting the creation of sustainable and liveable cities, for
example, will result in greater creativity for the habitants, and for the community as a whole, too.
(Seelig, 2012.)
„Future belongs to the right-brainers”
For a long term, individual creativity was seen as part of someone’s self-expression, a hobby without
any economic value. But since the shift of paradigm from fordist to post fordist economy, creativity
became the source of economic growth, by being the root of a range of new branches, the so called
creative industries.
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First of all, it is worth to examine, what has led to this shift of paradigm. Daniel Pink states, that the
three main reasons for the post fordist economy is the IT-revolution, Asia, and the shift from the
supply-driven market to the demand-driven one.
As for the IT-revolution, - or in a larger perspective: the technological development - it lead to an
economy that needs less human workforce to produce goods and services. All the – as Pink describes
– „left brain” attitudes of the man (like reading, counting, analysing, logical thinking) can be
substituted by computers. Computers which are cleverer, quicker, and more accurate than a human
being ever can be. But if not computers, Asian workers can do the same job, as European or
American ones, for less money. Asia and its immense potential of well-educated human resource is
the second reason, why the Western world has to think differently. And in a world, in which we are
able to produce nearly anything, the market will be led by the demand of the customer, not the
supply of the producer.
On the other side, some part of the production of new products or services cannot be done by
computers. Machines cannot think in pictures, cannot imagine, cannot combine, and cannot feel
emotions. They cannot invent, they are not able to give a unique design to a product. Or a story, that
sells it. Pink calls these phenomena of the human thinking „right-brain skills”, since they are mostly
connected with the functioning of the right-hemisphere of our brain. In a world, in which massproduction loses its value, „unique”, „personal”, „traditional”, „hand-made”, „tailor-made” and
„local” are the new keywords for commercial success. (Pink 2009.)
Creative industries – a new branch, without proper definition
According to John Howkins, the creative product is „an economic good or service that results from
creativity and has economic value.” While the creative economy has a very simple formula: CE=CP*T,
i.e. the creative economy equals the creative products multiplied by the transactions of these
products. (Howkins, 2007.)
In my opinion, this would be a very-very wide definition to use, since it would be very hard to define
the limit between a „creative” and a „non-creative” product or service, and this limit would move in
time. In our exponential times of development, anything, that is considered to be a „creative” today,
will be considered „usual” tomorrow.
When we are searching for new definitions for creative industries, two main approaches will
emerge: the first concept can be deduced from the theory of artistic creativity and culture in this
sense, while the second one comes from the theory of practical, innovative, problem-solving
creativity and from the culture, understood as the codex of our everyday behaviour.
For those, who accept the first definition, usually the following branches belong to the creative
industries:
 film-making
 architecture
 commerce of work of arts or antiquities
 marketing and advertising
 music industry
 television and radio
 producing handicrafts
 design
 performing arts
 fashion industry
 publishing industry
 (software) game industry
For the followers of the second concept, the creative industries will include the above mentioned
branches AND all other branches and activities, that result in an original product, usually defended by
law on intellectual property. In this meaning, creative industries involve all the R&D related fields
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from nanotechnology to biomedicine, and all patents, copyrights, registered trademarks or designs
belong to it. In my opinion, with a definition like this, it would be very hard to measure performance
in the creative branches, or plan development programmes on it. (In this approach the name also
often changes from „creative industry” to „content industry”) (Ságvári, 2005.)
One of the classifications of content and creative industries can be seen in the chart below (Figure 3.)

Figure 3: The system of content industry (DOBÓ, 2007.)
When creativity turns into money: some statistical data on the performance of creative industries
in Europe
According to the Impact assessment of the Creative Europe programme „the cultural and creative
sectors (CCS) accounted for 4.5% of the Union's GDP in 2008 and employed some 3.8% of its
workforce.” The size of the audio-visual market is 107.4 billion Euros, and it offers 1.2 million jobs.
The document also refers to an analysis of the PricewaterhouseCoopers group: according to this, the
audio-visual sector grows yearly by an average percentage of 3.4% in the Western-, and of 6.9% in
the Eastern-European countries. The global videogame industry had a turnover of about 45-50 billion
Euro in 2009, and it produced a growth-rate, that was four times higher than the growth-rate of the
audio-visual and entertainment sector. (European Commission, 2011/a)
The growth of the cultural & creative sector in Europe from 1999 to 2003 was 12.3% higher than the
growth of the general economy. The cultural and creative industries accounted for 0.2% (Malta) 3.4% (France) of the GDP in 2003. The most developed countries related to creative industries were
Finland, Denmark, the United Kingdom and France with more than 3% of the GDP. For the new
member states this percentage was between 0.2% (Malta) – 2.4 % (Estonia).
In comparison with other branches, the study considers, that „there are very few manufacturing and
services industries that contribute more than 3% to national GDPs - this is the case of food and
beverages in Ireland, Latvia and Poland; chemical products in Belgium, Ireland and Slovenia;
manufacturing of electrical and optical equipment in Ireland, Hungary and Finland; and real estate
activities in Denmark and Sweden.” (KEA, 2006.)
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From creative industries to creative cities: when local actors come in
The book, „The Creative City: A toolkit for Urban Innovators” by Charles Landry was published to
widespread international acclaim in 2000. In this work Landry describes the new urban crisis: so far
cities struggled to solve „hard”-problems rather, than „soft” ones. They tried to handle for example
the lack of proper infrastructure, (roads, canalisation, housing), and have seen all the problems from
a specific (infrastructural) point of view. In the urban planning, Landry (re)introduced the importance
of holistic thinking, of the bottom-up approach and of the involvement of inhabitants in the planning
process. In a former work, Landry and Franco Bianchini also give advices how to establish a creative
milieu in a city. Some of these are related to the administrative burdens, while others are in
connection with the city’s cultural values. For example, creative communities, migrants or minorities
are considered to be facilitators to the city’s openness, and also to find the balance between
cosmopolitanism and local identity. Creativity in this approach is a much more complex phenomenon
and has local appearance, as well. (Landry-Bianchini, 2008.)
Creative Europe: a new program for the „New Europe”?
For the programming period 2014-2020 the European Commission proposes a new program for
promoting and supporting the European creative industries: the Creative Europe Framework
Programme will replace the former Culture, Media, and Media Mundus programmes.
In the Impact Assessment of the Creative Europe Programme, the Commission determines four main
factors that endanger the competitiveness of the European creative industries. These are the
following:
1) a highly fragmented market;
2) the impact of globalisation and the digital shift on culture and cultural industries;
3) the lack of data for evidence-based policy making;
4) difficulties for the sector to access financing. (European Commission, 2011/a)
In the proposal for the Creative Europe Programme, the Commission summarizes the problems in the
following way:
„The European cultural and creative sectors are inherently fragmented along national and linguistic
lines. On the one hand, fragmentation results in a culturally diverse and highly independent cultural
landscape, providing a voice for the different cultural traditions forming the diversity of our
European heritage. On the other hand, fragmentation leads to limited and sub-optimal transnational
circulation of cultural and creative works and operators within and outside the Union, to
geographical imbalances and - subsequently - to a limited choice for the consumer” (European
Commission, 2011/b)
To reduce these problems, the Commission proposes to launch the Creative Europe programme with
a total budget of 1.8 billion Euros, with the following general objectives:
1) „to foster the safeguarding and promotion of European cultural and linguistic diversity”
2) „to strengthen the competitiveness of the cultural and creative sectors with a view to promoting
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” (European Commission, 2011/b)
The program defines creative industries in the following way:
„'cultural and creative sectors' means all sectors whose activities are based on cultural values and/or
artistic and creative expressions, whether these activities are market or non-market oriented and
whatever the type of structure that carries them out. These activities include the creation, the
production, the dissemination and the preservation of goods and services which embody cultural,
artistic or creative expressions, as well as related functions such as education, management or
regulation. The cultural and creative sectors include in particular architecture, archives and libraries,
artistic crafts, audio-visual (including film, television, video games and multimedia), cultural heritage,
design, festivals, music, performing arts, publishing, radio and visual arts;” (European Commission,
2011/b)
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The programme will consist of three strands:
1) A new MEDIA strand for the media and audio-visual sector, with a proposed budget of 900
million Euros.
2) A new CULTURE strand with a 500 million Euro – budget
3) A Cross-cultural strand, a guarantee fund of 200 million Euros that gives access for SME’s to
bank funds.
The programme also contains the European Capital of Culture and the Heritage Label initiatives.
With Creative Europe, the Commission aims to reach 100 millions of people, support 300 000 0
artists, 2500 cinemas and 1000 films and contribute to the translation of 5000 books.
As anybody can consider, Creative Europe is a sectorial programme, focusing only on some chosen
branches. It has nothing to do with R&D, neither with education in general, nor with urban or
territorial development.
Conclusions
In this article I tried to give a comprehensive summary on creativity, on the connection between
creativity and society, and on the economic value of creativity, i.e. on the creative industries. It was
shown, that creativity can be understood differently and so can be the creative industries defined in
very different ways, too. I stressed the importance of the social context, the role of the environment,
which is crucial for the creative idea, whether we speak about artistic or practical creativity.
The creative process is a very complex phenomenon, and it has to be threatened in its complexity.
Even if we talk about creative industries in the „narrower” approach, and establishing programmes
like Creative Europe to support chosen branches, we must not forget, that to achieve the goals of
Europe 2020 it is not enough to spend more money on culture. If the European Union really wants to
use their creative potential, bridges have to be built between the different programmes. Creative
Europe - the programme devoted to promote creative industries - will be useless without having a
passage to the Horizon 2020 Programme, (i.e. to the R&D sector), to the Erasmus for All Programme
(i.e. to the educational sector) and to the cohesion policy, especially to urban development. The
Commission has started this work already, and some of the guidelines can be read about the
connection between the different policies. The biggest question for the next programing period is
not, how much money we can spend on creative industries. The question is, if we can spend it
effectively, and use our resources in a holistic approach.
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Abstract
Students need to see more practical approaches to concepts. Modeling and the application of theory
should be part of the teaching material, although the main contents and the number of classes
dedicated to them do not suffice to thoroughly delve into a type of application or modeling. Putting
theory into practice is important because it gets the students close to the main point and it raises
their interest. I held these activities (themes) with the first year students in economics during the
classes of economical mathematics. The first year students could use group work, experiments,
calculations, etc. My experience shows that they enjoyed the practical approach. It is very important
to be able to apply directly mathematical knowledge. I noticed that at the beginning they did not
realize the fact that they had been using the theory recently taught to them, because they were not
used to applying it in real situations. They treat practical knowledge separately from theoretical
knowledge. It is difficult for them to bind these two sides of knowledge or to see the relation between
them.
Keywords: teaching methodology, mathematical methods, problem- based learning, economics,
mathematics in economics, basic economic models.
JEL classification codes: C60, C65, C69.
Introduction
Mathematics plays an important roles in different fields. Applied mathematics is the science of
mathematical applications and model theory. The aim of this subject is: mathematical formulation of
problems (building mathematical models), studying mathematical models and drawing theoretical
conclusions from the mathematical model used for the problem under study (interpreting the
mathematical result from the point of view of the problem under study). (Rus and Iancu, 2000).
The teaching of mathematics is important not only for the application of the acquired knowledge,
but for the development of the logical and rational way of thinking of the students of economical
studies. The teaching of mathematics plays an important role in the development of problem solving
skills and of the knowledge needed to acquire these skills. It also has a great influence on the ability
of acquiring specific knowledge required in higher education (at university) by subjects taught at the
Faculty of Economics, such as economic mathematics, economic statistics, calculation of probability,
accounting (Kánnai et al., 2010).
This article is a summary of the research findings. I held these activities with the first year students in
economics during the classes of economical mathematics. The first year students could use group
work, experiments, calculations, etc.
Mathematical methods in Economics
1.1. An economic application of differentials
To illustrate the economic application of differentials, let us consider the notion of the elasticity of a
function.
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Definition 1.1.1
Let y=f (x) be a function. The formula for the point elasticity of y with respect to x is:
.
The function f is called:
(i) elastic at a point x, when
(ii) of unit elasticity at a point x, when
(iii)

inelastic at a point x, when

.

Problem 1.1.1.
Let Q=f(P) a demand function. The point elasticity of demand is:
.
where

is the marginal function. Similarly, we can interpret the ratio

as the average function of

the demand function. Then the point elasticity of demand,
is the ratio of the marginal function to
the average function of the demand function.
Problem 1.1.2.
Given the import function M=f(Y), where M is import and Y is national income, express the income
elasticity of imports
in terms of the propensities to import.
S:

.

Problem 1.1.3.
Given the consumption function
,
.
a)Find its marginal function and its average function.
b)Show that this consumption function is inelastic at all positive income levels.
S: a) The marginal function is
, and the average function is
.
b) Then the point elasticity of this consumption function:
because:

.
,

is

true,

where

. Thus C is inelastic at all positive income levels.
Problem 1.1.4.
Find the point elasticity of demand, given

, where k and n are positive constants.

a)Does the elasticity depend on the price in this case?
b)In the special case where n=1, what is the point elasticity of demand?
S: a)

, the marginal function is

, the average function

.

. The elasticity doesn’t depend on the price in this case.
Problem 1.1.5.
Given
, where Q is quantity demanded, P is price, and Y is income, and
given P=20 and Y=5 000, find the:
a) Price elasticity of demand.
b) Income elasticity of demand.
S:a)The price elasticity of demand:
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=

, thus is inelastic at P=20.

=

, thus is inelastic at Y=5 000.

b) The income elasticity of demand:

1.2. Derivates of Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
In case of some simple problems of optimal timing, we can apply what we have learned about
exponential and logarithmic functions and their derivates.
1.2.1. A problem of wine storage (Chiang and Wainwright, 2005)
Suppose that a wine dealer is in possession of a particular quantity of wine, which he can sell at the
present time (t=0) for a sum of K or else store for some length of time and then sell at a higher value.
The growing value (V) of the wine is known to be the following function of time:
so that if t=0 (he sell now), then V=K.
The problem is to ascertain when he should sell it in order to maximize profit, assuming the storage
cost to be nil.
S: We suppose that the cost of wine is a sunk cost- the wine is already paid for by the dealer- and the
storage cost is assumed to be nonexistent, to maximize profit is the same as maximizing the sales
revenue. Each value of V corresponding to a specific point of t represents a unit (of money) sum
receivable at a different date and, because of the interest element involved, is not directly
comparable with the V value of another date. The way out of this difficulty is to discount each V to its
present- value equivalent, fot then all the V values will be on a comparable footing.
Let us assume that the interest rate on the continuous compounding basis is at the level of r. Then
the present value of V can be expressed as:
=
=
,
where A, the present value of V is a function of t. The problem is the maximizing the value of A.
By the first- order condition, A is maximal when
To find this derivate, we will proceed indirectly, by first taking the natural logarithm of both sides of,
and then differentiating with respect to t:
,
we have
,
Upon differentiating both sides with respect to t, we get:
.
Thus

. The condition

The optimum length of storage time is

.

can be satisfied if and only if (since

):

.

.

For example, if r=0.2, we have t=25, the dealer should store the wine for 25 years.
1.3. Economic applications of differentials
Problem 1.3.1.
Suppose that we have a monopolistic two- products firm with the following demand:
and
(
are the prices of the products) and cost
function:
.
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a)Find the output levels for maximum profit.
b)Can we conclude that this problem possesses a unique absolute maximum?
c)What is the maximal profit?
S: a) These equations:

(reveal that the two commodities are related in consumption, because an increase in the price of one
will raise the demand for the other) expresses the quantities demanded and
as functions of
prices, but for our present purposes it will be more convenient to have prices
expressed in
terms of the sales volumes
and
, that is, to have average- revenue functions for the two
products.
We can rewrite it as:
(2.1)
(2.2)
We solve the system and find for
as follows:
.
The firm’s total- revenue function is:
(
) +(
)
5 +30
.
The cost function is
. Thus, the profit function will be:
5 +30
This profit- function is an objective function with two choice variables. First, we find the profitmaximizing output levels and
, after we calculate the optimal prices
The first partial derivates are the following:
and
.
To have a maximum of , we must have
the stationary points are:

and

( we use the first- order condition). Thus,
.

We calculate the second partial derivates:
The Hessian matrix is:

,

. We have:

second- order sufficient condition, we have a maximum.
Upon substitution of
and
=

,
, and using the
in (2.1) and (2.2), we find the prices:

b) This problem possesses a unique absolute maximum, because the Hessian matrix is everywhere
negative definit and the function is strictly concave.
c) The maximal profit is for
and
=
and has the value:
.
Results and discussion
While teaching the analysis I experienced a decrease in interest in this subject, not only in high
schools but at universities, too. As a teacher I have realized that students find mathematical concepts
and subjects very abstract, and we should get them closer to these during the seminars through
practice, thus making them understand the theory and the mathematical background. While solving
the exercises it should be very important to help them understand the mechanism of it instead of
letting them solve the exercises in a mechanical way, because otherwise it is useless and they will
quickly forget it.
It is easier for the teacher to get students make calculations on their own, gain experience or make
speculations. They may relatively easily prove their speculations and this kind of inductive way of
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thinking is good practice with the students. I strove to achieve a deeper understanding of
mathematical concepts by the students. I applied an approach from economics in order for students
to get a better grasp of the theoretical side. The aim was to make the understanding of the subject
easier and to allow more space for individual work.
My experience shows that they enjoyed the practical approach. It is very important to be able to
apply mathematical knowledge directly. I have noticed that at the beginning they did not realize the
fact that they had been using the theory recently taught to them, because they were not used to
applying it in real situations. They treat practical knowledge separately from the theoretical one. It is
difficult for them to bind these two sides of knowledge or to see the relation between them.
Conclusions
During the activities I have noticed the following: in the beginning it was very difficult for students to
make calculations, but they got used to it and got faster. They got better at paying attention to each
other. When one team member tries to explain the situation to the others, we are amazed at how
well s/he can do it. It is true that students can explain things better to each other. At the same time
they have to explain their choice to the teacher and thus they will understand the task better and
they can make sense of it.
They notice many features they have not learned yet. They have learned to pay more attention to the
text. We do not solve two similar exercises which have an analogue solution. Students need to pay
great attention. We have solved equations step by step using analysis all the time. I always ask them
to draw and encourage them to use the representations. I stimulate a positive attitude towards
mistakes, that is I let them do the calculation they have started asking them whether they are
convinced about the result. They may realize that they have made a mistake somewhere.
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Abstract
The processes of globalization in modern world put many problems and questions before states and
international community. Sustainable development is a fundamental goal interrelating economic and
ecological effectiveness for wise use of natural resources and keeping ecological balance. On the
other hand, the objective of reaching high values of food safety is closely related to sustainable
agricultural development and organic production in particular as a sector in permanent growth in last
years possessing high potential and bearing in mind the close relation to other sectors.This paper
examines to what extent state and local strategies in Bulgaria include sustainable development
objectives and measures for organic production encouragement and what is their effectiveness. It
also gives recommendations for organic production development and shows its relation to economic,
social and ecological sustainability.
Introduction
The main goal in agriculture’s development in the EU is the achievement of high levels of food safety,
economic, ecological and social sustainability. Agriculture in the process of its development reflects
historical, cultural and social values of human kind. Sustainable agriculture integrates three main
objectives – healthy environment, economic effectiveness and social justice.
The choice of consumers in the EU is directed towards healthier and tastier food with high nutritional
values produced by environmentally friendly methods - organic farming in particular. The leading
principle in this development is the quality. Consumers now search not only for the ‘rude’ quality first
– easily determined facts in relation to safety and hygiene but for the ‘soft’ one too where traditions,
heritage and sustainable production give added value to the products. A market-oriented farmer /
producer should respond to consumers’ demands in order to sell the produce, especially in respect
to quality and safety. The motivation for organic farming varies from own health anxiety to planet
ecological balance concern. So it can be examined at different levels starting from the separate farm
till global level’s policies.
In Bulgaria there are 20 rural areas, 7 intermediate and 1 urban (the capital). Rural and intermediate
areas cover 98.8% of the territory of the country and 84.3% of its population (Krasteva, 2012). Thus
sustainable rural development is one of the priorities for future development. The question how this
can be achieved is one of the most pressing in the last few years bearing in mind the processes of
globalization and urbanization which have great negative impacts on rural areas development. The
hard competition on global markets for agricultural produce on one hand and the unattractiveness of
rural areas for young people on the other impose the need of seeking for new ways, approaches,
technology, products, services, etc. to foster rural development. The process is influenced both by
the EU, state and other policies and support and by people’s motivation too.
Europe 2020 Strategy of intelligent, sustainable and inclusive growth aims at encouragement of the
competitive economy effectively using the resources in environmentally friendly ways. EU policies
have an accent on organic production as a way of achieving sustainable development.
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Organic production is economically effective, ecologically compatible and socially responsible and it
occurs to be ‘an innovative solution for creating entrepreneurial initiatives in rural regions’ (Nikolova,
2012) aiming at increase in competitiveness by applying an ecological technology using a new
approach – planning, management and control over the production process.
This paper examines to what extent state, regional and local strategies in Bulgaria predispose organic
production development in the country and create conditions and opportunities for this in relation to
the global objective of sustainable growth. This investigation has been provoked by the progressive
development of the sector in world scope, increasing organic produce demand on one hand and
favorable prerequisites in the country on the other.
In a period of transition to the new program period in Bulgaria an amazing number of strategic
documents can be found at different levels – state, regional and municipal. Now when the old ones
should be analyzed and the new ones should be made, the questions whether these were / will be
enough, properly implemented and effective stay open.
Permanently developing legislative base and the whole composition of strategic documents offer the
framework but what happens then? Was this framework correctly set? Are the goals and measures
implemented in practice or they are just put in order to answer the EU requirements? These are
some of the main questions addressed in the paper.
Material and methods
The main strategic documents of the Republic of Bulgaria have been examined in connection to
sustainable rural development goals and organic production encouragement. The results are shown
as a brief review of priorities and goals put at different levels.
A questionnaire was prepared and three experts were interviewed for their expert opinions in order
to give an estimate of the implementation and the effectiveness of strategies dealing with
sustainable development through organic production for the program period 2007 - 2013.
The questionnaire was prepared on the basis of the strategic documents review made and addresses
the main strategic priorities and goals. It contains three main questions: evaluation of the
implementation of strategic goals, organic production development in connection to rural
development and achievement of sustainability. The first question assesses the ten most important
strategic priorities and goals. The second includes ten factors influencing organic production
development in connection to rural development. The third question is about the extent to which
organic production could contribute to sustainable development. The results are shown as figures
and tables.
In addition a SWOT-analysis has been made for rural development through organic production
encouragement.
Results and discussion
In the general strategic documents although organic farming is not directly addressed the goals of
sustainable development, biodiversity and landscape preservation as the most often stated ones
reveal opportunities for organic production development as a way of achieving sustainable growth.
Below some concrete strategic documents dealing with organic production are presented for the
program period 2007 – 2013 and some which are already updated for the next too.
In administrative and territorial aspects the Republic of Bulgaria is divided into 2 major socioeconomic regions (NUTS I), 6 economic regions (NUTS II), 28 regions (NUTS III) and
264 municipalities. All these have own strategic documents subordinated to those made of the state
and the EU (Figure 1).
Although the clear procedure of coordination and implementation the last few years showed that
these processes are not so easy to plan and manage.
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Figure 1. Procedure of coordination and implementation of national strategic documents according
to the National strategic reference framework 2007 - 2013
In the program of the Bulgarian government 2009 – 2013 one of the main priorities is development
of agriculture as a basis of economic development of the country and particularly increase in the
competitiveness of Bulgarian agricultural products in the EU and the whole world, implementation of
the main goals of the CAP of the EU through guaranteeing the quality and safety of the production of
agricultural raw materials and food, creating conditions for ecological farming protecting
environment and biodiversity. One of the actions is increasing the share of organic production and
introducing production systems with low inputs and added value outputs.
National strategy for biodiversity preservation is one of the main documents that deal more deeply
with the sustainable agriculture and ecotourism development encouragement.
The main objectives of the National strategic plan for rural development 2007 – 2013 are: increasing
the competitiveness of agriculture, food industry and forestry, natural resources’ conservation and
environmental protection; increasing employment opportunities and life quality in rural areas. The
starting level in 2004 was 0.2% of arable agricultural land used for organic farming. The goal for this
program period is 8% to be reached till the end of 2013.
Rural Development Program 2007 – 2013 is the main document including concrete measures for
organic farming encouragement through financial measures of support for agricultural producers.
Although its implementation is still questionable this is the main instrument encouraging rural areas
development in the country and organic farming in particular which gives many advantages to the
candidates and beneficiaries of the program measures.
In relation to the European action plan for organic food and farming (2004) in Bulgaria National plan
for organic farming development was elaborated for the period 2007 – 2013. Its objectives are
connected to stabilization of the incomes of agricultural producers through entering new markets of
healthy food of high quality; rural development and overcoming the processes of abandonment of
rural areas; ecosystems stabilization, conservation and restoration of natural resources. The main
goal is till the end of 2013 3% of sold in Bulgaria food products to be organic and 8% of arable
agricultural land to be cultivated organically. Other strategic goals are: development of the market of
organic products, creation of effective legislative framework for organic farming development,
research activities oriented towards practice, education, training and extended services in the field of
organic farming, creation of an effective system of control and certification. The main problem is that
this plan was not implemented in practice. It was not reviewed and changed during all these years
despite of the great need of this.
Data from EUROSTAT show that for 2011 only 0.5% of total utilized agricultural area was under
organic farming. At the same time, according to the data provided by Bulgarian Ministry of
Agriculture and Food, the number of small and medium organic operators comparing years 2006 to
2011 is permanently growing (from 214 to 1054) but their activities are mostly export-oriented.
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National strategy for regional development in the Republic of Bulgaria 2012 – 2022 is the main
document determining the strategic framework of the state policy for achievement of balanced and
sustainable development of all regions in the country and for overcoming intra and interregional
differences / inequalities in the context of the common European policy of cohesion, intelligent,
sustainable and inclusive growth. Despite this is the main document playing a key role in achieving
correspondence and mutual addition between priorities and goals of regional development policy
and sector policies and strategies in the field of regional development, it does not deal with organic
production.
The vision of National Development Program: Bulgaria 2020 is in 2020 Bulgaria to be a country with
competitive economy providing conditions for equivalent social, creative and professional realization
of the personality through intelligent, sustainable, inclusive and territorially balanced economic
growth. One of its priorities is development of the agricultural sector for food safety and production
of high added value though sustainable management of natural resources. A special measure is
included in it for organic farming encouragement. The state will support activities connected to
identification and development of new markets for organic produce as well as organic farming
development integrated with ecotourism development.
Regional and local strategic documents deal with the goals of sustainable rural development but do
not directly address organic production because of the lack of information and / or motivation of it.
So the situation is that great objectives were put on the state level but their implementation is not
done. The reasons for this could be viewed by different points. First, documents have been made just
as documents providing some data (and very rarely analyses) of the situation for the moment and
containing too general statements as goals without real plans and programs for implementation.
Second, financial resources of state, regions and municipalities are very limited and not enough for
implementation of the goals put in strategic documents. Most of the Bulgarian municipalities
‘survive’ with great difficulties and their activities are mostly socially oriented.
In such conditions the stake holders in organic sector - farmers, processors, traders, etc., do not rely
on the state financial support. Bulgarian organic production experiences a raise in recent years
because of the own initiative of Bulgarian entrepreneurs showing at markets abroad (the main
characteristics of Bulgarian organic produce is that it is export oriented as it was mentioned above).
The role of the state however was very important in respect to legislative framework and
certification which were assured.
Thus the paper aims at presenting an investigation of the implementation and effectiveness of the
strategic documents examined.
Results from the experts’ evaluations are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The estimations mainly show
very low and low levels of implementation of strategic goals.
Good and very good results are only given to building quality infrastructure and providing quality
education and scientific research activities respectively (Figure 2). The first one is easily explained by
the strong governmental policy and support for infrastructure building. The second one relies on the
fact that educational and scientific research activities in the country have traditions and success
despite the lack of financial resources – they manage to work on many projects and with partners
from abroad which still keeps the good level.
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To what extent do you think the strategic goals for the program period 2007 – 2013 have been implemented in Bulgaria?
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Figure 2. Evaluation of the implementation of strategic goals
I. Achieving sustainable development and competitive economy
II. Building quality infrastructure
III. Providing quality education and scientific research activities
IV. Creating favorable business environment
V. Increasing competitiveness of agriculture, food industry and forestry
VI. Protection natural resources and improving natural environment
VII. Increasing employment opportunities and improving life quality in rural regions
VIII. Protecting bio and landscape diversity
IX. Overcoming intra and inter regional differences and achieving balanced territorial development
X. Coordination and synchronization of sector policies with regional development policies
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How do you estimate the following factors influencing organic production development in Bulgaria?
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Figure 3. Evaluation of organic production development in connection to rural development
I. Soil & climatic conditions, natural resources
II. Financial, material and labor resources
III. Level of environmental protection
IV. Processing industry, tourism, trade
V. Legislation, policies and strategies
VI. Social and demographic processes
VII. Even regional development
VIII. Education and vocational training
IX. Science and technology
X. Administration, extended services
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How do you estimate the extent to what organic production development could contribute for
achievement of economic, social and ecologic sustainability?
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Figure 4. Evaluation of organic production development in connection to rural development
Organic production as a way of achieving sustainable rural growth could be determined in the three
main aspects of sustainable development as follows:
 economic sustainability – increasing competitiveness, string market orientation and increased
incomes;
 social sustainability – bigger responsibility towards consumers’ demands, improving food
quality and safety; regional development;
 ecologic sustainability – unified framework, effective implementation and control, standards of
protection of environment and health.
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Table 1. SWOT-analyses of rural development through organic production encouragement
Points
Strengths
Weaknesses
(1-10)
Macroeconomic stability
8
Negative demographic processes
Uneven distribution of towns in
Legislative and strategic framework
8
the regions
Significant differences in social
EU programs participation
6
and economic development of
the municipalities in the regions
Natural and climatic conditions
9
Old production technologies
Low local and foreign
Traditions and image
9
investments
Human resources
7
Bad connection science-business
Network of protected areas, rich
High fragmentariness of arable
biodiversity, natural and cultural
8
agricultural land
heritage, conserved identity of regions
Comparatively good infrastructure and
5
Low level of motivation
key position of the country
Low development of processing
Education and training
8
industry
Natural and anthropogenic tourist
7
High export of raw materials
resources
Points
Opportunities
Threats
(1-10)
Funding priorities in the new program
Continuing negative impacts of
9
period
the financial and economic crisis
Politic instability and decreased
Regional collaboration programs
9
attractiveness for investments
Construction of new transport corridors
9
Increased competitive pressure
Low level of development of rural
Support for clusters
9
areas
Tourism development
9
Abandonment of rural areas
Negative impacts of globalization
Demand for healthy products
9
and climatic changes
Access to new knowledge and
Improper implementation of
8
innovative technology
strategic and program documents
Achievement of sustainable
9
Ineffective use of EU funding
development
Connecting urban demand with rural
Industrial and other wastes
8
areas development
pollution
Entering new markets
8
Improper use of natural resources

Points
(1-10)
8
7
7
7
6
6
5
6
6
8
Points
(1-10)
8
6
8
8
7
6
9
8
6
8
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Figure 5. SWOT-analyses of rural development through organic production encouragement
The evaluation of organic production development in connection to rural development show that the
main conditions – soil, climate, natural resources, education, science and technology are at a good
level according to the experts’ opinions. Others were estimated as low or satisfactory (Figure 3).
The estimate of organic production development as a way of achieving sustainable growth show very
good results (Figure 4).
The SWOT-analyses of rural development through organic production encouragement show high
opportunities (Table 1, Figure 5). Although threats and weaknesses are at high levels too they could
be overcome if the proper measures are undertaken to use the strengths and opportunities.
Conclusions
Organic production creates strong connections between rural and urban areas and has great social
and financial benefits for both. The main problem is to create the right framework for this joint
development.
The organic agricultural activities in the country are mostly implemented by small and medium
enterprises and farmers. That way they could not reach the levels needed for gaining market
advantages. The market opportunities are big but the risks are even bigger. The profit in agricultural
sector is low as a principle and this impedes the production increase. It is necessary an agricultural
system to be established which to support the close connections to producers and to improve the
innovation activities.
Now, when we are on the way to the new program period and when data were already collected and
analyzed in order to make the new strategic and program documents, the question if these data and
analyses were objective or enough is very important.
This paper presents a qualitative assessment rather that a quantitative. It proposes a simple method
of identification of the most problematic fields which should be paid attention to when formulating
strategic priorities and goals.
Although in progress organic production is not enough for the moment to give the needed rise in
rural development. The regions and municipalities’ support especially in respect to providing
information and motivation is crucial in this process.
The state should create the favorable environment – permanently updated legislation and policies,
information campaigns, opportunities for training, research, technology transfer, good practices
exchange, effective control with an accent on risks’ evaluation and prevention, etc. The
encouragement of entrepreneurship in organic farming is closely connected to encouragement
measures in processing industry. The development of organic production in the county should be
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connected to alternative tourism development too providing the great opportunities for this
integrated development.
The main problems could be formulated as follows: current strategic documents and key structures
in private, state and non-governmental sectors lack coordination. Furthermore they are far away
from the problems of organic producers, processors and traders and all this results in all the
inadequate measures of support. First, organic stakeholders should unite and collaborate by
networking – something that is not well understood in the country and underestimated for now.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze how public-private Partnership finds application in
municipalities in R. of Macedonia? What are the opportunities and benefits, barriers and obstacles
from the use of this instrument in the financing, construction, management and implementation of
capital projects especially those infrastructure? How this instrument promotes local economic
development and improve quality of life? Research metodology is based on qualitative and
quantitative methods, namely in the collection and analysis of information available to the relevant
institutions. The results of the work. In terms of lack of permanent funds are facing local selfadministration units in R. Macedonia as a result of incomplete fiscal decentralization, a situation
which further aggravate and complicate the impact of the financial and economic crisis in the last five
years, public-private partnership is a good chance of realizing capital infrastructure projects that will
affect increasing the quality of life. But, unfortunately, the results of our research, the application of
public-private partnerships in the municipalities in R. of Macedonia is very low, in many
municipalities there are not such commitments. Public-private partnership, as a model of cooperation
between private entities and local and regional public, is an instrument that would affect the creation
of better conditions for living in regional and local areas and this will have a significant impact in
stimulating local and regional development in R. of Macedonia. Public-Private-Partnership is one of
the economic policy agenda of governments in many countries of the world. The fact that the local
budget funds are not sufficient to realize all investments or public services necessary to ensure
conditions and better life quality with a favorable price, is a phenomenon that has nearly included all
the globe, inspiring a great interest.
Introduction
Recently, in many countries, developed countries as well as developing countries, the public-private
partnership has became attractive instrument for financing, constraction, menagment and
maitanance of big and expensive infrastuctural projects from the public sector. Namely, now the
public-private partnership mostly is used for stimulation of acceleration of the economic growth and
development.
The variable economic, social, fiscal and political environment, along with the globalisation and
budget restricion, forced the state and local authorities in many countries to find manners and
modules how to provide or improve the proposal of public services? How to improve the public life
conditions? How to more prosperous society with acceptable costs level? How to stimulate economic
local growth....? Many countries found answer of these questions exactly in the different models of
the public private cooperation or partnership with aim that the public sector can use the advantages
of more effective organizational, operational and administrative methods and skills of the private
entrepreneurship.
PPP are mutual investments in which the business and government cooperate. The aim of this
cooperation are the assets and knowledge of the private sector to be disposable to the public sector
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and with that to acquire rebound of the private sector in the proposal of the public infrastructural
services with taking the responsability for development and mutual acting for enviroment
improvement. The private sector can be responsable for desinging, funding, constraction,
maitanance or menaging the project depending on the model of the cooperation contract. While the
public authority is obligated to define the aims of the mutual projects, always taking care of the
public interest and quality of the service. Public- private partnership is a model of investment which
enable the municipalities to gain infrastructural objects, without use of budget assets. Also the
planning of the local development based only on the public local revenues is a narrow baseline even
impossible in certain underdeveloped municipalities with low fiscal capacity for stimulation the
developmnent of the local community. Because of that, it is neccessary to use all the possible
contemporary methods and techologies on the market financing for instance financial instruments,
public private partnership, in the construction of the infrastructural works. The need of the
infrastructural improvement, particularly in the transport sector and public utilities is necessary
precondition for local economic growth.
PPP is broadly used in the EU contries, particularly to stimulate the economic growth,
infrastructructural and public services. According to number of realized projects, their value and
according to sectors where PPP is used, Great Britain has a supreme role. In the Republic of
Macedonia, the use of this cooperation form between public and private sector, is still at the
beginning with a small number of contracts for project implementation through public- private
partnerships. But, poorly fiscal decentralization in the R. of Macedonia that started implementation
from June 2005 the first phase and from Jule 2007 the second disabled municipalities fully to realize
their legal terms in the field of public utilities for instance: providing drinking –water, organization of
the public transport;constraction, reconstraction of the local roads, constraction and reconstraction
of schools, constraction and reconstraction public lighting and etc. With the aim to overcome the
increasing gap between the costs needed for the infrastructural projects and aviable assets for that
purpose, as well as to provide quality and economic justified public services and in the attempt toa
attract foreign investitors. As a key question is imposed the question of realization of profitable
infrastructural projects which will directly stimulate the local development. In this context, we
consider that public- private partnership can be a possibility or instrument for effective offer of
public local services. So instead of usual practice, infrastrustural projects and exercesing public
services particularly to be fund from the central or local budgets or debts, different possible models
of PPP can be used.
Basic Benefits and Gains of PPP
It is important to underline the basic benefits and gains that derive from the use of PPP.On the other
hand, this manner of financing and governing, shouldn’t be consider as a magic solution of the
development of public infrastructure. The use of this form of funding need to be accepted only when
it provides effective application and function of the appropriate project, which clearly can prove the
benefits and gains of the project.
On the basis of the experience of the many instances of successful PPP and from the manner of use
of PPP in European Commision, the following basic benefits are identified: increasing of investments
in the public infrastructure, fast constraction and implementation of the infrastractural projects,
better quality of the public services, better risk distribution, making additional incomes, better
administration, better profitability; better use of assets and resources.
Constraints and Barriers of the Use of PPP
Despite the good side, participation of the entrepreneurs in accomplishing the public services bring
certain risks. In PPP there is a clash of interests and aims in the private sector which always has aim
to maximaze the profit, with aim of the public sector, for instance improvement of the enviroment,
economic growth, decrease of poverty and etc. From the aspects of the tradional public
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administration for PPP has mistrusts that reduce political control of the decision making process.
Trade Unions usually don’t support PPP (Sheparovic 2006) because of the fear of losing the jobs and
degeneration of the working conditions, while citizens and service consumers show concern that
ensuring of the services will be motivated only from the profit, not from the ethic of the public
service. There is a risk of misuse of the public assets for stimulation of the private interests,
particularly there where isn’t transparency of assets flow and where is missing control mechanisams.
There is a possibility that the public funds aren’t used for general interest but for private needs of the
partner. There is fear of the possibility that the private subject may act as a monopoly, because and
the public sector may ensure maximal gain under these conditions.
Although, the opponents of PPP, see the biggest problems of the possible misuse of the partnership,
particularly in the election period it can elicit significant political points with help of PPP, announcing
new infrastractural projects and etc. Although the phrase partnership arouse pleasant emotions that
with the contract will ensure mutual benefit and liability, in reality it isn’t like that. The same fact that
with discreet desicions ensure big sum of money, enable reckless contractors to make corrupted
decisions, which consequences bear the service consumers at the end
The Use of the Public Partnership in the R. of Macedonia
Legal Framework
The public private partnership in R. of Macedonia is regulated by the Law on Concessions and Public
Private Partnership (num.6 2013). Also on the basis of the Law on Local Self- Governmen (num.64,
2004), municipalities due to exercing their authority, municipalities, can delegate exercing public
interest actions of local meaning of other legal and physical subjects on the basis of the contract of
exercing actions of public interest . With aim to adjust the legal framework of PPP with EU guidelines,
in the last years the legal regulation in this domain endure significant and frequent changes and
amendments. With the Law on Concessions and Public Private Partnership two categories of public
private cooperation are regulated: it is regulated awarding concessions for goods of general interest
and contract for establishing public private partnership. According to the law, PPP is defined as a
form of contract regulation, between public and private partner, which the private partner takes the
responsability to ensure public service for the last consumers in the fields of authority of the public
partner or the obligation to ensure neccessary preconditions for the public partner to give public
service to the last consumers. Hence the private partner takes the responsability to finance, design,
constract or reconstract object of public infrastructure, to use, control and maintain object of public
infrastructure. Each partner in PPP takes responsability for the risks which are in his field of influence
or responsability is divided between the partners with aim to acquire optimal risk menagement. For
the responsabilities taken the public partner can acquire concession for public actions or service to
the private partner or compensate with paying. The concession contract for goods of general interest
and contract for establishing public private partnership are made for period of 35 years. Financialeconomic indicators and technical technological distinctions of the contract subject are taken into
consideration for appointing the deadline. The Government established PPP councel composed of
15 members. The members are representatives of almost all ministries, Public Procurement Bureau,
ZELS, business community, as well as experts in the field of economy and law. The councel has
consulting role in the Government in field of PPP, proposes project for PPP, does promotional
activities , gives initiatives and proposals for changes and amendments of provisions in this field.
Examples of Use of the Public Private Partnership in the R. of Macedonia
As we underline above in R. of Macedonia PPP is in development stage, realized projects of public
private cooperation are different in regards to the positive examples of the European countries and
countries in the region. Most of the made contract are concession contracts for expending mineral
raw materials. (Table 1).
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Table 1: Review of the concession made contracts for expending mineral raw materials in the period
September 2011- January 2013
Concessioner
Locality and Municipality
Mineral raw material
1
Zikol -Strumica
Aerodrom
Ballast and pebble
2
Zikol -Strumica
Strumica
Ballast and pebble
3
Mi-Trans Velesta
Struga
Chalkstone
4
Mladost 2000
Gradiska crkva, v. Gradiste
Underground drinking water
5
Mis Vato DOOL Studenicani
Sopiste
Chalkstone
6
GURINA Company Skopje
Lipkovo
Andesite and basalt
7
TRGO Inginering Gostivar
Rankovce
Slate
8
EMVI Komerc Vasilevo
Rankovce
Quartz
9
EMVI Komerc Vasilevo
Prilep
Quartz
10 EVA-AG Vratnica
Jegunovce
Chalkstone
Source:Ministry of Economy of the R. of Macedonia
Sadly, for the use of the public private partnership in the infrastructural and other public services
there aren’t official published data, but for the contracts (from the institutions) the Ministry of
Economy is responsable. Although the Law on Concessions and Public Private Partnership obliges the
Ministry of Economy to keep a register of the made contracts for details of the project
implementation and the tender participants of public private partnership and the same to publish on
the web site of the Ministry of Economy. It hasn’t existed that kind of register ( in fact it exists but
without data) till the day of writing this paper. In our research during the attempts of geting
information ( through telephone calls and contacts via e mail) we were told that the data (register) is
still in progress and soon will be published.
Evidently from this neglection and legitimate disrespect of the provisions of the Law on Concessions
and Public Private Partnership from the responsable institutions, we conclude about the low level of
transaparent use od PPP and not serious approach to this instrument.
According to the definition the realization of the public-private partnership needs to be transparent.
In Macedonia the information approach is very difficult so evidently there is a need of serious and
responsable engagement for publishing and updating the registry that should contain the previous
and current PPP contracts. Enabling the approach to this contracts indirectly will have influence on
their quality. But, according to our research of the representative statements from the Ministry of
the Economy or from the other government representatives given in the daily written and electronic
media and from the news on the Ministry web site we came to same data from PPP contracts, for
instance:
 Concession contract for expendion made between copper and gold field " Ilovica" near
Strumica and Canadian company "Euromax".On the research of the locality " Ilovica" the
company has been working 8 years and according to the statament of the head operating
menager Gustafson now they come to the moment of constraction the mine.
The
investment means capital of 500 million dolars in the following five years, this investment is
particularly important not only for the local economy, but for the Macedonian citizens.93
 The decision to choose the Turkish company "Churum holding" as the most convenient offer
for awarding concession for expandion mineral raw material- iron minerals on the locality
"Tajmishte" in the municipality Zajas. It’s matter of investments for the need of starting the
expandion and constraction of the plant, respectively factory for concentration and
manufactoring iron minerals94
93
94

www.economy.gov.mk news 24/07/2012 16:45:00
www.economy.gov.mk news 28/06/2012 11:49:00
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 Concession contract (21 contracts) for electricity production, for small hydro power plant
(HPP) with 10 companies, and with: BNB ENERGY DOO Skopje for 5 locations; with SOL
HYDROPOWER DOOEL Skopje (founder SOL SPA from Italy) for 4 locations; SUPER NOVA
ENERGY DOOEL Tetovo for 3 locations; with NORTH ENERGY GROUP DOO Tetovo for 2
locations; ENERGOREMONT-MZT-HERC DOO Bitola for 2 locations; so JABLANICA DOO Skopje
for 1 location;CMM ENERGY COMPANY DOOEL Gostivar( founder DJMM RICCI from Italy) for 1
location. Locations where small hydro power plants will be built are on the rivers Bistrica,
Pena, River Brza, River Kriva, Odranska, Belovishka, Bachishka, Jablanica and etc.95
 According to the published tender for financing, development and menagement, with the
technological industrial area in the domain of municipality Tetovo with public private
partnership Norwegian company "NORMAK Investment Group" is chosen as a concessioner
that probably96 will work with the industrial area in Tetovo according to the policy of public
private partnership.
Also, to easier the use of the PPP in R. of Macedonia, from IFC side are given consulting decisions for
the public services in the field of the health and energetics. Аdvising the government of Macedonian
Ministry of Health on structuring and implementing PPPs for two dialysis centers in the capital of
Skopje. IFC will assess the existing centers to determine the optimal number, size, and location of
new outpatient dialysis centers, and then assist the government in selecting a private operator
through a transparent tender process.
IFC is helping the government of Macedonia to attract private foreign investors for a 526 MW
hydroelectric power project that includes six generating units on two sites: Cebren and Galiste. The
development of the country hydro potential is a government priority, since the country currently
imports about 40 percent of the necessary electricity (IFC Advisory Services in Public-Private
Partnerships, 2011).
Conclusions and recommendations
Public- private partnership is relatively a new model of financing public needs that intensively is used
in the last period in the European countries and countries in the region. The reason of use are the
budget boundaries, demand to better the service quality in the public sector based on the
accomplishments and methods of work of the private sector, the need to change the role of the
country in the economy and enlargement of the assets efficiency of use in the structural funds.
In R. of Macedonia, considering the current boundaries of the municipalities, in regards of the
aviability and scope of the municipality financial resources, PPP is a fundamental source and
effecient model od financing and constraction of different kinds of comunal and social infrastructure
on the local level. But PPP very little is used on central level and as well as on local even some
municipalities aren’t informed for this model of performance of local terms.
But it is expected that in near future the use significantly will increase, initialy due to the deficit of
assets in budget of the local authorities.
The following are identified as significant barriers of PPP use:
 Unsufficient knowledge of the concept and essence of PPP on the side of the broader public.
 Lack of experience in usage of public private partnership on the local level.
 Lack of administrative capable capacity of the public sector, including units of local self
government and the public enterprises is the most significant barrier in regards of the
effective identification, evaluation and selection of the possible PPP models as financing
sources and effective project implementation.

95
96

www.economy.gov.mk news 19/03/2012 15:26:00
Due to the following local elections, the contract with the Norwegian company still isn’t made.
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No authority of the municipalities govering with the natural resources and building
communal land.97
Non- existence of PPP agency or institution.
Lack of professionalism on state (not only regional) level, in regards of insufficent number of
local professional advisers with adequate experience of project preparation and choice of
private partner for financing and implementation of PPP and etc.

To overcome the abovementioned barriers for broader use of all possible models of PPP we
recommend the following activities:
 Establishment of special agency or institution which will offer services in the field of PPP
activities for central and local authorities in the domain of identification the fields where PPP
can be implemented, conducting workshop trainings, lecture organization, meetings, round
tables, plenary discussions; making publications for the best trainees from the successful
conducted projects by means of PPP in the country and SEE region, organizing and conducting
stidy trips for the representatives of the municipalities and public enterprises from the SEE
region countries.
 Improvement of the transparency in project conducting and information approach related to
PPP and etc.
 Fully rounding of the ownership transmition process of the building land on the local level and
etc.
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Abstract
Аccording to the National rural development plan in Bulgaria 231 (out of 264) municipalities are
placed in rural areas’ list which is 81% of the territory. The importance of economic diversification and
rural development increases - an objective condition to discuss new opportunities of using resources
at the full value and in a sustainable way. Rural areas have significant natural, human, economic and
cultural potential and their development supports the regional growth. Sustainable alternative
tourism is one of the key sectors with great opportunities for diversifying Bulgaria's rural economy. It
minimizes environmental and cultural damage, optimizes visitors’ satisfaction, maximizes long-term
economic growth, and balances growth potential and the conservation of the environment. Recently,
more often the niche tourism products have been discussed that are designed to meet the specific
interests of consumers, and in many cases, they are created according to their requirements. There
are a variety of niche tourism that can be developed in a destination, depending on the existing
infrastructure, tourism products and services. Nontraditional niches for realization of tourism
products are a good way to stimulate tourism development in small communities. The paper
examines the opportunities and conditions for sustainable tourism development in rural areas
starting from a review of strategic documents (on national, regional and municipal level) to what
extent alternative forms of tourism are set in the priorities as fostering rural development processes.
Based on the main fields of intervention in the strategic documents reviewed a model including 15 key
indicators is proposed for sustainable tourism development evaluation. Because of the importance of
the initiative on local level two municipalities were assessed through this model. Some
recommendations are also given in connection to existing strategic documents, tourist business and
sustainable regional development.
Keywords: rural area, niche tourism, sustainable tourism development
Introduction
Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries on indicators of economic and social activity. At the
same time, the potential of rural areas for economic diversification and development through
tourism industry increases. Tourism stimulates infrastructure’s investments, promotes regional
development, create new jobs, etc. In many policy documents for the European Community
development, in relation to rural areas, tourism and its alternative forms are presented as a market
niche with great opportunities for sustainable growth. Sustainable alternative tourism is an
important sector for diversification of the regional economy of Bulgaria too. Basically this tourism
minimizes damages to environment and culture, optimizes visitors’ satisfaction, increases long-term
economic growth and balance between its own development and environmental protection.
Therefore, an important goal of the modern society is the sustainable tourism development, and
especially those forms which would combine environmentally friendly consumption, social
significance and economic growth.
The purpose of the paper is to examine how alternative forms of tourism could help to promote rural
development in Bulgaria by examining specific examples. Some recommendations are given within
the existing strategic documents at national and regional level. National tourism specifics are a major
factor marking the destination – authenticity and tradition when tourism products and services are
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being created with an emphasis on tourist attractions, animation and unique products for a region.
Bulgaria has a lot to offer in this regard and rural areas are its emblem to the world.
The concept of rural areas can be viewed from various aspects, yet the definition of "rural" is a
distinctive feature of the tourist product. According to the national definition in Programme for Rural
Development 2007-2013 the rural areas are defined as municipalities where settlements have
population less than 30 000 people. Under this definition 231 municipalities in Bulgaria are classified
as rural, which is 81% of the whole country’s territory. Beyond this general definition, it is necessary
to emphasize that these are small settlements that develop mainly agriculture, forestry, aquaculture,
fishing and hunting. For people in these areas agriculture, crafts and local products’ trade are main
activities. Rural areas can also be considered as a place for relaxation and escape from the urban
stress and lifestyle from the perspective of the people who visit them. That’s why alternative forms
of tourism, whose concept includes sustainable models for local and regional development, are
successfully implemented in rural areas. They take into account traditions and interests of local
communities and seek a balance between nature and human presence in it. Sustainable
development is a way of using natural resources that aims to meet human needs while preserving
the natural balance in the environment and future progression. Thus alternative tourism can be
viewed as being synonymous with the concept of sustainable tourism development
(Holden,2000:Sillignakis, 2008). Producers and rural communities are increasingly turning to tourism
as an alternative means of achieving sustainable economic growth and development through
restructuring and greater diversification of economic activity. Also tourism has emerged as one of the
central means by which rural areas can adjust themselves economically, socially and politically to the
new global environment. The expansion of tourism in rural areas is designed to: sustain and create
local incomes employment and growth; contribute to the costs for providing economic and social
infrastructure; encourage development of other industrial sectors; contribute to local resident
amenities and services; contribute to conservation of environmental and cultural resources (Hall,
1998: Sillignakis, 2008).
Development of the niche market for rural tourism can be seen as a sequence of several stages
(Nikolova, 2009): identifying something unique for the region; assessment of its qualities as a tourism
product; development of other conditions for rural tourism; combining the segment of rural tourism
niche with other niches for alternative tourism; necessity of market orientation of the entities
offering rural tourism; institutional and financial support; promotion and advertising at the end.
Sustainable tourism development in rural areas is a way to diversify local economy. This is the way
communities to be competitive on the market and at the same time to preserve their identity,
without changing the hosts’ life habits, to allow guests to visit their houses, to learn about local
traditions, to make them feel part of the community, etc. This is the basic of the niche tourism
products. Niche tourism market usually offers a specific product to meet the particular interests of
consumers and in many cases it is specially designed according to their requirements. There are a
variety of niches in tourism that can be developed in a rural region depending on the existing
infrastructure, tourism products and services. Niche markets may include rural tourism, eco tourism,
incentive tourism, bird watching, adventure, ethnic tourism, educational tourism and many more.
The development of tourism products for alternative tourism should be based on an understanding
of market characteristics, behavior and preferences of tourists and the possibilities for the creation
of products to be evaluated on their relevance and investment potential of the rural region which
they are created for (Shopova, 2013).
Material and methods
A brief review of strategic documents of the country on different levels (national, regional and
municipal) is presented. Based on this investigation a model of evaluation of sustainable tourism
development is proposed and showed how it can work in practice by interviewing experts for giving
their assessments for different indicators. The model includes 15 indicators which are assessed by
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the experts according to their importance and share to sustainable tourism development. Two
Bulgarian municipalities were chosen as objects of evaluation.
For each indicator an interviewee gives an evaluation from 1 to 10 as follows: 1 -3 bad, 4 – 7 medium,
8 – 10 good. Then an analysis is made making the average of the experts’ evaluations and showing
the results in tables and figures as well as calculating an index of sustainable tourism development
Ist, as follows:
Ist 

Ei
15

Ist – Index of sustainable tourism development
Ei – overall evaluation of indicators impact on sustainable tourism development
15

Ei 



En

n 1

En – average evaluation for an indicator according to its importance and share to sustainable tourism
development (n is the number of the indicator:1 – 15)
Ei could vary from 15 to 150.
The scale used for making the conclusion for sustainable tourism development level based on the Ist
is the same as for evaluation of indicators: 1 -3 bad, 4 – 7 medium, 8 – 10 good.
This model can be used for one, two or more assessments on a comparative base or not.
In addition the SPIN technique is applied bearing in mind the main goal of investigating the ways of
promoting sales of products and services in tourism niches in the examined regions.
Results and discussion
Strategies are made on different levels: national, regional, municipal. On national level 161 strategic
documents are identified in 21 categories. There is a separate category for tourism with two
documents but tourism development is dealt with in the strategic documents of other categories as a
priority branch in national economy.
In the Innovation strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria five areas of priority have been identified:
communication and high technology, energetics, tourism, agriculture and forestry, transport. This
strategy offers measures of increasing the competitiveness of Bulgarian industry and improving the
ability to cope with the competitive pressure of the market in the EU. The strategy’s main goal is
development of knowledge-based economy, i.e. transfer of innovation in the priority areas. The
strategy accepts the Freeman definition of the National innovation systems. It includes financial and
non-financial measures for support of innovation, human resources, small and medium enterprises,
tech parks, investments and entrepreneurship encouragement. Unfortunately, only two annual
reports for national innovation policy have been published till now – for 2006 and 2007. The
conclusion which can be drawn is that the scope of foreseen measures is insufficient for the
establishment of the National innovation system.
In the National reform program98 concerning the regional development policy for the next program
period 2014 – 2020 one the first defined directions is an infrastructure program supporting
investments in infrastructure, energy effectiveness, tourism and instruments for finance engineering
for intelligent investments.
In National Development program: Bulgaria 202099 priority #3 is ‘reaching sustainable integrated
regional development and use of local potential’. This priority is directed towards development of
Bulgarian regions’ potential, decreasing differences between regions and turning them into
attractable places to live and do business protecting and conserving environment and the unique
cultural monuments and traditions. The special focus of this priority is rural regions’ development,
98
99

EUROPE 2020: National Reform Program 2012
National Development program: Bulgaria 2020
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applying an integrated approach on national regional planning and management system, support to
rural areas, effective and sustainable use of tourism potential of regions, protecting environment and
territorial cohesion. According to this strategy the support to rural areas and improving life quality
will create a better environment for local business, particularly micro, small and medium enterprises,
and will increase employment opportunities and competitiveness of local economy. Tourism is an
activity supporting rural economy diversification and mobilizing local and foreign investments
processes. The alternative types of tourism have been investigated for creating regional added value
using local potential – natural resources and attractions, climatic conditions, culture and historic
heritage, etc. Thus one of the accents of the National development program: Bulgaria 2020 is
development of cultural and creative industry in Bulgarian regions, tourism regions marketing and
identification of regional tourist products. This is closely connected to the creation of conditions for
environmental protection in these regions (soil, water, biodiversity and landscape) and sustainable
and effective use of resources. One of the focuses in the priority # 5 which is dealing with the support
that should be rendered to innovation and investment activities for increasing competitiveness of
Bulgarian economy is the tourism sector too. Intelligent, sustainable and inclusive growth could be
reached by science and innovation development. Special attention is paid to clusters and networks
establishment, creation of favorable institutional environment for innovations and investments.
In National strategy of biodiversity preservation (with no action period and with two plans for now:
1999 – 2003 and 2005 – 2010) special attention is paid to ecotourism as tourism encouraging natural
sites visits in ways that do not damage environment. This strategy pays a special concern to the
policy of ecotourism development, biodiversity and landscape preservation, planning activities on
national, regional and municipal levels, motivation, training and educational activities in the field of
ecology and environmental protection. Unfortunately, the conclusion that a national ecotourism
policy should be elaborated stays just as a recommendation till now.
National strategic plan for rural development 2007 – 2013 aims at improving economic and social
conditions in rural areas and it complements the above-stated reference framework.
In the National strategy of regional development 2011 – 2015 Priority # 3 is improving the
attractiveness and life quality in regions and sustainable tourism development through human and
social capital development, tourism potential and protection of natural and cultural heritage in
regions. It is closely connected to the National strategy for sustainable tourism development 2009 –
2013 and its priorities: national tourist product diversification, improving the quality of services,
protection of consumers’ rights and safety, effectiveness in marketing and advertisement of the
country as a tourist destination and of the regional tourist products, etc.
The mission stated in the National strategy for sustainable tourism development in Bulgaria 2009 –
2013 is that Bulgaria can develop a consecutive and purposive tourism policy based on the
partnership between state and municipal bodies, NGOs, private sector and society which will
generate jobs and will create good opportunities for entrepreneurship development, long-term
economic and social benefits and will increase the incomes from tourism. The main goal is the
enhancement of tourism competitiveness and effectiveness through efficient use and conservation
of available natural and anthropogenic resources in accordance to the sustainable tourism
development. But till now there is no data or analyses on these strategic goals’ implementation.
In the Strategic plan for cultural tourism development in Bulgaria (the second document in the
above-mentioned category for tourism in the list of strategic documents) a strategic model for
intervention on cultural tourism development in the country is presented based on the conception of
the loci and a program for strategic activities in cultural tourism development in connection to
sustainable development priorities.
The regional plans for development of Bulgarian economic regions (NUTS 2) present data and
analyses for the six Bulgarian NUTS 2 regions. Tourism is one of the priority sectors for development
again. However lay down priorities and goals are too general. The attention is paid to their
specification which is not equal to real measures for implementing.
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National strategic reference framework 2007 – 2013 is a key document in this program period.
According to analyses presented in it, agriculture is the main source of incomes in rural areas. The
great differences between urban and rural areas regarding the indicators of employment and
economic activity show the need of diversification in sources of income in rural areas: tourism,
services, etc. The need of biodiversity and landscape preservation is a pressing question too. That’s
why special attention is paid to alternative forms of tourism development.
Territorial development is in close connection to development of regional and local business and
favorable business environment, as well as administrative capacity – these are the main aspects of
the priority # 3 in the National Strategic reference framework.
Different operational programs in this framework deal with regional development and tourism in
particular. One of the goals of Regional development operational program is a balanced territorial
development through support to territories having tourism potential and opportunities for
economical diversification evaluating cultural resources and supporting marketing of tourism
destinations. Transnational collaboration in capacity building and joint use of infrastructures in the
sector of tourism is one of the priority fields set.
Nonetheless all this strategic documents are still not enough because they present only the main
ideas and general priorities and measures and they have been created to answer the EU
requirements. But still the most important point is that they are not fully implemented. The
responsible structures/ bodies are in most cases just listed without any detailed planning and
monitoring.
According to the latest data presented in the National Development Plan: Bulgaria 2020 10.5% of
GDP of the country comes from tourism incomes, over 170 000 people are directly hired in the sector
and 474 000 is the overall number of employed in tourism and connected activities.
As a whole the tendency of a stable development in tourism following 1999 was interrupted in 2009
and 2012. The economic crisis gave a negative impact in Bulgaria too, as in the whole world. In 2011
the positive trends have been restored – the number of foreign citizens’ visits in Bulgaria is 8 712 800
which is 4 % up in comparison to 2010 and over 10% up in comparison to 2009. The same is the trend
in the tourist visits: in 2011 – 6.1% up comparing to 2012 and 17.7% up to 2009100. For the Bulgarian
tourism an important characteristic however are seasonable and territorial disproportions. The
territorial imbalance is very prominent: 79.9% of the beds and 82.9% of accommodations (94.5% of
those are from foreigners) are concentrated in 6 regions (NUTS 3) out of 28. This can be easily
explained by the domination of sea and ski tourism which are mass tourism forms often with
negative consequences on natural resources, low average income per tourist and weak economic
diversification. Bulgaria has reached the opportunities of traditional sea and ski resorts and the
positive trends in tourism development are threatened if the approach does not change. The efforts
to develop some specialized forms of tourism (culture, spa, eco, golf, etc.) are not enough for the
moment. Their great potential for sustainable rural development is not used properly and in the basis
of this is the undeveloped country image abroad for alternative types of tourism, on one hand, and
the bad infrastructure, on the other.
So, what should be the role of state, municipalities, NGOs, business and Bulgarian citizens to change
to sustainable tourism development in rural areas?
The state should provide the legislation and the framework supporting, motivating, encouraging
entrepreneurship and good practices exchange. There are still many gaps in the law but more
important thing for now are the strategies developed and their implementation and effectiveness.
They will be one of the objects of investigation in this paper.
Municipalities and NGOs in the country have limited resources. Municipalities make programs and
plans for tourism development but they are not financially assured, i.e. nearly non workable.

100

Data presented in National Development Plan: Bulgaria 2020
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Business (big, medium and small size enterprises) facing the challenges and the problems of the
global market is not sufficiently motivated or enough powerful to invest in activities which will not
have benefits in a short term and which require bigger expenditures.
Bulgarian citizens abandon villages in rural areas and look for a job in towns, regional centers and the
capital because of the bigger incomes in the sphere of trade and services in urban areas. At the same
the urban population is searching for calm and somehow different places to rest. So do foreign
visitors in Bulgaria.
The great potential of rural areas should be used according to the strategic priorities of the country
for reaching sustainable development and growth. Tourism could not be developed separately of
agriculture and processing industry, communication, transport and infrastructure, as well as of
human resources development. That’s why for 2007 – 2013 program period many strategies have
been elaborated in Bulgaria using an integrated approach to the sectors of economy but their
implementation and effectiveness are still questionable. Now they have been working on for the next
program period but not all of them are ready for it.
Based on national level strategic documents in 28 Bulgarian regions (NUTS 3) strategies for
development and some other strategies or programs have been prepared (especially regarding social
services). Comparing to the main weakness of national these are up to date embracing the period till
2015 and they are periodically analyzed and changed. Tourism along with agriculture and processing
remains the sectors of high potential for sustainable development but still the problems of
organization and coordination of activities as well as their financing remain tricky questions. The
strategies’ documents start with profound provision of data which are not enough analyzed, then the
strategic priorities and goals are described and very short attention is paid to implementation,
control and qualitative and quantitative indicators. Еvaluation and monitoring activities are very
badly described and then they are not fully implemented as well.
The municipalities in Bulgarian regions make their own development plans. However Bulgarian rural
municipalities do not have enough finance and can not afford many activities but social ones. The
program period 2007 – 2013 as an opportunity to get money from EU and national funds is ‘lost’ for
most of them (especially in rural areas) because of financial or other problems: lack of knowledge
and/ or motivation of municipal authorities, lack of money for co-financing, lack of qualified
personnel to make and implement the projects, etc. The above-stated conclusions for regional
strategies are in full force for municipal ones and even more.
That way the country challenges many problems in the goal of sustainable development and growth
achievement, especially regarding state, regional and local policy and support, investments,
innovations and competitiveness of economy, infrastructure, human resources and misbalances in
territorial development.
Based on this review of strategic documents on different levels and the main fields of analyses and
intervention in them, a model of evaluation of sustainable tourism development is proposed by the
authors. The model is based on a collection of expert opinions / evaluations of the deduced most
important general indicators. Authors presume that the indicators put in the strategic documents
and traced somehow and from time to time (as is the number of beds or the number of visits, etc.)
do not give the necessary qualitative assessment of the strategies’ implementation and effectiveness
according to the general strategic goal of sustainable development and growth achievement. The
SWOT-analyses presented in these strategic documents are not complete and impartial enough and
they do not give a quantitative evaluation - just statements for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats. The proposed model in this paper goes further and could be successfully used.
Because of the great differences between Bulgarian municipalities, the model was tested on a
comparable base for two Bulgarian municipalities famous of their mineral springs and developing
tourism activities – Hisarya and Velingrad.
Sustainable tourism development was assessed in both municipalities through a model elaborated by
the authors as described in Materials and methods section. Based on the questionnaires field by the
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experts, a table was prepared and the index of sustainable tourism development Ist for the
municipalities examined was calculated (Table 1). For the municipalities of Hisarya and Velingrad this
index do not differ which is easily explained by the very big similarities in them. The values show that
Ist is in the medium scale (4 – 7). However the analyses what fields of the scale used (1 – 10) were
most often filled showed that these were situated between good and medium estimates (Fig. 1).
Both municipalities have good tourism potential and develop tourism activities too.
More interesting was to analyze the differences (if there are) in separate indicators’ assessments and
to find the reasons for this as well as to make some recommendations. The results show that there
are no significant differences in En too excepts for the following indicators – location, climate, natural
and cultural resources, degree of economic development and transport (Fig. 2). Velingrad is situated
up in the mountain of Rhopodes (the reason of the lower assessment of the transport indicator) and
famous as the SPA capital on the Balkans (the reason of the higher assessment for degree of
economic development) while Hisarya is situated at the foot of the mountain of Sredna gora and it is
more famous with its historical and cultural heritage together with its mineral springs.
Thus the analyses, that were made, showed that this model could be easily used for assessment of
sustainable tourism development opportunities. It could be used for a separate municipality or a
region, or for making comparisons between two, three or more.
The chosen rural areas for the current analises of niche tourism markets are situated in Southern
Bulgaria and they are both administrative centers of rural municipalities. They are primarily known as
spa destinations (resorts) and much less as regions with great opportunities for alternative tourism
offered as a niche market (rural, cultural, wine, etc.).
The investigation of tourism resources showed that alternative tourism niches like balneotourism,
congress, cultural, ecological and hiking, rural and hunting tourism could be developed in both
municipalities. Balneotourism is associated with the presence on the territory of the both regions
and their vicinities of mineral springs with different physical and chemical characteristics and unique
temperature characteristics. Congress tourism is a specific niche that could be well-developed conferences, seminars, business meetings, team buldings, etc. that could be integrated with good
quality of accommodation and additional services. Cultural tourism, despite the potential of both
regions, is poorly organized. In the municipality of Hisarya, for example, it is mainly associated with
archaeological sites from Roman times in the city and the Thracian cultural sites near the village of
Starosel. This region also offers opportunities for combining macro niche of cultural tourism with the
micro niches of wine tasting and participation in the rose-picking during late spring - early summer
season. Eco and walking tourism are not well-developed although the opportunities offered by the
mountains in both regions. Rural tourism has а great potential for development in small picturesque
villages around the administrative centers of municipalities. For example Velingrad offers extremely
valuable natural and anthropogenic conditions and resources for spa, mountain tourism, water
sports, hunting and fishing, cognitive and rural tourism and many opportunities for their combined
use. In the area are not allowed and promoted unsustainable forms of tourism, related to changes in
the natural landscape, large buildings, nature damages by overbuilding, etc. Local community
supports the tourism activities and also realizes the need to preserve the natural and cultural
heritage and sustainable tourism development. In this respect traditional customs, cuisine, crafts,
folklore are preserved and practiced and they are offered as attractions to the local entrepreneurs.
The region of Velingrad has kept traditional forms of land use - potatoes, hops, beans, lately and
cultivation of medicinal plant species. Another example is the famous traditional livestock meat and
dairy products like cheese and flat sausage, produced in the region. In many villages are holding
traditional cultural events like folklore festivals in the villages of Dorkovo, Kostandovo, Sarnitsa, etc.
On the other hand, the plans for local development are based on the combination of advertising and
information activities with the level of complex infrastructural facilities determined as a strategic
commitment of local authorities in the country. This will help tourism development and
diversification and will fully satisfy tourists.
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Table 1. Assessment of the key indicators in selected municipalities
bad

#

Indicators*

1

Location / climate
/ natural and
cultural resources

2

Degree
economic
development

3

1

medium
2

3

4

good

5

6

7

of

x x
x x

4

Industry

x x

x

5

Services

6

Tourism

7

Investment

8

Employment

x
x
x

9

Motivation
and
Entrepreneurship

x

10

Institutional
support
and
Administrative
capacity

11

Communication

12

Transport

13

Environmental
protection level

14

Research,
technology,
innovations

x x

x x

15

Human resources

x x

x

9

x
x
x
x
x

x

x x

x
x
x
x

10

x
x
x

x
x

x

Agriculture

8

x x
x x x
x x
x x
x x

x

8.33

7.00

6.67

8.00

6.67

6.33

5.33

5.67

6.00

6.67

8.33

8.33

x

x x x x

5.33

6.00

x

x

x

4.67

5.33

x x x

5.33

6.00

6.00

5.33

x
x
x
x
x

8.00

7.33

x
x
x
x
x

8.00

7.00

x
x
x x
x
x

7.33

7.67

5.00

5.00

5.67

6.00

x x

x

En

x
x
x

x x

x

x

x x
x

x x

* assessed according to their importance and share to sustainable tourism development
Ei
Hisarya Municipality

96.67

97.67

Ist
Velingrad Municipality

6.44

6.51
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10

1
2

2

2

1

1

3

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

3

1 1 1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

2
1

3

2

2

2

1 1

1

1 1 1 1

4

2

1 1

1

1

2

5

2

1 1

6

1

3
2 2

7

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

2

8

1 3

1 1

9

2
1
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Location / climate / natural and cultural resources

Degree of economic development

Agriculture

Industry

Services

Tourism

Investment

Employment

Motivation and Entrepreneurship

Institutional support and Administrative capacity

Communication

Transport

Environmental protection level

Research, technology, innovations

Human resources

16

Figure 1. Experts’ evaluations according to the model
Experts' average evaluation of the indicators assessed according to their importance and
share to sustainable tourism development
Location / climate / natural and cultural resources
10.00
Degree of economic development
8.00
Research, technology, innovations
Agriculture
6.00
Human resources

Environmental protection level

4.00

Industry

2.00
0.00
Transport

Services

Communication
Institutional support and Administrative capacity
Motivation and Entrepreneurship

Tourism
Investment
Employment
Hisaria Municipality
Velingrad Municipality

Figure 2. Average evaluation (En) of the indicators according to their importance and share in
sustainable tourism development
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It is common to make situation analysis of the tourism potential and SWOT analysis of the potential
for tourism development in both regions’ strategic documents. Opportunities should be sought for
both municipalities which develop intesively spa tourism activities for development of other
alternative forms of tourism which will facilitate local business in diversification of tourism products
and it will ensure stable incomes all over the year.
Niche tourism development through tourism products sales is proposed to be examined in both
municipalities by a SPIN technique. This technique is popular in sales based on the fact that the main
purpose of a rural community which identifies as a priority sustainable tourism development with its
alternative forms is primarily economic growth that is promoting the sale of products and services in
the tourism niches of a priority for the regions. It is better to examine in details consumer attitudes
towards products of alternative tourism and hence to seek uniqueness of products and services that
can be offered at the market. Below a modified model of that technique is shown (Table 2).
Table 2. SPIN questions
Situation
What are your preferences in the field
of rural tourism?
What tourism products do you buy?
Are you satisfied with offered products
and/or
services
and
trading
conditions?
How often do you look for products
and/or services in rural tourism?
What is the limit of your expenditures
per year for such specialized products?

Problem
Which rural tourism products and services do not
meet your requirements?
Is there anything that you would like to change
regarding rural tourism products and services excepts
the price of course?
Do you have any specific need for a product or a
service that is not currently satisfied?
What challenges and problems in tourism services do
you face at the moment?
What are your priorities when choosing a product or a
service in the field of rural tourism?

Implication
What is your feedback about products
and services used in …?
What reccommendations would you
give?
Would you take advantage again of
tourism services provided in …?
How do you spend your time when
visiting rural area for tourism
activities?

Need
What products and services are you interested in?
Would you use rural tourism products and services in
…?
What would you recommend concerning creation
rural tourism products and services by the
municipality of… that could meet your needs?

The advantages of this technique of questioning is that the sale manager encourages the customer to
talk about something that is important to him. The client defines its own needs and benefits of a
decision he makes. Clients also provide information of the criteria they want their decision to meet.
Modifying this model to develop niches in tourism that have the best potential for development the
perspective of a tourist will be given who is a real consumer of tourism products and services. This
view would give bigger pragmatism and concrete guidelines for actions. While analysing reveal
opportunities and drawing guidelines, the commercial model defines the situation from the
perspective of the client. Once knowing what the tourists want, they will not hesitate to buy the
niche products created for them. Оn this basis would be recommend such questionnaire to potential
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customers to be added to the webpages of both minicipalities, as well as to the sites of local tourist
centers and travel agencies. Feedback will facilitate next strategic targers and real niches in
alternative tourism form will be developed.
Conclusions
The regional policy becomes very important for development of a sustainable tourism sector in long
term. A priority should be given to economic, social and territorial cohesion for sustainable and
balanced regional and municipal development. The interrelation between urban and rural
development should be in mind and ways of integrated development should be sought for
development of both types of areas according to each other needs.
In this connection authors give the following recommendations: national resources to be reassessed
from the point of sustainable development of agriculture, processing industry and tourism as sectors
which could not be developed separately of each other, the most important obstacles for sustainable
tourism development to be identified, a national policy for sustainable tourism development to be
elaborated based on the integrated approach and embracing all the stakeholders in the tourism
sector as well as of other connected sectors. Special attention should be paid to informational
campaigns, motivation and trainings in schools and universities for entrepreneurship encouragement
in the sector. A special system for monitoring and control should be established which will evaluate
all the strategies, programs and plans and interrelations between them as a part of a common
informational system. It will keep track of all sectors development on different level and will provide
a tool for regional and sectoral policies’ assessments of effectiveness and implementation.
On the sectoral level authors consider the following recommendations: diversification in national
tourist product and improving the quality of tourist services and tourists’ rights and safety assurance;
effective marketing campaign of Bulgaria and Bulgarian regions as tourist destinations of alternative
type; creating a common system for employment in the sector which will provide all year
employment and a quality control of qualifications in the sector; creation of marketing cooperatives /
associations / networks in the sector.
Tourism is a priority sector in the local economy of both municipalities under investigation. It is
developed on the basis of existing natural and cultural resources and traditions of local communities.
The main reccomendation for both municipalities is to look for opportunities for niche tourism
development as a way of diversifying tourism products and services in the regions. Expanding the
tourism geography is possible through full conversion of tourist resources in tourism products. The
availability of tourist resources supposes the creation of tourism products and tourism services and
vice-versa tourist servises promote access to resources and increase their popularity. In principle, this
is a matter of good management at the different levels studied considering companies operating in
tourism business in the regions.
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Abstract
Local community is probably one of the basic resources that are characteristic to rural economy. Its
level of organizationand involvement in development significantly influences the local potentials in
the mirror of sustainable and endogenous (rural) development theories, especially those of the
disadvantaged rural areas. The faculty of Economics and Social Sciences of the Szent István University
signed a cooperation agreement (“adaptation agreement”) with four tiny settlements in Nógrád
county after a few months of preparatory period. These are Bokor, Kutasó, Cserhátszentiván and
Nógrádsipek. According to the agreement, the settlements provide research fields and internship
possibilities for the students and the faculty, namely the Institute of Regional Economics and Rural
Development gives efficient help to the local economic and spatial development. In the framework of
this cooperation, we carried out a questionnaire survey in summer of 2012, whose aim was to have a
clear picture about the economic and social conditions, as well as the development potentials of the
four villages. Based on the above mentioned, in this primary study we focused on the answers related
to the local community and tried to find out what is the relationship between the disadvantaged
economic and social situation and the local community and its level of organization. We also wanted
to see what role the local community has in the preparation of development plans and their
implementation. Conclusions and recommendations based on our research results are expected to
contribute to the strengthening of the role of local communities and to their greater involvement.
Introduction
The significance and actuality of local economic development cannot be questioned regarding the
development of the Central-Eastern European regions (see Nagy and Káposzta 2006). Those who
participate in the development vary, therefore the strength of their cooperation and the network of
relations are much more important than their individual personality.
In this study we focus on the results of a primary research carried out on a local community, looking
for the answer what relationship the disadvantaged economic and social situation, the status and the
level of organization of the local community have and what role the local community has in the
elaboration and implementation of development concepts.
The development of micro-regions in Hungary is characterized by the fusion of various initiatives. The
development of micro-regions is carried out along the priorities represented by associations of local
governments, organizations set up by local players of several settlements to achieve common
development and the economic action groups of rural development. The essence of all the efforts is
that the aims to be achieved and the related strategy are defined by the local population. The
territories require various development strategies due to their special conditions. It is also important
which programs can be implemented with the contribution of the local population (G. Fekete 2000).
The precondition of the economic development is the appropriate operation of the local human
resource and the institutional system (Káposzta 2007). Both sides should exist in the required quality
so that the needs of the local populations could be met. The success of the developments depends
on the efficiency of their relationship. According to Lengyel (2000), there are other required social
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factors like trust, creativity, cultural traditions and attitudes and the willingness of the community to
take risks.
„The aim of the local economic development (LED) is to create the economic capacity of an area so
that it could provide the future of the economy and the appropriate standard of living for the
population. This is a process in which the state, the local government, the private and the business
sector work together to create more favourable conditions for the economic growth and the labour
market” (Swinburn G. et al., 2004, 11. p.). The role of the local economic development is gradually
increasing, since nowadays the local economies need to face more and more difficulties, such as
globalization, economic crisis, national and regional challenges and their negative impacts (see e.g.
Horska et. al. 2012). In order to moderate such negative effects, it is important that the partnership
could be started and strengthened among the local players along with the credibility and efficiency.
This allows the community to utilize the investments better, since the efficient partnership may
encourage economic growth.
Humans are in the center and focus of all the bottom-up developments. Therefore the developments
have more human features with more achievable targets. The aim is to meet the demand of the
community, however, the cooperation of the community and the positive attitude to the
developments as well as the common responsibility are inevitable (G. Fekete. É. 1998)
Material and Method
In June 2010, the Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences of the Szent István University Gödöllő
signed an “adoption”/cooperation agreement with four settlements from Nógrád county after some
months of preparation. The settlements are as follows: Bokor, Kutasó, Cserhátszentiván and
Nógrádsipek.
According to the agreement, the students may go to field study to the villages and the Faculty
(especially the Institute of Regional Economics and Rural Development) provides efficient help to the
development of the settlements and the region.
Under the abovementioned agreement, we carried out a questionnaire survey in 2012 summer
about the economic, social conditions of the four villages, about the situation of the local community
and its development concepts.
During the survey we visited 62 households and met 149 people. We used SPSS program to analyze
the primary data and in this study we applied the method of descriptive statistics.
Research results
The villages examined are located in the central part of Nógrád county, along the line of SzécsényPásztó (Figure 1). The center of this area is Nógrádsipek, which is located quite close to the other
settlements, but on roads it can be accessed in 45 minutes. All the villages are characterized by bad
accessibility and peripheral location. Nógrádsipek and Bokor are linked to the main road by only one
road and in one direction from Kutasó you can only reach Bokor. Except for Nógrádsipek with its
stagnating population since 2000 (673 permanent citizens), all the other villages are tiny ones with
ageing population and negative migration figures. The population of Cserhátszentiván is 143, that of
Bokor 108, while that of Kutasó is 111 citizens (in 2011. Source: CSO).
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Figure 1: Location of the examined communities
Source: own edition based on TEIR (2013).
As for the infrastructure, Nógrádsipek is in the most favourable situation. It has a school and the
utility services are also available. However, the smaller settlements are lagging behind in both
aspects.
Although there are a lot of pensioners in the settlements, the lack of jobs is a problem. Thus the
active population work in the larger settlements nearby (Pásztó, Szécsény, Hatvan, Budapest) and
commute. They mainly do not work in agriculture (Figure 2). This feature is a typical problem of all
the other disadvantaged areas of the country (see Káposzta et. al. 2010).

Figure 2: The employment status of the members of households (% of all members in the households
questioned)
Source: own data collection and edition, 2012
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One of the important elements of our study was to find out what the opinion of the local community
is about the public services in the settlements and in the surrounding region (see Figure 3). The
people questioned informed us that the quality of all the services is good. Regarding the general
practitioner service and the general official services, more than 90% of those questioned said that
they are appropriate. While the other three services were evaluated rather very bad or
inappropriate. The answers regarding the public safety were various. Though 22% said that it was
very bad or inappropriate, 30% was very satisfied with public safety. The results distributed among
the four settlements showed similar pictures. There were people from all the settlements who
considered either very bad or were very satisfied with this service. It is important to mention that the
population of Nógrádsipek and Cserhátszentiván considered the general practitioner service as very
satisfactory.

Figure 3: How do you keep the public services in the village?
Source: own data collection and edition, 2012
Several civil organizations work in the settlements, but they are not really well-known among people.
Most of them know only the Sport Association and the Wild Rose Traditional Association. This rate is
reflected in the opinions of the people questioned while asking them about the activity of the
organizations. More than 55% of the respondents think that these two organizations are the most
active from the civil associations. However, the rate of participation in civil organizations is very low,
only 13%.
In the survey we examined whether the local people attend village forums or not to discuss the
situation, the future and the strategy of the community. 50% of those questioned said that they
usually participate such events, however, 52% of the respondents said that they did not have
information about the development strategy of the village (see Figure 4). At this point we wanted to
distinguish the opinions of those who attend such forums from the others since the forums allow the
local people to be informed about the local developments and the new possibilities. Out of those
who do not attend the forums, 71% said that they did not know the development plans, while 26%
had some basic information about them. Therefore, 97% of those who do not attend such events, are
not familiar with the development concepts. However, almost 70% of those who attend such events
are familiar with them. The distribution of knowledge about the plans vary: 39% have some
information, 21% have adequate information while 9% is very familiar with the development
strategies.
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Figure 4: Do you know the land development plan?
Source: own data collection and edition, 2012
We also found out the issues that the local community considers fundamental problems and exists in
their settlements (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The fields of major problems indicated by the households (% of the households questioned)
Source: own data collection and edition, 2012
According to the households, the most significant problem is the unemployment, which was followed
by the ageing population and the lack of young generation. Other major problems were mentioned
like inappropriate road structure, bad transportation facilities and isolation (primarily due to the
former factors). The lack of common thinking was also mentioned which has great significance from
our study point of view.
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We tried to examine what could be the potentials for job creation (see Figure 6). Most of the
respondents mentioned the development of agriculture and related businesses as the precondition
of job creation. Some can see potentials in tourism and the organization of related events as well as
in the building of a waste burning facility. According to the respondents, the increase in the
utilization of public work could be also a solution. However, there were some, fortunately not many,
who thought that there were no solutions for the problems.

Figure 6: Possible solutions for creating jobs (% of the households questioned)
Source: own data collection and edition, 2012
In our research we wanted to collect the strengths and possibilities of the settlements which the
local population can define. Based on the results it can be stated that local people consider the
geographical location and the related conditions as strengths (e.g. natural endowments, the
quietness and calmness). Some can see the development in local tourism as a potential. The mobile
shop was also mentioned among the strengths, which serves the needs of the local people, as well as
the good general practitioner service and the good public safety. At the end, we asked the people
what development they would like to see and consider important and necessary in their villages.
Most of the responds focused on the solution of the existing problems. The first priority was the job
creation that would be achieved by partly the development of tourism. Setting up of local businesses
has great significance as well. Others would like infrastructural developments and the improvement
of the transportation infrastructure.
Conclusions
All in all, we can state that the civil organizations cover a wide scope of activities, but they are the
results of the cooperation of only a few people. It is an important value that there is a “core” in the
settlements which is able to keep the community together and motivate them and can be joined by
anyone. Based on such initiatives, we can state that the cooperation of the local people has already
started. Community life in the settlements, however, used to be more active earlier. We cannot
forget the social tensions which are mainly due to the lack of jobs. Apart from the geographical
location and the related disadvantages (e.g. isolation), outbreaking potential might be the tourism
based on the beauty of the landscape and the calmness.
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Abstract
Tourism is one of the highest income-generating sectors which has influence on other economic and
social processes as well. With the increase in the solvent demand, it can contribute to the creation of
sustainable touristic service. At the current programming period, there is EUR 5 billion available for
developing the agriculture, rural environment and the rural areas in Hungary. It facilitates the
changes of the economic structure, started already, and slows down the break-off of the rural areas
to be able to start the economic and social catch up. Funds available for the touristic services can
improve the competitiveness of the regions, in case they are used efficiently. Such funds are available
from various sources. The New Hungary Rural Development Strategic Plan contains the strategic
frame of the Hungarian rural development, funded by the European Fund for Agriculture and Rural
Development. Its aim is to create the development potentials to improve the agriculture, to preserve
the natural values in the rural areas, to strengthen the rural economies as well as to achieve social
cohesion. The funds that are for encouraging the touristic activities are available in the 3rd axis in the
New Hungary Rural Development Program, financed by the European Fund for Agriculture and Rural
Development. Out of the 4 axis, this represents 12% of the funds, with a co-financing rate of 75%. The
touristic potentials of the regions have been improved from the Regional Operational Programs of the
National Development Plan and later on of the New Hungary Development Plan (Kassai Zs, Ritter K,
2011). The aim of the non-refundable funds is to create or preserve jobs in the rural areas, especially
in relation to sustainable rural-, agro-, eco-tourism as well as promoting the marketing of related
services. The New Széchenyi Plan has supported the touristical projects as well. Eligible developments
include development of accommodation facilities, of business- and marketing activities as well as
education and training. One of our objectives in this research was to examine these funds and the
concrete development directions in details and to investigate what their spatial distribution is in the
country, seeing whether these funds show any concentration in Hungary.
Introduction
The tourism is a World issue. In the beginning of the 21th century in the developed part of the Globe
the tourism has became the part of the daily life it means the useful spending of the leisure time. As
the tourism is an inter-industrial economic issue it could highly contribute to the several part of the
economy (Horská, Smutka, Maitah, 2012). The strongest connection of the tourism is with the
accommodation services and the recreation services. It is a fact that the tourism is one of the most
important industries. There are some countries where the tourism gives the main contribution to the
GDP. The tourism is able to generate direct effects to the domestic economy and indirect effects to
the cultural and social dimension.
The development of tourism has to be a socio-economical influence, which brings together the
community, involves the small entrepreneurs to the economical circulation, activates the local
education, establishes unique attraction, raises the local heritages, creates equal opportunities for
the inhabitants and brings the gap between the less developed and well developed areas. (Goda,
Nagy, 2010).
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The impotency of the tourism is the external capital which can come to the local community. It is a
financial and social-mentally refreshment of the area. The financial refreshment means that from
outside the community gains money –it is given “new energy” into the system-. The social-mentally
refreshment means that the community gets new inputs, ideas. They will not be isolated from the
global economy and they can integrate to the global circulation, which helps them to increase their
potential. The long term objective of the EU is to continue the support of the less-developed regions
and to help them catching-up with the developed ones, though it has not brought spectacular results
so far in many of the regions. (Ritter, 2010).
In order to realize the targets set in the National Development Plan (2004-2006), five developments
have been prepared, including one with the comprehensive developments of the seven regions,
called Regional Operation Program. This program included an individual priority called
“Strengthening of touristic potentials”. The measures “Developing the touristic attractions” and
“Improving the touristic attractiveness” greatly contributed to the promotion of the development of
tourism sector.
Altogether 114 projects have been implemented in the regions, including HUF 30.07 billion funds. In
Borsod- Abaúj- Zemplén county, 19 projects were realized from HUF 4.31 billion. It is interesting to
see that e.g. Western-Transdanubia and Central-Transdanubia have not received such amount of
funds. Most of the funds - total HUF 3.39 billion- was spent on „Development of world-heritage
places and historical city centers with significant tourism potentials” in B-A-Z county, out of which
Tokaj received almost HUF 3 billion. The rest of the funds was spent on the improvement of
accommodations. The least fund was received by Tolna county until 2006. There were only two
projects for improving the accommodation facilities in the Dombóvár micro region, accounting for
HUF 0.05 billion.
Within the New Hungary Development Plan (2007-2011) all the seven regions had their own
regional operational programs where tourism remained to be an important issue. In addition, the
development of accommodation facilities, the development of attractions as well as the
establishment of Touristical Destination Management organizations were among the priorities. 390
projects have been implemented so far, accounting for HUF 115.59 billion fund. In our study we
focus on these funds due to the availability of data.
In January 2011, the New Széchenyi Plan replaced the former development plan. One of the
important strategic directions, namely the Healing Hungary Health Industry Program, has the
tourism development priority. In order to realize that priority, 603 projects gained funds of total HUF
130 billion. The number of projects implemented so far is 141, totaling of HUF 13.72 billion.
Material and methods
Data collection
The research is based on secondary statistical data analysis and comparison. In the analysis, we
defined five indicators, out of which 4 were applied to define the infrastructural potential of tourism
and the last one describes the funds for touristic purposes. The data have been collected from TEIR
database and from the National Development Agency (NFÜ) at county level. We have collected the
data for 19 counties, excluding Budapest, since the capital does not belong to the convergence
regions and is not eligible for touristic funds, therefore it is useless to include in the analysis.
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As for the touristic funds distributed among the counties, we carried out our research based on the
funds of the programming period of the New Hungary Development Plans as well as the figures for
the year 2011.
Statistical and mathematical calculation
The indicators involved in the analysis as follows:
1. In the case of time-optimization, the fastest route to the highway conjunction in minutes
2. The number of catering facilities
3. The number of nights spent at commercial accommodations + other (nights spent at private
accommodation until 2009)
4. The number of cultural events
After homogenizing the abovementioned indicators, we compared them to the touristic funds
approved. We need to emphasize that the research in its starting phase so we have compared only
these four indicators so far. The number of indicators will be increased in the further phases of the
research, adding economic, social and environmental indicators. In order to examine the coherences,
we needed to create indices from the data available.
Mapping the results
To illustrate the regional differences the mapping method is one of the most common methods. In
this research two maps have been created to understand the disparities.
Results and discussion
The abovementioned indicators have been transformed with mathematical methods and we created
partial indices from the figures for all the counties these partial indices have been summed and their
average has been calculated, which we named as infrastructural potential index of tourism. With
using the minimum and maximum values, we calculated the deviation of the index and created four
categories (Goda, 2012).
Based on the indicators we can state that Pest, Zala and Veszprém are in the best position (Figure 1).
The reason for their favourable position is the proximity of Budapest and the Lake Balaton, adding
that Zala is close to the Western border too. Several former researches justify that the two most
popular and preferred destinations in the country are Budapest and the surrounding area of Lake
Balaton. Therefore these counties have high touristic potentials.
The next cluster consists of 8 counties, with indicators above the average (0.31). They have one
feature in common causing their good position, namely that their partial index regarding accessibility
is good, meaning that the highway conjunction in the county can be reached in short time. In BorsodAbaúj. Zemplén county the index is high due to the effect of funds spent within the National
Development Plan for the preservation of world-heritage and the use of funds for the improvement
of accommodation facilities and services. These counties have touristic potentials above the average
whose impact on other sectors cannot be forgotten.
We have found average values in 5 counties, out of which Tolna is closer to the areas lagging behind.
Despite its extremely good accessibility partial index, that of the number of catering facilities and
nights spent is quite low.
From touristic infrastructure potential aspect, Békés, Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg and Nógrád counties
can be considered counties lagging behind. According to the indicators, these counties require
complex touristic developments, since all the important touristic partial indices are very low.
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Figure 1. Tourism infrastructure potential index in Hungary
Source: own editing, based on NDA and TEIR data (2011)
Funds
After analyzing the indicators and defining the categories, we considered it important to examine the
funds for 2007-2011 period.
As Figure 2 shows, the highest amount of funds for touristic purpose was granted to Borsod-AbaújZemplén, Heves and Veszprém counties. Based on the indicators mentioned above, the
infrastructure potential of tourism in all these counties was extremely good or above the average in
line with the high amount of touristic funds.
Relatively high funds could be used by Csongrád, Győr-Moson-Sopron and Hajdú-Bihar counties as
well. However, there are 7 counties which received very low funds for touristic developments,
including Zala county, which is very surprising, since it has outstanding infrastructural potential
based on the indices. One reason can be that the existence of basic touristic infrastructure does not
involve high funds. However, Veszprém county had good indices and received high funds. It can be
stated that Nógrád county is a county lagging behind from touristic potential point of view because
the potential is the lowest there and receives low amount of funds as well. Consequently, the county
needs basic economic, social and infrastructural developments more than touristic ones.
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Figure 2. The amount of NDA subsidies in Hungary from 2007 to 2011
Source: own editing based on NDA and TEIR data (2011)
Conclusions
Overall, it can be concluded that high amount of touristic funds were received by counties which are
easily accessible, are close to highways, therefore a territorial concentration can be observed along
the M1, M6, M7 and M3. We can observe that the counties with the poorest results regarding
tourism infrastructure are either far from the highways (Békés) or have poor quality of infrastructure
and low economic and social activity (Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg and Nógrád), however the latter one is
not far from the capital but there are tiny settlements that are isolated from the others.
We can also state that even if economic indicator was not included among the indicators examined,
there is a strong correlation between the economic development level of the area and the
infrastructure potential. We can assume that infrastructure potentials are better where the
economy is more developed due to the higher demand for touristic services and the availability of
solvent market.
It is also interesting that from the 3 counties with the lowest potentials (Békés, Szabolcs-Szatmár,
Nógrád) only Szabolcs-Szatmár could gain relatively high funds compared to the other two which
means that it stepped on the path of tourism development even if the amount was still below the
average, but the others can be considered unsuccessful in this matter. Consequently, they are in
difficult situation, since with their low potentials in line with low amounts of funds, they need much
more efforts to catch up with the others. In our opinion, Nógrád should take advantage of its
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proximity from the capital and to build on the local resources and traditions. The activity of Tolna in
gaining funds should also be accelerated, due to its characteristic settlement-system consisting of
tiny settlements with good natural endowments but poor economic and social background as well as
low interest by foreign direct capital.
In addition, it is clear that even if some counties belong to the same cluster, their strengths
regarding infrastructure potentials in tourism are not the same, they are in good positions due to
various reasons. In our further researches we wish to examine in details what factors influenced the
favourable indices of the counties and what factors missing from the counties with poor
performance in tourism. With our researches we intend to examine what factors are required and
what resources are necessary in a county for the development of tourism.
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Abstract
Exploring regional disparities can be done in many aspects, however, all researchers agree that due to
the regime change and by entering the real market the formerly decreasing regional disparities have
started to increase rapidly. In the early 2000s a new structure with more competitive, more
innovative areas as well as lagging behind, declining settlements and areas seems to emerge. In
Hungary, the global economic crisis mitigated the regional disparities because there was no
substantial change in the least developed areas, since these settlements had weaker economic
activity. In contrast, the global economic crisis severely affected the economically efficient – especially
export-oriented – areas (Budapest only partially). Treating, reducing regional disparities is a key
element of regional policy not only on domestic but European Union level. Even nowadays, many
debates and studies combine the under- and overvaluation of role of highways. We belong to those
who are convinced that the highways have strong – if not the strongest – economic stimulus effect.
Due to the above mentioned, we state that settlements bordering highways form a single, coherent
cluster. Commonly, these areas belong to the more developed areas of the country. Better
employment, income and better infrastructure conditions characterize them. It can be said that whole
region is able to step on the developmental path with the improvement of traffic centre lines; as the
effect of more developed traffic connections it can arouse the interest of foreign working capital.
However the question be raised that how exude the positive impact of development along these
traffic centre lines. The progressiveness of concerned areas are significantly influenced by the
availability of settlements which lies along the centre lines. Currently, Hungary has strongly central
and radial transport network. This structure hinders the formation and strengthening of large rural
cities, as the capital city is the political and economic center of the country, and its central location
makes it easily accessible from a major part of the country. This state does not help to strengthen
rural growth centers.
Introduction
The Hungarian social-economic space structure of the period after the change of regime was
characterized by significant differences; the territorial inequalities have gradually increased. Even
spatial policy was not able to halt them or moderate them [Nagy-Káposzta, 2004+. As a result of the
differentiation processes of the past two decades, – in comparison with the Union member states –
Hungary has the largest gap regarding the GDP per capita of the regions [Nagy-Káposzta, 2006+. A
little more than 50% of the Hungarian micro regions have disadvantaged conditions with 30% of the
population. Dealing with and moderating territorial imbalances are the determinant elements of
regional policy not only in Hungary but in the EU as well.
Territorial policy before the change of regime was centralized, the settlements did not have or had
only minimum freedom in decision-making and the real market and social conditions were
sometimes hidden. Despite of this, the changes due to the change of regime, which were drastic in
many cases, as well as the adaptation to the real market conditions have modified the economicsocial space structure of Hungary significantly [Ritter et al., 2010]. Not all the settlements could
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adapt to the sudden changes appropriately and this was even worsened by the problems due to the
collapse of the socialist centralized system (collapse of heavy industry, closing of factories, extremely
high unemployment etc.). The basic features of the space structure were created at that time and
the gaps have further widened since then. The different areas reacted in different ways to the
sudden changes in the economy, therefore various development paths have been created due to the
various economic development measures. Such development paths determine the future of the local
economies and the achievable targets. If we carry out analysis independent from the geographical
location, significant come off can be observed in the relation between urban and rural areas,
especially in the villages with population under 1000 (tiny-, micro- and small villages). Such villages
are characterized by peripheral features (e.g. depopulation, ageing, the lack of economic activity,
unemployment etc.).

Figure 1: The nearest motorway junction availability in minutes, 2010
Source: own editing, 2012
Highways have a major role in transport infrastructure. The availability of highways is shown on
Figure 1. The Figure clearly shows that the national road network is strongly radial, the highway
network is concentrated at the capital, Budapest. According to medium- and long-term development
concepts, the main task is to strengthen the outer ring by breaking the existing radial structure. As a
result, the radial structure can be converted into a “grid-like” network with full settlement coverage.
It is worthy to observe the map then compare it with the borders of the central region, which is the
result of our examination. Find out whether the highway has any effect on the surrounding
settlements, and does it have any role in their economy.
Material and method
In our study, we collected socio-economic indicators for all the Hungarian settlements, which were
used to determine the state and developmental status of the domestic settlements in the year 2010.
Thereafter, we chose the most developed cluster and examined whether there is any correlation
between the economic development and the availability of the highway.
Even higher territorial discrepancies can be observed at lower territorial levels. There are high
inequalities at NUTS 3 level, but it is even higher at LAU 1 (micro-region) and LAU 2 (settlement)
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levels. The lower territorial level we take into the examination, the higher differences can be
discovered, thus we carried out settlement-level (LAU 2) research in our research.
Our research contains only secondary data. We tried to select the data based on five aspects as
follows:
 Data on infrastructure,
 Data on unemployment,
 Demographic data,
 Data on school attainment and human resource and
 Economic data.
From various statistical methods we selected the cluster analysis, which are the most suitable to
achieve the targeted results – in our opinion.
For the calculations, we used SPSS 19.0 and Microsoft Office Excel 2007 programs and for the maps
we used Quantum GIS 1.8.0-Lisboa program.
Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the results of the cluster analysis. In order to interpret the data easier, we will
examine the most advanced cluster. It is clearly visible that the development ranks of Budapest and
of its agglomeration stand out and that the border areas – especially the southern and eastern areasshow the weakest economic performance.

Figure 2: Clusters of Hungarian settlements based on the data of year 2010
Source: own editing, 2012
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Hungary had 3152 settlements in the year 2010, therefore the results shown on the map are diverse.
For better distinctness, we display the members of the most advanced cluster on a separate map.
The most advanced cluster (Figure 3) is basically characterized by positive economic performance.
Favourable employment, income and infrastructural conditions feature them. They reacted better to
the impacts of the economic crisis than the rest of the country.
Based on detailed examination of the map it can be stated that the major domestic cities (regional
centers, county centers) belong to this cluster. However, it is particularly relevant to our study that
the most developed settlements are clustered around highways. The lines of M1, M7 and M6 are
clearly outlined. Along the route of the highway, developed settlements form a continuous axis. The
M1 highway which connects the capital to Austria has the most significant effect. This is the highway,
where the more developed settlements form a wide development axis and induce a dynamic zone
from the border to Budapest. The vast majority of the settlements surrounding M5 and M7 highways
belong to the most developed cluster, however, minor interruptions, gaps can be fund along the axes.

Figure 3: The settlements belonging to the most advanced cluster, 2010
Source: own editing, 2012
Based on our research it can be stated that there is strong correlation between the highways and the
members of the most advanced cluster. There is only exception in the case of a widespread most
advanced cluster (red color), however, the nearest highway conjuction can be reached in over 100
minutes. This is the area of Békéscsaba-Gyula-Békés, which could keep its good position under
unfavourable approachability conditions. We did not aim at the examination of cross-border
cooperations, however, it needs to be mentioned that this area is closely linked to the development
zone of Temesvár-Arad, which obviously has significant influence on the area, despite of the fact that
the Schengen border [Schengen agreement, 1985] isolates them from each other at the moment.
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Conclusions
Highways and main roads have determinant roles, which fundamentally influence the performance
of the economy.
Based on our research it was justified that the existence of highways and a developed infrastructure
are determinant elements in the economic growth. In our investigation we proved that the existence
of highways greatly contribute to economic growth. Highways help the settlements to join the
economic networks more easily, therefore their accessibility greatly influences the economy of a
given settlement. The development pole can also be created along an axis (e.g. highway, main road).
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Abstract
Although mustard seed has never been a significant plant in the agricultural production, it has a
supporting role in the crop structure for sustainable agricultural production technologies as a result of
its favourable effects plant protection and soil quality. Nowadays, it does not belong to the most
important crop production sectors either, despite the fact that in the 1980s, Hungary was the largest
producer in Europe, and with its 10% export share in the global market, it was the second largest
exporter country after Canada. This tendency started to worsen in the middle of the 1990s and in the
past five years. The harvested area of mustard seed in Hungary was only 7 000 hectares compared to
the 35 000 hectares in the 1980s. The quantity of export has also decreased significantly from the
former 15 000 tonnes to the present 3 000 tonnes. In my research, I analyse the different reasons of
the decrease of the crop area, taking problems of the production chain into consideration. There are
many reasons for the decreasing tendency, but the most important is that the mustard seed is grown
in an “extensive” way, technology is only a secondary matter. Mustard seed is generally sown to low
quality soil and is cultivated at minimum investment. Owing to all of these facts the yields is much
less than in other countries. In Hungary, there is any existing association or organisation to
coordinate the participants of the production line. Farmers shall manage the problems derived from
hectictal market circumstances and the variable market prices, which finally makes them
unconcerned to the mustard seed production. Germany and France are the main import markets in
Europe, but their partners are primarily Ukraine and Czech Republic. The most important factor for
the importing countries is computability, which unfortunately cannot be presented by the Hungarian
market. The area of mustard seed in Hungary is quite instable, thus the buyers cannot sign
agreements in the right time. The production result at minimum investment are low yields that are
often connected with low quality. Connected to these result, long-term export agreements are not
typical at the Hungarian mustard seed market. In the largest exporter country, Canada, are several
associations existing (for example, the Canadian Special Crops Association and the Saskatchewan
Mustard Growers Association) which take active part in coordination and market development
activities. They represent traders, exporters and processors. In my research, I analysed the
professional network of the mustard seed product chain in Hungary, Canada and in the main
European countries: which associations work in the market, what kind of sources they use, and finally,
what are their advantages and their disadvantages. The research showed what we could expect and
which methods we may follow. Mustard seed has a complex (both ecological and economical)
positive potential and with many other plants it could be a more respected part of the sustainable
crop production after solving the different problems of production, management and the market.
Introduction
Previously mustard seed has been a permanent and fix part of the crop structure. It was a popular
plant not only as a main crop, but in second sowing as a green manure. Because of its short growing
season it is a good force crop for almost each plant, but the most important benefits that we can
achieve is larger yield of grain sowed after mustard. It is a known fact, that mustard has a reducing
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effect for nematodes especially for potatoes root eelworm. It also reduces other pests in the soil,
thus it reduces the “monoculture-effect” between grains. (Eöry and Nagy, 1996)
Through these favorable effects the mustard seed should have a more significant role in the
sustainable agricultural production.
In Hungary the mustard seed production and on the same time the quantity of export has decreased
by 80% compared in the past 30 years. There are many reasons for the decreasing market shares;
these are unappropriate production technologies producing low yields and the uncoordinated
market in terms of purchase and sales.
In order, that Hungary gains back a meaningful part in the mustard seed export market, first we
should improve the organization of the production chain. The working structure in Canada could be a
good benchmark for our domestic mustard seed market.
Material and methods
In my research, I reviewed national and international science literature sources, used the Hungarian
Central Statistic Office (KSH) database and the FAOSTAT database for the analysis of the national and
international production and trade market. In order to introduce the Canadian associations which
coordinate also the mustard production chain, I studied brochures published by the associations, and
its internet sources. I performed interviews with the main participants of the Hungarian mustard
market, mapping their relationships.
Results and discussion
Hungary has proven its capabilities through a significant role in the mustard seed export business in
the 1980s and 1990s. (Figue 1.)
The figure shows the global mustard seed export between 1981-1995, excluding the largest exporter
country, Canada. The export share of Canada is about ten times as much as the sum of the other
countries.

Figure 1. Mustard seed export 1981-1995 (thousand tonnes)
Source: FAOSTAT (www.faostat.fao.org)
Hungary kept the leading role for years at the export market behind Canada. At that time, mustard
seed has belonged to those few plants in the Hungarian field plant production, where the country
contributed 10% to the global export market.
This is the main reason why we should be motivated to deal with the Hungarian mustard seed
business again. After solving the current problems we could be a significant part of the world export
market again after years. Hungary started to lose its leading role in the beginning of the 1990s, the
harvested quantity successively decreased with reaching a quantity of only 3000-4000 tonnes today.
(Figure 2.)
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Figure 2. Harvested quantity of mustard seed (thousand tonnes)
Source: published by KSH announcement
Except of some 3-5 years cycles, there is a visible decreasing tendency of the production in the long
term view. The avarage of 3 000 tonnes between the years of 2006-2007 and 2010-2011 were
extremely low. The main reason of the cycles is the variating number of farmers producing mustard
seed and less the variating yields. The 3-5 years cycles are also connected to the periodic saturation
of the mustard seed market.
The low prices resulted by the oversupply, what made the farmers unconcerned in the following
years again, As it was very easy to enter and to exit the mustard seed production market, they have
choosen other plants. This fact of serious fallbacks, is clearly visible in the significant decreases after
the years with the highest output (1999, 2004, 2009).
The increasing cicle after every fall back is the result of the increasing prices where more and more
farmers decide to produce mustard seed again, what can be seen in the figures as well.Beside the
decreasing domestic harvested quantity, obviously also the export volume dropped back
significantly, what opened market opportunities for new market players. Ukraine appeared in the
export market, and became the most dominant competitor to Hungary, as it is today.
The other main competitor Czech Republic has aslo strengthened its position at that period and kept
it until to today. In order to stop the negative trend of the Hungarian mustard seed production, and
being a profitable and popular segment for the farmers again, many complex problems have to be
solved before.
One of these is changing the mindset of the farmers. Due to the current unfavourable market
opportunities they treat the mustard seed as a third-rate plant. They sow it to low quality soil,
without aiming a safe and reasonable yield. However they could reach with minimal increased
investment and with more attention a significant better yield result.
As one of the most important general factor of working agricaltural makets is a calculable yield
results, the above mentioned behaviour of the farmars feeding a negative spiral without any exit
points. It is unacceptable for proccessor companies, that farmers can not present a pre-signed
quantity. In these cases they are forced to purchase the mustard seed as their essential commodity
from other sorces like Ukraine and Czech Republic. It is even more valid for dealers and other
importing companies, who also have to execute own pre-signed contracts towards their clients. So it
is understandable, that these companies are not ready to take risks with Hungarian farmers and
operate with uncalculable yield results.
But even in case of signed agreements the market players can not be fully confident in the fullfilment
of the contracts as some of the Hungarian growers did not prove a positive discipline towards their
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agreements in the past. Even they sign pre-agreements with the market players, due to the above
mentioned technological and methodological behaviour, the outcome is more than unsecure.
Summarizing the facts, the most important goal for the domestic growers is gaining back the trust of
the processor, buyer and import companies in order to recreate secure market conditions, on what
they can plan their short and mid term crop structure. Through stopping the ad hoc market
behaviour, this crop segment would be more attractive for every participant again. Beside the
written domestic negativ factors, the highly variable global market prices also have a negative
influence on the Hungarian mustard seed production.
In the international comparative analysis, first I introduce Canada, who is the largest exporting and
the second largest producing country in the world. Beside the production quantity in absolute
figures, Canada also owns the leading role in consumption as well. Through its dominant role in the
world trade market, Canada has a strong influence on the global market prices through its
production volume. Canada cultivates mustard seed since 1952. Today it ensures more prosperous
market conditions with its extensive institutional system and variable benefits for the participants of
the segment. This extensive and well organized system could be an excellent benchmark for Hungary.
All of the mustard seed produced in the country are bought, cleaned and shipped to domestic and
export markets by 20 dealers who work in the Prairie province. Among the dealers there are large
enterprises, co-operatives and also small family-owned businesses. Farmers are insuring a part of
their production volume through pre-contracts with guaranteed prices the other part is kept to be
sold on the spot market. (Bi-Weekly Bulletin, 2007)
There are several institutions in Canada, which support, coordinate and control the market balance.
Their targets, working structures and financing sources are shown below.
The Canadian Special Crops Association (CSCA) has the largest role. It was established in 1987 and
represents producers, exporters and processors in the special crops market. It counts more than 110
members. Beside large multi-national enterprises also single-plant processors belongs to the
association. Canadian pulse and special crops means bean, lentil, pea, chickpea, buckwheat, canary
seed, sunflower and mustard seed. This association represents more than 85% of the upper
mentioned segment in Canada. It worked out the Trade and Arbitration Rules for the participants
which are accepted and used by them. (CSCA Promotional Brochure, 2007)
CSCA also works as an „information pool“ for international buyers with interest in Canadian export
products. The association established also Pulse Canada in order to help the communication between
the farmers and other market participants and to inspire the sustainable economic growth in pulse
industry. Pulse Canada focuses on the following 5 market factors: Transportation, Market Access,
Growth and Innovation, Environment and Industry Initiatives.
The CSCA Convention is a yearly organized event, inviting the Canadian and also the international
traders. The CSCA and Pulse Canada organize this event also as a communication stage. Market
participants share their experiences and gain information about the latest innovations, trends and
build up new business networks.
The CSCA is also acting as a speaker in the special crops industry at Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
and the Canadian Grain Commission. On the website CSCA offers also an opportunity for farmers to
request prices for their products by filling a form. CSCA send the request to all of the Canadian
enterprises who market the product and finally the company gets in direct contact with them.
(www.specialcrops.mb.ca)
CSCA is a self financing association, their income is spread to about 250 000 $ from Registration Fees,
the Memberships Dues reaching about 150 000 $ and the Convention Sponsorships brings to a sum
of around 120 000 $. The rest of their income comes from Membership Targeted Contributions
(about 50 000 $), Agri-Marketing (about 30 000 $) and Interest Income (about 500 $). (CSCA Annual
Report, 2011)
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There are several membership categories with variating contributions according to the level of the
benefits what CSCA offering. These benefits are for example; access to research data base, access to
Pulse Canada/CSCA reports, access to suppliers lists and food industry directory website, rigths to use
CSCA Grower Contact, reduced Arbitration Fee.
The Canadian Grain Commission (CGC) taking a regulating role in the Canadian grain industry. It
certifies all grains (like mustard seed) produced in Canada. This certification means a quality, safety
and weight evaluation. CGC represents and protects the rights of the producers during the sales
procedure. The CGC has also a significant role in the licensing process. All grain dealers and elevators
must be licensed or accepted by the CGC.
Another supporting body for the producers is the Saskatchewan Mustard Growers' Association,
which was formed in 1997 by the producers and its target was to advance the production of mustard
seed and promote the whole industry. (Be-weekly Bulletin, 2001)
This association was renamed to Saskatchewan Mustard Development Commission (SMDC) in 2004.
It is financed out of a 0,5% levy of gross sales on all mustard produced in Saskatchewan. This amount
is about $350 000 per year. (www.saskmustard.ca)
The Canadian International Grains Institute (CIGI) operated by farmers, the Government of Canada
and the industry exist since 40 years. It promotes and utilizes the Canadian field crops. It organizes
programs and seminars to its more than 36 000 members. (CIGI Handout, 2012)
Of course not Canada is the only benchmark, we can find some good examples also in Europe. The
Czech Republic belongs to the biggest producers in Europe and it also has some important
associations which organize and coordinate the participants of the market. The Czech Seed Trade
Association and the Variety Owners Cooperative are the main organizations which also work on the
mustard seed market.
The Czech Seed Trade Association (CMSSA) protects the rights of the members and represents their
interests. Members are private plant breeding and seed enterprises. A special task of the association
is to support the private seed sector, especially the certification process.
It organizes own conferences, but beside that it has also own seats in other national and
international bodies, like the Ministry of Agricultural, the Government, the International Association
of Plant Breeders and the European Seed Association. (www.cmssa.cz)
There is another legal body in the Czech Republic, the Variety Owners Cooperative which obtain the
necessary information and collect seed remuneration saved by the farmers and also collect the
license fees. (www.druvod.cz)
In Hungary there is only one association, which is partly comparable with the international examples.
The Hungarian Seed Association (HSA) was established in 1993 and represents only the seed
industry with its more than 800 members including also the mustard seed industry. The main goal of
the HSA is to harmonize the interest of the whole seed industry. The membership fee is of a
participants is calculated from the annual turnover of its seed industry. (www.vszt.hu)
Conclusions
Analyzing the Hungarian mustard seed product chain we can assume, that the uncoordinated
processes as the most typical character of the market, is hindering the participants to gain
information and cover all given opportunities in this segment of the national agriculture.
The main reason of the unorganized market is the fact, that mustard seed is seen as a third grade
plant in the eyes of the Hungarian farmers.
Although, the mustard seed is less significant, as it was in the 80s, it is essential to deal with the
potential of the Hungarian mustard seed sector.
As it was written in the introduction, mustard has many positive effects in the crop structure and
after solving the issues, it would be a more profitable sector in the agricultural production again.
In my research, I enhanced Canada, as the largest global producer with its developed supply chain as
benchmark for the Hungarian market.
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Canada reached the market leader position through its high production volume in the global export
business. One success factor is the operation of the national associations, which are coordinating and
supporting the mustard seed industry. These associations contribute to overall prosperous market
conditions, including different tools of direct and indirect subsidies for the producers, which are
necessary to create an overall competitiveness of the mustard seed sector. Their income sources are
membership fees, state budgets and other targeted sponsorships. The most important role plays the
CSCA, which offers beside national activities also an international function as information platform
for all market participants. Beside Canada I have also introduced the operation of Czech associations
and regulatory bodies, which are not focusing only on the mustard segment, but beside other sectors
we can find the mustard seed in their focus as well. Based on an international outlook we can
summarize, that Canada has the most advanced and best practicing association and regulatory
network. The Hungarian producers will not be able to gain back the export business of the past by
their own, so a foundation of a coordinating body is essentially needed. It could work from the side
of the farmers, the traders or in a combination of both. The most important goal of that association
should be the coordination of the producers, providing professional consultation in latest growing
technologies, following the farmers interests in the entire process and continuously seeking for new
market potentials. As I do not see a realistic chance for founding an organization dealing exclusively
with the mustard seed taking into account the current production structure. The organization would
take a consulting role in the case of all third rate plants like for example the mustard seed. Of course
a certain contribution from the side of the market participants would be necessary, but due to the
optimized market regulation the return of investment would be rather short. The foundation of the
mentioned organization is essential; even we are talking about a plant with lower awareness. If we
proceed with the current market practices, the Hungarian mustard will completely disappear from
the domestic crop structure in the near future. In case of the above mentioned changes, we could
turn this sector to a more prosperous and profitable future.
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Abstract
Sustainable Prosperity (SP) is a national research and policy network. SP focuses on market-based
approaches to build a stronger, greener, more competitive economy. It brings together business,
policy and academic leaders to help innovative ideas inform policy development. Green bonds issued
in order to raise funds for large infrastructure projects are one of the most effective ways of
protecting the environment. When we say environmental, "we want answers to questions such as:
how to reduce the damage caused by oil production, how to prevent the exploitation of forest
resources?". Green bonds are issued by large and prestigious international organization. Some of
these organizations are certainly well-known to everyone and they are highly respected by both the
investor and the "regular" citizens, and some of them are: World Bank, European Investment Bank
(EIB), US Government agencies and utilities, African Development Bank (AfDB), Asian Development
Bank (ADB), International Finance Corporation (IFC), Nordic Investment Bank (NIB). They are
responsible, not only for the issue bonds and attract investors, but also to control the cost of funds,
supervision of construction of infrastructure. They are one of the surest guarantors for payment of
accrued interest and principal that these bonds carry. Investing in such issued green bonds is certainly
one of the safest business ventures for investors on the one hand, and environmental protection on
the other. There are plans and projects that aim to protect not only nature, but also raise awareness
of leading people in developed countries. The majority of green bonds issued to date have been
“climate bonds”, meaning that the money raised is invested in climate change mitigation or
adaptation, including clean energy, energy efficiency, mass transit and water technology.
Keywords: Green bonds, Coupon rate, Securitization, Fixed-income securities, Institutional
investors, Energy efficiency.
Introduction
Green bonds are broadly defined as fixed-income securities that raise capital for a project with
specific environmental benefits. The majority of green bonds issued to date have been “climate
bonds”, meaning that the money raised is invested in climate change mitigation or adaptation,
including clean energy, energy efficiency, mass transit and water technology. Most green bonds have
been either plain vanilla treasury-style retail bonds (with a fixed rate of interest and redeemable in
full on maturity), or asset-backed securities tied to specific green infrastructure projects, though they
can vary based on the following characteristics:
 Issuer: Governments, commercial or development banks or corporations;
 Coupon Rate101: Zero coupon, fixed-rate, floating rate, index-linked, coupon linked to
environmental performance, etc.; and,
 Securitization: Backed by the assets they fund, the issuing institution, mortgages or
 public sector loans (covered bonds) or guaranteed by a third party.
 In addition, green bonds are monitored to ensure that they are fulfilling their environmental
 objectives.
101

The coupon rate refers to the bond’s stated interest rate
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USD Billions

Market Size
The value of bonds labelled “green” or “climate” issued globally to date is approximately USD $7.2
Billion102. Labelled green bonds have been issued predominantly as AAA-rated securities by
multilateral lenders such as the World Bank, the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the African
Development Bank (ADB) and the European Investment Bank (EIB). These bonds carry the same
credit risk and pay the same (or close to the same) coupon as the issuer’s conventional paper, but
the proceeds are ring-fenced for environmental-related investments chosen on the basis of internal
due diligence processes that include ongoing monitoring of “green” projects. Repayment of the bond
is not linked to the credit or performance of the projects and investors do not assume the specific
project risk. As shown in Figure 1, although not labelled “green bonds,” some asset-backed
renewable energy bonds have also been issued. Table 1 shows some select large green bonds
issuances to date. In a report by HSBC and the Climate Bonds Initiative, the authors analyze the
broader universe of what can be considered as climate-themed bonds issued since 2005. These
bonds are above and beyond those explicitly labelled “green” or “climate” bonds. The authors
estimate that global climate-themed bonds outstanding amount to at least USD $174 Billion. Of this
figure, the majority (USD $119 Billion) is for low-carbon transport. Lowcarbon energy bonds account
for USD $29 Billion. On top of the USD $174 Billion, another USD $204 Billion of bonds have more
than 50% of their revenues going to climate change solutions. Most of these bonds (82%) were
issued by private, public or state-owned companies, followed by development banks and financial
institutions (13%), project bonds (3%) and municipal bonds (2%).
However, no matter the exact size of the current green bond market, it still comprises a very
small share of the USD $95 Trillion (2010) overall global bond market103.

S&P Credit Rating
Figure 1: Selected Large Green Bond Issuances
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World Bank, July 2011
TheCityUK, July 2011
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Table 1: Notable Existing Green Bond and Related Issuances

Financing Gap
Environmental pressures continue to increase; one of the major barriers to the deployment of
technologies that would increase energy efficiency, reduce carbon emissions and provide other
environmental benefits is lack of capital. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), halving
global emissions by 2050, using existing or emerging technologies, would require an investment of
USD $46 Trillion.104 HSBC estimates that USD $10 Trillion is required by 2020, of which USD $6 Trillion
could be expected to come from the debt market (including both bank loans and bonds). Similar
large gaps exist in other key forms of infrastructure, such as water, which is estimated to require
investment of upwards of USD $400 Billion per year in OECD countries.
Low-carbon infrastructure tends to have high upfront costs but predictable revenue streams, making
it ideal for bond financing. The capital required for transitioning to a low-carbon, resource-efficient
and resilient economy exists, notably in the institutional investment sector (pension, mutual and
insurance funds) with global assets under management of USD $79.3 Trillion in 2010.
Institutional Investors: a Natural Market
In principle, institutional investors should be a natural market for many climate change solutions
investments, such as clean energy. Green bonds can provide long-term and secure returns that
match their long-term liabilities. In addition, their portfolios are already heavily invested in bonds
(more than 50% on average in OECD countries). Many institutional investors are concerned about the
104

Energy Agency (IEA), December 2011
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risks of climate change, water scarcity and other environmental issues. Climate change increases
uncertainty for long-term institutional investors and as such, needs to be proactively managed. This
concern has been channelled into greater integration of environmental, social and governance issues
into engagement and investment decision-making, as well as investor coalitions pushing for greater
corporate and political action on climate change, such as the more than USD $78 Trillion in assets
backing the Carbon Disclosure Project.Green bond issuances to-date demonstrate that investors do
not have to sacrifice yield to invest in assets and projects that support climate change mitigation and
adaptation efforts. Further, investors gain the additional benefit of climate risk mitigation by
deploying capital towards low-carbon infrastructure. In addition, low-carbon infrastructure and
energy efficiency financing could represent attractive sources of future yield.
Growing investor appreciation of the risks and investment opportunities related to climate change
and other environmental issues means they have a qualified interest in green bonds. According to
pension funds, their interest is dependent on the risk-return profile of a particular bond, meaning
that they require green bonds that are investment grade.
Scaling Up the Green Bond Market
Bonds need to achieve investment grade (meaning low-risk, with at least a BBB bond rating), if they
are to have any chance of tapping mainstream markets. The biggest immediate issues for the
expansion of a green bond market are around issuance scale and liquidity. The benchmark for
issuance size to attract mainstream investors is at least USD $300 Million. HSBC found that 103
climate bonds have been over the USD $500 Million threshold. Larger green bond issuances would be
included in fixed-income benchmark indices, bringing index-tracking investors into the pool. A liquid
green bond market requires at least USD $200–300 Billion, made up of bonds rated BBB or higher.
International Financial Institutions have been the first players in the green bonds market. The World
Bank and the European Investment Bank, for example, have issued some USD $5 Billion of green
bonds so far, mostly to fund their own projects. In Canada, TD Bank and RBC have provided investors
with access to some of these bonds. Many of these have been issued through private placements,
which does not add to the liquidity of the total green bond market.
The other major issuer of green bonds have been renewable energy companies, which tend to have a
lower rating (usually BB for wind and solar projects), and smaller scale. Renewable energy and
energy efficiency markets are much more disaggregated than traditional energy sectors, with many
small projects. Smaller projects need to be aggregated into larger offerings suitable for the appetite
of larger investors. Another option for upgrading the credit rating for asset-based renewable energy
bonds is for issuers to refinance existing projects, which are more likely to achieve higher ratings.
There are hopes that state development banks like the United Kingdom (UK)’s new Green Investment
Bank will play a role in issuing various types of green bonds, which will blaze a trail and grow the
market. A proposal has been put forward by a private sector consortium, called the Green Deal
Finance Company, to administer the UK’s Green Deal (the UK’s plan for large scale energy efficiency
retrofits in the housing sector), including issuing green bonds. Traditional bonds are highly
standardized, which reduces transaction costs. In order to do the same for green bonds, the Climate
Bonds Initiative has launched the first set of standards for verifying the credentials of green bonds, to
create more security for investors. The Standard is intended to support funds to create climatethemed portfolios; the larger the pool the more mainstream funds will participate, the lower the cost
of finance will be. Credibly identifying green bonds allows institutional investors looking for ways to
address climate change risks to easily screen their portfolios accordingly; it allows them to outsource
their due diligence around environmental characteristics.
In the early stage of development for green bonds, growing the market will require various forms of
preferencing for green bonds. Governments have a role to play in growing the green bond market,
from creating a secure policy environment for environmental technologies, which creates investment
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opportunities, to providing guarantees and tax incentives. Evolving the models for private-public risk
sharing will be key to expanding the market for green bonds.105
Implications for Policy-Makers
Action could be taken by governments at the municipal, provincial and federal levels to help develop
the market for green bonds by supporting deal flow and aggregation, and creating the enabling
policy and risk environment. Capital is required by those undertaking projects with environmental
benefits, including renewable energy developers (including utilities) and governments. Governments
could issue a green bond, but could also support private issuers in a variety of ways, as shown below.
The bonds could be used to fund a variety of projects, depending on the level of government and its
objectives, including public transit, renewable energy, and energy efficiency. Investors could include
the general public, pension funds, utilities and insurance companies.
1.
Provide Credit Enhancement/Guarantees/De-Risking:
The government could use its own assets to provide a guarantee for some portion of the underlying
liabilities to enhance the credit rating of the bond. This helps to reduce the bond’s risk level
(“derisk”). (E.g. US Department of Energy Loan Guarantee program). Public entities can insure Power
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) on renewable energy generation projects as well as provide credit
enhancement wraps for Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) of project loans to address political
and other market risks and first-loss
(default) risk.
2.
Backstopping:
The government could purchase sub-tranches of subordinated debt from early bond issuances to
improve the risk profile of bonds by temporarily taking some first-loss layers from early issuances
which would serve to lower their price and help the market gain familiarity. The government could
also insure the credit or debt of the bond issuer. (E.g. European Investment Bank offers credit
enhancement product targeted for clean energy). Governments can, as demonstrated in the case of
the state of Pennsylvania, purchase and securitize energy efficiency loans to recycle capital for
further lending.
3.
Tax Preferencing:
Using internationally standard qualifying criteria, governments could make the income from green
bonds either tax-free or taxed at a lower rate than typical investments. For example, the United
States provides tax credits for clean energy bonds.
4.
Bond Issuance/Marketing:
Governments at all levels could issue retail green bonds, similar to Canada Savings Bonds, but to fund
renewable energy or other projects. According to a poll conducted by Nanos, 81.8% of Canadians
support the green bonds idea, and 62.2% stated that they would purchase them if they had an
interest rate similar to that of Canada Savings Bonds.106
5.
Policy Framework:
Government have a role to play in ensuring that financial sector regulations and institutions reflect
the evolving needs of the capital markets and investors. Existing legislation should be updated where
needed, and new legislation could also be created, as for example, the UK’s Green Deal legislation
derisks securitised energy efficiency loan portfolios through legislated repayment collection
mechanisms. In terms of institutions, the creation of a ‘Green Investment Bank’ in Canada (as is
proposed in the UK) could facilitate a number of the previous examples.
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Kidney, Sean, February 7, 2012
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Conclusions
The ability of the green bond market to grow and satisfy the needs of institutional and retail
investors of all types will depend on the ability of issuers to source projects, issue at scale, and
interact with stakeholder - supported standards for content and impacts. Investors will need to
specify what they feel comfortable with as “green” and the credit quality and financial characteristics
they expect from green products. The general problem of balancing standards across the sectors of
green, from infrastructure to real estate to sustainable forestry to corporate bonds, will remain a
challenge. Without a liquid market in them, finding the capital required will be significantly harder
and also more expensive. The proposed Green
investment bank can play an important role in helping to quickly create a liquid market in these new,
but also simple and proven, debt products. Measures to reduce policy risk and improve the revenue
certainty of low carbon assets are also important, and can help ensure that green nfrastructure
bonds match the risk-reward profile of institutional investors.
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Abstract
The acronym CRM became widespread only in the 90s, however, its elements were not unknown to
marketing experts earlier either: personalised communication, contact through multiple channels,
customer loyalty. The operation strategy of the firms and the concept of marketing have changed
fundamentally. The common goal of the marketing expert and the salesman, as well as the company
is to sell a great variety of products with the largest possible profit, keeping an attention to customer
satisfaction. A CRM introduction is a complex, long, multi-area project in which company employees
and IT suppliers are both involved. I sum up the results of my research in two parts. In the first part I
group the possible issues that may arise during a CRM introduction based on expert interviews into
issues of the software developer and the issues of the client company. I check the stage of
introduction (the task at hand) where the issues may arise and also check to which of the three typical
types of software (that are well identifiable based on the development process) they are linked to.
During my interviews I contacted and interviewed the representatives of eleven companies. Based on
the experience of the IT experts of the companies that were subject to my research and the literature I
identified the critical points of a CRM introduction and the typical points of failure. The aim of the
expert interviews was to map the willingness for a CRM introduction, the description of the market
characteristics, the analysis of the introduction strategy and concept formulation, as well as the
analysis of the dependency on system characteristics. I also interviewed twelve leading IT experts of
software suppliers. In all cases I talked to experts who knew the market well, who took part in several
CRM introductions and had several years of experience. In my research I examined which companies
in the opinion of the experts undertake a CRM introduction, what motivations are typical, how the
companies are selecting software. How does the economic crisis affect this market? Are there any
methodologies that support the introduction being applied? What is the success-failure ratio?
Altogether it can be said that my interview subjects did not give a homogeneous picture about the
market. It became evident, however, that the Hungarian representatives of foreign companies with
significant past experience are much more prepared for introducing a CRM system than their
domestic competitors. Therefore they see differently what the demands are, what the ratio of and
reason for failure is, and they have a different view on the range of support. Looking at the supplier
side, the solutions with similar parameters offered by the suppliers vary greatly in features and price.
A good choice would require proper professional background or the use of professional assistance.
Keywords: company informatics system solutions, selecting software, objective aspects, support,
company informatics system processes
Introduction
The acronym CRM became widespread only in the 90s, however, its elements were not unknown to
marketing experts earlier either: personalised communication, contact through multiple channels,
customer loyalty.
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Payne mentions six factors as reasons for its development [PAYNE 2007]:
1. transaction-based marketing is replaced by contact-based marketing;
2. companies recognise that customers are not only objectives but tools as well;
3. function-based organisations become process-based;
4. the emergence of custom tailored marketing methods;
5. the development of information processing technologies;
6. proactive rather than reactive use of information.
Mester considers only two major trends being of importance in the development of CRM [MESTER
2007]. One is the reduction in the differences between products; this forces market players to
differentiate themselves from their competitors by customisation. The other is the development in IT
that enabled the collection and analysis of customer data with software support.
Moorman and his co-authors come to this result of a research: „As companies have direct contact to
their customers today, they have to radically re-organise themselves, putting contact-building before
trademark-building.” *MOORMAN C.-RUST R.-BHALLA G. 2010]
Thus the operation strategy, the marketing concept of firms has significantly changed. In this new
concept the focus of marketing is not on the product itself anymore, the aim is not to sell a specific
product in the greatest amount to anyone with the largest possible profit: it is the customer who is in
focus. The common goal of the marketing expert, the salesman and the firm is to sell the greatest
variety of products to the customer with the largest possible profit, keeping an attention to customer
satisfaction.
In 2010 people from MiniCRM conducted a research through their website about the sales support
and client management of SMEs. „Maybe the most stunning result of the research is that 76% of the
respondents measure sales results just indirectly, based on reports, the aggregate amount of income
or profits or the data provided by the accounting software. Only CRM users (5,5 %) create up to date
statistics on sales results. 11,5% of the respondents analyse the sales data daily, 29,4% of them
weekly.
The
majority,
58%
reviews
sales
data
monthly
or
even
more
infrequently.[http://www.marketinginfo.hu/hirek/article.php?id=18062] The research is by no means
representative. The sample was based on the visitors of MiniCRM’s website, and it can be assumed
that mostly those companies are looking for CRM-related information that have no such system
currently or if they have one, there are some issues with its operation. However, the ratios within the
large number of respondents are interesting. Even if a general conclusion about SMEs cannot be
drawn from the research, it can be said that the results are quite thought-provoking.
A CRM introduction is a complex, long, multi-area project in which company employees and IT
suppliers both participate. In a research published in 2000 the ratios between the types of experts
involved was analysed in American large company CRM projects. A very large proportion of advisors
was found. Next were mid-level managers and then IT managers. 80% of the experts involved had
some kind of a managerial position: this may be advantageous in order to achieve management
support; however, it entails some dangers as high-level management has little time for this task given
their other duties.
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Figure 1. CRM Solutions: Who’s doing what – 2000
2010. január 21.

http://www.crmcommunity.com

If the introduction of a CRM system is successful, this causes fundamental changes in the life of the
firm.
Révész is of the view that these changes include an increase in sales, an increase in customer
satisfaction, a specific decrease in general and marketing costs and an increase in the harmony and
effectiveness of internal procedures. *RÉVÉSZ 2004+
Payne [PAYNE 2007] recommends that all firms should verify their readiness before the introduction
of a CRM system. He recommends a CRM audit for this purpose; this should build up a CRM process
within a strategic model, which includes the following sub-processes: strategy development, quality
creation, information management, integration of multi-channel sales, and quality control. The firm
should verify these and it should select those key areas which require further development before
the introduction of the system.
Hetyei and Horváth identify the following risks related to CRM selection:
 It is a great mistake if the company management does not give careful thought to the needs
of the company during the selection, if they do not check out several systems, suppliers,
service providers which may come into question.
 It is not enough to identify the needs; they also need to be weighted. It should be known
which functions are indispensable and which are not mandatory. External appearance cannot
replace the shortcomings of the software.
 It may be problematic to let an IT expert decide on the selection. In this case, IT aspects may
outweigh business aspects in the decision.
 It is similarly problematic if financial aspects are put too much forward.
 Further risks arise in this case if during the selection
- only the software licence fees are compared, and other costs (customisation,
installing, education) are not taken into consideration.
- only the software costs are taken into consideration, related hardware needs such as
network upgrades are disregarded.
- software costs that will accrue over several years are not calculated with (support,
update, other costs) [HETYEI – HORVÁTH in BÍRÓ 2011+
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Bohnné formulates that a condition of the introduction of a CRM system is to „put things in order” in
the life of the company that decides for this move. Internal procedures should be rationalised,
information flow should become transparent, parallel procedures should be eliminated and conflicts
of interests should be resolved. She suggests that a BPR should be performed, that is, business
procedures should be reorganised. She suggests that customer-centred thinking should become an
integral part of company culture, and not only an IT background should be secured for this purpose,
but its proper use should be taught to the employees as well. She emphasises the importance of the
management’s dedication and the presence of appropriate employees as well.
„The management should use the following tools:
 Performance measurement – control
 a system of reward and disincentives
 regular training, preparation, education
 ensuring the interactivity of information flow
Employees are only able and willing to fulfil the expectations of the leadership if they are in
knowledge of the following (motivation):
 aims
 expectations
 the tasks that flow from the above for them
 checks and controls
 risks and
 rewards.” *BOHNNÉ 2005+
During a research I performed earlier I found [REICHER 2007] that companies requesting a CRM
system usually already have some kind of an IT solution, they may already have an existing ERP
system with a database and they have some idea about their expectations from a CRM software to
be introduced.
Material and methods
The aim of my current research was to map the willingness for a CRM introduction, to describe the
market characteristics and to analyse the formulation of the introduction strategy and concept in an
introduction process.
I have interviewed the representatives of seven ERP and CRM suppliers.
The main topics of the interview were:
 Which companies undertake a CRM introduction, what is their size and profile (the number
of employees, their income, the number of clients). Are there typical industries? Which are
these?
 Is there an own CRM introduction methodology? What are the main steps?
 What is the typical duration of the introduction? What is the longest and the shortest time?
What does the time depend upon?
 What additional services are offered by the suppliers to their clients (education, support,
development, etc.)
One of the seven companies develops its products targeting large companies or the top level of the
medium-sized sector. The companies of the other six interview subjects prefer SME clients, their
products can be introduced with less investment. Two of the seven interviewed representatives work
at companies with foreign parents; they adopt the software to the domestic market and add their
own developments.
Looking at the software types supplied, one company delivers a cloud-based product, another offers
both retail versions and individual development, while the remaining five are present on the market
with standard solutions. One of the companies also offers industry-specific solutions. The number of
their clients varied between 3 and 30.
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Results and discussion
During my analysis I follow the order of the topics outlined in the interview plan.
When describing the characteristics of the companies introducing a CRM, my respondents could not
identify a typical industry. Their clients include companies both from the manufacturing and the
services sector. The suppliers undertake to supply industry-specific solutions as individual
development and they try to sell these specific developments to companies with similar profiles.
Concerning the company size, they experience that typically medium sized or larger companies
request their products, however, as an exception, sometimes small companies have similar demands
as well. The experts say that it is typically the client number that defines the need for such an IT
solution. It deserves attention that four out of seven respondents mentioned that the would-be
clients are not expressively looking for a CRM system, they just describe functionalities. Most experts
consider the domestic entrepreneurial market as unprepared for a CRM introduction. They consider
the West European market to be much more developed and by years ahead in client management.
Especially the Austrian, German and British companies were mentioned as outstanding in this
respect.
Selection criteria are rather different depending on the various clients. Certainly the price has a
strong influence on the decision. Often the decision-maker has no expertise in the special field of
CRM systems and the related IT solutions and no experts or advisors are taken along for the
negotiations, therefore the decision on issues beyond the price are subjective, superficial and
frequently unfounded. More than half of my respondents were of the view that the lack of
preparation on the client side causes serious issues already in the early stages of negotiation. The
involvement of an external expert would be necessary, who could represent the client side in a
professionally competent manner independently from the supplier. He could formulate the client’s
demands and he would understand the features and limits of the IT solution. However, the client
often considers the involvement of such experts unnecessary; it is considered to be a serious
financial burden, even if this causes altogether much less expenditure than the damages caused by a
failed introduction. As a result, this task is usually taken over by the experts of the supplier; however
the client can evidently not expect an objective opinion in this case.
On the supplier side, typically the supplier with a foreign parent had its own introduction
methodology. In the case of these suppliers, a central strategy based on international experience is
followed during the CRM introduction. The parent companies request a high level of support from
the representatives in all countries in this area as well. The aforementioned main steps of the
methodologies are: assessment of demands, system presentation, documentation, development,
customisation, education, tracing. However, these methodologies are strongly linked to the software;
they can be used in other development areas only after re-working and even then with reservations
only. Domestic developers have no general introduction methodologies. They design the steps of
introduction based on the current client. They say that the introduction project is greatly influenced
by the size of the client company and the complexity of the system requested. In all of their cases,
the process of introduction is tailored to the client.
Answers varied on a broad scale about the duration of the introduction process. The time necessary
(as reported by the experts) ranged from some weeks to one and a half years. The duration is
influenced by several factors, like the attitude of the management of the client, its support and
persistence for the introduction, the complexity of the system, the company size, the preparedness
of the client and the amount of support provided by the IT supplier.
The auxiliary services offered with the system uniformly included education and support. Some
respondents also mentioned advisory work related to the system planning, the estimation of
hardware needs and purchase of hardware at a favourable price, regular updates and remote help
desk services.
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Conclusions
Altogether it can be said that my interview subjects did not report a homogeneous picture about the
market. It became evident, however, that the Hungarian representatives of foreign companies with
significant past experience are much more prepared for introducing a CRM system than their
domestic competitors. Their introduction methodology that is fit to their own system helps the
performance of successful projects. However, even these experts mentioned failed introductions.
These experts see the demands, the ratio and reason for failure and the range of support differently
than their purely domestic counterparts, given their strong professional background. However, their
software can be afforded only in the higher segment of the SME sector, meaning that the clients are
in a stronger financial position, therefore they are able to afford the advisory work, their employees
may eventually have previous experience at a large multinational company, where in the company
culture they may have gained experience with the operation of a CRM software. Therefore they are
more apt in formulating their demands and managing the introduction procedure.
Therefore, those participants of the SME sector whose number of clients or tasks suggest that the
setup of a CRM system would be reasonable, should make their decision for one of the solutions
offered by the suppliers based on well defined, weighted selection criteria. During the introduction,
but at least in the early stage they should involve an external advisor or a well-informed employee
with a good professional background, as contrasted to the general practice where the manager
makes the decisions in all matters that arise during the selection and the introduction. This is a
frequent mistake at those small companies where the organisation is not yet mature enough. The
number of their tasks and clients would require a structural reorganisation and a distribution of
managerial tasks in order to avoid single person decision-making. It is of similar importance that
there should be a detailed schedule for the introduction. This should contain not only the IT-related
tasks, but also any tasks related to development in management and organisation and client
management tasks. The schedule should naturally be accompanied by a detailed cost calculation. An
introduction is deemed to be successful when it is completed according both to the planned schedule
and to the budget.
The solutions with similar parameters offered by the suppliers vary greatly in features and price. It
was evident from the answers provided by my interview subjects that the condition for a good choice
by the client would require proper professional preparation or the involvement of professional aid.
This would make all clients satisfied customers after the purchase and introduction of a CRM system.
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Abstract
Municipalities play important role in the production of public services and public goods. The level of
services provided by them determines the life standards of inhabitants in a given settlement and their
place in the competition among settlements. As regards investment projects implemented by the local
governments, those investments have key role which are based on local needs, can be maintained in
the long run, their operation can be ensured, they enhance and contribute to opening new economic
possibilities and improve financing in the future. It should be highlighted that the objective of
development is to keep the level of tasks provided by the settlement, to improve the prosperity of the
local economy and maintain its financial positions. In addition to these criteria, it is important to
ensure appropriate financing structure with narrow own resources in order to enable performance of
functions considering the economies of scale and to induce further improvement in the municipality
management. It is important, however, to implement such investment projects which will be in
demand within the region and would not put unaffordable burden on the further operation of the
municipality or the performance of obligatory tasks. There are a lot of examples to illustrate this,
when the implemented municipality project surpassed the load bearing capacity of the settlement
and led the municipality to bankruptcy. Therefore the heads of municipalities have great
responsibility to use the financing sources available for the settlement appropriately, to make proper
priority list in this regard because not only the development but the maintenance of current property
assets is an important criteria, too. The paper intends to review the financing methods of municipality
investments and the main experiences of national projects and those financed by the European Union.
The aim of the study is to describe the economic situation of municipality sector with financial indices
which demonstrate the possible fund raising capacity of settlements and the expected changes in the
future. I also intend to outline the tendencies in the accumulation expenses and incomes of
municipalities, positive and negative experiences, as well as the expected processes in the financing of
municipality development projects following the implementation of the new municipality law. The
aim of the research is to give orientation to the municipalities and government policies in order to
implement efficient, financially sustainable development actions which would increase the
competitiveness of settlements.
Introduction
The tasks of Hungarian municipalities are quite wide-range because – in addition to the two main
sectors of human public services – they provide a number of public utility and settlement
maintenance services. In Hungary, the municipality system fulfilled significant functions before the
postcommunist transition. As regards these competencies and functions, the introduction of
Fundamental Law and the key acts have brought some changes. The tasks of settlement
development are crucial from the aspect of municipality management because new properties are
created and investments are carried out from public funds to improve the life quality of citizens.
Settlement development means not only property management or asset acquisitions for the
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municipalities, but it is also a complex process of key importance in regard to the needs of
population, fund-raising as well as the long- and short-term financial performance of municipalities.
The present paper intends to review the financing methods and the status of municipalities with the
help of financial indicators and recommends a model which enables sustainable development.
Funding sources of municipal development projects

Figure 1. Funding sources of municipal development projects
Source: own edition according to Vigvári, 2002 and Kovács, 2007
It is important to raise development funds for municipalities because the implemented projects can
be tools in competition among settlements (Vigvári, 2002).
In the frames of finding external development sources, the foreign funds, grants provided or cofinanced by the European Union – or other organizations – can be the financial sources, besides
borrowing. Basically there are two possibilities of financing municipal projects:
 „Pay as you go”, in case of which the financing is made primarily from current revenues, which
can be either internal sources or subsidies. The biggest disadvantage in this case is that it
means an unfair burden in the distribution of investment costs among generations. This type
of financing builds basically on own resources, thus it is mostly for the smaller projects or
renovations. In case of Hungarian municipalities, the expanding investments dominate to
renovations which aim the maintenance of the property condition. It is widespread due to the
available investment subsidies. (Gál, 2012) Therefore the „pay as you go” is prioritized by
those settlements which can hardly find some other central or EU development sources.
 In case of „pay as you use” financing, the municipalities use additional funds from the capital
market in order to implement their development projects. This attitude enables to adjust the
external fundraising to the useful period of investment and it means a more equitable
distribution among generations in regard to the burdens of the given project. (Vigvári, 2002)
(Kovács, 2007)
Following the integration into the European Union, the municipalities have had access to
substantially larger development funds then in case of projects financed from national budget. These
development projects have enabled the settlements to invest, for example, in infrastructure. The
municipalities could count not only on the funds co-financed by EU but also on funds made available
by EEC, the Norwegian Financial Mechanism and the Swiss Contribution.
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The main characteristics of Hungarian municipality system
Before the current municipality act came into force, Hungary had 3168 settlement and 19 county
municipalities as well as 23 cities with county rank. According to the typification applied by the
municipality system models, the Hungarian municipalities were similar to the Southern model on the
basis of the number of citizens, but the tasks of municipalities show similarities primarily with the
Scandinavian model. According to the new legislation, the tasks and functions have substantially
changed. The county municipality level – where the maintenance of institutions and coordination
was assigned – has become even more weightless. The law prescribes differentiated functions among
the settlement levels and the way of financing the local level has changed, too.
By integrating into the European Union, the Hungarian municipalities have had access to significant
amount of funds. In the programming period starting in 2004, almost 173 billion HUF, while in the
current programming period which started in 2007 approximately 1001,942 billion HUF investment
grants were paid to the municipalities. It is almost one-third (31,8%) of the total funds co-financed by
EU and provided for the national economy (National Development Agency,2013). This fund
abundance has led to unprecedented imbalances in the settlements. As the result of budget
restrictions, the transfers from the state budget to finance the operational costs of municipalities
have shown a declining tendency, in addition to which there was an external debt-like fund-raising –
required for the own contribution of projects - in the form of securities, municipal bonds, mostly
denominated in CHF, or in form of borrowing. These two factors have deteriorated the positions of
municipal sector in the long run but to different degrees, depending on the size and economic power
of the actors in the sectors. ( Vigvári-Jánossy, 2009)

Figure 2. Accumulation and capital revenues and capital expenditures from 2004 to 2010
Source: own edition according to Ministry of Interior Affairs, 2011
The value of financial assets received by the municipalities from property management or for
accummulation purposes did not cover the expenditures of capital formation. It can be concluded
that there was a decline from 2007 to 2008, when the town municipalities and municipalities with
county rank realized substantial bond issues. This phenomena had an atypical feature. (Vigvári, 2009)
Starting from 2009, however, the capital formation expenditures of municipalities increased again.
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Thus it can be laid down that in the first half of the programming period the municipalities mostly
laid up the money borrowed earlier or received from the issued bonds. These changes are well
presented by the changes in the balance sheets of the bank sector, in which the fixed deposit stock
of municipalities decreased from 2009.
Table 1. Accumulation expenditures in GDP percentage
2004
2005
2006
2007
GDP current prices, Bn HUF
20 804 21 989 23 755 25 408
Accumulation expenditures, Bn 449
562
682
584
HUF
Accumulation expenditures in a
2,2
2,6
2,9
2,3
GDP %
Source: own edition according to Ministry of Interior Affairs, 2011

2008
26 543
551

2009
26 054
574

2010
26 748
694

2,1

2,2

2,6

The declining tendency of development expenditures in GDP ratio is obvious between 2007 and
2008. It is due to the drop of GDP values and the growth of capital expenditures. The examined data
clearly demonstrate the cycle effect produced by municipal elections, owing to which the highest
capital expenditures by the municipalities were made in 2006 and 2010, while in the previous years
they mostly kept their assets in reserve.
Table 2. Financial positions of medium-scale and town municipalities according to CLF method in
2007 and 2010 in Billion HUF.
Number
2007
2010
1.
Opeational revenues
2113
1967
2.
Opeational expenditures
1941
1891
3.
Operational income (=1.-2.)
172
76
4.
Accumulation revenues
215
268
5.
Accumulation expenditures
449
524
Balance of accumulation budget (= 4.-5.)
6.
-234
-256
7.
Total revenues
2328
2235
8.
Total expenditures
2390
2415
GFS position (=3.+6.=7.-8.)
9.
-62
-180
10.
Balance of financial operations
170
62
Position of current year (=9.+10.)
11.
108
-118
12.
Loan repayment, redemption of bond
93
93
Net operational income (=3.-12.)
13.
79
-16
Source: State Audit Office, 2011
The Credit Local France developed an evaluation method - called CLF method – for the evaluation of
financial positions of municipalities. The point in the method is that it separates the current and
capital budget, which is economically justified by the availability and maturity of funds. The method
focuses on the net operational revenues – financial capacity – which gives the operational balance of
municipalities after repayment of principle. (State Audit Office, 2011) In case of positive value, the
municipality has savings which can be spent on future expenditures, while the negative value
indicates a non-sustainable husbanding. (Vigvári, 2011) According to László and Zsámboki, the
financial capacity gives the degree of borrowing capacity where the debt stock can be increased
without the necessity of decreasing present and future expenditures in order to maintain solvency.
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The report of the State Audit Office in 2011 about the financial management of county and capital
municipalities, as well as the municipalities of cities and the towns with county rank, indicates a
declining financial position regarding the examined actors of the sector. It is especially obvious from
the negative value of net operational income which means that municipalities need additional loans
in this amount because the capital budget was in deficit, too. The reason for this was that the
realized operational revenues declined due to the former bond issues and budget restrictions and
thus the revenues were not sufficient to meet the principal repayment and bond cashing obligations.
It may induce further indebtedness in the coming years in the sector. The GFS position has also
deteriorated in the municipalities owing to the deficit in capital formation budget. The county
municipalities were in the worst position in 2010 because in their case the operational revenues
were also negative, owing to the fund withdrawal and lack of own revenue. Due to this, debt
consolidation should have been carried out in regards to regional municipalities. In summary it can
be concluded that the financial positions of municipalities worsened because of budget restrictions
and increased investment activities. Their future position is also negatively affected but it can be a bit
eased by the debt takeover initiated by the state budget.
In my opinion, the programming period starting from 2007 has opened such sources for the
municipalities, for the absorption of which they were financially not able only by an unprecedented
indebtedness. Following the implementation, the municipalities have commitments concerning the
created property or program. In case of inappropriate returns, it may increase the current
expenditures which – in turn – may cause the deterioration of municipal positions in similar way. In
the future, the changing legislation can actually obstruct only the bond issues due to the central
authorization procedure but not the loans borrowed for the own contributions of European Union
grants. Only the lower borrowing limits can hamper the excessive indebtednes
Aspects of sustainable municipal development

Figure 3. Aspects of sustainable municipal development
Source: own research
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Financial situation
Considering the economic situation of municipalities, the starting point is certainly the financial
aspect. The Hungarian system is exposed very much to the grants from the state budget which has
been substantially restructured in regard to ways of financing and distribution. The CLF method and
the net operational income – financial capacity index – calculated with it is a very efficient tool for
the analysis of the financial situation in the municipalities. Its value in several years gives
comprehensive information about the financial situation of the municipality including the former
indebtedness, as well as the incomes and expenditures in regard to compulsory and voluntary tasks.
Another area to examine is the ratio of own revenues and their change over time because liabilities
in connection with debt cannot exceed 50% of own revenues during the total loan term. The local tax
revenues, capital revenues, fees, fines belong here (Government Decree No. 353/2011). Measuring
indebtedness is also important in regard to the formerly borrowed loans, too, because this is
considered in the calculation of debt limits. The accounts receivable and their maturity should also
be reviewed from the aspect of creditworthiness. Its aim is to prevent the possible liquidity tensions
concerning the operative and investment finances. The examination of the property can help to
explore the possibilities of savings or reducing operational costs by, for example, applying
environmentally friendly technologies.
It is an important aspect, which property should unconditionally be renovated in order to maintain
the state of the property. Its indicators are the technicial data, the index comparing the gross and net
value of the property. In my opinion, the renovation should get higher priority than before and the
municipality should develop appropriate strategy in order to replace property. Unfortunately, the
former central financing did not enable the consideration of amortization thus no replacement funds
were created (Gál, 2012) Of course, the objectivity dominates in the selection of these criteria but
the development practice is determined by subjective aspects, too, like former experiences or best
municipal practices. The municipality associations can help in this work.
Aspects of beneficiaries
The most important beneficiaries of municipal developments are the citizens, taxpayers and people
in the region, as well as the potential visitors who consume the implemented service, independently
from its nature. In this regard it should be considered whether the new capacity will draw
appropriate number of consumers, therefore the demographic composition of the population and
the demographic tendencies are to be analysed, too. The former public tasks are centralized, but the
property – in case of public education institutions - remains in the ownership of the municipality and
high amounts of funds are spent on them. The settlements will probably spend development sources
on these properties in the future, too, thus the capacities should be analyzed and evaluated in order
to avoid the creation of excess capacities.
Another aspect to examine in case of voluntarily undertaken task is the solvent demand especially if
such investment is planned where the source of return is the fee to be paid. The competitiveness of
the created property should be acceptable compared to the situation of surrounding competitors.
This assessment gets priority in case of touristic investments or implementation of cultural projects.
In order to ensure the competitiveness of the settlement and the employment, it is inevitable to
attract prosperous enterprises to the region which fit well into the local economic structure. In my
opinion, the enterprise-friendly behaviour of settlements has outstanding importance because they
are major employers and taxpayers in the local economy thus their needs should be considered in
the determination of target areas of development. The regional role also determines the possible
areas for development thus the investment projects of regional importance – connected to public
utilities or network infrastructure - should be implemented in cooperation with the municipalities of
the region, thus ensuring the economy of scale. These aspects can be surveyed most efficiently by
questionnaires, market research methods, forums and consultations with partner enterprises and
municipalities.
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Aspect of economic environment
The economic environment include the methods of external fund-raising, state preferences,
subsidized activities and the banks’ willingness to lend money. Since the municipalities carry out
most of their investments with the help of some external fund-raising method therefore the effect of
macro-environment is not negligible. The subsidized activities can only be stimulating if the
government declares the support of the given activity. If, however, the returns on the investment
take very long time – or cannot be expected at all – it is important to consider the additional state
funds or development funds which can be used for the appropriate implementation or operation of
the investment. The central planning dominates also in case of funds co-financed by EU thus it
substantially determinates municipality developments. Since these plans are made for programming
periods of 7-year intervals, they are predictable sources. The ratio of support is the factor which
should be examined. Another factor is the relations with the credit institutions which may ensure the
advance payment and own contribution for the projects. Nagy (2007) concluded that the relation
system is considerably determined by the account relation capital and the banking sector regards the
lending to municipality sector as low risk due to its scale. (Gál, 2012) It is a question, however, how
the lending practices of banks will change in the future due to the macroeconomic situation and
bond issues, moreover how the changes in the legislation will affect the municipal loan market.
Financial sustainability
In case of municipal investment realized from borrowed sources, the sustainability determines the
financial frames of the municipality. (Dafflon, 2010) (Vigvári, 2011). In order to ensure financial
sustainability the municipalities should permanently control development projects in regard to the
increase of local taxes or fees as the consequence of the project, the cost reducing effect, the debt
service coverage and the effect on the operation in the current year. The projects can basically have
three types of finance outputs: neutral, revenue generating and support demanding. The source of
repayment can be the increased fees, higher local taxes or sale of property. In case of incomegenerating investment the repayment is not at risk if it exceeds debt service. In case of support
demanding projects – when the operational costs are increased after implementation, that is the net
operational costs are decreased – the repayment can be at risk and it reduces the financial capacity
of the municipality, therefore the maintenance of these development projects by the municipalities
should be considered. (Vigvári, 2011)
Develompent projects
In case of future projects, the economic program should contain the areas to be developed and the
Integrated Town Development Strategies made for medium-run can also offer some clues. Thus the
projects which are implemented by considering these aspects fit in the economic program
representing the strategy of the settlement. It could serve as the strategy of the municipality and be
filled up with more essential content than before: the targets of development can properly be
broken down by fiscal years, and the required financial demands and sources could be planned
accordingly. Thus the strategic attitude would prevail with which the municipalities spend public
funds on investment projects induced by the needs of local people and not increasing the risk of
municipality operation. The financially sustainable municipality development projects do not
deteriorate the financial situation of settlements, increases the satisfaction of beneficiaries and can
be the starting point of the next development projects carried out by the municipality.
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Conclusions, recommendations
The above outlined criteria set – by forming appropriate indicators suitable for the municipalities can be placed among the tools of strategic and operative planning, next to the well-known planning
methods (Balanced Scorecard, Public Scorecard). It would improve the accountability of the leaders
in the settlement and thus the financially sustainable operation. By declaring the objectives it can be
achieved that the municipalities start development projects not because something is announced in
a call for proposals but because they are necessary for operating the settlement. In this regard, the
state budget and the economic policy can offer guidelines in order to ensure that the municipalities
apply for independent target areas which is not determined by a preferred target system. Thus they
will not create capacities which cannot be efficiently operated and there is no risk concerning
operation and the repayment of any support.
In this regard, special loan products should be developed for municipalities with which they can
realize even those projects which are not supported by co-financing funds from EU or other
organizations. Since these are external funds subject to approval where the profitable operation is
prescribed, the municipalities must act responsibly in fund-raising and the credit institutions properly
control them.
The other area to support is the group of small settlements and municipalities with insufficient own
revenues. Due to their size, they cannot allocate appropriate funds from their assets to capital
expenditures, usually they are not creditworthy, thus they are not able to replace their property.
State or county sources could ensure appropriate support for conserving their property. Thus the
former property compliance could be reduced or grants could be transfered from the formerly
decentralized funds for small settlements or towns in order to ensure the necessary renovation
works or smaller purchases.
In my opinion, prestigious investment projects implemented by the municipalities from fundabsorption needs (which deteriorate their financial capacities in the long run) can be avoided by
appropriate planning, by observing the principles of responsible management and increasing the
efficiency of internal control. On behalf of the government, when future project plans are developed,
the target areas to be improved in the interest of competitiveness should be considered,
differentiating among the settlements according to their economic and geographical situation.
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Abstract
In recent times it is a basic question to redefine the role of local community actors especially local
governments in the local economy. It is hard to decide if local economic development is a topic that
should be approached and handled by local governments, or it is something that should not be on
their agenda at all. It is definitely not a compulsory task by law but still can be a distinctive advantage
in a tough competition. Local governments are competing worldwide regardless of their size, location,
population or other characteristics. Mid-size cities form a particular group in this competition.
According to Kunzmann (2009), „medium-sized towns located beyond metropolitan regions in Europe
are among the victims of the current metropolitan fever in Europe.” The aim of the current paper is to
present the practical steps of a local economic development system taken in a Hungarian mid-size city
and to identify and analyse the first results of the specific measures. Based on the definition by The
World Bank on local economic development „It is a process by which public, business and
nongovernmental sector partners work collectively to create better conditions for economic growth
and employment generation”. Strengthening local economies can deliver an effective response to the
challenges confronting Europe. Solution experiments are continuously arising from local initiatives
and their prerequisites and efficiency vary significantly. The same tendency can also be captured in
Mezei’s paper (2008) on The Role of Hungarian Local Governments in Local Economic Development
where the author argues that “Currently there is an ongoing debate about the advantages and
disadvantages, and the supremacy of market mechanisms. However, it can also be concluded that
intervention at local level in local economic development has become routine at world level”. As a
first step the current work examines an initiative to build up a local economic development system
already introduced in a mid-size city in Hungary, a regional capital of a less-developed (Objective 1)
region. It presents the intervention logic, the order and the interconnection of the specific measures
taken and their possible synergies. The justification of the selected measures and their comparison to
the wide range of measures listed in the literature are also described. The study identifies the first
results and also examines the direct and indirect connections between the interventions and the
objectives. As a final chapter, the conclusions and recommendations are presented. In line with the
aim and the methodology of the work the main achievements include a structured presentation of the
original situation, the problems identified, the intervention logic followed, the consecutive actions
taken, the first results of the measures and the conclusions and derived recommendations.
Introduction
Communities, cities and governments around the world increasingly turn to Local Economic
Development (LED) strategies in response to the challenges of globalization and the drive for
decentralization. There are several definitions for Local Economic Development from the World Bank
to specific definitions of researchers and authors. We only mention the most relevant definitions
according to the scope of our research.
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As it is stated by the International Labour Organisation (a specialized agency of the United Nations)
LED means more than just economic growth. It is promoting participation and local dialogue,
connecting people and their resources for better employment and a higher quality of life for both
men and women. LED strategies are also deployed in countries affected by the global jobs crisis,
increasing the coherence and effectiveness between national policy packages and local realities.
The World Bank uses the following definition: Local Economic Development (LED) offers local
government, the private sector, the not-for-profit sectors and the local community the opportunity
to work together to improve the local economy. It aims to enhance competitiveness and thus
encourage sustainable growth that is inclusive.
The OECD also introduced a specific programme, called LEED Programme (Local Economic and
Employment Development) with the the aim to contribute to the creation of more and better quality
jobs through:
 More effective policy implementation
 Innovative practices
 Stronger capacities
 Integrated strategies at the local level
Another definition is offered by Mezei (2008) is that “… local economic development is a locally
executed, conscious intervention which influences the operation of the local economy and where
local participants initiate or, alternatively, accept, support and modify external development
concepts.
According to Cunningham and Meyer-Stamer (2005), one of the main differences between urban
development and LED is that urban development is usually a mandatory task of government, while
LED, defined as business promotion and development is usually not mandatory. Business
development is a voluntary task of government, and it is a task that has seen a paradigm shift in
terms of delivery. In their work they argue the necessity and efficiency of alternative approaches, the
so-called light touch principle in comparison with the heavy-handed orthodox approach and its
problems.
Despite the similarities and differences in the overall definitions, there are numerous possible tools
and interventions in the literature that can further differentiate the particular approaches and
models.
The literature on the possible practices is immense and the tools vary significantly depending on the
examined period, geographic location, size and characteristics.
The World Bank provides an overall synopsis and differentiates 3 basic periods with their specific
features as the three waves of LED in its Trainer’s Manual.
The first wave is scheduled from the 1960’s to early 1980’s.
It focused on the attraction of mobile manufacturing investment from outside the area. The most
common tools were subsidised loans, direct firm payments, tax breaks, expensive and competitive
low road industrial recruitment programs.
The second wave is scheduled from the 1980’s to mid 1990’s.
The focus moved towards retaining and expanding existing (indigenous) industries. This period was
characterised by using both direct firm payments, providing managed workspace, advice and training
for SMEs, technical support and business start up support.
From the late 1990’s onwards we live in the period of the third wave when the focus has been
shifted from direct firm support to making the entire business environment better for business
growth and retention. The most important features defined are strategic planning, public/private
partnerships, networks, collaboration as well as competition, supporting the local jobs rather than
importing them and finally, the improvement of the local business environment.
It also declares that the community needs to decide what key programs and projects it will adopt to
achieve its LED vision, goals and objectives. The options are many and varied and may be as simple as
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providing a directory of services for local businesses or as complex as attracting foreign direct
investment.
The following program options are typical core choices, and selection will be dependent on local
circumstances.
 Improving the Local Business Investment Climate
 Investment in Hard Strategic Infrastructure
 Investment in Sites and Premises for Business
 Investment in Soft Infrastructure
 Encouraging Local Business Growth
 Encouraging New Enterprise
 Promoting Inward Investment
 Sector (and business cluster) Development
 Area Targeting/Regeneration Strategies
 Integrating Low-Income or Hard-to-Employ Workers
Mezei (2008) in her work specifies 6 topics in the field of local economic development practices such as:
 Planning,
 Financing,
 Business development,
 Partnership,
 Institutional system,
 Infrastructure development.

In the current research we would like to evidence the facts that local governments can be
competent, active and efficient actors in local economic development (1) and that there is no need
the re-invent the wheel but a tailor-made and coherent set of the measures existing already as
good practices are more effective and can lead to positive and also short-term results (2).
Material and methods
According to the most common definition, a medium-sized town is that of a town with a population
of 20,000 up to 200,000, depending on population density and the respective urban system in a
country (Kunzmann, 2009, European Foundation, 1994). The examined target city, Miskolc is the
third largest city of Hungary and the regional capital of the Northern Hungarian region. It is a tyical
mid-size city with strong traditions in heavy industry and suffered serious losses deriving from the
Regime Change and the collapse of the heavy industry and the connected works and manufacturing
facilities. We examine the period 2007-2010 when the city was situated in a circle of industrial parks
in its agglomeration and confronted several challenges, among others the necessity of renewal and
the availability of European funds for the purpose. Ths main problems were the fragmented and not
efficient municipal system, lack of strategic infrastructure, the low level information flow and
networking between the local actors, and the negative national and international image and
reputation of the city. Based on the local SWOT analysis connected to the strategic programming
process, the objectives and specific measures were also identified. The main objectives were
identified as an efficient, coordinated and business-friendly municipal system, tailor-made strategic
infrastructure, cooperative local partnership, and international visibility and reputation. As one of
the first steps in the process, the local government decided to follow an existing international model
and its adaptation, a good practice from the City of Debrecen, and organised a group of companies
(Holding) structure. This new company included all of the formerly independent subsidiaries of the
local municipality. With the adaptation of the model, the practical questions of local economic
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development came to light as local economic development as a function was not included or
prioritised in the original good practice. LED typically costs money and requires several types of
investment before any payback can be expected. After several months of consultation, in 2007, the
decision was made to undertake the function and secure the necessary seed finance to establish a
Department for Local Economic Development.The basic aim was to strengthen the local economy
and increase the amount of FDI (Foreign Direct Investment). On the basis of the most important
conclusions of the local SWOT analysis, the identified objectives and the international good practices,
a system model for LED was created. The system model included the short- and medium term tasks,
the necessary budget and competence matrix, the related partnership structure and responsibilities
altogether with the expected outcomes and success indicators. In the examined case several tools
from the international literature were selected and scheduled. The framework prepared was
involving building blocks from the international literature instead of adapting an existing model. The
interventions were grouped under 4 basic topics, such as:
 Infrastructure development
 Investment in Soft Infrastructure
 Partnership development
 International visibility
The first 3 topics were sectoral categories and international visibility was programmed as a horizontal
topic. Some of the topics are capital-intensive, while some of them require careful planning,
coordination, partnership building and high level competences. The nature of the achieved results
and the time period required to achieve the specific results also vary significantly. The measures
were implemented paralelly though in some cases there were partial overlaping between the specific
outputs and measures. The scheduling of the tasks was a crucial question and it was revised several
times during the process due to the delays and vis majors occurred.
In the following pharagraphs we describe the content of the topics according to the literature and
also the measures taken in the examined case study.
Infrastructure development
Investment in Hard Strategic Infrastructure: Improving the built environment for businesses including
transport infrastructure (roads, rail, air and sea) and utilities (industrial and potable water, waste
disposal, gas and electricity, and telecommunication systems.
Investment in Sites and Premises for Business: Enabling the provision and availability of land and
sites, premises and units for productive economic and business development (sites and premises,
and managed workspace and business units).
In the case study the prior focus was on the construction of a new, green-field industrial
infrastructure, the so-called Mechatronics Industrial Park, with tailor-made utilities. After the
completion of the industrial park, the direct road connection to the highway as a basic requirement
from the investros’ side, and the accessibility and logistic connection to railway were the next steps.
Additionally to the Mechatronics Industrial Park, the opportunity to construct a new industrial
infrastructure as Phase II was also ensured through a project proposal for the Miskolc South
Industrial Park title.
Investment in Soft Infrastructure
Improving the comercial environment for businesses through, for example, regulatory reform, skills
training and business-focused education, research and development, "one-stop shop" advisory
services, business networking, guidance to accessing capital and finance sources.
In the case study the process was started by the establishment of the Local Economic Development
Department ensuring one-stop-shop services and FDI support activities. A local partnership was
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created with the relevant actors to ensure the efficient everyday management of these activities, eg.:
labour office, local authorities, statistic office, …
As the next step, the LED Department was the responsible organisation to prepare the local
regulation on entreprise development and FDI support and to submit the regulation to the
Assembly. After the acceptance of the regulation, it was also responsible for the operation of the
connected subsidy system and incentive packages, including the opportunity of a temporary subsidy.
It also provided assistance to the companies settling in the new industrial park in the authorisation
issues and in accessing financial sources, such as the Structural Funds as non-refundable subsidies.
Partnership development
Sector and business cluster development
Focuses on facilitating linkages and interdependence amongst firms (including suppliers and buyers),
supporting services (including training institutions and banks) in a network of production (and sale)
of products and services. Local governments can collaborate locally and regionally to become
facilitators of industry networking and catalysts/brokers to bring the actors together.
In cooperation with the local stakeholders and relevant authorities and agencies (eg.: regional branch
of the National Investment Promotion Agency and the Intermediary Bodies of the Operative
Programmes, the Chamber of Commerce and other stakeholders, higher education institutions,
research institutes, and also business entities from the investors’ and employers’ side) a local
committee was established. This committee has been widened continuouosly in the examined
period and several meetings, workhops, conferences were organised as part of its activity.
A thorough survey and as a result, a comparative study was prepared on the possible competitors
and cooperative partners, and based on this study, bilateral and multilateral links were formulated
with several regional actors, such as: industrial parks, real estate agencies, local municipalities in the
agglomeration,… Several local level databases were also created, including a supplier database in
mechatronics.
International visibility
Promoting Inward Investment
Attracting business to a community from elsewhere in the country or from other countries. This
option needs careful weighing of the costs and benefits. It can be risky and at most should only form
a targeted part of a broader LED strategy.
This horizontal topic is the most specific that is normally part of a larger package in the literature. In
our case it was of outstanding importance and thus formed a separate topic. As the most important
objective of this topic was to reposition the city and reformulate its image on the national and
international level in order to stimulate investments, is has a direct linkage to Promoting Inward
Investment from the literature.
The measures under this topic included the preparation of a comprehensive PR and marketing plan
with the channels of the information flow and the target groups and specific, carefully scheduled
actions. An umbrella brand, the connected sub-brands and a complete toolkit were developed, with
a strong international focus. Based on the partnership described in the previous topics, the actions
were planned and implemented in strong cooperation with other local actors to ensure added-value
and international visibility, eg. in the case of the Financial Times FDI recognition.
As a summary, Table 1 shows the identified objectives, topics, measures and their measurable
results.
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Table 1.: The identified objectives, topics, measures and results
OBJECTIVES

Efficient,
coordinated
and
business-friendly municipal system

Tailor-made
infrastructure

strategic

Cooperative
partnership

local

TOPICS

Investment in soft infrastructure

Infrastructure
development

Partnership
development

International visibility

MEASURES

regulatory reform

green-field
industrial
infrastucture with utilities

local
partnership
development

PR and marketing
preparation

institutional reform

road connection

LED
Action
preparation

oragnised marketing activities with
other partners

local temporary subsidy system

rail connection possibility

Plan

International visibility and reputation

action

plan

development of the marketing toolkit

preparation of the next
phase
industrial
infrastructure
development)
RESULTS

Miskolc Local Regulation on
Entreprise Development and FDI
support

Mechatronics
Park

one-stop-shop services and LED
Department (including FDI support)
Entreprise Award

active
local
FDI
support partnership

PR, press conferences and releases,
participation on international fairs

Miskolc South Industrial
Park Title

Local
Coordination
Committee

e- and printed leaflets, conferences
and workshops

Property forum Award

Financial Times FDI
award

Own construction based on local incentives, documents and regulations, 2013.

Industrial

LED

Investor-Friendy Local Government

Results and conclusions
In the current research we would like to evidence the facts that local governments can be
competent, active and efficient actors in local economic development (1) and that there is no need
the re-invent the wheel but a tailor-made and coherent set of the measures existing already as
good practices are more effective and can lead to positive and also short-term results (2).
In our case study the set of the results includes large-scale, so-called flagship projects, newly
established organisations and local level regulations, marketing tools and prestigious international
recognitions. It is hard to measure success and there are several initiatives in the literature and an
ongoing debate, if local economic development really does work or does not, and how can we assess
its efficacy.
There are several quick-win activities, eg. in our examined case the construction of the new
industrial park, but the more important question is if they can really make a difference in the long
term. In our case this can be assessed by the number of the settled/settling companies and the new
jobs created. The Mechatronics Industrial Park is now almost fully settled, it has a direct higway
connection and the construction of the new, Miskolc Southy Industrial Park will be started in 2013.
The local regulation and the connected incentive package were introduced and exploited by several
companies, utilising the available budget and creating more local jobs and investment. The Local
Economic Department is still a functioning unit in the organisation managing the incoming requests
from potential investors and FDI support organisations.
It is hard to measure the weight and relevance of the local partnerhip, the international recognitions,
and the high-quality and active PR and marketing activities, especially in the medium- and long-term,
but the short term results are unchallenged.
The systematic, multi-case evaluations of LED policies are not quite common, but Rodriguez-Pose and
Palavicine-Corona (2012) in their analysis with a quantitative approach came to the conclusion, that
municipalities engaging in LED duting the last two decades have witnessed significant improvements
in human development, relative to those which have overlooked LED strategies. They also concluded,
that pursuing or even thinking about LED strategies has paid off for the examined municipalities.
Among the 7 different LED criteria considered, the design of a development plan, the
implementation of capacity building measures, and the creation of new development links, both
within the municipality and outside it, seemed to have had the greatest impact on development.
These measures and their impact and efficacy were justified by the results in our case study also.
Based on our case study we can conclude the followings:
 It is possible to prepare, introduce and operate a local economic development system in a
Central-European mid-size city with the leadership of the local municipality and with a
participatory approach from the different types of local stakeholders.
 On the basis of the international literature and the good examples, an efficient and synergetic
set of measures can be drafted and implemented. The Structural Funds constitute a perfect
co-financing resource to local economic development activities and the coherent execution of
these activities can create added-value for the local economy.
Some policy recommendations for the future can also be identified on the grounds of the
international literature and the current study:
 Supporting the LED initiatives, preparation and implementation tasks of local governments in
Central Europe can be an efficient tool to increase the added-value and synergetic effects of
the individual development projects in the local economy.
 Besides the investment in hard infrastructure, the investment in soft infrastructure is of
crucial importance and could be supported through specific subsidy systems and monitored
through a measurable set of indicators.
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In the process of planning the next EU programming period for 2014-2020 it is the best moment to
introduce also in Central Europe this method of supporting economic development and to draft the
related measures in the future Operative Programmes.
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